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United Nations Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996 (ST/DL/SER.B/5/Rev.5) is prepared by the Dag Hammarskjöld Library (DHL) as one of the major tools of the United Nations Bibliographic Information System (UNBIS). It provides access to United Nations documentation by series symbol, subject, body responsible for the series symbol and title of the series.

Information was collected from material available in the collection of the Dag Hammarskjöld Library.

Arrangement of Publication

I. LIST OF SYMBOLS is an alphanumeric list of series symbols which includes the following information:

a) Document series symbol, followed by the corporate body responsible for the documentation;

b) A series title, if the document symbol represents a recurrent publication;

c) The dates of the years when a symbol began and ended; a symbol still active is followed by a dash after the opening year. An explanatory note indicates changes in symbol, series title and distribution category of material that is restricted or for internal distribution only.

Cross references are made from the symbol as it appears on the document to the expanded symbol which indicates the hierarchy of the body responsible for issuing the documents, e.g.:

EC.AD./ See: [E/ECE/EC.AD.]
[ECE/EC.AD.] See: [E/ECE/EC.AD.]

II. SUBJECT INDEX provides topical access to series symbols.

III. CORPORATE NAME INDEX provides access by the United Nations body responsible for the symbol.

IV. SERIES TITLE INDEX provides access by title of series, i.e. recurrent publications.
Basic series of subsidiary organs are usually numbered in the order of their establishment or convocation.

The documents of some subsidiary organs bear a symbol consisting of the basic series symbol of the parent body followed by the acronym of the subsidiary organ, e.g.:

A/SPC/ Special Political Committee of the General Assembly
E/ESCA/ Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia
E/ICEF/ United Nations Children's Fund

The following elements may be added to any series symbol but do not appear in this list:

i) Element denoting the nature of the document:

- /INF. Information series
- /MIN. Minutes
- /NGO/ Documents containing communications from non-governmental organizations
- /PET/ Petitions
- /PV/ Verbatim records of meetings (proces-verbaux)
- /RES/ Mimeographed texts of adopted resolutions
- /RT/ Record of testimony
- /SR/ Summary records of meetings
- /WP/ Working paper

ii) Elements denoting modification of the text:

- /Add. Addendum
  Indicates an addition of text to the main document.
- /Amend. Amendment
  Indicates the alteration, by decision of the competent authority, of a portion of an adopted formal text.
- /Corr. Corrigendum
  Indicates modification of any specific part of an existing document to correct errors, revise wording or reorganize text, whether for substantive or technical reasons.
- /Excerpt
  Indicates the release of an excerpt from a document when only that portion is required.
- /Rev. Revision
  Indicates a new text which supersedes and replaces that of a previously issued document. To be used when the document must be reissued in its entirety, whether for substantive or technical reasons.

- /Summary
  Indicates a summary of a report, prepared specifically to facilitate its consideration by an organ.

iii) Elements denoting distribution category:

- /L. Limited
- /R. Restricted

The database from which this publication is extracted will be posted on the Internet.

Please address any comment on this publication to the Acquisitions and Indexing Section, Dag Hammarskjöld Library, dhlais@un.org.

1/ Starting with the 31st session of the General Assembly, symbols were expanded to include Arabic numerals denoting the session (e.g., A/31/, A/32/, A/C.1/31/, A/C.2/32/, etc.).

Starting with the 8th special session in 1978, symbols of documents issued in connexion with special sessions were expanded to include an element consisting of "S*" followed by Arabic numeral(s) denoting the session (e.g., A/S-8/, A/S-10/, etc.). An explanation of these changes is given in A/31/INF/1.

2/ Starting in 1978, symbols of Economic and Social Council documents were expanded to include the year (e.g., E/1978/, E/1978/C.1/, etc.). An explanation of this change is given in E/1978/INF.1.

3/ Starting in 1994, symbols of Security Council documents were expanded to include the year (e.g., S/1994/...).
## List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AATPO</td>
<td>Association of African Trade Promotion Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAU</td>
<td>Association of African Universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACAST</td>
<td>Advisory Committee for the Application of Science and Technology to Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of South-East Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAS</td>
<td>Advance Technology Alert System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEESTEM</td>
<td>Centre for Economic and Social Studies of the Third World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEFIGRE</td>
<td>International Training Centre for Water Resources Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEPAL</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Latin America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMEA</td>
<td>Council for Mutual Economic Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVESIS - Africa</td>
<td>Development Sciences Information System - Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECE</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECLAC</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECWA</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Western Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEC</td>
<td>European Economic Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMEP</td>
<td>Co-operative Programme for Monitoring and Evaluation of the Long-Range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCAP</td>
<td>Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCWA</td>
<td>Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FADINAP</td>
<td>Fertilizer Advisory, Development and Information Network for Asia and the Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSDS</td>
<td>Framework for the Integration of Social and Demographic Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATT</td>
<td>General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICJ</td>
<td>International Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDRC</td>
<td>International Development Research Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFAD</td>
<td>International Fund for Agricultural Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMCO</td>
<td>Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCB</td>
<td>International Narcotics Control Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFOTERRA</td>
<td>International Referral System for Sources of Environmental Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRES</td>
<td>Information Referral System for Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRAW</td>
<td>International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIU</td>
<td>Joint Inspection Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAP</td>
<td>Kuwait Action Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LES</td>
<td>Licensing Executives Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG</td>
<td>liquefied natural gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPG</td>
<td>liquefied petroleum gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAU</td>
<td>Organization of African Unity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PADIS</td>
<td>Pan-African Documentation and Information System for Social and Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCTT</td>
<td>Regional Centre for Technology Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIAP</td>
<td>Statistical Institute for Asia and the Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR</td>
<td>Transport International Routier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCHS</td>
<td>United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Trade and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTC</td>
<td>United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDRO</td>
<td>Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEF</td>
<td>United Nations Emergency Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>United Nations Environment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA</td>
<td>United Nations Fund for Population Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations Children’s Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDO</td>
<td>United Nations Industrial Development Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITAR</td>
<td>United Nations Institute for Training and Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRRA</td>
<td>United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRWA</td>
<td>United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSO</td>
<td>United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNU</td>
<td>United Nations University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Union of Soviet Socialist Republics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFUNA</td>
<td>World Federation of United Nations Associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMO</td>
<td>World Meteorological Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/</td>
<td>UN. General Assembly. - 1946.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In 1970 the session indication was added in the symbol: A/(sess.)/-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A(AB)/</td>
<td>UN. Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. - 1946-1947.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symbol changed in 1947 to A/CN.1/. - Restricted distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.1/</td>
<td>to A/AC.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; Symbols not used &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.8/</td>
<td>&lt; Symbol not used &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some documents restricted. - See also A/AC.17/; A/AC.28/ and A/AC.35/.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some documents restricted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See also S/AC.7/. - Some documents restricted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.13/</td>
<td>UN Special Committee on Palestine. - 1947-1947.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.16/</td>
<td>UN Special Committee on the Balkans. - 1947-1951.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some documents restricted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.16/SC.1/</td>
<td>UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Subcommittee 1. - 1948-1951.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some documents restricted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.16/SC.2/</td>
<td>UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Subcommittee 2. - 1948-1951.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.16/SC.4/</td>
<td>UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Advisory Committee 1. - 1948-1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.16/SC.5/</td>
<td>UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Genoa Drafting Committee. - 1948-1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.16/SC.7/</td>
<td>UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Drafting Committee. - 1949-1949.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.17/</td>
<td>UN. Special Committee on Information Transmitted under Article 73e of the Charter. - 1948-1948.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some documents restricted. - See also A/AC.9/; A/AC.28/ and A/AC.35/.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A/AC.18/SC.1/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.18/SC.2/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.18/SC.3/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.18/SC.4/

A/AC.18/SC.5/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.18/SC.6/

A/AC.18/SC.7/

A/AC.18/SC.8/

A/AC.18/SC.9/

A/AC.19/SC.4/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.19/SC.5/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.19/SC.6/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.19/SC.7/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.19/SC.8/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.19/SC.9/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.19/SC.10/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.19/SC.11/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.19/SC.12/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.19/SC.13/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.20/
<Symbol not used>

A/AC.21/

A/AC.22/
UN Headquarters Advisory Committee. - 1948-1952.

A/AC.23/
<Symbol not used>
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A/AC.24/

A/AC.25/
UN Conciliation Commission for Palestine. - 1949. 
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.26 II/CW.1/
UN Commission on Korea (2nd sess.). Committee of the Whole. - 1950-1950. 
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.26/
UN Commission on Korea. - 1949-1950. 
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.26/SC.1/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.26/SC.2/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.26/SC.3/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.26/SC.4/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.26/S/C.5/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.27/
UN. Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on Relief to Palestine Refugees. - 1949-1949. 
No documents published.

A/AC.28/
UN. Special Committee on Information Transmitted under Article 73e of the Charter. - 1949-1949. 
See also A/AC.9/, A/AC.17/ and A/AC.35/.

A/AC.29/
No documents published.

A/AC.30/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.31/

A/AC.31/SC.1/

A/AC.32/
UN Commissioner in Libya. - 1950-1952. 
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.32/CC/
UN Commissioner in Libya. Coordination Committee. - 1951-1951. 
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.32/CC/C.1/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.32/CC/C.1/SC.1/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.32/CC/C.1/SC.2/
UN Commissioner in Libya. Legal Subcommittee. - 1951-1951. 
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.32/COUNCIL/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.32/MON/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.32/TA/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.32/TRIB/
UN Tribunal in Libya. - 1951-1962. 

A/AC.33/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.34/
Some documents restricted.
A/AC.34/SC.1/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.35/SC.1/
Some documents restricted. - See also A/AC.9/, A/AC.17/ and A/AC.28/.

A/AC.35/SC.2/

A/AC.35/SC.3/

A/AC.35/SC.4/

A/AC.35/SC.5/

A/AC.35/SC.6/

A/AC.35/SC.7/
UN Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. Subcommittee on Education. - 1953-1953.

A/AC.35/SC.8/

A/AC.35/SC.9/

A/AC.35/SC.10/

A/AC.35/SC.11/

A/AC.35/SC.12/

A/AC.36/
UN High Commissioner's Advisory Committee on Refugees. - 1951-1954.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.37/
UNRWA. - 1950-.
Some documents restricted. - See also <UNRWA>.

A/AC.38/

A/AC.38/SC.1/

A/AC.38/SC.2/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.39/
UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea. - 1950-.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.39/C.1/
UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea, Committee I. - 1950-1950.

A/AC.39/C/
UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea, Committee of UNCERK. - 1950-1950.
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.39/PC/
UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea, Interim Committee. - 1950-1950.
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.40/
<Symbol not used>
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A/AC.41/
UN. Negotiating Committee on Contributions to Programmes of Relief and Rehabilitation in Korea and Relief and Reintegration of Palestine Refugees. - 1950-1951.
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.42/

A/AC.43/
See also A/AC.52/.

A/AC.44/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.44/SC.1/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.45/
No documents published.

A/AC.46/
Some documents restricted. - Some documents bear symbol POW/.

A/AC.47/

A/AC.47/AD/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.48/
UN. Committee on International Criminal Jurisdiction. - 1951-1951.

A/AC.49/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on South West Africa. - 1951-1953.

A/AC.50/
UN. Committee of Twelve Established by General Assembly Resolution 496 (V). - 1951-1951.

A/AC.51/
UN Tribunal in Libya. - 1951-1951.

A/AC.52/
See also A/AC.43/.

A/AC.53/

A/AC.54/
UN. Negotiating Committee for Extra-Budgetary Funds. - 1952-1952.
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.55/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.56/
UN. Good Offices Commission on the Question of the Treatment of People of Indian Origin in the Union of South Africa. - 1952-1954.
No documents published.

A/AC.57/

A/AC.58/
Symbol changed in 1953 to A/AC.67/.

A/AC.59/
UN. Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression < established by General Assembly resolution 688 (VII) >. - 1953-1953.

A/AC.60/
UN. Special Committee on Programme of Conferences. - 1952-1952.

A/AC.61/

A/AC.62/
UN. Negotiating Committee for Extra-Budgetary Funds. - 1952-1962.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.63/
UN. Special Committee on Programme of Conferences. - 1952-1952.

A/AC.64/
UN. General Assembly. Special Committee on Admission of New Members. - 1953-1953.

A/AC.65/
UN. Committee on International Criminal Jurisdiction. - 1953-1953.

A/AC.66/
UN. Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression < established by General Assembly resolution 688 (VII) >. - 1953-1953.
A/AC.67/
Previous symbol A/AC.58/ (1952).

A/AC.68/
UN. Committee on Special Administrative Questions. - 1953-1953.

A/AC.69/
UN. Special Committee on Measures to Limit the Duration of Regular Sessions of the General Assembly. - 1953-1953.

A/AC.70/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.71/
No documents published.

A/AC.72/

A/AC.73/
UN. Committee on South West Africa. - 1954-1956.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.74/

A/AC.75/
UN. General Assembly. Committee of Good Offices on Admission of New Members. - 1953-1956.
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.76/

A/AC.77/
UN. Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression <established by General Assembly resolution 895 (IX)>. - 1956-1956.

A/AC.78/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.79/

A/AC.80/
UN. Committee on Arrangements for a Conference for the Purpose of Reviewing the Charter. - 1956-1956.

A/AC.81/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.82/

A/AC.83/
UN. Committee on the Financing of UNEF (as Appointed under General Assembly Resolution 1089 (XI)). - 1957-.
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.84/
No documents published.

A/AC.85/
UN. Committee on Applications for Review of Administrative Tribunal Judgements. - 1956-.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.86/

A/AC.87/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.88/

A/AC.89/
UN. Committee on the Financing of UNEF for Extra-Budgetary Funds. - 1957-1957.
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A/AC.91/

A/AC.92/

A/AC.93/

A/AC.94/
UN. Expert Committee on United Nations Public Information. - 1958-1958. Title also given as: Committee of Experts on Public Information Activities. - Some documents restricted.

A/AC.95/

A/AC.96/
UN. Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme. - 1959-.

A/AC.96/EC/SC2/
UN. Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme. Subcommittee on Administrative and Financial Matters. - 1981-.

A/AC.96/EC/SCP/

A/AC.96/SUB.1/

A/AC.97/
UN. Commission on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources. - 1959-.

A/AC.98/

A/AC.98/C.1/

A/AC.98/C.2/

A/AC.98/LEG/

A/AC.99/

A/AC.100/

A/AC.101/

A/AC.102/

A/AC.103/

A/AC.104/

A/AC.105/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. - 1961-. Some documents were issued under symbols PUOS/. - See also A/COPUOS/.

A/AC.105/C.1/

A/AC.105/C.1/WG.1 to A/AC.105/C.1/WG.3/
< No information available >

A/AC.105/C.1/WG.4/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Working Group on Remote Sensing of the Earth by Satellites. - 1972-.

A/AC.105/C.1/WG.5/

A/AC.105/C.1/WG.6/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Scientific and Technical Subcommittee. Working Group of the Whole to Evaluate the Implementation of the Recommendations of UNISPACE 82. - 1987-.
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A/AC.105/C.1/WG.V/
Continued by: A/AC.105/C.1/WG.VI. - Limited distribution.

A/AC.105/C.2/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Legal Subcommittee. - 1962-.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.105/C.2/WG/DEF-GSO/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Legal Subcommittee. Working Group on Agenda Item 4 (Matters relating to Geostationary Orbit). - 1988-

A/AC.105/C.2/WS/68/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Legal Subcommittee. Working Group on Agenda Item 4 (Matters relating to Geostationary Orbit). - 1981-

A/AC.105/WG.1/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Working Group of the Whole. - 1966-

A/AC.105/WG.2/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Working Group on Navigation Services Satellites. - 1967-

A/AC.105/WG.3/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Working Group on Direct Broadcast Satellites. - 1969-
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.106/

A/AC.107/
UN. Commission of Investigation into the Conditions and Circumstances resulting in the Tragic Death of Mr. Dag Hammarskjöld and of Members of the Party Accompanying Him. - 1961-1962.
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.108/
UN. Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration. - 1962-1962.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.109/
UN. Special Committee of 24. - 1962-
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.109/SC.1/
UN. Special Committee of 24. Subcommittee on Petitions and Information. - 1962-1987

A/AC.109/SC.2/
UN. Special Committee of 24. Subcommittee I. - 1962-

A/AC.109/SC.3/
UN. Special Committee of 24. Subcommittee II. - 1962-
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.109/SC.4/
UN. Special Committee of 24. Subcommittee III. - 1962-
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.109/SC.5/

A/AC.109/SC.6/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.110/
UN Special Committee for South West Africa. - 1962-1962.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.111/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.112/

A/AC.113/
Some documents restricted.
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A/AC.114/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.115/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.116/

A/AC.117/
UN. Special Committee on Technical Assistance to Promote the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and Wider Appreciation of International Law. - 1965-1966.

A/AC.118/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.119/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.120/

A/AC.121/
UN. Special Committee on Peace-keeping Operations. - 1965-.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.121/WG/
UN. Special Committee on Peace-keeping Operations. Working Group B. - 1967-.

A/AC.122/

A/AC.123/
UN. Advisory Committee on Technical Assistance to Promote the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and Wider Appreciation of International Law. - 1965-.

A/AC.124/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.124/DC/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.125/

A/AC.125/DC/
UN. Special Committee on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States. Drafting Committee. - 1966-.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.126/

A/AC.127/

A/AC.128/
A/AC.129/

A/AC.130/
UN. Committee on Conferences. - 1968-1969.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.131/

A/AC.131/PSY/

A/AC.131/INST/
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

A/AC.131/SII/

A/AC.131/SMS/

A/AC.132/

A/AC.133/

A/AC.134/
UN. Special Committee on the Question of Defining Aggression <established by General Assembly resolution 2330 (XXII)>. - 1969-

A/AC.135/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. - 1969-1968.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.135/WG.1/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. Legal Working Group. - 1968-1968.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.135/WG.2/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.136/

A/AC.137/

A/AC.138/

A/AC.138/SC.1/

A/AC.138/SC.2/

A/AC.138/SC.I/

A/AC.138/SC.I/WG.1/

A/AC.138/SC.II/

A/AC.138/SC.III/
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A/AC.139/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.140/

A/AC.141/

A/AC.142/

A/AC.143/

A/AC.144/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.144/WG/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC.145/
UN. Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Palestinian People and Other Arabs of the Occupied Territories. - 1970-.
Some documents restricted. - Name prior to 1990: Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the Occupied Territories.

A/AC.146/
UN. Informal Joint Committee on Host Country Relations. - 1970-.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.147/
LIST OF SYMBOLS - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996

A/AC. 152/
UN. General Assembly (26th sess. : 1971). Ad
Hoc Committee of the General Assembly for the
Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the
Programmes of the United Nations High

A/AC. 153/
UN. General Assembly (26th sess. : 1971). Ad
Hoc Committee of the General Assembly for the
Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for

A/AC. 154/
UN. Committee on Relations with the Host
Country. - 1972-.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC. 154/WG. 1/
UN. Committee on Relations with the Host
Country. Working Group. - 1972-.
Some documents restricted.

A/AC. 155/
UN. Special Committee on the Financial
Restricted distribution.

A/AC. 156/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Cooperation between
the United Nations Development Programme and
the United Nations Industrial Development
Some documents restricted.

A/AC. 157/
UN. General Assembly (27th sess. : 1972). Ad
Hoc Committee of the General Assembly for the
Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the
Programmes of the United Nations High

A/AC. 158/
UN. General Assembly (27th sess. : 1972). Ad
Hoc Committee of the General Assembly for the
Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for

A/AC. 159/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean. - 1973-.

A/AC. 160/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on International

A/AC. 161/
UN. Special Committee on the World Disarmament

A/AC. 162/
UN. General Assembly (26th sess. : 1973). Ad
Hoc Committee of the General Assembly for the
Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the
Programmes of the United Nations High

A/AC. 163/
UN. General Assembly (26th sess. : 1973). Ad
Hoc Committee of the General Assembly for the
Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for

A/AC. 164/
Restricted distribution.

A/AC. 165/
UN. Commission of Investigation on Reported
Documents largely restricted.

A/AC. 166/

A/AC. 167/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament

A/AC. 168/
UN. General Assembly. Ad Hoc Committee on the

A/AC. 169/

A/AC. 170/
UN. General Assembly (29th sess. : 1974-1975). Ad Hoc Committee of the General Assembly for the
Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the
Programmes of the United Nations High

A/AC. 171/
UN. General Assembly (28th sess. : 1974-1975). Ad Hoc Committee of the General Assembly for the
Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for

A/AC. 172/
UN. Committee on Conferences. - 1975-.

A/AC. 173/
UN. Working Group on United Nations Programme
Some documents restricted.
A/AC.174/
Some documents restricted.

A/AC.175/

A/AC.176/

A/AC.177/

A/AC.178/

A/AC.179/

A/AC.180/
UN, Committee on the Drafting of a Constitution for the United Nations Industrial Development Organization. - 1977-.

A/AC.180/CG/
UN, General Assembly, Intergovernmental Committee of the Whole to Draw Up a Constitution for UNIDO as a Specialized Agency. - 1977-.

A/AC.181/
UN, General Assembly. Ad Hoc Committee on the Review of the Role of the United Nations in the Field of Disarmament. - 1976-.

A/AC.182/
UN, Special Committee on the Charter of the United Nations and on the Strengthening of the Role of the Organization. - 1976-.

A/AC.182/WG/
UN, Consultative Group on the Handbook on the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes between States. - 1982-.

A/AC.183/
UN, Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. - 1976-.

A/AC.184/

A/AC.185/

A/AC.186/

A/AC.187/

A/AC.188/

A/AC.189/

A/AC.190/

A/AC.191/

A/AC.192/

A/AC.193/
UN, Special Committee on Enhancing the Effectiveness of the Principle of Non-Use of Force in International Relations. - 1979-1987.


UN. Committee on Information. - 1979-. Sessions began numbering in 1980, 10th session.
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A/AC.218/

A/AC.218/WG.1/

A/AC.219/

A/AC.220/

A/AC.221/

A/AC.222/

A/AC.223/

A/AC.224/

A/AC.225/
<No information available>

A/AC.226/

A/AC.227/

A/AC.228/

A/AC.229/

A/AC.230/

A/AC.231/

A/AC.232/

A/AC.233/

A/AC.234/

A/AC.235/

A/AC.236/
UN. Intergovernmental Group to Monitor the Supply and Shipping of Oil and Petroleum Products to South Africa. - 1990-1990.

A/AC.237/
Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee for a Framework Convention on Climate Change. - 1991-.

A/AC.237/NC/

A/AC.238/
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A/AC.239/

A/AC.240/

A/AC.240/1994/WG/

A/AC.240/1995/WG/

A/AC.241/
UN. Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee for the Elaboration of an International Convention to Combat Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, particularly in Africa. - 1992-1996.

A/AC.241/WG.I/

A/AC.241/WG.II/

A/AC.242/

A/AC.243/

A/AC.244/

A/AC.245/

A/AC.246/

A/AC.247/

A/AC.248/

A/Administrative Circular/

A/BUR/

A/BUR/(sess.)/
UN. General Assembly. General Committee. - 1976-.

A/C.1/SC.1/
UN. General Assembly, 1st Committee. - 1946-1946.

A/C.1/6/
UN. General Assembly, Joint 1st and 6th Committees. - 1946-1946.

A/C.1/Sess.1/
UN. General Assembly. General Committee. - 1976-.

A/C.1/Sess.2/
UN. General Assembly. General Committee. - 1976-.

A/C.1/Sess.3/
A/C.1/SC.2/ to A/C.1/SC.9/
<Symbols not used>

A/C.1/SC.9/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.
Some documents restricted.

A/C.1/SC.10/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.

A/C.1/SC.11/
<Symbol not used>

A/C.1/SC.12/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.

A/C.1/SC.13/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.

A/C.1/SC.14/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.
Some documents restricted.

A/C.1/SC.15/
<Symbol not used>

A/C.1/SC.16/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.

A/C.1/SC.17/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.

A/C.1/SC.18/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.
Some documents secret.

A/C.1/(sess.)/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee. - 1976-.
Prior to 1976 there was no ses. indication
in the symbol (see A/C.1/).

A/C.1/Sub.1/
<Symbol not used>

A/C.1/Sub.2/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee. Subcommittee

A/C.1/Sub.3/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.
Some documents restricted.

A/C.1/Sub.4/
UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee.
Subcommittee on Relations between Spain and

A/C.2&3/SC.1/
UN. General Assembly. Joint 2nd and 3rd Committee.
Subcommittee 1 on Distribution of Membership in
Some documents restricted.

A/C.2&3/SC.1/
UN. General Assembly. Joint 2nd and 3rd Committee.
Subcommittee 1 on Economic Development of
Under-Developed Countries. - 1946-1948.

A/C.2/(sess.)/
UN. General Assembly. 2nd Committee. - 1976-.
Prior to 1976 there was no ses. indication
in the symbol (see A/C.2/).

A/C.2/SC.1/
UN. General Assembly. 2nd Committee.
Subcommittee 1 on Economic Development of
Under-Developed Countries. - 1946-1948.

A/C.3&6/SC.1/
UN. General Assembly. Joint Working Group <of
the 3rd and 6th Committees on the Draft
Convention concerning the Non-applicability of
Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes
Some documents restricted.

A/C.3/
UN. General Assembly. 3rd Committee. - 1946-.
Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee.
- In 1976 the session indication was added in the
symbol: A/C.3/(sess.)/.

A/C.3/42/WG.1/
UN. Working Group on the Drafting of an
International Convention on the Protection of
the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Their

A/C.3/43/WG.1/
UN. Working Group on the Drafting of an
International Convention on the Protection of
the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Their

A/C.3/44/WG.1/
UN. Working Group on the Drafting of an
International Convention on the Protection of
the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Their
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A/C.3/46/WG.1/

A/C.3/SC.1/
<Symbol not used>

A/C.3/SC.2/

A/C.3/SC.3/

A/C.3/SC.4/

A/C.3/(sess.)/
UN. General Assembly. 3rd Committee. - 1976-.
Prior to 1976 there was no sess. indication in the symbol (see A/C.3/).

A/C.3/Sub.1/

A/C.4/
UN. General Assembly. Special Political and Decolonization Committee (4th Committee). - 1946-.
In 1976 the session indication was added in the symbol: A/C.4/(sess.). - Earlier headings: Trusteeship Committee (Fourth Committee) and 4th Committee. - In 1993, the Special Political Committee was merged with the Trusteeship Committee (4th Committee) and became the Special Political and Decolonization Committee (4th Committee). - Some documents restricted.

A/C.4/AC.1/
Available in the Archives Section only.

A/C.4/SC.1/

A/C.4/SC.2/ to A/C.4/SC.5/
<Symbols not used>

A/C.4/SC.6/

A/C.4/SC.7/
<Symbol not used>

A/C.4/SC.8/

A/C.4/SC.9/

A/C.4/(sess.)/
UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. - 1976-.
Prior to 1976 there was no sess. indication in the symbol (see A/C.4/).

A/C.4/Sub.1/
UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 1 <on Trusteeship Agreements>. - 1946-1946.

A/C.4/Sub.2/

A/C.5&6/Sub.1/
Some documents restricted.

A/C.5/
UN. General Assembly. 5th Committee. - 1946-.
Administrative and Budgetary Committee. - In 1976 the session indication was added in the symbol: A/C.5/(sess.). - Some documents restricted.

A/C.5/SC.1/ to A/C.5/SC.6/
<Symbols not used>

A/C.5/SC.7/

A/C.5/SC.8/
UN. General Assembly. 5th Committee. Subcommittee 8 on Public Information. - 1952-1952.
Restricted distribution.

A/C.5/SC.9/

A/C.5/(sess.)/
UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. - 1976-.
Prior to 1976 there was no sess. indication in the symbol (see A/C.5/).

A/C.5/Sub.1/
Some documents restricted.

A/C.5/Sub.2/
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A/C.6/
UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. - 1946-.
Legal Committee. - in 1976 the session indication was added in the symbol A/C.6/(sess.). - Some documents restricted.

A/C.6/37/WG.1/

A/C.6/37/WG.2/
UN. Working Group on the Draft Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment. - 1982-198?

A/C.6/51/NUW/
See also A/C.6/51/NUW/WG/.

A/C.6/51/NUW/WG/
See also A/C.6/51/NUW/.

A/C.6/52/WG/DECcade/

A/C.6/SC.1/ to A/C.6/SC.3/ <Symbols not used>

A/C.6/SC.4/
Some documents restricted.

A/C.6/SC.5/
Some documents restricted.

A/C.6/SC.6/
Restricted distribution.

A/C.6/SC.7/
Restricted distribution.

A/C.6/SC.8/
Restricted distribution.

A/C.6/SC.9/
Some documents restricted.

A/C.6/SC.10/
UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Drafting Committee on the draft convention on special missions. - 1968-1969.
Restricted distribution.

A/C.6/SC.11/
UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Working Group on Legal Publications. - 1972-.
Restricted distribution.

A/C.6/SC.12/
UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Drafting Committee on draft convention on the prevention and punishment of crimes against diplomatic agents and other internationally protected persons. - 1973-.

A/C.6/SC.13/
UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. - 1976-.
Prior to 1976 there was no sess. indication in the symbol (see A/C.6/).

A/C.6/Sub.1/
Some documents restricted.

A/C.6/Sub.2/
Some documents restricted.

A/C.6/Sub.3/
Some documents restricted.

A/CN.1/
UN. Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions. - 1947-.

A/CN.2/
UN. Committee on Contributions. - 1946-.
Some documents restricted.

A/CN.3/
UN. Board of Auditors. -
No documents issued.
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A/CN.4/
UN. International Law Commission. - 1949-.
Some documents restricted.

< A/CN.4/ > LC/
See: A/CN.4/

A/CN.4/SC.1/
Some documents restricted.

A/CN.4/SC.2/

A/CN.4/SER.A/
UN. International Law Commission. - Yearbook of the International Law Commission. - 1957-.

A/CN.5/
UN Administrative Tribunal. - 1950-1951.
Some documents restricted. - Symbol changed in 1951 to AT/.

A/CN.5/Decisions/Cases...
See also AT/DEC/.

A/CN.6/
UN Staff Pension Committee. - 1951-.
Some documents restricted.

A/CN.7/
UN. Peace Observation Commission. - 1951-.
Some documents restricted.

A/CN.7/SC.1/
Some documents restricted.

A/CN.8/
UN. Investments Committee. - 1956-.
Restricted distribution.

A/CN.9/
UN Commission on International Trade Law. - 1967-.
Some documents restricted.

A/CN.9/C.1/
UN Commission on International Trade Law. Committee of the Whole. Committee I. - 1970-.

A/CN.9/C.2/
UN Commission on International Trade Law. Committee of the Whole. Committee II. - 1970-.

A/CN.9/SER.A/

A/CN.9/SER.B/
UN Commission on International Trade Law. - UNCITRAL legal guides. - 1987-.

A/CN.9/SER.C/
UN Commission on International Trade Law. - 1953-.

A/CN.9/SER.D/
UN Commission on International Trade Law. - 1952-.

A/CN.9/WG.I/
Some documents restricted.

A/CN.9/WG.II/

A/CN.9/WG.III/
UN Commission on International Trade Law. Working Group on International Legislation on Shipping. - 1971-.
Some documents restricted.

A/CN.9/WG.IV/
UN Commission on International Trade Law. Working Group on Electronic Commerce. - 1972-.

A/CN.9/WG.V/
UN Commission on International Trade Law. Working Group on Insolvency Law. - 1980-.

A/CN.10/
UN. Disarmament Commission. - 1979-.
Previous symbol DC/ (1952-1979).

A/CN.10/1983/WG.I/

A/CN.10/1983/WG.II/

A/CN.10/1983/WG.III/
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A/CN.10/1983/WG.IV/

A/CN.10/1984/WG.I/

A/CN.10/1984/WG.III/

A/CN.10/1984/WG.IV/

A/CN.10/1985/CW/

A/CN.10/1986/WG.III/

A/CN.10/1987/WG.IV/

A/CN.10/1989/WG.II/

A/CN.10/1993/WG.II/

A/CN.11/

A/CN.11/AC.1/

A/CONF.1/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.2/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.3/

A/CONF.4/

A/CONF.5/

A/CONF.6/

A/CONF.6/C.1/

A/CONF.6/C.2/

A/CONF.6/C.3/

A/CONF.7/

A/CONF.8/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.9/

A/CONF.9/C.1/

A/CONF.10/

A/CONF.11/

A/CONF.12/

A/CONF.13/
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A/CONF.13/BUR/

A/CONF.13/C.1/

A/CONF.13/C.2/

A/CONF.13/C.3/

A/CONF.13/C.4/

A/CONF.13/C.5/

A/CONF.14/

A/CONF.15/

A/CONF.16/

A/CONF.17/

A/CONF.18/

A/CONF.19/

A/CONF.19/C.1/1

A/CONF.20/

A/CONF.21/

A/CONF.22/

A/CONF.23/

A/CONF.24/

A/CONF.25/

A/CONF.26/

A/CONF.27/

A/CONF.28/

A/CONF.29/

A/CONF.30/

A/CONF.31/

A/CONF.32/

A/CONF.32/BUR/
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A/CONF.32/C.1/

A/CONF.32/C.2/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.32/CR/D/

A/CONF.32/PC/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.33/

A/CONF.34/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.34/PC/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.35/

A/CONF.35/C.1/

A/CONF.35/C.2/

A/CONF.35/CR/

A/CONF.35/GC/

A/CONF.35/PC/

A/CONF.36/

A/CONF.37/

A/CONF.38/

A/CONF.39/

A/CONF.39/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.39/DC/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.40/

A/CONF.41/

A/CONF.42/

A/CONF.43/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.44/

A/CONF.46/

A/CONF.48/

A/CONF.47/
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A/CONF.48/

A/CONF.48/C.1/

A/CONF.48/C.2/

A/CONF.48/C.3/

A/CONF.48/IWGC.I/

A/CONF.48/IWGM.I/

A/CONF.48/IWMP.I/

A/CONF.48/IWMP.II/

Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.48/IWGS.I/

A/CONF.48/PC/

A/CONF.49/

Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.50/

A/CONF.51/

A/CONF.52/

A/CONF.53/

A/CONF.54/

A/CONF.55/

A/CONF.56/

A/CONF.57/

A/CONF.58/

A/CONF.59/

A/CONF.60/

A/CONF.61/

A/CONF.62/

A/CONF.62/BU/

A/CONF.62/C.1/

Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.62/C.2/

A/CONF.62/C.3/

A/CONF.62/C.4/

A/CONF.62/C.5/

A/CONF.62/C.6/

A/CONF.62/C.7/

A/CONF.62/C.8/

A/CONF.62/C.9/

A/CONF.62/C.10/

A/CONF.62/C.11/

Also issued as: A/CONF.62/C.11.
A/CONF.62/C.2/
UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (3rd:
1973-1982 : New York, etc.). 2nd Committee. -
Also issued as: A/CONF.62/C.III.

A/CONF.62/C.3/
UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (3rd:
1973-1982 : New York, etc.). 3rd Committee. -
Also issued as: A/CONF.62/C.III.

A/CONF.62/C.I/
UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (3rd:
1973-1982 : New York, etc.). 1st Committee. -
Also issued as: A/CONF.62/C.1.

A/CONF.62/C.II/
UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (3rd:
1973-1982 : New York, etc.). 2nd Committee. -
Some documents restricted. - Also issued

A/CONF.62/C.III/
UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (3rd:
1973-1982 : New York, etc.). 3rd Committee. -
Also issued as: A/CONF.62/C.3.

A/CONF.62/DC/
UN Conference on the Law of the Sea (3rd:
1973-1982 : New York, etc.). Drafting

A/CONF.63/
UN Conference on Prescription (Limitation) in
York). - 1974-.

A/CONF.63/C.1/
UN Conference on Prescription (Limitation) in
York). 1st Committee. - 1974-.

A/CONF.63/C.2/
UN Conference on Prescription (Limitation) in
York). 2nd Committee. - 1974-.

A/CONF.63/DC/
UN Conference on Prescription (Limitation) in
York). Drafting Committee. - 1974-.

A/CONF.64/
UN Special Pledging Conference on the United

A/CONF.65/
Pledging Conference on the United Nations Development
Programme and the United Nations Capital Development

A/CONF.66/
Pledging Conference on the United Nations Industrial

A/CONF.67/
UN Conference on the Representation of States
in Their Relations with International

A/CONF.67/C.1/
UN Conference on the Representation of States
in Their Relations with International
Organizations (1975 : Vienna), Committee of

A/CONF.67/DC/
UN Conference on the Representation of States
in Their Relations with International
Organizations (1975 : Vienna), Drafting
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.68/
Pledging Conference on the United Nations Industrial

A/CONF.69/
Pledging Conference on the United Nations Development
Programme and the United Nations Capital Development

A/CONF.70/
Habitat: United Nations Conference on Human
Settlements (1976 : Vancouver, Canada). -
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.70/C.1/
Habitat: United Nations Conference on Human

A/CONF.70/C.1/WG.1/
Habitat: United Nations Conference on Human

A/CONF.70/C.1/WG.2/
Habitat: United Nations Conference on Human

A/CONF.70/C.2/
Habitat: United Nations Conference on Human
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A/CONF.70/C.3/

A/CONF.70/NR/

A/CONF.70/PC/

A/CONF.70/PREP/WP/

A/CONF.70/RPC/
Regional Preparatory Conferences (1975 : Tehran, etc.).- 1975-1975.
Regional Preparatory Conferences took place in Tehran, Cairo and Caracas in 1975.

A/CONF.70/WG/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.71/

A/CONF.72/

A/CONF.73/

A/CONF.74/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.75/

A/CONF.76/

A/CONF.77/

A/CONF.78/

A/CONF.78/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

A/CONF.78/DC/

A/CONF.79/

A/CONF.79/PC/

A/CONF.80/

A/CONF.80/C.1/

A/CONF.80/DC/
Restricted distribution.

A/CONF.81/

A/CONF.81/C.1/

A/CONF.81/C.2/
A/CONF.81/PC/

A/CONF.81/PRE-CONF/

A/CONF.82/

A/CONF.82/PC/

A/CONF.83/

A/CONF.84/

A/CONF.85/

A/CONF.86/

A/CONF.87/

A/CONF.87/BP/

A/CONF.87/C.1/

A/CONF.87/C.2/

A/CONF.87/C.2/SC/

A/CONF.88/

A/CONF.89/

A/CONF.90/

A/CONF.90/DC/

A/CONF.90/NC/

A/CONF.91/

A/CONF.92/

A/CONF.93/

A/CONF.94/

A/CONF.94/C.1/
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A/CONF.94/C.2/

A/CONF.94/PC/

A/CONF.94/SEM.1/

A/CONF.95/

A/CONF.95/CW/

A/CONF.95/CW/WG.1/

A/CONF.95/CW/WG.2/

A/CONF.95/PREP.CONF./

A/CONF.95/WG.1/

A/CONF.96/

A/CONF.97/

A/CONF.97/C.1/

A/CONF.97/C.2/

A/CONF.98/

A/CONF.99/

A/CONF.100/

A/CONF.100/BP/

A/CONF.100/C.1/

A/CONF.100/C.2/

A/CONF.100/FP/

A/CONF.100/GP/

A/CONF.100/HP/
A/CONF.106/

A/CONF.107/

A/CONF.108/

A/CONF.108/C.1/

A/CONF.108/C.2/

A/CONF.108/PC/

A/CONF.109/
Documents from the International Conference on Kampuchea were issued under this symbol in 1981; since the close of the Conference, documents from the Ad Hoc Committee have been issued with this symbol.

A/CONF.109/AC.1/
Since 1981 documents of the Ad Hoc Committee of the International Conference on Kampuchea have been issued under A/CONF.109/.

A/CONF.110/

A/CONF.111/

A/CONF.112/
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A/CONF.113/

A/CONF.113/MC/

A/CONF.113/PRE-CONF/

A/CONF.114/

A/CONF.114/PC/

A/CONF.115/

A/CONF.115/C.1/

A/CONF.116/

A/CONF.116/PC/

The UN Commission on the Status of Women acted as the Preparatory Body for the Conference.

A/CONF.117/

A/CONF.117/C.1/

A/CONF.118/
<No information available>

A/CONF.119/

A/CONF.119/C.2/

A/CONF.119/CC/

A/CONF.120/

A/CONF.121/

A/CONF.121/IPM/

A/CONF.122/

A/CONF.123/

A/CONF.124/

A/CONF.125/

A/CONF.126/

A/CONF.127/

A/CONF.128/
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A/CONF.129/

A/CONF.129/C.1/

A/CONF.129/DC/

A/CONF.130/

A/CONF.130/CC/

A/CONF.130/CW/

A/CONF.130/PC/

A/CONF.131/

A/CONF.132/

A/CONF.133/

A/CONF.133/PC/
UN. Preparatory Body for the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking. - 1985-1987. The Commission on Narcotic Drugs was acting as the Preparatory Body for the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking (A/CONF.133/PC/1).

A/CONF.134/

A/CONF.135/

A/CONF.136/

A/CONF.137/

A/CONF.137/PC/

A/CONF.138/

A/CONF.139/

A/CONF.140/

A/CONF.141/

A/CONF.142/

A/CONF.143/

A/CONF.144/

A/CONF.144/IPM/
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A/CONF.144/RPM/

A/CONF.145/

A/CONF.146/

A/CONF.147/

A/CONF.147/DR/

A/CONF.147/PC/

The 7th sess. of the Intergovernmental Group was convened to act as the Preparatory Committee for the UN Conference on the Least Developed Countries, 1990 (TD/B/DEC/349(XXXIV) and A/RES/42/177).

A/CONF.147/II/

A/CONF.147/II/ENT/

Symbol predicated with <TD/UNCTAD/> series; UNCTAD was serving as the focal point for preparations for the Conference (A/RES/42/177).

A/CONF.147/II/NGO/

A/CONF.147/II/SE/

A/CONF.147/II/TR/

A/CONF.147/II/WOM/

A/CONF.148/

A/CONF.149/

A/CONF.150/

A/CONF.151/

A/CONF.151/PC/

A/CONF.151/PC/WG.I/

A/CONF.151/PC/WG.II/

A/CONF.151/PC/WG.III/

A/CONF.152/

A/CONF.152/C.1/

A/CONF.152/C.2/

A/CONF.153/
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A/CONF.154/

A/CONF.155/

A/CONF.156/

A/CONF.157/

A/CONF.157/AFRM/

A/CONF.157/ASRM/

A/CONF.157/DC/

A/CONF.157/LACRM/

A/CONF.157/MC/

A/CONF.157/NM/

A/CONF.157/PC/

A/CONF.157/TBB/

A/CONF.158/

A/CONF.159/

A/CONF.160/

A/CONF.161/

A/CONF.162/

A/CONF.163/

A/CONF.164/

A/CONF.165/

A/CONF.165/PC/

A/CONF.166/

A/CONF.166/PC/

A/CONF.167/

A/CONF.167/PC/

A/CONF.168/

A/CONF.169/
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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A/INF/W/

A/LA/

A/LN/

A/NC/
UN. Committee to Assist the Secretary-General in Negotiations with the United States Government regarding the Arrangements Necessary as a result of the Establishment of the Seat of the United Nations in the United States of America. - 1946-1946.

A/NLA/

A/S-12/AC.1/

A/S-12/AC.1/WG.I/

A/S-12/AC.1/WG.II/

A/S-12/AC.1/WG.III/

A/S-13/AC.1/

A/S-14/AC.1/...
<No information available>

A/S-15/AC.1/

A/S-15/AC.1/WG.I/

A/S-15/AC.1/WG.II/

A/S-16/AC.1/

A/S-17/AC.1/

A/S-18/AC.1/

A/SEC/
UN. Secretariat. - <Secretariat circulars issued by the Secretary-General, the Executive Secretary and the Assistant Secretary-General for the Conference and General Services during the interim period 2 Feb.-2 Mar. 1946>. - 1946-1946.

A/session/.
UN. General Assembly. - 1976-.
Prior to 1976 there was no sess. indication in the symbol (see A/).

A/SITE/

A/SITE/Sub.1/

A/SITE/Sub.2/

A/SP/
UN. General Assembly. - <Advance releases of prepared speeches to be delivered in plenary meetings of the General Assembly>. - 1946-1946.

A/SPC/
UN. General Assembly. Special Political Committee. - 1956-.
In 1976 the session indication was added in the symbol: A/SPC/(sess.).

A/SPC(37)/WG.1/

A/SPC/(sess.).
UN. General Assembly. Special Political Committee. - 1976-.
Prior to 1976 there was no sess. indication in the symbol (see A/SPC/).
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A/S-\{aess.\}/
UN. General Assembly. - 1978-.

A/UNRRA/
UN. Committee on UNRRA. - 1946-1947.

<A/>WGAP/
UN. General Assembly. Informal Open-ended Working Group on an Agenda for Peace. - 1996-.

<A/>WGFS/

<A/>WGUNS/

AAPAM/
African Association for Public Administration and Management. - 1977-.

<AC.96/>EC/SCP/
See: <A/AC.96/>EC/SCP/

<AC.105/C.2/>WG/RS/
See: <A/AC.105/C.2/>WG/RS/

ACA/TR/WIDD/
See: <E/ECA/>ACA/TR/WIDD/

ACARTSOD/
See: <E/ECA/>ACARTSOD/

ACC/IEG/

ACC.I/

ACC.III/

ACC/
Administrative Committee on Coordination. - 1979-.

ACC/69/

ACC/1980/OP/

ACC/1980/PG/

ACC/1981/FB/

ACC/1981/OP/

ACC/1981/PG/

ACC/1982/KB/

ACC/1982/OP/

ACC/1982/PER/

ACC/1982/PG/

ACC/1983/FB/

ACC/1983/OP/

ACC/1983/PER/
ACC/1983/PG/

ACC/1984/FB/

ACC/1984/OP/

ACC/1984/PF/

ACC/1985/OP/

ACC/1985/PG/

ACC/1986/OP/

ACC/1986/PG/

ACC/1987/OP/

ACC/1987/PG/

ACC/1988/OP/

ACC/1988/PG/

ACC/1989/OP/

ACC/1989/PG/

ACC/1990/OP/
Administrative Committee on Coordination. Consultative Committee on Substantive Questions (Operational Activities). - 1990-1990.

ACC/1990/PG/

ACC/1991/FB/

ACC/1991/PG/

ACC/1992/... 
<Symbols not used>

ACC/1993/FB/

ACC/1994/FB/

ACC/1995/... to ACC/1996/... 
<Symbols not used>

<ACC/> ACCIS/ 
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<ACC/> CCAQ/
Administrative Committee on Coordination.
Consultative Committee on Administrative
Questions. - 1974-.

<ACC/> COORDINATION/
Administrative Committee on Coordination.
Organizational Committee. - 1947-.
Restricted distribution. - See also
COORDINATION/

<ACC/>IACWGE/
Inter-Agency Committee on Women and Gender
Equality. - 1996-.

ACC/SA/
Administrative Committee on Coordination.
Subcommittee on Statistical Activities. -

<ACC/SCN/> Administrative Committee on Coordination.
Subcommittee on Nutrition. - 1987-.
Not a document series symbol; used as DHI call no.

ACCIS
See: <ACC/> ACCIS/

ACCY/
Asian Conference on Children and Youth in
National Planning and Development (1966 :
Symbol changed in 1965 to E/ICEF/ACCY/.

AD/...
See: <E/ESCAP/> AD/...

ADM/...
See: <E/ESCAP/> ADM/...

Administrative Circular/
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
(1945-1946 : San Francisco and London). -
Administrative circular. - 1946-1946.
Restricted distribution.

AEC/

AEC/C.1/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Working
Committee. - 1946-1951.

AEC/C.1/SUB.1/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Subcommittee I.
- 1946-1946.
Issued under erroneous symbol AEC/SUB.1/.

AEC/C.1/SUB.2/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Drafting

AEC/C.2/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Committee 2. -
1946-1948.

AEC/C.2/SUB.1/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Subcommittee on

AEC/C.3/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Scientific and

AEC/C.4/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Legal Advisory
Committee. - 1946-1946.

AEC/C.5/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Committee on
See also AEC/CRP/.

AEC/CRP/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Committee on
See also AEC/C.5/.

AEC/WC/
UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Working
Committee. - 1946-1946.

AFG/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/> AFG/

AFP/
See: <UNU/> AFP/

AFR/REF/CONF.1967/
Conference on the Legal, Economic and Social
Aspects of African Refugee Problems (1967:

AG/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/> AG/

AGR/RTF/
Intergovernmental Meeting on the Establishment
Restricted distribution.

AGRI/...
See: <E/> ECE/AGRI/...

AH/MR/
Asian Highway Motor Rally Committee (1969 :
Restricted distribution.

Al/
UN. Secretariat. - <Administrative
Symbol changed to ST/AFS/Al/ (1950-1954)
and in 1954 to ST/Al/.
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AI/GC.1/

AI/GC.2/

AIDC/
Asian Industrial Development Council. - 1968-.
Some documents restricted. - Previous symbol I&NR/AIDC.2/ (1967).

AIDC/AG./
Some documents restricted.

AIDC/CC.1/ISRC/

AIDC/CC.2/ISRC/

AIR POL/.../
See: <E/ECE/>AIR POL/...

ANK/SYMP/EP/

ANV/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>ANV/

APC/
For the 2nd Conference see POP/APC.2/.

ARCT/EB/
See: <E/ECA/>ARCT/EB/

ARSO/Council/
See: <E/ECA/>ARSO/Council/

ASTAT/MBPS/

ASTAT/NA.4/PSA/
4th session was devoted to public sector accounts.

ASTAT/NA.5/HSA/
5th session was devoted to household sector accounts. - For the 6th session, see NA.6/PA/.

ASTAT/Pg/

ASTAT/RTC/

ASTAT/SPO/
Symbol changed in 1972 to ES/ST/.

ASTAT/UPS/

ASTAT/WCY/

ASTAT/WGG/

ASTAT/WGSS/

AT/
UN Administrative Tribunal. - 1951-.

AT/DEC/
UN Administrative Tribunal. - Decisions of the United Nations Administrative Tribunal. - 1950-.
See also A/CN.5/Decisions/Case...

ATH/SYMP/EP/
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AUTOMAT/... See: <E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/...

AUTOMATION... See: <E/ECE/>AUTOMATION...

AWB/EGM/ See: <ST/ESA/SDHA/>AWB/EGM/


BID/CEPAL/BA/ Inter-American Development Bank/ECLA Research Programme in Science and Technology. - 1976-.

BIO/ See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>BIO/

BP/ See: <A/CONF.100/>BP/
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BWC/CONF.IV/

BWC/CONF.IV/COW/

BWC/CONF.IV/PC/

BWC/SPCONF/

BWC/SPCONF/DC/

CA/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>CA/

CAAS/C/

CAAS/SP/

CAM/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>CAM/

CAT/C/
UN. Committee against Torture. - 1988-.

CAT/SP/
Meeting of the States Parties to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. - 1987-.

CB(sess.)/
See: <DP/>CB(sess.)/

CC/
See: <E/ICEF/>CC/

CCAO/
See: <ACC/>CCAO/

CCD/
UN. Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. - 1986-.

CCD/
See: <UNEP/>CCD/

CCE/
See: E/CN.12/CCE/

CCE/QIF/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

CCE/SC.1/... to CCE/SC.2/...<No information available>

CCE/SC.3/GTTM/I/
Documents issued in Spanish only. - Documents of the first session of the Working Group held in San Salvador in 1967 are issued in series E/CN.12/CCE/SC.3/.

CCE/SC.5/
See: E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/

CCE/SC.5/CRNE/III/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

CCE/SC.5/CRNE/IV/
Documents issued in Spanish only.
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CCE/SC.5/CRNE/V/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VII/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VIII/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

CCE/SC.5/CRNE/IX/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

CCE/SC.5/CRNE/X/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

CCE/SC.5/GRTE/I/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

CCCP/
Some documents restricted. - See also <E/ESCAP/>NR/CCCP/SOPAC/(1972-####) and <E/ESCAP/CCDP/> (1983-####).

CCPI/
Consultative Committee on Public Information. - 1965-1974.

CCPR/
UN. Human Rights Committee. - Official records of the Human Rights Committee. - 1986-.

CCPR/C/
UN. Human Rights Committee. - 1977-.
See also M/CCPR/C/.

CCPR/C/OP/
UN. Human Rights Committee. - 1985-.

CCPR/SP/
Meeting of the States Parties to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. - 1977-.

CCW/CONF.I/

CCW/CONF.I/HC/

CCW/CONF.I/GE/

CCW/CONF.I/MC.I/
CD/
UN. Conference on Disarmament. - 1979-.
Name of issuing body prior to Feb. 1984: UN. Committee on Disarmament.

CD/CPD/
UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament. - 1980-.
Name of issuing body prior to 1984: UN. Committee on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Working Group on a Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament.

CD/CW/
UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons. - 1980-.
Name of issuing body prior to 1984: UN. Committee on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons.

CD/CW/CTC/

CD/NGC/
UN. Conference on Disarmament. - List of communications from non-governmental organizations and persons. - 1979-.
From 1979-1983 documents issued under the body's former name: UN. Committee on Disarmament. - Title from 1979-1980: List of communications from non-governmental organizations.

CD/NTB/
UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on a Nuclear Test Ban. - 1982-.
Name of issuing body prior to 1984: UN. Committee on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban.

CD/OS/
UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space. - 1985-.

CD/RW/
UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons. - 1980-.
Name of issuing body prior to 1984: UN. Committee on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons.

CD/SA/
UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on Effective International Arrangements to Assure Non-Nuclear-Weapon States against the Use or Threat of Use of Nuclear Weapons. - 1980-.

CD/TIA/
UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on Transparency in Armaments. - 1992-.

CDC/
Cairo Demographic Centre. - 198?-.
Not a document symbol; used as part of DHL call no.

CEDAW/

CEDAW/C/
UN. Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. - 1982-.

CEDAW/C/1994/WG.II/

CEDAW/C/1994/WG.III/

CEDAW/C/1995/WG.I/

CEDAW/C/1996/...
<Symbols not used>

CEDAW/C/1997/WG.I/
UN. Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. Working Group I. - 1997-.

CEDAW/PSWG/

CEDAW/SP/
Meeting of the States Parties to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. - 1982-.

CEPAL/...
See: <E/>CEPAL/...

CEP/...
See: <E/>CEP/...

CEP/C/...
See: <E/>CEP/C/...
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CERD/C/
UN. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. - 1970-.

CERD/SP/
Meeting of the States Parties to the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. - 1969-.

CES/...
See: <E/ECE/>CES/...

GETDG/
UN. Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods. - 1963-.
See also E/CN.2/CONF.5/E., ECE/ and GRPDG./

CF/GC/

CF/PC/...
See: <TD/IPC/>CF/PC/...

C&GS/
UN. Office of Conference and General Services.
- <Circulars and calendars of meetings> - 1946-1947.
Some documents restricted.

CHEM.CONF/
See: <E/ECE/>CHEM.CONF/

CHEM.IND/Olef Symp/
See: <E/ECE/>CHEM.IND/Olef Symp/

CHEM/...
See: <E/ECE/>CHEM/...

CID/IE.I/

CID/IPET/II/
Some documents restricted.

CID/Ref/
UN. Centre for Industrial Development. - <Documents on industrialization prepared by the Reference and Documentation Unit>. - 1966-1966.
Some documents restricted.

CID/SYMP./
UN. Centre for Industrial Development. - <Documents on industrialization prepared for regional symposia>. - 1966-1965.

CID/SYMP.A/

CID/SYMP.B/
Also carries the symbol E/CN.14/AS/. See also E/CN.14/INR/.

CID/SYMP.C/

CIF/4CA/

CIF/4CA/CS/
International Meeting of the Follow-up Committee of the International Conference on Central American Refugees. - 1990-1990.

CL/
See: <E/LC/>CL/

CLADES/...
See: <E/CEPAL/CLADES/...>

CMEC/
Council of Ministers for Asian Economic Cooperation. - 1970-.

COAL/...
See: <E/ECE/>COAL/...

<CONF.147/>UNCLDC/...
See: <A/CONF.147/>UNCLDC/...

Conf.Eur.Stats/...

COOP.IND/
See: <E/ECE/>COOP.IND/

COORDINATION/
Administrative Committee on Coordination. - 1947-.
Most of the sub-series of documents of the ACC, not listed here, are republished in this main series. Restricted distribution. See also <ACC/>COORDINATION/.

COORDINATION/
See: <ACC/>COORDINATION/


COPUOS/
See: <A/>COPUOS/
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COUNCIL/
  See: <UNIVPAZ/> COUNCIL/

CPF-DB/

CPR/NGO/
  See: <ST/DPA/DPR/> CPR/NGO/

CRC/C/
  UN. Committee on the Rights of the Child. - 1991-.

CRC/SP/
  Meeting of the States Parties to the International Convention on the Rights of the Child. - 1990-.

CT/
  See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/> CT/

CTBT/MESS/

CTBT/PC/
  UN. Preparatory Commission for the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty Organization. - 1996-.

CTC/ESCAP/...
  See: <E/ESCAP/> CTC/ESCAP/...

CYP/
  See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/> CYP/

DC/

DC/
  See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/> DC/

DC/C.1/

DC/C.2/

DC/SC.1/

DCF/
  See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/> DCF/

DESCON/
  See: <UNEP/> DESCON/

DESI/
  See: <ST/DPI/> DESI/

DESIPA/
  See: <ST/> DESIPA/

DEV/
  See: <ST/DP/PRESS/> DEV/

DHA/
  See: <ST/> DHA/

DOCS/
  See: <ST/GENEVA/> DOCS/

DP/

DP/
  UNDP/UNFPA Executive Board. - 1994-. Prior to 1994 symbol was used for miscellaneous UNDP documents and its Governing Council documents. - Between 1974-1993, symbol used only for the Governing Council. - See also UNDP (1982-####).

DP/1982/BFC/

DP/1982/ICW/

DP/1982/WG/

DP/1983/BFC/

DP/1983/ICW/

DP/1984/BFC/

DP/1986/BFC/

DP/1986/ICW/
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DP/1986/WG/

DP/1987/BFC/

DP/1987/WG/

DP/1988/BFC/

DP/1988/WG/

DP/1988/WP.II/

DP/1989/BFC/

DP/1990/BFC/

DP/1991/BFC/

DP/1991/SCPM/

DP/1992/BFC/

DP/1992/SCPM/

DP/1993/BFC/

DP/1993/SCPM/

DP/ADM/...
See: UNDP/ADM/...

DP/BFC/
After 1982, the year of the session added to the series symbol, e.g., DP/1984/BFC/.

DP/CG/
Symbol changed in 1972 to UNDP/CONTRIB/.

<DP/>CB(sess.)/
UNDP. Inter-Agency Consultative Board. - 1966-.
Restricted distribution. - See also DP/IACB/ (1967-1969).

DP/CCF/
UNDP/UNFPA Executive Board. - Country programmes and related matters. - 1995-.

DP/CM/
UNDP. - <Administrative information> - 1966-.
Circulars for distribution at field offices are issued in the series DP/CM/FIELD/ and circulars for distribution at Headquarters in the series DP/CM/HQTRS/.

DP/CONTRIB/
See: UNDP/CONTRIB/

DP/(country)/

DP/CP/

DP/DOC/
UNDP. - <Documents> - 1966-.
Restricted distribution.

DP/DSIS/
See: UNDP/DSIS/

DP/DSITI/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/DSITI/

DP/EDRS/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/EDRS/

DP/EFRT/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/EFRT/
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DP/EGAPEC/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/EGAPEC/

DP/FPA/

DP/FPA/CP/
UNDP. Governing Council. - United Nations Population Fund: proposed projects and programmes: recommendation by the Executive Director. - 1987-
This series contains information on country programmes. - Information on UNFPA projects is contained in DP/FPA/PROJECTS/REC/.

DP/FPA/PROJECTS/
UNDP. - UNFPA projects approved by the Executive Director. - 1974-1982.
Project descriptions, fact sheets.

DP/FPA/PROJECTS/REC/

DP/GC/(country)/R/
UNDP assistance to country programmes requested by Governments. - Some documents restricted.

DP/GC/(country)/RECOMMENDATION/
Country programmes of Governments as recommended by UNDP. - Some documents restricted.

DP/GC/(sess.)/
UNDP. Governing Council. - 1971-.

DP/GC/(sess.)/BFC/
UNDP. Governing Council. Budgetary and Finance Committee. - 1974-
Previous symbol DP/GC/(sess.)/C.1/ (1972-1974).

DP/GC/(sess.)/C.1/
Symbol changed in 1974 to DP/GC/(sess.)/BFC/.

DP/GC/(sess.)/C.2/

DP/GC/(sess.)/NR/

DP/GC/(sess.)/TCCDC/
UNDP. Committee on Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries. - 1976-1977

DP/GC/
UNDP. - 1996-.

DP/GLO/

DP/GLO/FINAL REPORT/

DP/GLO/RAPPORT FINAL/
See: DP/GLO/FINAL REPORT/

DP/IDCB/
Restricted distribution. - See also <DP/> CB(sess.)/ (1986-####).

<DP/>ID/>ISED/
UNIDO. Industrial Sector and Environment Division. - 1994-

DP/ID/SER.A/
UNDP. - Technical report. - 1986-

DP/ID/SER.B/
UNDP. - Terminal report (UNDP). - 1986-

DP/ID/SER.C/
UNDP. - Report of the evaluation mission (UNDP). - 1987-

DP/ID/SER.D/
UNDP. - <Training for industry series>. - 1994-

DP/IMREC/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/IMREC/

DP/IMS/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/IMS/

DP/INT/GLO/
UNDP. Governing Council. - Global and interregional programmes (UNDP). - 1986-

DP/ISG/
UNDP. Intergovernmental Study Group on Future Financing of the Programme. - 1979-198?

DP/MEDTC/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/MEDTC/

DP/MEETINGS/
See: UNDP/MEETINGS/

DP/MIS/...
See: UNDP/MIS/...
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DP/NRE/PROJECTS/

DP/NRE/PROJECTS/REC/

DP/OERI/
See: UNDP/OERI/

DP/OFM/
See: UNDP/OFM/

DP/DPAS(Agreement)/

DP/POST/(country)/

DP/PP/...
See: UNDP/PP/...

DP/PROG/...
See: UNDP/PROG/...

DP/PROJECTS/

DP/PROJECTS/REC/

DP/PS/
See: UNDP/PS/

DP/PSRP/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/PSRP/

<DP/PUBLICATIONS/>
UNDP. - Publications (UNDP). - 1977-. Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

DP/PWG/

DP/PWG/1/
UNDP. Inter-Agency Consultative Board. Programme Working Group. - Substantive reports. - 1976-

DP/PWG/2/

DP/PWG/3/
UNDP. Inter-Agency Working Party on TCDC. - 1978-

DP/RAS/
UNDP/UNFPA Executive Board. - Regional programme for the Arab States. - 1993-

DP/RADP/

DP/RAF/
UNDP. Governing Council. - 1986-

DP/RAP/
UNDP. Governing Council. - 1986-

DP/REU/
UNDP. Governing Council. - 1982-

DP/RR/POST/(country)/
See: UNDP/RR/POST/(country)/

DP/SAEDP/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/SAEDP/

DP/SF/

DP/SF/Agreement/
UNDP. - < Agreements between the United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund) and Governments concerning assistance from the United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund) >. - 1986-. Restricted distribution. Previous symbol SF/Agreement/ (1986-1996).
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DP/SF/C/
Symbol changed in 1970 to DP/C/.

DP/SF/CM/
Restricted distribution.

DP/SF/OP/
Previous symbol SF/OP/ (1960-1965).

DP/SF/PGL/
Previous symbol SF/PGL (1960-1965).

DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIES A/

DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIES B/

DP/SO/PROJECTS/

DP/SORDS/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/SORDS/

DP/STD/PROJECTS/REC/

DP/TA/
Some documents restricted.

DP/TA/Agreement/

DP/TA/C/
UNDP. - <Statements of contributions pledged and paid or outstanding>. - 1966-1970.

DP/TA/CAT./11/
Restricted distribution.

DP/TA/CM/

DP/TA/(country)/
UNDP. - <Periodic reports by resident representatives of UNDP on technical assistance activities in their area>. - 1966-1972.
Restricted distribution.

DP/TAO/

DP/TCDC/INRES/
See: UNDP/TCDC/INRES/

DP/TCDC/RAF/

DP/TCDC/RAP/

DP/TCDC/RLA/
See also DP/TCDC/RBLA/.

DP/TCDC/RBLA/

DP/TCDC/RWA/

DP/TPDP/
See: <E/ESCAP/> DP/TPDP/

<DP/>UNDP/MIS/Series A/
Symbol changed in 1982 to <DP/> UNDP/Series A/.

<DP/>UNDP/Series A/
UNDP. - Compendium of approved projects (UNDP). - 1982-.

DP/UNV/
UN Volunteers. - 1972-.

DP/UNV/CM/

<DP/>UNV/SYM/
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no.
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DP/WGAFM/

DP/WGOC/

DP/WGTC/
UNDP, Working Group on Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries. - 1973-197?

DP/WMDSM/
See: <E/ESCAP/>DP/WMDSM/

DP/WMDSN/
See: <E/ESCAP/>DP/WMDSN/

DP/XR/

DP/.../ See: <ST/>DP/...

<DRPA/>PPS/QIR/
See: <ST/IESA/DRPA/>PPS/QIR/

DS/
See: UNITAR/DS/

DSDB/
See: <UNU/>DSDB/

DUB/SYMP/EP/

E/
UN. Economic and Social Council. - 1946-. In 1978 the year indication was added in the symbol: E/(year)/.

E/1979/AC.1/

E/1979/C.1/

E/1979/C.2/

E/1979/C.3/

E/1979/WG.1/

E/1980/AC.1/

E/1980/C.1/

E/1980/C.2/

E/1980/WG.1/

E/1981/AC.1/

E/1981/C.2/

E/1981/C.3/

E/1981/WG.1/

E/1982/AC.1/

E/1982/C.2/
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E/1988/C.3/

E/1990/C.1/

E/1990/C.2/

E/1990/C.3/

E/1991/C.1/

E/1991/C.2/

E/1991/C.3/

E/1991/SHLM/

E/AC.1/
<Symbol not used>

E/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.3/ to E/AC.5/
<Symbols not used>

E/AC.6/
Title changed in 1978 to First Committee; symbol changed to E/(year)/C.1/. - Some documents restricted.

E/AC.7/
Title changed in 1978 to Second Committee; symbol changed to E/(year)/C.2/. - Some documents restricted.

E/AC.8/

E/AC.9/ to E/AC.10/
<Symbols not used>

E/AC.11/
UN. Committee on Terms of Reference of the Economic and Employment Commission. - 1946-1946.

E/AC.12/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Drafting Committee on Narcotic Drugs. - 1946-1946.

E/AC.13/

E/AC.14/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee of the Whole on Devastated Areas. - 1946-1946.

E/AC.15/
UN. Committee on Finances of the International Refugee Organization. - 1946-1946.

E/AC.16/
UN. Drafting Subcommittee on Devastated Areas. - 1946-1946.

E/AC.17/

E/AC.18/
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.19/

E/AC.20/

E/AC.21/
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.22/
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.23/
Some documents restricted. - Previous title: Ad Hoc Committee 23.
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E/AC.24/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Policy and
Some documents restricted. - Previous
title: Coordination Committee (1948-1974).
- Title changed in 1978 to Third Committee;
symbol changed to E/(year)/C3/.

E/AC.25/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide. - 1948-1948.
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.26/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Proposed Economic
Commission for the Middle East. - 1948-1951.
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.27/

E/AC.28/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee on
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.29/
UN. Drafting Committee on a Resolution on the Annual
- 1948-1948.
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.30/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Declaration of Death

E/AC.31/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Implementation of
Recommendations on Economic and Social
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.32/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Statelessness and

E/AC.33/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Slavery. - 1949-1953.
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.34/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Ad Hoc
Committee on Organization and Operation of the

E/AC.35/
UN. Committee on the Formulation of a
Provisional Programme on Relief and
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.36/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Forced Labour. -
1951-1956.
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.37/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive Business
Some documents restricted.

E/AC.38/
UN. Working Party on Insecticides DDT and BHC.

E/AC.39/
UN. Committee of Experts on the Recognition
and Enforcement Abroad of Maintenance

E/AC.40/
UN. Committee of Experts on Iron Ore
No documents published.

E/AC.41/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Working Party

E/AC.42/
UN. Committee on the Enforcement of

E/AC.43/
UN. Committee on the Drafting of a
Supplementary Convention on Slavery and

E/AC.44/
UN. Commission on Human Rights. Ad Hoc
Committee on the Tenth Anniversary of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. -

E/AC.45/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee of
the Council to Consult with a Delegation of
the Governing Body of the International Labour
No documents published.

E/AC.46/
UN. Committee on the Questions relating to the
Special Fund and the Expanded Programme of

E/AC.47/
UN. Ad Hoc Working Group Established under
Economic and Social Council Resolution 798
No documents published.

E/AC.48/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Ad Hoc
Working Group on Item 14A of the Agenda. -

E/AC.49/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Coordination of
Some documents restricted.
E/AC.50/

E/AC.51/
UN. Committee for Programme and Coordination. - 1969-
Some documents restricted. - Previous title: Special Committee on Coordination.

E/AC.51/GR/

E/AC.52/
UN. Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development. - 1964-1968.
Some documents restricted. - Documents for sessions 3 through 8 also issued under symbol STD/(sess.). - See also ID/WG.26/.

E/AC.53/

E/AC.54/
UN. Committee for Development Planning. - 1966-.

E/AC.55/

E/AC.56/
Symbol changed in 1969 to A/AC.141/.

E/AC.57/
Continued by: E/CN.15/11992-
The Committee on Crime Prevention and Control was continued by the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice.

E/AC.57/1990/WG/

E/AC.58/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Working Group on Rationalization. - 1972-.

E/AC.59/
UN. Economic and Social Council. Committees on Candidatures for Election to the International Narcotics Control Board. - 1973-
Restricted distribution.

E/AC.60/

E/AC.61/

E/AC.62/

E/AC.63/
UN. Special Economic Committee. - 1976-.

E/AC.64/
UN. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Working Group on the Problem of Corrupt Practices. - 1976-.

E/AC.65/

E/AC.66/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Human Settlements. - 1977-.

E/AC.67/
UN. Committee on an International Agreement on Illicit Payments. - 1979-1979.

E/AC.68/

E/AC.69/

E/AC.70/
UN. Open-ended Working Group on the Review of Arrangements for Consultations with Non-Governmental Organizations. - 1984-.

E/C.1/
UN. Committee on Negotiations with Intergovernmental Agencies. - 1947-1951
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List of Symbols - UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E/C.2/</strong> UN. Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations. - 1946-. Previous symbol E/CT.2/ (1946). Previous titles: Committee for Consultation with Non-Governmental Organizations (1946-1949) and Council Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations (1949-1973).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E/C.7/</strong> UN. Committee on Natural Resources. - 1971-. Reconstituted under the same name in 1983.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E/C.12/</strong> UN. Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. - 1987-.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Later document series symbol <E/>LC/ (1984-####).
Name changed in 1984 to Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean.


E/CEPAL/BA/UN. CEPAL. Buenos Aires Office. - 1976-.
Documents issued in Spanish only. - Some documents restricted. - See also <E/>CEPAL/BA/D./.

E/CEPAL/BA/D./UN. CEPAL. Buenos Aires Office. - 1976-.
See also <E/>CEPAL/BA/.

Continued by: <E/>LC/BIB/ (1988-####).

E/CEPAL/BORRADOR/UN. CEPAL. - <Draft papers>. - 1969-.
Internal distribution only.

Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device. - Earlier name: Subregional Office for the Caribbean.


E/CEPAL/CCE/SC.1/ to E/CEPAL/CCE/SC.4/ <Symbols not used>


Continued by: <E/LC/>CAR/ (1985-####).

After 1984, documents of the Committee of High-level Government Experts issued under series symbol <E/>LC/.


Continued by: <E/>LC/DEM/ (1986-####).

Continued by: <E/LC/>CL/ (1984-####).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/CEPAL/Conf.75/</td>
<td>Latin American Regional Preparatory Meeting for the International Youth Year (1983 : San Jose) - 1983-1983.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CEPAL/CRM.1/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbol not used&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CEPAL/PROV.1/</td>
<td>&lt;No information available&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CEPAL/SEM.1/ to E/CEPAL/SEM.3/</td>
<td>&lt;No information available&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.1/CONF.1/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbol not used&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E/CN.1/SUB.1/C.2/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.1/SUB.2/

E/CN.1/SUB.3/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.2/
Previous symbol E/TRC/ (1946-1947).

E/CN.2/CONF.1/
UN. Group of Experts on Road Signs and Signals. - 1950-1952.

E/CN.2/CONF.2/

E/CN.2/CONF.3/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.2/CONF.4/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.2/CONF.5/

E/CN.2/WP.1/
Restricted distribution.

E/CN.3/
UN. Statistical Commission. - 1947-.

E/CN.3/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.3/C.1/
UN. Committee on Statistical Classification. - 1947-1950.
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.3/C.2/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.3/SUB.1/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.3/WSC/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.4/
UN. Commission on Human Rights. - 1945-.
Some documents restricted. - Previous symbol E/HR/ (1946).

E/CN.4/1982/WG.1/

E/CN.4/1982/WG.2/

E/CN.4/1982/WG.3/

E/CN.4/1983/WG.1/

E/CN.4/1983/WG.2/


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Document Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E/CN.4/1995/WG.

E/CN.4/1996/WG.

E/CN.4/1996/WG.

E/CN.4/1996/WG.

E/CN.4/1996/WG.

E/CN.4/1997/WG.

E/CN.4/1997/WG.

E/CN.4/1997/WG.

E/CN.4/1997/WG.

E/CN.4/1997/WG.

E/CN.4/1997/WG.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.

E/CN.4/AC.
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E/CN.4/AC.14/

E/CN.4/AC.15/
  Some documents restricted.

E/CN.4/AC.16/
  Restricted distribution.

E/CN.4/AC.17/

E/CN.4/AC.18/

E/CN.4/AC.19/

E/CN.4/AC.20/
  Some documents restricted.

E/CN.4/AC.21/
  Some documents restricted.

E/CN.4/AC.22/
  Some documents restricted.

E/CN.4/AC.23/

E/CN.4/AC.24/

E/CN.4/AC.25/
  Restricted distribution.

E/CN.4/AC.26/
  Some documents restricted.

E/CN.4/AC.27/

E/CN.4/AC.28/
<No information available>

E/CN.4/AC.29/
  Restricted distribution.

E/CN.4/AC.30/
<No information available>

E/CN.4/AC.31/
  Restricted distribution.

E/CN.4/AC.32/
<No information available>

E/CN.4/AC.33/

E/CN.4/AC.34/

E/CN.4/AC.35/ to E/CN.4/AC.37/ <No information available>

E/CN.4/AC.38/
  Documents restricted.

E/CN.4/AC.39/
  Continued by: E/CN.4/AC.45/ (1993-####).
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E/CN.4/AC.40/

E/CN.4/AC.41/

E/CN.4/AC.42/

E/CN.4/AC.43/ to E/CN.4/AC.44/
< No information available >

E/CN.4/AC.45/
UN. Commission on Human Rights. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on the Right to Development. - 1993-.

E/CN.4/CCR/
UN. Commission on Human Rights. - < Confidential list of communications concerning human rights >. - 1972-.

E/CN.4/GR/
UN. Commission on Human Rights. - < Replies received from Governments relating to communications concerning human rights transmitted to them >. - 1972-1974.
Restricted distribution.

E/CN.4/Sub.1/
Restricted distribution.

E/CN.4/Sub.2/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/WG.1/


E/CN.4/Sub.2/1986/WG.4/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1986/...
< Symbols not used >

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1987/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/A/1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/WG.1/


E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1990/WG.1/


E/CN.4/Sub.2/1991/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1992/WG.1/
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E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1995/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1996/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/WG.2/

E/CN.4/WG.1/

In 1967 symbol was used by the Working Group on Item 4 of the Agenda <on the question of punishment of war criminals and of persons who have committed crimes against humanity> , Commission on Human Rights , (23rd sess.).

E/CN.5/
UN. Commission for Social Development. - 1946-.


E/CN.5/AC.1/

Some documents restricted.

E/CN.5/AC.2/

Restricted distribution.

E/CN.5/AC.3/

Restricted distribution.

E/CN.5/AC.4/

Some documents restricted.

E/CN.5/AC.5/

Some documents restricted.

E/CN.5/AC.6/

Some documents restricted.

E/CN.5/AC.7/

Some documents restricted.

E/CN.5/AC.8/

E/CN.5/AC.9/
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.6/</td>
<td>UN. Commission on the Status of Women. - 1946-.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/</td>
<td>UN. Commission on Narcotic Drugs. - 1947-.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/AC.1/</td>
<td>UN. Ad Hoc Committee of the Principal Opium-Producing Countries. - 1949-1949.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/AC.4/</td>
<td>UN. Joint Committee of the Principal Opium-Producing Countries and the Principal Drug-Manufacturing Countries. - 1950-1951.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Restricted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E/CN.9/C.3/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.9/C.4/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.9/CONF.1/

E/CN.9/CONF.2/

E/CN.9/CONF.3/
Documents bear joint symbol E/CN.14/ASPP/.

E/CN.9/CONF.4/

E/CN.9/CONF.5/

E/CN.10/
Symbol changed in 1947 to E/ECE/.

E/CN.11/

E/CN.11/AC.1/

E/CN.11/AC.2/

E/CN.11/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.11/AC.4/

E/CN.11/AC.5/

E/CN.11/AC.6/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.11/AC.7/

E/CN.11/AC.8/

E/CN.11/AC.9/

E/CN.11/AC.10/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.11/AC.11/

E/CN.11/AC.11/SUB.1/

E/CN.11/AC.11/SUB.2/

E/CN.11/AC.12/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.11/AC.13/
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E/CN.11/AC.14/

E/CN.11/AC.15/

E/CN.11/AC.16/
UN. ECAFE (7th sess.: 1951: Lahore, Pakistan). Committee to Consider Consultative Relations between the Commission and Non-Governmental Organizations. - 1951-1951.

E/CN.11/AC.17/

E/CN.11/AC.18/

E/CN.11/AC.19/

E/CN.11/AC.20/

E/CN.11/AC.21/

E/CN.11/AC.22/

E/CN.11/AD/

E/CN.11/AGR/RRP/IEG/

E/CN.11/AGR/API/S/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/BS/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.1/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.2/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.3/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.4/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.5/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.6/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.7/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.8/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.9/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.10/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.11/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.12/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/CPH/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/HSP/
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E/CN.11/ASTAT/1/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.1/
< Symbol not used >

E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.2/
Previous title: Seminar on National Accounts.

E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.3/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.4/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA/
Title changed in 1965 to Working Group on National Accounts.

E/CN.11/ASTAT/SDT/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/SM/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/SPHC/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGDI/

E/CN.11/BRW.1/
< Symbol not used >

E/CN.11/BRW.2/

E/CN.11/BRW.3/

E/CN.11/BRW.4/

E/CN.11/CAEP.1/
Some documents bear symbol CAEP.1./

E/CN.11/CAEP.2/
Some documents bear symbol CAEP.2./

E/CN.11/CAEP.3/
Some documents bear symbol CAEP.3./

E/CN.11/CAEP.4/
Some documents bear symbol CAEP.4./

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.1/
< Symbol not used >

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.2/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.3/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.4/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.5/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.6/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.7/
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E/CN.11/COOP/TAG/
Some documents bear symbol COOP/TAG/.
Restricted distribution.

E/CN.11/Conf.SD/
Previous title: Working Party on Social Development Planning.

E/CN.11/DP/
Symbol changed in 1977 to E/ESCAP/DP/;
title changed in 1976 to Committee on Development Planning (ESCAP).

E/CN.11/DPWP.1/ to E/CN.11/DPWP.2/
See: ECAFE/WP.1/ to ECAFE/WP.2/

E/CN.11/DPWP.3/
Previous symbol ECAFE/DPWP.2/ (1956).

E/CN.11/DPWP.4/

E/CN.11/DPWP.5/

E/CN.11/DPWP.6/

E/CN.11/DPWP.7/

E/CN.11/DPWP.8/

E/CN.11/DPWP.9/

E/CN.11/DPWP.10/

E/CN.11/EP/
Symbol changed in 1954 to E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.1/.

E/CN.11/ERD/Sub.1/

E/CN.11/FLOOD/

E/CN.11/FLOOD/DR/

E/CN.11/FLOOD/GWS/

E/CN.11/FLOOD/H8.1/

E/CN.11/FLOOD/MS.2/

E/CN.11/FLOOD/WPEO/

E/CN.11/I&H/RSSMC/
Roving Seminar on Standardization and Modular Coordination in the Building Industry in Asia and the Far East (1972 : Bandung, Indonesia, etc.). - 1972-1972.

E/CN.11/IHT/
UN. ESCAP. Committee on Industry, Housing and Technology. - 1975-1978.
Symbol changed in 1976 to E/ESCAP/IHT/.

E/CN.11/IHT/AAI/

E/CN.11/I&NR/
UN. ECAFE. Committee on Industry and Natural Resources. - 1957-1974.
Some documents bear symbol I&NR/.
Symbol changed in 1974 to E/CN.11/NR/.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CWP.1/</td>
<td>to E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CWP.4/ &lt;Symbols not used&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CWP.7/</td>
<td>See: I&amp;NR/CWP.7/</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/GMWP.1/</td>
<td>to E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/GMWP.2/ &lt;Symbols not used&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/HBWP.1/</td>
<td>to E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/HBWP.4/ &lt;Symbols not used&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/Ind.Conf.1/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbol not used&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E/CN.11/I&NR/NG/

E/CN.11/I&NR/AV/A/
Study Tour and Workshop took place in Oslo, Copenhagen and Stockholm, 1965.

E/CN.11/I&NR/PL/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.1/
<Symbol not used>

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.2/
<Symbol not used>

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.3/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.4/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PRD/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PH/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SMRD/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SGWP.1/
<Symbols not used>

E/CN.11/I&NR/SGWP.2/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SGWP.3/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SGWP.4/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SGWP.5/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SGWP.6/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SGWP.7/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SGWP.8/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.1/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.1/ER/
See: I&NR/SUB.1/ER/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.1/HWP/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.1/WPCL/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.2/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.3/
UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Mining and Development. - 1957-1957.

E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.3/ER/
See: I&NR/SUB.3/ER/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.4/
E/CN.11/I&S/
Symbol changed in 1955 to E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.2/.

E/CN.11/I&T/
UN. ECAFE. Committee on Industry and Trade. - 1949-1957.

E/CN.11/I&T/CWP.1/
<Symbol not used>

E/CN.11/I&T/CWP.2/
Previous title: Working Party on Cottage and Small-scale Industries.

E/CN.11/I&T/CWP.3/
Symbol changed in 1956 to ECAFE/I&T/CWP.3/.

E/CN.11/I&T/CWP.4/
See: ECAFE/I&T/CWP.4/

E/CN.11/I&T/CWP/

E/CN.11/I&T/FED...
See: ECAFE/I&T/FED...

E/CN.11/I&T/HBWP/
Symbol changed in 1954 to ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.2/.

E/CN.11/I&T/GMWP...
See: ECAFE/I&T/GMWP...

E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.1/

E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.2/

E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.3/
Symbol changed in 1957 to E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.3/.

E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.4/
UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Trade. - 1954-1957.

E/CN.11/I&T/WP.1/

E/CN.11/I&T/WP.2/

E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.11/ICEC/

E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/CGTM/

E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.11/ICEC/

E/CN.11/MM/SC(1)/
Some documents bear symbol MRS/SC(1)/. - Title changed in 1975 to Regional Working Group Meeting on Stratigraphic Correlation between Sedimentary Basins of the ESCAP Region.
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E/CN.11/NR/MRS/SC(2)/
Some documents bear symbol NR/MRS/SC(2)/.
Previous title: Working Group on Stratigraphic Correlation between the Sedimentary Basins of the ECAFE Region.

E/CN.11/PA/MAP/

E/CN.11/POP/APC...
See: POP/APC...

E/CN.11/POP/ESFP/
Some documents bear symbol POP/ESFP/.

E/CN.11/RP/

E/CN.11/RP/Sem.DPT/

E/CN.11/RPH/
Some documents bear symbol RPH/.

E/CN.11/SD/
UN. ESCAP. Committee on Social Development. - 1975-1975.
Some documents bear symbol SD/.

E/CN.11/RYND/

E/CN.11/SD/Sem.SWT/
Some documents bear symbol SD/Sem.SWT/.
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.11/SD/SWPPI/
Some documents bear symbol SD/SWPPI/.

E/CN.11/TP/
Some documents bear symbol ECAFE/TP/.
For the 1st Conference, see TR/STATE/(1951).

E/CN.11/TRADE/
UN. ECAFE. Committee on Trade. - 1957-1975.
Some documents restricted.
Some documents bear symbol TRADE/.
Symbol changed in 1976 to E/ESCAP/TRADE/.

---

E/CN.11/STAT/
Symbol changed in 1976 to E/ESCAP/STAT/.

E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.1/

E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.2/

E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.3/

E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.4/

E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.5/

E/CN.11/STAT/WGMLS/

E/CN.11/STAT/WP.1/

E/CN.11/SWTW/

E/CN.11/TA/Sem.TP/
Previous symbol TA/Sem.TP/(1969).

E/CN.11/TA/UNDAT/
Some documents bear symbol TA/UNDAT/.

E/CN.11/TP/
Some documents bear symbol ECAFE/TP/.
For the 1st Conference, see TR/STATE/(1951).

E/CN.11/TRADE/
UN. ECAFE. Committee on Trade. - 1957-1975.
Some documents restricted.
Some documents bear symbol TRADE/.
Symbol changed in 1976 to E/ESCAP/TRADE/.
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E/CN.11/TRADE/CWP.1/ <Symbol not used>.
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E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/HT/
Some documents bear symbol TRANS/SUB.2/HT/.

E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/1.LCR/
See: TRANS/SUB.2/LCR/.

E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.3/

E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.3/IPWP/
See: TRANS/SUB.3/IPWP/.

E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.4/

E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.5/

E/CN.11/TRANS/WPC/

E/CN.11/TRANS/WPCT/
Some documents bear symbol TRANS/WPCT/.

E/CN.11/TRANS/WPFT/

E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTAR/
Some documents bear symbol TRANS/WPTAR/.

E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTASD/
Some documents bear symbol TRANS/WPTASD/.

E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTE/

E/CN.11/TRAV/

E/CN.11/UCD/
Some documents bear symbol UCD/.

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.1/ to E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.2/<Symbols not used>
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.3/

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.4/

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.5/

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.6/<No information available>

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.7/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.8/

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.9/

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.10/

E/CN.11/WRD/DA/
Some documents bear symbol WRD/DA/.

E/CN.11/WRD/MKG/
Some documents bear symbol WRD/MKG/ and ECAFE/MRD/MKG/.
Some documents restricted. - Symbol changed in 1977 to E/ESCAP/WRD/MKG/.
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E/CN.11/WRD/TYP/

E/CN.12/
Some documents restricted. - Symbol changed in 1974 to E/CEPAL.

E/CN.12/AC.1/
(UN. CEPAL (1st sess. : 1948 : Santiago).

E/CN.12/AC.2/
(UN. CEPAL (1st sess. : 1948 : Santiago).
Committee on Coordination. - 1948-1948.

E/CN.12/AC.3/
(UN. CEPAL (1st sess. : 1948 : Santiago).

E/CN.12/AC.4/
Documents issued under erroneous symbol E/CN.12/AC.1/.

E/CN.12/AC.5/
Documents issued under erroneous symbol E/CN.12/AC.2/.

E/CN.12/AC.6/
Documents issued under erroneous symbol E/CN.12/AC.3/.

E/CN.12/AC.7/
Documents issued under erroneous symbol E/CN.12/AC.4/.

E/CN.12/AC.8/
Documents issued under erroneous symbol E/CN.12/AC.1/.

E/CN.12/AC.9/
Documents issued under erroneous symbol E/CN.12/AC.2/.

E/CN.12/AC.10/
Documents issued under erroneous symbol E/CN.12/AC.3/.

E/CN.12/AC.11/
Documents issued under erroneous symbol E/CN.12/AC.4/.

E/CN.12/AC.12/

E/CN.12/AC.13/

E/CN.12/AC.14/

E/CN.12/AC.15/

E/CN.12/AC.16/

E/CN.12/AC.17/
(UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Ministers of Economy on Economic Cooperation in Central American Countries. - 1952-1953.

E/CN.12/AC.18/

E/CN.12/AC.19/

E/CN.12/AC.20/

E/CN.12/AC.21/

E/CN.12/AC.22/

E/CN.12/AC.23/

E/CN.12/AC.24/
E/CN.12/AC.25/

E/CN.12/AC.26/

E/CN.12/AC.27/

E/CN.12/AC.28/

E/CN.12/AC.29/

E/CN.12/AC.30/

E/CN.12/AC.31/

E/CN.12/AC.32/

E/CN.12/AC.33/

E/CN.12/AC.34/

E/CN.12/AC.35/

E/CN.12/AC.36/

E/CN.12/AC.37/

E/CN.12/AC.38/

E/CN.12/AC.39/

E/CN.12/AC.40/
E/CN.12/AC.56/
UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (10th sess. :
1963 : Mar del Plata, Argentina). Committee on General Questions. -

E/CN.12/AC.57/
UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (10th sess. :

E/CN.12/AC.58/
UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (11th sess. :

E/CN.12/AC.59/

E/CN.12/AC.60/

E/CN.12/AC.61/
UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (12th sess. :

E/CM.12/AC.62/
UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (5th

E/CN.12/AC.63/
UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (6th

E/CN.12/AC.64/
UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (7th
extraordinary sess. : 1973 : New York). -

E/CN.12/AC.65/
< No information available >

E/CN.12/AC.66/
UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (8th
extraordinary sess. : 1974 : New York). -

E/CN.12/AC.67/
UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (9th
extraordinary sess. : 1974 : New York). -
Symbol changed in 1974 to E/CEPAL/AC.67/.

E/CN.12/BRW.1/
Workshop on Budgetary Classification and

E/CN.12/BRW.2/
Workshop on Problems of Budget
Reclassification and Management in South
Some documents bear symbol BRW.2/.

E/CN.12/BRW.3/
Workshop on Budgetary Reclassification and
Management in Central America and Panama (1963 :

E/CN.12/C.1/
UN. CEPAL. Trade Committee. - 1956-1964,
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.12/C.1/WG.1/
UN. CEPAL. Central Banks Working Group. -

E/CN.12/C.1/WG.2/
UN. CEPAL. Working Group on the Latin American

E/CN.12/C.1/WG.3/
UN. CEPAL. Working Group on Customs Questions

E/CN.12/CCE/
UN. Central American Economic Cooperation
Some documents restricted. - Symbol changed
in 1975 to E/CEPAL/CCE/.

E/CN.12/CCE/AC.1/
UN. CEPAL. Comisión Ad Hoc para el Proyecto de
Tratado Multilateral de Libre Comercio e
Integración Económica Centroamericana (1956 :
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/AC.2/
UN. CEPAL. Comisión Centroamericana de
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/AC.3/
UN. CEPAL. Grupo de Expertos sobre Régimen de
Industrias Centroamericanas de Integración
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/AC.4/
Reunión de Funcionarios Centroamericanos de
Electrificación (1957 : San José). -
1957-1957.
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/AC.5/
UN. CEPAL. Autoridades de Tránsito de
Centroamérica y Panamá. - 1957-1957.
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/AC.6/
Reunión sobre Problemas de Vivienda,
Industrias de Edificación y de Materiales de
Construcción en Centroamérica y Panamá (1957 :
Documents issued in Spanish only.
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E/CN.12/CCE/ST.IND/
Some documents bear symbol CCE/ST.IND/DT/. - Documents issued in Spanish only. - Some documents restricted.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.1/
Documents issued in Spanish only. - Some documents restricted.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.2/
Documents issued in Spanish only. - Some documents restricted.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.3/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.4/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.4/II/GTCM/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/
Documents issued in Spanish only. - Symbol changed in 1974 to E/CEPAL/CCE/SC.5A.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/II/CRNE/V/1
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/III/GRIE/II/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/GTAE/GRIE/I/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.6/II/DT/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.8/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/INST/
Some documents bear symbol INST/. - Documents issued in Spanish only.

E/CN.12/URB/

E/CN.13/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.13/JS/

E/CN.13/SER.A/

E/CN.13/TWG/

E/CN.13/WP.1/
Restricted distribution.

E/CN.13/WP.2/

E/CN.14/
Continued by: E/ECA/ (1982-####).

E/CN.14/AC.1/
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E/CN.14/ACTI

E/CN.14/ADB/

E/CN.14/AGREB/
UN. ECA. - Agricultural economics bulletin for Africa (ECA/FAO). - 1962-

E/CN.14/AGRIP/

E/CN.14/AMA/

E/CN.14/AMA/CA/

E/CN.14/AMA/EA/

E/CN.14/AMA/NA/

E/CN.14/AMA/WA/

E/CN.14/AMSA/II/

E/CN.14/APS/

E/CN.14/APS/

E/CN.14/APU/
Also carries the symbol E/CN.14/STC/APU/.

E/CN.14/AS/
See also CID/SYMP.B/.

E/CN.14/ATC/
Africa Trade Centre. - <Africa Trade Centre series>. - 1972-

E/CN.14/ATRCW/

E/CN.14/BRW.1/
Some documents bear symbol BRW.1/.

E/CN.14/BUD/
UN. ECA. - <Budgetary and financial series of ECA>. - 1966-

E/CN.14/C.1/

E/CN.14/C.2/

E/CN.14/CA/ECO/
Meetings were held in Brazzaville, 1966 and in Kinshasa, 1969.

E/CN.14/CAD.1/

E/CN.14/CAD.2/
Documents also issued as E/CN.14/CAD/.

E/CN.14/CAD.3/

E/CN.14/CAP.1/
<Symbol not used>

E/CN.14/CAP.2/
Documents also issued as E/CN.14/CAP/.

E/CN.14/CAP.3/
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E/CN.14/CAP.4/

E/CN.14/CAP.5/

E/CN.14/CAP.6/

E/CN.14/CAP/

1st Conference of African Planners took place in Dakar, 1964 and 2nd in Addis Ababa, 1967. - Documents for the 2nd Conference also issued as E/CN.14/CAP.2/.

E/CN.14/CART/
UN. ECA. - < Conferences, meetings and seminars on cartographic matters >. - 1964-.

Documents 1-106 carry additional symbol E/CONF.43/.

E/CN.14/CAS.1/
< Symbol not used >

E/CN.14/CAS.2/
See: E/CN.14/STAT/< 1960-1961 >

E/CN.14/CAS.2/ENO/< 1961 >

Some documents also bear symbol ST/STAT/CONF.12/.

E/CN.14/CAS.2/ENO/< 1962 >

Some documents bear additional symbol ST/STAT/CONF.12/L/.

E/CN.14/CAS.2/TRAD/

Some documents bear symbol CAS.2/TRAD/. - Some documents restricted.

E/CN.14/CAS.3/

Some documents bear symbol E/CN.14/CAS.3/STAT/.

E/CN.14/CAS.3/BP/

E/CN.14/CAS.3/ESC/

E/CN.14/CAS.3/TRAD/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/CF/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/CPH/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/DEV/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/DTC/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/LS/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/NAC/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/SRC/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/STAT/


E/CN.14/CAS.4/VS/

E/CN.14/CAS.5/

E/CN.14/CAS.5/CF/

E/CN.14/CAS.5/CPH/
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E/CN.14/CAS.5/LS/

E/CN.14/CAS.5/NAC/

E/CN.14/CAS.6/STAT/

E/CN.14/CAS.6/

E/CN.14/CAS.7/

E/CN.14/CAS.7/TRAD/

E/CN.14/CAS.8/

E/CN.14/CAS.9/

E/CN.14/CAS.10/

E/CN.14/EC0/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.14/EC0P/

E/CN.14/ECU/

E/CN.14/EP/
UN. ECA. - Meetings on electric power and energy resources matters in Africa. - 1982-.

E/CN.14/ERS/
UN. ECA. - Meetings, seminars and documents on economic surveys and data required for projections. - 1989-.

E/CN.14/ESD/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.14/FCW/

E/CN.14/FISC/
UN. ECA. - Fiscal series. - 1965-.

E/CN.14/FMAB/

E/CN.14/H0U/
Some documents restricted. - Symbol changed in 1975 to E/CN.14/HUS/.

E/CN.14/H0UPA/

E/CN.14/HUS/
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E/CN.14/ICME/

E/CN.14/IDEP/

E/CN.14/II/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.14/INR/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.14/IS/

E/CN.14/LIB/SER.A/
UN. ECA. Library. - <Lists of periodicals, annuals and serials received in the UNECA Library and books on Africa in its collection>. - 1961-1997.

E/CN.14/LIB/SER.B/

E/CN.14/LIB/SER.C/

E/CN.14/LIB/SER.D/
UN. ECA. Library. - <Directories, handbooks, guides, etc. in the UNECA Library>. - 1970-1985.

E/CN.14/LIB/SER.E/
Continued by: E/ECA/LIB/SER.E/(1986-####).

E/CN.14/LIB/SER.F/

E/CN.14/LU/ECOP/

E/CN.14/MIN/

E/CN.14/NA/ECOP/

E/CN.14/NA/STAT/

E/CN.14/NA/E/

E/CN.14/NA/IDEP/
UN. ECA. - <Meetings and seminars on environment in Africa>. - 1976-.

E/CN.14/NA/WR/

E/CN.14/NRSTD/E/

E/CN.14/NRT/

E/CN.14/P/
Symbol changed in 1962 to E/CN.14/P/.

E/CN.14/PED/
Symbol changed in 1982 to E/CN.14/P/.

E/CN.14/PSD/
Continued by: E/ECA/PSD/(1982-####).

E/CN.14/STAT/

E/CN.14/SDP/

E/CN.14/SIB/
UN. ECA. - Statistical and Economic Information Bulletin for Africa. - 1973-.
Continued by: E/ECA/SIB/(1981-####).
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E/CN.14/SM/

E/CN.14/SODE/
Previous title: Expert Group Meeting on Social Defence, Monrovia 1964.

E/CN.14/STAT/<1959-1961>
1st Conference of African Statisticians took place in Addis Ababa, 1959 and 2nd in Tunis, 1961. - Documents of the 2nd conference carry additional symbol CAS.2/

E/CN.14/STAT/<1960>

E/CN.14/STAT/FSE/

E/CN.14/STAT/Ser.A/

E/CN.14/STAT/Ser.B/

E/CN.14/STAT/Ser.C/
Also carries the symbol E/ECA/STAT/SER.C/(1985-####).

E/CN.14/STC/
UN. ECA. Standing Committee on Trade. - 1962-1963.

E/CN.14/STC/APU/
Some documents restricted. - Also carries the symbol E/CN.14/APU/.

E/CN.14/STC/CS/

E/CN.14/STC/FNM/

E/CN.14/STC/TTWA/

E/CN.14/STC/WPCA/

E/CN.14/SWI/
UN. ECA. - <Conferences, meetings, seminars and documents on social welfare in Africa>. - 1961-.

E/CN.14/SWCD/
UN. ECA. - <Conferences, seminars and documents on social welfare and community development in Africa>. - 1961-.
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.14/SWS/
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.14/SWSA/
UN. ECA. - <Social welfare services in Africa>. - 1964-.

E/CN.14/SWTA/
Seminar took place in Lusaka, 1963; Cairo, 1964; and Alexandria (U.A.R.), 1965.

E/CN.14/TECO/
UN. ECA. Technical Committee of Experts. - 1969-.

E/CN.14/TEL/
UN. ECA. - <Development of telecommunications in Africa>. - 1966-.

E/CN.14/TPCW/
Continued by: E/ECA/TPCW/(1982-####).
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E/CN.14/TRANS/ 
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.14/UAP/ 
UN. ECA. - "Seminars, meetings and conferences concerning urgent administrative problems of African Governments". - 1962-1977?

E/CN.14/UAP/C.1/ 

E/CN.14/UAP/C.2/ 
Committee II. - 1962-1962.
Some documents restricted.

E/CN.14/UAP/C.3/ 
Committee III. - 1962-1962.

E/CN.14/UAP/C.4/ 
Committee IV. - 1962-1962.

E/CN.14/UNCTAD I/ 
<No information available> 

E/CN.14/UNCTAD II/ 

E/CN.14/UNCTAD II/PM/ 

E/CN.14/UNCTAD III/ 

E/CN.14/UNCTAD III/PM/ 

E/CN.14/UNCTAD IV/ 
UN. ECA. - "Papers on the 4th session of UNCTAD". - 1976-1977?

E/CN.14/URB/ 

E/CN.14/WA/EC/ 
Economic Community of West African States. 

E/CN.14/WA/EC/ACT/ 

E/CN.14/WA/ECOP/ 

E/CN.14/WP.1/ 
Some documents restricted. - Additional symbol OAU/TRADE/. - Previous titles: Joint Meeting of ECA Working Party on Intra-African Trade and OAU Ad Hoc Committee of 14 on Trade and Development (1966); Joint ECA/OAU Meeting on Trade and Development (1965-####).

E/CN.14/WP.2/ 

E/CN.14/WP.3/ 
<Symbol not used>

E/CN.14/WP.4/ 

E/CN.14/WP.5/ 
<Symbol not used>

E/CN.14/WP.6/ 
UN. ECA. - "Conferences, seminars and meetings on manpower and training in Africa". - 1966-.

E/CN.15/ 
UN. Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice. - 1992-. 

E/CN.16/ 
UN. Commission on Science and Technology for Development. - 1993-.

E/CN.17/ 
UN. Commission on Sustainable Development. - 1993-.

E/CN.17/1996/IDC/ 

E/CN.17/1996/IPF/ 
UN. Commission on Sustainable Development. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Panel on Forests. - 1995-.
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E/CONF.2/C.3/F/

E/CONF.2/C.3/G/

E/CONF.2/C.3/H/

E/CONF.2/C.3/I/
< Symbol not used >

E/CONF.2/C.4/A/

E/CONF.2/C.5/B/

E/CONF.2/C.6/

E/CONF.2/C.6/A/

E/CONF.2/C.6/B/

E/CONF.2/C.6/C/

E/CONF.3/
< Symbol not used >

E/CONF.4/

E/CONF.4/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.4/WP.1/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.4/WP.2/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.4/WP.3/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.4/WP.4/

E/CONF.5/
< Symbol not used >

E/CONF.6/

E/CONF.6/BUR/

E/CONF.6/C.1/

E/CONF.6/C.1/A/

E/CONF.6/C.2/

E/CONF.6/C.3/

E/CONF.6/C.4/

E/CONF.7/
Some documents restricted.
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E/CONF.7/PC/

E/CONF.8/

E/CONF.8/C.I/

E/CONF.8/C.II/

E/CONF.8/C.III/

E/CONF.9/
<Symbol not used>

E/CONF.9/PC/
UN. Committee of Scientific Experts on International Research Laboratories (1949 : Paris). - 1949-

E/CONF.10/

E/CONF.11/

E/CONF.12/

E/CONF.12/BUR/

E/CONF.12/C.1/

E/CONF.12/EX/

E/CONF.13/

E/CONF.13/PC/

E/CONF.14/

E/CONF.14/AC.1/

E/CONF.15/

E/CONF.15/C.1/

E/CONF.15/C.2/

E/CONF.15/C.3/

E/CONF.15/EX/

E/CONF.16/

E/CONF.16/AC.1/

E/CONF.16/AC.2/

E/CONF.17/

E/CONF.18/

E/CONF.19/

Some documents restricted.
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E/CONF.19/C.1/

E/CONF.19/C.2/

E/CONF.19/C.3/

E/CONF.19/EX/

E/CONF.19/IC/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.19/OOC/
Some documents bear symbol OOC/.

E/CONF.19/S/
Restricted distribution.

E/CONF.20/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.20/EX/
Restricted distribution.

E/CONF.21/

E/CONF.21/C.1/

E/CONF.22/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.22/BUR/
Restricted distribution.

E/CONF.22/C.1/

E/CONF.22/C.2/

E/CONF.22/EX/

E/CONF.23/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.24/

E/CONF.25/

E/CONF.26/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.26/C.1/

E/CONF.26/C.2/

E/CONF.26/C.3/

E/CONF.26/C.4/
<Symbol not used>

E/CONF.26/C.5/
Restricted distribution.

E/CONF.27/
Some documents restricted.
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E/CONF.27/C.1/

E/CONF.27/C.2/

E/CONF.27/EX/

E/CONF.28/

E/CONF.28/C.1/

E/CONF.29/

E/CONF.30/

E/CONF.30/EX/

E/CONF.31/

E/CONF.31/AC.1/

E/CONF.31/C.1/

E/CONF.31/EX/

E/CONF.32/

E/CONF.32/C.1/

E/CONF.32/C.2/

E/CONF.32/EX/

E/CONF.33/

E/CONF.34/

E/CONF.34/C.1/

E/CONF.34/C.2/

E/CONF.34/C.3/

E/CONF.34/C.4/

E/CONF.34/C.5/

E/CONF.34/C.6/

E/CONF.34/C.7/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Series</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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E/CONF.38/C.3/

E/CONF.38/EX/

E/CONF.39/

E/CONF.40/

E/CONF.40/C.1/

E/CONF.40/C.2/

E/CONF.40/C.3/

E/CONF.40/C.4/

E/CONF.40/EX/

E/CONF.40/WP.1/

E/CONF.40/WP.2/

E/CONF.40/WP.3/

E/CONF.40/WP.4/

E/CONF.41/

E/CONF.41/PC/

E/CONF.42/

E/CONF.42/C.1/

E/CONF.42/C.2/

E/CONF.42/C.3/

E/CONF.42/EX/

E/CONF.42/WP.1/

E/CONF.42/WP.2/

E/CONF.42/WP.3/

E/CONF.42/WP.4/

E/CONF.43/

E/CONF.44/

E/CONF.45/

E/CONF.45/CW/

E/CONF.45/ECO/

E/CONF.45/LD/

E/CONF.45/PC/

E/CONF.45/TEC/

E/CONF.46/

E/CONF.46/AC.1/

Restricted distribution.

E/CONF.46/C.1/

Restricted distribution.

E/CONF.46/C.2/
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E/CONF.46/AC.2/

E/CONF.46/PC/SC.4/

E/CONF.46/BUR/

E/CONF.46/C.1/

E/CONF.46/C.2/

E/CONF.46/C.3/

E/CONF.46/C.4/

E/CONF.46/C.5/

E/CONF.46/C.6/

E/CONF.46/CRED/

E/CONF.46/PC/

E/CONF.46/PC/SC.1/

E/CONF.47/

E/CONF.47/C.1/

E/CONF.47/C.2/

E/CONF.48/

E/CONF.48/EX/

E/CONF.49/

E/CONF.49/C.1/

E/CONF.49/C.2/

E/CONF.49/EX/

E/CONF.50/

E/CONF.51/
<Symbol not used>

E/CONF.52/

Some documents restricted.
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E/CONF.52/C.1/
UN Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and the Far East (5th : 1967 : Canberra).
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.52/C.2/

E/CONF.52/C.3/

E/CONF.52/C.4/

E/CONF.52/C.5/

E/CONF.53/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.53/C.1/

E/CONF.53/C.2/

E/CONF.53/C.3/

E/CONF.53/C.4/

E/CONF.54/...
<Documents erroneously issued under this symbol. Correct symbol ID/CONF.1/>

E/CONF.56/

E/CONF.56/C.1/

E/CONF.56/C.2/

E/CONF.56/C.3/

E/CONF.56/C.4/

E/CONF.56/DC/

E/CONF.57/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.57/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.57/C.2/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.57/C.3/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.57/C.4/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.57/C.5/
Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.58/
E/CONF.58/C.1/

E/CONF.58/C.2/

E/CONF.58/C.3/

E/CONF.58/C.4/

E/CONF.59/

E/CONF.59/EUR/

E/CONF.59/C.1 and 2/

E/CONF.59/C.1/

E/CONF.59/C.2/

E/CONF.59/C.3/

E/CONF.59/IPG/

E/CONF.60/

E/CONF.60/C.2/

E/CONF.60/C.3/

E/CONF.60/PC/

Some documents restricted.

E/CONF.60/SYM./

E/CONF.60/SYM.IV/

E/CONF.60/SYM.IV/

E/CONF.60/WG/

E/CONF.61/

E/CONF.62/

E/CONF.63/

E/CONF.63/C.1/

E/CONF.63/C.2/

E/CONF.63/C.3/
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E/CONF.64/

E/CONF.65/

E/CONF.65/C.1/

E/CONF.65/C.2/

E/CONF.65/C.3/

E/CONF.65/PREP/

E/CONF.66/

E/CONF.66/C.1/

E/CONF.66/C.2/

E/CONF.66/CC/

E/CONF.67/

E/CONF.68/

E/CONF.69/

E/CONF.70/

E/CONF.70/C.1/

E/CONF.70/C.2/

E/CONF.71/

E/CONF.71/C.1/ <No information available>

E/CONF.71/C.2/

E/CONF.71/C.3/

E/CONF.72/

E/CONF.73/

E/CONF.74/C.1/

E/CONF.74/C.2/

E/CONF.74/C.3/

E/CONF.74/C.4/
E/CONF.75/

E/CONF.76/

E/CONF.76/PC/

E/CONF.76/PC/WG/

E/CONF.77/

E/CONF.79/

E/CONF.79/

E/CONF.80/

E/CONF.81/

E/CONF.82/

E/CONF.82/C.1/

E/CONF.82/C.2/

E/CONF.83/

E/CONF.84/

E/CONF.84/PC/

E/CONF.85/

E/CONF.86/

E/CONF.87/

E/CONF.88/

E/CONF.89/
UN Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and the Pacific (14th : 1997 : Bangkok), - 1996-.

E/CONF.90/

E/CONF/PASS/PC/

E/CONF/POST/PC/

E/CS.1 to E/CS.6/
<Symbols not used>

E/CS.7/
UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs. - 1945-1946.

E/CT.1/
UN Committee on Negotiations with Specialized Agencies. - 1948-1948.

-100-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/C.2/</td>
<td>UN. Committee on Arrangements for Consultation with Non-Governmental Organizations.</td>
<td>1946-1946.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E/ECA/HRP/MFC/  

E/ECA/HRP/TC/  

E/ECA/HUS/  
UN. ECA. Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements and Environment. - 1982-.  
Some documents issued as E/ECA/ENV/ and E/ECA/HUS/ENV/.

E/ECA/HUS/ENV/  
See: E/ECA/HUS/.

E/ECA/IDEP/  
African Institute for Economic Development and Planning. - 1983-.  
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

E/ECA/IGRC/HS/  
UN. ECA. Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements and Environment. - 1982-.  
E/ECA/I5S3R/  

E/ECA/JEFAD/LS/  

E/ECA/KAF/  

E/ECA/KAF/PLP/  

E/ECA/LEFD/LS/  
UN. ECA. - <Meetings on energy planning>. - 1982-198?  
E/ECA/NRD/ERU/OIL/  
UN. ECA. Natural Resources Division. - <Documents on hydrocarbons>. - 1985-198?  
E/ECA/NRD/STEU/OIL/  
UN. ECA. Natural Resources Division. - <Documents on hydrocarbons>. - 1985-198?  
E/ECA/NRD/STS/  
UN. ECA. Natural Resources Division. - <Meetings on energy planning>. - 1982-198?

E/ECA/LDCs/  
First meeting carries document symbol: ST/EC/1982/LDCs/.

E/ECA/LDCs/EXP/  
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E/ECA/OAU/TRADE/

< E/ECA/>PADIS/DEVSIS-AFRICA/
DEVSIS-Africa. - 1979-.

E/ECA/PADIS/TCDC/
PADIS. TCDC-Africa-Unit. - 1983-.

E/ECA/PAMM/
UN. ECA. Public Administration, Management and Manpower Division. - 197?-.

< E/ECA/>PAMM/AIHTTR/GC /

< E/ECA/>PAMM/AIHTTR/PLEN/

< E/ECA/>PAMM/BUD/

E/ECA/PAMM/HRP/
UN. ECA. Public Administration, Management and Manpower Division. - <Documents on Human Resources Planning>. - 1985-.

< E/ECA/>PAMM/PA /

E/ECA/PHSD/
UN. ECA. Public Administration, Human Resources and Social Development Division. - 1995-.

E/ECA/PHSD/HRP/
Conference of African Ministers Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utilization. - 1988-.

E/ECA/PHSD/IOM/
International Organization for Migration. - 1991-.

E/ECA/PHSD/TIR/
Conference of African Ministers Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utilization. - 1991-.

E/ECA/POP/

< E/ECA/>ECA/POP/FTP/

E/ECA/PSD/

E/ECA/RCIWD/OAU/

< E/ECA/>SAP/

E/ECA/SDA/RDP/

E/ECA/SDA/IRD/

E/ECA/SDP/

E/ECA/SERP/
UN. ECA. Socio-Economic Research and Planning Division. - 1993-.

E/ECA/SIB/
UN. ECA. - Statistical information bulletin for Africa. - 1981-.

E/ECA/SM/

< E/ECA/>SPS/

< E/>ECA/STAT/
UN. ECA. Statistics Division. - 1979-.

E/ECA/STAT/SDB/

E/ECA/STAT/SER.A/

LIST OF SYMBOLS - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996

E/ECA/STAT/SER.B/
UN. ECA. Statistics Division. - Foreign trade statistics for Africa. Series B, Trade by commodity. - 1975-.

E/ECA/STAT/SER.C/

<>/ECA/STAT/TC.NAC/
Some documents from this Training Course also issued under <>/ECA/STAT/.

E/ECA/STPA/DM/

<>/ECA/STS/
UN. ECA. Natural Resources Division, Science and Technology Section. - 1994-.
Also issued as E/ECA/NRD/STS/.

E/ECA/TCD/
UN. ECA. Transport, Communications and Tourism Division. - 1982-.

E/ECA/TPRTWC/

E/ECA/TPCWI/
UN. ECA. Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole. - 1982-.

E/ECA/TRADE/
UN. ECA. - Documents on the development of intra-African trade and monetary and financial co-operation. - 1983-.

E/ECA/TRANS/
UN. ECA. - Documents on transportation. - 1981-.

E/ECA/UNCTC/
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<>/ECA/WIPO/II/

E/ECE/
UN. ECE. - 1947-.
Some documents restricted. - Previous symbol E/CN.10/ (1947). - Some documents bear symbol ECE.

<>/ECE/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

<>/ECE/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

<>/ECE/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

<>/ECE/AC.4/
Some documents restricted.

<>/ECE/AC.5/
Some documents restricted.

<>/ECE/AC.6/ to <>/ECE/AC.7/
<No information available>

<>/ECE/AC.8/
Some documents restricted.

<>/ECE/AC.9/

<>/ECE/AC.10/

<>/ECE/AC.11/
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<E/ECE/>AC.12/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AC.13/
Some documents restricted. - For the 3rd meeting see <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.6/ (1985).

<E/ECE/>AC.14/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AC.15/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AC.16/ to <E/ECE/>AC.18/
No information available.

<E/ECE/>AC.19/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AC.20/
Ad Hoc Informal Meeting of the Economic Commission for Europe. - 1992-.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/
In 1949-1973 symbol recorded as: E/ECE/AGRI. - Also issued as AGRI. - See also S/ECE/AGRI/ (1959-1992). - Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/AC.1/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/BPP/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/Conditions/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/EGGS/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/GE.1/
No information available.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/GE.2/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/LDG/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/MECH/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/NORM/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/POTATOES/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/PRICES/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/PROJECTIONS/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/RA/
Previous title: Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Farm Rationalization. - Symbol changed in 1976 to <E/ECE/>FAO/ECE/AGRI/WP.3/.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.1/ to <E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.3/
No information available.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.4/
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<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.5/

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.6/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.7/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.8/ to <E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.13/
No information available.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.14/
Some documents restricted. - Also carries the symbol <E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.5/.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.15/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.16/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.17/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.18/

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.19/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.20/
No information available.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.21/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.22/ to <E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.25/
No information available.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.26/
Some documents restricted. - Also issued as: <E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.2/.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SYMPOSIUM.1/

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SYMPOSIUM.2/

<E/ECE/> AGRI/SYMPOSIUM.3/

<E/ECE/> AGRI/VITI/
UN. ECE, Committee on Agricultural Problems. - Study sessions. - 1957-1957.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/

<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/AC.1/
Symbol changed in 1974 to <E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.3/.

<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

Some documents restricted.
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<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.1/
Meeting of Experts on Coordination of Standardization of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables. - 1973.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.2/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.3/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.4/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.5/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.6/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.7/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.8/
Some documents restricted. - Previous name of body: Group of Experts on Standardization of Eggs-in-Shell.

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.9/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.10/
Some documents restricted.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/ &gt; AUTOMAT/AC.2/</td>
<td>&lt;No information available&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/ &gt; AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/</td>
<td>Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Numerically Controlled Machine Tools.</td>
<td>1972-1972</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/ &gt; AUTOMATION RAP/</td>
<td>Ad Hoc Meeting of Rapporteurs on Automation.</td>
<td>1965-1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E/ECE/CEP/
UN. ECE. Committee on Environmental Policy. - 1984.-

E/ECE/CEP/AC.1/

E/ECE/CEP/AC.2/

E/ECE/CEP/AC.3/
UN. ECE. Working Group for the Preparation of a Draft Convention on Access to Environmental Information and Public Participation in Environmental Decision-making. - 1996.-
Documents restricted.

E/ECE/CEP/SEM.1/

E/ECE/CEP/WG.1/

E/ECE/CEP/WG.2/
UN. ECE. Joint Working Group on Environment and Economics. - 1994.-

E/ECE/CEP/WG.3/
Meeting of the Signatories to the Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context. - 1994-.

E/ECE/CEP/WG.4/
Meeting of the Signatories to the Convention on the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents. - 1994-.

E/ECE/CEP/WP.1/
UN. ECE. Working Party on Water Problems. - 1994.-

E/ECE/CES/
Conference of European Statisticians. - 1973.-

E/ECE/CES/AC.1/ to E/ECE/CES/AC.6/
Symbols not used.

E/ECE/CES/AC.6/
Issued jointly with the Committee on Human Settlements. - Also issued as:
E/ECE/HBP/AC.7/ (1987) and
E/ECE/HBP/AC.13/ (1997). - Some documents restricted. - Previous symbol

E/ECE/CES/AC.7/ to E/ECE/CES/AC.20/
Symbols not used.

E/ECE/CES/AC.21/
Previous symbol

E/ECE/CES/AC.22/
Symbols not used.

E/ECE/CES/AC.23/
Also issued as: UNESCO:CES/AC23/.

E/ECE/CES/AC.24/ to E/ECE/CES/AC.29/
Symbols not used.

E/ECE/CES/AC.30/
Some documents restricted. - Some documents bear symbol HBP/AC.4/. - Previous symbol

E/ECE/CES/AC.31/
Symbols not used.

E/ECE/CES/AC.32/
Previous symbol

E/ECE/CES/AC.33/

E/ECE/CES/AC.34/
See: E/ECE/CES/WP.34/.

E/ECE/CES/AC.35/
Symbols not used.
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<E/ECE/>CES/AC.38/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.37/
See: <E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.5/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.38/
Symbol not used.

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.39/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.40/
Title of the meeting issued under the symbol varies: Meeting on Statistics for Environmental Studies and Policies (1973); Consultation on Materials/Energy Balance Statistical Sub-system (MEBSS) (1975); Informal Meeting on Statistics for the Study of the Quality of the Environment (1977).

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.41/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.42/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.43/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.44/
Also issued as: UNESCO:CES/AC.44/.

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.45/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.46/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.47/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.48/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.49/
Joint ECE/ILO Meeting on Consumer Price Indices. - 1981-.  
1981 meeting called Joint ECE/ILO Meeting on Consumer Prices.

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.50/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.51/
Previous name: Joint ECE/ILO Meeting on Manpower Statistics (1979-1990).

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.52/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.53/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.54/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.55/
Joint Meeting on Housing Statistics. - 1981-.  
Some documents restricted. - Prior to 1991 known as: Meeting on Statistics of Water Use and Quality.

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.56/
Some documents restricted. - Prior to 1991 known as: Meeting on Statistics of Water Use and Quality.

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.57/
Some documents restricted. - Also carries the symbol <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.1/.

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.58/
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<E/ECE/> CES/AC.59/

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.60/
Joint ECE/INSTRAW Meeting on Statistics and Indicators on the Role and Situation of Women. - 1986-1989.
1st meeting also issued as: INSTRAW/A.2/. - 2nd meeting also issued as: INSTRAW/A.2/.

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.61/
UN. ECE. Study Group on Food and Agicultural Statistics in Europe. - 1987-.
The Study Group is convened jointly by FAO the Conference of European Statisticians, and the ECE Committee on Agricultural Problems.

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.62/
UN. ECE. Working Party on Transport Statistics. - 1987-.
Joint working party with the Inland Transport Committee. - Also carries the symbol <E/>TRANS/WP.6/.
- Earlier name: Group of Experts on Transport Statistics.

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.63/

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.64/

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.65/

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.66/

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.67/

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.68/
Joint ECE/OECD Meeting on National Accounts. - 1994-.

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.69/

<E/ECE/> CES/AC.70/

<E/ECE/> CES/Docs/
Conference of European Statisticians. - List of documents issued by the Conference of European Statisticians. - 1973-.

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.1/
No information available

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.2/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.3/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.4/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.5/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.6/
See: <E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.7/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.8/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.9/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.10/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.11/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.12/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.13/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.14/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.15/
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<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.16/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.17/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.18/ to <E/ECE/> CES/SEM.19/
No information available.

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.20/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.21/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.22/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.23/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.24/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.25/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.26/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.27/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.28/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.29/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.30/ to <E/ECE/> CES/SEM.31/
No information available.

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.32/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.33/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.34/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.35/

<E/ECE/> CES/WP.1/ to <E/ECE/> CES/WP.8/
Symbols not used.

<E/ECE/> CES/WP.9/

<E/ECE/> CES/WP.10/ to <E/ECE/> CES/WP.21/
Symbols not used.

<E/ECE/> CES/WP.22/
Conference of European Statisticians. Working Party on National Accounts and Balances. - 1973-.

<E/ECE/> CES/WP.23/ to <E/ECE/> CES/WP.33/
Symbols not used.

<E/ECE/> CES/WP.34/

<E/ECE/> CHEM.CONF/
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E/ECE/CHEM.IND/
In 1968-1970 document symbol recorded as:
CHEM.IND/. - Previous name of body: Working
Group on the Chemical Industry. - Symbol
changed in 1972 to <E/>ECE/CHEM.

<E/ECE/>CHEM.IND/Olef Symp/
Symposium on Olefins Production (1972: 

<E/>ECE/CHEM/
UN. ECE. Chemical Industry Committee. - 1972-.
Some documents restricted. - Previous

<E/ECE/>CHEM/AC1/
Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts for the Study on
Technical Progress. - 1972-1972
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>CHEM/AC2/
Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Plastic Materials.
1973-1977

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC3/
Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on the Availability
of Raw Material for the Chemical Industry. -
1974-1977
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC4/
Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts for the Study on
Questions of Energy in the Chemical Industry. -
1975-1977
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC5/
Ad Hoc Meeting on Chemical Statistics. -
1976-1977
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC6/
Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts for the Study on
Conservation of Energy in the Chemical Industry.
1977-1977
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC7/
Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts for the Study on
Utilization and Elimination of Wastes in and
by the Chemical Industry. - 1977-1977
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC8/
Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on the Use of
Chemicals in Housing and Industrial
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC9/
Ad Hoc Meeting on the Influence of Environmental
Protection Measures on the Development of Pesticide
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC10/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on the Prospects
for the Development of Carbo-Chemistry in the
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC11/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Trade in
Chemical Products among ECE Member Countries
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC12/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Low- and
Non-Waste Technologies in the Production of
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC13/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Trends in
1982 meeting entitled Ad Hoc Meeting for the
Study on Trends in Raw Materials for
Organics.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC14/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on the Role and
Place of the Chemical Industry in the
Economies of ECE Member Countries. - 1982-1983.
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC15/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Additives for
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC16/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study of Recycling of
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC17/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on the Use and
Disposal of Wastes from Phosphoric Acid and
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC18/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on the Rational
Use of Water and its Treatment in the Chemical
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC19/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Membranes
Technology in the Chemical Industry. -
Some documents restricted.

+E/ECE/>CHEM/AC20/
Ad Hoc Meeting on Guidelines on Safety in
Some documents restricted.
Some documents restricted.


Some documents restricted.


Some documents restricted.
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E/ECE/COAL/CWP/
Some documents bear symbol COAL/CWP/.

E/ECE/COAL/EQWP/
Some documents bear symbol COAL/EQWP/.

E/ECE/COAL/ETP/
Some documents bear symbol COAL/ETP/.

< E/ECE/>COAL/GE.1/

E/ECE/COAL/GE.2/

< E/ECE/>COAL/GE.3/

< E/ECE/>COAL/GE.4/

< E/ECE/>COAL/GE.5/

< E/ECE/>COAL/PROD/
Symbol changed in 1969 to <E/ECE/>COAL/WP.2/.

E/ECE/COAL/PSC/
Some documents bear symbol COAL/PSC/.

E/ECE/COAL/PWP/
Some documents bear symbol COAL/PWP/.

E/ECE/COAL/PWWP/
Some documents bear symbol COAL/PWWP/.

< E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.1/

< E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.3/
Some documents restricted.
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< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEMN.4/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEMN.5/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEMN.6/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEMN.6/AC/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEMN.7/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEMN.8/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEMN.9/  
Symposium on New Coal Utilization Technologies : Gasification, Liquefaction, Combustion and Environmental Issues. - 1977-.  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEMN.10/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > COAL/SPWP/  
Some documents bear symbol COAL/SPWP/.  

< E/ECE/ > COAL/UR/  

< E/ECE/ > COAL/UR/AC/  
Symbol changed in 1963 to < E/ECE/ > COAL/UI/AC/.  

< E/ECE/ > COAL/UVWP/  
Some documents bear symbol COAL/UVWP/.  

< E/ECE/ > COAL/UVWP/AC/  
Symbol changed in 1963 to < E/ECE/ > COAL/UI/AC/.  

< E/ECE/ > COAL/WP.1/  

< E/ECE/ > COAL/WP.2/  

< E/ECE/ > COAL/WP.3/  

< E/ECE/ > COAL/WP.4/  

< E/ECE/ > COAL/WP.5/  
Symbol changed in 1973 to < E/ECE/ > COAL/GE.4/.  

< E/ECE/ > Conf.Eur.Stats/  

< E/ECE/ > Conf.Eur.Stats/Consac/  
Some documents restricted. - Symbol changed in 1973 to < E/ECE/ > CES/AC.41/.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Conference Title</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.13/
Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.14/

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.16/
Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.17/
Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.18/

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.19/

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.20/

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.21/

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/GR.1/
Some documents restricted.

Some documents restricted.

Some documents restricted.

Some documents restricted.


Some documents restricted. - Symbol changed in 1975 to UNESCO:CES/AC.23/.

[E/ECE/] Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.24/

Some documents restricted.
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ECE/DEAP/ UN. ECE. Division for Economic Analysis and Projections. - 1996-.

ECE/DOCS/ UN. ECE. - List of ECE documents distributed. - 1959-.
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< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/GE.2/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/SEM.1/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/SEM.2/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/SEM.3/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/WG.1/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/WG.2/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/WG.3/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/WG.4/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/WG.5/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/WG.6/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/WG.7/

< E/ECE >/EB.AIR/WG.8/

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ./

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/AC.1/
< No information available >

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/AC.2/
See: < E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/AC/2/

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/AC.3/

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/AC.4/
< No information available >

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/AC.5/

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/SEM.1/to < E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/SEM.5/
See: < E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/SEM.1/to < E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/SEM.5/.

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/SEM.6/

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/SEM.7/

< E/ECE >/EC.ADJ/SEM.8/
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< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.1/
Restricted distribution.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.4/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.4/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.5/
Consultation of General Rapporteurs for the Symposium on the Long-term Impact of Energy Efficiency Improvements also issued under this series symbol.
Documents of the 1985 Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on the Long-term Impact of Energy Efficiency Improvements also issued under this series symbol.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.6/
Some documents also bear the symbol:< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.15/.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.7/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.7/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.8/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.8/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.9/
Some documents also bear the symbol:< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.15/.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.10/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.10/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.11/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.13/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WE.1/
UN. ECE. Committee on Energy. Working Party on Coal. - 1981-.
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< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.1/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.2/
Also carries the symbol < E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.3/AC.3/.

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.3/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.4/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.5/
Also issued as < E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.3/AC.9/.

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.6/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.7/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.8/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.9/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.10/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.11/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.12/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.13/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.14/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.15/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.16/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.17/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.18/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.19/
Also issued as < E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.2/AC.9/.

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.20/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.21/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/AC.22/

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/GE.1/
Meeting of Experts on Research, Management and Transition in the Coal Industry. - 1991-.

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/GE.2/
Meeting of Experts on Coal Trade, Statistics and Transport. - 1991-.

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.1/GE.3/
Meeting of Experts on Clean Coal Technologies. - 1991-.
Earlier name: Meeting of Experts on the Utilization and Preparation of Solid Fuels.
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< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1 /GE.4/  
Meeting of Experts on Opencast Mines. - 1991-..  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1 /GE.5/  
UN. ECE. Meeting of Directors of National Mining Research Institutes. - 1991-.  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1 /SEM.1/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1 /SEM.2/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1 /SEM.3/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1 /SEM.4/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1 /SEM.5/ to < E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1 /SEM.12/  
No information available

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1 /SEM.12/AC/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/  
Earlier name: Committee on Electric Power.

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.1/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.2/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.3/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.4/  
Also issued as < E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 3/AC.5/.

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.5/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.6/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.7/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.8/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.9/  
Also issued as < E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1/AC.2/.

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/AC.10/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/SEM.1/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 2/SEM.2/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 3/  
UN. ECE. Committee on Energy. Working Party on Gas. - 1991-.  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 3/AC.1/  

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 3/AC.2/  
No Information available

< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 3/AC.3/  
Also carries the symbol < E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP. 1/AC.2/.
Also issued as <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.2/AC.4/


Also issued as <E/ECE/ENERGY/>WP.1/AC.5/


Meeting of Experts on Natural Gas Resources. - 1991-.

Meeting of Experts on the Use and Distribution of Gas. - 1991-.

Meeting of Experts on the Transport and Storage of Gas. - 1991-.
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<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.4/AC.3/

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.1/
Meeting on Questions of Statistics concerning Engineering Industries and Automation. - 1981-. From 1983 meeting held jointly with the Conference of European Statisticians. Also carries the symbol <E/>ECE/CES/AC.57/.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.2/

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.4/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.5/

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.6/

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.7/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.8/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.9/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.10/

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.11/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.12/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.13/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Food-Processing Machinery, including Packaging Techniques. - 1988-1990.
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.14/
Workshop on Rehabilitation Engineering. - 1990-.
Some documents restricted. - Meetings held in cooperation with the International Federation for Medical and Biological Engineering.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.15/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.16/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.17/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.18/
<No information available>
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<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.19/

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.20/

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.21/
Meeting held jointly with the International Federation of Robotics. - Some documents for the 2nd Meeting of Experts are issued under series symbol <EECE/> ENG.AUT/GE.2/.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.22/
Meeting of Experts on Robotics. - 1996.
Meeting held jointly with the International Federation of Robotics. - Documents for the 1st Meeting of Experts and some documents for the 2nd Meeting are issued under series symbol <EECE/> ENG.AUT/GE.1/.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.23/

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.24/

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.25/
Some documents restricted.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.26/
Some documents restricted.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.27/

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.28/
Some documents restricted.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.29/
Some documents restricted.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.30/
Some documents restricted.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.31/

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.32/
Earlier Preparatory Meeting entitled: Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Recent Developments in Robotics.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.33/

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.34/

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.35/
Some documents restricted.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.36/
Some documents restricted.

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.37/

<EECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.38/
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< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/SEM.11/AC/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/SEM.12/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/SEM.13/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/SEM.14/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.IND/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.COM/

< E/> ECE/ENGIN/

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/AC.4/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/AC.5/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/SEM.1/

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/SEM.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/SEM.2/AC/

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/SEM.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/SEM.3/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/SEM.4/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/SEM.4/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/SEM.5/

< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/SEM.5/AC/
Some documents restricted.
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< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.6/

< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.6/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.7/
<No information available>

< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.7/AC/

< E/> ECE/ENHS/
UN. ECE. Environment and Human Settlements Division. - 1990-.

< E/> ECE/ENV/
In Nov. 1987 the Committee on Water Problems (< E/> ECE/ENV/WATER/) merged with the Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Environmental Problems (< E/> ECE/ENV/) to become Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Environmental and Water Problems (< E/> ECE/ENVWA/) (1988-1994).

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.1/

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.2/

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.4/
<No information available>

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.5/
See: < E/> ECE/HBP/WS/3/AC.2/

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.6/
See: < E/> ECE/CES/AC.40/

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.7/
Some documents restricted.

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.8/
Some documents restricted.

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.9/
Some documents restricted.

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.10/
Some documents restricted.

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.11/
Some documents restricted.

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.12/
Some documents restricted.

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.13/
Some documents restricted.

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.14/

< E/> ECE/ENV/AC.15/
Some documents restricted.

< E/> ECE/ENV/CONF/

< E/> ECE/ENV/GE.1/
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ECE/ENV/IEB/

E/ECE/ENV/IEB/AC.1/

E/ECE/ENV/IEB/WG.1/

E/ECE/ENV/PG/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.1/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.2/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.2/PM/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.3/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.3/PM/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.4/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.4/PM/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.5/
See: E/ECE/IEP/SEM.12/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.6/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.6/PM/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.7/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.7/PM/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.8/
See: E/ECE/SEP/SEM.8/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.8/PM/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.9/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.9/PM/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.10/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.10/PM/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.11/

E/ECE/ENV/SEM.11/AC/
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<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.12/

<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.13/


<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.14/

Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.15/
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< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.2/
Some documents restricted. - Also issued as: < E/ECE/> AGRIS/SEM.26/.

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.4/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.5/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.6/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.1/
Some documents restricted. - Prior to 2nd session known as Working Group to Elaborate a Legal Instrument on the Transboundary Impacts of Industrial Accidents; 2nd - 5th sessions known as Working Group to Elaborate a Draft Convention on the Transboundary Impacts of Industrial Accidents.

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.2/
Some documents restricted. - Also issued as: < E/ECE/> ECA.D/ENV/1/. - Continued by: < E/ECE/> CEP/WG.2/ (1994-####).

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.3/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.4/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.5/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.6/
Continued by: < E/ECE/> CEP/WG.1/ (1994-####).

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/VP.1/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/VP.2/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/VP.3/
Some documents restricted. - Continued by: < E/ECE/> CEP/VP.1/ (1994-####).

< E/ECE/> EP/

< E/ECE/> EP/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> EP/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> EP/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> EP/AC.4/
Some documents restricted.
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<E/ECE/> EP/GE.1/

<E/ECE/> EP/GE.2/

<E/ECE/> EP/GE.3/

<E/ECE/> EP/GE.4/

<E/ECE/> EP/GE.5/

<E/ECE/> EP/GE.6/

<E/ECE/> EP/GE.7/

<E/ECE/> EP/SC.1/

E/ECE/EP/SEM.1/

E/ECE/EP/SEM.2/

E/ECE/EP/SEM.3/

E/ECE/EP/SEM.4/

E/ECE/EP/SEM.5/

E/ECE/EP/SEM.6/
See: E/ECE/EP/SEM.5/AC.1/

E/ECE/EP/SEM.7/
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/EP/SEM.8/
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/EP/SEM.9/
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/EP/SEM.10/
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/EP/SEM.11/
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/EP/SEM.12/
Some documents restricted.
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  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.


  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.

  Some documents restricted.


  Symbol changed in 1972 to <E/ECE/>EP/GE.1/.


  Previous titles: Ad Hoc Legal Working Party (1949); Group of Experts for the Study of Legal Questions (1948).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;FAQ/ECE/AGRI/WP.1/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbol not used&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;FAQ/ECE/AGRI/WP.4/</td>
<td>&lt;No information available&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;FAQ/ECE/AGRI/WP.5/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Committee on Agricultural Problems. - 1986-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;FAQ/ECE/ESS/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Study Group on Food and Agricultural Statistics in Europe. - 1995-.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/STATS-FR/

<E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/STP/

<E/ECE/> FAO/UNICEF/J.P./
FAO/UNICEF Joint Policy Committee. - 1958-197?
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/FER/

<E>/ECE/GAS/
UN. ECE. Committee on Gas. - 1956-1990.

<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.1/
Ad Hoc Meeting on the Methods of Forecasting Gas Demand. - 1973-1977

<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.2/
Ad Hoc Meeting on Natural Gas Resources. - 1973-1977

<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.3/
Ad Hoc Meeting on Investments in the Gas Industry and Their Financing Possibilities, - 1974-1977
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.4/
Meeting of Directors of Research Institutes or Centres of the Gas Industry. - 1976-1977?
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.5/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.6/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.7/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> GAS/GE.1/

<E/ECE/> GAS/GE.2/

<E/ECE/> GAS/GE.3/

<E/ECE/> GAS/GE.4/

<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.2/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.2/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.3/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.3/AC.1/

<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.4/
Some documents restricted.
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/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.4/AC/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.5/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.6/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.7/AC/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.8/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.9/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.10/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.11/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.12/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.13/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.14/
Some documents restricted. - Symposium held in cooperation with the International Gas Union.

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.15/
Some documents restricted. - Continued by:
/E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/SEM.15/ (1991-####).

/E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.16/
Some documents restricted.

/E/ECE/> GAS/WP.1/
Symbol changed in 1973 to 
/E/ECE/> GAS/GE.1/.

/E/ECE/> GAS/WP.2/
Symbol changed in 1973 to 
/E/ECE/> GAS/GE.2/.

/E/ECE/> GAS/WP.3/
Symbol changed in 1973 to 
/E/ECE/> GAS/AC.1/.

/E/ECE/> GAS/WP.4/

/E/ECE/> GAS/WP.5/
Symbol changed in 1973 to 
/E/ECE/> GAS/GE.3/.

/E/ECE/> GAS/WP.6/
Symbol changed in 1973 to 
/E/ECE/> GAS/AC.2/.

/E/ECE/> GEN/
Prior to 1988 issued without a document symbol.
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E/ECE/GRAIN/

E/ECE/HBP/
UN. ECE. Committee on Human Settlements. - 1970-.

E/ECE/HBP/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/HBP/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/HBP/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/HBP/AC.4/
See: E/ECE/CES/AC.30/

E/ECE/HBP/AC.5/
See: E/ECE/CES/AC.6/

E/ECE/HBP/AC.6/
Some documents restricted. - 2nd meeting issued as <E/ECE/HBP/AC.8/.

E/ECE/HBP/AC.7/
Issued jointly with the Conference of European Statisticians. - Some documents restricted. - Also issued as: <E/ECE/CES/AC.6/.

E/ECE/HBP/AC.8/
Some documents restricted. - Also carries the symbol <E/ECE/CES/AC.82/.

E/ECE/HBP/AC.9/
Issued jointly with the Conference of European Statisticians; also carries the series symbol <E/ECE/CES/AC.55/.

E/ECE/HBP/AC.10/

E/ECE/HBP/AC.11/
Meeting of Experts on Cadastre and Land Registration Systems. - 1995-.

E/ECE/HBP/AC.12/

E/ECE/HBP/BUILD/

E/ECE/HBP/BUILD/SEM.1/
For the 1st and 2nd Seminar, see <E/ECE/HOU/INDUSTRY/.

E/ECE/HBP/CONF.II/URB.RESEARCH/
For 1st Conference, see <E/ECE/HOU/URB.RESEARCH/; for 3rd see <E/ECE/HBP/SEM.11/.

E/ECE/HBP/GE.1/
Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/HBP/GE.2/
Meeting of Experts on Human Settlements Problems in Southern Europe. - 1972-.

E/ECE/HBP/GE.3/
Title and symbol changed in 1993 to Working Party on Housing Development, Modernization and Management, <E/ECE/HBP/WP.6/, respectively.
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<E/ECE/>HBP/HOU/
<E/ECE/>HBP/ WP.1/. - Previous title:

<E/ECE/>HBP/HOU/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.2/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.2/PM/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.3/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.3/PM/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.4/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.4/PM/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.5/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.5/PM/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.6/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.6/PM/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.7/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.7/PM/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.8/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.8/AC/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.9/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.10/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.10/PM/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.11/
Some documents restricted. - For the 2nd Conference, see
<E/ECE/>HBP/CONF.II/URB.RESEARCH/.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.12/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.12/PM/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.13/
Restricted distribution.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.13/PM/
Some documents restricted.
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<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.14/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.14/PM/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.15/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.15/PM/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.16/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.16/PM/
Restricted distribution.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.17/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.17/PM/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.18/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.18/PM/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.19/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.20/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.21/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.22/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.23/
Also carries the symbol <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.12/. - Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.24/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.25/
Some documents restricted. - For the 3rd Conference, see <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.11/, and for the 5th, see <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.33/.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.26/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.27/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.28/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.29/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.30/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.31/
Some documents restricted.
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< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.32/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.33/
Some documents restricted. - For the 4th Conference, see < E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.25/.

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.34/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.35/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.36/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.37> to < E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.47/ (No information available)

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.48/

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.49/

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.50/

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.51/

< E/ECE/> HBP/URB.REN.SYM./

< E/ECE/> HBP/URB/

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.1/

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.1/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.1/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.1/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.1/AC.4/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.1/AC.5/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.1/G.E.1/
Some documents restricted. - Previous title: Group of Experts on the Assessment of Current and Future Housing Requirements and Housing Demand, including Methodology (1972).

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.
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<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.4/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.5/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.6/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.7/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.8/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.9/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.10/

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.1/
<No information available>

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.4/
Also carries the symbol <E/ECE/> TRANS/SCI/AC.4/. - Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.5/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/GE.1/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/GE.1/AC.1/

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.4/
<No information available>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Previous Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOU/DEMAND/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Rapporteurs on Housing Demand.</td>
<td>1962-1966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOU/URB.1/</td>
<td>Symposium on the Determination of Dimensions of Large Building Components.</td>
<td>1959-1959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOU/SMC/</td>
<td>Ad Hoc Meeting on Standardization and Modular Coordination (1959: Geneva).</td>
<td>1959-1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E/ECE/IDT/
Some documents bear symbol IDT/. - Previous symbol E/ECE/IDT/ (1948).

<E/ECE/>ILO/CES/AC.51/

E/ECE/IM/

E/ECE/IM/HOU/
Some documents bear symbol IM/HOU/. - Previous and succeeding symbol E/ECE/HOU/.

E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/
Some documents bear symbol IM/HOU/BR/.

E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/WP.1/
Some documents bear symbol IM/HOU/BR/WP.1/.

E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/WP.2/
Some documents bear symbol IM/HOU/BR/WP.2/.

E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/WP.3/
Some documents bear symbol IM/HOU/BR/WP.3/.

E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/WP.4/
Some documents bear symbol IM/HOU/BR/WP.4/.

E/ECE/IM/HOU/CIB/
Some documents have title: International Council for Research and Documentation in Building. - Some documents bear symbol CIB/.

E/ECE/IM/HOU/WP.1/

E/ECE/IM/HOU/WP.2/

E/ECE/IM/HOU/WP.3/
Some documents bear symbol IM/HOU/WP.3/. - Symbol changed in 1955 to E/ECE/HOU/WP.3/.

E/ECE/IM/WP.1/

E/ECE/IM/WP.2/

E/ECE/IM/WP.3/
Some documents bear symbol IM/WP.3/.

E/ECE/IM/WP.4/
Some documents bear symbol IM/WP.4/.

E/ECE/IM/WP.5/

E/ECE/IM/WP.6/
Some documents bear symbol IM/WP.6/.

E/ECE/IM/WP.7/

E/ECE/IM/WP.8/
Some documents bear symbol IM/WP.8/.

E/ECE/IM/WP.PROG/
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<E/>ECE/IND/
UN. ECE. Industry and Technology Division. - 1995-.

<E/>ECE/IND/AC1/

<E/>ECE/IND/AC2/

<E/>ECE/IND/AC3/
UN. ECE. Regional Advisory Services Programme. - 1996-.

<E/>ECE/INFO/
UN. ECE. Information Unit. - 1992-.

< E/>ECE/MAN/

<E/>ECE/PRO/
UN. ECE. Provisional programmes of meetings. - 1948-.

Prior to 1981 document symbol recorded as: ECE/PRO/.

E/ECE/PROD/CONF/

<E/>ECE/RCTE/PC/
UN. ECE. Preparatory Committee of the Regional Conference on Transport and the Environment. - 1994-.


E/ECE/RW/HLAM/

<E/>ECE/SC/TECH.1969/

<E/>ECE/SC/TECH.1971/

<E/>ECE/SC/TECH.1974-1975/

Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.1976-1977/

E/ECE/SC/TECH.1978-1979/
Some documents restricted.


Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.1982-1983/

Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.1984-1985/

Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.1986-1987/

Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.1988-1989/

Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.1990-1991/

Some documents restricted.


Some documents restricted.


Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.1996-1997/

Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.1998-1999/

Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.2000-2001/

Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.2002-2003/

Some documents restricted.

E/ECE/SC/TECH.2004-2005/

Some documents restricted.
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< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./AC.14/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./AC.15/
Meeting held in association with the Committee on the Development of Trade. - Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./AC.16/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./AC.17/
Also carries the symbol: < E/ECE/ > CES/AC.33/.
- Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./AC.18/

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./AC.19/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./AC.20/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./BC.1/

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.2/

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.4/
See: < E/ECE/ > CES/SEM.7/.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.5/
See: < E/ECE/ > COAL/SEM.4/.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.6/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.6/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.7/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.7/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.8/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.8/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.9/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECS/ > SC.TECH./SEM.10/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.11/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.12/
Some documents restricted.
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<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.11/AC/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.12/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.12/AC/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.13/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.13/AC/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.14/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.17/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.18/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.18/AC/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.INF/PREP/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.POL/PREP/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.POLICY/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.TRANSFER/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH/
UN. ECE. Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Science and Technology. - 1972-1996.
Some documents restricted. - Prior to 1982 document symbol recorded as: ECE/SC/TECH/.
- Also issued as: <E/>ECE/SC.TECH./.

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH/SEM.1/ to <E/ECE/>SC.TECH/SEM.18/
See: <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.1/ to <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.18/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH/SEM.19/

<E/>ECE/SE/

<E/>ECE/SE/AG/

<E/>ECE/SE/FIN/

<E/>ECE/SE/TR/
Title changed in 1956 to Working Party on the Development of the International Road Network in South-East Europe.
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[E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.1/
Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.1/AC/

[E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.2/
<No information available>

[E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.2/AC/
Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.3/

[E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.3/AC/
Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.4/

[E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.5/
<No information available>

[E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.6/
Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/> ECE/STAND/
UN. ECE. Working Party on Technical Harmonization and Standardization Policies. - 1959-.

[E/ECE/> ECE/STAND/GE.1/

[E/ECE/> STAND/GE.1/AC.1/

[E/ECE/> STAND/GE/

[E/ECE/> STAND/SEM.1/
Also carries the symbol <E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.6/. - Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/> STAND/SEM.2/ to <E/ECE/> STAND/SEM.4/
<No information available>

[E/ECE/> STAND/SEM.5/

[E/ECE/> STAT.1/
<Symbol not used>

[E/ECE/> STAT.2/

[E/ECE/> STAT.3/
Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/> STAT/
Some documents restricted.

[E/ECE/> STAT/WP.1/

[E/ECE/> STAT/WP.2/

[E/ECE/> STEEL/
UN. ECE. Working Party on Steel. - 1973-.

[E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.1/
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< E/ECE/ > STEEL/AC.2/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/AC.3/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/AC.4/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/AC.5/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/AC.6/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/AC.7/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/AC.8/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/GE.1/  

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/GE.2/  

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/GE.3/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/GE.3/AC/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.1/  

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.1/AC/  

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.2/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.2/AC/  

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.3/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.3/AC/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.4/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.4/AC/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.5/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.5/AC/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.6/  
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.7/  
Some documents restricted.
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< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.7/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.8/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.9/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.9/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.10/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.11/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.11/AC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.12/AC/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.13/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.14/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.16/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.16/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.17/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.18/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.19/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.20/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.21/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.22/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.PROD/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.34/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.35/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.36/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.1/


< E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.2/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.2/
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<E/ECE/>STEEL/WP.3/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/WP.4/

<E/ECE/>TEIW
Trans-European North-South Motorway Project.
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>TEM/SEIW
Trans-European North-South Motorway Project.

<E/ECE/>TEM/TC/
Trans-European North-South Motorway Project.
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>TIM/
UN. ECE. Timber Committee. - 1947-.
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.1/

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.2/

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.3/

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.4/

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.5/

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.6/

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.7/

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.8/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.9/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.10/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.11/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>TIM/BOARD/

<E/ECE/>TIM/BULL/
UN. ECE. Timber Bulletin. - 1994-.

<E/ECE/>TIM/CIS/

<E/ECE/>TIM/DP/
UN. ECE. Trade Division. Timber Section. - Discussion papers. - 1995-.
Earlier name: FAO/ECE Agriculture and Timber Division.

<E/ECE/>TIM/EDP/

<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/
European Forestry Commission. - 1972-.

<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.
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< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/
Joint FAO/ECE/ILO Committee on Forest Technology, Management and Training. - 1972-.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/AC.1/
Joint FAO/ECE/ILO Committee on Forest Technology, Management and Training. Steering Committee. - 19??-.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.1/
Some documents restricted. - Previous symbol LOG/WP.1/ (1960-1972).

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.1/SEM.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/SEM.1/

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/SEM.2/

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.3/

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.1/

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.4/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.5/
No information available

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.6/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.7/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.8/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.9/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.10/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.11/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.12/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.13/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.14/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.15/
Some documents restricted.
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< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.16 /
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.17 /
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.18 /
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.19 /
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.20 /

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.21/to
< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.30/
< No information available >

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.37 /

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.38 /

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.39 /

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.40 /

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.41 /

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.42 /
< No information available >

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.43 /

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.44 /

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.45 /
Seminar on "Safety and Health in Forestry Are Feasible" (1996 : Emmental, Switzerland). - 1996-.

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.2/2 /

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.1/
< No information available>

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.2/

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.3/
In 1973-1974 symbol was used by the Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Environmental Benefits of Forestry (meeting took place in Geneva in 1974).

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.4/

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.5/

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.6/

< E/ECE > TIM/EFC/WP.2/SEM.1 /
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE > TIM/EUCALYPTUS /
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**<E/ECE/TIM/> FC:EFC/**
European Forestry Commission. - 19??-.
Carries a double symbol: <E/>ECE/TIM/.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/HARD/GR.1/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/HARDWOODS/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/INDUSTRIES/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/INTEGRATION/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/PACK/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/PANELS/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/PROD/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SAW/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.1/**
<No information available>

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.2/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.3/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.4/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.5/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.6/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.7/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.8/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.9/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.10/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.11/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.12/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.13/**
Some documents restricted.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.14/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SHP/**
UN. ECE. Trade Division. Timber Section. - 1994-. Earlier name: FAO/ECE Agriculture and Timber Division.

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SYMP.1/**

**<E/ECE/> TIM/SYMP.2/**
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< E/ECE/> TIM/UT/

< E/ECE/> TIM/UT/GR.1/

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.1/

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.2/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/
UN. ECE. Provisional Group of Experts on the Woodworking Industries. - 1972-1977?

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.3/

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.4/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.5/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.6/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.MRUW/

E/ECE/TR/

E/ECE/TRADE MTG/CONS/

< E/> E/ECE/TRADE/
UN. ECE. Committee for Trade, Industry and Enterprise Development. - 1949-.
Prior to 1972 document symbol recorded as: E/ECE/TRADE. - Some documents restricted.
- Name prior to 1997: Committee on the Development of Trade.

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.4/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.5/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.6/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.7/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.8/ to < E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.12/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.13/
Some documents restricted.
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<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.14/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.15/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.16/
<No Information available>

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.17/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.18/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.19/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.20/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.21/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.22/
Meeting date changed from 4-7 November 1985 to 24-27 March 1986.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.23/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.24/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.25/
Some documents restricted. - Also issued as: <E/ECE/> CES/AC.48/.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AD HOC GROUP 1/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/AD HOC GROUP 2/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/ARAB/<ECE>

<E/ECE/> TRADE/EXPERTS/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/FIN. EXP/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/G.E.1/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/RTP/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.1/
For the 1st Seminar see <E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM. MARKETING/.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.2/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.3/
Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.4/
<No Information available>

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.5/
Some documents restricted.
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<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.6/
Also carries the symbol <E/ECE/>STAND/SEM.1/. - Some documents restricted.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.7/
No information available.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.8/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.9/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.MARKETING/
For the 2nd Seminar see <E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.1/.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/SM/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/TDED/
Also issued as: TD/B/TDED/.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.1/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.2/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.3/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/
Continued by: <E/ECE/> TRADE/CEFACT/ (1997-####).

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/AC.1/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/EG.I/
Symbol changed in 1972 to <E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/GE.1/.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/EG.II/
Symbol changed in 1972 to <E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/FRM/

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/GE.1/
- Earlier name: Group of Experts on Data Requirements and Documentation (1972-####).

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/TFN/
Documents also carry symbol TD/B/FAL/TFN/.

<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.5/
### List of Symbols - UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996

- **<E/ECE/>TRADE/WP.8/**
  - No information available

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/**
  - UN. ECE. Inland Transport Committee. - 1947-.
    - Some documents restricted. - In 1973-1979 document symbol recorded as: ECE/TRANS/.

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/AC.1/**
    - Some documents restricted. - Previous title: Ad Hoc Meeting of Rapporteurs to Draft a Questionnaire on Inland Transport Developments (1975-1978).

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/AC.2/**
    - Some documents restricted.

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/AC.3/**
    - Some documents restricted.

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/AC.4/**
  - No information available.

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/AC.5/**

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/AC.6/**
  - UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Working Group for the Elaboration of a Draft European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Inland Waterway. - 1996-.

- **E/ECE/TRANS/BIDAC/**
    - Some documents bear symbol TRANS/BIDAC/.

- **E/ECE/TRANS/ED/**
    - Symbol changed in 1947 to E/ECE/TRANS/WP.3/.

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.6/**

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.6/AC.1/**
    - Some documents restricted.

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.6/AC.2/**
    - Most documents restricted. - Continued by: <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.6/AC.2/(1986-####).

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.6/AC.3/**
    - Most documents restricted.

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.7/**
  - To <E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.10/**
    - Symbols not used.

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.11/**

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.12/**
  - To <E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.14/**
    - Symbols not used.

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.15/**

- **<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.15/AC.1/**

---
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< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.16/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.23/
< Symbols not used >

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.24/
Previous symbol TRANS/WP.24/ (1961-1973). -

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.24/GRCT/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.26/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.29/
< Symbols not used >

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.30/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.30/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.30/AC.2/
Most documents restricted. - Continued by: < E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.30/AC.2/ (1988-####).

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.30/AC.3/
Most documents restricted. - Continued by: < E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.30/AC.3/ (1993-####).

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.30/GRCC/
UN. ECE. Group of Rapporteurs on Customs Questions concerning Containers, - 1973-1977?

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.31/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.35/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.36/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.37/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GR.1/
Symbol changed in 1966 to < E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.35/.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GR.2/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GR.3/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/INPD/
UN. ECE. Inland Transport Committee. - Transport information. - 1989-.

< E/> ECE/TRANS/PC/
Continued by: < E/> ECE/ACTE/PC/ (1994-####).

E/ECE/TRANS/RD/LT/
Some documents bear symbols: TRANS/RD/LT/ and RD/LT/.

E/ECE/TRANS/RD/ST/

E/ECE/TRANS/RD/TC/
Symbol changed in 1948 to E/ECE/TRANS/WP.10/.
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E/ECE/TRANS/RS/
Symbol changed in 1948 to E/ECE/TRANS/WP.4/.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/
• UN. ECE. Principal Working Party on Road Transport. - 1948-.
Most documents restricted. - Symbol E/ECE/TRANS/SC.1/in use 1948-1969; from 1969-1993 document symbol recorded as:

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.3/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.4/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.5/
Ad Hoc Meeting on Implementation of the European Agreement on Main International Traffic Arteries (AGR). - 1983-.
Most documents restricted. - Prior to Apr. 1993 document symbol recorded as:
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.5/.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/GE.1/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/GE.19/
< Symbols not used >

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/GE.20/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.1/
UN. ECE. Working Party on Road Traffic Safety. - 1967-.
Most documents restricted. - Prior to Apr. 1993 document symbol recorded as:

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.2/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.28/
< Symbols not used >

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/
Prior to Apr. 1993 document symbol recorded as:
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/(1994-####).

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.2/
UN. ECE. Administrative Committee for the Coordination of Work of the Working Party on the Construction of Vehicles. - 1988-.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRB/
Prior to Apr. 1993 document symbol recorded as:
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRB/. - Earlier name: Group of Rapporteurs on Noise. - Continued by:
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/GRB/(1994-####).

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRC/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRCS/
See: < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRCS/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRDP/
See: < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRDP/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSP/
Some documents restricted. - Prior to Apr. 1993 document symbol recorded as:
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/GRSP/(1994-####).
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< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRF/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRP/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRRP/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRRF/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSA/
See: < E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRSA/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSG/
Most documents restricted. - Continues

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSP/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRT/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.2/
UN. ECE. Principal Working Party on Rail Transport. - 1956-
- Prior to Apr. 1993 document symbol recorded as: < E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC2/.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.2/AC.1/
Prior to 1993 document symbol recorded as: < E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC2/AC1/.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.2/AC.2/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.2/SG.1/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.3/
UN. ECE. Principal Working Party on Inland Water Transport. - 1967-
Some documents restricted. - Prior to Apr. 1993 document symbol recorded as: < E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC3/.
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< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/AC.1/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/AC.3/
No information available.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/AC.4/
UN. ECE. Principal Working Party on Inland Water Transport. - 1995-.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/GE.1/
See: < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/GE.1/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/GE.2/

Symbols not used.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/GE.33/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SEM.1/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SG.1/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SG.2/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SG.3/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/WP.1/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/WP.2/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/WP.3/
UN. ECE. Working Party on the Standardization of Technical and Safety Requirements in Inland Navigation. - 1951-.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/WP.3/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.1/
See: < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.4/
Also carries the symbol < E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.4/.
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.6/
See: < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.5/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.8/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.9/
Most documents restricted.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/GE.1/ to < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/GE.19/
Symbols not used.

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/GE.20/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/GE.20/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP1/
See: < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP1/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/
See: < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP.29/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/AC.1/
See: < E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP.29/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/AC.2/
Name changed in 1987 to Administrative Committee for the Coordination of Work of the Working Party on the Construction of Vehicles.
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Some documents restricted.

Some documents restricted.

Some documents restricted.

Some documents restricted.

Some documents restricted.
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< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC3/WP2/
Most documents restricted. - Continues

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC3/WP3/
See: < E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.3/WP.3/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.1/
See: < E/ECE/ > HBP/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.2/ to < E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.3/
< No information available >

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.4/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.5/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.6/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.7/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.8/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.9/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.10/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.11/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/TIR/
UN. ECE. Inland Transport Committee. - TIR handbook. - 1988-.

E/ECE/TRANS/MAT/
- Symbol changed in 1948 to
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.5/.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.1/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.2/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.3/
Previous symbol E/ECE/TRANS/EQ/(1947).

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.4/
Previous symbol E/ECE/TRANS/RS/(1947).

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.5/
UN. ECE. Working Party on Transport Trends and Economics. - 1986-.

< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.6/
UN. ECE. Working Party on Transport Statistics. - 1949-.
- Joint Working Party with the Conference of European Statisticians. - Also bears the symbol < E/ECE/ > CES/AC.62/.
Some documents restricted.
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E/ECE/TRANS/WP.6/AC.2/
- Earlier name: Ad Hoc Meeting on Road Traffic Censuses.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.7/
Some documents bear symbol TRANS/WP.7/.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.8/
Some documents bear symbol TRANS/WP.8/.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.10/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.11/
UN. ECE. Working Party on the Transport of Perishable Foodstuffs. - 1950-.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.12/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.13/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.14/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.15/
UN. ECE. Working Party on the Transport of Dangerous Goods. - 1950-

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.15/AC.1/
- Earlier name: Joint Meeting of the RID Safety Committee and the Group of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.15/CD/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.15/SG.1/
Previous title: Groupe d'experts chargé d'établir le texte de la Partie B du Projet de convention relative au transport par voies navigables des marchandises dangereuses (1956). - Documents issued in French only.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.15/SG.2/
Documents issued in French only.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.16/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.17/
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E/ECE/TRANS/WP.18/
Previous titles: Special Meeting of Experts to Examine the Problem of Formalities for Passengers at the German Frontiers (1950); Meeting of Experts for the Simplification of Frontier Formalities for Goods (1950-1951).

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.19/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.20/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.21/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.22/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.23/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.24/
UN. ECE. Working Party on Combined Transport. - 1961-.
Prior to 1953 document symbol recorded as: <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.24/.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.25/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.26/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.27/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.28/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.29/
UN. ECE. Working Party on the Construction of Vehicles. - 1953-.

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRB/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRE/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRPE/

E/ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRRT/
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<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.29/GRSG/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.29/GRSP/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.30/
UN. ECE. Working Party on Customs Questions Affecting Transport. - 1953.-

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.30/AC.2/
UN. ECE. Administrative Committee for the TIR Convention 1975. - 1988.-

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.30/AC.3/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.30/GRCC/
UN. ECE. Group of Rapporteurs on Customs Questions concerning Containers. - 1972-1972.
Symbol changed in 1973 to <E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.30/GRCC/.

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.31/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.31/SQ.1/
UN. ECE. Groupe d'experts chargé de l'unification des règlements de police et de la signalisation en navigation intérieurs. - 1956-1962.
Documents issued in French only.

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.32/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.33/
Symbol changed in 1974 to <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.3/GE.33/.

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.34/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.35/

<E/ECE/>UNCTC/
UN. Joint ECE/UNCTC Unit on Transnational Corporations. - 1977.-
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<E/>ECE/UNDP/LCT/
Joint project with UNDP. - Some documents restricted.

<E/>ECE/UNDP/SCP-1/
Symbol not used.

<E/>ECE/UNDP/SCP-2/
UN. Statistical Computing Project, Phase 2. - 1983.-

<E/>ECE/UNDP/SCP-2/TF/

<E/>ECE/UNDP/SCP/

<E/>WAA/ECE/RPM/

<E/>WATER POLL/CONF/

<E/>WATER POLL/Econ/
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<E/>ECE/WATER/ UN. ECE. Committee on Water Problems. - 1966-1987. Some documents restricted. - Previous titles: Meeting of Governmental Experts on Water Resources in ECE Countries (1966-1967); Body on Water Resources and Water Pollution Control Problems (1968). - Previous symbols: E/ECE/WATER/ and ECE/WATER/. - In Nov. 1987 the Committee on Water Problems (<E/>ECE/WATER/) merged with the Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Environmental Problems (<E/>ECE/ENV/) to become Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Environmental and Water Problems (<E/>ECE/ENVWA/ (1988-####)). - See also ST/ECE/WATER/.


<E/ECE/> WATER/AC.2/ <No information available.>
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\(<\text{E/ECE}/\text{WATER/SEM.6/PM}/\text{Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Selected Water Problems in Islands and Coastal Areas with special regard to Desalination and Groundwater. - 1977-1977. Some documents restricted.}\)


\(<\text{E/ECE}/\text{ECE(sess)/UN. ECE. - Economic Survey of Europe. - 1975-1985. Pre-publication text.}\)

\(<\text{E/ECE}/\text{ECON/DC/UN. Economic and Social Council. Drafting Committee on Reports of the Commissions in the Economic Field. - 1946-1946. Some documents restricted.}\)
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E/ECWA/ARDCES/  
Arab Regional Documentation Centre for Economic and Social Development. - 1982-1987

E/ECWA/CMTP/  

E/ECWA/DOC/  
Continued by: E/ESCWA/DOC/ (1985-####).

E/ECWA/DPD/  
Continued by: E/ESCWA/DPD/ (1985-####).

E/ECWA/DPD/WG.1/ to E/ECWA/DPD/WG.13/  
<No information available>

E/ECWA/DPD/WG.14/  

E/ECWA/DPD/WG.15/  

E/ECWA/ECU/  
UN. ECWA. Environment Coordination Unit. - 1984-1985.  

E/ECWA/ENV/  
UN. ECWA. Environment Coordination Unit. - 1981-1981.  

E/ECWA/HS/  
Continued by: E/ESCWA/HS/ (1985-####).

E/ECWA/IAD/  
Some documents issued as: E/ECWA/IND/. - Continued by: E/ESCWA/IAD/ (1986-####).

E/ECWA/ID/  
UN. ECWA. Natural Resources, Science and Technology Division. - 1981-1987

E/ECWA/ID/WG.1/  

E/ECWA/ID/WG.2/  
<Symbol not used>

E/ECWA/ID/WG.3/  

E/ECWA/ID/WG.4/  

E/ECWA/ID/WG.5/  
Earlier name: Expert Group Meeting on the Petrochemical Industry in ECWA Region.

E/ECWA/IND/10/WG.1/ to E/ECWA/IND/10/WG.3/  
<No information available>

E/ECWA/IND/  
See: E/ECWA/ID/

E/ECWA/IL/10/WG.10/  

E/ECWA/LIB/  

E/ECWA/LIB/CUM.S/  

E/ECWA/LIB/CUM/  

E/ECWA/LIB/CUM/DOC/  

E/ECWA/NR/  
Continued by: E/ESCWA/NR/ (1986-####).
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E/ECWA/NR/85/WG.3/

E/ECWA/NR/ACAST/
UN. Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development. - 1978-1978.

E/ECWA/NR/CONF.1/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/NR/CONF.2/

E/ECWA/NR/CONF.3/

E/ECWA/NR/CTY/
Arab Regional Centre for the Transfer and Development of Technology. - 1978-1978.

E/ECWA/NR/SEM.1/to E/ECWA/NR/SEM.2/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/NR/SEM.3/

E/ECWA/NR/WG.1/

E/ECWA/NR/WG.2/

E/ECWA/NRST/
See: E/ECWA/NR/

E/ECWA/POP/CON.1/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.2/

E/ECWA/POP/CON.2/

E/ECWA/POP/CON.3/

E/ECWA/POP/CON.4/

E/ECWA/POP/CON.5/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.6/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.7/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.8/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.9/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.10/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.11/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.12/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.13/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.14/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.15/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/POP/CON.16/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/SD/
In 1984 name of issuing body changed to: UN. ECWA. Social Development and Population Division. - Continued by: E/ESCWA/SD/ (1988-####).

E/ECWA/SDHS/

E/ECWA/SDHS/AC.1/

E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.1/
<No information available>

E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.2/

E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.3/

E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.4/

E/ECWA/SDP/
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E/ECWA/SDP/84/SEM.1/

E/ECWA/SDP/84/WG.4/

E/ECWA/SDP/CONF.1/

<E/>ECWA/ST/

E/ECWA/STAT/
Continued by: E/ESCWA/STAT/ (1985-####).

E/ECWA/STAT/Ser.N/

E/ECWA/STAT/WG.1/ to E/ECWA/STAT/WG.2/  
No information available.

E/ECWA/STAT/WG.3/

E/ECWA/STAT/WG.4/

E/ECWA/TCT/

E/ECWA/TCTD/
See: E/ECWA/TCT/

E/ECWA/TRANS.1/  
No information available.

E/ECWA/TRANS.2/

E/ECWA/UNCTC/  
Continued by: E/ESCWA/UNCTC/ (1985-####).

E/ECWA/UNCTC/85/IG.1/

E/ECWA/UNCTC/85/1/

E/EMP/
Symbol changed in 1946 to E/CN.1/.

E/EMP/SUB.1/  
See also E/DEV/.

E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.1/  

E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.2/  

E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.3/  

E/EMP/SUB.1/WG.15/  

E/ESCWA/AD/  

E/ESCAP/>AD/ADPP/  

E/ESCAP/>AD/CGPS/  
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<E/ESCAP/> AD/CGPRT/GB/

<E/ESCAP/> AD/RCAPPA/

<E/ESCAP/> AD/RCFIII/

<E/ESCAP/> AD/RCR/ARTF/
Restricted distribution.

E/ESCAP/AD/RIASCF/
Same documents bear symbol AD/RIASCF/.

E/ESCAP/AD/RPC/

E/ESCAP/> AD/SD/CGPRT/

E/ESCAP/> AD/STLPRD/

E/ESCAP/> AD/YLOCM/

E/ESCAP/> AD/WAARU/

E/ESCAP/> AD/WPDC/

E/ESCAP/> ADM/OGIS/

E/ESCAP/> ADM/GISD/

E/ESCAP/>APCCTT/:
Asian and Pacific Centre for Transfer of Technology. - 1985-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

E/ESCAP/APDC/

E/ESCAP/CCOP/
UN. ESCAP. Committee for Coordination of Joint Prospecting for Mineral Resources in Asian Offshore Areas. - 1983-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device. - In 1966-1971, CCOP/ used as series symbol. - See also: NR/CCOP/SOPAC/; <E/ESCAP/>NR/CCOP/SOPAC/.

E/ESCAP/CPA/
UN. ESCAP. Committee on Poverty Alleviation through Economic Growth and Social Development. - 1993-.

E/ESCAP/CTC/
UN. ESCAP. Committee on Transport and Communications. - 1993-.

E/ESCAP/CTC/HC/MTCTC/

E/ESCAP/CTC/ESCAP/IMTC/

E/ESCAP/CTC/ESCAP/PCEI/

E/ESCAP/CTC/ESCAP/PEC/

E/ESCAP/CTC/ESCAP/WRTC/

E/ESCAP/DP/
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<E/ESCAP/> DP/DSITI/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/EDRS/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/EFTFT/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/EGAPEC/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/IMREC/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/IMS/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/STH/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/TPDP/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/WMDSM/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/WMDSN/

<E/ESCAP/> ECU/ESATD/

<E/ESCAP/> ECU/PACD/

<E/ESCAP/> ECU/SAECA/

<E/ESCAP/> ECU/RATPE/

<E/ESCAP/> ECU/RNTECD/

<E/ESCAP/> ECU/VGEE/

<E/ESCAP/> ENR/MCSA/

<E/ESCAP/> ENR/SOSA/

<E/ESCAP/> ESD/
UN. ESCAP. Committee on Environment and Sustainable Development. - 1992-.
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E/ESCAP/IHE/

E/ESCAP/IHE/MMIT/

E/ESCAP/IHE/PMMIT/

E/ESCAP/IMS/RCHRHS/

E/ESCAP/IHT/
Continued by: E/ESCAP/IHE/.

< E/ESCAP/> IHT/AIDBC/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/APSID/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/BG/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/EGMTAAP/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/EGMAAST/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/EGMHRD/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/EGMHSA/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/IHMIII/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/IMAM/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/IMHRD/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/IMHSWl/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/IMSS/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/INAA/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/IPSAP/

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/IMU/
Some documents restricted.

< E/ESCAP/>IHT/IMUG/
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E/ESCAP/IHT/MMIT/
Some documents also bear symbol E/ESCAP/IHT/SOP/MMIT/.

< E/ESCAP/ > IHT/PCFYC/

E/ESCAP/IHT/PM!-UNlDO(3)/

E/ESCAP/IHT/PMMI/

E/ESCAP/IHT/PRE-CSTD/
Some documents bear symbol IHT/PRE-CSTD/.

E/ESCAP/IHT/PRE-MI/

< E/ESCAP/ > IHT/PRE-MMST/
Some documents also bear symbol E/ESCAP/IHT/MMIT/.

E/ESCAP/IHT/PM-UNlDO(2)/

< E/ESCAP/ > IHT/SSST/

< E/ESCAP/ > IHT/TAGIT/

< E/ESCAP/ > IHT/VOF/

< E/ESCAP/ > IHT/WPSI/

E/ESCAP/IMTD/
See also < E/ESCAP/ > TRANS/IMTD/.

< E/ESCAP/ > IRD/AHIM/

< E/ESCAP/ > IRD/GDLIG/
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<ESCAP/IRD/MNLO/>

<ESCAP/IRD/STICIRD/>

<ESCAP/IRD/WDLIG/>

<ESCAP/JOP/ESCAP/>

<ESCAP/JSPW/CENPA/>
See: <ESCAP/SPNW/CENPA/>

<ESCAP/MCED/>

<ESCAP/MCI/>

<ESCAP/MGU/>

<ESCAP/MKG/>
Name prior to 1978: Committee for Coordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong Basin (ESCAP/WRD/MKG). - See also <ST/ESCAP/MKG>.

<ESCAP/MTCP/RTRI/>

<ESCAP/NR/>
Name changed in 1990; earlier name: Committee on Natural Resources.

<ESCAP/NR/AFP/>

<ESCAP/NR/BGRER/>

<ESCAP/NR/CCOP/SOPAC(3)/>
Previous symbol NR/CCOP/SOPAC(2)/ (1973).

<ESCAP/NR/CCOP/SOPAC(4)/>

<ESCAP/NR/CCOP/SOPAC(5)/>

<ESCAP/NR/CCOP/SOPAC(6)/>
Previous symbol NR/CCOP/SOPAC(sess.)/ (1972-1976).

<ESCAP/NR/ECUE/>

<ESCAP/NR/EGMFC/>

<ESCAP/NR/EGMNG/>

<ESCAP/NR/EMMRD/>

<ESCAP/NR/EPPW/>

<ESCAP/NR/FRNRSE/>
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E/ESCAP/NR/IM/RMRDC/
Some documents bear symbol NR/IM/RMRDC/.

E/ESCAP/NR/IM/RSSS/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/ITFW/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/MGNEP/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/MIFIP/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/MRS/SGC/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/MSEP/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/PRE-NRSE/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/RNTWRD/

E/ESCAP/NR/RPMWC/

E/ESCAP/NR/RSDDA/
Some documents bear symbol NR/RSDDA/.

< E/ESCAP/>NR/SDSBL/

E/ESCAP/NR/Sern/EDS/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/SWSR/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/URBS/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/WGMES/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/WGONGMK(3)/

< E/ESCAP/>NR/WP/

E/ESCAP/NR/WRDS/
Some documents bear symbol NR/WRDS/.

< E/ESCAP/>NR/WUD/

< E/ESCAP/>OES/
UN. ESCAP. Executive Secretary. - 1974-.

< E/ESCAP/>OES/ACPR/
UN. ESCAP. Advisory Committee of Permanent Representatives and Other Representatives Designated by Members of the Commission. - 1974-.
Previous symbol OES/PR/ (1973-1974).

< E/ESCAP/>OES/RDSP/SC/

< E/ESCAP/>PMD/CSC/

E/ESCAP/POP/
In 1988, Committee on Population merged with the Committee on Social Development to become the Committee on Population and Social Development.
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<ESCAP/POP/1/>

<ESCAP/POP/ACMU/>

<ESCAP/POP/APPC/>
Previous title: Asian Population Conference. - For the 1st Conference, see APC/, and for the 2nd, see POP/APC.2/.

<ESCAP/POP/ACMSDI2)/

<ESCAP/POP/MDAP/>

<ESCAP/POP/MIFCH/>

<ESCAP/POP/POST-WPC/>

<ESCAP/POP/PRE-WPC/>

<ESCAP/POP/PWIM/>

<ESCAP/POP/SPABF/>

<ESCAP/POP/TPWIM/>

<ESCAP/PSA/ACMSD(2)/>

<ESCAP/PSA/RPWCDDW/>

<ESCAP/PSMCU/>

<ESCAP/PUBLICATIONS/>
UN. ESCAP. - 1986-.

<ESCAP/RICTT/>
UN. ESCAP. Regional Centre for Technology Transfer. - 1983-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device. - Name changed April 1985: Asian and Pacific Centre for Transfer of Technology.

<ESCAP/REC/>
UN. ESCAP. Committee for Regional Economic Cooperation. - 1992-.

<ESCAP/RNAM/GB/>
Restricted distribution.

<ESCAP/SB/LDC/>
UN. ESCAP. Special Body on Least Developed and Landlocked Developing Countries. - 1997-.

<ESCAP/SD/>
In 1988, Committee on Social Development merged with the Committee on Population to become the Committee on Population and Social Development.

<ESCAP/SD/AAPR/>

<ESCAP/SD/EGM/PYRD/>

<ESCAP/SD/IMHD/>

<ESCAP/SD/INYDR/>

<ESCAP/SD/MCSWD/>
|---------------------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/CESA/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/DCWMC/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/EGMPTS/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/EIWT/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/IGML/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/ISIWT/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/JCEPACA/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/JCESSP/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/MECA/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/RMTC/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/STIPW/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/SUSSA/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/WESSS(3)/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/WGRSC/
UN. ESCAP, Working Group on Regional Shippers’ Cooperation. - 1986-.
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<ESCAP/>STAT/WES/

<ESCAP/>STAT/WG/CFPH/

<ESCAP/>STAT/WG/PHCD/

<ESCAP/>STAT/WG/CGDS/

<ESCAP/>STAT/WGSE.1/
<Symbol not used>

<ESCAP/>STAT/WGSE.2/

<ESCAP/>STAT/WGSE/

<ESCAP/>STAT/WPHCP/

<ESCAP/>STC/

<ESCAP/>TC/AM/ADPC/

<ESCAP/>TC/DC/ADCD/

<ESCAP/>TC/AMTCD/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/AFASM/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/OMRCDA/
Consultative Meeting of Regional Commodity Communities and Associations. - 1979-1983.

<ESCAP/>TRADE/DMTDP/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/EGMCT/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/ETSC/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/ETGCT/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/GCJP/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/IGFD/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/ITIMP/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/UPRM/

<ESCAP/>TRADE/LDC/
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<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/MAACFS/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/MELDC/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/MLDC/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/MLDC/MSO/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/MMT/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/PCMFLPP/
ESCAP/Pepper Community Meeting of Specialists on Determination of Remunerative Price Levels of Pepper Products. - 1980-.

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/PCMSPP/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/PMMT/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/RCPP/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/RMECA/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/RMIEAP/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/RPLFJ/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/SMSMP/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/TCG/SG.1/
UN. ESCAP. Trade Cooperation Group. Subgroup for a Network of Trade Promotion Centres. - 1979-.

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/TCG/SG.2/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/TCG/SG.3/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/TCG/SG.4/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/TCG/SG.5/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/TCG/SG.6/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/TCG/SG.7/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/TCG/TPEC/

<E/ESCAP/> TRAD/TNG/

Some documents restricted.

E/ESCAP/ TRAD/TOPMMT/
<E/ESCAP/> TRADE/WCPFGP/

<E/ESCAP/> TRADE/WFAP/

<E/ESCAP/> TRADE/WIGI/

<E/ESCAP/> TRADE/WLKTD/

<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/ AP T/ GA/

<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/ A P T/ MC/

<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/ M H E /

<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/ M T D /

<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/ R G M /

<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/ R M R R /

<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/ R C D AT/

E/ESCAP/TRANS/ R G M /

<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/ I N I C /

<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/ Z E M I R T /

E/ESCAP/UNDAT/
UN Development Advisory Team for the South Pacific. - 1979-1983.
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no.

E/ESCAP/WRD/ MK G /

E/ESCW A/ AGR /

E/ESCW A/ AGR/ 9 5/ W G .1 7 /

E/ESCW A/ AGR/ 9 8/W G.1 8 /

E/ESCW A/ A G R E B /

E/ESCW A/ C .1 /
UN. ESCWA. Technical Committee. - 1996-.

E/ESCW A/ C S S /
UN. ESCWA. Conference Services Section. - 1996-.

E/ESCW A/ D O C /
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E/ESCWA/DPD/
UN. ESCWA. Development Planning Division. - 1986-.

E/ESCWA/DPD/87/WG.1/

E/ESCWA/DPD/89/WG.1/

E/ESCWA/ED/
UN. ESCWA. Economic Development Issues and Policies Division. - 1996-.

E/ESCWA/ENR/
UN. ESCWA. Natural Resources Division. - 1992-.
Previous name: Energy and Natural Resources Division (1992-1995). - See also E/ESCWA/NR/.

E/ESCWA/ENR/1992/WG.1/

E/ESCWA/ENV/

E/ESCWA/PAO/84/WG.1/
Seminar jointly sponsored by the Economic Commission for Western Asia and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.

E/ESCWA/HS/

E/ESCWA/ID/
Joint ESCWA/UNIDO Industry and Technology Division. - 1986-.

E/ESCWA/ID/87/WG.1/

E/ESCWA/ID/87/WG.3/


E/ESCWA/ID/WG.1/

E/ESCWA/IND/
See: E/ESCWA/ID/

E/ESCWA/LIB/ACQ/

E/ESCWA/LIB/BIB/

E/ESCWA/LIB/DOC/

E/ESCWA/NR/

E/ESCWA/NR/85/WG.7/

E/ESCWA/NR/86/WG.1/

E/ESCWA/POP/

E/ESCWA/POP/1993/APC/

E/ESCWA/POP/1993/MAPC/
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E/ESCWA/POP/1993/SAPC/

E/ESCWA/SD/
UN. ESCWA. Social Development Issues and Policies Division. - 1988.-

E/ESCWA/SD/1992/WG.1/

E/ESCWA/SDP/

E/ESCWA/SED/
UN. ESCWA. Sustainable Economic Development Division. - 1993-.

E/ESCWA/STAT/1
UN. ESCWA. Statistics Division. - 1985-.

E/ESCWA/TCD/
UN. ESCWA. Transport and Communications Division. - 1987-.

E/ESCWA/TCD/1994/WG.1/

E/ESCWA/TCT/1

E/ESCWA/TECH/
UN. ESCWA. Sectoral Issues and Policy Division. Technology Section. - 1995-.

E/ESCWA/UNCTC/

E/H/

E/H/AF/
Some documents restricted.

E/H/DC/
Some documents restricted.

E/H/E/
Some documents restricted.

E/H/G/
Some documents restricted.

E/H/PC/

E/H/RA/

E/H/RA/SUB.1/

E/H/REU/

E/HR/
Symbol changed in 1946 to E/CN.4/.

E/HR/ST/
Symbol changed in 1946 to E/CN.6/.

E/ICEF/
UNICEF. Executive Board. - 1946-.

E/ICEF/1984/AB/

E/ICEF/1984/P/

-188-
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E/ICEF/1985/AB/

E/ICEF/1985/P/

E/ICEF/1986/AB/

E/ICEF/1986/P/

E/ICEF/1987/AB/

E/ICEF/1987/P/

E/ICEF/1988/AB/

E/ICEF/1988/P/

E/ICEF/1989/AB/

E/ICEF/1989/P/

E/ICEF/1990/AB/
UNICEF. Committee on Administration and Finance. - 1990-1990.

E/ICEF/1990/P/

E/ICEF/1991/AB/

E/ICEF/1991/P/

E/ICEF/1992/AB/

E/ICEF/1992/P/

E/ICEF/1993/AB/

E/ICEF/1993/P/
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E/ICEF/C.1/

E/ICEF/C.2/

E/ICEF/CC/

E/ICEF/INDEX/

E/ICEF/IRM/
UNICEF. Information Resources Management. - 1993-. Not a document symbol; used as a sorting device.

E/ICEF/LATAM-79/

E/ICEF/LATAM/

E/ICEF/NGO/WS/

E/ICEF/P/

E/ICEF/PC/

E/ICEF/PUBLICATIONS/
UNICEF. - <Publications>. - 198?-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

E/INCB/
International Narcotics Control Board. - 1968-.

E/INCB/SCE/

E/IT/
Some documents restricted.

E/JC/
UN. Joint Committee of the Economic and Social Council on Composition of the Commissions. - 1946-1946.
Some documents restricted.

E/LC/
UN. ECLAC. - 1984-.

E/LC/BIB/
UN. ECLAC. Library. - 1985-.

E/LC/CAR/
UN. Caribbean Development and Cooperation Committee. - 1985-.

E/LC/CL/
Latin American Centre for Economic and Social Documentation. - 1984-.

E/LC/DEM/
Latin American Demographic Centre. - 1986-.

E/LC/DEM/CR/
Latin American Demographic Centre. - 1985-.

E/LC/IP/
Latin American and Caribbean Institute for Economic and Social Planning. - 1995-.

E/LC/MEX/
UN. ECLAC. Subregional Office in Mexico. - 1986-.
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E/NA/
UN. Commission on Narcotic Drugs. - National authorities empowered to issue certificates and authorization for the import and export of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances. - 1945-.

E/NF/

E/NGO/CONF.1/

E/NGO/CONF.2/

E/NIL/
UN. Commission on Narcotic Drugs. - Laws and regulations promulgated to give effect to the provisions of the international treaties on narcotic drugs. - 1947-. Some documents restricted. - Previous title: Laws and regulations promulgated to give effect to the provisions of the Convention of 13 Jul 1931 for Limiting the Manufacture and Regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs, as amended by the Protocol of 11 Dec. 1946 (1947-1966).

E/NIM/
UN. Commission on Narcotic Drugs. - List of merchant seafarers and members of civil air crews convicted of narcotic offences. - 1953-. Some documents restricted.

E/NIR/

E/NS/
UN. Economic and Social Council. - Summary of reports of significant seizures of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances received by the Secretary-General. - 1947-. Previous title: Reports on illicit transactions and seizures of narcotic drugs (1947-1970). - Some documents restricted.

E/NSA/
UN. Committee on Negotiations with Specialized Agencies. - 1946-1946. Some documents restricted.

E/NY/

E/OB/

E/OB-DSB/

E/OR/

E/PCT/

E/PCT/A/

E/PCT/B/

E/PCT/C.1/

E/PCT/C.2/ to E/PCT/C.5/
See: E/PCT/C.I/ to E/PCT/C.V/
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/SOC/DC/</td>
<td>UN. Economic and Social Council. Drafting Committee on Social Trends in the Field of Human Rights. - 1946-1946.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/B.AIR/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt; E/B.AIR/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA/AD...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt; ECA/AD...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt; EC/ &lt;A/AC.96/&gt; EC/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt; ECA/ E/ECA/... &lt;E/ECA/&gt;...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ECAFE/TAO/FAOCONF/
Conference on Pulp and Paper Development in

ECAFE/DPWP.1/
UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Economic Development

ECAFE/DPWP.2/
UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Economic Development
Symbol changed in 1957 to E/CN.11/DPWP.(sess.)./

ECAFE/FLOOD/HT7
ECAFE/WMO Working Group of Experts on Hydrologic
Terminology and Deficiencies in Hydrologic Data

ECAFE/FLOOD/WRD/
Regional Technical Conference on Water Resources
Symbol changed in 1957 to E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.3/.

ECAFE/I&T/CWMP.1/ to ECAFE/I&T/CWMP.3/
<Symbols not used>

ECAFE/I&T/CWMP.4/
UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Small-scale
Industries and Handicraft Marketing (4th sess.
Symbol changed in 1957 to E/CN.11/I&NR/CWMP.5/.

ECAFE/I&T/FED.1/
<Symbol not used>

ECAFE/I&T/FED.2/
UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Financial Aspects
of Economic Development Programmes in Asia and
the Far East (2nd sess. : 1954 : Bangkok). -
1954-1954.

ECAFE/I&T/FED/
UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Financial Aspects
of Economic Development Programmes in Asia and
the Far East (1st sess. : 1953 : Bangkok). -
1953-1953.
Some documents restricted.

ECAFE/I&T/GMWP.1/
UN. ECAFE. Working Party of Senior Geologists
on Preparation of a Regional Geological Map
for Asia and the Far East (1st sess. : 1954 :

ECAFE/I&T/GMWP.2/
UN. ECAFE. Working Party of Senior Geologists
on Preparation of a Regional Geological Map
for Asia and the Far East (2nd sess. : 1956 :
Symbol changed in 1957 to E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.3/.

ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.1/
<Symbol not used>

ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.2/
UN. ECAFE. Inter-Secretariat Working Party on
Housing and Building Materials (2nd sess. :
Previous symbol E/CN.11/I&T/HBWP/
(1952-1953).

ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.3/
UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Housing and
Building Materials (3rd sess. : 1956 :

ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.4/
UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Housing and
Building Materials (4th sess. : 1956 :
Symbol changed in 1956 to
E/CN.11/I&NR/HBWP.(sess.)./

ECAFE/MRC/
Regional Conference on Mineral Resources

ECAFE/PA/TW/
Seminar on Training Needs in Support of
Administrative Reform and Improvement (1957 :

ECAFE/TECH/SEMINAR/
Seminar on National Coordination of Technical

ECAFE/TRANS/SUB.1/RSWP/
ECAFE/FAO Working Party on Railway Track
(Wooden) Sleepers (1956 : Bangkok). -
1956-1956.

ECAFE/URB/
Joint UN/UNESCO Seminar on Urbanization in the

ECE/...
See: <ST/>ECE/...
<ST/>ECE/...
<ST/>ECE/...

ECEI/.../
See: <E/>ECEI/...
<ST/>ECEI/...
<ST/>ECEI/...

ECLAC/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>ECLAC/
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ECON.ADVISERS/...
  See: <E/ECE/>ECON.ADVISERS/...

ECONSTUDIES/
  Restricted distribution.

ECOSOC/
  See: <ST/DP/PRESS/>ECOSOC/

<ECSWTR/>/
  European Centre for Social Welfare Policy and Research. - 198?-
  Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ECU/...
  See: <E/ECA/>ECU/...
  <E/ESCAP/>ECU/...

ECWA/POP/CON.1/
  See: <E/>ECWA/POP/CON.1/

ECWA/REG.CONS.MEET./
  See: <E/>ECWA/REG.CONS.MEET./

ECWA/ST/
  See: <E/>ECWA/ST/

EDPISD/
  See: <ST/ADM/EDPISD/>

EECE/

EGPE.1/
  <Symbol not used>

EGPE.2/
  Some documents restricted.

EGPT.1/ to EGPT.A/
  <Symbols not used>

EGPT.5/

EGPT.6/

EGPT.7/
  See: EGPT/WI/

EGPT.8/

EGPT.9/

EGPT/WP/

EGYPT/UN/WHO/BA/

EMI/
  See: <UNJ/>EMI/

ENDC/
  UN. Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament. - 1962-1969.
  Symbol changed in 1969 to CCD/. - Some documents restricted.

ENERGY/...
  See: <E/>ECE/ENERGY/...

ENG.AUT/...
  See: <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/...

ENG.IND/
  See: <E/ECE/>ENG.IND/

ENG/CONF/
  See: <E/ECE/>ENG/CONF/

ENGIN/...
  See: <E/ECE/>ENGIN/...

ENMOD/CONF.1/

ENMOD/CONF.1/CC/

ENMOD/CONF.2/

ENMOD/CONF.2/CC/
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ENV/...
See: <E/>ECE/ENV/...

ENVWA/...
See: <E/ECE/> ENVWA/...

EP/
See: <E/ECE/> EP/...
<UNU/> EP/

EPPC/EDP/
Restricted distribution.

EPPC/TEP/
Restricted distribution.

ESA/...
See: ST/ESA/...

<ESCAP/>...
See: <E/ESCAP/> ...

ESCAP/...
See: E/ESCAP/...

ESCAP/LIB/SER.F/
See: <ST>/ESCAP/LIB/SER.F/

ESOB/CONF.1/

ESOB/D/

ESOB/DM/
Some documents restricted.

ESOB/HR/

ESOB/ID/

ESOB/IT/

ESOB/PP/
UN Economic and Social Office in Beirut. - <Studies on regional cooperation and coordination in the field of industrial development>. - 1972-1973.

ESOB/PP-Conf.1/

ESOB/ST/
Previous symbol ASTAT/SPQ/(1970).

ESOB-WHO EMR/MORT/

ESS/SYMP/COAL/P/

E&T/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

EU/

E&WR/WP.1/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

E&WR/WP.2/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

FAO/ECE/...
See: <E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/...

FAO/UNICEF/I.J.P./
See: <E/ECE/> FAO/UNICEF/I.J.P. /

FARM PRICES/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEN/</td>
<td>See: &lt;UNU/&gt;FEN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEOFC/</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/TIM/&gt;FEOFC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP/</td>
<td>See: &lt;A/CONF.100/&gt;FP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;GA/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAS/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/&gt;ECE/GAS/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC.10/SC.I/</td>
<td>See: &lt;UNEP/&gt;GC.10/SC.I/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLHM/</td>
<td>See: &lt;UNU/&gt;GLHM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLDB/</td>
<td>See: &lt;UNU/&gt;GLDB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP/</td>
<td>See: &lt;A/CONF.100/&gt;GP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSTP/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;TD/UNCTAD/&gt;GSTP/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTS/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/CS/&gt;GTS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;H/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;HAB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABITAT/</td>
<td>See: A/CONF.70/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBP/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/&gt;ECE/HBP/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCR/</td>
<td>UNHCR. - 1952-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;HCR/CDR/&gt;</td>
<td>UNHCR. Centre for Documentation on Refugees. - 1987-. Not a UN document series; used as a sorting device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCR/DP/</td>
<td>UNHCR. International Protection Division. - 1955-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDGC/</td>
<td>See: &lt;UNU/&gt;HDGC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;HE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGA/</td>
<td>See: &lt;UNU/&gt;HGA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;HI/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HOU.COST/
See: <E/ECE/>HOU.COST/

HOU.ELDERLY...
See: <E/ECE/>HOU.ELDERLY...

HOU.INDUSTRY/
See: <E/ECE/>HOU.INDUSTRY/

HOU.LAND...
See: <E/ECE/>HOU.LAND...

HOU.MMM/
See: <E/ECE/>HOU.MMM/

HOU/...
See: <E/ECE/>HOU/...

HOUSING SEMINAR/
See: <E/ECE/>HOUSING SEMINAR/

HP/
See: <A/CONF.100/>HP/

HQ/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>HQ/

HR/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>HR/

HRD/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>HRD/

HRI/
UN. - International human rights instruments. - 1992-.

HRI/CORE/
UN. - International human rights instruments. Core documents. - 1982-.

HRI/GEN/
UN. - 1992-.

HRI/MCG/
Meeting of Chairpersons of Human Rights Treaty Bodies. - 1984-.

HRSTD/
See: <UNU/>HRSTD/

HS/
UN Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat). - 1979-.

HS/C/

HS/C/2/SC.1/

HS/C/4/SC.1/1/

HS/C/4/SC.1/I/

<HS/>UNCHS/LIB/

HSDB/
See: <UNU/>HSDB/

HSDR/...
See: <UNU/>HSDR/...

HSDRJE/
See: <UNU/>HSDRJE/

HSDR/RD/
See: <UNU/>HSDR/RD/

IACWGE/
See: <ACC/>IACWGE/

IAEA/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>IAEA/

IAMLADP/
Inter-Agency Meeting on Language Arrangements, Documentation and Publications. - 1985-. Some documents restricted.

IC/

IC/DOCS/

IC/GENEVAT/

ICAO/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>ICAO/
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ICEF/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>ICEF/

ICJ /
ICJ. - 1947-.
Not a document symbol; used as part of DHL Call No.

ICJ /
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>ICJ/

ICSAB /
International Civil Service Advisory Board. - 1949-1974.
Some documents restricted.

ICS 
International Civil Service Commission. - 1975-.
Documents largely restricted. - Previous title: International Civil Service Advisory Board.

ICS/ACPAQ /

ICSG 
Inaugural meeting held under UNCTAD auspices. - See also TD/COPPER/.

ID /
For unsymboled documents published after Aug. 1985, use <UNIDO/>.

ID/B /
Continued by: UNIDO/IDB/ (1985-####).

ID/B/AC.1 /

ID/B/C.1 /

ID/B/C.1/SR /

ID/B/C.2 /

ID/B/C.3 /

ID/B/MPC /
UNIDO. Industrial Development Board. Working Group on Programme and Coordination. - 1989-.

ID/CONF.1 /

ID/CONF.2 /
Some documents restricted.

ID/CONF.3 /

ID/CONF.4 /

ID/CONF.5 /

<ID/> P /
Continued by: <UNIDO/> P (1986-####).

ID/PIF /

ID/SER.A /
Series begins with no. 11; issues 1-10 published without symbol by Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 1962-1966. - Symbol changed in 1978 to ID/SER.M/.

ID/SER.B /

ID/SER.C /
No documents issued.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Series Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.D/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Training for industry series. - 1968-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.E/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Industrial planning and programming series. - 1967-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.F/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Fertilizer industry series. - 1968-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.I/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Food industry studies. - 1969-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.L/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Industrial implementation systems. - 1970-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.N/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Small hydropower series. - 1983-1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/ASD/GS/</td>
<td>UNIDO, General Services Section. &lt;Information circular&gt; - 1977-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/CPE/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Division of Conference Services, Public Information and External Relations. - 1981-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/CS/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Secretariat. &lt;Checklist of internal studies and reports&gt;. - 1977-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/CSCA/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Office of the Executive Director. - 1977-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/IC/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Industrial Centre for Industrial Studies. - 1977-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/IOD/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Division of Industrial Operations. - 1977-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/ISID/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Industrial Services and Institutions Division. - 1967-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/ITD/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Industrial Technology Division. - 1967-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/ITD/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Industrial Technology Division. - 1967-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/&gt;UNIDO/ITD/SF/</td>
<td>UNIDO, Industrial Technology Division. &lt;Special Fund activities&gt;. - 1970-1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of Symbols - UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>List of Symbols</strong> - UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNIDO/PC</strong> - UNIDO. Division of Policy Coordination. - 1980-.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID/WG.19</strong> - Regional Workshops on the Organization and Administration of Industrial Services in Asia and the Far East, Latin America and the Caribbean. - 1968-1968.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ID/WG.20/

ID/WG.21/

ID/WG.22/

ID/WG.23/

ID/WG.24/

ID/WG.25/

ID/WG.26/
See also E/AC.52/.

ID/WG.27/

ID/WG.28/

ID/WG.29/

ID/WG.30/

ID/WG.31/

ID/WG.32/

ID/WG.33/

ID/WG.34/

ID/WG.35/

ID/WG.36/

ID/WG.37/

ID/WG.38/

ID/WG.39/

ID/WG.40/

ID/WG.41/

ID/WG.42/

ID/WG.43/

ID/WG.44/

ID/WG.45/

ID/WG.46/
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ID/WG.47/

ID/WG.48/

ID/WG.49/

ID/WG.50/

ID/WG.51/

ID/WG.52/

ID/WG.53/

ID/WG.54/

ID/WG.55/

ID/WG.56/

ID/WG.57/

ID/WG.58/

ID/WG.59/

ID/WG.60/

ID/WG.61/

ID/WG.62/

ID/WG.63/

ID/WG.64/

ID/WG.65/

ID/WG.66/

ID/WG.67/

ID/WG.68/

ID/WG.69/

ID/WG.70/

ID/WG.71/

ID/WG.72/
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ID/WG.73/

ID/WG.74/

ID/WG.75/

ID/WG.76/

ID/WG.77/

ID/WG.78/

ID/WG.79/

ID/WG.80/

ID/WG.81/

ID/WG.82/

ID/WG.83/

ID/WG.84/

ID/WG.85/

ID/WG.86/

ID/WG.87/

ID/WG.88/

ID/WG.89/

ID/WG.90/

ID/WG.91/

ID/WG.92/

ID/WG.93/

ID/WG.94/

ID/WG.95/

ID/WG.96/

ID/WG.97/
ID/WG.126/

ID/WG.127/

ID/WG.128/

ID/WG.129/

ID/WG.130/

ID/WG.131/

ID/WG.132/

ID/WG.133/

ID/WG.134/

ID/WG.135/

ID/WG.136/

ID/WG.137/

ID/WG.138/

ID/WG.139/

ID/WG.140/

ID/WG.141/

ID/WG.142/

ID/WG.143/

ID/WG.144/

ID/WG.145/

ID/WG.146/

ID/WG.147/

ID/WG.148/

ID/WG.149/
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ID/WG.150/

ID/WG.151/

ID/WG.152/

ID/WG.153/

ID/WG.154/

ID/WG.155/

ID/WG.156/

ID/WG.157/

ID/WG.158/

ID/WG.159/

ID/WG.160/

ID/WG.161/

ID/WG.162/

ID/WG.163/

ID/WG.164/

ID/WG.165/

ID/WG.166/

ID/WG.167/

ID/WG.168/

ID/WG.169/

ID/WG.170/

ID/WG.171/

ID/WG.172/

ID/WG.173/

ID/WG.174/

ID/WG.175/
ID/WG.176/

ID/WG.177/

ID/WG.178/

ID/WG.179/

ID/WG.180/

ID/WG.181/

ID/WG.182/

ID/WG.183/

ID/WG.184/

ID/WG.185/

ID/WG.186/

ID/WG.187/

ID/WG.188/

ID/WG.189/

ID/WG.190/

ID/WG.191/

ID/WG.192/

ID/WG.193/

ID/WG.194/

ID/WG.195/

ID/WG.196/

ID/WG.197/

ID/WG.198/

ID/WG.199/

ID/WG.200/
LIST OF SYMBOLS - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996


Documents issued in Spanish only.


Documents issued in Spanish only.


ID/WG.225/

ID/WG.226/

ID/WG.227/

ID/WG.228/

ID/WG.229/

ID/WG.230/

ID/WG.231/

ID/WG.232/

ID/WG.233/

ID/WG.234/

ID/WG.235/

ID/WG.236/

ID/WG.237/

ID/WG.238/

ID/WG.239/

ID/WG.240/

ID/WG.241/

ID/WG.242/

ID/WG.243/

ID/WG.244/

ID/WG.245/

ID/WG.246/

ID/WG.247/

ID/WG.248/

ID/WG.249/
ID/WG.250/

ID/WG.251/

ID/WG.252/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

ID/WG.253/

ID/WG.254/

ID/WG.255/

ID/WG.256/

ID/WG.257/

ID/WG.258/

ID/WG.259/

ID/WG.260/
Some documents restricted.

ID/WG.261/

ID/WG.262/

ID/WG.263/

ID/WG.264/

ID/WG.265/ to ID/WG.274/ <No information available>

ID/WG.266/

ID/WG.267/

ID/WG.268/

ID/WG.269/

ID/WG.270/

ID/WG.271/

ID/WG.272/

ID/WG.273/

ID/WG.274/
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ID/WG.283/

ID/WG.284/

ID/WG.285/

ID/WG.286/

ID/WG.287/

ID/WG.288/

ID/WG.289/

ID/WG.290/

ID/WG.291/

ID/WG.292/

ID/WG.293/

ID/WG.294/

ID/WG.295/

ID/WG.296/

ID/WG.297/

ID/WG.298/

ID/WG.299/

ID/WG.300/

ID/WG.301/

ID/WG.302/

ID/WG.303/

ID/WG.304/

ID/WG.305/

ID/WG.306/

ID/WG.307/

ID/WG.308/
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ID/WG.309/

ID/WG.310/

ID/WG.311/

ID/WG.312/

ID/WG.313/

ID/WG.314/

ID/WG.315/

ID/WG.316/

ID/WG.317/

ID/WG.318/

ID/WG.319/

ID/WG.320/

ID/WG.321/

ID/WG.322/

ID/WG.323/

ID/WG.324/

ID/WG.325/

ID/WG.326/

ID/WG.327/

ID/WG.328/

ID/WG.329/

ID/WG.330/

ID/WG.331/

ID/WG.332/

ID/WG.333/

ID/WG.334/
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ID/WG.336/
Consultation on the Petrochemical Industry

ID/WG.337/
Ad Hoc UNCTAD/UNIDO Group of Experts on Trade
and Trade-related Aspects of Industrial

ID/WG.338/
Seminar on Economic Criteria for the Selection
of woodworking Machinery and Plant Systems

ID/WG.339/
Workshop on Selection of Technology for
Assembly of Electrical and Electronic Products
in Developing Countries (1981 : Utrecht,

ID/WG.340/
National Seminar on the Development and

ID/WG.341/
Expert Group Meeting on the Training of

ID/WG.342/
Consultation on the Capital Goods Industry

ID/WG.343/
UNIDO Expert Group Meeting on the Changing
Role and Function of the Public Industrial

ID/WG.344/
Meeting on Industry-Research Institute Linkage
with special reference to Instrument Design

ID/WG.345/
Consultation on the Food-Processing Industry

ID/WG.346/
Group Meeting on Standardization and Quality
Control in the Industrialization Process of
Developing Countries (1981 : Arandjelovac,

ID/WG.347/
Workshop on Cement and Concrete Products (1981

ID/WG.348/
Seminar on Furniture and Joinery Industries

ID/WG.349/
High-level Policy Meeting of ASEAN on the
Regulation of Technology Transfer (1981 :

ID/WG.350/
Expert Group Meeting for Exchange of
Experiences on Technology Services Delivery

ID/WG.351/
Seminar on the Role of Women in the
Development of Industrial Branches
Traditionally Employing Female Labour (1981 :

ID/WG.352/
International Experts Group Meeting on Pulp

ID/WG.353/
UNIDO, Leather and Leather Products Industry

ID/WG.354/
Global Preparatory Meeting on Industrial

ID/WG.355/
Meeting of Heads of Technology Transfer

ID/WG.356/
Expert Group Meeting on Scenarios for the Iron
and Steel Industry's Development (3rd : 1981 :

ID/WG.357/
Research Seminar on Structural Changes in
Industry in European CMEA Countries (1982 :

ID/WG.358/
Informal Meeting on Industrial Financing (1982 :

ID/WG.359/
Meeting on Timber Stress Grading and Strength

ID/WG.360/
Working Group Meeting on Long-term Contracts
for Purchase/Supply of Iron Ore and Coking

ID/WG.361/
Working Group Meeting on Long-term Contracts
for Purchase/Supply of Iron Ore and Coking

ID/WG.361/
Workshop on the Regional Project for
Cooperative Research among Metallurgical
Research and Development Centres in Asia and
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ID/WG.362/

ID/WG.363/

ID/WG.364/

ID/WG.365/

ID/WG.366/

ID/WG.367/

ID/WG.368/

ID/WG.369/

ID/WG.370/

ID/WG.371/

ID/WG.372/

ID/WG.373/

ID/WG.374/

ID/WG.375/

ID/WG.376/

ID/WG.377/

ID/WG.378/

ID/WG.379/

ID/WG.380/

ID/WG.381/

ID/WG.382/

ID/WG.383/

ID/WG.384/

ID/WG.385/
ID/WG.388/

ID/WG.387/

ID/WG.388/

ID/WG.389/

ID/WG.390/

ID/WG.391/

ID/WG.392/

ID/WG.393/

ID/WG.394/

ID/WG.395/

ID/WG.396/

ID/WG.397/

ID/WG.398/

ID/WG.399/

ID/WG.400/

ID/WG.401/

ID/WG.402/

ID/WG.403/

ID/WG.404/
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ID/WG.410/

ID/WG.411/

ID/WG.412/

ID/WG.413/

ID/WG.414/

ID/WG.415/

ID/WG.416/

ID/WG.417/

ID/WG.418/

ID/WG.419/

ID/WG.420/

ID/WG.421/

ID/WG.422/

ID/WG.423/

ID/WG.424/

ID/WG.425/

ID/WG.426/

ID/WG.427/

ID/WG.428/

ID/WG.429/

ID/WG.430/

ID/WG.431/

ID/WG.432/

ID/WG.433/

ID/WG.434/

ID/WG.435/
<No information available>
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ID/WG.438/

ID/WG.437/

ID/WG.439/

ID/WG.439/

ID/WG.440/

ID/WG.441/

ID/WG.442/

ID/WG.443/

ID/WG.444/

ID/WG.445/

ID/WG.446/

ID/WG.447/

ID/WG.448/

ID/WG.449/

ID/WG.450 to ID/WG.460
See: <UNIDO/>ID/WG.450 to <UNIDO/>ID/WG.460

IESA/...
See: <ST/>IESA/...

<IESA/DRPA/>PPS/QIR/
See: <ST/IESA/DRPA/>PPS/QIR/

<IESA/SDHA/>AWB/EGM/
See: <ST/IESA/SDHA/>AWB/EGM/

<IFAD/>
International Fund for Agricultural Development: - 1986-
Not a UN document symbol; used as DHL call number.

IFAD/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>IFAD/

<IFORD/>
Institut de formation et de recherche démographiques (Yaoundé): - 1977-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.


IHA/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>IHA/

IHT/...
See: <E/ESCAP/>IHT/...

IPPS/
International Institute for Population Studies. - 197?-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

IK/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>IK/

ILANUD/
UN Latin American Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders. - 197?-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ILO/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>ILO/

ILO:CES/AC.51/
See: <E/ECE/>ILO:CES/AC.51/
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IM/WP.7/
See: <E/ECE/> IM/WP.7/

IND...
See: <E/ECE/> IND...

INF/ See: <ST/GEN/> INF/

<INIA/> International Institute on Ageing. - 1989-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

I&NR/ See: E/CN.11/I&NR/

Symbol changed in 1963 to AIDC/.


Some documents restricted. - Symbol changed to E/CN.11/I&NR/ASTD/.

I&NR/CWIP.1/ to I&NR/CWIP.4/ <Symbols not used>


I&NR/PURD/ See: E/CN.11/I&NR/PURD/


I&NR/SWGP.1/ to I&NR/SWGP.3/ <Symbols not used>


<INSTRAW/> UN. International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women. - 1967-.
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL Call no.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSTRAW/AC.1</td>
<td>&lt;No information available&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRAW/AC.3</td>
<td>&lt;No information available&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRAW/SER.A</td>
<td>UN. International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women. - &lt;Meeting reports&gt; (International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women). - 1989-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRAW/SER.B</td>
<td>UN. International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women. - Research paper series. (UN. International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women). - 1989-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRAW/SER.C</td>
<td>&lt;No information available&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;IR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRD</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;IRD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBA</td>
<td>International Seabed Authority. - 1994-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBA/A</td>
<td>International Seabed Authority. Assembly. - 1994-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISED</td>
<td>See: &lt;DP/ID/&gt;ISED/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. - 1996-. See also &lt;ITY/&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ITC/&gt;</td>
<td>International Trade Centre UNCTAD/WTO. - 1977-. Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no. Earlier name of Body: International Trade Centre UNCTAD/GATT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ITC/TDS/

ITTC/...
See: <TD/UNCTAD/>ITTC/...

<ITY/>  
International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. - 1994-.  
See also IT/.

JCT/UNICEF-WHO/
The session is indicated in the series symbol by Arabic numerals following the characters JC. - Symbol changed in 1972 to JCHP(sess.)/UNICEF-WHO/. - Some documents restricted.

JCHP/UNICEF-WHO/
The session is indicated in the series symbol by Arabic numerals following the characters JC. - Previous symbol JC(sess.)/UNICEF-WHO/ (1948-1971).

JEFAD/LS/
See: <E/ECA/> JEFAD/LS/

JIGE/
Joint UNCTAD/IMO Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Maritimes Liens and Mortgages and Related Subjects. - 1986-.  
Documents issued under this symbol are for participants only. - Documents for general distribution are issued as TD/B/C.4/AC.8/.

JIU/
Joint Inspection Unit. - 1968-.  
Some documents transmitted under A/, E/ or other symbols. - See also JIU/REP/.

JIU/REP/
Joint Inspection Unit: reports. - 1968-.  
Some documents transmitted under A/, E/ or other symbols. - See also JIU/.

JOP/EGAPEC/
See: <E/ESCAP/> JOP/EGAPEC/

JSPB/
UN Joint Staff Pension Board. - 1951-.  
Some documents restricted.

JSPB/C/
UN Joint Staff Pension Board. Standing Committee. - 1951-1989?  
Some documents restricted.

JSPB/G/
UN Joint Staff Pension Board. - Regulations of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund. - 1951-.  
Some documents restricted.

JUNIC/
Joint United Nations Information Committee. - 1976-.  
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no. - Previous symbol CCP/ (1965-1974). - Previous title: Consultative Committee on Public Information.

KAT/SYMP/CCOL/

LI...
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>LI...

LA/MM/77/
See: <TD/UNCTAD/>LA/MM/77/

LAP/
See: <NU>/LAP/

LCI...
See: <E/LCI/...

LEB/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>LEB/

LOG/
Joint Committee on Forest Working Techniques and Training of Forest Workers. - 1966-1983.  
Symbol changed in 1939 to <E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/LOG/.

LOG/SYMPOSIUM 1/

LOG/SYMPOSIUM 2/

LOG/SYMPOSIUM 3/

LOG/SYMPOSIUM 4/

LOG/SYMPOSIUM 5/
Documents 1-2 bear symbol LOG SYMPOSIUM 5/.
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LOG/SYMPOSIUM<6/>

LOG/TC.1/

LOG/TC.2/

LOG/TC.3/
<No information available>

LOG/TC.4/

LOG/TC.5/

LOG/TC.6/
<No information available>

LOG/TC.7/

LOG/TC.8/

LOG/TC.9/
See: LOG/WP.1/

LOG/WP.1/
Symbol changed in 1972 to <E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.1./

LOG/WP.2/
Symbol changed in 1965 to LOG/WP.7/.

LOG/WP.3/
Symbol changed in 1965 to LOG/WP.7/.

LOG/WP.4/
Symbol changed in 1972 to <E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2./

LOG/WP.5/

LOG/WP.6/

LOG/WP.7/

LON/ League of Nations. - 1996-

LON/SYMP/COAL/

Earlier name of issuing body: Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Law of the Sea; name changed in 1989. - In 1992, the Office was incorporated in the Office of Legal Affairs to become the Division. - Continued by: <ST/LEG/>LOS/(1992-####).

LOS/... See: <ST/LEG/>LOS/...

LOS/LIB/ UN. Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea, Library. - 1985-
Earlier name of issuing body: Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Law of the Sea, Library; name changed in 1992. - In 1992, the Office was incorporated in the Office of Legal Affairs to become the Division.


LIST OF SYMBOLS - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1945-1996

LOS/PCN/SCN.2/

LOS/PCN/SCN.3/

LOS/PCN/SCN.4/

LZ/
International Lead and Zinc Study Group. - 1960-1977

LZ/EC/
Restricted distribution.

LZ/SC/
Restricted distribution.

LZ/STAT/
Restricted distribution.

LZ/SWG/
Restricted distribution.

M/CCPR/C/
UN. Human Rights Committee. - 1996-
See also CCPR/C.

MAD/SYMP/GAS/

MATHCO/EM.1/
<No information available>

MATHCO/EM.2/

MCEC.I to MCEC.II/
<No information available>

MCEC.IV/

MCU/
Ses: <E/ESCAP/> MCU/

MKG/
Ses: <E/ESCAP/> MKG/

MNAR/
UN Regional Training and Consultative Mission on Narcotics Control to Africa. - 1971-1971
Some documents restricted.

MOS/SYMP/GAS/

MS/
UN. Military Staff Committee. - 1946-198?
Restricted distribution.

MTAQ/
Ses: <ST/TCD/> MTAQ/

MTCP/RTRI/
Ses: <E/ESCAP/> MTCP/RTRI/

NA.6/PA/
8th session was devoted to production accounts. - Previous symbol ASTAT/NA.5/HSA/ (1969).

NAR.3/
Ses: <ST/> NAR.3/

NAR.4/
Ses: <ST/> NAR.4/

NAR/
Ses: <ST/> NAR/

ND/
Ses: <ST/DPI/PRESS/> ND/

NG6/
Ses: <A/CONF.62/> NG6/
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NGLS/
See: <ST/GENEVA/>NGLS/

NGO/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>NGO/

Note/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/>Note/

NPT/CONF.1995/
The 5th Conference is to be a review and extension conference.

NPT/CONF.1995/CC/
The 5th Conference is to be a review and extension conference.

NPT/CONF.1995/DC/
The 5th Conference is to be a review and extension conference.

NPT/CONF.1995/MC.I/
The 5th Conference is to be a review and extension conference.

NPT/CONF.1995/MC.II/
The 5th Conference is to be a review and extension conference.

NPT/CONF.1995/MC.III/
The 5th Conference is to be a review and extension conference.

NPT/CONF.1995/PC/
UN. Preparatory Committee for the Fifth Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. - 1995.

NPT/CONF.I/
See: NPT/CONF/

NPT/CONF.II/

NPT/CONF.II/C.I/

NPT/CONF.II/C.II/

NPT/CONF.II/PC/

NPT/CONF.III/

NPT/CONF.III/C.I/

NPT/CONF.III/C.II/

NPT/CONF.III/C.III/

NPT/CONF.III/PC/

NPT/CONF.IV/

NPT/CONF.IV/CC/
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NPT/CONF.IV/DC/

NPT/CONF.IV/MC.I/

NPT/CONF.IV/MC.II/

NPT/CONF.IV/MC.III/

NPT/CONF./

NPT/PC/

NR/...
See: <E/ESCAP/>NR/...

NR/CCOP/SOPAC(1)/
See also: CCOP; <E/ESCAP/CCOP/>; <E/ESCAP/>NR/CCOP/SOPAC/.

NR/CCOP/SOPAC(2)/
Symbol changed in 1974 to <E/ESCAP/>NR/CCOP/SOPAC/(sess.).

NRAS/
See: <UNU/>NRAS/

NRTS/
See: <UNU/>NRTS/

OEDA/
See: <ST/>OEDA/

OES/...
See: <E/ESCAP/>OES/...

OES/PAG/
Restricted distribution.

OES/PR/
Symbol changed in 1974 to <E/ESCAP/>OES/ACPR/. - Title changed in 1974 to Advisory Committee of Permanent Representatives and Other Representatives Designated by Members of the Commission.

OES/WFF/
Restricted distribution.

OLA/COD/
See: <ST/>OLA/COD/

OPI/
See: <ST/>OPI/

OTC/CRD/UIPD/
UN Centre for Regional Development. - < Documents of the UN Centre for Regional Development on regional development in Asia and the Pacific >. - 1974-1977

PA/DEMT/

PA/MAS/

PA/MEA/

PA/PE/
Some documents restricted.
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PA/Sem.ARD/

PA/Sem.DSA/

PADIS/DEV/SIS-AFRICA/
See: <E/ECA/>PADIS/DEV/SIS-AFRICA/
PAMMI/
See: <E/ECA/>PAMMI/

PAR/SYMP/IP/

PAR/SYMP/GAS/

PAYMENTS/

PC/

PC/77/(VI)/
See: <TD/UNCTAD/>PC/77/(VI)/

PC/AB/

PC/COD/

PC/ES/

PC/EX/

PC/EX/AD/

PC/EX/ES/

PC/EX/IF/

PC/EX/IG/

PC/EX/IN/

PC/EX/PREL/

PC/EX/SC/

PC/EX/SEC/

PC/EX/TC/

PC/G/
PC/GA/
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
Committee 1. - 1945-1946.

PC/ICH/
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
(1945-1946 : San Francisco and London). Interim
Committee on Headquarters. - 1945-1945.

PC/LA/
See: A/LA/

PC/LEG/
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
Committee 5. - 1945-1945.

PC/LIM/
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
Committee 7. - 1945-1945.

PC/SC/
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
Committee 2. - 1945-1945.

PC/ST/
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
Steering Committee. - 1945-1945.

PC/TC/
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
Committee 4. - 1945-1945.

PCME/
International Peace Conference on the Middle

PCO/EGM/IRD/
Intergovernmental Expert Group Meeting on
Integrated Rural Development (1977 : Tokyo). -

PGT/
See: <UNU/> PGT/

PI/
See: <ID/> PI/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/> PI/
<UNIDO/> PI/

PKO/
See: <ST/DPI/PRESS/> PKO/

PMD/CSC/
See: <E/ESCAP/> PMD/CSC/

PO/
UN Staff Union. Polling Officers. - < Memoranda
from polling officers to staff members >. -

POP/...
See: <E/ESCAP/> POP/...
<ST/DPI/PRESS/> POP/...

POP/APC.1/
< Symbol not used >

POP/APC.2/
Asian Population Conference (2nd : 1972:
Previous symbol APC/ (1963-1964). - Title
and symbol changed in 1882 to Asian and
Pacific Population Conference and to
<E/ESCAP/> POP/APPC/, respectively.

POP/APC/PREP.1/
UN. ECAFE. Preparatory Committee for the
Second Asian Population Conference (1st sess.:

POP/APC/PREP.2/
UN. ECAFE. Preparatory Committee for the
Second Asian Population Conference (2nd sess.:

POP/COMP/
Seminar on Population Statistics and Use of Computer
with special reference to Population Censuses (1959 :

POP/INF.1/
Working Meeting on Asian Resources for a
Population Information Network (1973 :

POP/Int.Ag.1/
< Symbol not used >

POP/Int.Ag.2/
Inter-Agency Meeting on Regional Coordination
in the Field of Population (2nd : 1970 :
Restricted distribution.

POP/Int.Ag.3/
Inter-Agency Meeting on Regional Coordination
in the Field of Population (3rd : 1971 :
Restricted distribution.

POP/IPMP/
ECAFE/ILO Regional Seminar on Interrelation
between Population and Manpower Problems (1971 :
Some documents restricted.

POP/PPSH/
UN. ECAFE. Working Group on Projections of
Population of Sub-National Areas (1969 :

POP/Sem.ERUP/
Regional Seminar on Ecological Implications of
Rural and Urban Population Growth (1971 :
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**POP/Sem.PASD/**

**POP/SERFP/**

**POP/TC/UCFR/**

**POP/TPFP/**

**POS/INT/**
Symbol used by Port of Spain Office of the Economic Commission for Latin America.

**PPS/QIR/**
See: <ST/IESA/ORPA/>PPS/QIR/

**PRA/SYMP/**

**PSC/**
See: <UNU/>PSC/

**PSA/.../**
See: <E/ESCAP/>PSA/...

**PSCA/UNCD/**
See: <ST/>PSCA/UNCD/

**PTBT/CONF/1/**

**PTBT/CONF/M1/**

**PUBL/**
See: <ST/CSS/>PUBL/

**PUDS/**
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. - <Conference room papers, working papers, and drafts reproduced in Geneva>. - 1961-1977
Some documents restricted. - See also <A/>COPUS/ and A/AC.105/.

**RC/**
UN Staff Recreation Council. - 1960-197?

**RCTE/PC/**
See: <E/>ECE/RCTE/PC/

**RD/**
See: <ST/DIU/RESS/>RD/

**REF/**
See: <ST/DIU/RESS/>REF/

**RP/EG.R/**

**RP/FP/S/**

**RP/IPC/**
International Pepper Community. - 1973-197?

**RP/HMC/**

**RP/RCP/**

**RP/TTP/**

**RP/WPH.1/**

**RPH/CCP/**
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S/
UN. Security Council. - 1946-.
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.1/ to S/AC.3/
<Symbols not used>

S/AC.4/
Documents largely restricted.

S/AC.4/SC.1/
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.4/SC.2/
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.4/SC.3/
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.4/SC.4/
Some documents restricted.

<Symbols not used>

S/AC.4/SC.7/
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.4/SC.8/
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.4/SC.9/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.4/SC.G1/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.4/SC.G2/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.5/ to S/AC.6/
<Symbols not used>

S/AC.7/
Restricted distribution. - See also A/AC.11/.

S/AC.8/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.9/
<Symbol not used>

S/AC.10/

S/AC.10/CONF.1/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.10/CONF.2/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.10/CONF.2/BUR/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.1/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.2/
Restricted distribution.
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S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.3/

S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.4/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.1/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.2/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.3/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.4/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.5/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.6/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.7/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.8/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.9/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.10/

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.11/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.12/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.13/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.I/
Progress reports issued in series S/AC.10/CONF.3/.

S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.II/
UN Commission for Indonesia. Discussions under the Auspices of the Commission between the Delegations of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. Subcommittee II. -.
No documents available.

S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.III/
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.IV/
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.V/
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.10/CONF.4/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.10/CONF.4/C.1/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.10/HQ/
Meeting held at Headquarters. - Some documents restricted.

S/AC.10/TH/
Sessions convened at the Hague. - Restricted distribution.

S/AC.11/
& Symbol not used>

S/AC.12/
Some documents confidential.

S/AC.12/MA/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.12/SC.1/

S/AC.12/TC/

S/AC.13/
No documents available.

S/AC.14/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.15/
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.16/
Restricted distribution.
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S/AC.17/
UN. Security Council, Ad Hoc Subcommitte
established in pursuance of Resolution 278
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.18/
UN. Security Council, Ad Hoc Subcommittee on
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.19/
UN. Security Council, Committee on Council
Restricted distribution.

S/AC.20/
UN. Security Council Committee Established
under Resolution 421 (1977) concerning the Question

S/AC.21/
UN. Security Council Commission Established
under Resolution 446 (1979) concerning Israeli

S/AC.22/
UN. Security Council Ad Hoc Committee
Established under Resolution 455 (1979) on

S/AC.23/
UN. Commission of Inquiry Established
under Security Council Resolution 496 (1981)

S/AC.24/
UN. Security Council Ad Hoc Committee
Established under Resolution 507 (1982)
concerning the Special Fund for the

S/AC.25/
UN. Security Council Committee Established
by Resolution 681 (1990) concerning the
Situation between Iraq and Kuwait. - 1990-.

S/AC.26/
UN. Compensation Commission, Governing
Council. - 1991-.

S/AC.28/
UN. Security Council Committee Established
pursuant to Resolution 748 (1992) concerning
the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. - 1992-.
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.29/
UN. Security Council Committee Established
pursuant to Resolution 751 (1992) concerning
Somalia. - 1992-.
Some documents restricted.

S/AC.30/
UN. Security Council Committee Established
pursuant to Resolution 841 (1993) concerning

S/AC.31/
UN. Security Council Committee Established
pursuant to Resolution 854 (1993) concerning
the Situation in Angola. - 1993-.

S/AC.32/
UN. Security Council Committee Established
pursuant to Resolution 918 (1994) concerning
Rwanda. - 1994-.

S/AC.33/
UN. Security Council Committee Established
pursuant to Resolution 985 (1995) concerning
Liberia. - 1996-.

S/C.1/
UN. Security Council, Committee of Experts. - 1947-.
Some documents restricted. - Previous

S/C.2/
UN. Security Council, Committee on the
Admission of New Members. - 1947-.
Previous symbol S/CNM/ (1946). - Restricted
distribution.

S/C.3/

S/C.3/SC.1/
&lt;Symbol not used&gt;

S/C.3/SC.2/
UN. Commission for Conventional Armaments,
Restricted distribution.

S/C.3/SC.3/
UN. Commission for Conventional Armaments,
Restricted distribution.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/NC/</td>
<td>UN Security Council. Communications received from private individuals and non-governmental bodies relating to matters of which the Security Council is seized (1946-1947).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAF/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;SAF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP/</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECA/&gt;SAP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBC/</td>
<td>UN Staff Benefit Committee (1947-1948).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBC/AC/</td>
<td>UN Joint Staff Pension Scheme, Commission of Consulting Actuaries (1947-1947).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC.TECH.1969/</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC.TECH.1969/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC.TECH.1971/</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC.TECH.1971/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC.TECH./...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC.TECH./...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC.TECH/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC.TECH/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;SC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCD/</td>
<td>UN Staff Committee. Staff Committee circulars (1947-1955).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD/...</td>
<td>See: ESCAP/SD/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;SD/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;SD/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;SDHA/&gt;AWB/EGM/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/ESA/SDHA/&gt; AWB/EGM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt; SEA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG/A/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt; SG/A/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG/CONF...</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/&gt; SG/CONF...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG/SM.1/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/&gt; SG/SM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG/SM/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt; SG/SM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/&gt; SOA/... UN/SOA/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt; SOC/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOM/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt; SOM/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ST/ADM/SER.B/
UN. Department of Administration and Management. - <United Nations Secretariat: Statements on the collection of contributions>. - 1954-.

ST/ADM/SER.C/
UN. Department of Administration and Management. - <United Nations Secretariat: Information circulars to Delegations>. - 1954-1977

ST/ADM/SER.F/
Continued by: ST/CFCP/(1977-###) however, revisions of earlier documents are still issued as ST/ADM/SER.F/.

ST/AFM/OGS/
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ST/AFS/8/
Restricted distribution.

ST/AFS/AI/

ST/AFS/SER.A/

ST/AFS/SER.B/
Symbol changed in 1954 to ST/ADM/SER.B/.

ST/AFS/SER.C/ to ST/AFS/SER.D/
<Symbols not used>

ST/AFS/SER.D/
Symbol changed to ST/CPS/SER.E/(1952-1954) and in 1954 to ST/OGS/SER.E/.
ST/AFS/SER.FI
Symbol changed in 1954 to ST/ADM/SER.C/.

ST/AFS/SGB/
UN. Department of Administrative and Financial Services. - Secretary-General's bulletin. - 1950-1954.
Previous symbol SGB/ (1946-1949); symbol changed in 1954 to ST/SGB/.

ST/AI/
UN. Secretariat. - <United Nations Secretariat: Administrative instructions>. - 1954-.

ST/BA/

ST/CEPAL/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

ST/CEPAL/ALALC/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

ST/CEPAL/Conf.1/to ST/CEPAL/Conf.47/
See: ST/ECLA/Conf.1/to ST/ECLA/Conf.47/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.48/
Also issued as: ST/ECLA/Conf.48/.

ST/CEPAL/Conf.49/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.50/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.51/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.52/
<No information available>

ST/CEPAL/Conf.53/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.54/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.55/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.56/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.57/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.58/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.59/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.60/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

ST/CEPAL/Conf.61/

ST/CES/
Conference of European Statisticians. - Statistical standards and studies. - 1963-.

ST/CGS/
Symbol changed in 1954 to ST/CS/.

ST/OGS/SER.A/
Symbol changed in 1963 to ST/OGS/SER.A/.
ST/CGS/SER.B/
UN. Department of Conference Services. - Order
of the day (UN. Department of Conference
Documents issued without symbol 1949-1949.
- Some documents restricted.

ST/CGS/SER.C/
UN. Department of Conference Services. - Monthly
calendar of international conferences.
- 1950-1951.

ST/CGS/SER.D/
UN. Department of Conference Services. - Daily
list of documents distributed at Headquarters.
- Some documents restricted. - Previous
symbol IC/DOCS/ (1946-1949); Symbol
changed in 1955 to ST/CS/SER.D/.

ST/CGS/SER.E/
UN. Department of Conference Services. - Telephone
- Previous titles issued without symbol:
Linguistic research bulletin (1947-1949);
United Nations Secretariat: Terminology
Section: Bulletin (1949). - Symbol changed
in 1954 to ST/CS/SER.E/.

ST/CGS/SER.F/
UN. Department of Conference Services. - Terminology
- Previous titles issued without symbol:
Linguistic research bulletin (1947-1949);
United Nations Secretariat: Terminology
Section: Bulletin (1949). - Symbol changed
in 1954 to ST/CS/SER.F/.

ST/CGS/SER.G/
< Symbol not used >

ST/CGS/SER.H/
UN. Department of Conference Services. - List
of official addresses. - 1951-.

ST/CID/
- Some documents restricted.

ST/CS/
UN. Office of Conference and Support Services.
- Information for Delegations. - 1954-
- Previous symbol ST/CGS/ (1950-1953). - See
also ST/DCS/.

<ST/CS/>GTS/
UN. Translation Division, German Section. -
1986-1996.

ST/CS/SER.A/
UN. Editorial Service. - Editorial directive.
- 1969-

ST/CS/SER.B/
UN. Translation and Editorial Division.
Documentation, Reference and Terminology
- Continued by: <ST/CSS/>TN/ (1997-####).

ST/CS/SER.C/
< Symbol not used >

ST/CS/SER.D/
UN. Department of Conference Services. - Daily
list of documents distributed at Headquarters.
- Previous symbols: IC/DOCS/ (1946-1949);
symbol 1976-####.

ST/CS/SER.E/
< Symbol not used >

ST/CS/SER.F/
UN. Translation and Editorial Division.
Documentation, Reference and Terminology
Section. - Terminology bulletin (UN,
Translation and Editorial Division,
Documentation, Reference and Terminology
Section). - 1954-
- Earlier name of issuing body: Office of
Conference Services. - Previous symbol

ST/CS/SER.G/
< Symbols not used >

ST/CS/SER.J/
UN. Office of Conference Services. - <United
Nations printed publications catalogues>. -
1960-198?
- Previous symbols: ST/DPI/SER.F/

ST/CSDHA/
UN. Centre for Social Development and
Humanitarian Affairs. - 1988-
- See also <ST/>ESA/SDHA/and
<ST/IESA/SDHA/>.

<ST/CSS/>PUBL/
UN. Office of Conference and Support Services.
- 1994-

ST/CTC/
UNCTAD. Division for Transnational
- Earlier names: UN Centre on Transnational
Corporations (1977-1992); UN. Transnational
Corporations and Management Division
(1982-1993); UNCTAD. Programme on

ST/CTC/SER.A/
UNCTAD. Programme on Transnational Corporations.
- Issued as: UNCTC current studies. Series A

ST/CSS/
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ST/CTC/SER.B/
UN. Programme on Transnational Corporations. -

<ST/DAM/DCS/Publishing/Cart/>
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a
sorting device. - Continued by:
<ST/DPA/Publishing/Cart/> (1993-####).

ST/DAM/OHRM/
UN. Office of Human Resources Management. -
1995-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a
sorting device. - Some documents issued
also under symbol ST/ADM/OHRM/.

ST/DCS/
UN. Department of Conference Services. -
See also ST/CS/.

<ST/DCS/Publishing/Cart/>
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a
sorting device.

ST/DCS/SS/
UN. Publishing Division. Sales Section. -
1987-.

<ST/DDA/>
UN. Centre for Disarmament Affairs. -
Continues <ST>/PSCA/UNCD/(1978-1979). -
Previous names: Department for Disarmament
Affairs (1978-1992); Office for Disarmament
Affairs (1992-1994). - See also
<ST/DDA/ODA/> and <ST/DDA/CDA/>.- Not a
document series symbol; used as a sorting
device.

ST/DDA/SER.A/
UN. Department for Disarmament Affairs. -
1984-1996.

<ST/DDSMS/>
UN. Department for Development Support and
Management Services. - 1997-
Not a document series symbol; used as DHL
call no.

<ST/DESD/>
UN. Department of Economic and Social
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a
sorting device.

<ST>/DESPA/
UN. Department for Economic and Social
Information and Policy Analysis. - 1993-.
See also ST/SOA/ and ST/ESA/.

<ST>/DESPA/POP/
UN. Population Division. - 1995-.
Previous symbol <ST>/ESAP/(1966-1992). -
Earlier names: Department of International
Economic and Social Affairs, Population
Division; Department of Economic and Social
Development. Population Division.

<ST>/DHA/
UN. Department of Humanitarian Affairs. -
1997-.

<ST>/DHA/IDNDR/
UN. Department of Humanitarian Affairs. -
1994-.

<ST>/DHA/UNDRO/
Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief
Coordinator. - DHA news. - 1992-.
Previous series titles: UNDRO news;

ST/DHA/UNOCHA/
See: UNOCHA/

<ST/DPA/>
UN. Department of Political Affairs. - 1993-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a
sorting device. - Name prior to 1992:
Department of Political and Security
Council Affairs.

<ST/DPA/CDA/>
UN. Centre for Disarmament Affairs. - 1993-.
Continues <ST/DPA/ODA/> (1992-1993). -
Previous name of the issuing body: Office
for Disarmament Affairs. - See also
<ST/DDA/>. - Not a document series symbol;
used as a sorting device.

ST/DPA/PR/
UN. Division for Palestinian Rights. - 1993-.

<ST/DPA/PR>/CPR/NGO/
UN International NGO Meeting/European NGO
Symposium on the Question of Palestine (1996 :

<ST/DPA/CDA/>
UN. Office for Disarmament Affairs. -
In 1992 the Department for Disarmament
Affairs was renamed Office for Disarmament
Affairs as a sub-body of the Department of
Political Affairs. - Continued by:
<ST/DPA/ODA/> (1993-####). - See also
<ST/DDA/>.

<ST/DPCSD/>
UN. Department for Policy Coordination and
Sustainable Development. - 1997-
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a
sorting device.
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ST/DPCSD/
See: <ST/DPCSD/>

<ST/DPCSD/DSI/>
UN. Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development. Division for Sustainable Development. - 1996-.

<ST/DPCSD/DSC/>
UN. Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development. - 1995-1996.
Net a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<ST/DPCSD/DSPD/>
UN. Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development. Division for Social Policy and Development. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/>
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1977-. Continues ST/OPI/(1959-1977). Symbol ST/DPI/ was used by the Department of Public Information in 1947-1957. Title changed in 1959 to Office of Public Information, and in 1978 the Office became the Department of Public Information once again.

ST/DPI/CONF.1/ to ST/DPI/CONF.3/
<Symbols not used>

ST/DPI/CONF.4/
Some documents restricted.

<ST/DPI/> DSI/
UN. Department of Public Information. Division for Economic and Social Information. - 1978-. See also <ST/DPI/CESI/> - Earlier name: Office of Public Information. Centre for Economic and Social Information (1957-1978).

<ST/DPI/> NGO/
UN. Department of Public Information. NGO and Institutional Relations Section. - 1980-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> AFG/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.<ST/DPI/PRESS/> CAM/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> AG/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1992-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ANV/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> BIO/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> CA/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.<ST/DPI/PRESS/> DC/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> CYP/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> CT/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> CYG/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> DCF/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> DE/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> EC/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1993-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECA/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECLAC/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECOSOC/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ENV/DEV/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/AB/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/AP/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/COL/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1993-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/DIS/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/PAL/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/PS/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1993-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> H/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HAB/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HE/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HU/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HI/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HAB/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HE/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HU/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> CAM/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> CT/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> CYG/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> DCF/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> DE/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> EC/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1993-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECA/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECLAC/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECOSOC/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ENV/DEV/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/AB/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/AP/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/COL/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1993-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/DIS/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/PAL/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/PS/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1993-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> H/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HAB/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HE/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HU/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.
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<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HQ/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HR/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> HRD/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> IAEA/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ICAD/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ICEF/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1993-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ICJ/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> IFAD/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> IHA/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> IK/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ILO/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> IR/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> L/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> LIT/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> LEB/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> ND/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> NGO/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> Note/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1996-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> PUI/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> PKO/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> POP/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> RD/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> REF/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1993-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> SAF/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> SC/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> SEA/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> SG/A/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> SG/SM/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> SOC/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> SOC/CP/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> SOC/MA/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> SOM/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> TAD/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> UND/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> UNESCO/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> UPU/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PRESS/> WOW/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1995-.

<ST/DPI/PUBLISHING/CARTI>
UN. Cartographic Unit. - 1993-
Continues <ST/DPI/CARTI>

<ST/> DPI/SD/
UN. Department of Public Information. - 1994-.

ST/DPI/SER.A/
UN. Department of Public Information. - Background papers. - 1950-1988.
Published without symbol 1947-1950.

ST/DPI/SER.B/
Published without symbol 1947-1951.
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ST/DPI/SER.C/
Symbol changed in 1958 to ST/OPI/SER.C/.

ST/DPI/SER.D/
Symbol changed in 1958 to ST/OPI/SER.D/.

ST/DPI/SER.E/
<Symbol not used>

ST/DPI/SER.F/
Symbol changed in 1959 to ST/OPI/SER.F/ and in 1960 to ST/CS/SER.J/.

<ST/DPI/>UNIC/
UN Information Centre. - 1994-.

<ST/DKO/>/
UN. Department of Peace-keeping Operations. - 1994-.

<ST/DKO/EAD>/
Managerial responsibility of the Division was returned to the Department of Political Affairs in 1995. - Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<ST/DKO/MINUGUA> /
UN Mission for the Verification of Human Rights and of Compliance with the Commitments of the Comprehensive Agreement on Human Rights in Guatemala. - 1996-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<ST/DKO/ONUSAL/>/
UN Observer Mission In El Salvador. - 1994-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<ST/DKO/UNFICYP> /
UN. Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus. - 1997-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<ST/DKO/UNTAES/>/
UN Transitional Administrator for Eastern Slavonia, Baranja and Western Sirmium. - 1996-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ST/ECA/
UN. ECA. - 1981-.
In 1950-1974 symbol was used by the UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.

ST/ECA/ATC/

ST/ECA/ATRCW/

ST/ECA/CONF.1/
Some documents restricted.

ST/ECA/HUS/

ST/ECA/LDCs/

ST/ECA/NRD/
Second meeting carries document symbol: E/ECA/LDCs/.

<ST/ECA/NDRE/> /
UN. ECA. Natural Resources Division. - 1981-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ST/ECA/NRD/REMS/

ST/ECA/PADIS/
UN. ECA. Secretariat. - 1981-.

ST/ECA/PADIS/DAE/

ST/ECA/PADIS-DEV/

ST/ECA/PADIS-MAN/

<ST/ECA/PD/> /
UN. ECA. Population Division. - 1981-.
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ST/ECA/PSD/

ST/ECA/SER./A/
In 1950-1951 symbol used for "Public finance information papers" issued by the UN Dept. of Economic Affairs. - Continued by: E/ECA/SER./A/ (1983-####).

ST/ECA/SER./B/

ST/ECA/SER./C/
Symbol changed in 1974 to ST/ESA/SER./C/.

ST/ECA/SER./D/
UN. Department of Economic Affairs. - International map of the world on the millionth scale. - 1957-1971.
Symbol changed in 1975 to ST/ESA/SER./D/.

ST/ECA/SM/

<ST/>ECA/STAT/
UN. ECA. Statistics Division. - 1986-.

ST/ECA/STAT/SEI/

ST/ECA/WP.1/

ST/ECAFE/
UN. ECAFE. - 1951-1952.

ST/ECAFE/SER./A/

ST/ECAFE/SER./B/
Previous title: ECAFE bulletins.

ST/ECAFE/SER./C/
Symbol changed in 1975 to ST/ESCAP/SER./C/.

ST/ECAFE/SER./D/
<Symbol not used>

ST/ECAFE/SER./E/

ST/ECAFE/SER./F/

ST/ECAFE/SER./G/
Documents issued without symbol (1950-1951).

ST/ECAFE/SER./H/

ST/ECAFE/SER./I/
<Symbol not used>

ST/ECAFE/SER./J/

ST/ECAFE/SER./K/
Previous title: Railway statistics bulletin (1952).

ST/ECAFE/SER./L/

ST/ECAFE/SER./M/

ST/ECAFE/SER./N/ to ST/ECAFE/SER./S/
<Symbols not used>

ST/ECAFE/SER./T/
UN. ECAFE. - Regulations and procedures concerning the conduct of international trade in the countries of Asia and the Far East. - 1955-1958.

<ST/>ECE/
UN. ECE. Secretariat. - 1947-.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
<th>Symbol Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/AGRI/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on agriculture prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1946-1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/AIR POLL/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on air pollution prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1959-1972</td>
<td></td>
<td>ST/ECE/AGRI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/CHM/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on chemical prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1960-1971</td>
<td></td>
<td>E/ECE/CHM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/COAL/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on coal prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1959-1972</td>
<td></td>
<td>E/ECE/COAL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/ENG/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on engineering prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1960-1973</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/ENV/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on environmental prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1960-1972</td>
<td></td>
<td>E/ECE/ENV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/GAS/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on gas prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1959-1971</td>
<td></td>
<td>E/ECE/GAS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/HBP/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on housing, building and planning prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1959-1972</td>
<td></td>
<td>E/ECE/HBP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/HECO/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1959-1972</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/STAT/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Statistical Division.</td>
<td>1994-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/STEEL/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on steel prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1959-1972</td>
<td></td>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/TIM/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on timber prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1960-1962</td>
<td></td>
<td>E/ECE/TIM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECE/WATER/</td>
<td>UN. ECE. Secretariat. &lt;Documents on water prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe&gt;</td>
<td>1959-1972</td>
<td></td>
<td>E/ECE/WATER/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ST/ECLA/CONF.5/

ST/ECLA/CONF.6/

ST/ECLA/CONF.7/

ST/ECLA/CONF.8/
See: ST/STAT/CONF.8/

ST/ECLA/CONF.9/

ST/ECLA/CONF.10/

ST/ECLA/CONF.11/

ST/ECLA/CONF.12/
<No information available>

ST/ECLA/CONF.13/

ST/ECLA/CONF.14/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

ST/ECLA/CONF.15/

ST/ECLA/CONF.16/

ST/ECLA/CONF.17/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

ST/ECLA/CONF.18/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

ST/ECLA/CONF.19/

ST/ECLA/CONF.20/
Some documents restricted.

ST/ECLA/CONF.21/
Documents issued in Spanish only.

ST/ECLA/CONF.22/

ST/ECLA/CONF.23/

ST/ECLA/CONF.24/

ST/ECLA/CONF.25/

ST/ECLA/CONF.26/

ST/ECLA/CONF.27/

ST/ECLA/CONF.28/

ST/ECLA/CONF.29/

ST/ECLA/CONF.30/

ST/ECLA/CONF.31/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.32/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.33/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.34/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.35/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.36/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.37/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.38/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.39/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.40/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.41/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.42/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.43/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.44/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.45/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.46/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.47/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.48/  

ST/CEPAL/Conf.49/  
ST/CEPAL/Conf.61/  
See: ST/CEPAL/Conf.49/ to ST/CEPAL/Conf.61/

ST/ECWA/  
UN. ECWA. Secretariat. - 1996-.

ST/ECWA/  

ST/ECWA/  

ST/ECWA/  

ST/ECWA/  

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.

ST/ESA/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. - 1974-.
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<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.1 to <ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.13/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.14/

<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.15/

<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.16/

<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.17/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.18/

<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.19/

<ST/>ESA/NRET/AC.1 to <ST/>ESA/NRET/AC.9/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/NRET/AC.10/

ST/ESA/OTC/
Office became independent of the Dept. of Ec. and Soc. Affairs in 1978 and became the Dept. of Technical Cooperation for Development.

ST/ESA/OTC/CRD/
UN Centre for Regional Development. - 1972-1983.
Centre was transferred in 1972 from the Department of International Economic and Social Affairs to the Department of Technical Cooperation for Development; in 1973, became independent of the latter.

<ST/>ESA/OTC/SEM/

<ST/>ESA/OTC/SEM/74/

<ST/>ESA/P/
Continued by: <ST/>ESIP/POP/ (1986-####).

<ST/>ESA/P/AC.1 to <ST/>ESA/P/AC.19/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/P/AC.5/

<ST/>ESA/P/AC.6/

<ST/>ESA/P/AC.7/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/P/AC.8/

<ST/>ESA/P/AC.9/

<ST/>ESA/RT/AC.1/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/RT/AC.2/

<ST/>ESA/RT/AC.3/

<ST/>ESA/RT/AC.4/

<ST/>ESA/RT/AC.5 to <ST/>ESA/RT/AC.6/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/RT/AC.7/

<ST/>ESA/SDHA/
UN, Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs. - 1975-.
See also ST/CSDHA/ and <ST/>ESA/SDHA/.

<ST/>ESA/SDHA/AC.1 to <ST/>ESA/SDHA/AC.4/
<No information available>
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<ST/>ESA/SDHA/AC.5/  
International Forum on the Role of Women in Population  

<ST/>ESA/SDHA/AC.6/ to <ST/>ESA/SDHA/AC.11/  
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/SDHA/AC.12/  
Regional Seminar on the Participation of Women  
in Political, Economic and Social Development  

ST/ESA/SER.A/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information  
and Policy Analysis. - Population studies. - 1974-.  
Previous issuing bodies: Department of  
International Economic and Social Affairs  
(1978-1992); Department of Economic and  

ST/ESA/SER.B/  
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.  
- <Conferences, seminars, workshops and  
training programmes on promotion of equality  

ST/ESA/SER.C/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information  
and Policy Analysis. - International tax agreements. - 1974-.  
Previous symbol ST/SD/AC.6/(1951-1972).  
Previous series title: <Population  
bulletin of the United Nations> (1977-). - Prior to issue 118  
published by the Department under its  
earlier names: Department of International  
Economic and Social Affairs, Statistical  
Office (1972-1993); Department of Economic  
and Social Development, Statistical  
Division (1994).

ST/ESA/SER.D/ to ST/ESA/SER.K/  
<Symbols not used>

ST/ESA/SER.L/  
UN. Department for Technical Cooperation for  
When the Office of Technical Cooperation  
became the Department of Technical  
Cooperation for Development, the symbol was  
ot amended to reflect the change. -  
Previous symbol ST/TCO/AC.1/(1961-1972).

ST/ESA/SER.M/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information  
and Policy Analysis. - International review of  
criminal policy. - 1975-.  
Previous name of issuing body: Department of  
International Economic and Social Affairs  

ST/ESA/SER.N/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information  
and Policy Analysis. - Population  
bulletin of the United Nations. - 1977-.  
Previous symbol ST/SDHA/AC.5/(1951-1974).  
Previous names of issuing bodies:  
Department of International Economic and  
Social Affairs (1978-1992); Department of  
Economic and Social Development  

ST/ESA/SER.O/ to ST/ESA/SER.P/  
<No information available>

ST/ESA/SER.R/  
UN. Department for Economic and Social Information  
and Policy Analysis. - Population policy paper.  
- 1977-.  
Previous series title: <Population  
reports> (1977-1985). - Prior to issue 118  
published by the Department under its  
earlier names: Department of International  
Economic and Social Affairs, Statistical  
Office (1972-1993); Department of Economic  
and Social Development, Statistical  
Division (1994).

ST/ESA/STAT/  
UN. Statistics Division. - 1974-.  
Previous series title: <Population  
bulletin of the United Nations> (1977-). - Prior to issue 118  
published by the Department under its  
earlier names: Department of International  
Economic and Social Affairs, Statistical  
Office (1972-1993); Department of Economic  
and Social Development, Statistical  
Division (1994).
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<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.1/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.2/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.3/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.4/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.5/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.6/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.7/to <ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.9/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.10/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.11/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.12/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.13/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.14/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.15/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.16/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.17/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.18/
<No information available>

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.19/

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.A/
UN. Statistics Division. - Population and vital statistics report. - 1949-.

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.B/
UN. Statistical Division. - Sample surveys of current interest. - 1949-.

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.C/
<Symbol not used>

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.D/
UN. Statistical Division. - Commodity trade statistics. - 1974-.


ST/ESA/STAT/SER.E/
<Symbol not used>

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.F/
UN. Statistics Division. - Studies in methods. - 1975-.


ST/ESA/STAT/SER.F/CD/
UN. Statistics Division. - Studies in methods. - 1996-.

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.G/
UN. Statistical Division. - International trade statistics yearbook. - 1975-.

Previous symbol ST/STAT/SER.G/ (1951-1974).

Previous title: Yearbook of international trade statistics.

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.H/to ST/ESA/STAT/SER.I/
<Symbols not used>

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.J/
UN. Statistics Division. - Energy statistics yearbook. - 1975-.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESA/STAT/SER.Y/</td>
<td>UN. Statistics Division. - Statistics on special population groups. - 1985-. Issued jointly with the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP. - 1976-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/LIB/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP. Library. - 1975-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.A/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP. Library. - 1981-. Prior to 1981 this series was issued without a symbol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/MKG/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Interim Committee for Coordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong Basin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/NSR/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Natural Resources Division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/NR/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Population Division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/MKT/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Trade Information Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/ESCAFE/SER.C/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Water resources bulletin for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/ESCAP/SER.C/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Water resources bulletin for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/SER.F/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Water resources bulletin for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/SER.G/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Small Industry bulletin for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/S!AP/</td>
<td>Statistical Institute for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/ESCAFE/SER.I/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Transport, Communications and Tourism Division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/ESCAFE/SER.I/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Transport, Communications and Tourism Division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/ESCAFE/SER.E/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Transport, Communications and Tourism Division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAP/ESCAFE/SER.E/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Trade Information Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAFE/SER.C/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Natural Resources Division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAFE/SER.F/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Water resources bulletin for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAFE/SER.G/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Small Industry bulletin for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAFE/SER.I/</td>
<td>Statistical Institute for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAFE/SER.I/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Transport, Communications and Tourism Division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAFE/SER.E/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Trade Information Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAFE/SER.E/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Trade Information Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAFE/SER.E/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Trade Information Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESCAFE/SER.E/</td>
<td>UN. ESCAP, Trade Information Service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ST/GENEVA/SER.Ai to ST/GENEVA/SER.Gi
<Symbols not used>

ST/GENEVA/SER.Hi

<ST/GENEVA/>TERM/
UN Office at Geneva, Languages Service. Terminology and Technical Documentation Section. - 1969-.

<ST/GVA/>LIB/
UN Office at Geneva, Library. - 1987-.

ST/GVA/LIB/NL/
UN Office at Geneva, Library. - 1991-.

ST/GVA/LIB/SER.B/
Prior to 1987 the series was issued without a symbol. - Offprints of the Monthly bibliography also bear this symbol.

<ST/HCR/>
UN High Commissioner for Refugees. - 1995-.
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no.

ST/HR/
UN. Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights/Centre for Human Rights. - 1973-.
Name of body prior to 1982: UN. Division of Human Rights; name of body prior to 30 Sept. 1996: UN. Centre for Human Rights.

<ST/>HR/AIDS/

<ST/>HR/ATHENS/1989/SEM.2/

ST/HR/PUB/
UN. Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights/Centre for Human Rights. - Publications. - 1996-.
Name of body prior to 30 Sept. 1996: UN. Centre for Human Rights.

<ST/>HR/PUB/HCHR/
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. - 1996-.

<ST/>HR/SEM.1/

ST/HR/SER.A/
Before 1993 issued by the Centre under its former name: UN. Division for Human Rights.

ST/HIC/
UN. Secretariat. - Information circular (UN. Secretariat). - 1977-.

ST/HR/PUB/HCHR/
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights. - 1996-.

ST/IESA/
UN. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs. - 1987-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<ST/IESA/DRPA/>
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ST/IESA/DRPA/OET/
Not a document series symbol; used as part of a DHL call no.

<ST/IESA/DRPA/>PPS/QIR/

<ST/>IESA/ECA/

<ST/>IESA/P/AC.17/

<ST/>IESA/P/AC.28/

<ST/>IESA/ICP. 1984/EG.II/
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<ST/>IESA/POPIN/

<ST/>IESA/SDHA/>
UN. Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs. - 1980-.
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no. - See also <ST/>IESA/SDHA/ and ST/CSDHA/.

<ST/>IESA/SDHA/>AWB/EGM/

ST/INCB/
International Narcotics Control Board. Secretariat. - 1990-.

ST/LEG/
UN. Office of Legal Affairs. - 1951-.

<ST/LEG/>LOS/
UN. Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea. - 1992-.
In 1992, the Office for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea was incorporated in the Office of Legal Affairs, and became the Division. - Continues LOS/ (1985-1992).

<ST/LEG/>LOS/LIB/
UN. Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea. Library. - 1992-.

ST/LEG/SER.A/
UN. Office of Legal Affairs. - Statement of international treaties and agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat. - 1950-.
Previous title: Statement of treaties and international agreements registered of filed and recorded with the Secretariat.

ST/LEG/SER.B/

ST/LEG/SER.C/
UN. Office of Legal Affairs. - United Nations juridical yearbook. - 1965-.

ST/LEG/SER.D/
UN. Office of Legal Affairs. - Multilateral treaties in respect of which the Secretary-General performs depositary functions. List of signatories, ratifications, accessions, etc. - 1966-1970.
Continued by: ST/LEG/SER.E/ (1982-####).

ST/LEG/SER.E/
UN. Office of Legal Affairs. - Multilateral treaties deposited with the Secretary-General. - 1982-.

ST/LEG/SER.F/
UN. Office of Legal Affairs. - Summaries of judgements, advisory opinions and orders of the International Court of Justice. - 1992-.

ST/LIB/
UN. Dag Hammarskjöld Library. - 1955-.

ST/LIB/SER.A/
Symbol changed in 1971 to ST/LIB/SER.K/.

ST/LIB/SER.B/

ST/LIB/SER.B.A/
UN. Dag Hammarskjöld Library. - Indexes to proceedings of the General Assembly. - 1963-.

ST/LIB/SER.B.E/
UN. Dag Hammarskjöld Library. - Indexes to proceedings of the Economic and Social Council. - 1953-.

ST/LIB/SER.B.T/
UN. Dag Hammarskjöld Library. - Indexes to proceedings of the Trusteeship Council. - 1953-.

ST/LIB/SER.G/
Symbol changed in 1966 to ST/LIB/SER.G/.

ST/LIB/SER.D/

ST/LIB/SER.E/

ST/LIB/SER.E/CUM.
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ST/LIB/SER.F/
   Later name of body: Dag Hammarskjold Library.

ST/LIB/SER.G/
   Symbol changed in 1971 to ST/LIB/SER.K/.

ST/LIB/SER.H/
UN, Dag Hammarskjold Library. - Indexes to resolutions. - 1972-.

ST/LIB/SER.I/

ST/LIB/SER.I/A.

ST/LIB/SER.I/B.

ST/LIB/SER.I/C.

ST/LIB/SER.J/

ST/LIB/SER.K/

ST/LIB/SER.L/
UN, Dag Hammarskjold Library. - Indexes to proceedings (selected United Nations documents in Arabic). - 1976-.

ST/LIB/SER.M/

ST/NAR/
UN International Drug Control Programme. - 1969-.
   In accordance with General Assembly resolution 45/179 of 21 Dec. 1990, the functions of the Division of Narcotic Drugs, the Secretariat of the International Narcotics Control Board, and the UN Fund for Drug Abuse Control merged to become the UN International Drug Control Programme.

ST/NAR/INF.LETT./
   In accordance with General Assembly resolution 45/179 of 21 Dec. 1990, the functions of the Division of Narcotic Drugs, the Secretariat of the International Narcotics Control Board, and the UN Fund for Drug Abuse Control merged to become the UN International Drug Control Programme.

ST/NAR/INF/
UN, Division of Narcotic Drugs. - Information letter (Division of Narcotic Drugs). - 1968-1982.
   Symbol changed in 1985 to ST/NAR/INF.LETT./.

ST/NGO/
   Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ST/OCN/

ST/OGS/
UN, Office of General Services. - 1954-.

ST/OGS/FOD/
   See also <ST/ADM/GS/FOD/>.

ST/OGS/SER.A/
UN, Office of General Services. Archives Section. - UN, United Nations Archives: reference guides and lists. - 1953-.

ST/OGS/SER/B/to ST/OGS/SER.D/
< Symbols not used >
ST/OGS/SER.E/
UN. Office of Conference and Support Services.
Support Services. - Telephone directory <UN, New York>. - 1954-.

ST/OGS/SER.F/

< ST/> OLA/COD/
UN. Office of Legal Affairs. Codification Division. - 1992-

< ST/> DPO/

< ST/> OPI/CESI/
UN. Centre for Economic and Social Information. - 1987-.
Used as a document series symbol in 1979?,1978?; now used as DHL call no.
- See also <ST/DPI/> DESI/(1973-####).

ST/OP/SER.A to ST/OP/SER.B/
<Symbols not used>

ST/OP/SER.C/

ST/OP/SER.D/
Previous symbol ST/DPI/SER.D/(1958).

ST/OP/SER.E/
<Symbol not used>

ST/OP/SER.F/
Previous symbol ST/DPI/SER.F/(1961-1959); symbol changed in 1960 to ST/CGS/SER.F/.

ST/PAC/
UN. Secretariat. - <Project personnel circular>. - 1977-1977
See also ST/IC/P/.

<ST/PATD/>
UN. Department of Political Affairs, Trusteeship and Decolonization. - 1974-1989.
Continued by ST/SPQRCDT/(1990-####). - From 1987 the Department merged with the Office for Special Political Questions to become the Department for Special Political Questions, Regional Cooperation, Decolonization and Trusteeship. - Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ST/PB/

ST/PSCA/
Title started in 1994 as Repertoire of the practice of the Security Council but later titles vary. - Name of the issuing body changed in 1992 to Department of Political Affairs. - See also <ST/DPA/>.

<ST/PSCA/CDA/>

ST/PSCA/UNCD/
Department for Disarmament Affairs succeeded the UN Centre for Disarmament in 1983. - See also <ST/DDA/>; <ST/DPA/DDA/> and <ST/DPA/CDA/>.

ST/SG/
UN. Executive Office of the Secretary-General. - 1952-
Some documents restricted.
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ST/SG/AC.1/

ST/SG/AC.2/
<Symbol not used>

ST/SG/AC.3/

ST/SG/AC.4/
UN. Special Committee to Prepare Plans for the Celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. - 1963-1963.

ST/SG/AC.5/

ST/SG/AC.6/
Meeting of Experts on the United Nations Programme in Public Administration and Finance. - 1987-.
Some documents restricted.

ST/SG/AC.7/
In 1987-1988 symbol was used by the Group of Experts on Marine Science and Technology.

ST/SG/AC.8/

ST/SG/AC.9/

ST/SG/AC.10/
Continued by: ST/SG/AC.10/C.3/1999-####.

ST/SG/AC.10/C.2/

ST/SG/AC.10/C.3/
UN. Subcommittee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods. - 1999-.

<ST/>SG/CONF.1/

<ST/>SG/CONF.2/

<ST/>SG/CONF.3/

<ST/>SG/CONF.4/

<ST/>SG/CONF.5/ to <ST/>SG/CONF.8/
No information available

<ST/>SG/CONF.7/

ST/SG/LO/
Restricted distribution.

<ST/>SG/OPGS/>
See also <ST/>SG/PGAA/>. - In 1998 the Office for Political and General Assembly Affairs was renamed the Office for Political and General Assembly Affairs and Secretariat Services. - Not a document series; used as a sorting device.

<ST/>SG/OSECS/
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.
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<ST/SG/PGAA/>
See also <ST/SG/OPGS/> - previous name of body: Office for Political and General Assembly Affairs, Office of the Under-Secretary-General (1983-1985).

ST/SG/REP/
UN. Executive Office of the Secretary-General.

ST/SG/SA/
UN. Executive Office of the Secretary-General.
- <Reports of the United Nations delegations to various conferences of the specialized agencies>. - 1949-1954.
Restricted distribution.

ST/SG/SER.A/
UN. Protocol and Liaison Service. - Permanent missions to the United Nations. - 1946-.

ST/SG/SER.B/
UN. Executive Office of the Secretary-General.

ST/SG/SER.C/
UN. Protocol and Liaison Service. - Provisional list of delegations to the ... session of the General Assembly. - 1951-.
Issued without symbol (1946-1951).
Previous title: Information bulletin.

ST/SG/SER.D/
Issued without symbol (1946-1951).

ST/SG/SER.E/
UN. Executive Office of the Secretary-General.
- Information furnished in conformity with the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space. - 1977-.

ST/SG/SER.F/
Continued by: ST/SPAF/DFV/ (1983-####).<ST/>SG/SM.1/

ST/SGB/
UN. Secretariat. - Secretary-General's bulletin (UN. Secretariat). - 1954-.

ST/SGBCONGO FUND/

ST/SGB/FinancialRules/

ST/SGB/ONUC/

ST/SGB/Organization/
UN. Secretariat. - Organization manual (UN. Secretariat). - 1974-.
Previous title: Organization of the Secretariat.

ST/SGB/PPBMRules/

ST/SGB/StaffRegulations/

ST/SGB/StaffRules/
UN. Secretariat. - Staff Rules of the United Nations. - 1958-.

ST/SGB/UNEF/

ST/SGB/UNFICYP/

ST/SGB/
Previous name of body: Department of Economic and Social Affairs (1955-1978). - See also ST/ESA/(1974-####) and <ST/>DESIPA/(1993-####).

ST/SG/CONF.1/

ST/SG/CONF.2/
Restricted distribution.
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ST/SOA/CONF.3/
Restricted distribution.

<ST/>S10A/EG.1/WP.4/

<ST/>S10A/ESDP/

<ST/>S10A/ESWP/FS/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. - <Scheme for study visits>. - 1968-1977

<ST/>S10A/ESWP/SWR/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. - <Meetings of national correspondents for social welfare research>. - 1967-1977

<ST/>S10A/ESWP/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. - <Reports of conferences, meetings, seminars and study groups>. - 1961-1966.
Symbol changed in 1967 to <ST/>S10A/ESDP/.

<ST/>S10A/ESWP/SWR/
Symbol changed in 1967 to <ST/>S10A/ESDP/SWR/.

ST/SOA/SD/

ST/SOA/SD/CG.1/

ST/SOA/SD/CG.2/
Restricted distribution.

ST/SOA/SD/EUR/
Previous symbol ST/SOA/SD/GEN/(1952-1953).

ST/SOA/SD/GEN/

ST/SOA/SD/IA/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/1/to <ST/>S10A/SEM/29/
No information available.

<ST/>S10A/SEM/29/to <ST/>S10A/SEM/37/
See: UN/SOA/SEM/29/to UN/SOA/SEM/37/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/37/to <ST/>S10A/SEM/39/
No information available.

<ST/>S10A/SEM/40/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/41/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/42/to <ST/>S10A/SEM/47/
See: UN/SOA/SEM/42/to UN/SOA/SEM/47/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/48/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/49/to <ST/>S10A/SEM/54/
See: UN/SOA/SEM/49/to UN/SOA/SEM/54/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/55/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/56/to <ST/>S10A/SEM/60/
See: UN/SOA/SEM/56/to UN/SOA/SEM/60/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/61/to <ST/>S10A/SEM/62/
<Symbols not used>

<ST/>S10A/SEM/63/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/64/
No information available.

<ST/>S10A/SEM/65/

<ST/>S10A/SEM/66/
No information available.

<ST/>S10A/SEM/67/
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ST/SOA/SEM/68/ to ST/SOA/SEM/71/
<No information available>

ST/SOA/SEM/72/
Also issued as: <ST/>SOA/SEM/73/.

ST/SOA/SEM/73/
Also issued as: <ST/>SOA/SEM/72/.

ST/SOA/SER.A/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
Symbol changed in 1974 to ST/ESA/SER.A/.

ST/SOA/SER.B/

ST/SOA/SER.C/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
Previous series title: Housing and town country planning bulletin (1948-1953).

ST/SOA/SER.D/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
Previous series title: Annual report on child and youth welfare (1946-1951).

ST/SOA/SER.E/
UN. Department of Social Affairs. -
<Legislative and administrative series: Publications on social defence and on child, youth and family welfare>. - 1949-1964.

ST/SOA/SER.F/
UN. Department of Social Affairs. -<Social welfare information series on current national literature and conferences>. - 1949-1954.

ST/SOA/SER.G/
Previous series title: Migration bulletin (1947-1953).

ST/SOA/SER.H/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
- <Miscellaneous publications on housing and town and country planning organizations>. - 1949-1956.

ST/SOA/SER.I/
<Symbol not used>

ST/SOA/SER.J/

ST/SOA/SER.K/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.

ST/SOA/SER.L/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.

ST/SOA/SER.M/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
Continued by: ST/ESA/SER.M/(1975-####).

ST/SOA/SER.N/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.

ST/SOA/SER.O/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
- United Nations series on community development. - 1952-197?

ST/SOA/SER.P/
UN. Department of Social Affairs. -
<Studies on population questions>. - 1959-197?
Continued by: ST/ESA/SER.P/(1977-####).

ST/SOA/SER.Q/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.

ST/SOA/SER.R/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
- <Studies on population questions>. - 1969-1977
Continued by: ST/ESA/SER.R/(1977-####).

ST/SOA/SER.S/
UN. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs. - Scientific research on cannabis. - 1960-1979,
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ST/SOA/SER.T/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. - <Reports of meetings on urbanization and social development> - 1958-1962.

ST/SOA/SER.U to ST/SSO/SER.W/
<Symbols not used>.

ST/SOA/SER.X/
UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs. - International social development review. - 1958-1977.

ST/SPQRCDT/

<ST/SPQRCDT/OCN>/

ST/SST/

<ST/STAFF/>
UN Staff Committee. - 1997-.

<ST/STAFF/AF/AGCS/>
Association of Former International Civil Servants (New York). - 1990-.

<ST/STAFF/AF/AGCS/NAFCS/>
Nordic Association of Former International Civil Servants. - 1996-.

<ST/STAFF/SCB/>
UN Staff Committee. - Staff Committee bulletin. - 1996-.
See also SCB/.

ST/STAT/

ST/STAT/CONF.1/

ST/STAT/CONF.2/

ST/STAT/CONF.3/

ST/STAT/CONF.4/
<Symbol not used>.

ST/STAT/CONF.5/

ST/STAT/CONF.6/
<Symbol not used>.

ST/STAT/CONF.7/

ST/STAT/CONF.8/

ST/STAT/CONF.9/

ST/STAT/CONF.10/

ST/STAT/CONF.11/

ST/STAT/CONF.12/

ST/STAT/CONF.13/

ST/STAT/CONF.14/

ST/STAT/P/

ST/STAT/SER.A/

ST/STAT/SER.B/
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ST/STAT/SER.C/
Previous series title: Preparation of sampling survey reports (1949).

ST/STAT/SER.D/

ST/STAT/SER.E/

ST/STAT/SER.F/
Symbol changed in 1975 to ST/ESA/STAT/SER.F/.

ST/STAT/SER.G/
Symbol changed in 1974 to ST/ESA/STAT/SER.G/.

ST/STAT/SER.H/

ST/STAT/SER.I/
(Symbol not used)

ST/STAT/SER.J/
Symbol changed in 1975 to ST/ESA/STAT/SER.J/.

ST/STAT/SER.K/
Previous series title: Survey of social statistics.

ST/STAT/SER.L/
UN. Statistical Office. - Commodity imports. - 1967-1974?

ST/STAT/SER.M/
Symbol changed in 1975 to ST/ESA/STAT/SER.M/.

ST/STAT/SER.N/
Symbol changed in 1976 to ST/ESA/STAT/SER.N/.

ST/STAT/SER.0/

ST/STAT/SER.P/

ST/STAT/SER.Q/

ST/STAT/SER.R/

ST/STAT/SER.S/
(Symbol not used)

ST/STAT/SER.T/

<ST/STD/>
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ST/STD/ATAS/

ST/TAA/
Many documents in this series carry the truncated symbol TAA/; usually the element TAA/ is followed by letters designating the country or region to which the report or study relates, e.g. TAA/IND/ (for India), TAA/LAT/ (for Latin America), etc. - Symbol changed in 1959 to ST/TAO/. - Some documents restricted.

ST/TAA/CONF.1/

ST/TAA/CONF.2/
Restricted distribution.
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ST/TAA/CONF.3/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
< Reports of experts to Governments on technical assistance >. - 1951-1952.
Restricted distribution.

ST/TAA/CONF.4/
See: ST/ECLA/CONF.1/

ST/TAA/CONF.5/
See: ST/ECLA/CONF.2/

ST/TAA/E/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
< Reports of experts to Governments on technical assistance >. - 1951-1952.
Restricted distribution.

ST/TAA/F/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Reports of experts to Governments on technical assistance. - 1951-1952.
Restricted distribution.

ST/TAA/G/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Symbol changed in 1960 to ST/TAO/K/<country>.

ST/TAA/H/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Guidance and instructions to experts. - 1951-1951.
Restricted distribution.

ST/TAA/HR/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Guidance and instructions to experts. - 1951-1951.
Restricted distribution.

ST/TAA/K/<country>/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Guidance and instructions to experts. - 1951-1951.
Restricted distribution.

ST/TAA/M/<country>/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Symbol changed in 1959 to ST/TAO/K/<country>.

ST/TAA/NS/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Not official documents. - Some documents bear symbol TAA/NS. - Restricted distribution.

ST/TAA/SEM/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Symbol changed in 1959 to ST/TAO/SEM. - Some documents bear symbol TAA/SM.

ST/TAA/SER.A/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Reports concerning assistance rendered to Governments by United Nations technical assistance experts. - 1951-1951.
Symbol changed in 1959 to ST/TAO/SER.A. - Restricted distribution.

ST/TAA/SER.B/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -

ST/TAA/SER.C/
ST. Technical Assistance Administration. -
Symbol changed in 1959 to ST/TAO/SER.C.

ST/TAA/SER.D/
See: ST/SOA/SER.O/

ST/TAO/
ST. Office of Technical Cooperation. -
1959-1978.
Many documents in this series carry the truncated symbol TAO/; usually the element TAO/ is followed by letters designating the country or region to which the report or study relates, e.g. TAO/IND/ (for India), TAO/LAT/ (for Latin America), etc. - Previous symbol ST/TAA/ (1950-1959). - Previous title: Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations (1958-1967). - Some documents restricted.

ST/TAO/HR/
ST. Office of Technical Cooperation. -
Reports and studies of seminars on human rights, including status of women. - 1959-197?
Previous symbol ST/TAA/HR/(1957-1958).

ST/TAO/K/<country> /
ST. Office of Technical Cooperation. -

ST/TAO/M/
ST. Office of Technical Cooperation. -
Public administration studies and seminars. - 1959-1981.
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ST/TAO/SEM/

ST/TAO/SER.A/
UN. Office of Technical Cooperation. - <Reports concerning assistance rendered to Governments by United Nations technical assistance experts>. - 1959-1977
Previous symbol ST/TAA/SER.A/(1951). Restricted distribution.

ST/TAO/SER.B/
(Symbol not used)

ST/TAO/SER.C/
Symbol not used

ST/TAO/SER.D/
See: ST/SOA/SER.D/

<ST/>TCD/
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ST/TCD/EB/

<ST/>TCD/MTAO/
UN. Technical Assistance Recruitment and Fellowships Office. - 1985-1987

<ST/>TCD/NRED/
UN. Science, Technology, Energy, Environment and Natural Resources Division. - 1981-.

<ST/>TCD/NRED/PES/
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no.

<ST/>TCD/NRET/
Not a UN document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no. - See also <ST/>TCD/TCD/.

<ST/>TCD/NRET/AC.1/

<ST/>TCD/NRET/AC.11/
Symbols not used

<ST/>TCD/NRET/AC.12/

<ST/>TCD/SEM/

ST/TCD/SER.E/
UN. Department for Development Support and Management Services. - <Publications on technical co-operation aspects of population and public administration>. - 1985-.

<ST/>TCD/TC/
UN. Department for Development Support and Management Services. - <Technical cooperation project reports>. - 1987-.
Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

ST/TRAINING/

ST/TRI/
Previous name of body: Department of Trusteeship and Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories (1947-1963).

ST/TRI/B/
UN. Department of Trusteeship and Non-Self-Governing Territories. - <Non-Self-Governing Territories: Summaries of information transmitted to the Secretary-General>. - 1957-1977

ST/TRUSER.A/
UN. Department of Trusteeship and Non-Self-Governing Territories. - <Non-Self-Governing Territories: Summaries of information transmitted to the Secretary-General including special studies and progress reports>. - 1957-1977

ST/UNEO/
UN Emergency Operation. - 1974-1977

ST/UNEO/C/

ST/UNESQ/

<ST/>UNOCA/
See: UNOCA/
**LIST OF SYMBOLS - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST/UNOCHA/</td>
<td>See: UNOCHA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ST/&gt;UNOV/</td>
<td>UN Office at Vienna. - 1985-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/VIC/</td>
<td>Vienna International Centre. - 1982. Not a document series symbol; used as part of a DHL call no.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFF/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/&gt;STAFF/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAND/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/&gt;ECE/STAND/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAT/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/&gt;ECE/&gt;STAT/... &lt;E/&gt;ESCAP/&gt;STAT/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEEL/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/&gt;ECE/&gt;STEEL/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/AC.8/ to T/AC.13/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbols not used&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/AC.15/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbol not used&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/AC.17/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbol not used&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/AC.19/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbol not used&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/AC.22/ to T/AC.23/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbols not used&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/AC.25/ to T/AC.31/</td>
<td>&lt;Symbols not used&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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T/AC.33/
  <Symbol not used>

T/AC.34/

T/AC.36/
  <Symbol not used>

T/AC.36/

T/AC.37 to T/AC.40/
  <Symbols not used>

T/AC.41/

T/AC.42/
  <Symbol not used>

T/AC.43/

T/AC.44/
  <Symbol not used>

T/AC.45/

T/AC.46/
  <Symbol not used>

T/AC.47/

T/Agreement/

T/C.1/
  Continues T/AC.14/ (1949-1950).

T/C.2/

T/COM.1/

T/COM.2/

T/COM.3/

T/COM.4&5/

T/COM.4/

T/COM.5/

T/COM.6&7/

T/COM.6/

T/COM.7/

T/COM.8/

T/COM.9/

T/COM.10/

T/COM.11/
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T/OBS.1/

T/OBS.2/

T/OBS.3/

T/OBS.4&5/

T/OBS.6&7/

T/OBS.6/

T/OBS.7/

T/OBS.8/

T/OBS.9/

T/OBS.10/

T/OBS.11/

T/OBS. GENERAL/

T/PET.1/

T/PET.2/
Some documents restricted.

T/PET.3/
Some documents restricted.

T/PET.4&5/

T/PET.4/
Some documents restricted.

T/PET.5/
Some documents restricted.

T/PET.6&7/

T/PET.6/
Some documents restricted.

T/PET.7/
Some documents restricted.

T/PET.8/
Some documents restricted.
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T/PET.9/

T/PET.10/

T/PET.11/
   Some documents restricted.

T/PET.GENERAL/
UN. Trusteeship Council. - <Petitions concerning the Trust Territories in general>. - 1953-1987

T/ASem.TPF/

TAD/
Technical Assistance Board. - 1950-1977
   Some documents restricted.

TAD/ See: <ST/DFI/PRESS/>TAD/

TAD/CD/PHOSPHATES/

TAD/E/C3/
   Restricted distribution.

TAD/E/MIC/

TAD/E/SEM.1/
   Restricted distribution.

TAD/E/SEM.2/

TAD/E/SEM.3/
   Some documents bear symbol E/ECWA/SEMINAR/IT/.

TAD/E/SOC/

TAD/INF/PUB/
See: <TD/>TAD/INF/PUB/

TAD/NT/SEM.1/

TAD/FSG/

TAD/REP/

TC/VM.1949/

TC/INF/PUB/
See: <TD/>TC/INF/PUB/

TC/II/...
See: <E/ECWA/>TC/II/...
   <ST/>TC/II/...

TCDC/
UN. High-level Committee on the Review of Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries. - 1980-.

TCDC/2/WG.I/

TCDC/2/WG.II/

TCDC/3/WG./
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TCDC/AF/

TCDC/NP/

TCT/AIMTCD/
See: <E/ESCAP/>TCT/AIMTCD/

TD/
UNCTAD. - 1967-.
See also <TD/> UNCTAD/.

TD/II/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/II/C.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/II/C.3/

TD/II/C.4/

TD/II/C.5/

TD/II/CRED/
Some documents restricted.

TD/II/WG.I/

TD/II/WG.II/

TD/II/WG.III/

TD/III/
Restricted distribution.

TD/III/BUR/
Restricted distribution.

TD/III/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/III/C.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/III/C.3/
Some documents restricted.

TD/III/C.4/
Some documents restricted.

TD/III/C.5/
Some documents restricted.

TD/III/C.6/

TD/III/WG.I/

TD/III/WG.II/

TD/III/WG.III/

TD/IV/
Restricted distribution.

TD/IV/BUR/
Restricted distribution.

TD/IV/GC/
Restricted distribution.

TD/IV/PCM/
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**TD/(IIX)/PCM/**

**TD/AC.1/**
- Some documents restricted.

**TD/AC.2/**
- Some documents restricted.

**TD/AC/CC/**
- UNCTAD. Advisory Committee to the Board and to the Committee on Commodities. - 1966-198?
- Some documents restricted.

**TD/B/**
- UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board. - 1965-.

**TD/B/39(1)/SC.1/**

**TD/B/39(1)/SC.2/**

**TD/B/39(2)/SC.1/**

**TD/B/39(2)/SC.2/**

**TD/B/39(2)/SSC/**

**TD/B/40(1)/SC.1/**

**TD/B/40(1)/SC.2/**

**TD/B/40(2)/SC.1/**

**TD/B/40(2)/SC.2/**

**TD/B/40(2)/SSC/**

**TD/B/41(1)/SC.1/**

**TD/B/41(1)/SC.2/**

**TD/B/41(2)/SC.1/**

**TD/B/41(2)/SC.2/**

**TD/B/42(1)/SC/**

**TD/B/43/SC.1/**

**TD/B/43/SC.2/**

**TD/B/AC.1/**
- UNCTAD. Special Committee on Preferences. - 1985-1986.
- Some documents restricted.

**TD/B/AC.2/**
- Some documents restricted.

**TD/B/AC.3/**
- Restricted distribution.

**TD/B/AC.4/**
- Restricted distribution.
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TD/B/AC.5/
UNCTAD. Special Committee on Preferences. - 1968-1972.

TD/B/AC.5/(IV)/WG.I/

TD/B/AC.5/(IV)/WG.II/

TD/B/AC.5/WG.I/

TD/B/AC.6/

TD/B/AC.7/

TD/B/AC.8/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/AC.9/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/AC.10/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/AC.11/
Some documents restricted. - Symbol changed in 1975 to TD/B/C.6/.

TD/B/AC.12/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/AC.13/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/AC.14/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/AC.15/

TD/B/AC.16/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/AC.17/

TD/B/AC.18/

TD/B/AC.19/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/AC.20/

TD/B/AC.21/

TD/B/AC.22/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/AC.23/

TD/B/AC.24/
Some documents restricted.
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TD/B/AC.26/

TD/B/AC.26/

TD/B/AC.27/

TD/B/AC.28/

TD/B/AC.29/

TD/B/AC.30/

TD/B/AC.31/

TD/B/AC.32/

TD/B/AC.33/

TD/B/AC.34/

TD/B/AC.35/

TD/B/AC.36/

TD/B/AC.37/

TD/B/AC.38/

TD/B/AC.39/

TD/B/AC.40/

TD/B/AC.41/

TD/B/AC.42/

TD/B/AC.43/

TD/B/AC.44/

TD/B/AC.45/

TD/B/AC.46/

TD/B/AC/DOCS/
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TD/B/ASTD/
UNCTAD. Advisory Services on Trade Documentation. - 1971-1972.
Documents carry additional symbol <E/ECE/>TRADE/WF.4/.

TD/B/ASTF/
UNCTAD. Advisory Services on Trade Facilitation. - 1973-1975.
Documents carry additional symbol <E/ECE/>TRADE/WF.4/.

TD/B/BUR/
UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board. Bureau. - 1965-197?
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/C.1/

TD/B/C.1/AC/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.1/CONS.2/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.3/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.4/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.5/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.1/CONS.6/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.1/CONS.7/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.1/CONS.8/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.9/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.10/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.11/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.12/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.13/

TD/B/C.1/COPPER/AC/

TD/B/C.1/COPPER/CONS./
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.1/CPB/

TD/B/C.1/DOCS/

TD/B/C.1/IRON ORE/
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TD/B/C.1/IRON ORE/CONS/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/C.1/MANG. ORE/CONS/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/C.1/PHOS/CONS/

TD/B/C.1/PM/COPPER/

TD/B/C.1/TUNGSTEN/AC.1/

TD/B/C.1/TUNGSTEN/STAT/

TD/B/C.1/TUNGSTEN/WG/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.1/VI/SC.1/

TD/B/C.1/WP.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.1/WP.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.1/WP.3/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.1/XII/SC/

TD/B/C.2/

TD/B/C.2/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.2/AC.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.2/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.
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TD/B/C.2/AC.4/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/C.2/AC.5/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.2/AC.6/

TD/B/C.2/DOCS/
UNCTAD. Committee on Manufactures. - Cumulative list of documents. Manufactures.
- 1971-197?

TD/B/C.2/WP.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.2/WP.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.2(IV)/SC.1/

TD/B/C.2(V)/SC.1/

TD/B/C.2(VII)/SC.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.3/
Continued by: TD/B/CN.4 (1992-####).

TD/B/C.3/AC.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.3/AC.2/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/C.3/AC.3/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.3/AC.4/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/C.3/AC.5/

TD/B/C.3/AC.6/
Restricted distribution.

TD/B/C.3/AC.7/
UNCTAD. Group of Governmental Experts on the Concepts of the Present Aid and Flow Targets.
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.3/DOCS/
UNCTAD. Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to Trade. - Cumulative list of documents. Invisibles and financing related to trade.
- 1971-197?

TD/B/C.3/SC.1/

TD/B/C.3/SC.2/

TD/B/C.3/SC.3/

TD/B/C.3/SC.4/
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TD/B/C.3(SC)/

TD/B/C.3(X)/SC/

TD/B/C.3(V)/SC/

TD/B/C.3(VII)/SC/

TD/B/C.4/

TD/B/C.4/AC.1/

TD/B/C.4/AC.2/

TD/B/C.4/AC.3/

TD/B/C.4/AC.4/

TD/B/C.4/AC.5/

TD/B/C.4/AC.6/

TD/B/C.4/AC.7/

TD/B/C.4/AC.8/

TD/B/C.4/AC.9/

TD/B/C.4/AC.10/

TD/B/C.4/AC.11/

TD/B/C.4/DOCS/

TD/B/C.4/ISL/

TD/B/C.4/SC/

TD/B/C.4/WP.1/

TD/B/C.4(VII)/

TD/B/C.4(X)/SC.1/

TD/B/C.4(X)/SC.2/
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TD/B/C.4/[XII]/SC.1/

TD/B/C.4/[XII]/SC.2/

TD/B/C.4/[XIII]/SC.1/

TD/B/C.4/[XIII]/SC.2/

TD/B/C.4/[XIV]/SC.1/

TD/B/C.4/[XIV]/SC.2/

TD/B/C.5/
UNCTAD. Special Committee on Preferences. - 1972-1993.

TD/B/C.5/OR1GIW/

TD/B/C.5/WG/

TD/B/C.5/(XVI)/SC/

TD/B/C.5/(XX)/SC/

TD/B/C.6/

TD/B/C.6/AC.1/

TD/B/C.6/AC.2/

TD/B/C.6/AC.3/
- Some documents restricted.

TD/B/C.6/AC.4/

TD/B/C.6/AC.5/

TD/B/C.6/AC.6/

TD/B/C.6/AC.7/

TD/B/C.6/AC.8/

TD/B/C.6/AC.9/

TD/B/C.6/AC.10/

TD/B/C.6/(V)/SC/

TD/B/C.7/

-276-
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TD/B/C.7/AC.1/

TD/B/C.7/AC.2/

TD/B/C.7/AC.3/

TD/B/CN.1/
UNCTAD. Standing Committee on Commodities. - 1992-.

TD/B/CN.1/CPB/

TD/B/DN.1/GE.1/

TD/B/CN.1/GE.2/

TD/B/CN.1/IRON ORE/
UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Iron Ore. - 1992-.

TD/B/CN.1/RM/BAUXITE/

TD/B/CN.1/STAT/
UNCTAD. Standing Committee on Commodities. - UNCTAD commodity yearbook. - 1993-.

TD/B/CN.1/TUNGSTEN/

TD/B/CN.1/TUNGSTEN/AC/

TD/B/CN.1/TUNGSTEN/STAT/

TD/B/CN.2/

TD/B/CN.2/GE.1/

TD/B/CN.3/

TD/B/CN.3/GE.1/

TD/B/CN.4/
UNCTAD. Standing Committee on Developing Services Sectors: Fostering Competitive Services Sectors in Developing Countries. - 1992-.

TD/B/CN.4/GE.1/
UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Ports. - 1993-.

TD/B/CN.4/GE.2/

TD/B/COM.1/
UNCTAD. Commission on Trade in Goods and Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

TD/B/COM.2/
UNCTAD. Commission on Investment, Technology and Related Financial Issues. - 1996-.

TD/B/COM.2/EM/
Expert Meeting on Competition Law and Policy. - 1996-.

TD/B/COM.3/
UNCTAD. Commission on Enterprise, Business Facilitation and Development. - 1996-.

TD/B/DOCS/
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TD/B/FAL/
Documents also carry symbol <E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/.

TD/B/FAL/FRM/

TD/B/GSP/
UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board. - Generalized System of Preferences. - 1977-.

TD/B/GSP/(country)/
UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board. - 1977-.

TD/B/GE.1/
Joint UNCTAD/IMO Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Maritime Liens and Mortgages and Related Subjects. - 1986-.

TD/B/IGO/LIST/
UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board. - 1994-.

TD/B/IPC/AC/

TD/B/IPC/BANANAS/

TD/B/IPC/BANANAS/AC/

TD/B/IPC/BAUXITE/

TD/B/IPC/CF/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/IPC/COCOA/

TD/B/IPC/COPPER/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/IPC/COPPER/AC.2/

TD/B/IPC/COPPER/AC/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/IPC/COTTON/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES/

TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES(A)/WG/

TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES(C)/WG/

TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES(SH)/WG/

TD/B/IPC/IRON ORE/

TD/B/IPC/IRON ORE/AC.1/

TD/B/IPC/IRON ORE/AC/

TD/B/IPC/JUTE/

TD/B/IPC/JUTE/WG/
Some documents restricted.

TD/B/IPC/MANGANESE/

TD/B/IPC/MANGANESE/AC/

TD/B/IPC/MEAT/

TD/B/IPC/OILS/
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TD/B/IPC/OILS/AC/

TD/B/IPC/PHOSPHATES/
  Some documents restricted.

TD/B/IPC/RUBBER/

TD/B/IPC/RUBBER/AC/

TD/B/IPC/RUBBER/TF/
  Some documents restricted.

TD/B/IPC/STAT/

TD/B/IPC/TEA/

TD/B/IPC/TEA/AC.1/
  <Symbol not used>

TD/B/IPC/TEA/AC.2/

TD/B/IPC/TEA/AC.3/

TD/B/IPC/TEA/AC/

TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/
  Some documents restricted.

TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.1/

TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.2/

TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.3/

TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.4/

TD/B/ITNC/AC.1/
  UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Working Group of Experts on International Standards of Accounting and Reporting. - 1994-.

TD/B/LDC/AC.1/
  Meeting of Governmental Experts from Landlocked and Transit Developing Countries and Representatives of Donor Countries and Financial and Development Institutions. - 1993-.

TD/B/LDC/AC.2/

TD/B/LDC/GR/

TD/B/NGO/LIST/
  UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board. - List of non-governmental organizations participating in the activities of UNCTAD. - 1995-.

TD/B/RBP/

TD/B/SC.1/

TD/B/SC.2/

TD/B/SC.3/
  Some documents restricted.

TD/B/SC.4/

TD/B/SC.5/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/TDED/</td>
<td>UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board. - Trade Data Elements Directory. - 1990-. Also issued as: &lt;E/ &gt; ECE/TRADE/TDED/.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B(I)/SC... to TD/B(V!!I)/SC...</td>
<td>See: TD/B/SC...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TD/(VIII)/SC.2/

TD/(VIII)/WP/

TD/(IX)/SC.1/

Some documents restricted.

TD/(IX)/SC.2/

TD/(IX)/WP/

TD/(X)/SC.1/

TD/(X)/SC.2/

TD/(X)/WP/

TD/(XI)/SC.1/

TD/(XI)/WP/

Some documents restricted.

TD/(XII)/SC.1/

TD/(XIII)/SC.2/

TD/(XIV)/SC.1/

TD/(XIV)/WP/

TD/(XV)/SC.1/

TD/(XVI)/SC.1/

Some documents restricted.

TD/(XVI)/SC.2/

Some documents restricted.

TD/(XVI)/WP/

TD/(XVII)/SC.1/

Some documents restricted.

TD/(XVII)/SC.2/

Some documents restricted.

TD/(XVIII)/...
<No information available>

TD/(XIX)/WP/

From 1980 issued without the session indication in the symbol: TD/B/WP/.

TD/(XX)/...
<No information available>

TD/(XXI)/...
<No information available>

TD/(XXII)/...
<No information available>

TD/(XXIII)/SC.1/

TD/(XXIV)/SC.1/
|------------------|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
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TD/B/(XXXVII)/SC.1/

TD/B/(XXXVII)/SC.2/

TD/B/(XXXVIII)/SC.1/

TD/B/(XXXVIII)/SC.2/

TD/B/(XXXIX)...
To TD/B/(XLIII)...
See TD/B/39... to TD/B/43...

TD/COCOA.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.1/C.1/
Restricted distribution.

TD/COCOA.1/C.2/
Restricted distribution.

TD/COCOA.1/CONS/
Restricted distribution.

TD/COCOA.1/EX/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.1/EX/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.1/EX/C.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.1/TWG/
Restricted distribution.

TD/COCOA.1/WP.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.1/WP.2/
Restricted distribution.

TD/COCOA.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.2/CONS/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.2/EX/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/SC.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/SC.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C/3/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C/3/TPM/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C/3/TPM/WP/
Restricted distribution.

TD/COCOA.3/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.3/EX/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.3/EX/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.3/EX/C.2/
Some documents restricted.
LIST OF SYMBOLS - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1846-1996

TD/COCOA.3/NEG/
UN Cocoa Conference (1972 : Geneva).
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.4/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.4/EX/C.1/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.4/EX/C.2/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.4/EX/LDG/
Restricted distribution.

TD/COCOA.5/

TD/COCOA.6/

TD/COCOA.7/
Some documents restricted.

TD/COCOA.7/EX/

TD/COCOA.8/

TD/COCOA.8/EX/

TD/COCOA.8/EX/C.1/

TD/COCOA/IC/WG.1/
Restricted distribution.

TD/CODE TOT/

TD/CODE TOT/PM/

TD/CODE.1/
<Symbol not used>

TD/CODE.2/
Conference was resumed in 1991.

TD/CODE.2/C.1/

TD/CODE.2/C.2/

TD/CODE.2/PM /

TD/ CODE/ 

TD/ CODE/C.1/ 

TD/ CODE/C.2/ 
Some documents restricted.

TD/ CODE/C.2/DG.1/ 
Restricted distribution.

TD/ CODE/C.2/DG.2/ 
Restricted distribution.
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TD/CODE/C.3/

TD/CODE/C.3/WG/

TD/CODE/PC/

TD/CODE/PC/WG.I/

TD/CODE/PC/WG.II/

TD/OLIVE OIL.1/
See: E/CONF.19/

TD/OLIVE OIL.2/
See: E/CONF.46/

TD/OLIVE OIL.3/

TD/OLIVE OIL.3/EX/

TD/OLIVE OIL.4/

TD/OLIVE OIL.4/EX/
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TD/OLIVE OIL.5/

TD/OLIVE OIL.5/EX/

TD/OLIVE OIL.6/

TD/OLIVE OIL.6/PREP/

TD/OLIVE OIL.7/

TD/OLIVE OIL.8/

TD/PCM/

TD/PM/

TD/RBP/CONF.1/

TD/RBP/CONF.2/

TD/RBP/CONF.3/

TD/RBP/CONF.4/

TD/RBP/CONF/

TD/RBP/CONF/CONS/

TD/RS/CONF/

TD/RS/CONF/C.1/

TD/RS/CONF/C.2/

TD/RS/CONF/CONS/

TD/RS/CONF/PC/

TD/RUBBER.1/
<Symbol not used>

TD/RUBBER.2/

TD/RUBBER.2/EX/

TD/RUBBER.2/EX/C.3/

TD/RUBBER.3/

TD/RUBBER/EM/

Some documents restricted.
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TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/
Restricted distribution.

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.1/
Restricted distribution.

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.2/
Restricted distribution.

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.3/
Restricted distribution.

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.4/
Restricted distribution.

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.5/
Restricted distribution.

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.2/
Restricted distribution.

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.3/
Restricted distribution.

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.4/
Restricted distribution.

TD/SUGAR.10/1

TD/SUGAR.11/

TD/SUGAR.12/

TD/SYM.P.TE/
Also issued as: <TD/>UNCTAD/SYMP.TE/.

TD/SYM.P.TE/PC/
Name changed in Sept. 1994 to Intergovernmental Meeting of Trade Point Officials and Experts.

<TD/>TAD/INF/PUB/

TD/TIMBER.1/
<Symbol not used>

TD/TIMBER.2/

TD/TIMBER/
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TD/TIMBER/EX/

TD/TIN.1/
See: E/CONF.12/

TD/TIN.2/
See: E/CONF.32/

TD/TIN.3/

TD/TIN.3/C.1/

TD/TIN.3/C.2/

TD/TIN.3/EX/

TD/TIN.4/

TD/TIN.4/C.1/

TD/TIN.4/C.2/

TD/TIN.4/EX/

TD/TIN.5/

TD/TIN.5/EX/

TD/TIN.5/EX/C.1/

TD/TIN.5/EX/C.2/

TD/TIN.6/

TD/TIN.7/

TD/TIN/CONS/

TD/TIN/PM/

TD/TIN/STAT/
UNCTAD. - International tin statistics. - 1991-.

TD/TRANSIT/

TD/TUNGSTEN COM/

TD/TUNGSTEN COM/BIB/

TD/TUNGSTEN COM/STAT/

TD/TUNGSTEN COM/SWP/

TD/TUNGSTEN COM/WG/

<TD/> UNCTAD/
UNCTAD. - 1967-
See also TD/.
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<TD/UNCTAD/>77/MM/
Documents from this meeting are issued by
the UNCTAD Secretariat for the Group of 77.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ADM/
UNCTAD. Administrative Service. - <Lists of
For internal circulation only. - Continued by:
<TD/>UNCTAD/ADM/(1989-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/AP/
UNCTAD. - <Documents on UNCTAD and the UN
Programme of Action for African Economic

<TD/>UNCTAD/MM/77/
Group of 77. Asian Group. Ministerial Meeting
Documents for this meeting are issued by
UNCTAD.- Distribution is restricted.

<TD/>UNCTAD/CA/
UNCTAD. Conference Affairs Service. -
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/CAS/ (1989-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/CA/DOCS/
UNCTAD. Conference Affairs Service. - UNCTAD:

<TD/>UNCTAD/CD/
See also <TD/>UNCTAD/ST/CD/. - Continued by:

<TD/>UNCTAD/CD/CPB/
UNCTAD. Commodities Division. - Monthly

<TD/>UNCTAD/COM/
Continues <TD/>UNCTAD/CD/ (1970-1988). -
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/TC/COM/ (1997-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/DDM/
Some documents restricted. - Continued by:

<TD/>UNCTAD/DMS/
Continues <TD/>UNCTAD/DDM/ (1989-1993). -
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/DMS/ (1995-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/DSD/
UNCTAD. Development Strategies Division. -
1992-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/DSD/SEU/
UNCTAD. Special Economic Unit (Palestinian
- Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/SEU/ (1994-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/DST/
UNCTAD. Division for Science and Technology. -
1985-1996.
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/DST/(1997-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/DTI/
UNCTAD. Division for Transnational
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/DST/(1997-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/
UNCTAD. Division for Economic Cooperation
among Developing Countries. - 1972-.
See also <TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/AC1/.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/AC1/
Meeting of Governmental Experts of Developing
Countries on Economic Cooperation among
Developing Countries (1982 : Geneva). -
Also issued as: <TD/>UNCTAD/ST/ECDC/AC1/.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/PA/
UNCTAD. Division for Economic Cooperation
among Developing Countries and Special
Programmes. Poverty Alleviation Unit. - 1995-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/SEU/
UNCTAD. Special Economic Unit (Palestinian
People). - 1994-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/STO/
See: <TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/TC/STO/.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/TA/
UNCTAD. Division for Economic Cooperation
among Developing Countries. - <Documents on
establishment of multinational enterprises>. -

<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/TC/STO/
UNCTAD. Division for Economic Cooperation
among Developing Countries. - Technical
co-operation among State trading organizations
Some documents carry the symbol <TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/STO/.

<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/
UNCTAD. Executive Direction and Management. - 1988-.
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<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/ATF/
Name changed in 1992 to: UNCTAD. Africa Unit.

<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/ERC/.
UNCTAD. Executive Direction and Management. External Relations, Communications and Publications Service. - 1993-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/JTC/

<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/PDC/

<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/RPS/
UNCTAD. Executive Direction and Management. Research Policy and Support Unit. - 1993-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/SGO/
UNCTAD. Secretary-General's Office. - 1993-1993.

<TD/>UNCTAD/FALPRO/

<TD/>UNCTAD/GDS/
UNCTAD. Division on Globalization and Development Strategies. - 1994-.
Earlier name: Global Interdependence Division.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITD/

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods and Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/INS/

<TD/>UNCTAD/INV/
From year 1977 documents on shipping bear symbol <TD/>UNCTAD/SHIP/.

<TD/>UNCTAD/IRSIR/
Restricted distribution.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCITD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods, Services, and Commodities. - 1996-.
<TD/> UNCTAD/ITD/GSP/
UNCTAD, International Trade Division.
Generalized System of Preferences Section. - 1993-.

<TD/> UNCTAD/ITD/TEC/
UNCTAD, International Trade Programmes.
Technology Programme. - 1992-.

<TD/> UNCTAD/ITP/

<TD/> UNCTAD/ITP/TEC/
UNCTAD, International Trade Programmes.

<TD/> UNCTAD/ITP/TSC/

<TD/> UNCTAD/ITTC/

<TD/> UNCTAD/ITTC/PC/

<TD/> UNCTAD/LA/MM/77/
Documents for this meeting are issued by UNCTAD. Distribution is restricted.

<TD/> UNCTAD/LDC/
UNCTAD, Division for Least Developed, Landlocked and Island Developing Countries. - 1978-.
Earlier name: Special Programme for Least Developed, Land-locked and Island Developing Countries. - See also TD/UNCTAD/ST/LDC/ and TD/UNCTAD/MD/.

<TD/> UNCTAD/LDC/EP/

<TD/> UNCTAD/LDC/GE.1/

<TD/> UNCTAD/LDC/GE.2/

<TD/> UNCTAD/LDC/GE.3/

<TD/> UNCTAD/LEG/
UNCTAD. - 1996-.

<TD/> UNCTAD/LLDC/DDC/

<TD/> UNCTAD/LLDC/SYMP/

<TD/> UNCTAD/MD/
See also TD/UNCTAD/ST/MD/.

<TD/> UNCTAD/MFD/
See also TD/UNCTAD/ST/MFD/.

<TD/> UNCTAD/MFD/TA/
UNCTAD. - Studies on international monetary and financial issues for the developing countries. - 1979-1991.

<TD/> UNCTAD/MTN/
UNCTAD/UNDP Interregional Project on Multilateral Trade Negotiations. - 1974-.
Some documents restricted.

<TD/> UNCTAD/NGLS/
UN. Non-Governmental Liaison Service. - 1988-.
A joint series of the UNCTAD Secretariat and the UN Non-Governmental Liaison Service.

<TD/> UNCTAD/OSG/
UNCTAD, Office of the Secretary-General. - <Memoranda, draft statements, etc.>. - 1970-1998.

<TD/> UNCTAD/OSG/DIP/
UNCTAD, Office of the Secretary-General. - Discussion papers (UNCTAD). - 1984-.

<TD/> UNCTAD/OSG/RP/
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<TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/RS/  

<TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/STUDY/  
UNCTAD. Office of the Secretary-General. - East Asian development: lessons for a new global environment. - 1996.-

<TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/TA/  
UNCTAD. Office of the Secretary-General. - Documents on major issues relating to trade and development within the context of the new international economic order. - 1979-1980.

<TD/>UNCTAD/PA/  
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/PA/ (1995-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/PC/77/VII/  
Documents for the Preparatory Committee of the Group of 77 are issued by UNCTAD. - Distribution is restricted. - 6th Ministerial Meeting will be held in Havana, Cuba.

<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/  
Name of body prior to 1988: Division for Programme Support Services.

<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/ADM/  

<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/CAS/  
UNCTAD. Conference Affairs Service. - 1988-.  

<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/DMS/  
UNCTAD. Data Management Service. - 1996-.  

<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/TOP/  
UNCTAD. Division for Programme Support and Management Services, Technical Cooperation Policy and Coordination Unit. - 1995-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/TCS/  

<TD/>UNCTAD/RBP/TA/  

<TD/>UNCTAD/RD/  
Some documents restricted.

<TD/>UNCTAD/RDP/  

<TD/>UNCTAD/RDP/DFP/  
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/GID/DFP/ (1993-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/RDP/INS/  
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/INS/ (1992-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/RDP/LDC/  
See also <TD/>UNCTAD/LDC/ and <TD/>UNCTAD/ST/LDC/.

<TD/>UNCTAD/RDP/SEU/  

<TD/>UNCTAD/RM/  

<TD/>UNCTAD/RMT/  
UNCTAD. - 1996-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/SDDD/  
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/SDTE/ (1997-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/INS/  

<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/LEG/  
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<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/MT/
UNCTAD, Multimodal Transport and Technological Development Section. - 1993-1996.
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/SDTE/TIB/ (1997-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/PORT/
Continued by: <TD/>UNCTAD/SDTE/TIB/ (1997-####).

<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/SER/
UNCTAD, Services Development Division. Services in General Section. - 1993-1996.

<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/SHIP/

<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/TRN/

<TD/>UNCTAD/SGO/

<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/CD/

<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/ECDC/
UNCTAD, Division for Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries. - 1982-1982.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/MD/
Documents mainly for internal distribution.
Prior to 1971 document symbol recorded as: UNCTAD/ST/MD/. - See also <TD/>UNCTAD/MD/.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/MFD/
See also <TD/>UNCTAD/MFD/.

<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/SEU/

<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/SHIP/
See also <TD/>UNCTAD/SHIP/(1977-1993).

<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/TCS/

<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/TSC/

<TD/>UNCTAD/STAT/PB/

<TD/>UNCTAD/SYWP.TE/
Also issued as: TD/SYMP.TE/.

<TD/>UNCTAD/TAP/
UNCTAD, Technical Cooperation Programme on the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) and on Other Trade Laws and Regulations Directly Affecting Exports of Developing Countries. - 1972-.
Some documents restricted. - Previous series title: Training and advisory services on the generalized system of preferences (Documents on tariff preferences).

<TD/>UNCTAD/TDR/
UNCTAD. - Trade and development report. - 1981-.

<TD/>UNCTAD/TE/
UNCTAD, Secretariat. - <Documents on economic cooperation between developing countries >. - 1970-1977.
Some documents restricted.

<TD/>UNCTAD/TRAIN8/
UNCTAD. - 1994-.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TD/WHEAT.1/</td>
<td>See: E/CONF.20/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/WHEAT.2/</td>
<td>See: E/CONF.30/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/WHEAT.3/</td>
<td>See: E/CONF.38/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM/</td>
<td>Trans-European North-South Motorway Project; 1977-1985.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt;TEM/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERM/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/GENEVA/&gt;TERM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG/P/</td>
<td>UN Thematic Group on Poverty (Namibia); 1960-1960.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIM/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR/STATE/</td>
<td>Conference on Trade Promotion (1st: 1951: Singapore); 1951-1951. For the 2nd Conference, see E/CN.11/TFI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/&gt;ECE/TRADE/... &lt;E/&gt;ESCAP/TRADE/...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE/ARB/&lt;ECE&gt;</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/EC/ECE&gt;/TRADE/ARB/&lt;ECE&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TRADE/TE:

TRADE/TLP:
Restricted distribution.

TRADE/TLP/ACU:
Some documents restricted.

TRADE/TLP/ARB:
Some documents restricted.

TRADE/TLP/TEP:

TRANS/...:
See: E/ECE/TRANS/...<E/ECE/>TRANS/...<E/ESCAP/>TRANS/...

TRANS/AH:

TRANS/RPS:

TRANS/SUB.1/
See: E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.1/

TRANS/SUB.1/AR:

TRANS/SUB.2/...:
See: E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/...

TRANS/SUB.2/AH:
Symbol changed in 1969 to TRANS/AH.

TRANS/SUB.2/LCR:

TRANS/SUB.3/:
See: E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.3/

TRANS/SUB.3/IPWP:

TRANS/WPR:

TRANS/WS/UTT:

TRANS/ZEMIRT:
See: <E/ESCAP/>TRANS/ZEMIRT/

TU/WP:
Notes submitted by the Turkish expert.

TU/WP/AG:
Notes submitted by the Turkish expert.

TWG/M:
Restricted distribution.

UN/GEGN:
See: GEGN/.

UN/SOA/SEMP/PC:

<UN>/SOA/SEM/1/ to <UN>/SOA/SEM/28/ <No information available>

UN/SOA/SEM/29/:

UN/SOA/SEM/30/ <No information available>

UN/SOA/SEM/31/:

UN/SOA/SEM/32/:

UN/SOA/SEM/33/:
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UN/SOA/SEM/34/

UN/SOA/SEM/35/

UN/SOA/SEM/36/

UN/SOA/SEM/37/

UN/SOA/SEM/38/ to UN/SOA/SEM/39/
<No information available>

UN/SOA/SEM/40/ to UN/SOA/SEM/41/
See: <ST/>SOA/SEM/40/ to <ST/>SOA/SEM/41/

UN/SOA/SEM/42/

UN/SOA/SEM/43/

UN/SOA/SEM/44/

UN/SOA/SEM/45/

UN/SOA/SEM/46/

UN/SOA/SEM/47/

UN/SOA/SEM/48/
See: <ST/>SOA/SEM/48/

UN/SOA/SEM/49/

UN/SOA/SEM/50/

UN/SOA/SEM/51/

UN/SOA/SEM/52/

UN/SOA/SEM/53/

UN/SOA/SEM/54/

UN/SOA/SEM/55/
See: <ST/>SOA/SEM/55/

UN/SOA/SEM/56/

UN/SOA/SEM/57/

UN/SOA/SEM/58/

UN/SOA/SEM/59/

UN/SOA/SEM/60/

UN/SOA/SEM/61/

UN/SOA/SEM/62/
<Symbols not used>
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UN/SDA/SEM/63/
See: <ST>/SOA/SEM/63/

UN/SDA/SEM/64/
<No information available>

UN/SDA/SEM/65/
See: <ST>/SOA/SEM/65/

UN/SDA/WG/1/
<Symbol not used>

UN/SDA/WG/2/
UN Working Group on Social Demography. - 1968.-

UNSAFE/
Not a document series symbol used as part of DHL call no.

UNAFRI/
Not a document series symbol used as a sorting device.

UNAVEM/
UN Angola Verification Mission. - 1995-.
Not a document series symbol used as a sorting device.

UNCHS/LIB/
See: <HS>/UNCHS/LIB/

UNCTAL/
<Symbol not used>

UNCTAL/I/
Restricted distribution.

UNCTAL/II/
Restricted distribution.

UNCTAL/III/
See: <A/CONF.147>/UNCTAL/III/

UNCTAD/
UN Centre for Regional Development. - 1991-
See also ST/ESA/OTC/CRD/.

UNCTAD/...
See: <TD>/UNCTAD/...

<UNCTAD>/ICSG
See: ICSG/
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UNDPE/ADM/PS/  
UNDP. - <Information circulars on appointments and staff changes>. - 1972-197?

UNDPE/ADM/POST/(country)/  
UNDP. - <Reports on living conditions in various countries>. - 1972-1976.  
Previous symbol DP/POST/(country)/ (1966-1972); - Symbol changed in 1977 to UNDP/RR/POST/(country)/. - Restricted distribution.

UNDPE/ADM/SW/  
UNDP. - <Staff movements>. - 1972-197?

UNDPE/ADM/ST/  
From 1975 included in Annex VI of CFO (Country Field Office Information).

UNDPE/CONTRIB/  
UNDP. - <Statements of contributions pledged and paid or outstanding>. - 1972-1974.  

UNDPE/DSIS/  
Symbol changed in 1974 to UNDP/CERI/.

UNDPE/MEETINGS/  
UNDP. - <Regional meetings of UNDP resident representatives>. - 1972-197?  
Some documents restricted.

UNDPE/MIS/  
Documents for distribution at field offices are issued in the series UNDP/MIS/FIELD/ and documents for distribution at Headquarters in the series UNDP/MIS/HQTRS/. - See also UNDP/PP/MIS/.

UNDPE/MIS/PAS/  
UNDP. Management Information Service. - Programme analytical statistics. - 1974-1977?

UNDPE/MIS/Series A/  
See: <DP> UNDP/MIS/Series A/  

UNDPE/MIS/Series B/  

UNDPE/MIS/Series C/  

UNDPE/OERI/  
Documents for distribution at field offices are issued in the series UNDP/OERI/FIELD/ and documents for distribution at Headquarters in the series UNDP/OERI/HQTRS/. - Previous symbol UNDP/DSIS/ (1972-1974).

UNDPE/OFM/  
UNDP. - Operational and financial manual (UNDP). - 1972-197?

UNDPE/PP/AP/  

UNDPE/PP/MIS/  
UNDP. Management Information Service. - <Circulars emanating from the Management Information Service, BPCPP on reports, information, etc.>. - 1972-1974.  
See also UNDP/MIS/.

UNDPE/PROG/  
UNDP. - <Circulars for giving information and/or requesting action on ad hoc programme/project matters not covered by UNDP/OFM series>. - 1972-197?  
Circulars for distribution at field offices are issued in the series UNDP/PROG/FIELD/ and circulars for distribution at Headquarters in the series UNDP/PROG/HQTRS/.

UNDPE/PROG/XR/  
Superseded by CFO (Country Field Office Information) exchange rate. - Restricted distribution.

UNDPE/PS/  
UNDP. Bureau for Programme Coordination and Policy Planning. - <Policy statements issued by Bureau for Programme Coordination and Policy Planning>. - 1972-1977?

UNDPE/RR/POST/(country)/  
UNDP. - <Reports on living conditions in various countries>. - 1977-197?  

UNDPE/UNV/  
See: DP/UNV/
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UNDRO/ 
Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator. - 1976-.

UNDRO/ERS/ 

UNEP Report/ 
UNEP. - <Various titles>. - 1977-197?

UNEP/ 
UNEP. - 1973-.

UNEP/BC/ 

UNEP/Bio.Div/ 

UNEP/Bio.Div/WG.2/ 

UNEP/CBD/ 

<UNEP/>CCD/ 
UN Convention to Combat Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, particularly in Africa (1994). - 1995-.

UNEP/CEP/ 
UNEP. - 1989-.

UNEP/CEPAL/IG.24/ 
See also UNEP/AG.27/(1981).

UNEP/CEPAL/WG.48/ 

UNEP/CHW.1/WG.1/ 
See also UNEP/CHW/WG.1/.

UNEP/CHW/WG.4/ 

UNEP/CMS/ 

UNEP/CONF.1/ 
Some documents restricted.

UNEP/CONF/ 

UNEP/CONF/TERM/ 
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<UNEP/> DESCON/

UNEP/ECB/
Restricted distribution.

<UNEP/> GC.10/SC.I/

UNEP/GC/
UNEP, Governing Council. - 1973-.

UNEP/GC/10/SC.II/

UNEP/GC/11/SC.I/

UNEP/GC/11/SC.II/

UNEP/GC/IIPC/
UNEP, Intergovernmental Inter-sessional Preparatory Committee on the Environmental Perspective to the Year 2000 and Beyond. - 1985-1985.

<UNEP/GEMS/> Global Environment Monitoring System. - 1987-.
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no.

UNEP/GRID/
UNEP. - 1993-.
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no.

UNEP/IE/
UNEP, Industry and Environment. - 1992-.

UNEP/IE/PAC/
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no.

UNEP/IE/TCC/
UNEP, International Environmental Technology Centre. - 1994-.
Not a document series symbol; used as part of DHL call no.

UNEP/IG.1/

UNEP/IG.2/

UNEP/IG.3/

UNEP/IG.4/
Some documents restricted.

UNEP/IG.5/
Some documents restricted.

UNEP/IG.6/

UNEP/IG.7/
Some documents restricted.

UNEP/IG.8/

UNEP/IG.9/
Some documents restricted.

UNEP/IG.10/

UNEP/IG.11/
Restricted distribution.
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UNEP/IG.12/

UNEP/IG.13/

UNEP/IG.14/

UNEP/IG.15/

UNEP/IG.16/

UNEP/IG.17/

UNEP/IG.18/

UNEP/IG.19/

UNEP/IG.20/

UNEP/IG.21/

UNEP/IG.22/

UNEP/IG.23/

UNEP/IG.24/
See: UNEP/CAPAL/IG.24/

UNEP/IG.25/

UNEP/IG.26/

UNEP/IG.27/

UNEP/IG.28/

UNEP/IG.29/

UNEP/IG.30/

UNEP/IG.31/

UNEP/IG.32/

UNEP/IG.33/

UNEP/IG.34/

UNEP/IG.35/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Series</th>
<th>Title and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/IPCC/</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. - 1987-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/IRPTC/</td>
<td>International Register of Potentially Toxic Chemicals. - 1984-.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/LIB/SER.C/</td>
<td>UNEP, Library and Documentation Centre. - UNEP documents. Series C. - 1974-.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This symbol is not used. - Documents issued under this symbol were corrected to read UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.I/.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/PIC/WG.1/</td>
<td>&lt;No Information available&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNEP/ROLAC/&gt;</td>
<td>UNEP. Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean. - 1987-1996.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not a document series symbol; used as a part of DHL call number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPREP is jointly funded by ESCAP, UNEP, South Pacific Bureau for Economic Cooperation and South Pacific Commission. - Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some documents restricted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some documents restricted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some documents restricted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some documents restricted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| UNEP/WG.48/ | See: UNEP/CEPAL/WG.48/ |
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UNEP/WG.66/

UNEP/WG.66/

UNEP/WG.67/

UNEP/WG.68/

UNEP/WG.69/

UNEP/WG.70/

UNEP/WG.71/

UNEP/WG.72/

UNEP/WG.73/

UNEP/WG.74/

UNEP/WG.75/

UNEP/WG.76/

UNEP/WG.77/

UNEP/WG.78/

UNEP/WG.79/

UNEP/WG.80/

UNEP/WG.81/

UNEP/WG.82/

UNEP/WG.83/

UNEP/WG.84/

UNEP/WG.85/

UNEP/WG.86/

UNEP/WG.87/
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UNEP/WG.88/

UNEP/WG.89/

UNEP/WG.90/

UNEP/WG.91/

UNEP/WG.92/

UNEP/WG.93/

UNEP/WG.94/
Documents from the 2nd sess. issued as: UNEP/WG.78/. Documents from the 4th sess. issued as UNEP/WG.110/.

UNEP/WG.95/

UNEP/WG.96/

UNEP/WG.97/

UNEP/WG.98/

UNEP/WG.99/

UNEP/WG.100/

UNEP/WG.101/

UNEP/WG.102/

UNEP/WG.103/

UNEP/WG.104/

UNEP/WG.105/

UNEP/WG.106/

UNEP/WG.107/

UNEP/WG.108/

UNEP/WG.109/

UNEP/WG.110/

UNEP/WG.111/
Documents from the 3rd sess. issued as UNEP/WG.84/.
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UNEP/WG.111/

UNEP/WG.112/ to UNEP/WG.113/
<No information available>

UNEP/WG.114/

UNEP/WG.115/

UNEP/WG.116/

UNEP/WG.117/

UNEP/WG.118/

UNEP/WG.119/ to UNEP/WG.121/
<No information available>

UNEP/WG.122/

UNEP/WG.123/ to UNEP/WG.146/
<No information available>

UNEP/WG.147/

UNEP/WG.148/ to UNEP/WG.150/
<No information available>

UNEP/WG.151/

UNEP/WG.152/

UNEP/WG.153/ to UNEP/WG.154/
<No information available>

UNEP/WG.155/

UNEP/WG.156/ to UNEP/WG.166/
<No information available>

UNEP/WG.167/

UNEP/WG.168/ to UNEP/WG.171/
<No information available>

UNEP/WG.172/

UNEP/WG.173/ to UNEP/WG.181/
<No information available>

UNEP/WG.182/

UNEP/WG.183/ to UNEP/WG.189/
<No information available>

UNEP/WG.190/
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UNESCO/
See: <ST/DPI/FRESS/>UNESCO/

UNESCO/CES/AC.23/
Joint Meeting on Statistics of Education. - 1975-1977
Also issued as: <E/ECE/>CES/AC.23/.

UNESCO/CES/AC.44/
Joint ECE/Unesco Meeting on Cultural Statistics. - 1974-1977
Also issued as: <E/ECE/>CES/AC.44/.

UNETPSA/

UNIC/
See: <ST/DPI/>UNIC/

<UNICRI/>
UN Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute. - 1989-
Succeeds the UN Social Defence Research Institute. - Not a document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

UNIDIR/
UN Institute for Disarmament Research. - 1980-

<UNIDO>/

UNIDO/...
See: <ID/>UNIDO/...

UNIDO/GC/

UNIDO/GC/CONF.1/

<UNIDO>/ID/
For documents published after Aug. 1986 by the UNIDO Secretariat. - See also ID/.

<UNIDO>/ID/SER.G/

<UNIDO>/ID/WG.1/ to <UNIDO>/ID/WG.449/
See: ID/WG.1/ to ID/WG.149/
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**UNIDO/IS/**
Documents published prior to Aug. 1985 use <ID/>UNIDO/IS/.

**UNIDO/IS/**
See <ID/>UNIDO/IS/.

**UNIDO/PBC/**

**<UNIDO/>PI/**
Before Sept. 1985 see <ID/>PI/.

**<UNIFEM/>**
UN Development Fund for Women. - 1994-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

**<UNIFIL/>**
UN Interim Force in Lebanon. - 1985-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

**<UNIS/>**
UN International School. - 1993-.
Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

**UNITAR/**
UNITAR. - 1965-.

**UNITAR/BT/**
UNITAR. Board of Trustees. - 1965-1989.
Restricted distribution.

**UNITAR/BT/ATC/**
Restricted distribution.

**UNITAR/BT/RC/**
Restricted distribution.

**UNITAR/CEESTEM/WFUNA/**

**UNITAR/CR/**
UNITAR. - Conference reports [UNITAR]. - 1972-.
Also issued as UN sales publication.

**UNITAR/DS/**
Some documents restricted.

**UNITAR/EUR.1/** to **UNITAR/EUR.2/**
<No information available>

**UNITAR/EUR.3/**
Restricted distribution.

**UNITAR/EUR.72/SC/**
UN Staff College (Proposed). - 1972-1972.

**UNITAR/EUR.72/Stud. I/**

**UNITAR/EUR.75/SEM.4/**
Documents issued in French only.

**UNITAR/EUR/**
UNITAR. European Office. - 198?-.

**UNITAR/EUR:PTP/**

**UNITAR/EUR:SEM.1/**
Restricted distribution.

**UNITAR/EUR:SEM.2/**

**UNITAR/EX/**
Restricted distribution from 1966.

**UNITAR/FS/**
Also issued as UN sales publication.

**UNITAR/FSG/**
Restricted distribution.

**UNITAR/LS/**
Also issued as UN sales publication.

**UNITAR/MA/Man/**
UNITAR. - <Training manuals>. - 1974-.
Also issued as UN sales publication.

**UNITAR/PS/**
UNITAR. - <Peaceful settlement study>. - 1971-.
Previous series title: Peaceful settlement series. Also issued as UN sales publication.
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<UNU/> EP/
UN University. - Extended publication (UN University). - 1987-1990.
- Does not originate from a UN University programme or project.

<UNU/> EURP/
UN University. - European perspectives. - 1988-.

<UNU/> FEN/
Food-Energy Nexus Programme. - 1983-.

<UNU/> GRIM/
Global Impact of Human Migration. - 1992-.

<UNU/> GLDB/
UN University. Global Learning Division. - 1984-.

<UNU/> HDGC/
UN University. Human Dimensions of Global Change Programme. - 1993-.

<UNU/> HGA/
UN University. - 1990-.

<UNU/> HRSTD/
UN University. - Human Rights and Scientific and Technological Development. - 1990-.

<UNU/> HSDB/
UN University. - Human and social development book. - 1987-.
- Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<UNU/> HSDR/
UN University. Human and Social Development Programme. - 1980-.

<UNU/> HSDR/GPID/
UN University. Project on Goals, Processes and Indicators of Development. - 1979-1983.

<UNU/> HSDR/UE/

<UNU/> HSDR/RD/

<UNU/> HSDR/SCA/

<UNU/> HSDR/STT/

UNURAS/
UN University. Institute of Advanced Studies. - 1997-.
- Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<UNU/> INTECH/
UN University. Institute for New Technologies. - 1991-.

<UNU/> LAP/
- Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<UNU/> NIAS/

<UNU/> NRTS/

<UNU/> PGT/
- Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

<UNU/> PRS/
UN University. - Studies on peace and regional security. - 1987-1990.

<UNU/> SSS/
UN University. - 1997-.

UNU/TWWD/

<UNU/> UNUP/
UN University. - <Publications>. - 1972-.

<UNU/> WHFNB/
UN University. World Hunger Programme. - Food and nutrition bulletin. - 1978-.

<UNU/> WHTR/
UN University. World Hunger Programme. - Food and nutrition bulletin, Supplement. - 1979-.

<UNU/> WIDER/
World Institute for Development Economics Research. - 1985-.
- Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.

UNUP/
See: <UNU/> UNUP/

UNV...
See: DP/UNV...

<DP/> UNV...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNWG/</td>
<td>UN Women's Guild. - 1895-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not a UN document series symbol; used as a sorting device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP/</td>
<td>See: &lt;A/CONF.100/&gt;UP/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPU/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;UPU/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER POLL/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt;WATER POLL/...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER/...</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/&gt;ECE/WATER/...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAA/ECE/RPM/</td>
<td>See: &lt;E/ECE/&gt;WAA/ECE/RPM/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP/</td>
<td>World Food Programme. - 1963-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP/CFA/</td>
<td>World Food Programme, Committee on Food Aid Policies and Programmes. - 1976-1996.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP/EB/</td>
<td>World Food Programme, Executive Board. - 1996-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP/IGC/</td>
<td>Some documents bear symbol IGC/. - Later title and symbol: Committee on Food Aid Policies and Programmes, WFP/CFA/ (1976-####).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP/SCP/</td>
<td>Prior to Jan. 1994 document symbol recorded as: WFP/SCP/. - Previous symbol WFP/SCP/.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG/RS</td>
<td>See: &lt;A/AC.105/C.2/&gt;WG/RS/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIGAP/</td>
<td>See: &lt;A/&gt;WIGAP/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIGFS/</td>
<td>See: &lt;A/&gt;WIGFS/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIGUNS/</td>
<td>See: &lt;A/&gt;WIGUNS/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHFNB/</td>
<td>See: &lt;UNU/&gt;WHFNB/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHTR/</td>
<td>See: &lt;UNU/&gt;WHTR/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOM/</td>
<td>See: &lt;ST/DPI/PRESS/&gt;WOM/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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WRD/PTC.1/
Later title: WMO/ESCAP Panel on Tropical Cyclones.

WRD/PTC.2/

WRD/SDA/

WRD/SWRM/

WRD/TC.1/

WRD/TC.2/

WRD/TC.3/

WRD/TC.4/

WRD/TC.5/

WRD/TC.6/

WRD/TC.7/

WRD/TC.8/

WRD/TC.9/

WRD/TC.10/

WRD/TC/
See: <E/ESCAP/>WRD/TC/

WRD/TYPM/

WRD/WGWC/

WRD/WGWRP/

YU/WP/
Notes submitted by Yugoslav expert.

YU/WP/AG/
Notes submitted by Yugoslav expert.

77/MM/
See: <TD/UNCTAD/>77/MM/
Subject Index
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ABACA.
TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES(A)/WG/

ABSTRACTS.
<ID/>UNIDO/LIB/SER.B/
<UNU/>NRAS/

ACCESS TO THE SEA.
See also: LANDLOCKED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
TRANSIT
A/CONF.13/C.5/

ACCESSIONS LISTS.
See also: LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.B/
E/ECWA/LIB/CUM/
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.E/
ST/ESCAP/SER.E/
ST/LIB/SER.K/
UNEP/LIB/SER.A/

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION.
A/AC.107/

ACCIDENT PREVENTION.
See also: INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
<TIME>/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/
<TIME>/EFC/WP.2/GRSG/
LOG/WP.4/

ACCIDENTS.
<TIME>/EFC/WP.1/SEM.6/

ACCOUNTING-EUROPE.
<FAO/>EC/CEB/ESS/85/SEM.1/

ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING.
E/C.10/AC.1/
E/C.10/AC.3/
TD/B/ITNC/AC.1/
UNEP/WG.85/

ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME.
See: AIDS

ACTION PLAN FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN BASIN (1975).
See also: MEDITERRANEAN REGION
UNEP/PG.11/
UNEP/WG.101/

AD HOC MEETING ON INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION (1980:
PLOVDIV, BULGARIA).
See also: INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION
.Transfer/AC.13/

AD HOC MEETING ON INFORMATION RELATING TO TRADE
See also: TRADE INFORMATION
.Transfer/AC.13/

ADMINISTRATION.
A/AC.109/SC.5/
See also: PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
A/AC.68/
A/Administrative Circular/
A/C.5/
A/C.5/<sess.>/
ACC/
ACC/1980/OPP/
ACC/1980/PER/
ACC/1980/PG/
ACC/1980/St/
ACC/1981/OPP/
ACC/1981/PER/
ACC/1981/PG/
ACC/1981/St/
ACC/1982/OPP/
ACC/1982/PER/
ACC/1982/PG/
ACC/1982/St/
ACC/1983/OPP/
ACC/1983/PER/
ACC/1983/PG/
ACC/1983/St/
ACC/1984/OPP/
ACC/1984/PER/
ACC/1984/PG/
ACC/1984/St/
ACC/1985/OPP/
ACC/1985/PG/
ACC/1985/St/
ACC/1986/OPP/
ACC/1986/PG/
ACC/1986/St/
ACC/1987/OPP/
ACC/1987/PG/
ACC/1987/St/
ACC/1988/OPP/
ACC/1988/PG/
ACC/1988/St/
ACC/1989/OPP/
ACC/1989/PG/
ACC/1989/St/
<br/>CCAO/
<br/>COORDINATION/
Administrative Circular/
All/
DP/CM/
DP/GAFM/
E/CONF.22/C.2/
E/CONF.27/C.1/
E/CONF.32/C.1/
E/CONF.37/C.2/
E/CONF.37/C.2/NP.1/
E/CONF.37/C.2/NP.2/
E/CONF.37/C.2/NP.3/
E/CONF.37/C.2/NP.4/
E/CONF.38/C.2/
E/CONF.42/C.2/
E/CONF.42/NP.1/
E/CONF.46/NP.2/
E/CONF.49/C.2/
PA/PE/
PC/AB/
PC/GA/
ST/CONF/130/
<TIME>/UNCTAD/EDM/SGO/

ADMINISTRATION-AFRICA.
E/CN.14/UAP/AF.2/

-319-
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.
See also: INTERNATIONAL COURTS
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1995/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1996/WG.1/

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTS.
DP/SF/CM/
DP/TA/CM/

ADMINISTRATIVE COURTS AND TRIBUNALS.
ST/LEG/SER.C/

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE.
A/AC.12/
A/AC.30/
A/AC.104/
ST/AFM/SS/

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM.
See also: ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
A/AC.179/

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ECAFAP/TN/
FA/Sam/ARD/

ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY ALERT SYSTEM.
ST/STD/ATAS/

ADVISORY OPINIONS.
See also: ICJ
ST/LEG/SER.F/

ADVISORY SERVICES.
See also: TECHNICAL COOPERATION
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.2/
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.3/
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.4/
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.6/
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.7/
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.8/
E/CN.14/WA/EC/ACT/
E/ECA/MRA/G/
< E/CEC/IND/AC.3/ /
ID/WG.6/
ST/SG/AC.1/
TD/B/ASTD/
TD/B/ASTF/

ADVISORY SERVICES--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/AD/RIASCF/

AERIAL SURVEYS--ASIA.
ISNR/AS/

AERONAUTICAL CHARTS.
See also: NAUTICAL CHARTS
E/CONF.38/C.4/

AFGHANISTAN--ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE.
< ST/ SG/CONF.3/
UNOCA/

AFGHANISTAN--HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
< ST/ SG/CONF.3/
UNOCA/
UNOCHA/

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION.
< ST/DPI/PRESS>AFG/

AFRICA.
See also: CENTRAL AFRICA
EAST AFRICA
ENGLISH-SPEAKING AFRICA
FRENCH-SPEAKING AFRICA
INDIAN OCEAN REGION
MEDITERRANEAN REGION
NORTH AFRICA
SOUTHERN AFRICA
UN. ECA
WEST AFRICA
E/CN.14/BRW.1/
E/CN.14/LIB/SSR/
< ST/OEG/
< ST/ SG/CONF.2/
< UNU/ AFP/

AFRICA--ADMINISTRATION.
E/CN.14/UPA/C.2/

AFRICA--AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.14/AGREB/

AFRICA--AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS.
E/CN.14/AGREB/

AFRICA--BUDGETING.
E/CN.14/BD/

AFRICA--BUILDING MATERIALS.
ID/WG.81/

AFRICA--CAPITAL FORMATION.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/CF/

AFRICA--CARTOGRAPHY.
E/CN.14/CART/
< E/CONF.43/
< E/ECA/CART/
E/ECA/IND/CART/

AFRICA--CENTRAL BANKS.
E/CN.14/WP.2/

AFRICA--CHILD NEEDS.
E/ICEF/AFM/

AFRICA--CHILD WELFARE.
E/CN.14/FCW/
E/ICEF/AFM/
E/ICEF/NGO/WS/

AFRICA--COMMODITY PRICES.
E/CN.14/STC/CS/

AFRICA--COMMUNICATIONS.
A/CONF.69/
E/ECA/TCO/

AFRICA--COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.14/AC.1/
E/CN.14/FCW/
E/CN.14/SWCD/

AFRICA--COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
< E/> ECA/MULPOC/(country)
AFRICA—CRIME PREVENTION.  UNAFRI/
AFRICA—DECOLONIZATION.  A/AC.109/SC.2/
AFRICA—DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH.  IFORD/
AFRICA—DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS.  ECA/POP/TP/
AFRICA—DEMOGRAPHY.  E/CN.14/CAD.1/
AFRICA—DESECTIFICATION.  A/AC.241/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT.  A/AC.231/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.  A/AC.251/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT BANKS.  E/ESCWA/DPD/87/WG.1/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT PERSONNEL.  E/ECA/TPCW/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT PLANNING.  E/CN.14/CAD.3/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT POLICY.  E/CN.14/CAD.2/
AFRICA—DISASTER RELIEF.  E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.2/
AFRICA—DOCUMENTATION.  ST/TPA/PADIS-MAN/
AFRICA—DRUG CONTROL.  MNAR/
AFRICA—ECONOMETRIC MODELS.  E/ESCWA/DPD/87/WG.1/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.  A/AC.229/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC COOPERATION.  E/UNSC/ECOM.4/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.  E/CN.14/EC0/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.  E/ECA/ATRCW/RC/WD/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC POLICY.  <E> ECA/CERAD/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS.  E/CN.14/ERS/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC RESEARCH.  E/ECA/SERP/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC STATISTICS.  E/CN.14/SEIB/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.  A/AC.251/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT BANKS.  E/ESCWA/DPD/87/WG.1/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT PERSONNEL.  E/ECA/TPCW/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT PLANNING.  E/CN.14/CAD.3/
AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT POLICY.  E/CN.14/CAD.2/
AFRICA—DISASTER RELIEF.  E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.2/
AFRICA—DOCUMENTATION.  ST/TPA/PADIS-MAN/
AFRICA—DRUG CONTROL.  MNAR/
AFRICA—ECONOMETRIC MODELS.  E/ESCWA/DPD/87/WG.1/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.  A/AC.229/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC COOPERATION.  E/UNSC/ECOM.4/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.  E/CN.14/EC0/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.  E/ECA/ATRCW/RC/WD/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC POLICY.  <E> ECA/CERAD/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS.  E/CN.14/ERS/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC RESEARCH.  E/ECA/SERP/
AFRICA—ECONOMIC STATISTICS.  E/CN.14/SEIB/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Series Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ECONOMIC SURVEYS.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/ERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ELECTRIC POWER.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/EP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ENERGY PLANNING.</td>
<td>E/ECN.14/NRD/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ENERGY RESOURCES.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/EP/E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ENVIRONMENT.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/NRD/HENV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION.</td>
<td>UNEP/WG.21/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT.</td>
<td>E/ECN.14/ECU/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.</td>
<td>UNEP/WG.115/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.</td>
<td>E/ECA/HUS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-EXTERNAL DEBT.</td>
<td>ID/WG.439/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FAMILY WELFARE.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/FCW/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FERTILITY.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/STAT/FSE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FINANCE.</td>
<td>E/ECA/TRADE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FISCAL POLICY.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/FSC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FOOD CONSUMPTION.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/CAS.3/FC3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FOREIGN TRADE.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/CAS.2/TRAD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FISCAL POLICY.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/STAT/Ser.A/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-HIGHER EDUCATION.</td>
<td>E/ECN.14/AAU/ED/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FOOD CONSUMPTION.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/CAS.2/ENQ/&lt;1981&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FOREIGN TRADE.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/CAS.3/TRAD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-HIGHER EDUCATION.</td>
<td>E/ECN.14/STAT/Ser.C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS.</td>
<td>E/ECN.14/SM/ST/ECN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-HOUSING.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/HOU/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-HOUSING CENSUSES.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/CAS.4/CPH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ENERGY PLANNING.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/CPH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION.</td>
<td>E/ECN.14/ECU/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FAMILY WELFARE.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/FCW/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-FOREIGN TRADE.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/STAT/FSE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-HIGHER EDUCATION.</td>
<td>E/ECN.14/AAU/ED/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA-HOUSING.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/HOU/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AFRICA--INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION.
ID/WG.66/

AFRICA--INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.
ID/WG.204/

AFRICA--INDUSTRIAL SERVICES.
ID/WG.1/
ID/WG.204/

AFRICA--INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS.
E/CN.14/CAS.2/ENO/<1982>
E/CN.14/CAS.5/STAT/<1969>

AFRICA--INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY.
ID/WG.332/

AFRICA--INDUSTRY.
E/CN.14/INR/
E/ECA/INR/

AFRICA--INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
E/ECA/PADIS/DEVSIS-AFRICA/
ST/ECA/PADIS/
ST/ECA/PADIS-DEV/

AFRICA--INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
DP/RAF/

AFRICA--INTERNATIONAL FINANCE.
ST/ECA/WP.1/

AFRICA--INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
E/CN.14/ATC/
E/CN.14/STAT/Ser.B/
E/CN.14/NPR.1/
E/ECA/ATC/
E/ECA/OAU/TRADE/
ST/ECA/ATC/
ST/ECA/WP.1/

AFRICA--IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.
ST/ECA/INR/

AFRICA--LABOUR STATISTICS.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/LS/
E/CN.14/CAS.5/LS/

AFRICA--LAW ENFORCEMENT.
UNDCP/HON/LAF/

AFRICA--LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
E/ECA/DCs/
E/ECA/DCs/6/EXP/
ID/WG.144/
ID/WG.222/
ID/WG.280/
ST/ECA/DCs/
TD/B/43/SC.1/

AFRICA--LEATHER GOODS.
ID/WG.79/

AFRICA--LEATHER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.79/

AFRICA--LIBRARIES.
E/ECA/LIB/

AFRICA--LIVESTOCK.
E/ECA/JEFAD/LS/

AFRICA--LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
E/CN.14/URP/C.4/

AFRICA--MANAGEMENT.
E/ECA/PAMM/PA/

AFRICA--MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.14/URP/C.3/
E/CN.14/WP.6/

AFRICA--MANPOWER PLANNING.
E/ECA/PAMM/HRP/

AFRICA--MIGRATION.
E/ECA/PHSD/IOM/

AFRICA--METALWORKING INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.263/

AFRICA--MINERAL RESOURCES.
E/ECA/NRD/SRCDUMRA/

AFRICA--MINERAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
E/ECA/NRD/MRUD/

AFRICA--MINING.
E/ECA/NRD/MRUD/

AFRICA--MONETARY POLICY.
E/CN.14/WT.2/
E/ECA/TRADE/

AFRICA--NATIONAL ACCOUNTS.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/NAC/
E/CN.14/NAC/
E/ECA/STAT/TC.NAC/

AFRICA--NATURAL RESOURCES.
E/CN.14/NRD/
E/ECA/NRD/
<ST/ECA/NRD/>

AFRICA--PAYMENTS UNIONS.
E/CN.14/APU/
E/CN.14/STC/APU/

AFRICA--PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.
E/CN.14/URP/C.3/

AFRICA--POPULATION.
E/CN.9/CONF.3/
E/CN.14/POP/
E/ECA/POP/
E/ECA/POP/TP/
E/ECA/SER.A/
<ST/ECA/SER.A/>

AFRICA--POPULATION CENSUSES.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/CPH/
E/CN.14/CAS.5/CPH/
E/CN.14/CPH/
E/ECA/CPH/
AFRICA—POPULATION PROGRAMMES.
E/CN.14/STAT/FSE/

AFRICA—PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS.
ID/WG.122/

AFRICA—PRICE STABILIZATION.
E/CN.14/STC/CS/

AFRICA—PRICES.
< E/ECA/> SPS/

AFRICA—PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.
AAPAM/
E/CN.14/UAP/
E/CN.14/UAP/C.1/
E/CN.14/UAP/C.4/
E/eca/PAMM/
E/ECA/PHSD/

AFRICA—PUBLIC ENTERPRISES.
E/CN.14/ECOP/
< E/ECA/> PAMM/PA/

AFRICA—PUBLIC FINANCE.
E/CN.14/UAP/C.2/

AFRICA—PURCHASING.
E/CN.14/APSA/
E/CN.14/AFSO/

AFRICA—QUALITY CONTROL.
ID/WG.100/

AFRICA—QUALITY OF LIFE.
< E/ECA/> SAP/

AFRICA—RADIO PROGRAMMES.
< E/> ECA/RAFI/

AFRICA—RECONSTRUCTION.
E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.3/

AFRICA—REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.
A/CONF.106/
A/CONF.128/
AFR/REF/CONF.1967/

AFRICA—REFUGEE PROTECTION.
AFR/REF/CONF.1967/

AFRICA—REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/ECA/MRAG/

AFRICA—REGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
CP/RAFI/

AFRICA—REMOTE SENSING.
E/ECA/NRD/REMS/
ST/ECA/NRD/REMS/

AFRICA—RESEARCH.
< E/ECA/> ACARTSOD/

AFRICA—RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.
< E/ECA/> JEFAD/LS/

AFRICA—RESOURCES EXPLORATION.
E/CN.14/NRT/

AFRICA—RURAL AREAS.
< E/> ECA/KAF/

AFRICA—RURAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/ECA/SDA/IRD/

AFRICA—SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
< E/> ECA/NRD/CESTD/
E/ECA/NRD/STS/
< E/> ECA/STS/

AFRICA—SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PLANNING.
E/CN.14/ACTT/

AFRICA—SCIENCE EDUCATION.
E/CN.14/NRT/

AFRICA—SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.14/
E/CN.14/AMSA/II/
E/CN.14/C.2/
E/CN.14/ESD/
E/CN.14/SDP/
E/ECA/
< E/ECA/> ACARTSOD/
E/ECA/CM/
E/ECA/ECM/
E/ECA/PHSD/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECA/

AFRICA—SOCIAL INTEGRATION.
E/CN.14/SDP/

AFRICA—SOCIAL RESEARCH.
E/ECA/SERP/

AFRICA—SOCIAL WELFARE.
E/CN.14/SW/
E/CN.14/SWCD/
E/CN.14/SWS/
E/CN.14/SWSA/

AFRICA—SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION.
E/CN.14/SWTA/

AFRICA—SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS.
ST/ECA/STAT/SEI/

AFRICA—SOLAR ENERGY.
E/ECA/NRD/ARCSE/
ST/ECA/NRD/E/

AFRICA—STANDARDIZATION.
< E/ECA/> ARSO/Council/

AFRICA—STATISTICS.
E/CN.14/CAS.3/
E/CN.14/CAS.3/BP/
E/CN.14/CAS.4/
E/CN.14/CAS.4/BP/
E/CN.14/CAS.4/DEV/
E/CN.14/CAS.4/DTC/
E/CN.14/CAS.5/
E/CN.14/CAS.6/
E/CN.14/CAS.7/
E/CN.14/CAS.8/
E/CN.14/CAS.9/
E/CN.14/PSD/
E/CN.14/SIB/

AFRICA—STANDARDIZATION.
< E/ECA/> ARSO/Council/
AFRICA--TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/DTI/1
E/CN.14/IDEP/1
< E/ECA/>PAMM/AHTTR/GC/
< E/ECA/>PAMM/AHTTR/PLEN/
ID/WG.1/

AFRICA--TRAINING PROGRAMMES.
E/ECA/PHSD/TIN/
E/ECA/STPA/DM/

AFRICA--TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS.
E/CN.14/CTNC/
E/CN.14/ECOP/
E/ECA/UNCTC/

AFRICA--TRANSPORT.
A/CONF.98/
E/CN.14/INR/
E/CN.14/TRANS/
E/CN.14/WPA/
E/ECA/INR/
E/ECA/TCD/
E/ECA/TRANS/

AFRICA--URBAN DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.14/URB/

AFRICA--URBANIZATION.
SEM/URB/AF/

AFRICA--VITAL STATISTICS.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/VS/

AFRICA--WATER RESOURCES.
E/CN.14/NRD/WR/

AFRICA--WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
< E/>ECA/NRD/WR/

AFRICA--WOMEN.
E/ECA/ATRCW/RC/WD/
E/ECA/RCW/DAU/
ST/ECA/ATRCW/

AFRICA--WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.14/URB/
E/ECA/ACW/
E/ECA/ATRCW/
E/ECA/ATRCW/ARCC/
ID/WG.422/
ST/ECA/ATRCW/

AFRICA--WOMEN'S ADVANCEMENT.
E/ECA/ACW/
E/ECA/FLS/DAU/

AFRICA--WOOD PRODUCTS.
ID/WG.373/

AFRICA--WOOD- USING INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.373/

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK.
E/CN.14/ADB/

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK--ESTABLISHMENT.
E/CN.14/PMAB/
AFRICAN INSTITUTE FOR HIGHER TECHNICAL TRAINING AND RESEARCH.
<E/ECA/> FAMM/AIHTTR/GC/
<E/ECA/> FAMM/AIHTTR/FLEN/

AFRICAN REFUGEES.
AF/R/REF/CONF.1967/

AFRICAN REGIONAL CENTRE FOR ENGINEERING DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING.
<E/> ECA/INR/PLP/

AFRICAN REMOTE SENSING COUNCIL.
E/ECA/NRD/REMS/

AFRICAN TRAINING AND RESEARCH CENTRE IN ADMINISTRATION FOR DEVELOPMENT.
TD/WG.1/

AGE DISTRIBUTION—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.28/

AGE DISTRIBUTION—NORTH AMERICA.
<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.28/

AGEING.
A/AC.208/
A/CONF.113/
A/CONF.113/MC/
A/CONF.113/PRE-CONF/
<MINA> /
<ST/DPI/PRESS/> AG/
<ST/> IESA/EGM/

AGEING—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/> SD/AAPR/
<E/ESCAP/> SD/RPM/WWA/

AGEING—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> WAA/ECE/RPM/

AGEING—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/Conf.74/

AGEING PERSONS.
UN/UN.3/SEM/32/
UN/UN.3/SEM/42/
<UNU>/ SSS/

AGEING PERSONS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/> PNP/MEIAP/

AGEING PERSONS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> HOU,ELDERLY COLL./
<E/ECE/> HOU/ELDERLY/

AGENDA.
See also: WORK ORGANIZATION
A/AC.149/WG.1/
E/3/
E/CN.4/AC.24/
E/CN.5/AC.5/
E/CN.5/AC.5/
TD/B/SC.8/
TD/B/VI/SC.1/
TD/B/VII/SC.1/
TD/B/IX/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/XI/SC.1/
TD/B/XI/WP/

TD/B/XII/SC.1/
TD/B/XII/SC.1/
TD/B/VIII/SC.1/
TD/B/XVII/SC.1/
TD/B/VII/SC.1/
TD/B/VIII/SC.1/
TD/B/VII/SC.1/
TD/B/VIII/SC.1/
TD/B/I/SC.1/
TD/B/II/SC.1/
TD/B/II/SC.1/
TD/B/II/SC.1/

AGENDA FOR DEVELOPMENT (PROPOSED).
See also: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
A/AC.253/

AGENDA FOR PEACE : PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY, PEACEMAKING AND PEACE-KEEPING.
See also: PEACE
<A/> WGAP/

AGGRESSION.
See also: FORCE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
A/AC.69/
A/AC.77/
A/AC.81/
A/AC.134/

AGING.
See: AGING

AGRARIAN STRUCTURE—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/AGRI/WP.3/

AGRARIAN STRUCTURE—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ESCWA/AGR/WG.18/

AGRICULTURAL CENSUSES—EUROPE.
See also: CENSUSES
<E/ECE/> Conf/Eur/Stats/WG.8/

AGRICULTURAL CREDIT—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/AC.9/

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
See also: DEVELOPMENT
FAO
INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
A/AC.73/
FWG/
ID/WG.171/
<IFAG> /
<ST/DPI/PRESS/> IFAD/

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/AGRI/

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/AD/
E/ESCAP/AD/
<E/ESCAP/> AD/ADPP/
<E/ESCAP/> AD/STURP/

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.17/
E/ECE/FER/
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/AC.30/
E/CN.12/AC.33/
E/CN.12/AC.48/
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.6/

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT—SOUTHERN EUROPE.
< E/CN.12/AC.30/
GR/WP/AG/
IT/WP/AG/
SEC/WP/AG/
TU/WP/AG/
YU/WP/AG/

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.12/
E/ECWA/AGR/
E/ECWA/AD/WG.11/

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS.
< E/CN.14/AGREB/

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS—AFRICA.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.12/

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS—EUROPE.
< E/CN.14/AGREB/

AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT.
ID/WG.193/

AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT—EUROPE.
< E/CN.14/AGREB/

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.
E/ECWA/AGR/WP.8/
ID/WG.40/
ID/WG.297/
ID/WG.307/
ID/WG.330/
ID/WG.365/
ID/WG.400/
ID/WG.440/
ID/WG.448/
< UNIDO > ID/WG.451/

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ID/HRIAM/

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > IHT/IMAM/
< E/ESCAP > IHT/SAMTE/
E/ESCAP/RNAM/GB/

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT.
See also: AGRONOMY

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT—EUROPE.
< E/CN.14/AGREB/

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.12/

AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ID/WG.142/

AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AGRI/GE.2/
< E/ECE > AGRI/MECH/
< E/ECE > AGRI/WP.2/
< E/ECE > FAO/ECE/AGRI/WP.2/

AGRICULTURAL PLANNING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/DF/WP.3/

AGRICULTURAL PLANNING—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > AD/ADP/

AGRICULTURAL PLANNING—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.15/
E/ECWA/AGR/

AGRICULTURAL POLICY—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AGRI/
< E/ECE > AGRI/VT/

AGRICULTURAL PRICES.
See also: COMMODITY PRICES
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/WP/AG/
TD/COCOA.1/WP.1/
TD/SUGAR.6/EX.C.1/
TD/SUGAR.6/EX.C.1/WG.3/

AGRICULTURAL PRICES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AGRI/AGC/

AGRICULTURAL PRICES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/PCMPLPP/
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/RPLJ/

AGRICULTURAL PRICES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AGRI/PRICES/

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT MARKETING.
TD/COCOA.1/TWG/

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT MARKETING—EUROPE.
EA:FAO/ECE/MLE/68/

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AGRI/PROJECTIONS/
< E/ECE > AGRI/SEM.5/

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
See also: COMMODITIES
< E/ECE > AGRI/WP.1/GE.7/

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRADE/JJP/

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AGRI/Conditions/
< E/ECE > AGRI/PRICES/
< E/ECE > AGRI/WP.1/GCS/
< E/ECE > AGRI/WP.7/

AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AGRI/PROJECTIONS/

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH.
ID/WG.240/

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.12/
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.8/
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/CES:AGS/
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/CES:ASA/

AGRICULTURAL TECHNICAL COOPERATION-ASIA
AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> IHT/SAMTE/

AGRICULTURAL WASTES.
See also: BIOMASS ENERGY
WASTES
ID/WG.83/

AGRICULTURAL WASTES-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> AD/WAAIRU/

AGRICULTURAL WASTES-LATIN AMERICA.
UNEP/WG.116/

AGRICULTURE.
ID/WG.227/
ID/WG.327/

AGRICULTURE-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CONF.67/

AGRICULTURE-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> SD/RWWA/

AGRICULTURE-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> AGRI/MITI/
< E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.5/
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.61/
< E/ECE/> ST/ECE/AGRI/

AGRICULTURE-LATIN AMERICA.
E/CONF.71/C.II/
E/CONF.71/C.III/

AGRICULTURE-WESTERN ASIA.
< E/ECWA/AGR/ < E/ESCWA/AGR/
< E/ESCAWA/AGR/
< E/ECWA/AGREB/
< E/ESCWA/AGREB/
< E/ECWA/FAO/84/WG.1/

AGRO-INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.171/
ID/WG.328/
< UNIDO/> ID/WG.452/

AGRO-INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CONF.67/
E/CONF.71/
E/CONF.71/C.II/
E/CONF.71/C.III/
E/CONF.77/
E/CONF.81/
E/CONF.86/
E/CONF.90/

AMERICAS-CARTOGRAPHY.
BID/CEPAL/BA/

AMERICAS-FISCAL POLICY.
CPF-DB/

AMERICAS-SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.

AMERICAS-SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
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ANGOLA--ARMS EMBARGO.
S/AC.31/

ANGOLA--PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS.
UNAVEM/

ANGOLA SITUATION.
A/AC.103/
S/AC.31/

ANIMAL FEED--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.7/
<E/ECE/>AGRI/SYMP0SIUM.3/

ANNIVERSARIES.
A/AC.133/
A/AC.140/
A/AC.144/
A/AC.144/WG/
A/AC.222/
A/AC.240/
A/AC.240/1994/WG/
A/AC.240/1995/WG/
E/AC.44/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ANV/
ST/SG/AC.4/

APARTHEID.
See also: SOUTH AFRICA
A/AC.70/
A/AC.115/
A/AC.151/
A/AC.182/
A/CONF.91/
A/S-16/AC.1/
CAAS/G/
CAAS/SP/
E/CN.4/AC.33/
S/AC.14/
S/AC.20/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>GA/AP/
<ST/>HR/SEM.1/
<ST/PSCA/CAAA/>/
ST/PSCA/SER.A/
ST/PSCA/SER.B/

APPOINTMENT OF OFFICIALS.
E/CN.4/AC.21/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>SGA/

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY.
ID/WG.279/
ID/WG.282/
<ST/>E/ESCWA/AC.18/

AQUACULTURE--MEDITERRANEAN SEA.
UNEP/WG.15/

ARAB COUNTRIES.
See also: MIDDLE EAST
NORTH AFRICA
WESTERN ASIA

ARAB COUNTRIES--CENSUSES.
E/ECWA/POP/WG.13/

ARAB COUNTRIES--CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE.
ID/WG.170/

ARAB COUNTRIES--ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.
TAD/E/SE/2EM.3/

ARAB COUNTRIES--EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY.
E/ESCWA/ID/87/WG.1/

ARAB COUNTRIES--ELECTRONICS.

ARAB COUNTRIES--EXPORT PROCESSING ZONES.
ID/WG.244/

ARAB COUNTRIES--FERTILIZER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.219/

ARAB COUNTRIES--INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS.
E/ESCWA/STAT/WG.4/

ARAB COUNTRIES--INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
ID/WG.121/
ID/WG.170/

ARAB COUNTRIES--INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION.
E/ECWA/POP/CONF.4/

ARAB COUNTRIES--INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
E/ESCWA/ID/87/WG.3/

ARAB COUNTRIES--LICENCES.
ID/WG.219/

ARAB COUNTRIES--MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT.
E/ESCWA/IL/O/WG.4/

ARAB COUNTRIES--MANPOWER PLANNING.
E/ESCWA/IL/O/WG.4/

ARAB COUNTRIES--PACKAGING.
ID/WG.149/
ID/WG.255/

ARAB COUNTRIES--PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.219/

ARAB COUNTRIES--POPULATION CENSUSES.
E/ECWA/POP/WG.13/

ARAB COUNTRIES--POPULATION POLICY.
E/ESCWA/POP/1993/APC/
E/ESCWA/POP/1993/AMPC/
E/ESCWA/POP/1983/SAPC/

ARAB COUNTRIES--SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY.
E/ESCWA/MR/S/SAM.3/

ARAB COUNTRIES--SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.17/

ARAB COUNTRIES--TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE.

ARAB COUNTRIES--TEXTILE INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.82/

ARAB COUNTRIES--TRADE EXPANSION.
TAD/E/SE/2EM.3/
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E/ESCWA/POP/1993/1/MAPC/
E/ESCWA/POP/1993/1/SAPC/

ARAB REGIONAL CENTRE FOR THE TRANSFER AND DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY.
E/ECWA/IND/84/WG.10/

ARABIC LANGUAGE.
ST/LB/SER.L/

ARABIC LANGUAGE—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/IND/84/WG.10/

ARBITRAL AWARDS.
See also: INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
E/CONF.26/C.1/

ARBITRARY DETENTION.
See also: DETAINED PERSONS
E/CN.4/AC.25/

ARCHIVES.
ST/CGS/SER.A/
ST/OGS/SER.A/

ARCTIC REGION—HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.
<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.20/

ARMAMENTS.
CD/TIA/

ARMED FORCES.
A/C.1/SC.18/
DC/C.1/

ARMS EMBARGO.
See also: SANCTIONS

ARMS EMBARGO—ANGOLA.
S/AC.31/

ARMS EMBARGO—LIBERIA.
S/AC.33/

ARMS EMBARGO—LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA.
S/AC.28/

ARMS EMBARGO—RWANDA.
S/AC.32/

ARMS EMBARGO—SOMALIA.
S/AC.28/

ARMS LIMITATION.
A/AC.50/
A/C.1/SC.18/
DC/C.1/

ARMS RACE.
CD/OS/

ARREST.
E/CN.4/AC.25/

ART WORKS.
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>HQ/

ASEAN.
IO/WG.349/
IO/WG.417/

ASIA.
See also: ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
EAST ASIA
FAR EAST
INDIAN OCEAN REGION
PACIFIC OCEAN REGION
SOUTH ASIA
SOUTHEAST ASIA
UN. ECFAE
UN. ESCAP
WESTERN ASIA
NUNU/ASP/

ASIA—ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM.
ECFAE/PA/TN/
PA/Sem.AR/B

ASIA—AERIAL SURVEYS.
I&NR/AS/

ASIA—AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.
I&H/RIAM/

ASIA—AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION.
ID/WG.142/

ASIA—AGRICULTURAL PLANNING.
E/CONF.33/DPWP.3/

ASIA—AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
E/CONF.33/TRADE/JJP/

ASIA—AGRICULTURE.
E/CONF.33/AC.8/

ASIA—BANK RESERVES.
TRADE/TLP/ARB/

ASIA—BANKS.
TRADE/TLP/ARB/

ASIA—BASIC SERVICES.
E/CEF/ASIA/

ASIA—BUILDING MATERIALS.
E/CONF.33/6NR/BRM/
E/CONF.33/IT/TNPWP/
ECAFE/IT/TNPWP.2/
ECAFE/IT/TNPWP.3/
ECAFE/IT/TNPWP.4/

ASIA—BUILDING RESEARCH.
E/CONF.33/6NP/SR/

ASIA—BUILDING STANDARDS.
E/CONF.33/6H/HSSMC/

ASIA—CAPITAL GOODS.
E/CONF.33/AC.20/
E/CONF.33/AC.21/
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ASIA - CARTOGRAPHY.
E/CONF.18/
E/CONF.25/
E/CONF.36/
E/CONF.36/C.1/
E/CONF.50/
E/CONF.52/
E/CONF.52/C.2/
E/CONF.52/C.3/
E/CONF.52/C.4/
E/CONF.57/
E/CONF.57/C.3/
E/CONF.62/
E/CONF.68/

ASIA - CENSUSES.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SDT/

ASIA - CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/I&N/CHI/

ASIA - CHILD WELFARE.
ACCY/
E/ICEF/ACCY/
E/ICEF/ASIA/
FCW/

ASIA - CHILDREN.
ACCY/
ASTAT/UPS/
ASTAT/WCY/
E/ICEF/ACCY/

ASIA - CIVIL REGISTRATION.
ASTAT/CRUS/

ASIA - COCONUT INDUSTRY.
ACC./EG/
ACC.II/
ACC.III/
ACC/69/

ASIA - COCONUT PRODUCTS.
ACC./EG/
ACC.II/
ACC.III/
ACC/69/
RP/CCP/

ASIA - COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION.
E/CN.11/TTRADE/CCA/
TRADE/ARB/<ECAFE> 
TRADE/CA/News/

ASIA - COMMODITY TRADE.
AGR/RTF/
ECAFE/AGR/

ASIA - COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
SCD/

ASIA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.
POP/COMP/

ASIA - COMPUTER CENTRES.
ASTAT/ERCC/

ASIA - CONSTRUCTION.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/

ASIA - CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/I&N/RSSMC/

ASIA - CONSUMPTION.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGD/

ASIA - COTTAGE INDUSTRIES.
E/CN.11/I&N/CIWP/

ASIA - CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION.
E/CN.11/TTRADE/CAWP.2/
E/CN.11/TTRADE/CAWP.3/
E/CN.11/TTRADE/CAWP.4/
E/CN.11/TTRADE/CAWP.5/
E/CN.11/TTRADE/CAWP/

ASIA - DAMS.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/DR/

ASIA - DELTAS.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/GWS/
E/CN.11/WRD/DA/
WRD/SDA/

ASIA - DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS.
POP/COMP/

ASIA - DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/SD/RAND/
I&N/ASTD/
I&N/Sem.DE/

ASIA - DEVELOPMENT PLANNING.
ASTAT/JMPS/
ASTAT/Pg/

ASIA - DEVELOPMENT PLANS.
RP/WPH.1/

ASIA - DEVELOPMENT POLICY.
OES/PAG/
PA/MAS/

ASIA - DISASTER RELIEF.
E/CN.1/SUB.1/C.2/
E/EMP/SUB.1/WGFE/

ASIA - DISTRIBUTIVE AND SERVICE TRADE STATISTICS.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SDT/

ASIA - ECOLOGY.
POP/Sem.ERUP/

ASIA - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.
E/CN.11/NR/CONF(1).ICEC/

ASIA - ECONOMIC COOPERATION.
CMEC/
MCEC.III/

ASIA - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
AI/SC.1/
AI/SC.2/
E/CN.11/AC.1/
E/CN.11/AC.2/
E/CN.11/AC.11/
E/CN.11/AC.12/
E/CN.11/DPWP.3/
E/CN.11/DPWP.5/
ASIA--ECONOMIC PLANNING.
  AI/GC.1/
  AI/GC.2/
  E/CN.11/CAEP.1/
  E/CN.11/CAEP.2/
  E/CN.11/CAEP.3/
  E/CN.11/CAEP.4/
  E/CN.11/DP/
  E/CN.11/DPWP.9/
  E/CN.11/DPWP.10/
  E/CN.11/RP/Sem.DPT/
  ECAFE/DPWP.1/
  ECAFE/DPWP.2/

ASIA--ECONOMIC STATISTICS.
  E/CN.11/AC.10/
  E/CN.11/ASTAT/BS/

ASIA--ECONOMIC SURVEYS.
  E/CN.11/AC.10/

ASIA--ELECTRIC POWER.
  E/CN.11/BP/
  E/CN.11/I&NR/Sub.1/
  E/CN.11/I&T/Sub.1/
  ST/ECAFE/SER.L/

ASIA--EMPLOYMENT.
  E/CN.11/AC.12/

ASIA--ENERGY CRISIS.
  E/CN.11/NR/CONF(1),ICEC/

ASIA--ENERGY POLICY.
  <E/ESCAP/>NR/AEP/

ASIA--ENERGY RESOURCES.
  E/CN.11/ERD/Sub.1/
  E/CN.11/I&NR/Sub.1/
  I&NR/SUB.1/ER/

ASIA--ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
  I&NR/SUB.1/ER/

ASIA--ENVIRONMENT.
  I&NR/Sem.DE/

ASIA--EXPORT PROMOTION.
  E/CN.11/TRADE/Exp.Pro/

ASIA--FAMILY PLANNING.
  SD/Dem/AFPM/

ASIA--FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.
  E/CN.11/POP/EPSP/
  POP/SERFF/
  SA/Dem/AAPF/
  SD/Dem/CAAP/

ASIA--FAMILY WELFARE.
  FCW/

ASIA--FERTILIZER INDUSTRY.
  E/CN.11/I&NR/FI/

ASIA--FINANCING.
  E/CN.11/DPWP.7/

ASIA--FLOOD CONTROL.
  E/CN.11/AC.8/
  E/CN.11/FLOOD/
  E/CN.11/NR/WRD/DA/

ASIA--FOOD.
  E/CN.11/AC.8/

ASIA--FOREIGN INVESTMENTS.
  E/CN.11/DPWP.7/

ASIA--FOREIGN TRADE.
  E/CN.11/DPWP.8/

ASIA--FOUNDRIES.
  ID/WG.195/

ASIA--FREIGHT RATES.
  E/CN.11/TRADE/SFR/

ASIA--GEODESY.
  E/CONF.35/C.1/
  E/CONF.52/C.1/
  E/CONF.57/C.1/

ASIA--GEODETIC SURVEYS.
  E/CONF.52/C.1/
  E/CONF.57/C.1/

ASIA--GEOLOGICAL MAPS.
  E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.3/
  E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/CITM/
  ECAFE/I&T/GMWP.1/
  ECAFE/I&T/GMWP.2/

ASIA--GEOLOGY.
  E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.4/
  E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.5/
  E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.6/
  I&NR/GMWP.7/

ASIA--GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT.
  E/CN.11/I&T/WP.1/
  E/CN.11/I&T/WP.2/

ASIA--GROUNDWATER.
  E/CN.11/FLOOD/GWS/

ASIA--HANDICRAFTS.
  E/CN.11/I&NR/CIWP.5/
  E/CN.11/I&NR/CIWP.6/
  E/CN.11/I&NR/CIWP.7/
  E/CN.11/I&NR/CIWP.8/
  ECAFE/I&T/CIWP.3/
  I&NR/CIWP.4/
  I&NR/CIWP.7/

ASIA--HIGHWAY ENGINEERING.
  E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/HS/

-332-
ASIA-HIGHWAYS.
AH/MR/
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/
TRANS/AH/
TRANS/SUB.2/AH/

ASIA-HOUSEHOLDS.
ASTAT/NA.5/HSA/

ASIA-HOUSING.
E/CN.11/I&NR/NHA/
&NR/IH/

ASIA-HOUSING CENSUSES.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/CPH/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SPHC/

ASIA-HOUSING CONSTRUCTION.
E/CN.11/I&T/HBWP/
ECAFES/I&T/HBWP.2/
ECAFES/I&T/HBWP.3/
ECAFES/I&T/HBWP.4/

ASIA-HOUSING FINANCE.
&NR/SEM.PHUD/

ASIA-HOUSING PROGRAMMES.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/HPSP/

ASIA-HOUSING STATISTICS.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/HSP/

ASIA-HYDROELECTRIC POWER.
E/CN.11/WRD/HPW/1/

ASIA-HYDROGRAPHY.
E/CONF.52/C.5/
E/CONF.57/C.5/

ASIA-HYDROLOGICAL RESEARCH.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/HS.1/

ASIA-INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGDI/

ASIA-INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION.
<UNIDO>/ID/WG.457/

ASIA-INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
AIDC/
AIDC/AG/
AIDC/CC.2/IRSC/
CID/SYM.P/A/
E/CN.11/AC.5/
E/CN.11/WRD/
&NR/AIDC.1/
&NR/AIDC.2/

ASIA-INDUSTRIAL FINANCING.
ID/WG.62/

ASIA-INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION.
ID/WG.77/

ASIA-INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION.
ID/WG.187/

ASIA-INDUSTRIAL SERVICES.
ID/WG.19/
ID/WG.61/

ASIA-INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS.
ASTAT/WGII/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/IS/
ST/STAT/CONF.9/

ASIA-INDUSTRIALIZATION.
E/CN.11/OPWP.4/
E/CN.11/I&NR/Ind.Conf.2/
E/CN.11/I&NR/Ind.Conf.3/
I&NR/IH/

ASIA-INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/AC.11/SUB.1/
E/CN.11/AC.21/
E/CN.11/I&NR/
E/CN.11/I&I/

ASIA-INFORMATION NETWORKS.
POP/INF.1/

ASIA-INLAND TRANSPORT.
E/CN.11/AC.15/

ASIA-INLAND WATER TRANSPORT.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.3/
TRANS/SUB.3/IPWP/

ASIA-INSTITUTION BUILDING.
I&NR/WGS/

ASIA-INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
E/CN.11/TRADE/RTMC/

ASIA-INTRAREGIONAL TRADE.
E/CN.11/RHNP/EG/
ECAFES/AGR/

ASIA-INVESTMENTS.
I&NR/PM/ACTI/

ASIA-IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/I&S/
E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.2/

ASIA-LABOUR STATISTICS.
E/CN.11/STAT/WGMLS/

ASIA-LAND RECLAMATION.
E/CN.11/WRD/DA/

ASIA-LANDLOCKED STATES.
E/CN.11/TRADE/LCC/

ASIA-LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
ID/WG.174/

ASIA-LICENSE AGREEMENTS.
ID/WG.206/

ASIA-MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.187/

ASIA-MANPOWER.
E/CN.11/STAT/WGMLS/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—MARINE SURVEYS.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—OIL PALMS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCOP/</td>
<td>RP/RCP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—MARITIME TRANSPORT.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—PETROLEUM LAW.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/TRADE/MT/</td>
<td>E/CN.11/TRADE/RGSO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTASD/</td>
<td>E/CN.11/TRADE/RTMC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—MARKETING.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—PETROLEUM RESERVES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—METROPOLITAN AREAS.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—PETROLEUM RESERVES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—MINERAL RESOURCES.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—PHOTOGRAMMETRY.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCOP/</td>
<td>E/CONF.36/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—MINERAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—PLATE TECTONICS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—MINING LAW.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—POPULATION.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&amp;NR/ML.1/</td>
<td>APC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—MONETARY POLICY.</strong></td>
<td>POP/INF.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/TRADE/RTMC/</td>
<td>POP/Sem.PASD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—NATIONAL ACCOUNTS.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—POPULATION CENSUSES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTAT/NA.4/PSA/</td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/CPH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTAT/NA.5/PSA/</td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/SPHC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.2/</td>
<td><strong>ASIA—POPULATION GROWTH.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.3/</td>
<td>POP/Sem.ERUP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.4/</td>
<td><strong>ASIA—POPULATION POLICY.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA/</td>
<td>POP/APC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA.6/PA/</td>
<td>POP/APC/PREP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—NATURAL GAS.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—POPULATION PROJECTIONS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/NG/</td>
<td>POP/PFSN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—NATURAL RESOURCES.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—PORTS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/</td>
<td>TRANS/RPS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—NATURAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.</strong></td>
<td>TRANS/SUB.3/IPWP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/N/NG/</td>
<td><strong>ASIA—PRICE AND QUANTITY STATISTICS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—OCEANOGRAPHY.</strong></td>
<td>ESTAT/SPD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.52/C.5/</td>
<td>ESTAT/SPH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.57/C.5/</td>
<td>ESTAT/SPHC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA—OFFSHORE OIL DRILLING.</strong></td>
<td><strong>ASIA—PRICE STABILIZATION.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/PA/MA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA/MEA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA/Sem.DSA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--PUBLIC SECTOR.</td>
<td>ASTAT/NA.4/PSA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY.</td>
<td>ECAFE/BTAO/FAO CONF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RAILWAY ENGINEERING.</td>
<td>ECAFE/TRANS/SUB.1/RSWP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RAILWAY NETWORKS.</td>
<td>TRANS/SUB.1/AR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RAILWAY TRANSPORT.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RAILWAYS.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTAR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST/ECAFE/SER.K/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRANS/WPR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RAW MATERIALS.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/FL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RECONSTRUCTION.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/SUB.1/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/EMP/SUB.1/WGFE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--REGIONAL COOPERATION.</td>
<td>AID/C.CC.2/ISNC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/RPH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID/WG.223/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA/FE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT.</td>
<td>I&amp;NR/RDP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--REGIONAL PLANNING.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/RP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CONF.57/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I&amp;NR/MRP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I&amp;NR/RDP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RESEARCH.</td>
<td>ST/ECAFE/SER.A/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RESERVOIRS.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/FLOOD/DR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RESOURCES MOBILIZATION.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;TP/WP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;TP/WP.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RICE.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/RPH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--ROAD CONSTRUCTION.</td>
<td>TRANS/SUB.2/LCR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--RURAL HOUSING.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/ESH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/RH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SAMPLE SURVEYS.</td>
<td>ASTAT/WCV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/SDT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/ASTD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I&amp;NR/ASTD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SEDIMENTARY BASINS.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;TP/CIWP.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;TP/CIWP.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;TP/CIWP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECAFE/I&amp;TP/CIWP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID/WG.92/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ID/WG.174/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I&amp;NR/CIWP.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST/ECAFE/SER.M/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SMALL-SCALE MAPPING.</td>
<td>E/CONF.57/C.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/Conf.SD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/SD/WPDS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POP/Sem.PASD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD/EGSD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SOCIAL PLANNING.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/SD/SWPP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/SD/WPDS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SDP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SOCIAL STATISTICS.</td>
<td>ASTAT/WGSS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/BS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SOCIAL WELFARE.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/SD/SWPP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION.</td>
<td>SD/DNP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--STANDARD OF LIVING.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.12/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA--STATISTICS.</td>
<td>ASTAT/WPS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASTAT/PiG/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASTAT/RTC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASTAT/UPS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.9/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.10/  
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.11/  
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.12/  
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/  
E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.1/  
E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.2/  
E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.3/  
E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.4/  
E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.5/  
ST/ECAFE/SER.A/  
ASIA--STRATIGRAPHIC SURVEYS.  
E/CN.11/NR/MRS/SC(11)/

ASIA--TECHNICAL COOPERATION.  
E/CN.11/AC.17/  
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.2/  
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.3/  
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.4/  
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.5/  
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.6/  
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.7/  
E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG/  
E/CN.11/TA/Sem.TP/  
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTASD/  
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.3/  
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.4/  
ECAFE/TECH/SEMINAR/  
PA/MEA/  

ASIA--TECHNICAL TRAINING.  
E/CN.11/AC.4/  
E/CN.11/AC.6/  

ASIA--TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.  
ID/WG.206/  
I&NR/PM/ACTI/  
I&NR/STS/  

ASIA--TELECOMMUNICATION LINES.  
E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.1/WPCL/  

ASIA--TELECOMMUNICATIONS.  
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.4/  
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTE/  

ASIA--TEXTILE INDUSTRY.  
E/CN.11/I&NR/MPFi/  

ASIA--THEMATIC MAPPING.  
E/CONF.36/C.3/  
E/CONF.52/C.3/  

ASIA--TIMBER.  
RP/TP/  

ASIA--TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING.  
E/CONF.36/C.2/  
E/CONF.52/C.2/  

ASIA--TOURISM DEVELOPMENT.  
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/HT/  

ASIA--TRADE EXPANSION.  
E/CN.11/TRADE/GETE/  
TRADE/TE/  
TRADE/TL/P/TEP/  

ASIA--TRADE FACILITATION.  
E/CN.11/I&TT/  
E/CN.11/I&TT/SUB.4/  

ASIA--TRADE LIBERALIZATION.  
TRADE/TL/P/  

ASIA--TRADE PROMOTION.  
E/CN.11/AC.7/  
E/CN.11/AC.11/SUB.2/  
E/CN.11/AC.21/  
E/CN.11/TP/  
E/CN.11/TRADE/  
ST/ECAFE/SER.H/  
ST/ECAFE/SER.J/  
TR/STATE/  

ASIA--TRADE REGULATION.  
ST/ECAFE/SER.L/  

ASIA--TRAFFIC SAFETY.  
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/HS/  

ASIA--TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS.  
E/CN.11/I&NR/BR/  

ASIA--TRAINING PROGRAMMES.  
ASTAT/RTC/  
E/CN.11/SD/SH/PRI/  
E/CN.11/TRADE/MT/  
FCW/  

ASIA--TRANSPORT.  
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/  
ST/ECAFE/SER.E/  

ASIA--TRANSPORT FACILITATION.  
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPCT/  
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPFT/  

ASIA--TRANSPORT PLANNING.  
E/CN.11/DWP.W/6/  

ASIA--TRANSPORT STATISTICS.  
ST/ECAFE/SER.K/  

ASIA--TRAVEL.  
ST/ECAFE/SER.Q/  

ASIA--TRAVEL FACILITATION.  
E/CN.11/TRAV/  
TRA/WG/  

ASIA--TYPHOONS.  
E/CN.11/N/RD/TYP/  

ASIA--URBAN DEVELOPMENT.  
E/CN.11/I&NR/FINHUD/  
E/CN.11/I&NR/PURD/  
E/CN.11/UCD/  
I&NR/Sem.FHUD/  

ASIA--URBAN HOUSING.  
E/CN.11/I&NR/ESH/  
E/CN.11/I&NR/FINHUD/  

ASIA--URBAN PLANNING.  
E/CONF.B7/C.2/
ASIA--URBAN TRAFFIC.
TRANS/WS/UTT/

ASIA--URBANIZATION.
ECAFE/URB/

ASIA--VITAL STATISTICS.
ASTAT/CRVS/

ASIA--WATER MANAGEMENT.
WRD/SWRM/

ASIA--WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/GWS/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.3/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.4/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.5/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.7/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.8/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.9/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.10/
ECAFE/FLOOD/WRD/
WRD/WGWTR/W

ASIA--WETLANDS.
ID/WG.142/

ASIA--WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT.
ID/WG.424/

ASIA--WOOD PRODUCTS.
ID/WG.371/

ASIA--WOOD-USING INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.371/

ASIA--YOUTH.
ACCY/
ASTAT/UPS/
ASTAT/WCY/
E/CN.11/SD/RYNDD/ E/ICEF/ACCY/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
See also: ASIA
OCEANIA
PACIFIC OCEAN REGION
SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN
UN. ESCAP
WESTERN PACIFIC OCEAN REGION
< E/ESCAP/> OES/
< E/ESCAP/> OES/ACFR/
OES/PR/
ST/ESCAP/
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.E/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--ADVISORY SERVICES.
E/ESCAP/AD/RIASCF/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGEING.
< E/ESCAP/> SD/AAPR/
< E/ESCAP/> SD/RPMWAA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGEING PERSONS.
< E/ESCAP/> POP/MEAP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/AD/
E/ESCAP/AD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.
< E/ESCAP/> IHT/IMAM/
< E/ESCAP/> IHT/SAMTE/
E/ESCAP/RNAM/GB/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGRICULTURAL PLANNING.
< E/ESCAP/> AD/ADPP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGRICULTURAL PRICES.
< E/ESCAP/> TRADE/PCMP/PLPP/
< E/ESCAP/> TRADE/RPLJF/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGRICULTURAL TECHNICAL
COOPERATION.
< E/ESCAP/> IHT/SAMTE/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGRICULTURAL WASTES.
< E/ESCAP/> AD/WRAIRU/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGRICULTURE.
< E/ESCAP/> SD/RWWA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--AGRO-INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/IHT/AI/
< E/ESCAP/> AD/WRAIRU/
E/ESCAP/IHT/IMA/
< E/ESCAP/> INT/IMA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--ATLASES.
< E/ESCAP/> IHT/EGM/TAAP/
< E/ESCAP/> INT/EGMHSA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.A/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--BIOGAS.
E/ESCAP/NR/GBRER/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CARTOGRAPHY.
E/CONF.72/
E/CONF.75/
E/CONF.83/
E/CONF.87/
E/CONF.89/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CHARCOAL.
< E/ESCAP/> NR/EGMFC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CIVIL REGISTRATION.
< E/ESCAP/> STAT/ASCRVS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--COARSE GRAINS.
< E/ESCAP/> AD/CGPRT/
< E/ESCAP/> AD/CGPRT/GB/
< E/ESCAP/> AD/SD/CGPRT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--COLLECTIVE FARMING.
E/ESCAP/AD/RFC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--COMMODITY AGREEMENTS.
< E/ESCAP/> TRADE/CMRCCA/
< E/ESCAP/> TRADE/WICI/
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--COMMERCIAL TRADE.
< E/ESCAP >/ AD/RCR/ARTF/
< E/ESCAP >/ CTC/ESCAP/PEC/
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/TCG/SG.4/
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/WICI/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--COMMUNICATIONS.
E/CN.11/TRANS/
E/ESCAP/CTC/
E/ESCAP/STC/
< E/ESCAP >/ TCT/AIM/TCD/
< E/ESCAP >/ TRANS/
< ST/ESCAP/TCT/>

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION.
< E/ESCAP >/ POP/EGM/NFPP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.
E/ESCAP/STAT/CDCS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CONSUMER PROTECTION.
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/RCP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CONTRACTS.
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/TCG/SG.3/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CREDIT POLICY.
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/TCG/SG.5/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CRIME PREVENTION.
UNAFEI/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION.
< E/ESCAP >/ SPIW/JCEPACA/
< E/ESCAP >/ SPIW/MCECA/
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/MAACFS/
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/RMECA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CUSTOMS FORMALITIES.
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/TCG/SG.7/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CUSTOMS OFFENCES.
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/AFASM/
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/MAACFS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--CUSTOMS VALUATION.
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/ETSC/
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/ETSTC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DAIRY FARMS.
< E/ESCAP >/ AD/WPD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DATA ANALYSIS.
< E/ESCAP >/ STAT/WG/PHCD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DATA COLLECTION.
< E/ESCAP >/ NR/WUD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DATA PROCESSING.
< E/ESCAP >/ ADM/GISDP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DEFORESTATION.
< E/ESCAP >/ CEC/IESATD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DELTA.
E/ESCAP/PR/RSDA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS.
< E/ESCAP >/ STAT/WGCDS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DESERTIFICATION.
< E/ESCAP >/ ECU/PADC/
< E/ESCAP >/ ECU/RNTCD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
< E/ESCAP >/ H/T/RE/NT/WMTI/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DEVELOPMENT.
E/ESCAP/
E/ESCAP/APDC/
E/ESCAP/MCED/
< E/ESCAP >/ SD/GM/FTM/
< E/ESCAP >/ SD/NYDR/
E/ESCAP/SO/MC/
< E/ESCAP >/ TCG/IM/SDP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/EDRS/
E/ESCAP/MC/
E/ESCAP/GSO/MC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DEVELOPMENT BANKS.
E/CN.11/TRADE/ADB/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DEVELOPMENT FINANCE.
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/EDRS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DEVELOPMENT PLANNING.
E/ESCAP/DP/
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/EDRS/
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/IM/
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/AEDP/
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/FP/
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/IP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DEVELOPMENT TRENDS.
DP/RADP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DISABLED PERSONS.
< E/ESCAP >/ SD/PADP/
< E/ESCAP >/ SD/RT/PD/
< E/ESCAP >/ SD/UNDP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--DRUG CONTROL.
UNDCP/HONLAP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--ECONOMETRIC MODELS.
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/RICMS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--ECONOMIC COOPERATION.
E/CN.11/H/T/AAU/
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/EGAEC/
< E/ESCAP >/ DP/IMMEC/
< E/ESCAP >/ JOP/EGAEC/
E/ESCAP/REC/
E/ESCAP/SREC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
E/A/16/
E/CN.11/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--ECONOMIC STATISTICS.
< E/ESCAP >/ SPW/WESS/(3)
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - EDUCATION.
<UN/ESCAP>/TRADE/RIEMEA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION.
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/SEMG/ECS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENERGY CONSERVATION.
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/RSMIS/
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/ECDU/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/ECDU/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENERGY POLICY.
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/MEGE/
<UN/ESCAP>/OES/REDP/SC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENERGY RESOURCES.
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/BGRER/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
<UN/CN.11/NR.2/EBR/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/MAENR/
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/MEGNP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENERGY STATISTICS.
<UN/ESCAP>/STAT/WS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENVIRONMENT.
<UN/ESCAP>/ECA/MCCU/
<UN/ESCAP>/MCED/
<UN/ESCAP>/MCED/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT.
<UN/ESCAP>/EG/RAFED/
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/EMMRD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.
<UN/ESCAP>/DP/EDF/
<UN/ESCAP>/WFG/E/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
<UN/ESCAP>/ECU/PERE/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTICS.
<UN/ESCAP>/STAT/AW/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.
<UN/ESCAP>/EGM/NFPP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - FERTILIZERS.
<UN/ESCAP>/RCPFH/
<UN/ESCAP>/AD/RIASC/
<UN/ESCAP>/AD/LOCM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - FINANCIAL FLOWS.
<UN/ESCAP>/DF/FRF/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - FINANCING.
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/FNRE/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - FOREIGN TRADE.
<UN/ESCAP>/DF/MEPC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - FREIGHT Forwarding.
<UN/ESCAP>/SPW/CEFFA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - FUELWOOD.
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/EGMPC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - GAS WELLS.
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/EGMGM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - GEOLOGICAL MAPS.
<UN/ESCAP>/NR/EGMGM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - GOVERNMENT INFORMATION.
<UN/ESCAP>/ADM/CGIS/
<UN/ESCAP>/ADM/GISDP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - HEALTH.
<UN/ESCAP>/S/MH/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - HIGHWAYS.
<UN/CN.11/TRANS/AHIRT/
<UN/ESCAP>/TRANS/IMHE/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS.
<UN/ESCAP>/STAT/SHS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - HOUSING.
<UN/CN.11/IHT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - HOUSING CENSUSES.
<UN/ESCAP>/STAT/WG/CHP/
<UN/ESCAP>/STAT/WG/PHCD/
<UN/ESCAP>/STAT/WPH/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - HOUSING MANAGEMENT.
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/HHSM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - HUMAN RESOURCES.
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/EMHR/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/MH/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/EGMHS/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/PHS/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/PCHS/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/SHS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - HUMAN SETTLEMENTS MANAGEMENT.
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/HHMS/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/HHSM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - INDUSTRIAL BANKS.
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/ABDC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/ABDC/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/NA/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/M/A/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/PMUI/UNIDO/
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/PMUI/UNIDO/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - INDUSTRIAL POLICY.
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/NUMIT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - INDUSTRIALIZATION.
<UN/ESCAP>/IHT/NA/
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/HT/
E/ESCAP/IHT/MI/
E/ESCAP/IHT/PMMI/
E/ESCAP/IHT/PRE-MI/
<E/ESCAP>/IHT/RMSSI/
<E/ESCAP>/IHT/TAGIT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INFORMATION DISSEMINATION.
<E/ESCAP>/IHT/IMMSMI/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INFORMATION NETWORKS.
<E/ESCAP>/POP/PICCH/
E/ESCAP>/SD/RWINS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INFORMATION SERVICES.
E/ESCAP/AD/RIASCF/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
<E/ESCAP>/AD/RCFIH/
<E/ESCAP>/ADM/CGIS/
<E/ESCAP>/ADM/GIPS/
E/ESCAP>/STAT/DIS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INLAND WATER TRANSPORT.
<E/ESCAP>/SPIW/DCIWC/
<E/ESCAP>/SPIW/EIWT/
<E/ESCAP>/SPIW/STIPW/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INLAND WATERS.
E/ESCAP>/SPIW/STIPW/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INSURANCE.
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/RMIEAP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
DP/RAP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION.
E/ESCAP>/DP/MEDTC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION.
E/ESCAP>/POP/PWIM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
E/ESCAP>/DP/DSITI/
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/ID/
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/PMMT/
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/TPMMT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.
E/ESCAP>/IHT/WPSI/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—IRRIGATION.
E/ESCAP>/NR/MPGR/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—JOINT VENTURES.
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/TCG/SG.2/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—JUTE.
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/GCJPC/
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/RPLJF/
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/WFAP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—JUVENILE OFFENDERS.
E/ESCAP>/SD/WPCAY/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—KENAF.
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/WFAP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY.
E/ESCAP>/STAT/SLPS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—LABOUR STATISTICS.
E/ESCAP>/STAT/SLPS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—LANDLOCKED STATES.
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/LLC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—LAW ENFORCEMENT.
UNDCCP/HONLAP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/MELDC/
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/MIDC/
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/MDC/MIC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—LEGUMES.
E/ESCAP>/AD/CGPRT/
E/ESCAP>/AD/CGPRT/GB/
E/ESCAP>/AD/SD/CGPRT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—LIVING MARINE RESOURCES.
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/SMMP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY.
E/ESCAP>/IHT/RCTT/WMTI/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MARINE ENVIRONMENT.
E/ESCAP>/ECU/PMERE/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MARINE TECHNOLOGY.
E/ESCAP>/IHT/EGMAMST/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MARITIME LAW.
E/ESCAP>/SPIW/GML/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MARITIME TRANSPORT.
E/ESCAP>/SPIW/SUSSA/
E/ESCAP>/SPIW/ESS(3)/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—METALLURGY.
ID/VG.361/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—METHANE.
E/ESCAP>/NR/UIRBS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MIGRANT WORKERS.
E/ESCAP>/DP/RILM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MIGRATION.
E/ESCAP>/POP/ACMU/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MINERAL RESOURCES.
E/ESCAP/CCOP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MINERAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/NR.3/MRD/
E/ESCAP>/NR/EMMRD/
E/ESCAP/NR/IM/MRDC/
E/ESCAP>/NR/DDSL/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—MONETARY POLICY.
E/ESCAP>/TRADE/TCG/SG.6/
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—NATIONAL ACCOUNTS.
<ESCAP/> STAT/SDRNIV

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—NATURAL GAS.
<ESCAP/> NR/EGMNG/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—NATURAL RESOURCES.
E/CN.11/NR.1/WRD/
E/CN.11/NR.2/ERD/
E/CN.11/NR.3/MRD/
E/CN.11/NR/
<ESCAP/> NR/MSNP/
ST/ESCAP/NR/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES.
<ESCAP/> RMAENR/
<ESCAP/> NR/RNWPS/
<ESCAP/> NR/PRE-NWPS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—OFFENDERS.
UNAFE/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—OIL FIELDS.
<ESCAP/> NR/WGONGM(3)/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—PEPPER.
<ESCAP/> TRADE/PCOPLPP/
<ESCAP/> TRADE/PCMSPP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—PESTICIDES.
<ESCAP/> AD/RCAPPA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—PHYSICAL PLANNING.
<ESCAP/> IHT/IPESP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—POPULATION.
<ESCAP/> POP/APPIC/
<ESCAP/> POP/APP/1CH/
<ESCAP/> POP/POST-WPC/
<ESCAP/> POP/PR-WPC/
<ST/ESCAP/POP/>

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—POPULATION CENSUSES.
<ESCAP/> STAT/WG/CH/
<ESCAP/> STAT/WG/CHCD/
<ESCAP/> STAT/WCHP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—POPULATION POLICY.
<ESCAP/> POP/MBAP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—PORT MANAGEMENT.
<ESCAP/> SPIW/CENPA/
<ESCAP/> SPIW/CEPA/
<ESCAP/> SPIW/CEPC/
<ESCAP/> SPIW/JCEPACA/
<ESCAP/> SPIW/JCESSP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—PORTS.
<ESCAP/> SPIW/CENPA/
<ESCAP/> SPIW/CEPA/
<ESCAP/> SPIW/CEPC/
<ESCAP/> SPIW/JCEPACA/
<ESCAP/> SPIW/JCESSP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—POSTAL SERVICES.
E/CN.11/TRANS/WP/PE/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—POVERTY MITIGATION.
<ESCAP/> SD/MWSSD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—PRODUCERS ASSOCIATIONS.
<ESCAP/> TRADE/CMRCCA/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—PUBLIC SERVICES.
<ESCAP/> DP/FRSRP/
<ESCAP/> IRD/GDLIG/
<ESCAP/> IRD/WDLIG/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—QUALITY OF LIFE.
<ESCAP/> SD/MWSSD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—RAILWAY MANAGEMENT.
<ESCAP/> TRANS/RGM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—RAILWAYS.
<ESCAP/> TRANS/RGM/
<ESCAP/> TRANS/MMRR/
<ESCAP/> TRANS/RGM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—REGIONAL COOPERATION.
<ESCAP/> TRADE/SMSMP/
<ESCAP/> TRADE/TCG/
<ESCAP/> TRADE/TCG/SG.5/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
<ESCAP/> DP/SORDS/
<ESCAP/> OTC/CRD/UIPD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—REGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
<ESCAP/> RAP/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—REMITTANCES.
<ESCAP/> DP/PRILM/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—REPORT PREPARATION.
<ESCAP/> NR/UIRBS/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.
<ESCAP/> TRADE/TCG/RDS/
<ESCAP/> ID/WG.361/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—ROAD TRANSPORT.
<ESCAP/> TRANS/EMRT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—ROAD TRANSPORT FACILITATION.
E/CN.11/TRANS/AHIRT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—ROOT CROPS.
<ESCAP/> CDP/IRPR/
<ESCAP/> AD/CGFRT/GB/
<ESCAP/> AD/SD/CGFRT/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—RURAL AREAS.
<ESCAP/> IHT/IMA/
<ESCAP/> NR/BOGRER/
<ESCAP/> TRANS/TNC/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—RURAL DEVELOPMENT.
<ESCAP/> AD/STPR/
<ESCAP/> IRD/AMIR/
<ESCAP/> IRD/GDLIG/
<ESCAP/> IRD/WDLIG/
<ESCAP/> PCO/EGM/IRD/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - RURAL POVERTY.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/DP/PSRF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/IHT/PRC-STC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SEAFARER TRAINING.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/SPW/RCMT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SEDIMENTARY BASINS.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/NR/MRS/S(SC2)/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SHIPBUILDING.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/SPW/ICW(C)/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SHIPOWNERS.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/SPW/JCESA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SHIPPER.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/SPW/JCEPACA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SHIPBUILDING POLICY.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/SSSP/LAS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SHRIMPS.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/TRADE/SM/SIP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SLINK.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SMALL FARMS.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/AD/RPC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/IHT/PSIDS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/SD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SOCIAL STATISTICS.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/STAT/SSRS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SOCIAL WELFARE.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/SD/MCSWD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SOLAR ENERGY.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/SSSI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SPACE TECHNOLOGY.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/SSPI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - STANDARDS.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/IHT/IMSIR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - STATISTICAL DATA.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - STATISTICAL ORGANIZATIONS.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/STAT/SSO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - STATISTICAL SERVICES.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/STAT/SSS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - SYSTEMS ANALYSIS.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/ECT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - TAXATION.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/DP/TIT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.</td>
<td>DP/TCDC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - TECHNOLOGY.</td>
<td>E/CN.11/IHT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA AND THE PACIFIC - TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/ACCTT/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
E/CN.11/TRANS/APT/
E/CN.11/TRANS/IWPT/  
<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/APT/GA/  
<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/APT/MCI/  
<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/RCDMT/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TIN PLATE.
ID/WG.42R/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TOURISM.
<E/ESCAP/>TCT/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TOURISM DEVELOPMENT.
E/ESCAP/IMTD/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRADE FACILITATION.
<E/ESCAP/> TRADE/ETSC/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRADE INFORMATION.
ST/ESCAP/SER.E/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRADE LIBERALIZATION.
ST/ESCAP/TCT/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRADE NEGOTIATIONS.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/INTG/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRADE POLICY.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/DNTDPA/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRADE PROMOTION.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/EGMCT/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRADE REGULATION.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/DSITI/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRADE STATISTICS.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/ETSC/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS.
E/ESCAP/MTCP/RTRU/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRAINING PROGRAMMES.
E/ESCAP/SD/RNTPD/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS.
E/ESCAP/CTC/ESCAP/HPICTC/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRANSPORT.
E/CN.11/TRANS/  
E/ESCAP/CTC/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRANSPORT FACILITATION.
ST/ESCAP/TRANS/  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TRANSPORT PLANNING.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TROPICAL FORESTS.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TROPICAL TIMBER.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--TYPHOONS.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--URBAN AREAS.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--URBANIZATION.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--VEGETABLE OIL INDUSTRY.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--VEGETABLE OIL STATISTICS.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--WATER CONSUMPTION.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--WATER PRICES.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--WATER RESOURCES.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--WATER STATISTICS.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--WATER SUPPLY.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--WOMEN.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC--WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE.
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—WOMEN WORKERS.
< E/ESCAP/> SD/AWPRW/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—WOMEN'S STATUS.
< E/ESCAP/> SD/SPWCD/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—YOUTH.
< E/ESCAP/> SD/EPM/PRYRD/
< E/ESCAP/> SD/INYDR/

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC—YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS.
< E/ESCAP/> SD/WPCAY/

ASIAN AND PACIFIC DEVELOPMENT CENTRE—TERMS OF REFERENCE.
< E/ESCAP/> TCD/IM/APDC/

ASIAN AND PACIFIC MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (2ND : 1980 : KUALA LUMPUR).
< E/ESCAP/> PSA/ACMSD(2)/

ASIAN CLEARING UNION.
TRADE/ACU/MOCGB/
TRADE/TLP/ACU/

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK.
E/CN.11/TRADE/ADB/

POP/APC/PR/1/
POP/APC/PR/2/

ASIAN RICE TRADE FUND.
AGR/RTF/
< E/ESCAP/> AD/RCR/ARTF/

ASOCIACION LATINOAMERICANA DE INTEGRACION.
ST/CEPAL/ALALC/

ASSOCIATION OF AFRICAN TAX ADMINISTRATORS.
< E/ECA/> PAMM/BUD/

ATLASES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> IHT/EGM/TAAP/
< E/ESCAP/> IHT/EGM/SHA/

ATMOSPHERE.
See also: OZONE LAYER
UNEP/WG.98/

ATOMIC ENERGY.
See: NUCLEAR ENERGY

AUDITING.
A/AC.96/SUB.1/
A/ACN.3/

AUSTRALIA—COAL.
I&TE/

AUSTRALIA—FORESTRY INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.4/

AUTOMATIC CONTROL—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> AUTOM/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> AUTOM/SEM.3/AC/
< E/ECE/> AUTOM/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> AUTOM/SEM.5/AC/

AUTOMATION.
See also: INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS
ROBOTICS
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.13/
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.14/
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.15/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.14/
FOR/SYMP/COAL/

AUTOMATION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMATION/RAP/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMATION/
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.10/
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.12/
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.17/
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/SEM.6/AC/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.22/
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.17/

AUTOMATION—NORTH AMERICA.
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.17/

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY.
See also: MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY
< E/ECE/> ENG/N/SEM.7/AC/
ID/WG.13/
ID/WG.136/
ID/WG.224/

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.2/

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY—LATIN AMERICA.
ID/WG.76/

BACTERIOLOGICAL WEAPONS.
See: BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS.
See also: EXTERNAL DEBT
E/CN.14/CAS.3/3BP/
ST/STAT/CONF.1/

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/GR.1/

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/SEM.5/
BALKAN REGION.
A/AC.16/
A/AC.16/SC.1/
A/AC.16/SC.4/
A/AC.16/SC.5/
A/AC.16/SC.6/
A/AC.16/SC.7/
A/AC.16/SC.8/

BALKAN REGION—ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION.
<E/CE/>EP/G2/AC.1/

BALKAN REGION—MINORITIES.
A/AC.16/SC.3/

BALKAN REGION—OBSERVER MISSIONS.
ACN.7/SC.1/

BALKAN REGION—POLITICAL CONDITIONS.
A/AC.16/SC.2/

BALKAN REGION—REFUGEES.
A/AC.16/SC.3/

BALLOONS.
See also: METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS
ID/WG.367/

BANANAS.
TD/B/C.1/CONS.10/
TD/B/IPC/BANANAS/
TD/B/IPC/BANANAS/AC/

BANGLADESH—HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
<ST/>SG/CONF.4/

BANK RESERVES—ASIA.
TRADE/TLP/ARIB/

BANKS.
See also: CENTRAL BANKS
DEVELOPMENT BANKS
INDUSTRIAL BANKS

BANKS—ASIA.
TRADE/TLP/ARIB/

BANKS—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/C.1/WG.1/

BASEL CONVENTION ON THE CONTROL OF TRANSBOUNDARY
MOVEMENTS OF HAZARDOUS WASTES AND THEIR DISPOSAL
(1989).
UNEP/CHW/ UNEP/CHW/C.1/ UNEP/CHW/LSG/

BASIC NEEDS.
UNEP/WG.43/

BASIC SERVICES—ASIA.
E/CEF/ASIA/

BAUXITE.
ID/WG.446/
TD/B/C.1/RM/BAUXITE/
TD/B/CN.1/RM/BAUXITE/
TD/B/IPC/BAUXITE/

BEARINGS.
E/ECE/IM/WP.1/

BEEF.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/BPP/

BELARUS—NATURAL GAS.
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.3/AC.10/

BERLIN QUESTION.
A/AC.55/

BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
See also: REFERENCE MATERIALS
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.C/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.F/
LOS/12/
ST/GVA/LIB/SER.B/
<ST/LEG/>LOS/12/
ST/LIB/SER.B/
ST/LIB/SER.B/
TD/TUNGSTEN COM/BIB/
UNEP/12/)
SER.B/

BIBLIOGRAPHIES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.A/

BIBLIOGRAPHIES—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/LIB/
E/CN.12/LIB/

BIBLIOGRAPHIES—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ESCWA/LIB/BIB/

BIOGAS.
See also: NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES
<E/ESCAP/>HIT/BG/
ID/WG.321/

BIOGAS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/NR/BGRER/

BIOGRAPHY.
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>BIO/

BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY.
See: GENETIC RESOURCES

BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS.
See also: CHEMICAL WEAPONS
BWC/
BWC/ADHOCGROUP/
BWC/CONF.I/
BWC/CONF.I/
BWC/CONF.I/EX/
BWC/CONF.I/PC/
BWC/CONF.II/
BWC/CONF.III/COW/
BWC/CONF.III/PC/
BWC/CONF.III/VEREX/
BWC/CONF.IV/
BWC/CONF.IV/COW/
BWC/CONF.IV/PC/
BWC/SPC/PC/
BWC/SPCONF/
BWC/SPCONF/DC/
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BIOMASS ENERGY.
See also: NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES
        <A/CONF.100/>BP/

BIOMASS ENERGY-EUROPE.
        <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.2/
        <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.3/
        <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.4/

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING-EUROPE.
See also: ENGINEERING
        <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.9/
        <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.2/
        <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.2/AC/

BIOTECHNOLOGY.
        <E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.16/AC/
        ID/WG.397/

BIOTECHNOLOGY-EUROPE.
        <E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.20/
        <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.12/
        <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.12/AC/

BLUE PLAN.
See also: MEDITERRANEAN SEA
        UNEP/IG.5/
        UNEP/WG.25/
        UNEP/WG.28/
        UNEP/WG.100/

BODY OF PRINCIPLES FOR THE PROTECTION OF ALL
PERSONS UNDER ANY FORM OF DETENTION OR
IMPRISONMENT (1988).
        A/C.6/37/WG.2/

BOOKS.
See also: PUBLICATIONS
        E/CN.14/LIB/SER.A/
        ST/LIB/SER.A/

BORDER INCIDENTS-GREECE.
        S/AC.4/
        S/AC.4/SC.1/
        S/AC.4/SC.2/
        S/AC.4/SC.2A/
        S/AC.4/SC.3/
        S/AC.4/SC.4/
        S/AC.4/SC.7/
        S/AC.4/SC.9/
        S/AC.4/SG.1/
        S/AC.4/SG.2/

BRAIN DRAIN.
See also: MIGRATION
        <ST/>ESA/S&T/AC.3/

BRAKES-EUROPE.
        <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRF/
        <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRFR/
        <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRRF/

BRAIN.
        ID/WG.240/

BUDGET.
See also: EXTRABUDGETARY FINANCING
         Financ
         FUNDS
        A/AC.104/
        A/AC.113/
        A/AC.118/
        A/AC.119/
        ACC/1981/FB/
        ACC/1982/FB/
        ACC/1983/FB/
        ACC/1991/FB/
        ACC/1993/FB/
        ACC/1994/FB/
        DP/1982/BFC/
        DP/1983/BFC/
        DP/1984/BFC/
        DP/1985/BFC/
        DP/1986/BFC/
        DP/1987/BFC/
        DP/1988/BFC/
        DP/1989/BFC/
        DP/1990/BFC/
        DP/1991/BFC/
        DP/1992/BFC/
        DP/1993/BFC/
        DP/1994/BFC/
        DP/1995/BFC/
        DP/1996/BFC/
        DP/1997/BFC/
        E/ICEF/1984/AB/
        E/ICEF/1985/AB/
        E/ICEF/1986/AB/
        E/ICEF/1987/AB/
        E/ICEF/1988/AB/
        E/ICEF/1989/AB/
        E/ICEF/1990/AB/
        E/ICEF/1991/AB/
        E/ICEF/1992/AB/
        E/ICEF/1993/AB/
        E/ICEF/1994/AB/
        E/ICEF/1995/AB/
        E/ICEF/1996/AB/
        E/ICEF/1997/AB/
        E/ICEF/AB/
        E/ICEF/ADM/
        FC/AB/
        <ST/DP/PRESS/>GA/AB/
        TD/B/WP/
        TD/BIX/WP/
        TD/BIX(WP)/
        TD/BX(V)/WP/
        TD/BX(WV)/WP/
        TD/BX(V)/WP/
        UNEP/GC/11/SC.1/

BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
See also: PLEDGING CONFERENCES
        A/AC.41/
        A/AC.106/
        A/AC.112/
        A/AC.116/
        A/AC.120/
        A/AC.121/WG/B/
        A/AC.122/
        A/AC.127/
        A/AC.128/
        A/AC.132/
        A/AC.133/
        A/AC.136/
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A/AC.137/
A/AC.142/
A/AC.143/
A/AC.147/
A/AC.148/
A/AC.152/
A/AC.153/
A/AC.157/
A/AC.159/
A/AC.162/
A/AC.163/
A/AC.170/
A/AC.171/
A/AC.177/
A/AC.178/
A/AC.181/
A/AC.186/
A/AC.189/
A/AC.190/
A/AC.194/
A/AC.195/
A/AC.200/
A/AC.201/
A/AC.204/
A/AC.205/
A/AC.211/
A/AC.212/
A/AC.216/
A/AC.217/
A/AC.220/
A/AC.221/
A/AC.222/
A/AC.224/
A/AC.225/
A/AC.227/
A/AC.228/
A/C.5/Sub.1/
A/CN.2/
A/CONF.24/
A/CONF.31/
A/CONF.33/
A/CONF.36/
A/CONF.37/
A/CONF.38/
A/CONF.39/
A/CONF.40/
A/CONF.41/
A/CONF.42/
A/CONF.44/
A/CONF.45/
A/CONF.46/
A/CONF.47/
A/CONF.50/
A/CONF.51/
A/CONF.52/
A/CONF.53/
A/CONF.54/
A/CONF.55/
A/CONF.56/
A/CONF.57/
A/CONF.58/
A/CONF.59/
A/CONF.60/
A/CONF.61/
A/CONF.64/
A/CONF.65/
A/CONF.66/
A/CONF.68/
A/CONF.69/
A/CONF.71/
A/CONF.72/
A/CONF.75/
CAMEROONS UNDER BRITISH ADMINISTRATION.
T/COM.4&5/
T/COM.4/
T/OBS.4&5/
T/OBS.4/
T/PET.4&5/
T/PET.4/

CAMEROONS UNDER FRENCH ADMINISTRATION.
T/COM.4&5/
T/COM.5/
T/OBS.4&5/
T/OBS.5/
T/PET.4&5/
T/PET.5/

CANADA—FORESTRY INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.3/

CANNABIS.
ST/SOA/SER.S/

CAPITAL ASSETS.
A/LA/
A/NLA/

CAPITAL FORMATION.
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/STATS-FI/

CAPITAL FORMATION—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/CF/

CAPITAL FORMATION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.50/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.29/

CAPITAL GOODS.
ID/WG.314/
ID/WG.324/
ID/WG.342/
ID/WG.442/
ID/B/C.6/AC.7/

CAPITAL GOODS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AC.20/
E/CN.11/AC.21/

CAPITAL GOODS—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECEWA/ID/WG.4/

CARBON DIOXIDE.
See also: AIR POLLUTANTS
UNEP/WG.37/
UNEP/WG.79/
UNEP/WG.84/
UNEP/WG.98/

CARBON FIBRES.
ID/WG.418/

CARIBBEAN REGION.
See also: UN. CEPAL
UN. ECLAC
E/CEPAL/CARIB/
< E/CEPAL/> ECLA/CARIB/
< E/> LC/MEX/
< E/> LC/MEX/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECLAC/

CARIBBEAN REGION—CHILD DEVELOPMENT.
E/ICEF/LATAM-79/

CARIBBEAN REGION—CHILD WELFARE.
E/ICEF/LATAM-79/

CARIBBEAN REGION—COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT.
UNEP/IG.36/

CARIBBEAN REGION—DECOLONIZATION.
A/AC.109/SC.4/

CARIBBEAN REGION—DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH.
E/CEPAL/CELADE/
< E/> LC/DEM/
< E/> LC/DEM/CR/

CARIBBEAN REGION—DEVELOPMENT.
E/CEPAL/
E/CEPAL/CDCC/
< E/> LC/CAF/
ST/ECLAC/

CARIBBEAN REGION—DOCUMENTATION.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/
< E/> LC/CL/

CARIBBEAN REGION—DRUG CONTROL.
UNDCP/HON/NNAC/

CARIBBEAN REGION—ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
E/CEPAL/K/
E/CEPAL/PLEN/
< E/> LC/

CARIBBEAN REGION—ECONOMIC PLANNING.
E/CEPAL/ILPES/
E/CEPAL/ILPES/Conf.4/
< E/> LC/IP/

CARIBBEAN REGION—ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION.
UNEP/IG.25/

CARIBBEAN REGION—ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.
UNEP/CEP/
UNEP/CEPAL/AG.24/
UNEP/CEPAL/WG.48/
UNEP/IG.27/
UNEP/IG.30/
UNEP/IG.38/
UNEP/IG.40/
UNEP/IG.42/
UNEP/IG.46/
< UNEP/RPLAC/>
UNEP/WG.84/
UNEP/WG.74/
UNEP/WG.76/

CARIBBEAN REGION—FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
ID/WG.167/

CARIBBEAN REGION—HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.
E/CEPAL/Conf.70/

CARIBBEAN REGION—INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION.
ID/WG.167/

CARIBBEAN REGION—INDUSTRIAL SERVICES.
ID/WG.19/
CARIBBEAN REGION--INFORMATION NETWORKS.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/SEM.1/

CARIBBEAN REGION--INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/
E/CEPAL/CLADES/SEM.1/
<EAL/>CL/

CARIBBEAN REGION--INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
DP/RLA/

CARIBBEAN REGION--LAW ENFORCEMENT.
UNDCP/HONLAC/

CARIBBEAN REGION--MARINE ENVIRONMENT.
UNEP/IG.39/

CARIBBEAN REGION--MICRO-ELECTRONICS.
ID/WG.372/

CARIBBEAN REGION--PUBLIC ENTERPRISES.
ST/ECLA/Conf.36/

CARIBBEAN REGION--REGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
DP/RLA/

CARIBBEAN REGION--SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.167/

CARIBBEAN REGION--SOCIALLY DEVELOPMENT.
<E>LC/

CARIBBEAN REGION--SOCIAL PLANNING.
E/CEPAL/ILPES/
E/CEPAL/ILPES/Conf.4/
<E>LC/IP/

CARIBBEAN REGION--WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT.
E/CEPAL/CRM.3/
E/CEPAL/MDM/
ID/WG.423/

CARTOGRAPHY.
See also: HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS
MAPS
PHOTOGRAFMETRY
SMALL-SCALE MAPPING
THEMATIC MAPPING
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
E/CART/
E/CONF.35/C.5/
<ST/DAM/OCS/Publishing/Cart/>
<ST/DPS/Publishing/Cart/>
<ST/ESAI/SER.I>/
ST/SOA/SER.I/

CARTOGRAPHY--AFRICA.
E/CONF.43/
<E> ECA/CART/
<E> ECA/NRD/CART/

CARTOGRAPHY--AMERICAS.
E/CONF.67/
E/CONF.71/
E/CONF.71/C.II/
E/CONF.71/C.III/
E/CONF.77/
E/CONF.81/

CARTOGRAPHY--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CONF.18/
E/CONF.25/
E/CONF.36/
E/CONF.38/C.1/
E/CONF.69/
E/CONF.52/C.2/
E/CONF.52/C.3/
E/CONF.52/C.A/
E/CONF.57/
E/CONF.57/C.3/
E/CONF.62/
E/CONF.68/

CARTEGOGRAPHY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CONF.72/
E/CONF.75/
E/CONF.78/
E/CONF.83/
E/CONF.87/
E/CONF.89/

CASE STUDIES.
ID/WG.260/

CAST IRON.
ID/WG.407/

CATALOGUES.
<ST/CSS/>PUBL/
ST/DPI/SER.F/
ST/OPI/SER.F/

CATALYSTS.
ID/WG.123/

CATERING--EUROPE.
E/CE/G/AGRI/SEM.16/

CATTLE--EUROPE.
E/CE/G/AGRI/SEM.7/

CD-ROM.
See also: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
ST/ESA/STA/SER.I/CD/
ST/ESA/STA/SER.I/K/CD/
ST/ESA/STA/SER.I/S/CD/

CEMENT.
ID/WG.44/
ID/WG.125/

CEMENT INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.125/
ID/WG.326/
ID/WG.347/
ID/WG.379/

CENSUSES.
See also: AGRICULTURAL CENSUSES
HOUSING CENSUSES
POPULATION CENSUSES
SAMPLE CENSUSES
E/ESCAP/STAT/DCDCS/
ST/SOA/SER.B/
CHARCOAL--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP>/NR/EGMFC/

A/AC.226/
TD/B/AC.12/

CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS (1945).
A/AC.81/
A/AC.81/SC.1/
A/AC.176/
A/AC.182/
A/C.4/Quad.2/

CHARTER REVIEW.
A/AC.81/
A/AC.81/SC.1/
A/AC.176/
A/AC.182/
A/AC.182/WG/

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE.
A/AC.71/

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING.
See also: ENGINEERING
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.20/
ID/WG.50/

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.15/AC/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.19/AC/
ID/WG.60/
ID/WG.197/
ID/WG.259/

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/6NR/CHI/

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY--EUROPE.
BUC/SYMP/GAS <1968>/
E/ECE/CHM/IND/
<E>/ECE/CHM/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.3/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.4/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.5/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.6/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.7/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.10/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.12/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.13/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.14/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.17/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.18/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.19/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SE.1/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.1/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.2/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.2/AC/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.4/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.4/AC/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.7/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.8/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.8/AC/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.8/AC/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.10/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.17/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.18/

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY--LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/CONF.15/

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY--NORTH AMERICA.
E/ECE/ CHEM/SEM.17/
E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.18/

CHEMICAL PLANTS.
ID/WG.60/
ID/WG.221/

CHEMICAL WEAPONS.
See also: BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS
CD/CW/
CD/CW/CTC/

CHEMICALS.
See also: INORGANIC CHEMICALS
ORGANIC CHEMICALS
PETROCHEMICALS
E/ECE/ CHEM/CONF/
UNEP/PIC/WG.2/
UNEP/PIC/WG.3/

CHEMICALS--EUROPE.
E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.11/
E/ECE/> ENVWA/AC.8/

CHEMICALS--NORTH AMERICA.
E/ECE/> ENVWA/AC.8/

CHILD DEVELOPMENT.
E/ECE/ CDC/

CHILD DEVELOPMENT--CARIBBEAN REGION.
E/ECE/ LATAM-79/

CHILD DEVELOPMENT--LATIN AMERICA.
E/ECE/ LATAM-79/

CHILD NEEDS--AFRICA.
E/ECE/ AFM/

CHILD PORNOGRAPHY.
See also: HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
E/CN.4/1994/WG.14/
E/CN.4/1996/WG.14/
E/CN.4/1997/WG.14/

CHILD PROSTITUTION.
E/CN.4/1994/WG.14/
E/CN.4/1996/WG.14/
E/CN.4/1997/WG.14/
E/TWC/

CHILD SUPPORT.
E/AC.39/
E/CONF.21/
E/CONF.21/C.1/
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CHILD WELFARE.
See also: RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
E/AC.22/
ST/SOA/SE.R.D/
ST/SOA/SE.R.E/

CHILD WELFARE--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/FCW/
E/ICEF/AFM/
E/ICEF/NGO/NS/

CHILD WELFARE--ASIA.
ACCY/
E/ICEF/ACCY/
E/ICEF/ASIA/
FCW/

CHILD WELFARE--CARIBBEAN REGION.
E/ICEF/LATAM-79/

CHILD WELFARE--EUROPE.
UN/SOA/SEM/45/

CHILD WELFARE--LATIN AMERICA.
E/ICEF/C.2/
E/ICEF/LATAM-79/

CHILDREN.
See also: UNICEF
E/CN.4/AC.42/
E/ICEF/
E/ICEF/AC.1/
<@E/ICEF/>CC/
<@E/ICEF/>PUBLICATIONS/
<@ST/>PRESS/@ICEF/
<@ST/>/SOA/SEM/63/

CHILDREN--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ACCY/
ASTAT/UPS/
ASTAT/WCY/
E/ICEF/ACCY/

CHILDREN--GREECE.
A/AC.45/

CHILDREN--LATIN AMERICA.
E/ICEF/LATAM/
ST/ECLA/CONF.20/

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS.
E/CN.4/1994/WG.13/
E/CN.4/1996/WG.13/
E/CN.4/1997/WG.13/

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS.
See: RIGHTS OF THE CHILD

CHILE--HUMAN RIGHTS.
E/CN.4/AC.29/

CHINA--INLAND WATER TRANSPORT.
<@E/ESCAP/> SPIW/STIPW/

CHINA--INLAND WATERS.
<@E/ESCAP/> SPIW/STIPW/

CHINA--PORTS.
<@E/ESCAP/> SPIW/STIPW/

CHINESE LANGUAGE.
ST/LIB/SE.R.J/

CHLORO-FLUOROCARBONS.
UNEP/WG.151/
UNEP/WG.167/
UNEP/WG.172/

CHROMIUM ORE.
<@E/ICEF/> STEEL/WP.2/

CITRUS FRUITS.
TD/3.C./1/CONS.3/

CITRUS FRUITS--EUROPE.
<@E/ICEF/> AGRI/WP.3/

CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS.
See also: HUMAN RIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS (1966)
CCPR/C/OP/

CIVIL LIABILITY--EUROPE.
<@E/ICEF/> TRANS/AC.5/

CIVIL REGISTRATION--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ASTAT/CRVS/

CIVIL REGISTRATION--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<@E/ESCAP/> STAT/ASCRVS/

CIVIL REGISTRATION--LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/CONF.19/

CIVIL REGISTRATION--WESTERN ASIA.
WAW/CRVS/

CLASSIFICATION.
E/ICEF/COAL/CWP/

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS.
<@E/ICEF/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.1/
<@E/ICEF/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.6/
<@E/ICEF/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.15/

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS--EUROPE.
<@E/ICEF/> CES/AC.63/
<@E/ICEF/> TRANS/GE.6/AC.3/

CLAY.
ID/WG.16/
ID/WG.81/

CLIMATE.
UNEP/WG.38/
UNEP/WG.51/
UNEP/WG.67/
UNEP/WG.83/
UNEP/WG.84/

CLIMATE CHANGE.
See also: WEATHER MODIFICATION
A/AC.237/
A/AC.237/NC/
FCCC/
FCCC/AG12/
FCCC/AG8M/
FCCC/CP/
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FCCC/IDR/
FCCC/NC/
FCCC/SB/
FCCC/SBI/
FCCC/SBSTA/
UNEP/IPCC/
CLIMATOLOGY.
UNEP/WG.79/
CMEA.
id/WG.357/
TD/B/AC.23/
COAL.
< E/ECE /> COAL/WP.1 /
< E/ECE /> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.1 /
< E/ECE /> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.10 /
< E/ECE /> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.13 /
< E/ECE /> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.15 /
< E/ECE /> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.22 /
< E/ECE /> ENERGY/WP.1/GE.2 /
< E/ECE /> ENERGY/WP.2/SEM.1 /
< ST/> TCD/NRET/AC.12/
VAR/SYMP/COAL/
COAL--AUSTRALIA.
I&T/LE/
COAL--EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ COAL/A C.5 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/AC.GE.2 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/S /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/WP.1/SEM.1 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/WP.3 /
< E/ECE >/ SC.TECH./AC.18 /
< E >/ ECE/UNDP/LCT /
COAL GASIFICATION--EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/SEM.12 /
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/SEM.12/AC /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/AC.2 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/AC.4 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.3 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.6 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.6/AC /
COAL INDUSTRY.
See also: COKE INDUSTRY
< E/ECE >/ COAL/GE.1 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.9 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.3 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.12 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.20 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/GE.1 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/GE.3 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.1 /
ESS/SYMP/COAL/P /
COAL INDUSTRY--CENTRAL EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.4 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.8 /
COAL INDUSTRY--EASTERN EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.4 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.8 /
COAL INDUSTRY--EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.10 /
< E >/ ECE/COAL/
E/ECE/COAL/ASC/
E/ECE/COAL/AYWP /
E/ECE/COAL/BPWP /
E/ECE/COAL/CSWP /
E/ECE/COAL/CTSC /
E/ECE/COAL/ETP /
E/ECE/COAL/PSC /
E/ECE/COAL/PWP /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.6 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.6/AC /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SWP /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/UWP /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/WP.2 /
ST/ECE/COAL /
COAL LIQUEFACTION--EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ COAL/AC.2 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/AC.4 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.3 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.6 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.6/AC /
COAL MINES.
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.10 /
IRK/SYMP/COAL /
COAL MINES--EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ COAL/PROD /
COAL MINING.
See also: MINING.
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.2 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.10 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.7 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.9 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.11 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.19 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.21 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.2 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.4 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.2/AC.9 /
FOR/SYMP/COAL /
HAR/SYMP/COAL /
KAT/SYMP/COAL /
COAL MINING--EUROPE.
BUC/SYMP/COAL /
E/ECE/COAL/EOWP /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/GE.4 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/P /
E/ECE/COAL/PWP /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.7 /
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.8 /
COALBED METHANE.
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.2 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.5 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.8 /
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.3/AC.9 /
COARSE GRAINS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP >/ AD/CGPRT /
< E/ESCAP >/ AD/CGPRT/GB /
< E/ESCAP >/ AD/SD/CGPRT /
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COASTAL AREAS.
<E/ECE/>WATER/AC.1/
<E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.3/
<E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.3/PM/
<E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.5/
<E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.5/PM/

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT--CARIBBEAN REGION.
UNEP/IG.39/

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT--EAST ASIA.
UNEP/IG.26/

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT--SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN REGION.
UNEP/IG.45/

COCA LEAF.
E/CN.7/AC.2/

COCOA.
E/CONF.23/
E/CONF.49/
E/CONF.49/C.1/
E/CONF.49/C.2/
E/CONF.49/EX/
TD/B/IPC/COCOA/
TD/COCOA.1/
TD/COCOA.1/C.1/
TD/COCOA.1/C.2/
TD/COCOA.1/CONS/
TD/COCOA.1/EX/
TD/COCOA.1/TWG/
TD/COCOA.1/WP.1/
TD/COCOA.1/WP.2/
TD/COCOA.2/
TD/COCOA.2/CONS/
TD/COCOA.2/EX/
TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/
TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/SC.1/
TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/SC.2/
TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.2/
TD/COCOA.2/TPM/
TD/COCOA.2/TPM/WP/
TD/COCOA.3/
TD/COCOA.3/EX/
TD/COCOA.3/EX/C.1/
TD/COCOA.3/EX/C.2/
TD/COCOA.3/EX/C.3/
TD/COCOA.4/
TD/COCOA.4/EX/C.1/
TD/COCOA.4/EX/C.2/
TD/COCOA.4/EX/LDG/
TD/COCOA.5/
TD/COCOA.6/
TD/COCOA.7/
TD/COCOA.8/
TD/COCOA.9/
TD/COCOA.9/EX/
TD/COCOA.9/EX/C.1/
TD/COCOA/IC/WG.1/

COCONUT INDUSTRY--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: COIR
ACC.1/EG/
ACC.2/
ACC.3/
ACC.69/
RPH/CCP/

CODE OF CONDUCT ON TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS (DRAFT).
E/C.10/AC.2/
E/ECWA/UNCTC/85/IG.1/

CODES OF CONDUCT.
E/C.10/AC.2/
E/CONF.42/C.1/
E/CONF.42/C.2/
E/CONF.42/C.3/
E/CONF.42/EX/
E/CONF.42/EX/C.1/
E/CONF.42/EX/C.2/
E/CONF.42/EX/WP.1/
E/CONF.42/EX/WP.3/
E/CONF.42/EX/WP.4/

COGENERATION.
See also: ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.5/

COIR.
TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES(C)/WG/

COKE.
TD/WG.360/

COKE--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>COAL/WP.1/SEM.1/

COKE INDUSTRY--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.4/

COLLECTIVE FARMING--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
See also: FARMS
E/ESCAP/AD/RPC/

COLOMBIA--DISASTER RELIEF.
<ST/>SG/SM.1/

COLOMBIA--VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS.
<ST/>SG/SM.1/

COLONIAL COUNTRIES.
See: DECOLONIZATION

COCONUT PRODUCTS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: COIR
ACC.1/EG/
ACC.2/
ACC.3/
ACC.69/
RPH/CCP/

COMBUSTION.
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.13/
<E/ECE/>ENV/AC.4/
<E/ECE/>ENV/AC.4/PM/
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COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRADE/CCA/
TRADE/ARB/<ECAFE>
TRADE/CCA/News/

COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>TRADE/WP.1/

COMMERCIAL LAW.
A/CN.9/SER.B/
A/CN.9/SER.D/

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRR/

COMMERCIAL TREATIES.
See: TRADE AGREEMENTS

COMMISIONS OF INQUIRY.
See also: FACT-FINDING MISSIONS
A/AC.18/SC.2/
A/AC.165/
E/CN.6/AC.26/
E/CN.7/AC.2/

COMMISIONS OF INQUIRY—GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF.
A/AC.55/

COMMODOITIES.
See also: AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
CF/GC/
E/CN.13/JS/
E/CN.13/SC.1/II&IV/PP/
TD/B/C.1/
TD/B/C.1/AC/
TD/B/C.1/DOCS/
TD/B/C.1/PSC/
TD/B/C.1/PSC/WP/
TD/B/C.1/SC.1/III/
TD/B/C.1/STAT/
TD/B/C.1/XIII/SC/
TD/B/CN.1/
TD/B/COM.1/
TD/B/IPC/AC/
TD/B/IPC/STAT/
TD/B/IPC/CONF/
TD/B/IPC/CONF/IC/
<TD/>CF/PC/
<TD/>CF/PC/WP.1/
<TD/>CF/PC/WP.2/
<TD>/UNCTAD/CONF/
<TD>/UNCTAD/COM/
<TD>/UNCTAD/ITCD/
<TD>/UNCTAD/ST/CD/

COMMODOITIES—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>EC.AD/AC.2/
<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.6/AEC.3/

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CA/
E/CONF.2/C.5/
E/CONF.19/B/
TD/COCA/8/EX/C.1/
TD/OLIVE OIL.9/

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
TD/RUBBER.3/
TD/RUBBER.3/EX/
TD/TIMBER/EX/

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>TRADE/MRCCA/
<E/ECE/>TRADE/WICI/

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.

COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.
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COMMODOITY AGREEMENTS—EUROPE.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMON FUND FOR COMMODITIES—ESTABLISHMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;TD/IPC/&gt;CF/PC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;TD/IPC/&gt;CF/PC/WP.I/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;TD/IPC/&gt;CF/PC/WP.II/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATIONS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: TELECOMMUNICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.2/WP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.4/AC.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.4/AC.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.4/AC.16/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/TRC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATIONS—AFRICA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.88/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECA/TCD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATIONS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/TRANS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCAP/CTC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCAP/STC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;TCT/ANMCD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;TRANS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ST/ESCAP/TCT/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATIONS—WESTERN ASIA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECWA/TCT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCWA/TCD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCWA/TCT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/SODE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAI/CD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/SOA/SER.O/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT—AFRICA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/FCW/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/SWC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT—ASIA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT—EUROPE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN/SOA/SEM/29/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN/SOA/SEM/51/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT—LATIN AMERICA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/CONF.18/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAI/CD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: POPULAR PARTICIPATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;POP/EGM/NFP/P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPENSATION.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.4/Sub.2/1995/WG.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.4/Sub.2/1996/WG.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPENSATION TRADE—EUROPE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRADE/AC.18/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRADE/AC.19/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRADE/AC.24/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPENSATORY FINANCING.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: EXPORT EARNINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.13/TWG/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/AC.37/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPETITION LAW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/COM.2/EM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTBT/PC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPREHENSIVE NUCLEAR TEST-BAN TREATY ORGANIZATION (PROPOSED).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTBT/PC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENG/AUT/SEM.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;WATER/SEM.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.254/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.441/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LON/SYM/COAL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATHECO 1989/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATHECO 1970/S-1/NAR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP/T/UCH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR/SYM/EP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER APPLICATIONS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP/COMP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER APPLICATIONS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCAP/STAT/CDCS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER APPLICATIONS—EUROPE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AUTOMAT/SEM.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AUTOMATION/SEM.MAN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HB/PWP.2/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;STEEL/SEM.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;STEEL/SEM.4/AC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER CENTRES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTAT/ERCC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER PROGRAMS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.437/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTERS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: MICROCOMPUTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ST&gt;/ESA/S&amp;T/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION—EUROPE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: CONSTRUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANK/SYM/EP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFERENCE AND MEETING SERVICES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: CALENDAR OF MEETINGS DOCUMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.130/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJAC.172/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/SEC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;GS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCWCA/CSS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ID&gt;/UNIDO/CPE/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ST/ADM/CSS/
ST/CGS/
ST/CGS/SER.B/
ST/CS/
TD/III/BUR/
TD/IV/BUR/

CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN MINISTERS RESPONSIBLE FOR HUMAN RESOURCES PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION (2ND : 1984 : ADDIS ABABA).
E/ECA/HRP/TC/

CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN STATISTICIANS.
E/ECE/CES/Docs/

See also: CONSULTATIONS
A/AC.63/
A/AC.5/SC.9/
OD/SYMP.1/
E/AC.56/
E/CN.3/WSC/
E/CN.9/A.C.9/
E/CN.14/CART/
E/CN.14/EP/
E/CN.14/ERS/
E/CN.14/HOU/
E/CN.14/NRO/MENV/
E/CN.14/POP/
E/CN.14/SW/
E/CN.14/SWCD/
E/CN.14/TRANS/
E/CN.14/UP/
E/CN.14/WP.6/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/BIDAC/
ST/SG/SA/
< ST/> SOA/ESDP/SWR/
< ST/> SOA/ESWP/SWR/
ST/TAA/IR/

CONFLICT PREVENTION.
See: PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY

CONFORMITY CERTIFICATION.
< E/> ECE/STAND/

CONGO QUESTION.
ST/SGB/CONGO FUND/
ST/SGB/ONUC/

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION (1975).
A/AC.180/
A/AC.180/CG/

CONSTITUTIONS.
A/AC.44/SC.1/

CONSTRUCTION.
See also: CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
EARTHQUAKE-RESISTANT CONSTRUCTION
FACTORY CONSTRUCTION
HOUSING CONSTRUCTION
RECONSTRUCTION
ROAD CONSTRUCTION
E/ECE/IM/HOU/CIB/

< E/ECE/> TEM/TC/
ID/WG.177/
ID/WG.181/
ID/WG.196/
< ST/> ESA/HBP/AC.19/
ST/SG/SA/

CONSTRUCTION--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/

CONSTRUCTION--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.18/
< E/ECE/> HBP/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.28/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.36/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.8/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/
< E/ECE/> HOU/INDUSTRY/
< E/ECE/> HOU/BUILD/
< E/ECE/> HOU/GR.1/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/AC/

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/WPOL/

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.
E/ECE/IM/WP.2/
ID/WG.96/
ID/WG.148/
ID/WG.370/
ID/WG.425/
ID/WG.434/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.U/

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/RSSMC/

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> HBP/BUILD/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.3/PM/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.8/AC/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.10/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.10/PM/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.14/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.14/PM/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.22/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> HOU.INDUSTRY/
< E/ECE/> HOU/BUILD/
< E/ECE/> HOU/GR.1/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/AC/

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS.
See: BUILDING MATERIALS

CONSULAR RELATIONS.
See also: DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
A/CONF.28/

CONSULTANTS.
E/CN.14/CAS.2/ENQ/1981>
ID/WG.81/
CONSULTATION ON THE BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSTRY (1ST : 1985 : ATHENS).  
ID/WG.426/

ID/WG.324/

CONSULTATION ON THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY (1ST : 1977 : VIENNA).  
ID/WG.241/

ID/WG.380/  
ID/WG.387/

CONSULTATIONS.  
See also: CONFERENCES  
E/AC.45/  
E/CN.14/CAS.4/SRC/  
E/CN.14/CAS.5/SRC/  
E/ECE/AC/1/  
E/ECE/TRADE MTG/CONS/  
PCCC/A13/

CONSULTATIVE STATUS.  
See also: NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS  
E/C.2/  
E/CN.11/AC.16/

CONSUMER PROTECTION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.  
See also: PRODUCT SAFETY  
E/ESCAP/>TRADE/RCCP/

CONSUMPTION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.  
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGD/

CONSUMPTION—EUROPE.  
E/ECE/EC/1/  
E/ECE/EC/1/SEM.5/PAM/  
E/ECE/EC/1/STEEL/SEM.3/

CONTAINER TRANSPORT.  
See also: TRANSPORT  
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPC/  
E/CONF.65/  
E/CONF.65/BUR/  
E/CONF.65/C.1 and 2/  
E/CONF.65/C.1/  
E/CONF.65/C.2/  
E/CONF.65/C.3/  
E/CONF.65/IPS/  
E/ECE/TRANS/GE.30/GRCC/  
E/ECE/TRANS/SEM.10/  
TD/B/C.4/AC.5/  
TD/B/C.4/AC.6/

CONTAINER TRANSPORT—EUROPE.  
E/ECE/TRANS/GE.24/GRCT/  
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.24/GRCT/  
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.30/GRCC/

CONTAINERS.  
E/CONF.59/C.3/  
ID/WG.139/  
TD/B/AC.20/

CONTAINERS—EUROPE.  
E/ECE/TRANS/SEM.7/

CONTIGUOUS ZONE.  
A/CONF.13/C.1/  
A/CONF.62/C.11/

CONTINENTAL SHELF.  
A/CONF.13/C.4/  
A/CONF.62/C.12/  
SPLOS/CLCS/

CONTRACEPTIVES.  
ID/WG.116/

CONTRACTS.  
A/CN.9/WG.II/  
A/CONF.57/  
A/CONF.57/C.1/  
A/CONF.97/C.2/  
E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.3/  
E/ECE/IM/WT/5/  
E/ECE/>TRADE/GE.1/  
ID/WG.259/  
ID/WG.306/  
ID/WG.360/  
ID/WG.385/  
ST/ESA/R/AC.7/

CONTRACTS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.  
E/ESCAP/>TRADE/WT/G.3/

CONTRACTS—EUROPE.  
E/ECE/>TRADE/WP.5/  
E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.9/

CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN OR DEGRADING TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT (1984).  
E/CN.4/1982/WG.2/  
E/CN.4/1983/WG.2/  
E/CN.4/1984/WG.2/

E/CN.4/1993/WG.11/  
E/CN.4/1996/WG.11/

CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS (1950).  
E/CN.4/AC.3/

UNEP/G.14/  
UNEP/G.23/  
UNEP/G.36/  
UNEP/G.43/  
UNEP/G.49/

CONVENTION ON A CODE OF CONDUCT FOR LINER CONFERENCES (1974).  
TD/CODE.2/  
TD/CODE.2/C.1/  
TD/CODE.2/C.2/

CONVENTION ON FREEDOM OF INFORMATION (DRAFT).

CONVENTION ON LONG-RANGE TRANSBOUNDARY AIR POLLUTION (1979).

CONVENTION ON PROHIBITIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF CERTAIN CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS WHICH MAY BE DEEMED TO BE EXCESSIVELY INJURIOUS OR TO HAVE INDISCRIMINATE EFFECTS (1980).

CONVENTION ON PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES (1971).

CONVENTION ON SPECIAL MISSIONS (1969).

CONVENTION ON THE CONSERVATION OF MIGRATORY SPECIES OF WILD ANIMALS (1979).

CONVENTION ON THE DECLARATION OF DEATH OF MISSING PERSONS (1960).


CONVENTION ON THE PREVENTION AND PUNISHMENT OF CRIMES AGAINST INTERNATIONALY PROTECTED PERSONS, INCLUDING DIPLOMATIC AGENTS (1973).

CONVENTION ON THE PROHIBITION OF MILITARY OR ANY OTHER HOSTILE USE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFICATION TECHNIQUES (1977).

CONVENTION ON THE PROHIBITION OF THE DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION AND STOCKPILING OF BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) AND TOXIN WEAPONS AND ON THEIR DESTRUCTION (1972).

CONVENTION ON THE RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF FOREIGN ARBITRAL AWARDS (1958).


OPTIONAL PROTOCOL ON THE INVOLVEMENT OF CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (DRAFT).

OPTIONAL PROTOCOL ON THE SALE OF CHILDREN, PROSTITUTION AND CHILD PORNOGRAPHY (DRAFT).


CONVENTION ON TRANSIT TRADE OF LANDLOCKED STATES (1966).

CONVENTIONAL DISARMAMENT.

CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS.
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A/CONF.95/CW/WG.2/
A/CONF.95/PREPCONF.
A/CONF.95/WG/
CCW/CONF.I/
CCW/CONF.I/CC/
CCW/CONF.I/GE/
CCW/CONF.I/MAC.I/
S/C.3/
S/C.3/SC.2/
S/C.3/SC.3/

CONVEYORS.
E/ECE/IM/WP.3/

COOLING.
FRA/SYM/P/

COORDINATION BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS.
See also: INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION
E/CN.12/AC.11/
E/CONF.4/NP.4/
ID/WG.59/
ID/WG.249/
UNITAR/EUR.72/STUD.1/

COORDINATE MOVEMENTS.
UN/SOA/SEM/35/

COOPERATIVES-EUROPE.
UN/SOA/SEM/46/

COORDINATION WITHIN UN SYSTEM.
See also: INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION
RESIDENT COORDINATORS
ACC/
ACC/1980/OP/
ACC/1980/OPPG/
ACC/1980/PG/
ACC/1981/OP/
ACC/1981/OPPG/
ACC/1981/PG/
ACC/1982/OP/
ACC/1982/OPPG/
ACC/1982/PG/
ACC/1983/OP/
ACC/1983/OPPG/
ACC/1983/PG/
ACC/1984/OP/
ACC/1984/OPPG/
ACC/1984/PG/
ACC/1985/OP/
ACC/1985/OPPG/
ACC/1985/PG/
ACC/1986/OP/
ACC/1986/OPPG/
ACC/1986/PG/
ACC/1987/OP/
ACC/1987/OPPG/
ACC/1987/PG/
ACC/1988/OP/
ACC/1988/OPPG/
ACC/1988/PG/
ACC/1989/OP/
ACC/1989/OPPG/
ACC/1989/PG/
ACC/1990/OP/
ACC/1990/OPPG/

COPPER.
E/CONF.28/
ICSG/
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/AC/
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/CONS./
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/CONS./
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/CONS./
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/CONS./
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/CONS./
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/CONS./
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/CONS./
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/CONS./
TD/B/C.1/OPPER/CONS./

COPPER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.12/

COPPER INDUSTRY-USSR.
ID/WG.74/

COPPER MINES-USSR.
ID/WG.74/

CORRECTIONAL SYSTEMS.
See also: PRISONS
A/CONF.6/C.2/

CORROSION.
< E/ECE > ENGIN/SEM.2/
< E/ECE > ENGIN/SEM.2/AC/

CORROSION-EUROPE.
< E/ECE > STEEL/SEM.10/

CORRUPT PRACTICES.
E/AQC.6A/
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E/AC.25/
E/AC.24/
E/AC.47/
E/AC.49/
E/AC.51/GR/
E/AC.51/GR/
E/AC.51/GR/
E/AC.51/GR/
E/AC.51/GR/
E/AC.51/GR/
E/AC.51/GR/
E/AC.51/GR/

ID/OP/
ST/GENEVA/CCISUA/
UNDP/PS/

COPPER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.12/

COPPER INDUSTRY-USSR.
ID/WG.74/

COPPER MINES-USSR.
ID/WG.74/

CORRECTIONAL SYSTEMS.
See also: PRISONS
A/CONF.6/C.2/

CORROSION.
< E/ECE > ENGIN/SEM.2/
< E/ECE > ENGIN/SEM.2/AC/

CORROSION-EUROPE.
< E/ECE > STEEL/SEM.10/

CORRUPT PRACTICES.
E/AQC.6A/
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COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS.
  <E/ECE/>Eb.AIR/GE.2/
  TAD/E/CBI/
  UNEP/IG.15/
  UNEP/IG.17/
  UNEP/IG.21/
  UNEP/IG.23/
  UNEP/WG.39/

  COSTS.
  E/ECE/HOU/WP.2/
  E/ECE/HOU/WP.2/

COTE D'IVOIRE-DETAINED PERSONS.
  ST/SG/REP/

COTTAGE INDUSTRIES--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
  See also: HANDICRAFTS
  E/CN.11/I&T/CWP/

COTTON.
  TD/B/C.1/CONS.14/
  TD/B/IPC/COTTON/

COUNCIL OF EUROPE.
  UNITAR/EUR.72/STUD/

COUNTRY AGREEMENTS.
  DP/SF/Agreement/
  DP/TA/Agreement/
  SF/Agreement/
  SF/EX/Agreement/
  UNDP/ADM/LEG/SBA/

COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
  See also: TECHNICAL COOPERATION
  DP/CCF/
  DP/CP/
  DP/GEN/(country)/R/
  DP/GEN/(country)/RECOMMENDATION/
  DP/REU/
  DP/TA/P/

COUNTRY PROGRAMMES--AFRICA.
  <E/>ECA/MULPOC/(country)/

COUNTRY STUDIES.
  DP/POST/(country)/
  UNDP/ADM/POST/(country)/
  UNDP/RR/POST/(country)/

CREDIT POLICY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
  <E/ESCAP/>TRADE/TG/3G.5/

CRIME PREVENTION--AFRICA.
  UNAFRI/

CRIME PREVENTION--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
  UNAFEI/

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY.
  See also: GENOCIDE
          HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
          INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURTS
          MASSACRES
          TERRORISM
          WAR CRIMES
  A/C.3&6/SC.1/
  A/C.6/Sub.3/
  E/AC.28/

CRIMINAL JUSTICE.
  A/AC.239/
  A/AC.249/
  E/AC.57/1990/WG/
  E/CN.15/

CRIMINAL OFFENDERS.
  See: OFFENDERS

CROATIA--PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS.
  <ST/DPKO/UNTAES>/

CROP YIELDS--EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>AGR/SEM.18/
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CRUDE OIL.
See: PETROLEUM
< E/ECE > TRANS/WP.30/AC.3/
ST/STAT/CONF.14/

CULTURAL COOPERATION.
< ST/DP/PRESS > UNESCO/

CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
See also: DEVELOPMENT
A/C.3/
A/C.3(1993.1)/
< UN/ > HSDR/SCA/

CULTURAL PROPERTY.
< ST/DP/PRESS > HQ/

CULTURAL STATISTICS.
UNESCO: CES/AC.44/

CULTURAL STATISTICS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > CES/AC.44/

CULTURE.
WCCD/

CURRENCY INSTABILITY.
See also: FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES
A/AC.164/

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/SD/SEM.SWT/

CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRADE/CWP.2/
E/CN.11/TRADE/CWP.3/
E/CN.11/TRADE/CWP.4/
E/CN.11/TRADE/CWP.5/
E/CN.11/TRADE/CWP/

CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > SPW/JCEPA/
< E/ESCAP > SPW/MECA/
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/MAACFS/
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/RMECA/

CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/C.1/WG.3/

CUSTOMS CONVENTION ON THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT OF GOODS UNDER COVER OF TIR CARNETS (1975).
< E/ECE > TRANS/GE.30/AC.1/
< E/ECE > TRANS/GE.30/AC.2/
< E/ECE > TRANS/WP.30/AC.2/

CUSTOMS CONVENTION ON THE TEMPORARY IMPORTATION OF PRIVATE ROAD VEHICLES (1954).
E/CONF.18/AC.1/

CUSTOMS CONVENTIONS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > TRANS/GE.30/AC.2/
< E/ECE > TRANS/WP.30/AC.2/

CUSTOMS FORMALITIES.
See also: TRADE FACILITATION
E/CONF.16/
E/CONF.16/AC.1/
E/CONF.16/AC.2/
E/CONF.58/C.2/
E/CONF/PASS/PC/
< E/ECE > TRANS/GE.30/GRCC/

CUSTOMS FORMALITIES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ECE > TRANS/WP.30/AC.3/
ST/STAT/CONF.14/

CUSTOMS FORMALITIES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > TRANS/GE.30/
< E/ECE > TRANS/GE.30/AC.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.8/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.18/
< E/ECE > TRANS/WP.30/
< E/ECE > TRANS/WP.30/GRCC/

CUSTOMS OFFENCES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
See also: MARITIME FRAUD
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/AFASMI/
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/MAACFS/

CUSTOMS VALUATION.
TRADE/GECV/

CUSTOMS VALUATION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/ETSCT/

CYCLONES.
See also: TYPHOONS
WRD/PTC.1/
WRD/PTC.2/

CYPRUS—PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS.
< ST/DPKO/UNFICYP >

CYPRUS QUESTION.
< ST/DP/PRESS > CYP/

CZECHOSLOVAKIA—FORESTRY INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE > TIM/AC.1/

DAIRY FARMS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
See also: FARMS
< E/ESCAP > AD/WPDC/

DAMS.
See also: FLOOD CONTROL
HYDROELECTRIC POWER

DAMS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/DR/

DAMS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > ENV/WA/SEM.1/

DANGEROUS GOODS.
See also: EXPLOSIVES
TOXIC SUBSTANCES
ST/SG/AC.10/
UNEP/CHW.1/WG.1/
UNEP/CHW/WG.1/

DANGEROUS GOODS TRANSPORT.
See also: TRANSPORT
CETDG/
E/CN.2/CONF.3/
E/CN.2/CONF.4/
E/CN.2/CONF.5/
< E/ECE > TRANS/AC.6/
< E/ECE > TRANS/WP.16/CD/
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DATA SAMPLING.
See: SAMPLING

DATABASES.
E/SC/STAT/SDB/
<ST>/IESA/P/AC.17/
UNEP/GRID/

DEATH.
E/AC.30/

DEBT MANAGEMENT.
See also: EXTERNAL DEBT
TD/B/AC.28/
<TD>/UNCTAD/GID/DMFAS/
<TD>/UNCTAD/GID/DMS/
<TD>/UNCTAD/RDP/DPDF/DMF/

DECENTRALIZATION IN MANAGEMENT—LATIN AMERICA.
ID/WG.159/

DECLARATION ON INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION
(DRAFT).
E/AC.50/

DECLARATION ON SOCIAL PROGRESS AND DEVELOPMENT
(1989).
A/C.6/SC.7/
A/C.6/SC.8/

DECLARATION ON TERRITORIAL ASYLUM (1967).
A/C.6/SC.7/
A/C.6/SC.8/

DECLARATION ON THE GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE TO
COLONIAL COUNTRIES AND PEOPLES (1960).
A/AC.109/
A/AC.109/SC.6/
A/AC.140/

DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS BELONGING TO
NATIONAL OR ETHNIC, RELIGIOUS AND LINGUISTIC
ECN.4/1994/WG.6/
ECN.4/1999/WG.6/
E/AC.109/SC.6/
E/AC.140/

DECOLONIZATION.
See also: NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES
TRUST TERRITORIES
A/AC.34/
A/AC.33/SC.1/
A/AC.109/
A/AC.109/SC.1/
A/AC.109/SC.5/
A/AC.109/SC.6/
A/AC.140/
A/AC.140/
A/AC.140/
A/AC.151/
A/AC.1/S/14/
A/AC.1/S/16/
A/AC.1/S/17/
A/CONF.82/
A/CONF.82/PC/
<ST>/DI/PRESS/>GA/COL/
<ST>/PATD/>ST/SQRC/CDT/

DECOLONIZATION—AFRICA.
A/AC.109/SC.2/
DECOLONIZATION--CARIBBEAN REGION.
A/AC.109/SC.4/

DEFINITION.
See also: GLOSSARIES
TERMINOLOGY
A/AC.66/
A/AC.77/
A/AC.91/
A/AC.134/

DEFORESTATION--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
See also: REFORESTATION
< E/ESCAP/> ECU/ESATD/

DELTAS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/GWS/
E/CN.11/WRD/DA/
WRD/SDA/

DELTAS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/NR/RSDDA/

DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH.
E/CN.9/AC.13/
IIPS/
POP/TC/UCFR/
< ST/> ESA/P/AC.8/
ST/UNO/13/

DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH--AFRICA.
IFORD/

DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH--CARIBBEAN REGION.
E/CEPAL/CELAD/
< E/> LC/DEM/
< E/> LC/DEM/CR/

DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/CELAD/
< E/> LC/DEM/
< E/> LC/DEM/CR/

DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS.
E/CN.9/C.2/
< ST/> ESA/STAT/AC.3/
ST/ESA/STAT/13/
ST/ESA/STAT/13R/
ST/ESA/STAT/13R/
ST/STAT/13R/

DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS--AFRICA.
< E/> ECA/POP/TP/

DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
POP/COMP/

DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> STAT/WGCD/

DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.54/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> CES/WR.34/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.34/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.35/

DEMOCRATIC STATISTICS--LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.41/
ST/ECLA/Conf.44/
ST/ECLA/Conf.47/

DEMOCRATIC STATISTICS--WESTERN ASIA.
< E/ECWA/POP/CONF.3/>

DEMOGRAPHY.
See also: POPULATION
CDC/
E/CN.9/AC.1/
E/CN.9/AC.4/
ST/UNO/13/
UN/UNO/13 /

DEMOGRAPHY--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAD.1/
E/CN.14/CAD.2/
E/CN.14/CAD.3/
E/CN.14/PSD/
E/ECA/PSD/
< ST/ECA/PSD/>
ST/ECA/PSD/

DESALINATION.
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.5/PM/

DESERTIFICATION.
See also: DROUGHT
UN SUDANO-SAHELIAN OFFICE
A/CONF.74/
ST/SSO/
ST/UNSO/
UNEP/CCD/
UNEP/DESCON/

DESERTIFICATION--AFRICA.
A/AC.241/
A/AC.241/WG.1/
A/AC.241/WG.1/

DESERTIFICATION--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> ECU/PACD/
< E/ESCAP/> ECU/RRTDC/

DESERTIFICATION--WESTERN ASIA.
UNEP/WG.106/

DESULPHURIZATION.
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.4/PM/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.13/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.13/AC/

DETAILED PERSONS.
See also: ARBITRARY DETENTION
BODY OF PRINCIPLES FOR THE PROTECTION OF ALL
PERSONS UNDER ANY FORM
OF DETENTION OR IMPRISONMENT (DRAFT)
POLITICAL PRISONERS
DISAPPEARANCE OF PERSONS
TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL TREATMENT
A/C.8/37/WG.2/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1986/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1986/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1986/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1986/WG.1/
DETAINED PERSONS–COTE D'IVOIRE.
ST/SG/REP/

DETAINED PERSONS–GUINEA.
ST/SG/REP/

DETENTION ON GROUNDS OF MENTAL ILLNESS.
See also: HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
See also: NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES
E/CONF.65/C.1/

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
See also: LANDLOCKED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1992/WG.1/

LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
A/C.2/SC.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1991/WG.1/
E/CONF.39/
E/CONF.65/C.1/
E/SC/1986/WG.3/
TD/97/AC.2/
ID/WG.10/
ID/WG.13/
ID/WG.24/
ID/WG.27/
ID/WG.34/
ID/WG.37/
ID/WG.40/
ID/WG.46/
ID/WG.48/
ID/WG.50/
ID/WG.60/
ID/WG.62/
ID/WG.78/
ID/WG.91/
ID/WG.93/
ID/WG.94/
ID/WG.107/
ID/WG.116/
ID/WG.124/
ID/WG.127/
ID/WG.132/
ID/WG.145/
ID/WG.148/
ID/WG.153/
ID/WG.169/
ID/WG.196/
ID/WG.197/
ID/WG.200/
ID/WG.210/
ID/WG.212/
ID/WG.224/
ID/WG.231/
ID/WG.237/
ID/WG.246/
ID/WG.278/
ID/WG.283/
ID/WG.289/
ID/WG.298/
ID/WG.299/

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES–ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/INT/RCTT/WMIT/
DEVELOPMENT.

See also: AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
RIGHT TO DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

A/AC.176/
A/AC.250/
A/CN.10/1983/WG.IV/
A/CN.10/1984/WG.IV/
A/CN.11/
A/CN.11/AC.1/
A/CONF.48/C.2/
A/CONF.81/C.1/
A/CONF.81/C.2/
A/CONF.81/PRE-CONF/
A/CONF.130/
A/CONF.130/CC/
A/CONF.130/CW/
A/CONF.130/PC/
A/CONF.151/
A/CONF.151/PC/
A/CONF.151/PC/WG.I/
A/CONF.151/PC/WG.III/
A/CONF.171/
A/CONF.171/PC/
<DT>/GB(sess.)/
E/CN.16/
E/CONF.60/C.1/
E/CONF.80/SYM.I/
ESOB/HR/
FPA/CPSD/
ID/WG.343/
ID/WG.384/
ID/WG.389/
ID/WG.419/
<ST>/DESMS/
<ST>/DES/S/
<ST>/PCDS/D/
<ST>/PDS/SPDD/
<ST>/PRESS/ENV/DEV/
ST/E6A/
<ST>/ESA/S&T/AC.2/
ST/IESA/
<ST>/ESA/P/CP.1984/EG.II/
ST/SEAS/
<ST>/STD/
<ST>/TCD/SEM/
TD/
TD/BD/
TD/B/391/SC.2/
TD/B/43/SC.2/
TD/B/AC.6/
TD/B/AC.26/
TD/B/DOCS/
TD/B/S-XVIII/WD.I/
TD/B/S-XVIII/WD.II/
TD/B/WG.6/
TD/B/S-XXXII/SC.
TD/B/S-XXXIV/SC.
TD/B/S-XXXVIII/SC.
TD/B/S-XXXVII/SC.
TD/B/X/SC.2/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.2/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.2/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.2/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.2/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.2/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.2/
TD/B/X/SC.1/
TD/B/X/SC.2/
THE DEVELOPMENT-AFRICA.
A/AC.231/
A/AC.238/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.
E/CN.14/TPCW/
E/CN.14/WP.1/
E/EC/ATRCW/RC/WD/
< E/EC/DENP/
E/EC/ATRPW/
ST/EC/PAW/DEV/AFRICA/
< E/EC/PAD/AFRICA/
E/EC/TPCW/
ST/EC/PAW/DEV/AFRICA/
TD/B/43/SC.1/
THE DEVELOPMENT-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/SR/RND/
I&NR/ASTD/
I&NR/Sem.DE/
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DEVELOPMENT--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/
E/ESCAP/APDC/
E/ESCAP/MCED/
<E/ESCAP/>SD/EGM/PYRD/
<E/ESCAP/>SD/MH/ID/
<E/ESCAP/>SD/INYDR/
E/ESCAP/SG/IM/CGC/
E/ESCAP/>SD/IMHD/
E/ESCAP/SD/INYDR/

DEVELOPMENT--CARIBBEAN REGION.
E/CEPAL/
E/CEPAL/CDCC/
<E/>LC/CAR/
ST/ECLAC/

DEVELOPMENT--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/
E/CEPAL/CEGAN/
ST/ECLA/CONF.10/
ST/ECLA/Conf.40/
ST/ECLAC/

DEVELOPMENT--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/AGREB/
E/ECWA/ARDECES/
E/ECWA/NR/85/WG.3/
E/ECWA/NR/ACAST/
E/ECWA/NR/CONF.2/
E/ESCW26/AGREB/
ST/ECWA/

DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION--LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.36/

DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
See also: FINANCIAL FLOWS
MULTILATERAL AID
TECHNICAL COOPERATION
UN SPECIAL FUND
A/AC.141/
A/AC.168/
DP/
DP/GC/(country)/R/
DP/GC/(country)/RECOMMENDATION/
DP/GC/letes.1/
DP/GLO/FINAL REPORT/
DP/OPAS/Agreement/
DP/PROJECTS/
<DP/PUBLICATIONS/>>
DP/SF/
DP/SF/Agreement/
DP/SF/CM/
DP/SF/OP/
DP/SF/PGL/
DP/TA/CÍA/
DP/UNV/
DP/UNV/CM/
<DP/>UNV/SYM/
DP/WG/AFM/
E/AC.56/
SF/OP/
SF/PGL/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>DEV/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>EC/
TD/B/AC.21/
TD/B/AC.46/
TD/B/LDC/AC.1/
TD/B/LDC/AC.2/

DEVELOPMENT--AFRICA.
A/AC.251/

DEVELOPMENT--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/>DP/EFRT/
E/ESCAP/MCI/
E/ESCAP/SGO/MCI/

DEVELOPMENT--OCEANIA.
E/CN.11/TA/UNDAT/

DEVELOPMENT BANKS.
See also: BANKS

DEVELOPMENT BANKS--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/AFB/
E/CN.14/FFAB/

DEVELOPMENT BANKS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/TRADE/ADB/

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION.
See also: EDUCATION
UNU/
UNUJAAS/
<UNU/>UNUP/

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE.
See also: FINANCIAL FLOWS
RESOURCES MOBILIZATION
UN SPECIAL FUND
A/AC.102/
A/CONF.33/
A/CONF.36/
A/CONF.37/
A/CONF.40/
A/CONF.41/
A/CONF.42/
A/CONF.44/
A/CONF.45/
A/CONF.46/
A/CONF.50/
A/CONF.51/
A/CONF.52/
A/CONF.53/
A/CONF.54/
A/CONF.57/
A/CONF.58/
A/CONF.60/
A/CONF.65/
A/CONF.66/
A/CONF.68/
A/CONF.69/
A/CONF.75/
A/CONF.76/
A/CONF.85/
A/CONF.86/
A/CONF.98/
A/CONF.105/
A/CONF.110/
A/CONF.115/
A/CONF.122/
A/CONF.126/
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A/CONF.132/
A/CONF.140/
A/CONF.141/
A/CONF.145/
A/CONF.150/
A/CONF.154/
A/CONF.158/
A/CONF.160/
A/CONF.168/
A/CONF.173/
A/CONF.178/
A/CONF.180/
DP/C/
DP/SF/C/
DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIES A/
DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIES B/
DP/TA/C/
DP/XR/
ID/WG.5/
ID/WG.251/
SF/
SF/Agreement/
TD/B/AC.25/
TD/B/AC.27/
TD/B/AC.28/
TD/B/WG.1/
TD/RIC.3/
TD/III/C.3/
TD/UN/UNCTAD/GID/DF/
TD/UN/UNCTAD/GID/G24/
TD/UN/UNCTAD/MFD/
TD/UN/UNCTAD/MFD/TA/
TD/UN/UNCTAD/RDP/DFP/
TD/UN/UNCTAD/RDP/DFP/DMS/
TD/UN/UNCTAD/ST/MFD/
UNDP/Contrib/
UNEP/WG.31/

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<ESCAP/>DP/EFRT/

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE INSTITUTIONS.
ID/WG.59/
ID/WG.362/

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS.
<TD>/UNCTAD/STAT/PB/
<UNU>/HSDR/GPID/

DEVELOPMENT MODELS.
<ESCE>/EC.AD/SEM.2/
<ESCE>/EC.AD/SEM.2/AC/

DEVELOPMENT PERSONNEL-AFRICA.
<ECAP>/PADIS/TCDC/
<ST/ECAP>/PADIS/DAE/

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING.
A/AC.84/
A/CONF.5/
ESOB/DEM.DATA/

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING-AFRICA.
<ECAP>/PADIS/PSD/
<ECAP>/PADIS/SDP/
<ST/ECAP>/PADIS/PSD/

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
<ST/JMPS>/
<ST/PIg>/

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<ESCAP>/DP/
<ESCAP>/DP/EDRS/
<ESCAP>/DP/IMS/
<ESCAP>/DP/SAEDP/
<ESCAP>/DP/TPDP/
<ESCAP>/HTN/PSP/

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING-EUROPE.
<ESCE>/HBP/GE.1/
<ESCE>/HBP/SEM.31/

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING-LATIN AMERICA.
<ECAP>/DP/AF/
<ECAP>/DP/ES/
<ECAP>/DP/ME/

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING-WESTERN ASIA.
<ECAP>/DP/DC/
<ECAP>/DP/EG/
<ECAP>/DP/ME/

DEVELOPMENT PLANS-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
RP/WPH.1/

DEVELOPMENT POLICY.
UNDP/PS/

DEVELOPMENT POLICY-AFRICA.
<ECAP>/TPCW/
<ECAP>/UAP/C.1/
<ECAP>/TPCW/

DEVELOPMENT POLICY-LATIN AMERICA.
<ECAP>/TPCW/

DEVELOPMENT POLICY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
OES/PAG/
PA/MA/

DEVELOPMENT POLICY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
<ESCAP>/DP/AF/
<ESCAP>/DP/ES/
<ESCAP>/DP/ME/

DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL-EUROPE.
UN/OSOA/SEM/46/

DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH.
ID/WG.333/
<ST/ESOA/DRPA/>
<UNU>/HSDR/GPID/
<UNU>/IAS/
<UNU>/UNUP/
<UNU>/WIDER/

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES.
A/AC.196/
A/AC.219/
A/AC.232/
<ECAP>/AC.9/
<ECAP>/AC.69/
<ECAP>/AC.70/
<ESOB/CONF.1/
ID/AC.1/
ID/WG.163/
ID/WG.176/
<TD>/UNCTAD/DS/
<TD>/UNCTAD/GSD/
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DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES - LATIN AMERICA.
ST/CEPAL/Conf.49/
A/AC.161/
A/AC.187/
A/AC.206/

DEVELOPMENT TRENDS - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
DP/RAOP/
A/AC.230/
A/C.1/SC.12/
A/C.1/SC.18/
A/C.1/Sub.3/
A/CN.10/
A/CN.10/1993/WG.I/
A/CN.10/1993/WG.II/
A/CN.10/1993/WG.III/
A/CN.10/1994/WG.I/
A/CN.10/1994/WG.II/
A/CN.10/1994/WG.III/
A/CN.10/1995/CW/
A/CN.10/1997/WG.I/
A/CN.10/1999/WG.I/
A/CONF.123/
A/CONF.127/
A/CONF.130/
A/CONF.130(CC)/
A/CONF.130(CW)/
A/CONF.130(PC)/
A/CONF.131/
A/CONF.139/
A/CONF.142/
A/CONF.146/
A/CONF.149/
A/CONF.155/
A/CONF.158/
A/CONF.161/
A/CONF.167/
A/CONF.170/
A/CONF.174/
A/CONF.179/
A/S-12/AC.1/
A/S-12/AC.1/WG.I/
A/S-12/AC.1/WG.II/
A/S-12/AC.1/WG.III/
A/S-15/AC.1/
A/S-15/AC.1/WG.I/
A/S-15/AC.1/WG.II/
A/S-15/AC.1/WG.III/
BWC/CONF.I/
CCD/
CD/
CD/CPD/
CD/CW/
CD/CWI/CTC/
CD/NC/
CD/NTB/
CD/RW/
DC/
DC/C.1/
DC/C.2/
DC/SC.1/
ENDC/
SBT/CONF.I/
SBT/CONF.II/DC/
SBT/CONF.II/PC/
SBT/CONF.III/
SBT/CONF.III/PC/
SBT/CONF./
SBT/PC.1/
<ST/DDA/>
ST/DDA/SER.A/
<ST/DPA/CDA/>
<ST/DPA/ODA/>
<ST/DPI/PRESS>/DC/
<ST/DPI/PRESS>/DCF/
DRIVING PERMITS.
E/CN.2/CONF.2/

DROP-OUTS.
<ST>/ESA/OTC/SEM/74/

DROUGHT--AFRICA.
See also: DESERTIFICATION
UN SUDANO-SAHELIAN OFFICE
A/AC.241/
A/AC.241/WG.1/
A/AC.241/WG.1I/
UNEP/WG.102/

DRUG ABUSE.
See also: DRUGS OF ABUSE
NARCOTIC DRUGS
PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES
A/CONF.133/
<ST>/SOA/SEM/48/

DRUG ADDICTS--EUROPE.
UN/SA/SEM/55/

DRUG CONTROL.
See also: INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL BOARD
E/CN.7/
E/CONF.58/C.4/
E/CS.7/
E/DSB/
E/INCB/
E/INCB/SC/E/
E/RCB/
E/OS/DSB/
GEN/NAR.85/CONF.1/
GEN/NAR.85/CONF.2/
GEN/NAR.86/CONF.1/
ST/NRCB/
<ST>/NAR.3/
<ST>/NAR/
ST/NAR/INF.LETT./
UNDCP/

DRUG CONTROL--AFRICA.
MNAR/
UNDCP/HONLAF/

DRUG CONTROL--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
UNDCP/HONLAP/

DRUG CONTROL--CARIBBEAN REGION.
UNDCP/HONLAC/

DRUG CONTROL--EAST AFRICA.
GEN/NAR.67/CONF.1/

DRUG CONTROL--EUROPE.
UNDCP/HONEURO/

DRUG CONTROL--LATIN AMERICA.
UNDCP/HONLAC/

DRUG CONTROL--MIDDLE EAST.
GEN/NAR.68/CONF.1/

DRUG LEGISLATION.
EN/L/
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug Production.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/NF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug Seizures.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/AC.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/NS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug Traffic.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: Illicit Traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.235/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.133/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.133/PC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/S-17/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.62/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.62/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.62/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/NM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug Traffic--Far East.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/AC.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug Traffic--Middle East.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/AC.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/SUB.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drugs of Abuse.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.235/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/S-17/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duty-Free Zones.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See: Export Processing Zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dwellings.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See: Housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Earth Sciences.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.67/C.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Earthquake-Resistant Construction--Europe.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HSP/SEM.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HSP/SEM.6/PM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HSP/WM.28/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HSP/WM.2/AC.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Earthquakes.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC. TECH./SEM.16/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAST AFRICA--Central Banks.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/AMA/EA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAST AFRICA--Drug Control.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN/NAR.67/CONF.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAST AFRICA--Economic Cooperation.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/EA/EC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/ICME/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/ILU/ECOP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAST AFRICA--Environment.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.77/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EAST AFRICA--Environmental Policy.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.93/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.117/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EASTERN EUROPE-ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.
<E/ECE/> EC.AD/AC.9/
<E/ECE/> ENV/WA/AC.9/

EASTERN EUROPE-FOREIGN TRADE.
<E/ESCAP/> DP/MEDTC/

EASTERN EUROPE-INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION.
<E/ESCAP/> DP/MEDTC/

EASTERN EUROPE-PAYMENTS ARRANGEMENTS.
TD/B/AC.22/

EASTERN EUROPE-RECONSTRUCTION.
E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.2/

EAST-SOUTH TRADE.
<A/CONF.147/> UNCLDC/II/TR/

EAST-WEST RELATIONS.
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.23/

EAST-WEST TRADE.
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.3/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.1/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.6/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.22/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AD HOC GROUP 1/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AD HOC GROUP 2/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.1/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.2/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.3/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.8/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.9/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.MARKETING/
<TD/> UNCTAD/TSC/

ECOLOGY.
<E/ECE/> EC.ADI/SEM.3/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.11/
<E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.2/
<E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.2/PM/

ECOLOGY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
POP/Sem.ERUP/

ECOLOGY-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.22/

ECONOMETRIC MODELS.
E/CN.9/AC.14/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.1/
<E/ECE/> SEM.3/
<E/ECE/> ECE/SEM.3/AC/

ECONOMETRIC MODELS-AFRICA.
E/ESCWA/DPD/87/WG.1/

ECONOMETRIC MODELS-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/> DP/RICMS/

ECONOMETRIC MODELS-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.7/

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS.
<E/> ECE/DEAP/

ECONOMIC ASPECTS.
A/AC.34/SC.1/

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE.
See also: RECONSTRUCTION
A/C.2/SC.1/
<IFAD>/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/> EC/
TD/I/II/C.3/

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE-AFGHANISTAN.
<ST>/SC/CONF.3/.
UNOCA/

ECONOMIC COMMUNITY OF WEST AFRICAN STATES.
E/CN.14/WA/EC/

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.
A/AC.35/SC.2/
A/AC.35/SC.6/
A/AC.35/SC.8/
<E/AC.31/
<ST/OS/OSCE/
<TD/> UNCTAD/DSD/SEU/
<TD/> UNCTAD/ECD/SEU/
<TD/> UNCTAD/RDP/SEU/
<TD/> UNCTAD/ST/SEU/

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS-AFRICA.
A/AC.229/
A/AC.231/
A/AC.238/
A/S-13/AC.1/

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/CR/CONF(1).ICEC/

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> EC.AD/AC.LT GROWTH/
<E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.1/
ECE/

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS-LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/AC.18/

ECONOMIC CONVERSION.
TD/COCOA.1/SP.2/
TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/SC.1/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION.
See also: INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION
TECHNICAL COOPERATION
A/AC.233/
<A/CONF.147/> UNCLDC/II/TR/
A/S-18/AC.1/
E/AC.50/
E/AC.62/
TD/B/AC.38/
TD/B/AC.44/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION-AFRICA.
E/CEPAL/SEM.4/
E/CN.14/CA/ECOP/
E/CN.14/CEC/
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ECONOMIC COOPERATION - ASIA.
CMEC/
MCEC/III/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/INT/AAI/
<E/ESCAP/> DP/EGAPEC/
<E/ESCAP/> DP/IMREC/
<E/ESCAP/> JOP/EGAPEC/
E/ESCAP/REC/
E/ESCAP/SREC/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION - CENTRAL AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/CCE/
E/CN.12/AC.17/
E/CN.12/CCE/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION - EAST AFRICA.
E/CN.14/EA/EC/
E/CN.14/ICME/
E/CN.14/LU/ECOP/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION - EUROPE.
E/EC/CI/
<E/>ECE/EC/AD./SEMI.6/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION - LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/AC.67/
E/CEPAL/AC.68/
E/CEPAL/AC.71/
<E/>CEPAL/BA/
<E/>CEPAL/BA/D/
<E/>CEPAL/BORRADOR/
<E/>CEPAL/MEX/
E/CEPAL/SEMI.4/
E/CN.12/AC.24/
E/CN.12/AC.25/
E/CN.12/AC.26/
E/CN.12/AC.32/
E/CN.12/AC.34/
E/CN.12/AC.40/
E/CN.12/AC.41/
E/CN.12/AC.45/
E/CN.12/AC.46/
E/CN.12/AC.50/
E/CN.12/AC.51/
E/CN.12/AC.52/
E/CN.12/AC.56/
E/CN.12/AC.57/
E/CN.12/AC.58/
E/CN.12/AC.61/
E/CN.12/AC.62/
E/CN.12/AC.63/
E/CN.12/AC.64/
E/CN.12/AC.66/
E/CN.12/AC.67/
E/CN.12/CCE/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION - NORTH AFRICA.
E/CN.14/NA/ECOP/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION - SOUTHEAST ASIA.
<E/ESCAP/> DP/EGAPEC/
<E/ESCAP/> JOP/EGAPEC/

ECONOMIC COOPERATION - WEST AFRICA.
E/CN.14/WA/EC/
E/CN.14/WA/ECOP/

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
See also: DEVELOPMENT
MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
UN. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL
A/AC.83/
A/AC.93/
A/AC.196/
A/AC.250/
A/C.263/
A/C.2/
A/C.2/SC.1/
A/C.2/SC.2/
A/C.2/(sees.)/
DP/1986/WG/
DP/1988/WG/
DP/PWG/WF.1/
DP/PWG/WF.2/
DP/TA/CAT.3-II/
E/
E/1976/C.1/
E/1980/C.1/
E/1981/C.1/
E/1982/C.1/
E/1983/C.1/
E/1984/C.1/
E/1985/C.1/
E/1986/C.1/
E/1987/C.1/
E/1988/C.1/
E/1989/C.1/
E/1990/C.1/
E/1991/C.1/
E/1991/SHLM/
E/AC.6/
E/AC.11/
E/AC.19/
E/AC.63/
E/C.3/
E/C.4/
E/CN.1/
E/CN.1/SUB.3/
E/CN.9/AC.11/
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ECONOMIC PLANNING--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/INST/
<E/>LCIP/

ECONOMIC POLICY.
<E/>ECIP/WG.2/

ECONOMIC POLICY--AFRICA.
<ET/>CEP/CEPAD/

ECONOMIC POLICY--EASTERN EUROPE.
<E/>ECIP/AC.9/
<E/>ENVWA/AC.9/

ECONOMIC POLICY--EUROPE.
<E/>EC/AIDS/
<ET/>ECE/EC.AD.(XVIII)/AC.1/
<E/>EC/IP/

ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS.
<E/>ECIP/EAP/
<E/>ECIP/AC.3/
<ET/>EPPC/TDP/
<ET>/VW/160/
VARSYM/COAL/

ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/ERS/

ECONOMIC REFORM--EASTERN EUROPE.
See also: ECONOMIES IN TRANSITION
PRIVATEIZATION
STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
E/CN.12/AC.9/
E/CN.14/ERS/

ECONOMIC RESEARCH.
E/>ECE/ESR/
ECONSTUDIES/
MATHCO 1969/
ST/ECE/MATHCO/
<ST>/ESAD/PPS/QR/
<ET>/UNCTAD/EDM/RPS/

ECONOMIC RESEARCH--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/ERS/

ECONOMIC RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF STATES.
A/AC.226/
TD/B/AC.12/

ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS.
See also: INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS (1966)
E/1979/VW.1/
E/1880/VW.1/
E/1981/VW.1/
E/1982/VW.1/
E/1983/VW.1/
E/C.12/
E/CN.4/AC.14/
E/CN.4/AC.15/

ECONOMIC STABILIZATION.
E/CN.1/SUB.2/

ECONOMIC STATISTICS.
<ET/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.26/
<ET>/ESA/STAT/AC.19/

ECONOMIC STATISTICS--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/SERB/

ECONOMIC STATISTICS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AC.10/
E/CN.11/STAT/BS/

ECONOMIC STATISTICS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E>/ESCAP/>SPW/WESS(5)/

ECONOMIC STATISTICS--EUROPE.
<ET/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.7/
<ET/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.10/
<ET/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.18/

ECONOMIC SURVEYS--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/ERS/

ECONOMIC SURVEYS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AC.10/

ECONOMIC SURVEYS--EUROPE.
<E/>ECE(ess.)/

ECONOMIC TRENDS.
<ET>/ENS/SEM.4/AC/
TD/WC.5/

ECONOMIC TRENDS--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/AC.27/

ECONOMICS OF SCALE--LATIN AMERICA.
ID/VW.76/

ECONOMIES IN TRANSITION.
See also: CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES
ECONOMIC REFORM
STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
E/CN.12/AC.9/
E/CN.14/ERS/

ECOSYSTEMS.
UNEP/WG.79/

EDITORIAL SERVICES.
ST/CS/SER.A/
ST/CS/SER.F/
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EDUCATION.
See also: DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION
POPULATION EDUCATION
SCIENCE EDUCATION
SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION
TECHNICAL EDUCATION
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
A/C.3/
A/C.3/(sесс.)/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/> UNESCO/
EDUCATION-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<ESCAP>/TRADE/RMIEAP/
EDUCATION-LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/CONF.10/
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE-SOUTHERN AFRICA.
See also: FELLOWSHIPS
UNETPSA/
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
See also: CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
A/AC.35/SC.4/
A/AC.35/SC.7/
EDUCATIONAL POLICY.
A/AC.35/SC.10/
EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS.
<EECE/>CES/AC.23/
UNESCO/CES/AC.23/
EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS-EUROPE.
<EECE/>Conf.Eur.State/WG.23/
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY-ARAB COUNTRIES.
<EEC/>MID/S7/WG.1/
EEC.
UNITAR/EUR.72/STUD.1/
EGGS-EUROPE.
<EECE/>AGRI/EGGS/
<EECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.8/
EL SALVADOR-PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS.
<ST/DPKO/ONUSAL/>/
ELDERLY.
See: AGEING PERSONS
ELECTION LAW.
A/AC.19/SC.1/
ELECTION VERIFICATION.
<ST/DPKO/EAD/>/
ELECTIONS.
See also: VOTING
A/AC.19/SC.3/
ELECTIONS-CAMBODIA.
<UNTAC/>/
ELECTIONS-GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF.
A/AC.55/
ELECTIONS-NAMIBIA.
<UNTAG/>/
ELECTORAL ASSISTANCE.
See: ELECTION VERIFICATION
ELECTRIC POWER.
<EECE/>ENERGY/WP.2/AC.4/
<EECE/>ENERGY/WP.2/AC.7/
<EECE/>ENERGY/WP.2/AC.8/
<EECE/>ENERGY/WP.2/GE.1/
<EECE/>ENERGY/WP.3/AC.5/
<EECE/>EP/AC.1/
<EECE/>EP/AC.3/
<EECE/>EP/AC.4/
<EECE/>EP/ENV/4/
<EECE/>EP/GE.4/
<EECE/>EP/LG/
<EECE/>EP/SEM.3/
<EECE/>EP/SEM.3/AC.1/
<EECE/>EP/SEM.5/
<EECE/>EP/SEM.5/AC/
<EECE/>EP/WP.1/
<EECE/>EP/WP.5/
IST/SYMP/EP/
ELECTRIC POWER-AFRICA.
<EEC/>SC.5/14/EP/
ELECTRIC POWER-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
<EEC/>SC.5/11/EP/
<EEC/>SC.5/11/I&NR/SUB.1/
<EEC/>SC.5/11/I&T/SUB.1/
<EEC/>CCEF/ASC/1/
<EEC/>CCEF/ASC/3/
<EEC/>CCEF/ASC/4/
<EEC/>CCEF/ASC/ENV/
<EEC/>CCEF/ASC/GEO.4/
<EEC/>CCEF/ASC/LG/
<EEC/>CCEF/ASC/SYM.3/
<EEC/>CCEF/ASC/SYM.3/AC/
<EEC/>CCEF/ASC/YOUGELEXP0RT/
<EEC/>EEC/SEM.2/AC/
<EEC/>EP/SC.1/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.1/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.8/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.9/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.9/AC/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.10/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.10/AC/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.11/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.11/AC/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.12/
<EEC/>EP/SEM.12/AC/
<EEC/>EP/WP.4/
<EEC/>EP/"YOUGELEXP0RT"/
<EEC/>EP/SC.2/AC/
<EEC/>EP/E/
ST/EEC/EP/
ELECTRIC POWER-LATIN AMERICA.
<EC/SC.5/ASC/III/
<EC/SC.5/ASC/IV/
<EC/SC.5/ASC/VII/
<EC/SC.5/ASC/VII/
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ELECTRIC POWER—NORTH AMERICA.
< E/ECE/ > CHEM/SEM.17/
< E/ECE/ > EP/SEM.11/
< E/ECE/ > EP/SEM.12/
< E/ECE/ > EP/SEM.12/AC/

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION.
< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.2/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/ > EP/AC.2/
< E/ECE/ > EP/WP.7/

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/NR/Sem/EDS/

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION—BALKAN REGION.
< E/ECE/ > EP/GE.2/AC.1/

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > EP/GE.1/
< E/ECE/ > EP/GE.1/AC.1/
PAR/SYMP/EP/
STO/SYMP/EP/

ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION—LATIN AMERICA.
CCE/SC.5/GRIE/III/
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/GRIE/II/
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/GTAE/GRIE/II/

ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.
< E/ECE/ > EP/WP.7/
VAR/SYMP/EP/

ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > EP/GE.2/
< E/ECE/ > EP/GE.3/
< E/ECE/ > EP/SEM.13/
< E/ECE/ > EP/SEM.13/AC/
< E/ECE/ > EP/WP.8/
< E/ECE/ > EP/WP.9/

ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS—NORTH AMERICA.
< E/ECE/ > EP/SEM.13/
< E/ECE/ > EP/SEM.13/AC/

ELECTRIC POWER RATES.
< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.2/AC.2/
< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/WP.2/AC.3/

ELECTRIC POWER RATES—LATIN AMERICA.
CCE/SC.5/GTAE/II/
CCE/SC.5/GTAE/III/
CCE/SC.5/GTAE/GTAE/
E/NR/WP.2/

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING—EUROPE.
See also: ENGINEERING
< E/ECE/ > ENG.AUT/AC.8/

ELECTRICITY.
< E/ECE/ > EP/SEM.15/AC/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.W/

ELECTRONICS—ARAB COUNTRIES.

ELECTRONICS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > ENG.AUT/AC.B/

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.107/
ID/WG.218/
ID/WG.339/

EMERGENCY RELIEF.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF
FOOD ASSISTANCE
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE
A/AC.169/
< ST/ > DAH/
< ST/ > UN/ECL/
< ST/ > UN/ECS/C/
< ST/ > UN/NER/

EMERGENCY RELIEF—CAMBODIA.
E/CONF.73/
< ST/ > SG/CONF.1/

EMPLOYMENT.
See also: UN CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT
(1947-1948: HAVANA)
WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT
E/AC.11/
E/CN.11/
E/CN.1/SUB.2/
E/CONF.2/
E/CONF.2/BUR/
E/CONF.2/C.1/
E/CONF.2/C.1/B/
E/CONF.2/C.1/C/
E/CONF.2/C.25/3/A/
E/CONF.2/C.25/6/A/
E/CONF.2/C.2/
E/CONF.2/C.2/A/
E/CONF.2/C.2/B/
E/CONF.2/C.2/C/
E/CONF.2/C.2/D/
E/CONF.2/C.3/
E/CONF.2/C.3/A/
E/CONF.2/C.3/B/
E/CONF.2/C.3/C/
E/CONF.2/C.3/D/
E/CONF.2/C.3/E/
E/CONF.2/C.3/F/
E/CONF.2/C.3/G/
E/CONF.2/C.3/H/
E/CONF.2/C.3/J/
E/CONF.2/C.4/
E/CONF.2/C.4/A/
E/CONF.2/C.5/6/
E/CONF.2/C.5/
E/CONF.2/C.5/A/
E/CONF.2/C.6/
E/CONF.2/C.7/
E/CONF.2/C.8/
E/EMP/
E/PC/T/
E/PC/T/A/
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E/PC/T/8/
E/PC/T/9.1/
E/PC/T/C.8/
E/PC/T/C.9.1/
E/PC/T/D.1/
E/PC/T/E.1/
E/PC/T/WP.1/
E/PC/T/WP.1/AC.1/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.96/
ST/SA/SEM/70/

EMPLOYMENT--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AC.12/

EMPLOYMENT--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > EC.AD/SEM.5/
< E/ECE > EC.AD/SEM.5/PM/

EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS.
See:
LABOUR STATISTICS
MANPOWER STATISTICS

ENERGY CONSERVATION.
See also:
RESOURCES CONSERVATION
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.11/
< E/ECE > SEM.3/AC/

ENERGY CONSERVATION--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > IH/RSMSI/
< E/ESCAP > NR/ECUE/

ENERGY CONSERVATION--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AC.10/
< E/ECE > CHEM/AC.8/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.4.2/
< E/ECE > HP/AC.1/
< E/ECE > TRANS/SC.1/US.WP.29/GRPE/

ENERGY CONSERVATION--SOUTHEAST ASIA.
ID/WG.417/

ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
< E/UN > FEN/
WAR/SYMP/GAS/

ENERGY CONSUMPTION--EUROPE.
BUC/SYMP/GAS < 1972 >/
< E/ECE > COAL/GE.3/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.1/
< E/ECE > GAS/GE.2/
< E/ECE > GAS/WP.2/
< E/ECE > STEEL/GE.1/
GRD/SYMP/GAS/
PAN/SYMP/GAS/

ENERGY CRISIS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/NR/CONF(1).ICEC/

ENERGY CRISIS--LATIN AMERICA.
ST/CEPAL/Conf.60/

ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
< E/ECE > ENERGY/AC.11/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/AC.12/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/AC.13/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.12/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/WP.4/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/WP.4/AC.1/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/WP.4/AC.2/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/WP.4/AC.3/
< E/ECE > STAND/SEM.5/
< E/ECE > TIM/WP.3/AC.4/
< E/ECE > TRANS/WP.29/GRPE/
PRA/SYMP/

ENERGY EFFICIENCY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > SR/ECUE/

ENERGY EFFICIENCY--CENTRAL EUROPE.
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.13/

ENERGY EFFICIENCY--EASTERN EUROPE.
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.13/

ENERGY EFFICIENCY--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AC.2/
< E/ECE > AC.3/
< E/ECE > AC.4/
< E/ECE > AC.5/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.2/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.5/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.5/AC/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.9/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/SEM.9/AC/
< E/ECE > ENG.AUT/AC.4/
< E/ECE > STEEL/AC.7/
< E/ECE > TIM/SEM.13/
< E/ECE > TRANS/SC.1/US.WP.29/GRPE/

ENERGY FORECASTS.
< E/ECE > GAS/AC.1/
< E/ECE > GAS/WP.3/
WAR/SYMP/GAS/

ENERGY FORECASTS--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > GAS/SEM.1/
< E/ECE > GAS/SEM.4/
< E/ECE > GAS/SEM.4/AC/

ENERGY INDUSTRY.
See:
POWER INDUSTRY

ENERGY PLANNING--AFRICA.
E/CA/NRD/IE/

ENERGY PLANNING--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > ENERGY/Mod.Build/

ENERGY POLICY.
< E/ECE > ENERGY/WP.2/AC.2/
ID/WG.402/

ENERGY POLICY--ASIA.
< E/ESCAP > SLAF/AFEP/

ENERGY POLICY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > SR/MGNEP/
< E/ESCAP > RES/RDP/SC/

ENERGY POLICY--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > ENERGY/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/AC.1/
< E/ECE > ENERGY/AC.10/
< E/ECE > TIM/EC/AC.2/

ENERGY POLICY--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ESWA/NR/85/WG.7/
ENERGY PRICES.
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/AC.11/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.4/
< E/ESC/> NR/EPWP/

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS.
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.3/AC.1/
ST/SYM/EPE/

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.17/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.17/PM/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.7/AC/

ENERGY RESOURCES.
See also: NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES
NUCLEAR ENERGY
A/CONF.100/
< A/CONF.100/ID/> EP/
A/CONF.100/C.1/
A/CONF.100/C.2/
< A/CONF.100/ID/> FP/
< A/CONF.100/ID/> GP/
A/CONF.100/PC/
< A/CONF.100/PRE-CONF/EP/
< A/CONF.100/> UP/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.7/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.1/
ID/WG.442/
ST/TCD/EP/
< ST/TCD/NRED/PE>/

ENERGY RESOURCES - AFRICA.
E/CN.14/EP/
E/CN.14/NRSTDE/

ENERGY RESOURCES - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/ERD/SUB.1/
E/CN.11/INR/SUB.1 /
NR/SUB.1/ER/

ENERGY RESOURCES - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/NR/SGER/

ENERGY RESOURCES - EUROPE.
DUB/SYM/EPE/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.4/
< E/ECE/> EC.AD/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> EC.AD/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.4/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.6/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.9/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.6/
E/ECE/EP/SC.1/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH/AC.13/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH/SEM.16/
< E/ECE/> SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.7/
ST/ECE/ENERGY/

ENERGY RESOURCES - LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/Conf.73/
E/CN.12/AC.31/
E/CN.12/AC.36/

ENERGY RESOURCES - WESTERN ASIA.
E/ESCWA/BNR/

ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
A/CONF.18/VE.1/
TD/BC.6/AC.9/

ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
< E/ECE/> INT/IMAENR/
< E/ECE/> NR/CTN/

ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CONF.11/INR.2/ERD/
< E/ESCAP/> INT/IMAENR/
< E/ESCAP/> NR/CTN/

ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.30/

ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT - PACIFIC OCEAN REGION.
< E/ESCAP/> NR/CTN/

ENERGY STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/GE.2/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.W/
ST/STAT/SA/

ENERGY STATISTICS - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> STAT/SA/

ENERGY STATISTICS - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.32/
< E/ECE/> EP/WP.4/
< E/ECE/> GAS/WP.1/

ENERGY STATISTICS - LATIN AMERICA.
E/WR/WP.1/

ENERGY STATISTICS - PACIFIC OCEAN REGION.
< E/ESCAP/> STAT/SA/

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY.
< ST/> ESA/ST/AC.5/

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH/AC.4/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH/AC.5/

ENGINEERING.
See also: BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
FOREST ENGINEERING
GENETIC ENGINEERING
HIGHWAY ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MINING ENGINEERING
RAILWAY ENGINEERING
THERMAL ENGINEERING
E/CONF.11/INR/SUB.2/
< E/ECE/> ENG/SEM.1/
E/ECE/EP/WP.5/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ENGINEERING - EUROPE</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; AUTOMAT/SEM.4/AC/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/SEM.1/AC/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGINEERING DESIGN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt; ECA/INR/PLP/ ID/WG.66/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.15/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/SEM.10/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.IND/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENGIN/AC.1/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENGIN/SEM.2/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES - EUROPE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; AUTOMAT/SEM.8/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; AUTOMAT/SEM.8/AC/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt; E/ECE/ES/AC.57/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.1/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.4/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.6/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.10/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.11/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.12/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.13/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.4/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.6/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES - NORTH AMERICA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG.AUT/AC.17/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES - WESTERN ASIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECWA/ID/WG.4/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGLISH-SPEAKING AFRICA - INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt; ECA/WIPO/I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGLISH-SPEAKING AFRICA - INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt; ECA/WIPO/I</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt; ECA/WIPO/II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENTREPRENEURSHIP</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;A/CONF.147/&gt; UNCLDC/II/ENT/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/COM.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/WG.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENVIRONMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: MARINE ENVIRONMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.48/C.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.48/WGM.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.48/WGM.P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.48/WGM.PJ/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.48/WGS.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.48/PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.151/PC/WG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENVIRONMENT - EUROPE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; CES/AC.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENV/AC.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; GAS/AC.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; GAS/SEM.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; GAS/SEM.3/AC.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; HOU/RECREATION SEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; RCTE/PC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENVIRONMENT - LATIN AMERICA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/Conf.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/AG.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENVIRONMENT - OCEANIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNEP/SPREP/&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENVIRONMENT - WESTERN ASIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCWA/ENV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index - UN Document Series Symbols, 1948-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Environmental Aspects.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/GE.4/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.2/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.2/AC.1/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.2/AC.3/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EC/IFWP.2/AC.3/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/SEM.4/<br>  UNEP/WG.6/<br>  |
| **Environmental Damage.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.8/<br>  |
| **Environmental Degradation.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENV/CONF/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENV/PG/<br>  |
| **Environmental Economics.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;CEP/WG.2/<br>  |
| **Environmental Education.**<br>  
  See also: EDUCATION<br>  A/CONF.48/C.1/<br>  UNEP/WG.80/<br>  UNEP/WG.108/<br>  |
| **Environmental Education—Africa.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.21/<br>  UNEP/WG.87/<br>  |
| **Environmental Education—Caribbean Region.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.25/<br>  |
| **Environmental Education—Latin America.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.25/<br>  |
| **Environmental Education—Middle East.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.68/<br>  |
| **Environmental Education—Spain.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.25/<br>  |
| **Environmental Education—Western Asia.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.106/<br>  |
| **Environmental Engineering.**<br>  
  See also: ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY<br>  LOW WASTE TECHNOLOGY<br>  POLLUTION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY<br>  UNEP/IEC/<br>  |
| **Environmental Impact Assessment.**<br>  
  See also: TRANSGEODIRARY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;CEP/WG.3/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENVWA/WG.3/<br>  UNEP/WG.16/<br>  UNEP/WG.152/<br>  |
| **Environmental Impact Assessment—Europe.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENV/AC.3/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENV/AC.14/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENV/GE.1/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENV/SEM.10/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENV/SEM.10/PM/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENVWA/AC.3/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENVWA/GE.1/<br>  |
| **Environmental Indicators—Europe.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;CES/AC.83/<br>  |
| **Environmental Information.**<br>  
  A/CONF.48/C.1/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;CEP/AC.3/<br>  UNEP/WG.99/<br>  |
| **Environmental Law.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.28/<br>  UNEP/WG.12/<br>  UNEP/WG.14/<br>  UNEP/WG.22/<br>  UNEP/WG.24/<br>  UNEP/WG.34/<br>  UNEP/WG.36/<br>  UNEP/WG.44/<br>  UNEP/WG.49/<br>  UNEP/WG.54/<br>  UNEP/WG.60/<br>  UNEP/WG.107/<br>  |
| **Environmental Management.**<br>  
  A/CONF.48/C.3/<br>  A/CONF.48/C.4/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;CEP/AC.1/<br>  UNEP/IG.41/<br>  UNEP/IG.47/<br>  UNEP/WG.31/<br>  UNEP/WG.111/<br>  |
| **Environmental Management—Africa.**<br>  
  UNEP/IG.34/<br>  |
| **Environmental Management—Asia and the Pacific.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;ECU/RATEP/<br>  &lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;NR/EMMRD/<br>  |
| **Environmental Management—Estonia.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;CEP/AC.2/<br>  |
| **Environmental Management—Europe.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENVWA/WG.5/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENVWA/WG.6/<br>  |
| **Environmental Management—Zambezi River Basin.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.147/<br>  |
| **Environmental Monitoring.**<br>  
  See also: POLLUTION CONTROL<br>  A/CONF.48/C.3/<br>  A/CONF.48/WG.1/<br>  UNEP/IG.1/<br>  |
| **Environmental Monitoring—Europe.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENV/WP.1/GE.1/<br>  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;WATER/AC.4/<br>  |
| **Environmental Monitoring—Mediterranean Region.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.11/<br>  |
| **Environmental Monitoring—Mediterranean Sea.**<br>  
  UNEP/WG.48/<br>  |
| **Environmental Policy.**<br>  
  &lt;E/ECE/&gt;CEP/WG.2/<br>  UNEP/IG.22/<br>  UNEP/WG.30/<br>  UNEP/WG.85/<br>  |
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ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/ECU/
UNEP/WG.115/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>DP/EDRS/
<E/ESCAP/>ECU/WGEE/
E/ESCAP/HT/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--CARIBBEAN REGION.
UNEP/CEP/
UNEP/CEPAL/WG.24/
UNEP/CEPAL/WG.48/
UNEP/IG.27/
UNEP/IG.30/
UNEP/IG.38/
UNEP/IG.40/
UNEP/IG.42/
UNEP/IG.48/
<UNEP/ROLAC/>
UNEP/WG.64/
UNEP/WG.74/
UNEP/WG.76/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--CENTRAL AFRICA.
UNEP/WG.71/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--EAST AFRICA.
UNEP/WG.99/
UNEP/WG.117/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--EAST ASIA.
UNEP/IG.52/
UNEP/WG.41/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--EASTERN EUROPE.
<E/>EC/AD/AC.9/
<E/>EC/ENV/
<E/>EC/ENV/SEM.11/
<E/>EC/ENV/SEM.11/AC/
<E/>EC/ENV/SEM.12/
<E/>EC/ENVWA/
<E/>EC/HP/WP.3/AC.2/
ST/EC/EHV/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/PROY.2/
UNEP/IG.40/
<UNEP/ROLAC/>

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--NORTH AMERICA.
<E/>EC/CEP/
<E/>EC/ENVWA/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN REGION.
UNEP/IG.32/
UNEP/WG.57/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--WEST AFRICA.
UNEP/WG.27/
UNEP/WG.71/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/ECU/
E/ECWA/ENV/
E/ESCWA/ECU/

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION.
See: POLLUTION

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
See also: NATURE CONSERVATION
RESOURCES CONSERVATION
A/CONF.48/WG.6/
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.1/AC.9/
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.2/
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.2/SE.1/
<E/ECE/>WATER/AC.1/
UNEP/
UNEP/ECB/
UNEP/IG.15/
UNEP/IG.17/
UNEP/G.21/
UNEP/IG.29/
UNEP/WG.9/
UNEP/WG.10/
UNEP/WG.58/

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--AFRICA.
E/ECA/HUS/

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>ECU/PMERE/

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--EAST ASIA.
UNEP/IG.31/

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.9/
<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.1/
<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.18/
<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.85/
<E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.5/
<E/ECE/>ENV/AC.15/
<E/ECE/>ENVWA/AC.7/
<E/>EC/HLM.1/

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
UNEP/IG.5/
UNEP/IG.11/
UNEP/IG.20/
UNEP/WG.2/
UNEP/WG.3/
UNEP/WG.4/
UNEP/WG.118/

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--MEDITERRANEAN SEA.
UNEP/CONF.1/
UNEP/IG.9/
UNEP/IG.13/
UNEP/IG.23/
UNEP/WG.25/
UNEP/WG.29/
UNEP/WG.100/

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--NORTH AMERICA.
<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.18/
<E/ECE/>ENVWA/AC.7/

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION--WEST AFRICA.
UNEP/WG.45/
UNEP/WG.55/
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY.
See also: AIR QUALITY
WATER QUALITY
A/CONF.48/C.1/1
UNEP/GC/IIPC/

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS.
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.12/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.1/AC.7/

ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTICS.
See also: WATER STATISTICS
- <E/ECE/>CES/AC.40/

ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTICS-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
- <E/ESCAP/>STAT/IAWES/

ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTICS-EUROPE.
- <E/ECE/>CES/AC.65/
- <E/ECE/>CES/SEM.12/
- <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.1/
- <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.14/

ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTICS-NORTH AMERICA.
- <E/ECE/>CES/AC.65/

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY.
See: ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

ENVIRONMENTAL WARFARE.
See also: WEATHER MODIFICATION
ENMOD/CONF.I/
ENMOD/CONF.IIPC/
ENMOD/CONF.III/
ENMOD/CONF.III/CC/

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.
See also: ENVIRONMENTALLY ENGINEERING
LOW WASTE TECHNOLOGY
- POLLUTION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
E/CN.17/SW.1/
E/CN.17/SW.1/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.1/GE.3/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.11/AC/
- <E/ECE/>ENVWA/SEM.6/

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY-EUROPE.
- <E/ECE/>ENV/AC.12/

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES.
See also: INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
E/CN.14/APSA/
E/CN.14/APSO/
EU/

ERGONOMICS.
See also: INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
- <E/ECE/>TIM/ESC/WP.1/GE.2/SEM.1/
- <E/ECE/>TIM/ESC/WP.1/GE.2/SEM.2/
- <E/ECE/>TIM/ESC/WP.1/SEM.12/
LOG/SYMPOSIUM 4/

ESTONIA-ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT.
- <E/ECE/>CEP/AC.2/

ETHIOPIA.
A/AC.34/
A/AC.34/SC.1/
A/AC.44/
A/AC.44/SC.1/
A/AC.59/

ETHNIC AND RACIAL GROUPS.
See also: INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
MINORITIES
- <UNU/>EMI/

EUROPE.
See also: BALKAN REGION
CENTRAL EUROPE
EASTERN EUROPE
MEDITERRANEAN REGION
NORDIC COUNTRIES
SOUTHERN EUROPE
UN. ECE
WESTERN EUROPE

EUROPE-ACCOUNTING.
- <E/ECE/>FAO/ECE/CES/ESS/(85)/SEM.1/

EUROPE-AGE DISTRIBUTION.
- <E/ECE/>CES/SEM.28/

EUROPE-AGEING.
- <E/ECE/>WA/ECE/RPM/

EUROPE-AGEING PERSONS.
- <E/ECE/>HOU.ELDERLY COLL./
- <E/ECE/>HOU.ELDERLY/

EUROPE-AGRARIAN STRUCTURE.
- <E/ECE/>FAO/ECE/AGRI/SEM.17/

EUROPE-AGRICULTURAL CENSUSES.

EUROPE-AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
- <E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.17/

EUROPE-AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS.
- <E/ECE/>FAO/ECE/AGRI/WP.3/

EUROPE-AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT.
- <E/ECE/>ENG.IN/AC.6/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.IN/SEM.4/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.IN/SEM.4/AC/
- <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRT/

EUROPE-AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT.
- <E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.5/

EUROPE-AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION.
- <E/ECE/>AGRI/GE.2/
- <E/ECE/>AGRI/MECH/
- <E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.2/
- <E/ECE/>FAO/ECE/AGRI/IN/SEM.2/
EUROPE—AGRICULTURAL POLICY.
  <E/ECE/AGRI/>
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/VITI/

EUROPE—AGRICULTURAL PRICES.
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/PRICES/

EUROPE—AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT MARKETING.
  EA:FAO/ECE/MLE/68/

EUROPE—AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION.
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/PROJECTIONS/
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/SEM.5/

EUROPE—AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/Conditions/
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/PRICES/
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/WP.1/GCS/
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/WP.7/

EUROPE—AGRICULTURAL PROJECTIONS.
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/PROJECTIONS/

EUROPE—AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.
  <E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.8/
  <E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/CES/ESS/
  <E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/CES/AGS/
  <E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/STp/
  WFM/FAO/ECE/CES/ASA/

EUROPE—AGRICULTURE.
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/SEM.6/
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/VITI/
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/WP.5/
  <E/ECE>/CES/AC.61/
  <E/ECE>/ENGIN/SEM.4/
  <E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/ESS/
  ST/ECE/AGRI/

EUROPE—AGRONOMY.
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/SYMPOSIUM.2/

EUROPE—AIR POLLUTANTS.
  <E/ECE>/ENV/SEM.8/PM/

EUROPE—AIR POLLUTION.
  ECE/AIR POLL/  
  <E/ECE>/AIR POLL/DESUL/SEM/
  <E/ECE>/ENV/WP.1/
  <E/ECE>/ENV/WP.1/GE.1/
  <E/ECE>/ENVWA/WP.1/
  <E/ECE>/TIM/SEM.9/
  <E/ECE>/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPA/
  ST/ECE/AIR POLL/

EUROPE—ALKALINE SOIL.
  E/ECE/ALK/

EUROPE—ANIMAL FEED.
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/SEM.7/
  <E/ECE>/AGRI/SYMPOSIUM.3/

EUROPE—AUTOMATIC CONTROL.
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.3/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.3/AC/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.5/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.5/AC/

EUROPE—AUTOMATION.
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/AC.1/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/AC.3/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/AC.5/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.2/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.4/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.4/AC/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.7/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.7/AC/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.9/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMAT/SEM.9/AC/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMATION/RAP/
  <E/ECE>/AUTOMATION/
  <E/ECE>/ICES/AC.67/
  <E/ECE>/CHEM/SEM.10/
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/AC.1/
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/AC.3/
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/AC.12/
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/AC.17/
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/SEM.6/
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/SEM.6/AC/
  <E/ECE>/HBP/SEM.22/
  <E/ECE>/TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.17/

EUROPE—AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY.
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/AC.2/

EUROPE—BALANCE OF PAYMENTS.
  <E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/
  <E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/GR.1/

EUROPE—BIOMASS ENERGY.
  <E/ECE>/ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.2/
  <E/ECE>/ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.3/
  <E/ECE>/ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.4/

EUROPE—BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING.
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/AC.8/
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/SEM.2/
  <E/ECE>/ENG/AUT/SEM.2/AC/

EUROPE—BIOTECHNOLOGY.
  <E/ECE>/CHEM/AC.20/
  <E/ECE>/SC.TECH./SEM.12/
  <E/ECE>/SC.TECH./SEM.12/AC/

EUROPE—BRAKES.
  <E/ECE>/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRF/
  <E/ECE>/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRF/
  <E/ECE>/TRANS/WP.29/GRF/

EUROPE—BUILDING LEGISLATION.
  <E/ECE>/HBP/WP.2/AC.10/

EUROPE—BUILDING MATERIALS.
  ANK/SYMP/EP/
  <E/ECE>/CHEM/AC.8/
  <E/ECE>/HBP/WP.2/AC.2/

EUROPE—BUILDING PERMITS.
  E/ECE/HOU/BD/
  <E/ECE>/HOU/BD/WP.1/

EUROPE—BUILDING RESEARCH.
  <E/ECE>/HBP/SEM.16/
  <E/ECE>/HBP/SEM.16/PM/
  E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/
EUROPE-COKE.
<E/ECE/> COAL/WP.1/SEM.1/

EUROPE-COKE INDUSTRY.
<E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.4/

EUROPE-COMMERICAL ARBITRATION.
<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.1/

EUROPE-COMMERCE ARBITRATION.

EUROPE-COMMERCE.
<br/>

EUROPE-CONTAINERS.
<br/>

EUROPE-COMMODITIES.
<br/>

EUROPE-COMMODITY TRADE.
<br/>

EUROPE-COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
UN/SOA/SEM/23/
UN/SOA/SEM/61/

EUROPE-COMPENSATION TRADE.
<br/>

EUROPE-COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.
<br/>

EUROPE-CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.
<br/>

EUROPE-CONSTRUCTION.
<br/>

EUROPE-CORROSION.
<br/>

EUROPE-CROP YIELDS.
<br/>

EUROPE-CULTURAL STATISTICS.
<br/>

EUROPE-CUSTOMS CONVENTIONS.
<br/>

EUROPE-CUSTOMS FORMALITIES.
<br/>

EUROPE-CUTTERS.
<br/>

EUROPE-DAMS.
<br/>

EUROPE-DANGEROUS GOODS TRANSPORT.
<br/>

EUROPE-DATA PROCESSING.
<br/>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index - UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Demographic Statistics.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;CES/AC.54/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;CES/SEM.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;CES/WP.34/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.34/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.35/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Developing Countries.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN/UN/SEM/43/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Development Planning.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/GE.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/SEM.31/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Development Potential.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN/UN/SEM/46/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Disabled Persons.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN/UN/SEM/52/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Distributive and Service Trade Statistics.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Dried Fruit.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AGRI/WP.1/GE.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Drinking Water.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;WATER/SEM.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Driving.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRANS/SC.1/AC.20/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Drug Addicts.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN/UN/SEM/58/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Drug Control.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDCP/MONEURO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Earthquake-Resistant Construction.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/SEM.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/SEM.6/PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/SEM.28/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/WP.2/AC.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Ecology.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;CES/SEM.22/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Econometric Models.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./SEM.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Economic Conditions.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./AC.LT GROWTH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Economic Cooperation.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./SEM.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Economic Development.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./SEM.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Economic Forecasts.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD.(Sess.)/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Economic Growth.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./SEM.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./SEM.3/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Economic Indicators.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Economic Integration.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AGRI/SEM.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Economic Planning.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;CES/SEM.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./AC.LT GROWTH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./AC.LT GROWTH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Economic Surveys.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Educational Statistics.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe - Education.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUC/SYMP/EP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/AD./SEM.17/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EC/EP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.5/PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.9/AC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.10/AC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/SEM.11/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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EUROPE--ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION.
- <E/ECE/>EP/GE.1/
- <E/ECE/>EP/GE.1/AC.1/
- PAR/SYMP/EP/
- STO/SYMP/EP/

EUROPE--ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.
- <E/ECE/>EP/GE.2/
- <E/ECE/>EP/GE.3/
- <E/ECE/>EP/GE.13/
- <E/ECE/>EP/GE.12/AC/
- <E/ECE/>EP/PW.8/
- <E/ECE/>EP/PW.9/

EUROPE--ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.8/

EUROPE--ELECTRONICS.
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.8/

EUROPE--EMPLOYMENT.
- <E/ECE/>EC.AD/SEM.5/
- <E/ECE/>EC.AD/SEM.5/PM/

EUROPE--ENERGY CONSERVATION.
- <E/>ECE/AC.10/
- <E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.6/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.3/
- <E/ECE/>HBP/WP.2/AC.8/
- <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPE/

EUROPE--ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
- EU/C/SYMP/GAS/<1972>/
- <E/ECE/>COAL/GE.3/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.1/
- <E/ECE/>GAS/GE.2/
- <E/ECE/>GAS/WP.2/
- <E/ECE/>STEEL/GE.1/
- GRO/SYMP/GAS/
- PAR/SYMP/EP/

EUROPE--ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
- <E/>ECE/AC.2/
- <E/>ECE/AC.3/
- <E/>ECE/AC.4/
- <E/>ECE/AC.5/
- <E/>ECE/ENERGY/SEM.2/
- <E/>ECE/ENERGY/SEM.5/
- <E/>ECE/ENERGY/SEM.8/AC/
- <E/>ECE/ENERGY/SEM.9/
- <E/>ECE/ENG.AUT/AC.4/
- <E/>ECE/STEEL/AC.7/
- <E/>ECE/TIM/SEM.13/
- <E/>ECE/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPE/

EUROPE--ENERGY FORECASTS.
- <E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.4/
- <E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.4/AC/

EUROPE--ENERGY PLANNING.
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/Mod.Build/

EUROPE--ENERGY POLICY.
- <E/>ECE/ENERGY/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.1/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.10/
- <E/ECE/>TIM/FC/AC.2/

EUROPE--ENERGY REQUIREMENTS.
- <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.17/
- <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.17/PM/
- <E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.7/
- <E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.7/AC/

EUROPE--ENERGY RESOURCES.
- DUB/SYMP/EP/
- <E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.4/
- <E/ECE/>EC.AD./AC.5/
- <E/ECE/>EC.AD/AC.2/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.2/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.4/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.5/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.5/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.6/
- <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.6/
- <E/ECE/>EP/SC.1/
- <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.13/
- <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.7/
- <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.15/
- <E/ECE/>SEM.4/
- <E/ECE/>TIM/SEM.7/
- ST/ECE//ENERGY/

EUROPE--ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
- <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.30/

EUROPE--ENERGY STATISTICS.
- <E/ECE/>CES/AC.32/
- <E/ECE/>EP/WP.4/
- <E/ECE/>GAS/WP.1/

EUROPE--ENERGY TECHNOLOGY.
- <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.2/
- <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.4/
- <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.5/

EUROPE--ENGINEERING.
- <E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.4/AC/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.1/AC/

EUROPE--ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES.
- <E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.8/
- <E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.8/AC/
- <E/ECE/>CES/AC.57/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.1/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.4/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.6/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.10/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.16/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.17/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.1/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.4/
- <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.4/AC/
- <E/ECE/>ENG/AC.3/
- <E/ECE/>ENG/AC.4/
- <E/ECE/>ENG/SEM.2/AC/

-391-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOOD POLICY.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;FAO/ECE/CES/AGS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOOD PROCESSING.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENG.AUT/AC.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOOD PRODUCTION.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AGRI/NORM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOOD STANDARDS.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AGRI/EGGS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOOD TRANSPORT.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRANS/GE.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOREIGN TRADE.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;CES/AC.45/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOREST FIRES.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOREST MACHINERY.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOREST MANAGEMENT.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOREST POLICY.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;FAO/ECE/R/OP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOREST PRODUCTS.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/CPS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FORESTRY.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC.TECH./AC.19/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FORESTRY EQUIPMENT.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.18/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FORESTRY INDUSTRY.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/AC.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FORESTRY STATISTICS.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FORESTRY TRAINING.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EFC/WP.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FORESTRY WORKERS.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FOSSIL FUELS.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FUSSILEX PRINTED.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FRUIT.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FRUIT JUICES.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AGRI/VP.1/GE.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FRUZEN FOOD.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AGRI/VP.1/GE.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FUELS.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—FURNITURE INDUSTRY.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—GAS INDUSTRY.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—GAS RESEARCH.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—GENERAL CONDITION OF SALE.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPE—GENERAL COND. OF SALE.</strong></td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EUROPE-GEOTHERMAL ENERGY.
< E/ECE/>EP/SEM.9/  
< E/ECE/>EP/SEM.9/AC/  
< E/ECE/>EP/SEM.14/  

EUROPE-GRAINS.
< E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.4/  

EUROPE-GROUNDWATER.
< E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.10/  

EUROPE-HEALTH STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/>CES/AC.36/  
< E/ECE/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.36/  

EUROPE-HEATING.
< E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.2/  
< E/ECE/>EP/SEM.9/  
< E/ECE/>EP/SEM.9/AC/  
< E/>ECE/SEM.2/AC/  

EUROPE-HIGHWAYS.
< E/ECE/>TEM/SEM/  
< E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/AC.1/  
< E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.7/  
TEM/  

EUROPE-HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES.

EUROPE-HOUSEHOLDS.

EUROPE-HOUSING.
< E/ECE/>HBP/AC.1/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/HOU/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/HOU/SEM.1/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.24/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.28/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/WP.1/AC.4/  
< E/ECE/>HOU.ELDERLY COLL./  
< E/ECE/>HOU.ELDERLY/  
< E/ECE/>HOU.LAND SEMI/  
< E/ECE/>HOU.LAND/  
< E/ECE/>HOU/SUB-C/HOU/  
< E/ECE/HBP/HOU/  
ST/ECE/HBP/  
ST/ECE/HOU/  

EUROPE-HOUSING CENSUSES.
< E/ECE/>CES/AC.8/  
< E/ECE/>CES/AC.30/  
< E/ECE/>CES/SEM.21/  
< E/ECE/>CES/SEM.25/  
< E/ECE/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.30/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/AC.7/  

EUROPE-HOUSING CONSTRUCTION.
< E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.8/  
< E/ECE/>HOU.COST/  
E/ECE/HOU/  
E/ECE/HOU/WP.2/  
E/ECE/HM/HOU/WP.2/  

EUROPE-HOUSING FINANCE.
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.2/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.2/PM/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.35/  

EUROPE-HOUSING IMPROVEMENT.
< E/ECE/>HBP/AC.2/  
< E/ECE/>HOU.MMM/  

EUROPE-HOUSING MANAGEMENT.
< E/ECE/>HBP/WP.1/AC.5/  
< E/ECE/>HOU.MMM/  

EUROPE-HOUSING NEEDS.
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.13/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.13/PM/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/WP.1/GE.1/  
< E/ECE/>HOU/DEMAND/  

EUROPE-HOUSING POLICY.
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.15/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.15/PM/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.27/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/WP.1/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/WP.1/AC.1/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/WP.1/AC.3/  
< E/ECE/HOU/WP.1/  
< E/ECE/HBP/WP.1/AC.1/  

EUROPE-HOUSING PROGRAMMES.
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.4/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.4/PM/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/WP.1/AC.1/  
< E/ECE/>HOU/DEMAND/  

EUROPE-HOUSING RESEARCH.
< E/ECE/>HBP/AC.1/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.3/  

EUROPE-HOUSING STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/>CES/AC.55/  
< E/ECE/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.18/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/GE.1/  
< E/ECE/HOU/WP.3/  
< E/ECE/HM/HOU/WP.3/  

EUROPE-HOUSING SURVEYS.
< E/ECE/>HBP/AC.1/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.3/  

EUROPE-HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.
< E/>ECE/HBP/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/AC.8/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/AC.9/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.26/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.30/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.32/  
< E/ECE/>HBP/WP.3/GE.1/AC.1/  

EUROPE-HUMAN SETTLEMENTS INDICATORS.
< E/ECE/>CES/AC.55/  

EUROPE-HYDROELECTRIC POWER.
DUB/SYMP/EP/  
< E/ECE/>EP/SEM.8/  
< E/ECE/>EP/SEM.8/AC/  
< E/ECE/>EP/WP.2/  

EUROPE-INCOME DISTRIBUTION.
< E/ECE/>EC.AD/SEM.5/  
< E/ECE/>EC.AD/SEM.5/PM/  
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EUROPE-INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.27/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS.
< E/ECE/> ENV/WG.1/
< E/ECE/> ENV/WG.4/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.14/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.8/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION.
< E/ECE/> COOP/IND/
< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.13/
< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.14/
< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.21/
< E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.5/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.6/AC/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.12/
< E/ECE/> ID/
< E/ECE/> IDT/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING.
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/AC.4/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT.
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.5/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
< E/ECE/> COAL/WP.2/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL PLANNING.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.8/AC/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION.
< E/ECE/> AIR POLL/NFM SEM/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.9/AC/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.7/PM/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.9/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.9/PM/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SM.Poll/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.2/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION.
< E/ECE/> ID/WG.87/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.5/AC/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.5/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.13/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.19/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL SURVEYS.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/GE.1/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIAL WASTES.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.12/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.24/

EUROPE-INDUSTRIALIZATION.
< E/ECE/> HOU.COST/

EUROPE-INDUSTRY.
BUC/SYMP/EP/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.3/AC/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.4/
< E/ECE/> ID/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.13/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.13/AC/
< E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.5/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.12/
< ID/WG.957/

EUROPE-INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.9/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.10/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.11/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.13/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.15/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.16/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.24/

EUROPE-INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY.
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.11/

EUROPE-INLAND TRANSPORT.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/BIDAC/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GR.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.16/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.25/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.32/
< ST/ECE/TRANS/

EUROPE-INLAND WATER TRANSPORT.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/AC.4/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/G.E.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/G.E.33/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SG.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/WP.3/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/GE.1/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/GE.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/SEM.2/
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EUROPE--INLAND WATERS.
< E/ECE/> ENV/IA/AC.4/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.34/

EUROPE--INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.19/

EUROPE--INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.
< E/ECE/> WATER/AC.3/

EUROPE--INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.
< E/ECE/> WATER/AC.3/

EUROPE--INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
< E/ECE/> AGR/IA/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> AGR/IA/WP.1/GCS/
< E/>ECE/TRADE/

EUROPE--INTRAREGIONAL TRADE.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.11/

EUROPE--INVESTMENT POLICY.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.2/AC/
< E/ECE/> EC/IA/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> EC/IA/SEM.4/PM/
< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.3/

EUROPE--IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.
< E/>ECE/STEEL/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.7/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.8/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/GE.2/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/GE.3/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/GE.3/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.2/AC/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.3/AC/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.4/AC/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.9/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.9/AC/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.11/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.11/AC/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.12/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.12/AC/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.13/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.Pol/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SYM.1963/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.1/(1948)
ST/ECE/STEEL/

EUROPE--IRON ORE.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/Sem.Dir.Red/

EUROPE--IRRIGATION.
< E/ECE/> AGR/SEM.26/
< E/ECE/> ENV/WA/SEM.2/

EUROPE--LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY.
E/ECE/PROD/CONF/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.PROD/

EUROPE--LAW ENFORCEMENT.
UNDCP/HONEURO/

EUROPE--LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
< E/ECE/> AGR/LDC/

EUROPE--LEATHER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.157/

EUROPE--LICENCES.
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.15/

EUROPE--LIGHTING.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/IA/WP.29/GRE/

EUROPE--LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS.
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.5/

EUROPE--LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS.
< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.6/
< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.7/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.10/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.16/

EUROPE--LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> AGR/LDC/
< E/ECE/> AGR/SEM.14/
< E/ECE/> AGR/SEM.15/
< E/ECE/> AGR/SEM.19/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.3/
EA:FAO/ECE/MLE/68/

EUROPE--LOGGING.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.15/
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.20/

EUROPE--LOW WASTE TECHNOLOGY.
< E/ECE/> ENV/IA/AC.7/
< E/ECE/> ENV/IA/AC.7/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.6/PMP/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.15/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/> ENV/WP.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> ENV/WA/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> ENV/WA/WP.2/

EUROPE--LUMBER.
< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.12/
< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.3/
EUROPE-MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/AC/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/AC/AC/

EUROPE-MACHINE TOOLS.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/AC/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/AC/AC/

EUROPE-MANAGEMENT.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMATION/SEM.MAN/AC/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMATION/SEM.MAN/AC/AC/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMATION/SEM.MAN/AC/AC/AC/

EUROPE-MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.9/

EUROPE-MANPOWER STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.51/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.2/
< E/ECE/> ILO/CES/AC.51/

EUROPE-MANUFACTURING.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.7/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.3/AC/

EUROPE-MARITIME TRANSPORT.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SEM.6/

EUROPE-MARKET POTENTIAL.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.1/

EUROPE-MARKET RESEARCH.
< E/ECE/> AGRU/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> CHEM.CONF/

EUROPE-MARKETING.
< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.12/

EUROPE-MARKETS.
BAR/SYMP/GAS/

EUROPE-MATERIALS RESEARCH.
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.16/

EUROPE-MEAT INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> AGRU/BPP/
EA:FAO/ECE/MLE/68/

EUROPE-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.4/

EUROPE-METALWORKING INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> ENGINE/SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> ENGINE/SEM.3/AC/

EUROPE-MICROCOMPUTERS.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.4/

EUROPE-MIGRATION STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.42/

EUROPE-MILLING INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.PROD/

EUROPE-MINING MACHINERY.
E/ECE/COAL/EQWP/
< E/ECE/> COAL/SEM.7/

EUROPE-MINING RESEARCH.
< E/ECE/> COAL/GE.4/
< E/ECE/> COAL/WP.5/

EUROPE-MOTOR VEHICLE EMISSIONS.
< E/ECE/> AIR POLL/DESUL/SEM/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPA/

EUROPE-MOTOR VEHICLE EQUIPMENT.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRC/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GE/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRF/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPN/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPP/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.2/AC/

EUROPE-MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.1/AC/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.2/

EUROPE-MOTOR VEHICLES.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.2/AC/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.2/AC/AC/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.2/AC/AC/AC/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRB/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRP/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRF/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPP/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRC/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRDP/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRP/

EUROPE-MOUNTAIN AREAS.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.20/

EUROPE-MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.24/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.24/

EUROPE-NATIONAL ACCOUNTS.
< E/ECE/> CES/WP.22/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.15/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/GR.1/
< ST/> ESA/STAT/AC.15/

EUROPE-NATURAL GAS.
BAR/SYMP/GAS/
BUC/SYMP/GAS<1968>/
BUC/SYMP/GAS<1972>/
BUD/SYMP/GAS/
< E/> ECE/GAS/
< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> GAS/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> GAS/GE.2/
< E/ECE/> GAS/GE.3/
< E/ECE/> GAS/GE.4/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.4/AC/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.7/AC/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index - UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE - NATURAL RESOURCES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENV/AC.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; EIW/AC.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; STEEL/SYMP.1963/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; EIW/AC.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ECE/AC.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ECE/AC.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ECE/AC.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; SC.TECH./SEM.7/AC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; SC.TECH./SEM.7/AC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; SC.TECH./SEM.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENVI/AC.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; HBP/PHO/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; SC.TECH./SEM.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; SC.TECH./SEM.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; EP/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; EP/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; EP/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; EP/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; EP/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; EP/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; EP/SEM.1/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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EUROPE-POTATOES.
< E/ECE/> AGR/I/POTATOES/1946-1996
< E/ECE/> AGR/I/WP.1/GE.6/
< E/ECE/> AGR/I/WP.1/GE.6/
< E/ECE/> AGR/I/WP.6/

EUROPE-POTATOES.
< E/ECE/> AGR/I/WP.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> AGR/I/GE.10/

EUROPE-POULTRY.
< E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> AGRI/GE.10/

EUROPE-POWDER METALLURGY.
< E/ECE/> ENG/1/AUT/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> ENG/1/AUT/SEM.4/AC/

EUROPE-POWER INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.11/

EUROPE-PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS.
ANK/SYMP/EP/

EUROPE-PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.
< E/ECE/> ENG/1/AUT/SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> ENG/1/AUT/SEM.6/AC/

EUROPE-PRICE AND QUANTITY STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.53/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.31/

EUROPE-PRICE INDICES.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.48/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.31/

EUROPE-PRICES.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.48/

EUROPE-PRODUCT SAFETY.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.20/GRR/

EUROPE-PRODUCTION CONTROL.
< E/ECE/> COAL/WP.2/
< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.12/

EUROPE-PRODUCTIVITY.
< E/ECE/> COAL/PROD/

EUROPE-PRODUCTIVITY STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.21/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.21/
< E/ECE/> STAT/WP.1/

EUROPE-PROGRAMME PLANNING.
UN/SOA/SEM/37/

EUROPE-PROJECT FORMULATION.
< E/ECE/> EC.AD./SEM.7/

EUROPE-PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.
UN/SA/SEM/45/

EUROPE-PUBLIC INVESTMENT.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SEM.5/

EUROPE-PUBLIC SECTOR STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.47/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.20/

EUROPE-PUBLIC SERVICES.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.41/

EUROPE-PUBLIC WORKS.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/AC/

EUROPE-PUMPED STORAGE PLANTS.
ATH/SYMP/EP/

EUROPE-QUALITY CONTROL.
< E/ECE/> ENG/1/SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> ENG/1/SEM.6/AC/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.2/

EUROPE-QUALITY OF LIFE.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.19/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.21/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/GE.1/AC.1/

EUROPE-RAILWAY NETWORKS.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.2/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.35/

EUROPE-RAILWAY TRANSPORT.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/Gr.3/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/RS/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.2/SG.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.2/SG.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.2/GREN/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.4/

EUROPE-RAW MATERIALS.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.13/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> ENG/1/SEM/
< E/ECE/> ENG/1/SEM/AC.13/AC/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.1/(1948)

EUROPE-REAL PROPERTY.

EUROPE-RECREATION AREAS.
< E/ECE/> HOU/RECREATION SEM/

EUROPE-RECYCLING.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.16/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.6/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.6/AC/
< E/ECE/> ENV/AC.2/

EUROPE-REFORESTATION.
< E/ECE/> TIM/FC/SEM.1/SEM.3/

EUROPE-REFUSE DERIVED FUELS.
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/3/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/3/AC.3/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/3/AC.4/

EUROPE-REGIONAL COOPERATION.
< E/ECE/> WAT/SEM.11/
< E/ECE/> UN/SA/SEM/43/

EUROPE-REGIONAL PLANNING.
< E/ECE/> HBP/CONF.II/URB.RESEARCH/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.7/PM/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.11/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.33/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> HOU/CONF.URB.RESEARCH/
EUROPE–REHABILITATION.
UN/SGA/SEM/52/
UN/SGA/SEM/58/

EUROPE–REMOTE SENSING.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.2/SEM.1/

EUROPE–RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.14/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.18/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.19/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.20/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.9/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.17/

EUROPE–RIVERS.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/GE.33/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/G.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/WP.33/

EUROPE–ROAD CONSTRUCTION.
< E/ECE/> TEM/

EUROPE–ROAD NETWORKS.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.5/

EUROPE–ROAD SIGNS AND SIGNALS.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/GE.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.6/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.13/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.31/G.1/

EUROPE–ROAD TRAFFIC.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.6/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/RO/TC/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.6/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/GE.20/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.6/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.10/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.20/

EUROPE–ROAD TRANSPORT.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/RO/LT/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/RO/ST/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.2/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.9/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.28/

EUROPE–ROAD TRANSPORT FACILITATION.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.7/

EUROPE–RURAL DEVELOPMENT.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.5/PM/
UN/SGA/SEM/29/

EUROPE–RURAL ELECTRIFICATION.
< E/ECE/> EP/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> EP/WP.3/

EUROPE–RURAL PLANNING.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.5/PM/

EUROPE–SAFETY DEVICES.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRC/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP.29/GRF/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP.29/GRP/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP.29/GRSP/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRF/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRSA/

EUROPE–SAFETY REGULATIONS.
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.4/

EUROPE–SAMPLE CENSUSES.

EUROPE–SAMPLING.

EUROPE–SAW MILLS.
< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.13/

EUROPE–SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
< E/ECE/> EC.AD./SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> EC.AD./SEM.8/AC/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.20/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.10/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.10/AC/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.17/

EUROPE–SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FORECASTING.
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.12/

EUROPE–SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PLANNING.
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.18/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.18/AC/

EUROPE–SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY.
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH/SC.TECH/AC.17/

EUROPE–SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.33/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.33/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.17/

EUROPE–SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS.
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.1/AC/

EUROPE–SCRAP METALS.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.3/

EUROPE–SERVICE INDUSTRIES.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.63/

EUROPE–SETTLEMENT PLANNING.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.17/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.17/PM/

EUROPE–SHARED WATER RESOURCES.
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.11/

EUROPE–SHIPBUILDING.
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.6/

EUROPE–SHIPS.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/GE.1/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/WP.1/
EUROPE-SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.
<ST>/ECE/
<ST>/SOA/ESDP/
<ST>/SOA/SEM/41/
UN/SoA/ESDP/PC/

EUROPE-SOCIAL PLANNING.
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.3/
<E/ECE>/ECON.ADVISERS/SOCIAL SEM/
<E/ECE>/HBP/ WP.3/AC.2/

EUROPE-SOCIAL POLICY.
<ST>/SOA/SEM/40/

EUROPE-SOCIAL SECURITY.
UN/SoA/SEM/52/
UN/SoA/SEM/56/

EUROPE-SOCIAL SERVICES.
<ST>/SOA/SEM/65/
UN/SoA/SEM/34/
UN/SoA/SEM/59/

EUROPE-SOCIAL STATISTICS.
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.34/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.34/

EUROPE-SOCIAL WELFARE.
E/CONF.64/
SOC/ELMONO/
ST/TAO/SEM/
UN/SoA/SEM/37/
UN/SoA/SEM/49/
UN/SoA/SEM/56/
UN/SoA/SEM/57/

EUROPE-SOIL MANAGEMENT.
<E/ECE>/AGRI/SEM.21/

EUROPE-SOLAR ENERGY.
<E/ECE>/SC.TECH./SEM.8/
<E/ECE>/SC.TECH./SEM.6/AC/

EUROPE-SOLID FUELS.
<E/ECE>/COAL/Cond.Sales/
<E/ECE>/COAL/GE.3/
<E/ECE>/COAL/AC/
<E/ECE>/COAL/UNP/AC/
<E/ECE>/COAL/WP.4/

EUROPE-SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT.
<E/ECE>/ENV/SEM.3/
<E/ECE>/ENV/SEM.3/PM/
<E/ECE>/EP/SEM.7/

EUROPE-STANDARDIZATION.
<E/ECE>/AGRI/ WP.1/AC.1/
<E/ECE>/AGRI/WP.1/GE.9/
<E/ECE>/AGRI/WP.1/GE.10/
<E/ECE>/AGRI/WP.3/
<E/ECE>/AGRI/WP.4/
<E/ECE>/AGRI/WP.9/
<E/ECE>/EC/STAND/GE.1/
<E/ECE>/STAND/GE.1/AC.1/
<E/ECE>/STAND/GE/
<E/ECE>/TIM/ WP.3/AC.3/
<E/ECE>/TRANS/SC3/GE.1/AC.1/

EUROPE-STANDARDS.
<E/ECE>/AGRI/ WP.1/
ST/CES/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATIONS.
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.59/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL DATA.
<E/ECE>/COAL/GE.2/
<E/ECE>/GAS/GE.1/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY.
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.48/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.14/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.23/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/Consul/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL SERVICES.
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.20/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.29/
<E/ECE>/UNDP/SCP-2/
<E/ECE>/UNDP/SCP-2/TF/
<E/ECE>/UNDP/SCP/

EUROPE-STATISTICS.
<E/ECE>/CES/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.50/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.52/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.56/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.97/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.51/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.53/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.4/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.9/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.10/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.11/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.13/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.14/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.15/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.16/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.22/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.24/
<E/ECE>/CHEM/AC.5/
<E/ECE>/COAL/
<E/ECE>/COAL/ WP.3/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/Consult/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.1/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.14/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.37/
<E/ECE>/ENG.AUT/AC.1/
<E/ECE>/ENG/AC.4/
<E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/ESS/
<E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/SS/
<E/ECE>/HB/AC.6/
<E/ECE>/HB/AC.8/
<E/ECE>/STAT.2/
<E/ECE>/STAT.3/
<E/ECE>/STAT.7/
<E/ECE>/STEEL/WP.3/
<E/ECE>/WATER/AC.3/
ST/ICES/
<ST>/ECE/STAT/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATIONS.
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.59/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL DATA.
<E/ECE>/COAL/GE.2/
<E/ECE>/GAS/GE.1/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY.
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.48/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.14/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.23/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/Consul/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL SERVICES.
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.20/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.29/
<E/ECE>/UNDP/SCP-2/
<E/ECE>/UNDP/SCP-2/TF/
<E/ECE>/UNDP/SCP/

EUROPE-STATISTICS.
<E/ECE>/CES/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.50/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.52/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.56/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.97/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.51/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.53/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.4/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.9/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.10/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.11/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.13/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.14/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.15/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.16/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.22/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.24/
<E/ECE>/CHEM/AC.5/
<E/ECE>/COAL/
<E/ECE>/COAL/ WP.3/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/Consult/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.1/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.14/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.37/
<E/ECE>/ENG.AUT/AC.1/
<E/ECE>/ENG/AC.4/
<E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/ESS/
<E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/SS/
<E/ECE>/HB/AC.6/
<E/ECE>/HB/AC.8/
<E/ECE>/STAT.2/
<E/ECE>/STAT.3/
<E/ECE>/STAT.7/
<E/ECE>/STEEL/WP.3/
<E/ECE>/WATER/AC.3/
ST/ICES/
<ST>/ECE/STAT/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATIONS.
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.59/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL DATA.
<E/ECE>/COAL/GE.2/
<E/ECE>/GAS/GE.1/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY.
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.48/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.14/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.23/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/Consul/

EUROPE-STATISTICAL SERVICES.
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.20/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.29/
<E/ECE>/UNDP/SCP-2/
<E/ECE>/UNDP/SCP-2/TF/
<E/ECE>/UNDP/SCP/

EUROPE-STATISTICS.
<E/ECE>/CES/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.50/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.52/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.56/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.97/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.51/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.53/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.4/
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.9/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.10/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.11/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.13/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.14/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.15/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.16/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.22/
<E/ECE>/CES/SEM.24/
<E/ECE>/CHEM/AC.5/
<E/ECE>/COAL/
<E/ECE>/COAL/ WP.3/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/Consult/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.1/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.14/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.37/
<E/ECE>/ENG.AUT/AC.1/
<E/ECE>/ENG/AC.4/
<E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/ESS/
<E/ECE>/FAO/ECE/SS/
<E/ECE>/HB/AC.6/
<E/ECE>/HB/AC.8/
<E/ECE>/STAT.2/
<E/ECE>/STAT.3/
<E/ECE>/STAT.7/
<E/ECE>/STEEL/WP.3/
<E/ECE>/WATER/AC.3/
ST/ICES/
<ST>/ECE/STAT/
EUROPE-STEEL.
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.6/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.1/AC/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.1/AC/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.2/AC/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/AC/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.8/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.8/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.10/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.14/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.1/
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.3/

EUROPE-STRIPE MINING.
  <E/ECE/> COAL/AC.1/
  <E/ECE/> COAL/GE.5/
  <E/ECE/> COAL/SEM.1/

EUROPE-SUBURBAN AREAS.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/GR.2/

EUROPE-SULPHUR.
  <E/ECE/> ENV/EIB/AC.1/
  <E/ECE/> ENV/EIB/WG.1/

EUROPE-SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.
  <E/ECE/> EC/AD/WG.1/
  <E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.2/

EUROPE-SYNTHETIC DETERGENTS.
  <E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.22/

EUROPE-TARIFFS.
  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.16/
  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.25/

EUROPE-TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
  <E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.4/
  <E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.4/AC/
  ST/TA/CONF.2/
  ST/TA/SEM/

EUROPE-TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE.
  <E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.1/

EUROPE-TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS.
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.2/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.5/

EUROPE-TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS.
  <E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.8/

EUROPE-TECHNOLOGY.
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.13/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.7/

EUROPE-TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT.
  <E/ECE/> EC/AD./SEM.8/
  <E/ECE/> EC/AD./SEM.8/AC/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.10/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.10/AC/

EUROPE-TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.6/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.15/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.6/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.8/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.8/AC/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.14/

EUROPE-TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.14/AC/
  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.TRANSFER/

EUROPE-TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
  <E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.11/

EUROPE-TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING.
  BUC/SYM/EP/
  <E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.7/
  <E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.7/AC/

EUROPE-TECHNOLOGY POWER PLANTS.
  <E/ECE/> EP/SEM.2/
  <E/ECE/> EP/SEM.2/AC.1/
  <E/ECE/> EP/SEM.7/
  <E/ECE/> EP/SEM.7/AC/
  <E/ECE/> EP/WP.6/

EUROPE-TIMBER.
  <E/ECE/> TIM/ST/
  <E/ECE/> TIM/

EUROPE-TIMBER.
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.17/

EUROPE-TOURISM.
  <E/ECE/> EC/SEM.1/
  <E/ECE/> EC/SEM.1/AC/

EUROPE-TOURISM DEVELOPMENT.
  <E/ECE/> EC/SEM.1/
  <E/ECE/> EC/SEM.1/AC/

EUROPE-TOURISM STATISTICS.
  <E/ECE/> CES/AC.39/

EUROPE-TOXIC SUBSTANCES.
  <E/ECE/> ENV/AC.8/
  <E/ECE/> ENVWA/AC.8/

EUROPE-TOXIC WASTE MANAGEMENT.
  <E/ECE/> ENV/AC.2/
  <E/ECE/> ENV/AC.8/
  <E/ECE/> ENVWA/AC.2/

EUROPE-TRACTORS.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRT/

EUROPE-TRADE FACILITATION.
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.17/
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/AC.1/

EUROPE-TRADE INFORMATION.
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.13/
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.15/

EUROPE-TRADE POLICY.
  <E/ECE/> EC/AD.(XVII)/AC.2/

EUROPE-TRADE PROMOTION.
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.5/
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.17/

EUROPE-TRADE RESTRICTIONS.
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.20/

EUROPE-TRADE STATISTICS.
  <E/ECE/> CES/AC.41/
  <E/ECE/> CES/AC.45/
  <E/ECE/> CES/AC.46/
  <E/ECE/> STAT/WP.2/
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.25/
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EUROPE-TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.20/

EUROPE-TRAFFIC CONTROL.
< E/ECE/ > HBP/WP.3/AC.4/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC1/AC.4/

EUROPE-TRAFFIC REGULATIONS.
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.13/

EUROPE-TRAFFIC SAFETY.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.20/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.23/

EUROPE-TRAFFIC SURVEYS.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.6/AC.2/

EUROPE-TRAINING PROGRAMMES.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC1/GE.20/AC.1/
UN/SOA/SEM/43/
UN/SOA/SEM/49/

EUROPE-TRANSBOUNDARY AIR POLLUTION.
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/AC.1/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/AC.1/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/GE.1/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/GE.2/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/WG.1/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/WG.2/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/WG.3/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/WG.4/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/WG.5/
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/WG.6/
< E/ECE/ > ENV/AC.9/
< E/ECE/ > ENV/EIB/
< E/ECE/ > ENV/EIB/AC.1/
< E/ECE/ > ENV/EIB/WG.1/

EUROPE-TRANSBOUNDARY POLLUTION.
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/AC.3/
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/WG.1/
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/WG.4/

EUROPE-TRANSBOUNDARY WATER POLLUTION.
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/AC.4/
< E/ECE/ > WATER/AC.4/
< E/ECE/ > WATER/SEM.11/

EUROPE-TRANSMATIONAL CORPORATIONS.
< E/ECE/ > INCTC/ >

EUROPE-TRANSPORT.
BUC/SYM/GAS/1972/1
BUD/SYM/GAS/
< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/ > GAS/GE.3/
< E/ECE/ > GAS/WP.5/
< E/ECE/ > ECE/RCTE/PC/
< E/ECE/ > TIM/ECF/WP.1/SEM.14/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/GE.30/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/GE.30/AC.2/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.30/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.30/AC.2/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT CORRIDORS.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SEM.8/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT COSTS.
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.28/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.35/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC1/GE.1/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC1/WP.1/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT ECONOMICS.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/GE.37/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.5/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT.
< E/ECE/ > ENS/SEM.5/AC/
E/ECE/TRANS/EO/
E/ECE/TRANS/WAT/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.3/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT FACILITATION.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WM.29/AC.1/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.3/GE.1/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.3/figureTIR/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/AC.3/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT PLANNING.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/AC.1/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/GE.36/
E/ECE/TRANS/RD/1/
E/ECE/TRANS/RD/ST/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.2/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.5/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.12/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT REGULATIONS.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.3/GE.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.22/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.31/GE.1/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/ > CES/AC.6/2
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/GE.6/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/GE.6/AC.3/
E/ECE/TRANS/WAT/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.6/

EUROPE-TRANSPORT TERMINALS.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.3/SEM.1/

EUROPE-TROPICAL TIMBER.
< E/ECE/ > TIM/SEM.8/

EUROPE-URBAN DEVELOPMENT.
< E/ECE/ > HBP/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/ > HBP/SEM.12/
< E/ECE/ > HBP/WP.3/AC.4/
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC1/AC.4/

EUROPE-URBAN PLANNING.
< E/ECE/ > HBP/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/ > HBP/SEM.12/PM/
< E/ECE/ > HBP/WP.3/AC.3/
< E/ECE/ > HOU/SUB-C/URB/
< E/ECE/ > HOU/WP/URB/
EUROPE-URBAN POVERTY.
UN/ISOA/SEM/61/

EUROPE-URBAN RENEWAL.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.15/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.20/
< E/ECE/> HBP/URB.REN.SYM./
< E/ECE/> HBP/URB/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> HOU/SUB-C/URB/
< E/ECE/> HOU/WP/URB/

EUROPE-URBAN RESEARCH.
< E/ECE/> HBP/CONF.II/URB.RESEARCH/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.11/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.25/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> HOU/CONF.URB.RESEARCH/

EUROPE-URBAN SETTLEMENTS.
< E/ECE/> HOU/URB.SETT.SEM/
< E/ECE/> HOU/URBAN SETTLEMENTS/

EUROPE-URBAN TRANSPORT.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.12/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.12/PM/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.3A/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GR.2/

EUROPE-VEGETABLES.
< E/ECE/> AGRI/NORM/
< E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.1/

EUROPE-WASTE DISPOSAL.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.7/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.9/

EUROPE-WASTE UTILIZATION.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.7/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.17/
< E/ECE/> COAL/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> ENV/AC.10/
< E/ECE/> ENV/WP.2/
< E/ECE/> ENV/WP.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/WP.2/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.2/AC/

EUROPE-WATER CONSUMPTION.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.56/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.18/
< E/ECE/> WATER/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.12/
< E/ECE/> WATER/UTIL/

EUROPE-WATER MANAGEMENT.
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> WATER/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.10/

EUROPE-WATER POLLUTION.
< E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.14/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.6/
< E/ECE/> WATER POLL/CONF/
< E/ECE/> WATER POLL/Econ/
< E/ECE/> WATER POLL/GEN/
< E/ECE/> WATER POLL/Policy/
< E/ECE/> WATER Pollution/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.8/

EUROPE-WATER QUALITY.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.56/
< E/ECE/> WATER/AC.5/

EUROPE-WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT.
< E/ECE/> WATER/GE.1/

EUROPE-WATER RESOURCES.
< E/ECE/> WATER/UTIL/
< ST/ECE/WATER/

EUROPE-WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/WP.3/
< E/> ECE/WATER/

EUROPE-WELDING.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.7/AC/

EUROPE-WHOLESALE PRICES.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.46/

EUROPE-WOMEN.
< E/> ECE/SEM.6/

EUROPE-WOOD PRODUCTS.
< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.11/

EUROPE-WOOD-USING INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.8/AC/
< E/ECE/> TIM/INDUSTRIES/

EUROPE-YOUTH.
< ST/> SOA/SEM/41/

EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY AND RESEARCH.
UN/ISOA/SEM/57/

EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION (1961).
< E/ECE/> TRADE/ARB/< ECE >

EXILES.
E/CN.4/AC.25/

EXPERTS.
E/CN.11/AC.6/
E/CN.14/TECO/
ST/TAA/< country >/

EXPLOSIVES.
See also: DANGEROUS GOODS GEE/
ST/SG/AC.10/C.1/

EXPORT CREDIT INSURANCE.
TRADE/CI/WP.1/
EXPORT CREDITS.
TD/B/AC.19/
TD/B/AC.33/

EXPORT DEVELOPMENT.
ID/WG.47/

EXPORT DIVERSIFICATION.
TD/B/C.1/I/SC.1/
TDII/C.2/
<TD/>UNCTAD/LDC/GE.3/

EXPORT EARNINGS.
See also: COMPENSATORY FINANCING
TD/B/AC.37/
TD/B/AC.43/

EXPORT INCENTIVES.
ID/WG.32/

EXPORT POLICY—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.37/

EXPORT PROCESSING ZONES.
ID/WG.112/
ID/WG.185/

EXPORT PROCESSING ZONES—ARAB COUNTRIES.
ID/WG.244/

EXPORT PROJECTIONS.
<E/ECE/>ECON.ADVISERS/WG.2/

EXPORT PROMOTION.
ST/CEPAL/Conf.59/

EXPORT PROMOTION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRADE/Exp.Pro/

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS.
See also: NON-TARIFF BARRIERS
RESTRICTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES
TD/3/IPC/TEA/AC.2/
TD/3/IPC/TEA/AC.3/

EXPORT SUBSIDIES.
E/PC/1/C.III/IIV/IPP/

EXPORT-ORIENTED INDUSTRIES.
ID/WG.112/
ID/WG.199/
ID/WG.216/

EXPORTS.
E/CONF.29/C.1/
ID/WG.29/
TD/SUGAR.9/EXC.1/WG.4/

EXPORTS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>EP"YOUGELEXPORT"/

EXTERNAL DEBT.
See also: BALANCE OF PAYMENT
DEBT MANAGEMENT
TD/AC.2/
TD/B/C.3/AC.8/

EXTERNAL DEBT—AFRICA.
ID/WG.439/

EXTRABUDGETARY FINANCING.
See also: BUDGET
A/AC.64/
A/AC.62/
A/AC.90/
A/AC.96/
A/AC.99/
A/AC.101/

FACT-FINDING MISSIONS.
See also: COMMISSIONS OF INQUIRY
A/C.6/SC.8/
E/REF/FACT-FINDING/

FACT-FINDING MISSIONS—GUATEMALA.
<ST/DPKO/UN/NGUAJ/>

FACTORIES.
See also: INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
ID/WG.237/

FACTORY CONSTRUCTION.
See also: CONSTRUCTION
ID/WG.250/

FAMILY.
E/CONF.80/C.3/
E/CONF.80/SYM.II/
<ST/DPCSD/YF>/
<ST>/SOA/SEM/55/
<ST/UNO/YF>/

FAMILY BUDGET—EUROPE.
See also: HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES
<E/ECE/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.17/

FAMILY INCOME—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CES/AC.7O/

FAMILY PLANNING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
SD/Dem/AFPM/

FAMILY PLANNING—EUROPE.
<ST>/SOA/SEM/40/

FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.
POP/TFFP/
POP/VOFF/

FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/POP/ESFP/
POP/SERFP/
SA/Dem/AAPFP/
SD/Dem/CAPP/

FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>POP/EGM/NFFP/

FAMILY STATISTICS—EUROPE.

FAMILY WELFARE.
ST/EA/ST/55/

FAMILY WELFARE—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/FCW/
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FAMILY WELFARE - ASIA.
FCW/

FAMILY WELFARE - EUROPE.
UN/SDA/SEM/36/

FAMINE.
See: HUNGER

FAO.
E/CN.13/JS/
<E/ECE/>FAO/UN/ICEF/J.P./

FAR EAST.
See also: ASIA
UN. ECAFE
UN. ESCAP
E/CN.11/SWTM/

FAR EAST - ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM.
ECAFE/PA/TN/
PA/Sum. ARD/

FAR EAST - AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.
I&H/RIAM/

FAR EAST - AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION.
I&H/WG.142/

FAR EAST - AGRICULTURAL PLANNING.
E/CN.11/I&HPWP.3/

FAR EAST - AGRICULTURAL PRICES.
E/CN.11/AGRI/IPS/

FAR EAST - AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
E/CN.11/TRADE/JP/

FAR EAST - AGRICULTURE.
E/CN.11/AC.8/

FAR EAST - BUILDING MATERIALS.
E/CN.11/I&NR/BM/
E/CN.11/I&T/HBWP/
ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.2/
ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.3/
ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.4/

FAR EAST - BUILDING RESEARCH.
E/CN.11/I&H/RSSMC/

FAR EAST - BUILDING STANDARDS.
E/CN.11/I&H/RSSMC/

FAR EAST - CAPITAL GOODS.
E/CN.11/AC.20/
E/CN.11/AC.21/

FAR EAST - CARTOGRAPHY.
E/CONF.18/
E/CONF.25/
E/CONF.36/
E/CONF.36/C.1/
E/CONF.50/
E/CONF.52/
E/CONF.52/C.2/
E/CONF.52/C.3/
E/CONF.52/C.4/
E/CONF.57/
E/CONF.57/C.3/

FAR EAST - CENSUSES.
E/CONF.62/
E/CONF.68/

FAR EAST - CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/I&NR/CHI/

FAR EAST - CHILDREN.
ASTAT/UPS/
ASTAT/WCY/

FAR EAST - CIVIL REGISTRATION.
ASTAT/CIVS/

FAR EAST - COCONUT PRODUCTS.
RPH/CCP/

FAR EAST - COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION.
E/CN.11/TRADE/CCA/
TRADE/ARB/< ECAFE >
TRADE/CA/News/

FAR EAST - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS.
POP/COMP/

FAR EAST - COMPUTER CENTRES.
ASTAT/ERCC/

FAR EAST - CONSTRUCTION.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/

FAR EAST - CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/I&H/RSSMC/

FAR EAST - CONSUMPTION.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGD/

FAR EAST - CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION.
E/CN.11/TRADE/CAWP.2/
E/CN.11/TRADE/CAWP.3/
E/CN.11/TRADE/CAWP.4/
E/CN.11/TRADE/CAWP.5/
E/CN.11/TRADE/CAWP/

FAR EAST - DAMS.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/DR/

FAR EAST - DELTAS.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/GWS/
E/CN.11/WRD/DA/
WRD/SDA/

FAR EAST - DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS.
POP/COMP/

FAR EAST - DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/SD/RYND/

FAR EAST - DEVELOPMENT PLANNING.
ASTAT/JMPS/
ASTAT/Pig/
<table>
<thead>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - DEVELOPMENT PLANS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP/WPH.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - DEVELOPMENT POLICY.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OES/PAG/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - DISASTER RELIEF.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/SUB.1/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/EMP/SUB.1/WGPE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - DISTRIBUTIVE AND SERVICE TRADE STATISTICS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/SDT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - DRUG TRAFFIC.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.7/AC.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ECOLOGY.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP/Sem.ERUP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/NR/CONF(1).ICEC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.12/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CAFE/DPWP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CAFE/DPWP.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CAFE/IT/PED.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CAFE/IT/PED/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECAFE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECAFE/SER.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ECONOMIC PLANNING.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/CAEP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/CAEP.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/CAEP.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/CAEP.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/RP/Sem.DPT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CAFE/DPWP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CAFE/DPWP.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ECONOMIC STATISTICS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/ASTAT/BS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ECONOMIC SURVEYS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ELECTRIC POWER.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/EP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/ERD/Sub.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SUB.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECAFE/SEER.L/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - EMPLOYMENT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.12/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ENERGY CRISIS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/NR/CONF(1).ICEC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ENERGY RESOURCES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/ERD/Sub.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SUB.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&amp;NR/SUB.1/ER/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - EXPORT PROMOTION.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/TRADE/Exp.Pro/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FAMILY PLANNING.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD/Dem/AFPM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/POP/ESFP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP/SERFP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA/Dem/AFP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD/Dem/CAFP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FERTILIZER INDUSTRY.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/RI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FINANCING.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FLOOD CONTROL.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/FLOOD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/WRD/DA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FOOD.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FOREIGN INVESTMENTS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FOREIGN TRADE.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FOUNDRIES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.186/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - FREIGHT RATES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/TRADE/SFR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - GEODESY.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.36/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.52/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.57/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - GEODETIC SURVEYS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.52/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.57/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - GEOLOGICAL MAPS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/GMWP.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/CGTM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CAFE/IT/GMWP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CAFE/IT/GMWP.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAR EAST - GEOLOGY.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SGWP.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SGWP.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/SGWP.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&amp;NR/SGWP.7/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FAR EAST--GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT.
E/CN.11/I&T/NP/1/
E/CN.11/I&T/NP/2/

FAR EAST--GROUNDWATER.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/GWS/

FAR EAST--HANDICRAFTS.
E/CN.11/I&NR/CIWP.5/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CIWP.6/
E/CN.11/I&T/CIWP.2/
E/CN.11/I&T/CIWP.3/
ECAFE/I&T/CIWP.4/
I&NR/CIWP.7/

FAR EAST--HIGHWAY ENGINEERING.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/HS/

FAR EAST--HIGHWAYS.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/

FAR EAST--HOUSEHOLDS.
ASTAT/NA.5/HSA/

FAR EAST--HOUSING.
E/CN.11/I&NR/NHA/
I&NR/IH/

FAR EAST--HOUSING CENSUSES.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/CPh/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SPhC/

FAR EAST--HOUSING CONSTRUCTION.
E/CN.11/I&T/HBWP/
ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.2/
ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.3/
ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.4/

FAR EAST--HOUSING PROGRAMMES.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/HSP/

FAR EAST--HOUSING STATISTICS.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/HSP/

FAR EAST--HYDROELECTRIC POWER.
E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.1/HPWP/

FAR EAST--HYDROGRAPHY.
E/CONF.52/C.5/
E/CONF.57/C.5/

FAR EAST--HYDROLOGICAL RESEARCH.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/HS.1/

FAR EAST--INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGDI/

FAR EAST--INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/AC.5/
E/CN.11/ID/

FAR EAST--INDUSTRIAL FINANCING.
ID/WG.82/

FAR EAST--INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION.
ID/WG.77/

FAR EAST--INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION.
ID/WG.187/

FAR EAST--INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS.
ASTAT/WGII/
E/CN.11/ASTATAS/
ST/STAT/CONF.8/

FAR EAST--INDUSTRIALIZATION.
E/CN.11/DPWP.4/
I&NR/II/

FAR EAST--INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/AC.11/SUB.1/
E/CN.11/AC.21/
E/CN.11/I&NR/
E/CN.11/I&T/

FAR EAST--INLAND TRANSPORT.
E/CN.11/AC.16/

FAR EAST--INLAND WATER TRANSPORT.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.3/
TRANS/SUB.3/IPWP/

FAR EAST--INSTITUTION BUILDING.
I&NR/WG5/

FAR EAST--INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
E/CN.11/TRADE/RITMC/

FAR EAST--INTRAREGIONAL TRADE.
E/CN.11/AGR/RHNP/EG/
ECAFE/AGR/

FAR EAST--IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/I&S/
E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.2/

FAR EAST--LABOUR STATISTICS.
E/CN.11/STAT/WGMLS/

FAR EAST--LAND RECLAMATION.
E/CN.11/WRD/DA/

FAR EAST--LANDLOCKED STATES.
E/CN.11/TRADE/LLC/

FAR EAST--LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
ID/WG.174/

FAR EAST--LICENCE AGREEMENTS.
ID/WG.206/

FAR EAST--MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.187/

FAR EAST--MANPOWER.
E/CN.11/STAT/WGMLS/

FAR EAST--MARINE SURVEYS.
CCOP/

FAR EAST--MARITIME TRANSPORT.
E/CN.11/TRADE/MT/
E/CN.11/TRADE/RGSO/
E/CN.11/TRADE/SFR/
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTASD/

FAR EAST--MARKETING.
E/CN.11/I&NR/CIWP.5/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CIWP.6/
E/CN.11/I&T/CIWP.2/
E/CN.11/I&T/CIWP.3/
ECAFE/I&T/CIWP.4/
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FAR EAST—METROPOLITAN AREAS.
E/CN.11/I&NR/PR/RD/

FAR EAST—MINERAL RESOURCES.
CCOP/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.3/

FAR EAST—MINERAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/I&NR/SMRD/
E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.3/
E/CN.11/I&NR/Conf.9/
ECACE/ESC/RDCR/

FAR EAST—MIXED LAW.
E/CN.11/I&NR/ML.1/

FAR EAST—MONETARY POLICY.
E/CN.11/TRADE/RTMC/

FAR EAST—NARCOTIC DRUGS.
E/CN.7/AC.11/

FAR EAST—NATIONAL ACCOUNTS.
ASTAT/NA.4/PSA/
ASTAT/NA.5/PSA/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.2/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.3/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.4/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA/NA.5/PSA/

FAR EAST—NATURAL GAS.
E/CN.11/I&NR/NG/

FAR EAST—NATURAL RESOURCES.
E/CN.11/I&NR/

FAR EAST—NATURAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/I&NR/NG/

FAR EAST—OCEANOGRAPHY.
E/CONF.34/C.5/
E/CONF.57/C.5/

FAR EAST—OFFSHORE OIL DRILLING.
E/CN.11/I&NR/PL/

FAR EAST—OIL PALMS.
RPH/CCP/

FAR EAST—PASSENGER TRANSPORT.
TRANS/W/UTT/

FAR EAST—PAYMENTS.
PAYMENTS/

FAR EAST—PAYMENTS ARRANGEMENTS.
TRADE/TLP/

FAR EAST—PESTICIDES INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.223/

FAR EAST—PETROLEUM LAW.
E/CN.11/I&NR/PL/

FAR EAST—PETROLEUM RESERVES.
E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.2/
E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.3/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.4/
E/CN.11/I&NR/PR/

FAR EAST—PHOTOGRAMMETRY.
E/CONF.36/C.2/
E/CONF.36/C.3/

FAR EAST—PLATE TECTONICS.
E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/CTGM/

FAR EAST—POPULATION.
POP/Sem.PASD/

FAR EAST—POPULATION CENSUSES.
E/CN.9/CONF.2/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/CPH/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SPHC/

FAR EAST—POPULATION GROWTH.
POP/Sem.ERUP/

FAR EAST—POPULATION PROJECTIONS.
POP/PFSN/

FAR EAST—PORTS.
TRANS/NPS/
TRANS/SUB.3/PWP/

FAR EAST—PRICE AND QUANTITY STATISTICS.
ASTAT/SPQ/

FAR EAST—PRICE STABILIZATION.
E/CN.11/AGRI/APIS/

FAR EAST—PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.
E/CN.11/PA/MAP/
PA/MEA/
PAS/SEM.DSA/

FAR EAST—PUBLIC SECTOR.
ASTAT/NA.4/PSA/

FAR EAST—PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY.
ECACE/STAD/FAD CONF/

FAR EAST—RAILWAY ENGINEERING.
ECACE/TRANS/SUB.1/RSPW/

FAR EAST—RAILWAY TRANSPORT.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.1/

FAR EAST—RAILWAYS.
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTAR/
ST/ECACE/SDR/EC/
TRANS/SPR/

FAR EAST—RAW MATERIALS.
E/CN.11/I&NR/RF/

FAR EAST—RECONSTRUCTION.
E/CN.1/I&NR/RF.2 /
E/CN.1/I&NR/RF.3 /
E/CN.1/EMP/SUB.1/WGFE/

FAR EAST—REGIONAL COOPERATION.
E/CN.11/RPH/
ID/WG.223/
PA/PE/
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FAR EAST--REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
I&NR/RDP/

FAR EAST--REGIONAL PLANNING.
E/CN.11/RP/
E/CONF.57/C.2/
I&NR/RDP/
I&NR/RDP/

FAR EAST--RESEARCH.
ST/ECAFE/SER.A/

FAR EAST--RESERVORS.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/DR/

FAR EAST--RESOURCES MOBILIZATION.
E/CN.11/I&T/WP.1/
E/CN.11/I&T/WP.2/

FAR EAST--RICE.
E/CN.11/RPH/

FAR EAST--ROAD CONSTRUCTION.
TRANS/SUB.2/LGR/

FAR EAST--RURAL HOUSING.
E/CN.11/I&NR/ESH/
E/CN.11/I&NR/RH/

FAR EAST--SAMPLE SURVEYS.
ASTAT/CY/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SDT/

FAR EAST--SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
E/CN.11/I&NR/ASTD/

FAR EAST--SEDIMENTARY BASINS.
E/CN.11/NR/MRS/SC(1)/

FAR EAST--SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/I&NR/CWIP.5/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CWIP.6/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CWIP.8/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CWIP.9/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CWIP.10/
E/CN.11/I&T/CWIP.2/
E/CN.11/I&T/CWIP.3/
E/CN.11/I&T/CWIP/
ECAFE/I&T/CWIP.4/
ID/WG.92/
ID/WG.174/
I&NR/CWIP.7/
ST/ECAFE/SER.M/

FAR EAST--SMALL-SCALE MAPPING.
E/CONF.57/C.4/

FAR EAST--SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/Conf.SD/
E/CN.11/DPWP.5/
E/CN.11/SD/WPSD/
POP/Sem.PASD/
SD/EGSD/
SDP/

FAR EAST--SOCIAL PLANNING.
E/CN.11/SD/WPPI/
E/CN.11/SD/WPSD/
SDP/

FAR EAST--SOCIAL STATISTICS.
ASTAT/NGSS/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/BS/

FAR EAST--SOCIAL WELFARE.
E/CN.11/SD/WPPI/

FAR EAST--SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION.
SD/DNP/

FAR EAST--STANDAD OF LIVING.
E/CN.11/AC.12/

FAR EAST--STATISTICS.
ASTAT/JMPS/
ASTAT/Pg/
ASTAT/RTC/
ASTAT/UPG/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.8/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.9/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.10/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.11/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.12/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/NGCS/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.1/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.2/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.3/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.4/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.5/
ST/ECAFE/SER.A/

FAR EAST--STRATIGRAPHIC SURVEYS.
E/CN.11/NR/MRS/SC(1)/

FAR EAST--TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
E/CN.11/AC.17/
E/CN.11/TA/Sem.TP/
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTASD/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.3/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.4/
ECAFE/TECH/SEMINAR/
PA/MEA/

FAR EAST--TECHNICAL TRAINING.
E/CN.11/AC.4/
E/CN.11/AC.8/

FAR EAST--TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.
ID/WG.205/
I&NR/STS/

FAR EAST--TELECOMMUNICATION LINES.
E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.1/NPCL/

FAR EAST--TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.4/
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTE/

FAR EAST--THEMATIC MAPPING.
E/CONF.36/C.3/
E/CONF.52/C.3/

FAR EAST--TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING.
E/CONF.36/C.2/
E/CONF.52/C.2/

FAR EAST--TOURISM DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/H/T/
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FAR EAST-TRADE EXPANSION.
E/CN.11/TRADE/GETE/
TRADE/TE/
TRADE/TL/P/TEP/

FAR EAST-TRADE FACILITATION.
E/CN.11/I&T/
E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.4/

FAR EAST-TRADE LIBERALIZATION.
TRADE/TL/P/

FAR EAST-TRADE PROMOTION.
E/CN.11/AC.7/
E/CN.11/AC.11/SUB.2/
E/CN.11/AC.21/
E/CN.11/TP/
E/CN.11/TRADE/
ST/ECAFE/SER.H/
ST/ECAFE/SER.J/
TR/STATE/

FAR EAST-TRADE REGULATION.
ST/ECAFE/SER.T/

FAR EAST-TRAFFIC SAFETY.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/H/

FAR EAST-TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS.
E/CN.11/I&NR/BR/

FAR EAST-TRAINING PROGRAMMES.
ASTAT/RTC/
E/CN.11/SD/SWPP/
E/CN.11/TRADE/MT/

FAR EAST-TRANSPORT.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/
ST/ECAFE/SER.E/

FAR EAST-TRANSPORT FACILITATION.
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPC/
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPFP/

FAR EAST-TRANSPORT PLANNING.
E/CN.11/DPWP.6/

FAR EAST-TRANSPORT STATISTICS.
ST/ECAFE/SER.K/

FAR EAST-TRAVEL.
ST/ECAFE/SER.G/

FAR EAST-TRAVEL FACILITATION.
E/CN.11/TRAV/
TRA/WG/

FAR EAST-TYPOHOUS.
E/CN.11/WRD/TYP/

FAR EAST-URBAN DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/ANR/PHNHUD/
E/CN.11/ANR/PURD/
E/CN.11/AUCD/

FAR EAST-URBAN HOUSING.
E/CN.11/ANR/ESH/
E/CN.11/ANR/PHNHUD/

FAR EAST-URBAN PLANNING.
E/CONF.57/C.2/

FAR EAST-URBAN TRAFFIC.
TRANS/WS/UTT/

FAR EAST-URBANIZATION.
ECAFE/URB/

FAR EAST-VITAL STATISTICS.
ASTAT/CPVS/

FAR EAST-WATER MANAGEMENT.
WRD/SW/RM/

FAR EAST-WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.11/FLOOD/GWS/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.3/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.4/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.5/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.7/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.8/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.9/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.10/
ECAFE/FLOOD/WRD/
WRD/WGWRP/

FAR EAST-WETLANDS.
ID/WG.142/

FAR EAST-YOUTH.
ASTAT/UPS/
ASTAT/WCY/
E/CN.11/SD/RN/

FARM MANAGEMENT.
< E/ECE > FAO/ECE/AGRI/MP.5/

FARM MANAGEMENT-EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AGR/RA/
< E/ECE > FAO/ECE/ES/S/85/SEM.1/

FARMS.
See also: COLLECTIVE FARMING
DAIRY FARMS
SMALL FARMS
FARM PRICES/

FEASIBILITY STUDIES.
See also: PRE-INVESTMENT STUDIES
ID/WG.288/

FELLOWSHIPS.
See also: EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE
TAO/FSG/
UNDP/ADM/ST/

FERMENTATION.
ID/WG.50/

FERTILITY.
E/CN.8/AC.6/
E/CN.8/AC.12/
< E/ESCAP > POP/SPAFB/
POP/TC/UCFR/

FERTILITY-AFRICA.
E/CN.14/STAT/FSE/
FERTILITY—EUROPE.

FERTILITY SURVEYS—EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/> CES/AC.43/

FERTILIZER INDUSTRY.
  ID/SER.FI/
  ID/WG.127/
  ID/WG.220/
  ID/WG.238/
  ID/WG.242/
  ID/WG.289/
  ID/WG.291/
  ID/WG.284/
  ID/WG.303/
  ID/WG.306/
  ID/WG.318/
  ID/WG.322/
  ID/WG.333/
  ID/WG.406/
  <UNIDO/> ID/WG.463/

FERTILIZER INDUSTRY—ARAB COUNTRIES.
  ID/WG.219/

FERTILIZER INDUSTRY—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
  E/CN.11/8&9R/FR/

FERTILIZER INDUSTRY—EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.3/
  <E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.3/AC/
  <E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.14/

FERTILIZER INDUSTRY—LATIN AMERICA.
  ID/WG.80/

FERTILIZER INDUSTRY—MIDDLE EAST.
  ID/WG.218/

FERTILIZER PLANTS.
  ID/WG.175/

FERTILIZER USE—EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.4/
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.18/
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/SYMP0SIUM.1/
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/SYMP0SIUM.2/

FERTILIZERS.
  <E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/CES:FP/
  E/C5/FS/
  ID/WG.99/
  ID/WG.364/
  O/E/WFF/

FERTILIZERS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
  <E/ESCAP/> AD/RASCF/
  <E/ESCAP/> AD/TLOCm/

FERTILIZERS—EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.4/
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/SYMP0SIUM.2/

FIBREBOARD.
  <E/ECE/> TIM/BOARD/
  <E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.2/

FIBRES.
  See also: ABACA
  HARD FIBRES
  COIR
  HENEQUEN
  KENAF
  SISAL
  SYNTHETIC FIBRES
  TD/B/C.1/CONS.4/

FIELD OFFICES.
  See also: RESIDENT COORDINATORS
  E/CN.11/AC.3/
  <ST/ADM/GS/FOD>/
  ST/OGS/FOD/
  UNDP/ADM/FD/

FIELD STAFF.
  UN/SG/AC.50/

  A/AC.240/

FINANCE.
  E/CN.12/AC.5/
  E/CN.17/SW.GII/
  E/ICEF/1994/AB/
  ST/SG/AC.7/

FINANCE—AFRICA.
  E/ECA/TRADE/

FINANCIAL ASPECTS.
  A/C.2/
  A/C.2/(1989)/
  <E/ECE/> TEM/FR/

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
  ID/WG.262/

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE—CARIBBEAN REGION.
  ID/WG.167/

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE—LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA.
  A/AC.32/MON/

FINANCIAL CRISIS.
  A/AC.184/

FINANCIAL FLOWS.
  See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE
  TD/B/WG.1/

FINANCIAL FLOWS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
  <E/ESCAP/> D/RASCF/

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.
  ID/WG.282/

FINANCIAL REGULATIONS.
  A/C.5/Sub.3/
  E/ICEF/FinancialRules/
  ST/SG/FinancialRules/

FINANCIAL REGULATIONS AND RULES OF THE UNITED NATIONS.
  ST/SG/FinancialRules/
### Financial Regulations of the United Nations

A/C.5/Sub.2/

### Financial Statistics

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.O/
ST/STAT/SER.I/
ST/STAT/SER.O/

### Financial Statistics—Europe

<E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG.1/

### Financing

See also:
- Budget
- Development Finance
- Extrabudgetary Financing
- Funds
- Public Finance

A/AC.89/
A/AC.121/NGA/A/
A/AC.124/
A/AC.124/DC/
A/AC.155/
ACC/1981/FB/
ACC/1982/FB/
ACC/1983/FB/
ACC/1991/FB/
ACC/1993/FB/
ACC/1994/FB/
DP/1982/BFC/
DP/1983/BFC/
DP/1984/BFC/
DP/1985/BFC/
DP/1986/BFC/
DP/1987/BFC/
DP/1988/BFC/
DP/1989/BFC/
DP/1991/BFC/
DP/1992/BFC/
DP/1993/BFC/
DP/BFC/
DP/GC/(sess.)/BFC/
DP/GC/(sess.)/C.1/
DP/GE/
DP/WGAFM/
E/AC.15/
E/ECE/SE/FIN/
E/ICEF/1984/AB/
E/ICEF/1985/AB/
E/ICEF/1986/AB/
E/ICEF/1987/AB/
E/ICEF/1988/AB/
E/ICEF/1989/AB/
E/ICEF/1990/AB/
E/ICEF/1991/AB/
E/ICEF/1992/AB/
E/ICEF/1993/AB/
E/ICEF/1994/AB/
E/ICEF/1995/AB/
E/ICEF/1996/AB/
E/ICEF/1997/AB/
E/ICEF/AB/
E/REF/FS/
E/REF/ORG/FS/
E/CAFE/FR/T/FED.2/
E/CAFE/FR/T/FED/
E/IDB/PP-Conf.1/
E/ID/UNIDO/ASD/FS/

PC/EX/F1/
ST/AFS/
ST/GB/CONGO fund/
TD/B(C)/SC.1/
UNE/3/10/SC.1/
UNE/3/11/SC.1/

### Financial—Asia and the Far East

E/CN.11/DPWP.7/

### Financial—Asia and the Pacific

<E/ESCAP/> NR/FRN/RISE/

### Financial—Europe

UN/3/SEM/59/

### Fire Prevention

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.6/

### Fiscal Policy

E/CN.6/
E/CN.8/AC.1/
TD/UNCTAD/LDC/GE.2/

### Fiscal Policy—Africa

E/CN.14/FISC/

### Fiscal Policy—Americas

CPF-DB/

### Fiscal Policy—Europe

E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.32/

### Fiscal Policy—Latin America

ST/ECLA/CONF.17/

### Fishery Resources

See also:
- Living Marine Resources
A/CONF.164/

### Fishing

A/CONF.12/C.3/

### Fishmeal

ID/WG.AB/

### Flags of Convenience

See also:
- Ship Registration
TD/B(C)/AC.1/

### Flood Control—Asia and the Far East

See also:
- Dams
- Reservoirs
E/CN.11/AC.9/
E/CN.11/FLD/
E/CN.11/WRD/DA/

### Flowers—Europe

<E/ECE/> AGR/WP.1/AC.1/
<E/ECE/> AGR/WP.1/GE.9/
FOOD.
E/CONF.65/PREP/

FOOD--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/A.C.8/

FOOD--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> CES/AC.61/
<E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/ESS/

FOOD AID.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF
EMERGENCY RELIEF
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE
INTERNATIONAL RELIEF
REFUGEE ASSISTANCE
WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME
A/CONF.24/
A/CONF.33/
A/CONF.38/
A/CONF.47/
A/CONF.55/
A/CONF.61/
A/CONF.72/
A/CONF.93/
A/CONF.102/
A/CONF.111/
A/CONF.124/
A/CONF.135/
A/CONF.143/
A/CONF.153/
A/CONF.163/
A/CONF.175/
A/CONF.181/
TD/WHEAT.5/C.3/
WFC/
WFP/
<WFP/> CFA/
WFP/EU/
WFP/IGC/
<WFP/> SCP/

FOOD CONSUMPTION.
E/CONF.65/C.1/

FOOD CONSUMPTION--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.3/PCS/

FOOD CONSUMPTION--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.16/

FOOD HYGIENE.
WFP/TW/GFH/

FOOD INDUSTRY.
<E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/AGR/WP.5/
ID/SER.1/
ID/WG.285/
ID/WG.345/
ID/WG.427/
ID/WG.431/
<UNU/> PEN/

FOOD INDUSTRY--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> AGR/SEM.16/

FOOD INDUSTRY--MIDDLE EAST.
E/ECWA/ID/WG.3/
ID/WG.201/

FOOD POLICY.
<WFP/> CFA/
WFP/EU/
WFP/IGC/
<WFP/> SCP/

FOOD POLICY--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/ESS/

FOOD PRESERVATION.
See also: PERISHABLE FOOD
ID/WG.28/

FOOD PROBLEMS.
E/CONF.65/C.3/
TD/I/WG.3/

FOOD PROCESSING.
ID/WG.45/
ID/WG.88/
ID/WG.162/
ID/WG.172/
ID/WG.212/
ID/WG.296/
TD/B/C.8/A.C.8/

FOOD PROCESSING--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.13/

FOOD PROCESSING--MIDDLE EAST.
E/ECWA/ID/WG.3/
ID/WG.201/

FOOD PRODUCTION.
E/CONF.65/
E/CONF.65/C.1/
E/CONF.65/C.2/

FOOD PRODUCTION--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.8/
<E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/ESS/

FOOD SECURITY.
E/CONF.65/
E/CONF.65/C.2/

FOOD SECURITY--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.15/

FOOD STANDARDS--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> AGRI/EGGS/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/NORM/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/POTATOES/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/AC.2/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/EUR/STAN/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.1/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.2/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.3/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.4/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.5/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.6/
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/SEM.1/

FOOD TRADE.
See also: COMMODITY TRADE
E/CONF.65/C.3/
ID/WG.172/
FOREIGN TRADE—AFRICA.
E/BN.14/CAS.2/TRA/G.
E/BN.14/CAS.3/TRA/G.
E/BN.14/GAST/SER.11.
E/BN.14/GAST/SER.2.
FOREIGN TRADE—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/BN.11/DP/PA.
FOREIGN TRADE—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAB > DP/MEDTC.
FOREIGN TRADE—EASTERN EUROPE.
< E/ESCAB > DP/MEDTC.
FOREIGN TRADE—EUROPE.
< E/ESCAB > CES/AC.8.
E/ESCAB ID.
E/ESCAB/DT.
< E/ESCAB > SC.TECH./SEM.8.
< E/ESCAB > STEEL/AC.8.
FOREIGN TRADE—LATIN AMERICA.
E/BN.12/AC.5.
E/BN.12/AC.10.
FOREIGN TRADE—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ESCWA/DPD/89.
FOREST ENGINEERING.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 SEM.1.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 SEM.43.
LOG/TC.4.
FOREST FIRES.
< E/ESCAB > FAO/ECE/STATS/FFC.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 SEM.44.
FOREST FIRES—EUROPE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 SEM.10.
FOREST MACHINERY.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 SEM.2.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 SEM.4.
LOG/TC.7.
LOG/WP.3.
FOREST MACHINERY—EUROPE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 SEM.7.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 SEM.11.
FOREST MANAGEMENT.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREST MANAGEMENT—EUROPE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 SEM.9.
FOREST POLICY—EUROPE.
< E/ESCAB > FAO/ECE/FPD.
FOREST PRODUCTS.
< E/ESCAB > FAO/ECE/STATS.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.2 AC.2.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 GE.2.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1 GE.3.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
FOREIGN TRADE.
< E/ESCAB > TIM/IFC/WP.1/GE.1.
LOG/WP.1.
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FOREST PRODUCTS - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TIM/C5/.

FOREST RESOURCES.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.2/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EDP/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.7/.

FORESTRY.
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/STATS/E/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.1/SEM.1/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/SEM.1/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.3/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.3/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.8/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.3/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.2/SEM.1/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/SYM/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.4/.
LOG/.
LOG/SYMPOSIUM 1/.
LOG/SYMPOSIUM 2/.
LOG/SYMPOSIUM 3/.
LOG/SYMPOSIUM 4/.
LOG/SYMPOSIUM 5/.
LOG/SYMPOSIUM 6/.
LOG/WP.2/.
LOG/WP.5/.
LOG/WP.8/.
LOG/WP.7/.

FORESTRY - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.14/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.16/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.17/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.1/.

FORESTRY EQUIPMENT.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/SEM.2/.

FORESTRY EQUIPMENT - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.18/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/STATS/END-USE/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EDP/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.2/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - AUSTRALIA.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.4/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - CANADA.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.3/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.1/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.10/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/AC.1/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/AC.2/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.7/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - ITALY.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.8/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - NORTHERN AMERICA.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - POLAND.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.7/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - SPAIN.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.5/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - UNITED KINGDOM.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.11/.

FORESTRY INDUSTRY - UNITED STATES.
< E/ECE/> TIM/AC.9/.

FORESTRY STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/STATS/.
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/STATS/END-USE/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/BULL/.

FORESTRY STATISTICS - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.2/.

FORESTRY TRAINING.
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/LOG/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/.
LOG/TC.1/.
LOG/TC.2/.
LOG/TC.3/.
LOG/TC.5/.
LOG/TC.8/.
LOG/WP.4/.

FORESTRY TRAINING - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.2/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.13/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.18/.

FORESTRY WORKERS.
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/LOG/.
LOG/TC.8/.

FORESTRY WORKERS - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.8/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.13/.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.19/.

FORESTS.
See also: TROPICAL FORESTS
E/CN.17/IPF/.

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION.
See also: YUGOSLAVIA
IT/.
< ITY/ >.

A/AC.222/.
FOSSIL FUELS.
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.2/AC.6/

FOSSIL FUELS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.2/
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.4/
<E/ECE/>SEM.4/

FOUNDRIES.
<E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.11/
<E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.11/AC/
<E/ECE/>ENGIN/SEM.3/
<E/ECE/>ENGIN/SEM.3/AC/

FOUNDRIES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ID/WG.195/

FRAUD.
See also: MARITIME FRAUD
A/AC.243/

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION.
A/AC.42/
E/CONF.4/Sub.1/
E/CONF.6/AC/
E/CONF.6/SENM.1/
E/CONF.6/AC/1/
E/CONF.6/AC/3/
E/CONF.6/AC/4/

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT.
ECN.4/Sub.2/1980/WG.5/

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS.
E/CONF.4/Sub.1/
E/CONF.6/C.3/

FREIGHT FORWARDING—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/CENFFA/

FREIGHT RATES.
TD/6/C.4/SC/

FREIGHT RATES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CH.11/TRADE/SFR/

FRENCH-SPEAKING AFRICA—INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION.
ID/WG.143/

FRESHWATER.
UNEP/WG.16/

FRIENDLY RELATIONS AMONG STATES.
See also: POLITICAL COOPERATION
A/AC.119/
A/AC.125/
A/AC.125/DC/

FROZEN FOOD.
See also: PERISHABLE FOOD
ID/WG.28/

FROZEN FOOD—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.3/
<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/SEM.1/

FRUIT—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/NORM/
<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.1/

FRUIT JUICES—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/GE.4/

FUEL RESEARCH.
<E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.16/

FUELS.
See also: FOSSIL FUELS
ALCOHOL FUELS
REFUSE DERIVED FUELS
SOLID FUELS
<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.4/
<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.4/PM/

FUELS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.4/
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.14/
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.16/
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.19/
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.11/
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.11/AC/

FUELWOOD.
A/CONF.100/FP/

FUELWOOD—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>N/ESGMF/AC/

FUNCTIONAL COMMISSIONS.
See also: UN. COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
UN. COMMISSION ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT
UN. COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN
UN. ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION
UN. SOCIAL COMMISSION
UN. STATISTICAL COMMISSION
UN. SUBCOMMISSION ON PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND PROTECTION OF MINORITIES
E/COMMISSIONS/
E/ECON/DC/
E/JC/
E/SOC/DC/

FUNDS.
See also: BUDGET FINANCING
FINANCING
A/AC.79/
A/AC.83/
A/AC.92/
A/AC.102/
DP/RFITA/
E/AC.46/
<ID/>UNIDO/ITD/SF/
<ID/>UNIDO/TCD/SF/
OES/UPF/

FURNITURE INDUSTRY.
<E/ECE/>TIM/WP.3/AC.6/
ID/WG.105/
ID/WG.133/
ID/WG.163/
ID/WG.183/
ID/WG.209/
ID/WG.256/
ID/WG.302/
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ID/WG.323/
ID/WG.338/
ID/WG.348/
ID/WG.378/
ID/WG.426/

FURNITURE INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.10/

FUTURE STUDIES.
UNITAR/PS/

GAS.
See: LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
NATURAL GAS

GAS DISTRIBUTION.
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.2/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.3/

GAS FUELS.
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/SEM.15/

GAS INDUSTRY.
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/AC.8/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.2/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.2/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.3/
<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.11/
<ST/> ESA/RT/AC.3/

GAS INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.1/
<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.3/
<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.4/
<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.5/
<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.3/
<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.3/AC.1/
<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.8/
<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.12/
<E/ECE/> GAS/WP.4/

GAS INDUSTRY-NORTH AFRICA.
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.5/

GAS INDUSTRY-NORTH AMERICA.
<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.12/

GAS RESEARCH-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.4/

GAS WELLS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/> NR/WGNOM/3/

GENDER EQUALITY.
See also: WOMEN’S RIGHTS
<ACC/> IACWGE/
ST/ESA/SER.8/

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE.
<E/ECE/> AGR/WP.1/GE.7/
<E/ECE/> AGR/WP.2/
<E/ECE/> AGR/WP.4/

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> AGR/Conditions/
<E/ECE/> AGR/GE.1/
<E/ECE/> AGR/WE.

GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES.
See also: GLOBAL SYSTEM OF TRADE PREFERENCES AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
TARIFF PREFERENCES
TD/B/GSP/
TD/B/GSP/(country)/
TD/B/SCP/
TD/GSP/DOCS/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ITD/GSP/
<TD/>UNCTAD/TAP/

GENETIC ENGINEERING.
See also: ENGINEERING
ID/WG.382/
ID/WG.397/

GENETIC RESOURCES.
UNEP/Bio.Div/
UNEP/Bio.Div/WG.2/
UNEP/CBD/

GENOCIDE.
See also: CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
MASSACRES
A/C.6/Sub.3/
E/AC.25/

GEODESY--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CONF.36/C.1/
E/CONF.52/C.1/
E/CONF.57/C.1/

GEODETIC SATELLITES.
E/CONF.57/C.3/

GEODETIC SURVEYS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CONF.52/C.1/
E/CONF.57/C.1/

GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.
E/CONF.33/
E/CONF.36/C.4/
E/CONF.53/
E/CONF.53/C.1/
E/CONF.53/C.2/
E/CONF.53/C.3/
E/CONF.53/C.4/
E/CONF.57/C.4/
E/CONF.61/
E/CONF.69/
E/CONF.74/
E/CONF.74/AC.1/
E/CONF.74/AC.2/
E/CONF.74/AC.3/
E/CONF.74/AC.4/
E/CONF.74/C.5/
E/CONF.79/
E/CONF.85/
GESN/

GEOGRAPHICALLY DISADVANTAGED COUNTRIES.
See also: DEVELOPING ISLAND COUNTRIES
LANDLOCKED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
<TD/> UNCTAD/RDP/LDC/
<TD/> UNCTAD/ST/LDC/
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GEOLICAL MAPS-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.3/
E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/CGTM/
ECAFE/I&T/GMWP.17/
ECAFE/I&T/GMWP.21/

GEOLICAL MAPS-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/E/ESCAP/NGM(3)/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.4/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.5/
E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.6/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.7/

GEOLOGICAL MAPS-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.4/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.5/
E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.6/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.7/

GEOLOGICAL MAPS-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/E/ESCAP/NGM(3)/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.4/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.5/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.6/
E/CN.11/I&NR/GMWP.7/

GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT.
A/AC.105/C.2/WG/DEF-GSO/

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY.
See also: NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES
A/CONF.100/GP/

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY-EUROPE.
E/ECE/AGRI/WP.4/
E/ECE/WP.2/

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY-NORTH AMERICA.
E/ECE/AGRI/WP.4/
E/ECE/WP.2/

GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF--COMMISSIONS OF
INQUIRY.
A/AC.56/

GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF--ELECTIONS.
A/AC.56/

GLOBAL CONFERENCE ON THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
OF SMALL ISLAND DEVELOPING STATES (1994:
BRIDGETOWN).
A/CONF.107/PC/

GLOBAL PROGRAMMES.
DP/GCF/
DP/LOO/
DP/LOO/DEF/REPORT/
UNEP/GRID/
<UNU>/GLDB/

GLOBAL SYSTEM OF TRADE PREFERENCES AMONG
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
See also: GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES
TARIFF PREFERENCES
TD/B/C.7/AC.1/
TD/B/C.7/AC.2/
<TD/UNCTAD/>GSTP/
<TD/UNCTAD/>GSTP/MM/
<TD/UNCTAD/>GSTP/NCP/
<TD/UNCTAD/>GSTP/NC/WGB/

GLOBALIZATION.
<TD>/UNCTAD/GDS/

GLOSSARIES.
See also: DEFINITION
TERMINOLOGY
E/ECE/IM/WP.6/
LOG/WP.6/

GOOD OFFICES.
See also: DISPUTE SETTLEMENT
PEACEMAKING
PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY
A/AC.56/
A/AC.56/

GOODS TRANSPORT.
See also: CUSTOMS CONVENTION ON THE INTERNATIONAL
TRANSPORT OF GOODS UNDER COVER
OF TIR CARNETS (1975)
TRANSPORT
< E/ECE > TRANS/GE.30/AC.1/

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ECE/ADM/CGIS/
E/ECE/ADM/GISDP/

GRASS ROOTS DEVELOPMENT.
See: POPULAR PARTICIPATION

GREECE-BORDER INCIDENTS.
S/AC.4/
S/AC.4/SC.1/
S/AC.4/SC.2/
S/AC.4/SC.2A/
S/AC.4/SC.3/
S/AC.4/SC.4/
S/AC.4/SC.7/
S/AC.4/SC.8/
S/AC.4/SC.9/
S/AC.4/G1/
S/AC.4/G2/
S/AC.4/G3/
S/AC.4/G4/

GREECE-CHILDREN.
A/AC.45/

GREECE-REPATRIATION.
A/AC.45/

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
E/CN.11/I&NR/TWP.1/
E/CN.11/I&NR/TWP.2/

GROUNDWATER.
E/ECE/CSP/TCM.1/
< E/ECE > WATER/SSM.5/
< E/ECE > WATER/SSM.5/PM/

GROUNDWATER--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&NR/FLOOD/GWS/

GROUNDWATER--EUROPE.
E/ECE/WATER/SEM.10/
GROUP OF 77.
<TD/UNCTAD/>77/MM/
< TD/UNCTAD/ > AS/MM/77/
<TD/UNCTAD/>LA/MM/77/
< TD/UNCTAD/ > PC/77/(VI)/

GUATEMALA—FACT-FINDING MISSIONS.
<ST/DPKO/MINUGUA/>

GUATEMALA—HUMAN RIGHTS.
<ST/DPKO/MINUGUA>/

GUIDELINES.
DP/SF/PGL/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.20/
SF/PGL/
ST/TAAN/H/

GUINEA—DETAINED PERSONS.
ST/GG/REP/

HABITAT.
See: HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

HABITAT : UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS (1976 : VANCOUVER, CANADA).
A/CONF.70/PC/
A/CONF.70/PREP/WP/
A/CONF.70/RPC/
A/CONF.70/WG/
< E/> ECE/AC.1/

HAITI—SANCTIONS.
S/AC.30/

HAITI—SPECIAL MISSIONS.
<ST/DP/PRESS/>HI/

HAMMARSKJOLD, DAG.
A/AC.107/

HANDBOOK OF HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS.
<ST>/ ESA/STAT/AC.10/

HANDICRAFTS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: COTTAGE INDUSTRIES
E/CN.11/8NR/CWP.5/
E/CN.11/8NR/CWP.6/
E/CN.11/8RT/CWP.2/
E/CN.11/8T/CWP.3/
ECA/ESMT/CWP.6/
&NR/CWP.7/

HARD FIBRES.
TD/B/C.1/CONS.9/
TD/B/APC/HARD FIBRES/

HAVANA CHARTER FOR AN INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION (1945).
E/CONF.2/C.1/A/
E/CONF.2/C.1/B/
E/CONF.2/C.2/A/
E/CONF.2/C.2/B/
E/CONF.2/C.2/C/
E/CONF.2/C.2/D/
E/CONF.2/C.3/A/
E/CONF.2/C.3/B/
E/CONF.2/C.3/C/
E/CONF.2/C.3/D/

E/CONF.2/C.3/E/
E/CONF.2/C.3/F/
E/CONF.2/C.3/G/
E/CONF.2/C.3/H/
E/CONF.2/C.3/I/
E/CONF.2/C.3/J/
E/CONF.2/C.3/K/
E/CONF.2/C.3/L/
E/CONF.2/C.3/M/
E/CONF.2/C.3/N/
E/CONF.2/C.3/O/
Hazardous Materials.
See: DANGEROUS GOODS
TOXIC SUBSTANCES

HEALTH.
See also: NUTRITION
OCUPATIONAL HEALTH
WHO

HEALTH—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP>/SD/MHO/

HEALTH INDICATORS.
UNEP/WG.70/

HEALTH POLICY.
JC/UNICEF-WHO/
JCH/UNICEF-WHO/

HEALTH STATISTICS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.36/
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.36/

HEALTH STATISTICS—MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
EGYPT/WHO/BA/

HEALTH STATISTICS—WORLD PACIFIC OCEAN REGION.
ST/STAT/CONF.3/

HEARINGS.
See also: PETITIONS
A/AC.13/SC.2/
E/AC.39/

HEATING.
FRA/SYM/

HEATING—EUROPE.
<E/ECE>/ENERGY/SEM.2/
<E/ECE>/EP/SEM.9/
<E/ECE>/EP/SEM.9/AC/
<E/ECE>/EC/SEM.2/AC/

HEAVY METALS.
<E/ECE>/EB.AIR/WG.8/

HELMETS.
<E/ECE>/TRANS/SC.1/NWP.29/GRP/
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HENEQUEN.
TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES(SH)/WG/

HIDES AND SKINS.
See also: LEATHER GOODS
TD/B/C.1/CONS.6/

HIGH SEAS.
See also: TERRITORIAL SEA
A/CONF.13/C.2/
A/CONF.13/C.3/

HIGHER EDUCATION.
See also: EDUCATION
T/AC.16/

HIGHER EDUCATION—AFRICA.
E/eca/aa/aed/

HIGHER LEVEL EXPERT GROUP MEETINGS PREPARATORY TO THE FOURTH GENERAL CONFERENCE OF UNIDO:
ID/WG.384/

HIGHWAY ENGINEERING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: ENGINEERING
E/CN.11/TRANS/IMP.2/AHS/

HIGHWAYS.
See also: TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

HIGHWAYS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
AH/MR/
E/CN.11/TRANS/IMP.2/TRANS/AH/
TRANS/IMP.2/AH/

HIGHWAYS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/TRANS/IMP.7/
< E/escap/>TRANS/MHE/

HIGHWAYS—EUROPE.
< e/ce/>TEM/SEM/
< e/ce/>TRANS/SC.1/AC.1/
< e/ce/>TRANS/WP.7/
TEM/

HIV/AQUIRED IMMUNODECIENCY SYNDROME.
See: AIDS

HOST COUNTRY RELATIONS.
See also: INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS—PERMANENT MISSIONS
A/AC.148/
A/AC.154/
A/AC.154/WG.1/
A/NCG/

HOSTAGES.
See also: TERRORISM
A/AC.168/

HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES—EUROPE.
See also: FAMILY BUDGET
< e/ce/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.12/

HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS.
< ST/>ECA/STAT/AC.10/

HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.2/ENQ/<1961>
E/CN.14/SM/
E/eca/SM/
ST/eca/SM/

HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< e/escap/>STAT/SHS/

HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ASTAT/NA.5/SHA/

HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS—EUROPE.
< e/ce/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.6/GR.1/

HOUSING.
See also: HUMAN SETTLEMENTS
LOW COST HOUSING
E/C.6/
< ST/> ESA/HBP/AC.14/
ST/GOA/SGC.4/
ST/GOA/SGC.4/

HOUSING—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/HOU/
E/CN.14/HOUA/
ST/eca/hou/

HOUSING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&NR/NHA/
I&NR/IH/

HOUSING—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/IHT/

HOUSING—EUROPE.
< e/ce/>HBP/AC.1/
< e/ce/>HBP/HOU/
< e/ce/>HBP/HOU/SEM.1/
< e/ce/>HBP/SEM.24/
< e/ce/>HBP/SEM.29/
< e/ce/>HBP/WP.1/AC.4/
< e/ce/>HOU.ELDERLY COLL./
< e/ce/>HOU.ELDERLY/
< e/ce/>HOU.LAND SEM/
< e/ce/>HOU.LAND/
< e/ce/>HOU/SUB-C/HOU/
< E/ce>/HOU/HOU/ST/EC/EC/EC/HOU/
ST/EC/EBP/
ST/EC/HOU/

HOUSING CENSUSES.
See also: CENSUSES
< ST/> ESA/STAT/AC.6/

HOUSING CENSUSES—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/CPE/CH/
E/CN.14/CAS.5/CPE/CH/
E/CN.14/CH/
E/eca/cph/

HOUSING CENSUSES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/ASTAT/CPE/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SPHC/
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HOUSING CENSUSES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/STAT/WG/CPH/
< E/ESCAP >/ STAT/WG/PHCP/
< E/ESCAP >/ STAT/WPCHP/

HOUSING CENSUSES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CES/AC.8/
< E/ECE >/ CES/AC.30/
< E/ECE >/ CES/SEM.21/
< E/ECE >/ CES/SEM.28/
< E/ECE >/ Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.30/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.7/

HOUSING CENSUSES—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.32/
ST/ECLA/Conf.43/

HOUSING CONSTRUCTION.
See also: CONSTRUCTION
E/CN.11/6&NR/HBPWP.5/
E/CN.11/6&NR/HBPWP.6/
E/CN.11/6&NR/HBPWP.7/
E/CN.11/6&NR/HBPWP.8/
E/CN.11/6&NR/HBPWP.9/
E/CN.11/6&NR/HBPWP.10/

HOUSING CONSTRUCTION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/6&TR/HBPWP/
ECAFE/6&TR/HBPWP.2/
ECAFE/6&TR/HBPWP.3/
ECAFE/6&TR/HBPWP.4/

HOUSING CONSTRUCTION—CENTRAL AMERICA.
E/CN.12/CEC/AC.6/
E/CN.12/CEC/SC.4/
E/CN.12/CEC/SC.4/R/CEC/CM/

HOUSING CONSTRUCTION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.8/
< E/ECE >/ HOU.COST/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/HPWP.3/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/HPWP.2/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/HPWP.1/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/HPWP.2/

HOUSING CONSTRUCTION—PANAMA.
E/CN.12/CEC/AC.8/

HOUSING FINANCE—ASIA.
1&NR/6Sem./PHUD/

HOUSING FINANCE—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.2/PM/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.35/

HOUSING IMPROVEMENT.
See also: URBAN RENEWAL
< E/ECE >/ HBP/HPWP.6/

HOUSING IMPROVEMENT—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/MM/

HOUSING MANAGEMENT.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.6/

HOUSING MANAGEMENT—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP >/ IHT/HBPWP/

HOUSING MANAGEMENT—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.5/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/MM/

HOUSING NEEDS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.13/PM/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.13/PM/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.3/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/WM.1/
< E/ECE >/ M/HOU/HPWP.1/

HOUSING PROGRAMMES.
E/C.6/
ST/ECLA/Conf.16/

HOUSING PROGRAMMES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/6STAT/HSP/

HOUSING PROGRAMMES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.4/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.4/PM/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.3/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/WM.1/
< E/ECE >/ M/HOU/HPWP.1/

HOUSING PROGRAMMES—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.3/

HOUSING PROGRAMMES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.4/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.4/PM/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.3/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.3/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/WM.1/
< E/ECE >/ M/HOU/HPWP.1/

HOUSING PROGRAMMES—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.3/

HOUSING PROGRAMMES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.4/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/SEM.4/PM/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.3/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/WM.1/AC.3/
< E/ECE >/ HOU/WM.1/
< E/ECE >/ M/HOU/HPWP.1/

HOUSING PROGRAMMES—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.3/

HOUSING RESEARCH—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.3/

HOUSING STATISTICS.
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.9/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.9/
ST/ECA/STAT/ER/6/
ST/ECA/STAT/ER/6/

HOUSING STATISTICS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/6STAT/HSP/

HOUSING STATISTICS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CES/AC.58/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.3/

HOUSING STATISTICS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CES/AC.58/
< E/ECE >/ Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.16/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/ HBP/AC.3/
< E/ECE >/ M/HOU/HPWP.3/
< E/ECE >/ M/HOU/HPWP.3/

HOUSING STATISTICS—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.9/

HOUSING SURVEYS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HOU/SEMINAR/

HUMAN RESOURCES.
See also: MANPOWER
ID/WG.38/4/
TD/6C.6/AC.8/
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HUMAN RESOURCES - AFRICA.
E/ECA/HRP/MC/
E/ECA/HRP/MPC/
E/ECA/HRP/TC/
E/ECA/PAMM/
E/ECA/PHSD/
E/ECA/PHSD/HRC/
E/ECA/PHSD/COM/
E/ECA/PHSD/TIN/
TCDC/AFI/

HUMAN RESOURCES - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/EGMHRD/
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/IMHRD/

HUMAN RIGHTS.
See also: CIVIL AND POLITICL RIGHTS
CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
AND FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS (1950)
ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
TRADE UNION RIGHTS
WOMEN'S RIGHTS
A/AC.145/
A/C.3/SC.3/
A/C.3/SC.4/
A/CONF.32/
A/CONF.32/8UR/
A/CONF.32/C.1/
A/CONF.32/C.2/
A/CONF.32/CREN/
A/CONF.32/PC/
A/CONF.157/
A/CONF.157/ASRM/
A/CONF.157/DC/
A/CONF.157/LACRM/
A/CONF.157/MC/
A/CONF.157/PC/
A/CONF.157/TBB/
CCPR/
CCPR/C/
CCPR/SP/
E/CN.4/
E/CN.4/1982/WG.3/
E/CN.4/1984/WG.5/
E/CN.4/1986/WG.6/
E/CN.4/1986/WG.7/
E/CN.4/1986/WG.8/
E/CN.4/1987/WG.5/
E/CN.4/1987/WG.6/
E/CN.4/1988/WG.7/
E/CN.4/1990/WG.5/
E/CN.4/1990/WG.6/
E/CN.4/AJC.8/
E/CN.4/AJC.9/
E/CN.4/AJC.11/
E/CN.4/AJC.12/
E/CN.4/AJC.13/
E/CN.4/AJC.16/
E/CN.4/AJC.17/
E/CN.4/AJC.18/
E/CN.4/AJC.20/
E/CN.4/AJC.24/
E/CN.4/AJC.25/
E/CN.4/AJC.34/
E/CN.4/AJC.38/
E/CN.4/AJC.39/
E/CN.4/AJC.40/
E/CN.4/AJC.41/
E/CN.4/CR/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/A
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1990/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1992/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/WG.2/
E/CONF.60/SYM.1/
HRI
ESDB/HRI/
HRI/
HRI/CORE/
HRI/GEN/
HRI/MC/
M/CCPR/C/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>HR/
ST/HR/
<ST/>HR/AIDS/
ST/HR/PUB/
<ST/>HR/PUB/HCHR/
ST/HR/3ER/A/
<ST/>IESA/P/AC.28/
ST/GA/AC.4/
ST/GA/AC.5/
ST/TAO/HR/
<UNU/>HRSTD/

HUMAN RIGHTS - AFRICA.
A/CONF.157/AFRM/

HUMAN RIGHTS - CHILE.
E/CN.4/AC.28/

HUMAN RIGHTS - GUATEMALA.
<ST/DPI/3INUGA/>

HUMAN RIGHTS ADVANCEMENT.
A/CONF.157/NI/
E/AC.27/
E/AC.44/
E/CN.4/1984/WG.6/
E/CN.4/1986/WG.6/
E/CN.4/1987/WG.6/
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HUMAN RIGHTS DAY (10 DEC.).
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>HRD/

HUMAN RIGHTS IN ARMED CONFLICTS.
IT/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>IT/

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS.
See also: CHILD PORNOGRAPHY
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
DETECTION ON THE GROUNDS OF MENTAL ILLNESS
DISAPPEARANCE OF PERSONS
FORCED LABOUR
GENOCIDE
MASSACRES
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
SALE OF CHILDREN
SLAVERY
TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL TREATMENT
WAR CRIMES

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS--MIDDLE EAST.
E/CN.4/AC.28/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.
See also: HOUSING
UN CENTRE FOR HUMAN SETTLEMENTS (HABITAT)
A/CONF.44/C.1/
A/CONF.70/
A/CONF.70/C.1/
A/CONF.70/C.1/WG.1/
A/CONF.70/C.1/WG.2/
A/CONF.70/C.2/
A/CONF.70/C.3/
A/CONF.70/ENV/
A/CONF.70/PC/
A/CONF.70/PREP/WT/
A/CONF.70/PRC/
A/CONF.70/SG/
A/CONF.165/
A/CONF.165/PC/
E/AC.66/
E/C.11/
E/ECE/AC.1/
E/ECE/ENHS/
E/ECE/HAB/AC.10/
E/ESCAP/HE/
E/ESCAP/HUS/RCHRHS/
HS/
HS/C/
HS/C/2/SC.1/
HS/C/4/C.1/
HS/C/4/C.11/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>HAB/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ESCAP/AC.16/
UNEP/WG.58/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/HUS/
E/ECA/HUS/
E/ECA/IRGC/HS/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS--ARCTIC REGION.
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>HBP/SEM.20/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/HT/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ESCAP/HT/EGM/HSA/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ESCAP/HT/RCHRHS/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ESCAP/HT/RPCHRHS/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS--CARIBBEAN REGION.
E/CEPAL/Conf.70/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS--EUROPE.
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ECE/HBP/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ESCAP/AC/6/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ECE/HBP/AC.8/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ECE/HBP/SEM.26/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ECE/HBP/SEM.30/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ECE/HBP/SEM.32/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ECE/HBP/WT.3/GE.1/AC.1/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/Conf.70/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.55/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.55/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS--SOUTHERN EUROPE.
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>HBP/GE.2/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/HS/
E/ECWA/SD/
E/ECWA/SDHS/
E/ESCAP/HT/RCHRHS/
E/ESCWA/ENV/
E/ESCWA/HSA/
E/ESCWA/POP/
E/ESCWA/SD/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS FINANCE--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.3/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS INDICATORS--EUROPE.
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>CES/AC.55/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS MANAGEMENT--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ESCAP/HT/HSM/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ESCAP/HT/IMSM/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS MANAGEMENT--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.3/

HUMAN SETTLEMENTS PLANNING.
See: SETTLEMENT PLANNING

HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF
EMERGENCY RELIEF
FOOD AID
INTERNATIONAL RELIEF
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>DHA/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>CT/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>IHA/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Symbol/Conference/Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian Assistance-Afghanistan</td>
<td>SG/CONF.3/ UNOCA/ UNOCHA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian Assistance-Bangladesh</td>
<td>SG/CONF.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian Assistance-Cambodia</td>
<td>E/CONF.73/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian Assistance-Iraq</td>
<td>&lt;UNOED&gt;/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanitarian Assistance-Kuwait</td>
<td>&lt;UNOED&gt;/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>A/AC.56/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunger</td>
<td>&lt;UNU&gt;/WHFNB/ &lt;UNU&gt;/WHTR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic Machinery</td>
<td>KAT/SYMP/COAL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocarbons</td>
<td>ID/WG.164/ TD/B/C.4/AC.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrocarbons-Africa</td>
<td>E/ECA/NRD/ERU/OIL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroelectric Power</td>
<td>See also: Dams Non-conventional Energy Sources ID/SER.N/ ID/WG.305/ ID/WG.329/ ID/WG.376/ ID/WG.403/ ID/WG.433/ MAD/SYMP/EP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroelectric Power-Asia and the Far East</td>
<td>E/CN.11/FLOOD/HS.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrographic Surveys-Western Asia</td>
<td>See also: Cartography E/ESCA/TC/1984/WG.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrography</td>
<td>E/CONF.36/C.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrological Research-Asia and the Far East</td>
<td>E/CN.11/FLOOD/HS.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrometeorology</td>
<td>E/CN.11/FLOOD/HS.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA Library</td>
<td>&lt;ID&gt;/UNIDO/LIB/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFAD</td>
<td>See: International Fund for Agricultural Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illicit Payments</td>
<td>E/AC.67/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illicit Traffic</td>
<td>See also: Drug Traffic E/T/ &lt;ST/DP/PRESS&gt;/SOC/NAR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>See also: International Labour Standards &lt;ST/DP/PRESS&gt;/ILO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO Governing Body</td>
<td>E/AC.45/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration-Latin America</td>
<td>E/CN.12/AC.7/ E/CN.12/AC.8/ ST/ECLA/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>E/CONF.16/ &lt;E/ECE&gt;/ECON.ADVISERS/WG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports-Western Asia</td>
<td>E/ECWA/NR/WG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprisonment</td>
<td>A/C.6/37/WG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incendiary Weapons</td>
<td>A/CONF.95/CW/WG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives</td>
<td>See also: Export Incentives ID/WG.30/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INCOME DISTRIBUTION.
E/CN.5/AC.13/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.56/
UN/SSA/SEM/53/

INCOME DISTRIBUTION-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > EC.AD/SEM.5/
E/ECE/ > EC.AD/SEM.5/PM/

INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS—ARAB COUNTRIES.
E/ECWA/STAT/WG.4/

INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/ECNW/STAT/WG.4/

INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.27/

INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.42/

INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/STAT/WG.4/

INDEXES.
See also: REFERENCE MATERIALS
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.F/
E/CE/F/INDEX/
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.B/
ST/LIB/SER.B/A.
ST/LIB/SER.B/B.
ST/LIB/SER.B/T.
ST/LIB/SER.I.
ST/LIB/SER.I/A.
ST/LIB/SER.I/B.
ST/LIB/SER.I/C.
ST/LIB/SER.I/J.
ST/LIB/SER.L/
ST/LIB/SER.M/

INDEXING.
ST/LIB/SER.D/

INDEXING—AFRICA.
ST/EC/PADIS-M/AN/

INDIAN OCEAN REGION.
See also: ASIA
AFRICA
A/AC.189/

INDIAN OCEAN REGION—ZONES OF PEACE.
A/AC.159/

INDIANS—SOUTH AFRICA.
A/AC.56/

INDIA—PAKISTAN QUESTION.
S/AC.12/
S/AC.12/MA/
S/AC.12/SC.1/
S/AC.12/TC/

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES.
See also: ETHNIC AND RACIAL GROUPS
MINORITIES

INDO-CHINESE REFUGEES.
A/CONF.148/

INDONESIAN QUESTION.
S/AC.10/
S/AC.10/CONF.1/
S/AC.10/CONF.2/UR/
S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.1/
S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.2/
S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.3/
S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.4/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.1/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.2/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.5/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.6/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.7/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.8/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.9/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.10/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.11/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.12/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B.C.13/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.I/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.II/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.III/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.IV/
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.V/
S/AC.10/CONF.4/
S/AC.10/CONF.4/AC.1/
S/AC.10/HQ/
S/AC.10/TV/

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS.
See also: ACCIDENT PREVENTION
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
< E/ECE/ > CEP/WG.4/
< E/ECE/ > COAL/SEM.2/
HAR/SYMP/WG.

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/WG.1/
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/WG.4/

INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION.
ID/WG.128/

INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION BANK.
ID/WG.246/
< UNIDO/ > ID/WG.446/

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
< E/ECE/ > HM/UR/WP.4/
< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.POL/PREP/
< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.POLICY/
ID/WG.203/

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > STEEL/SEM.14/
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INDUSTRIAL AREAS.
CID/IE.1/

INDUSTRIAL BANKS.
See also: BANKS
ID/WG.85/

INDUSTRIAL BANKS-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>IH/T/AIDBC/

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS.
See also: FACTORIES
ID/WG.196/
ID/WG.211/

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CHEM/A8/

INDUSTRIAL CONSULTING.
ID/WG.278/

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION.
See also: JOINT VENTURES
<E/ECE/>TRADE/AC.3/
ID/WG.47/
ID/WG.86/
ID/WG.111/
ID/WG.161/
ID/WG.229/
ID/WG.269/
ID/WG.308/
ID/WG.311/
ID/WG.357/
ID/WG.399/
ID/WG.408/
ID/WG.409/
ID/WG.414/
ID/WG.415/
<E/UNIDO/>ID/WG.457/

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION-AFRICA.
ID/WG.408/
ID/WG.409/
ID/WG.414/
ID/WG.415/
<E/UNIDO/>ID/WG.457/

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION-ASIA.
<E/UNIDO/>ID/WG.457/

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>COOP.IND/
<E/ECE/>TRADE/AC.13/
<E/ECE/>TRADE/AC.14/
<E/ECE/>TRADE/AC.21/
<E/ECE/>TRADE/SEM.5/
ID/WG.130/
ID/WG.131/
ID/WG.134/
ID/WG.156/
ID/WG.160/
ID/WG.168/
ID/WG.176/
ID/WG.162/
ID/WG.208/
ID/WG.225/
ID/WG.239/
ID/WG.248/
ID/WG.251/
ID/WG.289/
ID/WG.314/
ID/WG.384/
ID/WG.399/
ST/CID/
UNEP/IE/
UNEP/IE/PAC/
UNIDO/

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
See also: AUTOMATION
DEVELOPMENT
INDUSTRIALIZATION
UNIDO
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - AFRICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID/SYMP.B/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/AS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECA/&gt; ACA/TRAUNIDD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECA/CAM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.14/4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.20/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.408/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.409/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.414/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.415/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.444/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIDO/&gt;ID/WG.455/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIDO/&gt;ID/WG.456/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIDO/&gt;ID/WG.457/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIDO/&gt;ID/WG.459/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDC/AOG/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDC/CC.2/ASRC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID/SYMP.A/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/ID/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCAP/IHT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP&gt;/IHT/PMU-UNIDO(3)/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP&gt;/IHT/SPMU-UNIDO(3)/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.12/CCP/AC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.12/CCP/AC.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.12/CCP/AC.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - EUROPE.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENG/AUT/AC.12/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ID/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/IDT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - LATIN AMERICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCE/CIF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID/SYMP.C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CERAL/Conf.69/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CERAL/Conf.76/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.12/AC.31/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.12/CCP/RTN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.25/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/CONF.23/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - MIDDLE EAST.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECWA/UNIDO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.198/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - PANAMA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.12/CCP/AC.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - TUNISIA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.35/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - WESTERN ASIA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECWA/UNIDO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DECADE FOR AFRICA (1ST: 1980-1989).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.408/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.409/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.414/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.415/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.444/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIDO/&gt;ID/WG.455/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIDO/&gt;ID/WG.456/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIDO/&gt;ID/WG.457/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIDO/&gt;ID/WG.459/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - EUROPE.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENGIN/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRADE/SEM.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.191/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT - EUROPE.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENGIN/SEM.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL ESTATES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID/EJ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.231/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL ESTATES - AFRICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/IE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION - CARIBBEAN REGION.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.187/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION - CENTRAL AFRICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.95/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION - EAST AFRICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.94/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.227/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION - NORTH AFRICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.95/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION - WEST AFRICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.53/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL FINANCING.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.136/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.196/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.35/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.358/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.377/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.198/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL FINANCING - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.92/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL FINANCING - LATIN AMERICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.65/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.234/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION - AFRICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.77/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.119/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
  ID/WG.77/

INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION--FRENCH-SPEAKING AFRICA.
  ID/WG.143/

INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION--LATIN AMERICA.
  ID/WG.103/

INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIONS.
  <ID/>UNIDO/ISID/

INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIONS--AFRICA.
  ID/WG.280/

INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION--ENGLISH-SPEAKING AFRICA.
  <E/>ECA/WIPO/I/

INDUSTRIAL LOCATION.
  ID/WG.9/

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
  ID/WG.7/
  ID/WG.72/
  ID/WG.115/
  ID/WG.117/
  ID/WG.196/
  ID/WG.232/
  ID/WG.258/

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT--AFRICA.
  ID/WG.70/
  ID/WG.222/

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT--ARAB COUNTRIES.
  ID/WG.121/
  ID/WG.170/

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT--EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>COAL/WP.2/

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT--LATIN AMERICA.
  ID/WG.140/

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT--MIDDLE EAST.
  ID/WG.121/

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT--NORTH AFRICA.
  ID/WG.121/

INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION.
  ID/WG.138/

INDUSTRIAL PLANNING.
  ID/SER.E/
  ID/WG.56/
  ID/WG.147/
  ID/WG.334/

INDUSTRIAL PLANNING--EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.8/
  <E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.8/AC/

INDUSTRIAL PLANNING--WESTERN ASIA.
  E/ECWA/ID/
  E/ESCWA/ID/

INDUSTRIAL POLICY.
  <E/ECE/>IND/AC.3/
  <E/ECE/>SC.TECH/SEM.19/
  E/ECWA/ID/NR/
  <ID/>UNIDO/IPPD/
  ID/WG.86/
  ID/WG.165/
  ID/WG.391/

INDUSTRIAL POLICY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
  E/ESCAP/IHT/MMT/

INDUSTRIAL POLICY--WESTERN ASIA.
  E/ECWA/ID/
  E/ESCWA/ID/

INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION--EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>AIR POLL/NFM SEM/
  <E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.7/
  <E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.9/AC/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.7/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.7/PM/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.9/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.9/PM/
  <E/ECE/>STEEL/Sem.Poll/

INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING.
  <E/ECE/>TIM/HARDWOODS/
  ID/WG.89/

INDUSTRIAL PROCUREMENT.
  ID/WG.360/

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION--EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.2/

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS.
  ID/WG.180/

INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMING.
  ID/SER.E/
  ID/WG.23/
  ID/WG.84/

INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMING--EAST AFRICA.
  ID/WG.52/

INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMING--LATIN AMERICA.
  ST/ECLA/CONF.11/

INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS.
  CID/IPET/WI/
  ID/WG.5/
  ID/WG.31/
  ID/WG.39/
  ID/WG.55/
  ID/WG.57/
  ID/WG.114/
  ID/WG.150/
  ID/WG.202/
  ID/WG.213/
  ID/WG.237/

INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS--AFRICA.
  ID/WG.66/

INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS--LATIN AMERICA.
  ID/WG.252/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.93/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.197/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION--AFRICA.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.66/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.187/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.87/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION--EUROPE.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.87/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION--MIDDLE EAST.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.87/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.42/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/C.6/AC.3/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/C.6/AC.5/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY--ENGLISH-SPEAKING AFRICA.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt;ECA/WPO/I/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt;ECA/WPO/II/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL REDEPLOYMENT.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.315/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.B/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ID/&gt;UNIDO/ICIS/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ID/&gt;UNIDO/IS/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.2/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.91/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.192/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.161/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.203/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.230/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH--AFRICA.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.204/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH--LATIN AMERICA.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.90/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTES.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.2/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.36/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.75/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.238/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.344/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL RESTRUCTURING.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE&gt;/ENERGY/WP.2/AC.8/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: AUTOMATION ROBOTICS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS--EUROPE.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE&gt;/AUTOMAT/SEM.5/AC/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE&gt;/ENG.AUT/SEM.5/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRIAL SECTOR.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;DP/ID&gt;/IESD/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INDUSTRIAL SURVEYS - EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> CHEM/GE.1/

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY.
See also: INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS
ROBOTICS
<E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM./3/
<E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM./POL/PREP/
<ID/> UNIDO/ATD/
<ID/> UNIDO/ATD/SF/
ID/WG.256/
ID/WG.264/
ID/WG.276/
ID/WG.282/
ID/WG.306/

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY - AFRICA.
ID/WG.392/

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY - WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/NR/WG.2/

INDUSTRIAL WASTES - EUROPE.
See also: WASTES
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.12/
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.24/

INDUSTRIALIZATION.
CID/Ref/
CID/SYMP./
ID/WG.109/
ID/WG.227/
ID/WG.234/
ID/WG.257/
ID/WG.283/
ID/WG.288/
ID/WG.298/
ID/WG.402/

INDUSTRIALIZATION - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/DPWP.4/
E/CN.11/IN&NR/Ind.Conf.2/
E/CN.11/IN&NR/Ind.Conf./
IN&NR/II/

INDUSTRIALIZATION - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/> IHT/ANA/

INDUSTRIALIZATION - EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>HOU.COST/

INDUSTRIALIZATION - LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/Conf.69/
E/CEPAL/Conf.76/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.51/

INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES.
See: DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES

INDUSTRY.
See also: AGRO-INDUSTRY
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY
CEMENT INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
COAL INDUSTRY
COCONUT INDUSTRY
COKE INDUSTRY
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
COPPER INDUSTRY
COTTAGE INDUSTRIES
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES
EXPORT-ORIENTED INDUSTRIES
FERTILIZER INDUSTRY
FOOD INDUSTRY
FORESTRY INDUSTRY
FURNITURE INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY
INSTRUMENTATION INDUSTRY
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
LEAD INDUSTRY
LEATHER INDUSTRY
LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY
MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY
MACHINERY INDUSTRY
MEAT INDUSTRY
METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY
METALWORKING INDUSTRY
MILLING INDUSTRY
MINING INDUSTRY
MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY
NON-FERROUS METALS INDUSTRY
OIL INDUSTRIES
PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
PESTICIDES INDUSTRY
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY
PLASTICS INDUSTRY
POWER INDUSTRY
PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY
RUBBER INDUSTRY
SERVICE INDUSTRIES
SHOE INDUSTRY
SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY
SUGAR INDUSTRY
TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY
TEXTILE INDUSTRY
TIN INDUSTRY
VEGETABLE OIL INDUSTRY
WOOD-USE INDUSTRY
ZINC INDUSTRY

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.9/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.9/AC/
< E/> ECE/IND/
< E/ECE/> TRADE/GE.1/
ID/WG.22/
ID/WG.32/
ID/WG.346/
ID/WG.350/

INDUSTRY - AFRICA.
E/CN.14/INR/
E/CEA/INR/

INDUSTRY - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AC.11/SUB.1/
E/CN.11/AC.21/
E/CN.11/IN&NR/
E/CN.11/ST/

INDUSTRY - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/IHT/
E/ESCAP/IHT/MI/
E/ESCAP/IHT/PMMI/
E/ESCAP/IHT/PMI/
E/ESCAP/IHT/PRE-MI/
E/ESCAP/IHT/RMSI/
E/ESCAP/IHT/TAGIT/
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INDUSTRY - EUROPE.
BUC/SYMP/EP/
<E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.1/
<E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.3/
<E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.3/AC/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.1/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.2/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.3/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.4/
E/ECE/IM/
<E/ECE/> SC. TECH./SEM.13/
<E/ECE/> SC. TECH./SEM.13/AC/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.5/
<E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.12/
ID/WG.357/

INDUSTRY - LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/AC.20/
E/CN.12/AC.36/
E/CN.12/AC.66/

INDUSTRY - SOUTHEAST ASIA.
ID/WG.417/

INFLATION.
TD/B/AC.18/
TD/B/AC.26/

INFLATION - LATIN AMERICA.
ST/CEPAL/Conf.80/

INFORMATION.
A/INF/W/
ST/SOA/SER.F/
<UNU/>GLDB/

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION.
See also: PRESS RELEASES
PUBLIC INFORMATION
A/A/9/
A/A/17/
A/A/28/
A/A/35/
A/A/35/SC.1/
A/A/100/
A/A/108/SC.1/
E/A/49/
<ID/>UNIDO/CPE/
<ST>/DPV/<UNIC/

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> INT/IMHSMI/

INFORMATION EXCHANGE.
<E/ECE/> TRADE/ARTP/
<ST>/DESIPA/
ST/ESA/

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT.
E/ICEF/WM/

INFORMATION NETWORKS.
ID/WG.382/
<ST>/IFSA/POPIN/

INFORMATION NETWORKS - ASIA.
POP/INF.1/

INFORMATION NETWORKS - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> POP/PNC/
< E/ESCAP/> SD/RWINS/

INFORMATION NETWORKS - CARIBBEAN REGION.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/SEM.1/

INFORMATION NETWORKS - LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/SEM.1/

INFORMATION REFERRAL SYSTEM FOR TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
UNDP/TCDCC/INRES/

INFORMATION SCIENCE.
E/CEPAL/> CLADES/WG.1/

INFORMATION SERVICES.
<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.34/
ID/WG.350/

INFORMATION SERVICES - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/AD/RISCF/

INFORMATION SOURCES.
<ID/>UNIDO/LIB/SER.D/

INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR PLANNING IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/SEM.1/

INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
See also: DATA BANKS DATABASES
<ACC/>ACCIS/
<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.33/
ID/WG.141/
ID/WG.450/

INFORMATION SYSTEMS - ASIA.
E/ESCAP/AD/PDIS-AFRICA/
ST/ESA/PDIS/
ST/ESA/PDIS-DEV/

INFORMATION SYSTEMS - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/> AD/RIFM/
E/ESCAP/> ADM/GIS/
E/ESCAP/> AGM/GISP/
E/ESCAP/> STAT/SD/

INFORMATION SYSTEMS - CARIBBEAN REGION.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/
E/CEPAL/CLADES/SEM.1/
E/LC/> CL/

INFORMATION SYSTEMS - EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.5/
E/ECE/> CES/SEM.8/
E/ECE/> CES/SEM.10/
E/ECE/> CES/SEM.11/
E/ECE/> CES/SEM.13/
E/ECE/> CES/SEM.15/
E/ECE/> CES/SEM.16/
E/ECE/> CES/SEM.24/
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS - LATIN AMERICA.
E/ECE/CLADES/
E/ECE/CLADES/SEM.1/
E/ECE/CL/

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY.
See also: CD-ROM
ID/WG.419/

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY - EUROPE.
E/ECE/ENS.AUT/AC.11/

INFORMATION TRANSFER.
E/CONF.E/C.2/

INFOTERRA.
UNEP/WG.99/

INLAND TRANSPORT.
See also: TRANSPORT
E/ECE/TRANS/INFO/
E/ECE/TRANS/SEM.12/

INLAND TRANSPORT - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AC.15/

INLAND TRANSPORT - EUROPE.
E/ECE/TRANS/
E/ECE/TRANS/AC.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/AC.5/
E/ECE/TRANS/BIDAC/
E/ECE/TRANS/GR.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/SEM.6/
E/ECE/TRANS/SEM.7/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.16/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.25/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.32/
ST/ECE/TRANS/

INLAND WATER TRANSPORT.
E/ECE/TRANS/AC.6/
E/ESCAP/SPW/ISIWT/

INLAND WATER TRANSPORT - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.3/
TRANS/SUB.3/IPWP/

INLAND WATER TRANSPORT - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/SPW/DCIW/
E/ESCAP/SPW/EIWT/
E/ESCAP/SPW/STIPW/

INLAND WATER TRANSPORT - CHINA.
E/ESCAP/SPW/STIPW/

INLAND WATER TRANSPORT - EUROPE.
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/AC.4/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/GE.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/GE.33/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/SEM.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/SG.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/SG.3/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/WP.3/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/AC.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/AC.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/AC.3/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/GE.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/GE.1/AC.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC3/GE.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC3/SEM.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC3/WP.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/SC3/WP.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.16/SG.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.21/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.31/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.31/SG.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.33/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.34/

INLAND WATERS.
See also: INTERNATIONAL RIVERS
RIVERS
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/WP.3/AC.1/
E/ESCAP/SPW/ISIWT/

INLAND WATERS - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/SPW/STIPW/

INLAND WATERS - CHINA.
E/ESCAP/SPW/STIPW/

INLAND WATERS - EUROPE.
E/ECE/ENV/AC.4/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.34/

INORGANIC CHEMICALS.
E/ECE/ENV/AC.4/
E/ECE/ENV/AC.7/
E/ECE/ENV/PM/

INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS.
ST/STAT/CONF.19/

INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS - EUROPE.
E/ECE/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.18/

INSECTICIDES.
See: PESTICIDES

INSTITUTION BUILDING - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
I&NR/WGS/

INSTITUTIONAL MACHINERY.
E/CONF.F/C.4/
E/CONF.46/C.4/
E/CONF.48/PC/SC.4/
TD/I/WG.1/

INSTRUMENTATION INDUSTRY.
See also: SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS
ID/WG.218/

INSURANCE.
See also: REINSURANCE
E/ECE/TRADE/WP.3/
ID/WG.284/
TD/B/C.3(VI)/SC/
TD/B/C.3(VII)/SC/
TD/B/C.3(VIII)/SC/
TD/B/UNCTAD/INS/
TD/B/UNCTAD/RSPK/
TD/B/UNCTAD/RSPK/
TD/B/UNCTAD/INS/
TD/B/UNCTAD/INS/

INSURANCE - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/RMEAP/

INSURANCE LAW.
TD/B/C.3/AC.3/
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INSURANCE STATISTICS.
TD/B/C.3/AC.4/

INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION.
See also: COOPERATION BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS
COORDINATION WITHIN UN SYSTEM
RESIDENT COORDINATORS
A/AC.168/
<DP/>CB(sess.)/
DP/ACIS/
DP/PWG/
DP/PWG/WP.2/
DP/PWG/WP.3/
E/AC.47/
ID/WG.18/
ID/WG.69/
POP/lnt.Ag.2/
POP/lnt.Ag.3/

INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION - LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/C.2/

INTER-AMERICAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL.
E/CN.12/AC.11/

INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
DP/GC/(country)/R/
DP/GC/(country)/RECOMMENDATION/
DP/REU/

INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES - AFRICA.
DP/RAF/

INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
DP/RAPI/

INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES - CARIBBEAN REGION.
DP/RLA/

INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES - LATIN AMERICA.
DP/RLA/

INTERDEPENDENCE.
See also: INTERNATIONAL DIVISION OF LABOUR
<TD/>UNCTAD/G1O/

INTERGOVERNMENTAL BODIES.
See also: RULES OF PROCEDURE
A/CONF.167/TBT/
E/AC.64/
E/C.7/AC.1/
E/C.8/WG.1/
ECON.11/TRANS/WPTE/
<ST/>DPI/PRESS/>GA/

INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS.
E/C.1/
TD/E/GOA/IST/
UNITAR/EUR/SEM.1/

INTERIM GOVERNMENTS - WEST AFRICA.
E/CN.14/WA/EC/

INTERNAL MIGRATION - WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/POP/WG.2/

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION.
See also: INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
E/AC.42/

INTERNATIONAL BILL OF HUMAN RIGHTS.
E/CGN.4/AC.1/

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR GENETIC ENGINEERING AND
BIOTECHNOLOGY.
ID/WG.382/
ID/WG.397/
ID/WG.421/

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL SERVICE.
See also: UN - PERSONNEL QUESTIONS
A/AC.84/
A/AC.150/
ICSCB/
ICSC/
ICSC/ACPQ/
ICSC/CPA/
<ST/>STAFF/AFICS/
<ST/>STAFF/AFICS/NAFICS/

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.
ICSC/

INTERNATIONAL CLEARING.
See also: INTERNAL PAYMENTS
TRADE/ACU/MOSCE/
TRADE/TLP/ACU/

INTERNATIONAL COCOA AGREEMENT (1976).
TD/COCOA.5/

INTERNATIONAL COCOA AGREEMENT (1980).
TD/COCOA.6/
TD/COCOA.7/
TD/COCOA.7/EX/

INTERNATIONAL COCOA AGREEMENT (1993).
TD/COCOA.8/
TD/COCOA.9/EX/

INTERNATIONAL CODE OF CONDUCT ON THE TRANSFER
OF TECHNOLOGY (DRAFT).
TD/AC.1/
TD/Code tot/
TD/Code TOT/CONS/
TD/Code tot/NK/

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION.
See also: ARBITRAL AWARDS
E/CONF.28/
E/CONF.28/C.1/
E/CONF.28/C.2/
E/CONF.28/C.3/
E/CONF.28/C.5/
E/CONF.28/C.6/
<ST/>TRADE/ARB/<ECE>

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS.
E/AC.57/

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS RESPONSIBLE
FOR SOCIAL WELFARE (1968: NEW YORK).
E/CONF.55/PC/

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DRUG ABUSE AND
A/CONF.133/PC/
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HUMAN RIGHTS (1968: TEHRAN).
A/CONF.32/PC/

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON KAMPUCHEA (1981-####: NEW YORK).
A/CONF.109/AC.1/

E/CONF.94/PC/

E/CONF.78/PC/
E/CONF.76/PC/WG.

A/CONF.114/PC/

A/CONF.130/PC/

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION AGAINST APARTHEID IN SPORTS (1985).
A/AC.192/
CAAS/C/
CAAS/SP/

A/AC.168/

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON MARITIME LIENS AND MORTGAGES (1993).
A/CONF.162/

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION (1965).
CERD/
CERD/C/
CERD/SP/

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE HARMONIZATION OF FRONTIER CONTROLS OF GOODS (1982).
<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.30/AC.3/
<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.30/AC.3/

A/C.3/42/WG.1/
A/C.3/49/WG.1/
A/C.3/44/WG.1/
A/C.3/48/WG.1/

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION.
A/AC.114/
A/AC.118/
A/CONF.70/C.1/WG.2/
A/CONF.108/
A/CONF.108/C.1/
A/CONF.108/C.2/
A/CONF.108/PC/

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>DP/MEDTC/

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION-EASTERN EUROPE.
<E/ESCAP/>DP/MEDTC/

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION YEAR (1965).
A/AC.114/
A/AC.118/

INTERNATIONAL COURTS.
See also: ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
ICJ
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURTS
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JURISDICTION.
A/AC.244/
A/AC.249/

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURTS.
See also: CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
INTERNATIONAL COURTS
WARS
CRIMES
A/AC.48/
A/AC.55/

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JURISDICTION.
A/AC.48/
A/AC.55/

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR THE FOURTH UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT DECADE (1990).
A/AC.232/

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR THE THIRD UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT DECADE (1980).
A/AC.196/
A/AC.218/
TD/B/AC.31/
TD/B/AC.36/
UNITAR/TFID/
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION OF LABOUR.
See also: INTERDEPENDENCE
<JC/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.7/AC/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.56/

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICY.
E/1979/C.1/
E/1979/C.2/
E/1980/C.1/
E/1980/C.2/
E/1981/C.1/
E/1981/C.2/
E/1982/C.1/
E/1982/C.2/
E/1983/C.1/
E/1983/C.2/
E/1984/C.1/
E/1984/C.2/
E/1985/C.1/
E/1985/C.2/
E/1986/C.1/
E/1986/C.2/
E/1987/C.1/
E/1987/C.2/
E/1988/C.1/
E/1988/C.2/
E/1989/C.1/
E/1989/C.2/
E/1990/C.1/
E/1990/C.2/
E/1991/C.1/
E/1991/C.2/

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS.
A/AC.176/
A/AC.233/
E/AC.50/
E/AC.52/
<ST/> UNCTAD/OSG/TA/

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE—AFRICA.
ST/ECA/WP.1/

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS.
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.1/
TAD/EMPI/

INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
A/CONF.73/
FAW/

INTERNATIONAL HEALTH CONFERENCE (1948: NEW YORK).
E/HPC/

INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS.
E/CN.8/AC.1/
HRU/
HRU/COME/
HRU/GEN/
HRU/MC/
ST/LEG/SER.A/

INTERNATIONAL JUTE ORGANISATION.
<JC/ESCAP/> TRADE/JPCRM/

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ACTIVITIES.
E/AC.45/

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR STANDARDS.
See also: ILO
E/CONF.2/C.1/A/

INTERNATIONAL LAW.
A/AC.10/
A/AC.117/
A/AC.119/
A/AC.123/
A/AC.125/
A/AC.125/DC/
A/AC.186/
A/AC.52/WD/DECADE/
A/CN.4/SER.A/
A/CONF.176/
E/CN.7/AC.6/
ICJ/
<ST/> DFI/PRESS/> ICJ/
<ST/> DFI/PRESS/> LT/
<ST/> DFI/PRESS/> LT/TA/
ST/LEG/
ST/LEG/SER.B/
ST/LEG/SER.C/

INTERNATIONAL LAW CODIFICATION.
A/AC.10/
A/C.5/SC.5/
A/CN.4/
<ST/> OLA/COD/

INTERNATIONAL MAP OF THE WORLD ON THE MILLIONTH SCALE.
E/CONF.36/C.4/
E/CONF.40/
E/CONF.40/C.1/
E/CONF.40/C.2/
E/CONF.40/C.3/
E/CONF.40/C.4/
ST/ECA/SER.D/
ST/EBA/SER.D/

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION—ARAB COUNTRIES.
E/ECWA/POP/CONF.4/

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<JC/ESCAP/> POP/PWIM/

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SITUATION.
TD/B/AC.18/
TD/III/3/

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM.
TD/B/AC.3/
TD/B/AC.8/
TD/B/AC.25/
TD/B/AC.32/
<ST/> UNCTAD/GID/G24/

INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL BOARD—MEMBERS.
See also: DRUG CONTROL
E/AC.59/

INTERNATIONAL OLIVE OIL AGREEMENT (1963).
TD/OLIVE OIL.6/
INTERNATIONAL OLIVE OIL AGREEMENT (1979).
TD/OLIVE OIL.7/

INTERNATIONAL OLIVE OIL COUNCIL.
E/CONF.15/IC/

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.
A/CONF.67/
A/CONF.67/C.1/
A/CONF.67/DC/
LON/

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> WATER/AC.3/

INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS.
See also: INTERNATIONAL CLEANING PAYMENTS
A/CONF.9/WG.IV/

INTERNATIONAL PENAL AND PENITENTIARY COMMISSION.
E/CN.5/AC.6/

INTERNATIONAL PEPPER COMMUNITY.
<E/ESCAP/> TRADE/CMPP/
<E/ESCAP/> TRADE/CMSP/

INTERNATIONAL POLICY.
E/CONF.2/C.3/C/

INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION—FINANCING.
E/CN.18/
E/REF/PRN/

INTERNATIONAL REGISTER OF POTENTIALLY TOXIC CHEMICALS.
UNEP/WG.1/

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS.
See also: AGGRESSION
EAST-WEST RELATIONS
FRIENDLY RELATIONS AMONG STATES
FORCE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERVENTION
NORTH-SOUTH RELATIONS
POLITICAL COOPERATION
UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY
A/
A/SPC/37/WG.1/
LON/
UNITAR/
UNITAR/CT/ATC/
UNITAR/CT/RC/
UNITAR/CS/
UNITAR/LS/
UNITAR/RR/
UNITAR/RS/
UNITAR/ST/

INTERNATIONAL RELIEF.
See also: EMERGENCY RELIEF
FOOD AID
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE
UNRRA
A/C.3/Sub.1/
A/COMP/RELIEF/
A/UNRRA/

INTERNATIONAL RIVERS.
See also: INTERNATIONAL WATERCOURSES RIVERS

INTERNATIONAL RIVERS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> WATER/AC.3/

INTERNATIONAL RIVERS—MEKONG RIVER.
<E/ESCAP/> MKG/

INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS.
A/CONF.9/WG.1/
A/CONF.63/
A/CONF.63/C.1/
A/CONF.63/C.2/
A/CONF.63/D/
A/CONF.97/
A/CONF.97/C.1/
A/CONF.97/C.2/

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS.
<UNIS/>

INTERNATIONAL SEABED AUTHORITY.
See also: SEALED
LOS/PCN/
LOS/PCN/SCN.1/
LOS/PCN/SCN.2/
LOS/PCN/SCN.3/
LOS/PCN/SCN.4/

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY.
See also: NON-NUCLEAR-WEAPON STATES
SECURITY ASSURANCES
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL
A/AC.18/SC.2/
A/AC.43/
A/AC.32/
A/AC.18/6/
A/AC.1/
A/AC.1/SC.1/
A/AC.1/(sess.1)/
S/
S/PRST/
<ST/DPA/>
<ST/DPI/press/>GA/PS/
<ST/DPI/press/>SC/
ST/PSCA/

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING LEGISLATION.
A/CN.8/WG.31/
E/ESCAP/SSSP/LAS/
TD/8/AC/5/SI/
<TD/> UNITAD/SDD/LEG/

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION OF ALL ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES.
<E/ECE/> CEB/AC.59/

INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
See also: COMPENSATION TRADE
EAST-SOUTH TRADE
EAST-WEST TRADE
EXPORTS
FOREIGN TRADE
IMPORTS
INTRAREGIONAL TRADE
MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS.
See: TRADE AGREEMENTS

INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE UNCTAD/GATT.
ITC/AG/ITC.1/
ITC/ITD/

INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE UNCTAD/WTO.
ITC/AG/

INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW.
A/CN.9/
A/CN.9/C.1/
A/CN.9/C.2/
A/CN.9/SEC.A/
A/CN.9/SEC.C/
A/CN.9/WG.II/
A/CN.9/WG.V/
E/CONF.46/C.6/
UNCTRAL/IIB/
UNCTRAL/IIM/

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL FOR THE LAW OF THE SEA.
See also: LAW OF THE SEA
LOS/PCN/
LOS/PCN/SCN.1/
LOS/PCN/SCN.2/
LOS/PCN/SCN.3/
LOS/PCN/SCN.4/

INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEESHIPS.
See: TRUST TERRITORIES

INTERNATIONAL TROPICAL TIMBER COUNCIL.
<TD/>UNCTAD/ITTC/PC/

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES.
DP/UNV/

INTERNATIONAL WATERCOURSES.
A/C.6/51/NW
A/C.6/51/NW/WG/

INTERNATIONAL WATERCOURSES.

INTERNATIONAL WHEAT AGREEMENT (1971).
TD/WHEAT.6/
TD/WHEAT.6/I

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR (1975).
See also: WOMEN'S ADVANCEMENT
E/CN.6/WG.1/
ST/SG/AC.5/

INTERNATIONAL YEAR FOR HUMAN RIGHTS (1968).
E/CONF.46/C.19/
ST/SG/AC.5/

A/AC.197/
A/CONF.72/

INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF PEACE (1986).
A/CONF.128/
A/CONF.134/

ST/UNOVIYF/
ST/DPCSD/IYF/
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INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE WORLD'S

INTERNATIONAL YEARS.
E/CN.4/AC.19/
E/CN.6/WG.1/
E/CONF.66/
ST/S6/AC.5/

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH YEAR (1985).
A/AC.209/
E/C/EPAL/Conf.75/
E/CWAS/SP/CONF.1/

INTERREGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
DP/INT/GLO/

INTERVENTION.
See also: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
A/AC.88/

INTRAREGIONAL TRADE-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AGR/RHNP/EG/
ECAFE/AGR/

INTRAREGIONAL TRADE-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.11/

INTRAREGIONAL TRADE-LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/AC.22/

INVESTMENT POLICY-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.2/
<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.2/AC/
<E/ECE/>EC/AD/SEM.4/
<E/ECE/>EC/AD/SEM.4/PM/
<E/ECE/>GAS/AC.3/

INVESTMENT PROMOTION.
ID/WG.4/
ID/WG.22/
TD/B/WG.1/

INVESTMENT PROMOTION-TUNISIA.
ID/WG.35/

INVESTMENTS.
A/CN.8/
ID/WG.150/
ST/CTC/

INVESTMENTS-ASIA.
ID/NR/PM/ACTI/

INVISIBLES.
See also: INSURANCE
TOURISM
TRADE IN SERVICES
E/CONF.46/PC/SC.3/
TD/B/C.3/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.
E/CN.11/I&S/
E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.2/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&S/
E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.2/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/WPSI/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-AFRICA.
ST/ECA/INV/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&S/
E/CN.11/IXT/SUB.2/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/WPSI/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/STEEL/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.2/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.3/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.5/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.7/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.9/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>STEEL/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.2/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.3/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.5/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&S/
E/CN.11/IXT/SUB.2/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/WPSI/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/STEEL/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.2/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.3/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.5/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&S/
E/CN.11/IXT/SUB.2/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/WPSI/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/STEEL/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.2/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.3/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.5/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&S/
E/CN.11/IXT/SUB.2/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/WPSI/

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.2/AC/</td>
<td>Iron Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.3/AC/</td>
<td>Iron Ore - Europe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.4/AC/</td>
<td>Irrigation - Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.9/AC/</td>
<td>Israel - Settlement Policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.12/AC/</td>
<td>Italy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.13/AC/</td>
<td>Italy - Forestry Industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.14/AC/</td>
<td>Joint Ventures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.19/AC/</td>
<td>Joint Ventures - Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.23/AC/</td>
<td>Joint Inspection Unit - Recommendations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.28/AC/</td>
<td>Judgements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.33/AC/</td>
<td>Japan - Technology Transfer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.36/AC/</td>
<td>Japan - Technology Change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JERUSALEM.**
- A/AC.31/SC.1/
- T/AC.7/1

**JOB CLASSIFICATION.**
- ACC/1865/PER/SC.7/

**JOINT VENTURES.**
- <E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.19/AC/
- <E/ECE/>TRADE/AC.23/

**JOINT VENTURES - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.**
- <ESCAP/>TRADE/TC.G/SG.2/

**JORDAN - RELIGIOUS PLACES.**
- A/AC.31/SC.1/

**JUDGEMENTS.**
- A/AC.78/
- A/AC.86/
- ST/LEG/6/SC.7/

**JUTE.**
- E/ESCAP/TRADE/JPC/
- <ESCAP/>TRADE/WCPFGP/

**JUTE - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.**
- <ESCAP/>TRADE/PCG/

**JUVENILE OFFENDERS.**
- <ST/>SOA/SEM/67/

**JUVENILE OFFENDERS - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.**
- <ESCAP/>SD/WPCAY/

**JUVENILES.**
- See: YOUTH

**KENAF.**
- <ESCAP/>TRADE/WCPFGP/
- TD/B/1/C/1/CONS.4/

**KENAF - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.**
- <ESCAP/>TRADE/WFAP/

**KNOW-HOW.**
- See also: APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
  - TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
  - ID/9/WG.110/
  - ID/10/WG.123/
  - ID/17/WG.178/
  - TD/9/WG.3/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KOREAN QUESTION.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.18/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.18/DC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.18/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.18/SC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.18/SC.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.12/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.19/SC.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.26/II/CW.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.26/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.26/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.26/SC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.26/SC.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.26/SC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.26/SC.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.39/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.39/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.39/C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.39/PC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.41/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.43/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.47/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.47/AD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.52/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.71/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.86/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/AC.35/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LABOUR STATISTICS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: MANPOWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LABOUR STATISTICS—AFRICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/CAS.4/LS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/CAS.6/LS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LABOUR STATISTICS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/STAT/WG.MLS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LABOUR STATISTICS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;STAT/SLPS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LABOUR UNIONS.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See: TRADE UNIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LACTIC ACID.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.431/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAND.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.96/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAND RECLAMATION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/WRD/DA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAND REGISTRATION.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/AC.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/SEM.50/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAND TENURE—LATIN AMERICA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/T/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAND USE.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/AC.12/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAND USE—EUROPE.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;CES/AC.52/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/AC.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/SEM.18/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HBP/SEM.18/FM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HOU.LAND SEM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;HOU.LAND/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAND USE PLANNING.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See: PHYSICAL PLANNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAND-BASED RESOURCES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDLOCKED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: ACCESS TO THE SEA TRANSIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.88/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCAP/SB/LDC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/42(11)/SC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/AC.14/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/LDC/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/WG.91/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;TD&gt;/UNCTAD/LDC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;TD&gt;/UNCTAD/LDCC SYMP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LANDLOCKED STATES.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.46/AC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.46/AC.5/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/AC.33/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/TRANSIT/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LANDLOCKED STATES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/AC.11/TRADE/LLC/

LANDLOCKED STATES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/LLC/

LANDMINES.
A/CONF.95/CW/WG.1/
<ST/>SG/CONF.7/

LAOS QUESTION.
S/AC.13/

LARGE ENTERPRISES—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.5/

LATIN AMERICA.
See also: CARIBBEAN REGION
CENTRAL AMERICA
SOUTH AMERICA
UN. CEPAL
UN. ECLAC
E/CEPAL/CARIB/
<E/CEPAL/>ECLA/SC/5/
<E/>LC/MEX/
<E/>LC/WAS/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ECLAC/
<UNU/>LAP/

LATIN AMERICA—AGEING.
E/CEPAL/Conf.74/

LATIN AMERICA—AGRICULTURAL CREDIT.
E/CN.12/AC.9/

LATIN AMERICA—AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.12/AC.30/
E/CN.12/AC.33/
E/CN.12/AC.46/
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.6/

LATIN AMERICA—AGRICULTURAL WASTES.
UNEP/WG.116/

LATIN AMERICA—AGRICULTURE.
E/CN.12/AC.4/
E/CN.12/AC.21/
E/CN.12/AC.37/

LATIN AMERICA—AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.76/

LATIN AMERICA—BALANCE OF PAYMENTS.
E/CEPAL/SEM.5/

LATIN AMERICA—BANKS.
E/CN.12/C.1/NW.1/

LATIN AMERICA—BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
E/CEPAL/LIB/
E/CN.12/LIB/

LATIN AMERICA—CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
ST/ECLA/CONF.15/

LATIN AMERICA—CHILD DEVELOPMENT.
E/CEFLATAM-79/

LATIN AMERICA—CHILD WELFARE.
E/CEFLATAM-79/

LATIN AMERICA—CHILDREN.
E/ECLATAM/
ST/ECLAC/CONF.20/

LATIN AMERICA—CIVIL REGISTRATION.
ST/ECLAC/CONF.19/

LATIN AMERICA—COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
ST/ECLAC/CONF.18/

LATIN AMERICA—CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION.
E/CN.12/C.1/WG.3/

LATIN AMERICA—DECENTRALIZATION IN MANAGEMENT.
ID/WG.159/

LATIN AMERICA—DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH.
E/CEPAL/ECLADE/ 
<E/>LC/DESM/
<E/>LC/DESM/CR/

LATIN AMERICA—DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS.
ST/ECLAC/Conf.41/
ST/ECLAC/Conf.44/
ST/ECLAC/Conf.47/

LATIN AMERICA—DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
ST/ECLAC/Conf.31/

LATIN AMERICA—DEVELOPMENT.
E/CEPAL/
E/CEPAL/ECLAC/
ST/ECLAC/Conf.38/

LATIN AMERICA—DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION.
ST/ECLAC/Conf.38/

LATIN AMERICA—DEVELOPMENT PLANNING.
E/CN.12/AC.59/
ST/ECLAC/Conf.41/

LATIN AMERICA—DEVELOPMENT POLICY.
E/CEPAL/PROY.2/

LATIN AMERICA—DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES.
ST/ECLAC/Conf.49/

LATIN AMERICA—DISABLED PERSONS.
E/CEPAL/Conf.72/

LATIN AMERICA—DOCUMENTATION.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/
<ELC/>CL/

LATIN AMERICA—DRUG CONTROL.
UNDCP/HONLAC/

LATIN AMERICA—ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.
E/CN.12/AC.18/

LATIN AMERICA—ECONOMIC COOPERATION.
E/CEPAL/AC.67/
E/CEPAL/AC.68/
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E/CEPAL/AC.71/
<E/>CEPAL/BA/
<E/>CEPAL/BA/D./
<E/>CEPAL/BORRADOR/
<E/>CEPAL/MEX/
E/CEPAL/SEM.4/
E/CN.12/AC.24/
E/CN.12/AC.25/
E/CN.12/AC.28/
E/CN.12/AC.32/
E/CN.12/AC.34/
E/CN.12/AC.40/
E/CN.12/AC.41/
E/CN.12/AC.45/
E/CN.12/AC.46/
E/CN.12/AC.50/
E/CN.12/AC.51/
E/CN.12/AC.52/
E/CN.12/AC.56/
E/CN.12/AC.57/
E/CN.12/AC.58/
E/CN.12/AC.59/
E/CN.12/AC.61/
E/CN.12/AC.62/
E/CN.12/AC.63/
E/CN.12/AC.64/
E/CN.12/AC.66/
E/CN.12/AC.67/
E/CN.12/AC.67/
E/CN.12/CCE/

LATIN AMERICA—ECONOMIC FORECASTS.
E/CN.12/AC.18/
E/CN.12/AC.27/

LATIN AMERICA—ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.
E/CN.12/AC.64/
ST/ECLA/CONF.29/

LATIN AMERICA—ECONOMIC PLANNING.
E/CEPAL/ILPES/
E/CEPAL/ILPES/Conf.4/
E/CN.12/INST/

LATIN AMERICA—ECONOMIC TRENDS.
E/CN.12/AC.27/

LATIN AMERICA—ECONOMICS OF SCALE.
10/WG.76/

LATIN AMERICA—EDUCATION.
ST/ECLA/CONF.10/

LATIN AMERICA—ELECTRIC POWER.
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/III/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/IV/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/V/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VII/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VIII/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/IX/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/X/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/II/
CCE/SC.5/GTAE/CRNE/II/
E/CEPAL/CCE/SC.5/
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/CRNE/II/
ST/ECLA/CONF.7/

LATIN AMERICA—ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION.
CCE/SC.5/GRIE/III/
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/GRIE/II/
E/CN.12/CCCS/SC.5/GTAE/GRIE/II/

LATIN AMERICA—ELECTRIC POWER RATES.
CCE/SC.5/GRTID/
CCE/SC.5/GRTSD/
CCE/SC.5/GTAE/GRTIE/
E&W/WR/WP.2/

LATIN AMERICA—ENERGY CRISIS.
ST/CEPAL/Conf.50/

LATIN AMERICA—ENERGY RESOURCES.
E/CEPAL/Conf.73/
E/CN.12/AC.31/
E/CN.12/AC.36/
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LATIN AMERICA-ENERGY STATISTICS.
E&WR/WP.1/

LATIN AMERICA-ENVIRONMENT.
ST/ECLA/Conf.40/
UNEP/IG.33/

LATIN AMERICA-ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION.
UNEP/IG.25/

LATIN AMERICA-ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.
E/CEPAL/PROY.2/
UNEP/IG.40/
<UNEP/ROLAC/>

LATIN AMERICA-EXPORT POLICY.
ST/ECLA/Conf.37/

LATIN AMERICA-FERTILIZER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.80/

LATIN AMERICA-FISCAL POLICY.
ST/ECLA/CONF.17/

LATIN AMERICA-FOREIGN INVESTMENTS.
E/CN.12/AC.9/

LATIN AMERICA-FOREIGN TRADE.
E/CN.12/AC.5/
E/CN.12/AC.10/

LATIN AMERICA-HOUSING CENSUSES.
ST/ECLA/Conf.32/
ST/ECLA/Conf.43/

LATIN AMERICA-HOUSING PROGRAMMES.
ST/ECLA/CONF.31/

LATIN AMERICA-HOUSING STATISTICS.
ST/ECLA/CONF.9/

LATIN AMERICA-HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.
E/CEPAL/Conf.76/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.81/

LATIN AMERICA-IMMIGRATION.
E/CN.12/AC.7/
E/CN.12/AC.8/
ST/ECLA/C.1/

LATIN AMERICA-INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS.
ST/ECLA/Conf.42/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
CC/CE/SP.
CID/SYM.P.
E/CEPAL/Conf.89/
E/CEPAL/Conf.76/
E/CN.12/AC.31/
E/CN.12/CC/ST/IND/
ID/WG.252/
ST/ECLA/CONF.23/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL FINANCING.
ID/WG.66/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION.
ID/WG.103/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
ID/WG.140/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMMING.
ST/ECLA/CONF.11/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS.
ID/WG.252/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.
ID/WG.80/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL SERVICES.
ID/WG.79/
ID/WG.101/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS.
ST/ECLA/CONF.24/
ST/ECLA/Conf.39/
ST/STAT/CONF.6/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIAL SUBCONTRACTING.
ID/WG.214/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRIALIZATION.
E/CEPAL/Conf.69/
E/CEPAL/Conf.76/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.81/

LATIN AMERICA-INDUSTRY.
E/CN.12/AC.20/
E/CN.12/AC.36/
E/CN.12/AC.55/

LATIN AMERICA-INFLATION.
ST/CEPAL/Conf.80/

LATIN AMERICA-INFORMATION NETWORKS.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/SEM.1/

LATIN AMERICA-INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/
E/CEPAL/CLADES/SEM.1/
<CL/C>

LATIN AMERICA-INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION.
ST/ECLA/C.2/

LATIN AMERICA-INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
DP/RLA/

LATIN AMERICA-INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
E/CN.12/AC.13/
E/CN.12/AC.29/
E/CN.12/AC.35/
E/CN.12/AC.54/
ST/CEPAL/ALALC/

LATIN AMERICA-INTRAREGIONAL TRADE.
E/CN.12/AC.22/

LATIN AMERICA-IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.
ST/ECLA/CONF.11/
ST/ECLA/CONF.41/

LATIN AMERICA-LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY.
ST/ECLA/CONF.14/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—LAND TENURE. GTT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—LAW ENFORCEMENT. UNDCP/HONLAC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES. ST/ECLA/Conf.29/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—LIBRARIES. E/CEPAL/LIB/ E/CN.12/LIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY. ID/WG.113/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT. ST/ECLA/CONF.14/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT. SMLA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—MANUFACTURES. ST/ECLA/Conf.37/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—MARITIME TRANSPORT. CCE/SC.3/GTTMII/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—MARKETS. E/CN.12/C.1/WG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—MICRO-ELECTRONICS. ID/WG.372/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—MIGRATION. ST/ECLA/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—NATIONAL ACCOUNTS. E/CEPAL/SEM.15/ ST/ECLA/Conf.22/ ST/ECLA/Conf.28/ ST/STAT/CONF.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—NATURAL RESOURCES. E/CN.12/AC.55/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES. E/CEPAL/Conf.73/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—PASSenger TRANSPORT. E/CN.12/AC.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—PESTICIDES INDUSTRY. ID/WG.90/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—PETROLEUM INDUSTRY. ST/ECLA/CONF.28/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—PLASTICS INDUSTRY. ID/WG.137/ ID/WG.164/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—POPULATION. ST/CEPAL/Conf.43/ ST/CEPAL/Conf.54/ ST/ECLA/Conf.48/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—POPULATION CENSUSES. E/CN.9/CONF.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—POPULATION POLICY. E/CEPAL/CEGAN/POB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—POPULATION PROGRAMMES. ST/ECLA/Conf.46/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—PORT MANAGEMENT. CCE/SC.3/GTTMII/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—PORTS. CCE/SC.3/GTTMII/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS. ST/ECLA/Conf.27/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—PUBLIC ENTERPRISES. ST/ECLA/Conf.35/ ST/ECLA/Conf.45/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY. ECLA/BTAO/FAO/ ST/ECLA/CONF.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—RAILWAYS. ST/ECLA/Conf.33/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—REFERENCE MATERIALS. E/CEPAL/LIB/ E/CN.12/LIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT. ST/ECLA/Conf.34/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—REGIONAL ECONOMICS. E/CN.12/C.1/WG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—REGIONAL PROGRAMMES. DP/RLA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—RURAL DEVELOPMENT. GTT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. ST/CEPAL/Conf.53/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—SHIPBUILDING. ID/WG.375/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATIN AMERICA—SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY. ID/WG.65/ ID/WG.159/ ST/ECLA/CONF.28/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LATIN AMERICA--SOCIAL STATISTICS.
ST/ECLA/Conf.44/

LATIN AMERICA--TAX INCENTIVES.
CCE/GIF/

LATIN AMERICA--TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
E/CEPAL/SEM.4/
E/CN.12/AC.8/
E/CN.12/AC.19/
E/CN.12/AC.28/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.50/

LATIN AMERICA--TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
DP/TCDC/RBLA/
DP/TCDC/RILA/

LATIN AMERICA--TOURISM.
E/CN.12/AC.7/

LATIN AMERICA--TRADE FACILITATION.
E/CN.12/AC.1/

LATIN AMERICA--TRADE POLICY.
E/CN.12/AC.60/

LATIN AMERICA--TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS.
E/CN.12/INST/

LATIN AMERICA--TRANSPORT STATISTICS.
ST/ECLA/Conf.33/

LATIN AMERICA--URBANIZATION.
E/CN.12/URB/

LATIN AMERICA--WASTE DISPOSAL.
UNEP/WG.116/

LATIN AMERICA--WATER RESOURCES.
E/CEPAL/CC/SC.5/

LATIN AMERICA--WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
E/CEPAL/SEM.6/

LATIN AMERICA--WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT.
E/CEPAL/CRM.2/
E/CEPAL/CRM.3/
E/CEPAL/CRM/R.1/
E/CEPAL/MDA/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.61/

LATIN AMERICA--WOOD-USING INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.380/

LATIN AMERICA--YOUTH.
E/CEPAL/Conf.75/
E/CEPAL/LATAM/
ST/ECLA/Conf.20/

LAW ENFORCEMENT.
See also: CRIME PREVENTION

LAW ENFORCEMENT--AFRICA.
UNDCP/HONLAF/

LAW ENFORCEMENT--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
UNDCP/HONLAP/

LAW ENFORCEMENT--CARIBBEAN REGION.
UNDCP/HONLAC/

LAW ENFORCEMENT--EUROPE.
UNDCP/HONEURO/

LAW ENFORCEMENT--LATIN AMERICA.
UNDCP/HONLAC/

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS.
A/CONF.6/C.1/
GEN/NAR.65/CONF.1/
GEN/NAR.65/CONF.2/
GEN/NAR.66/CONF.1/

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS--EAST AFRICA.
GEN/NAR.67/CONF.1/

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS--MIDDLE EAST.
GEN/NAR.68/CONF.1/

LAW OF THE SEA.
See also: MARITIME LAW
A/AC.136/
A/AC.136/WG.1/
A/AC.136/WG.2/
A/AC.136/
A/AC.136/SC.1/
A/AC.136/SC.2/
A/AC.136/SC.3/
A/AC.136/SC.1/WG.1/
A/AC.136/SC.2/
A/AC.136/SC.3/
A/CONF.13/
A/CONF.13/BUR/
A/CONF.13/C.1/
A/CONF.13/C.2/
A/CONF.13/C.4/
A/CONF.13/C.5/
A/CONF.19/
A/CONF.19/C.1/
A/CONF.62/
A/CONF.62/BUR/
A/CONF.62/C.1/
A/CONF.62/C.2/
A/CONF.62/C.3/
A/CONF.62/C.4/
A/CONF.62/DC/
A/CONF.62/NG6/
LOS/
LOS/LIB/
LOS/PCN/
LOS/PCN/SCN.1/
LOS/PCN/SCN.2/
LOS/PCN/SCN.3/
LOS/PCN/SCN.4/
SPLOS/
ST/DP/Press/
ST/LEG/
LOS/
ST/LEG/
LOS/LIB/

LAW OF TREATIES.
See also: TREATIES
A/CONF.39/
A/CONF.39/C.1/
A/CONF.39/DC/
A/CONF.128/
A/CONF.128/C.1/
A/CONF.128/DC/

LAW ENFORCEMENT--AFRICA.
UNDCP/HONLAF/

LAW ENFORCEMENT--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
UNDCP/HONLAP/
### LAWS AND REGULATIONS

See also: RULES AND REGULATIONS  
A/AC.19/SC.1/

### LEAD

E/CONF.29/  
E/CONF.29/C.1/  
E/CONF.31/  
E/CONF.31/AC.1/  
E/CONF.31/C.1/  
E/CONF.31/EX/  
LZ/  
LZ/EC/  
LZ/SC/  
LZ/STAT/  
LZ/SWG/

### LEAD INDUSTRY

ID/WG.33/

### LEAGUE OF NATIONS

A/AL/  
A/LN/  
A/ALN/  
PC/EX/LN/  
PC/LN/

### LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

See also: DEVELOPING COUNTRIES  
A/CONF.104/  
A/CONF.104/PC/  
A/CONF.104/SP/  
A/CONF.147/  
A/CONF.147/DR/  
A/CONF.147/PC/  
A/CONF.147/UNDC/II/  
A/CONF.147/UNDC/II/ENT/  
A/CONF.147/UNDC/II/MG/  
A/CONF.147/UNDC/II/SE/  
A/CONF.147/UNDC/II/WOM/  
E/ESCAP/7B/DC/  
ID/WG.193/  
ID/WG.234/  
ID/WG.289/  
ST/ECA/CONF.1/  
TD/B/39(2)/SSC/  
TD/B/40(2)/SSC/  
TD/B/AC.5/(IV)/WG.1/  
TD/B/AC.9/  
TD/B/AC.17/  
TD/B/AC.21/  
TD/B/AC.28/  
TD/B/AC.41/  
TD/B/LDC/AC.2/  
TD/B/LDC/GR/  
TD/III/2/L/  
<TD>/UNCTAD/DC/  
<TD>/UNCTAD/DC/EP/  
<TD>/UNCTAD/DC/GE.1/  
<TD>/UNCTAD/DC/GE.2/  
<TD>/UNCTAD/DC/GE.3/  
<TD>/UNCTAD/RDP/LDC/  
TD/UNCTAD/ST/1DC/

### LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES-AFRICA

E/ECA/LDCs/  
E/ECA/LDCs/6/EXP/  
ID/WG.144/  
ID/WG.222/  
ID/WG.280/

### LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES-ASIA AND THE Far East.

ID/WG.174/

### LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.

< E/ESCAP > TRADE/MLDC/  
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/MLDC/MSO/

### LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES-EUROPE.

< E/ECA > AGRILDC/

### LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES-LATIN AMERICA.

ST/ECLA/CONF.29/

### LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES-MIDDLE EAST.

ID/WG.174/

### LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES-WESTERN ASIA.

ID/WG.289/  
ID/WG.319/  
ID/WG.363/  
ID/WG.411/  

### LEATHER GOODS

See also: Hides and Skins  
ID/WG.258/

### LEATHER GOODS-AFRICA

ID/WG.79/

### LEATHER INDUSTRY

ID/WG.169/  
ID/WG.258/  
ID/WG.290/  
ID/WG.312/  
ID/WG.319/  
ID/WG.363/  
ID/WG.411/  

### LEATHER INDUSTRY-AFRICA

ID/WG.79/

### LEATHER INDUSTRY-EUROPE

ID/WG.157/

### LEATHER INDUSTRY-MIDDLE EAST

ID/WG.157/

### LEBANON-PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS

< UNIFIL/ >

### LEBANON SITUATION

See also: TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL  
< ST/DPI/PRESS > LEB/

### LEGAL ASPECTS

A/AC.19/  
A/C.6/  
A/C.6/(I980)/  
AEC/C.4/  
E/CONF.8/C.1/  
E/CONF.38/C.2/  
E/CONF.42/C.2/  
E/CONF.42/WP.3/  
< E/ECE > EP/WP.1/

### LEBANON

ID/WG.144/  
ID/WG.222/  
ID/WG.280/  

### LEGAL ASPECTS

E/AC.19/  
E/AC.19/6/  
ID/WG.144/  
ID/WG.222/  
ID/WG.280/
LEGAL DRAFTING.
A/AC.60/
E/CONF.37/C.3/
E/CONF.45/LD/

LEGAL LITERATURE.
A/C.6/SC.11/

LEGUMES–ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>AD/CGPRT/
<E/ESCAP/>AD/CGPRT/GB/
<E/ESCAP/>AD/SD/CGPRT/

LEISURE.
RC/

LIABILITY.
See also: STATE LIABILITY
A/CONF.152/
A/CONF.152/C.1/
A/CONF.152/C.2/
UNEP/WG.8/

LIBEL AND SLANDER.
E/CONF.6/C.1/A/

LIBERIA–ARMS EMBARGO.
S/AC.33/

LIBRARIES.
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.D/
<ST/GVA/>LIB/

LIBRARIES–AFRICA.
E/ECA/LIB/

LIBRARIES–LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/LIB/
E/CN.12/LIB/

LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS.
See also: ACCESSIONS LISTS
E/ESCWA/LIB/ACQ/
E/ESCWA/LIB/DCC/
ITC/TDS/
ST/LIB/SER.A/

LIBRARY COLLECTIONS.
<ID/>UNIDO/LIB/SER.E/
ST/GVA/LIB/NL/
ST/LIB/

LIBRARY COLLECTIONS–WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/LIB/

LIBRARY INFORMATION SERVICES.
ST/GVA/LIB/NL/

LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA.
A/AC.32/
A/AC.32/C/C/
A/AC.32/C/C/C.1/
A/AC.32/C/C/C.1/SC.1/
A/AC.32/C/C/C.1/SC.2/
A/AC.32/COUNCIL/
A/AC.32/TRIB/
A/AC.51/

LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA–ARMS EMBARGO.
S/AC.28/

LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA–FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
A/AC.32/MON/

LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA–MONETARY POLICY.
A/AC.32/MON/

LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA–SANCTIONS.
S/AC.28/

LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA–TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
A/AC.32/TA/

LICENCE AGREEMENTS.
ID/WG.130/
ID/WG.176/
ID/WG.385/

LICENCE AGREEMENTS–ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ID/WG.206/

LICENCES.
ID/WG.64/
ID/WG.130/
ID/WG.131/
ID/WG.194/
ID/WG.228/
ID/WG.380/

LICENCES–ARAB COUNTRIES.
ID/WG.219/

LICENCES–EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.16/

LICENCES–MIDDLE EAST.
ID/WG.219/

LIFE EXPECTANCY.
E/CN.9/AC.14/

LIGHTING.
<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.29/GRE/

LIGHTING–EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRE/

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.
A/CN.9/WG.1/
A/CONF.63/
A/CONF.63/C.1/
A/CONF.63/C.2/
A/CONF.63/DCC/

LINER CONFERENCES.
E/CN.11/TRADE/SGSO/
TD/CC/E/2/
TD/CC/E/2/C.1/
TD/CC/E/2/C.2/
TD/CC/E/2/FM/
TD/CC/E/
TD/CC/E/2/C.1/
TD/CC/E/2/C.2/
TD/CC/E/2/DG.1/
TD/CC/E/2/DG.2/
TD/CC/E/2/DG.3/
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TD/CODE/PC/
TD/CODE/PC/WG.I/
TD/CODE/PC/WG.II/
TD/CODE/PC/WG.III/

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS-EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.5/

LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS.
  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.3/AC.6/
  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.3/SEM.15/
  <E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.13/
  <E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.15/

LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS-EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>GAS/AC.6/
  <E/ECE/>GAS/AC.7/
  <E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.8/
  <E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.10/
  <E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.15/

LIVESTOCK-AFRICA.
  <E/CECA/>JEFAD/LS/

LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>AGRI/LDC/
  <E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.14/
  <E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.15/
  <E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.16/
  <E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.8/
  EA:FAO/EC/EME/68/

LIVING CONDITIONS.
  See also: QUALITY OF LIFE
  STANDARD OF LIVING
  DP/POST/(country)/
  UNDP/ADM/POST/(country)/
  UNDP/PP/POST/(country)/

LIVING MARINE RESOURCES.
  See also: FISHERY RESOURCES
  MARINE RESOURCES
  A/CONF.10/
  A/CONF.13/C.3/

LIVING MARINE RESOURCES-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
  <E/ESCAP/>TRADE/SMSMF/

LOCAL GOVERNMENT-AFRICA.
  E/CN.14/UAP/C.4/

LOCATION OF OFFICES.
  A/HQ/
  A/HQ/SC/
  A/ICH/
  A/SITE/
  A/SITE/Sub.1/
  A/SITE/Sub.2/
  E/CN.12/AC.38/
  ECLA/FOS/

LOCUSTS.
  UNSF/DL/

LOGGING.
  See also: TIMBER
  <E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.12/
  LOG/TC.1/

LOGGING-EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.16/

LOGGING-USSSR.
  <E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.15/

LONDON GUIDELINES FOR THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
ON CHEMICALS IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE (1987).
  UNEP/PIC/WG.2/
  UNEP/PIC/WG.3/

LOW COST HOUSING.
  ID/WG.177/

LOW WASTE TECHNOLOGY.
  See also: ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
  ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY
  WASTES
  <E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.20/

LOW WASTE TECHNOLOGY-EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>ENV/AC.7/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.6/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.8/PM/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.15/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/WP.2/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/WP.2/AC.1/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/WA/SEM.3/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/WA/WP.2/

LUMBER.
  See also: SAWMILLS
  TIMBER
  <E/ECE/>TIM/PANELS/

LUMBER-EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>TIM/SEM.12/
  <E/ECE/>TIM/WP.3/AC.3/

MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
  ID/WG.197/

MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
  <E/ESCAP/>HT/RTT/WMT/

MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
  ID/WG.87/

MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY-LATIN AMERICA.
  ID/WG.113/

MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY-MIDDLE EAST.
  ID/WG.87/

MACHINE TOOLS.
  See also: NUMERICAL CONTROL
  E/ECE/IM/WP.6/

MACHINE TOOLS-EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.1/
  <E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/

MACHINERY.
  ID/WG.8/
  ID/WG.24/
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MACHINERY INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.40/
ID/WG.254/
ID/WG.307/
ID/WG.330/
ID/WG.400/
< UNIDO/> ID/WG.451/

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.
< E/ECE/> HOU/MMM/
ID/WG.62/
ID/WG.145/

MALDIVES-SAVINGS MOBILIZATION.
< E/ESCAP/> DP/WMDSM/

MALNUTRITION.
< UNU/> WHFNB/
< UNU/> WHTR/

MANAGEMENT-AFRICA.
< E/ECA/> PAMM/PA/

MANAGEMENT-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMATION/SEM.MAN/

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT-LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/CONF.14/

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
ID/WG.230/

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.9/

MANAGEMENT SERVICES.
< ST/DDSMS/>

MANGANESE.
TD/B/IPC/MANGANESE/
TD/R/IPC/MANGANESE/AC/

MANGANESE ORE.
< E/ECE/> STTEI./WP.2/
TD/B/C.1/CONS.71/
TD/B/C.1/MANG.ORE/CONS/

MANPOWER.
See also: HUMAN RESOURCES
E/ECE/MAN/
POP/PMP/

MANPOWER-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/STAT/WG.5S/

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT.
See also: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING PROGRAMMES
ID/WG.341/
ID/WG.354/
ID/WG.381/
UN/SOA/SEM/35/
< UNIDO/> ID/WG.460/

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT-AFRICA.
E/CN.14/UAF/C.3/
E/CN.14/WP.6/

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT-ARAB COUNTRIES.
E/ECWA/ILQ/WG.4/

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT-LATIN AMERICA.
SMLA/

MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT-ARAB COUNTRIES.
E/ECWA/ILQ/WG.4/

MANPOWER PLANNING.
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.8/
ID/SER.K/
ID/WG.193/

MANUFACTURING.
< E/> ECA/NRD/WR/
< E/> ECA/INR/PLP/
< E/> ECA/INR/PLP/

MAP PRODUCTION.
See: CARTOGRAPHY

MAPS.
See also: ATLAS
GEODETIC MAPS
WORLD MAPS
< ST/DAM/OCS/PUBLISHING/CART/
< ST/DCS/PUBLISHING/CART/
< ST/DD/PUBLISHING/CART/

MAR DEL PLATA ACTION PLAN (1977).
See also: WATER RESOURCES
E/CEPAL/SEM.6/
< E/> ECA/NRD/WR/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marijuana.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See: Cannabis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Areas--Mediterranean Region.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Emergency Mutual Aid Centre.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.32/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.136/SC.VIII/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.62/SC.VII/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.61/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.63/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.92/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment--Asia and the Pacific.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;ECP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;ECP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment--Caribbean Region.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.39/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment--Central Africa.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.50/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.51/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.72/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment--East Asia.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.28/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.31/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.37/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.44/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.52/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment--Mediterranean Sea.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.25/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.29/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.100/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment--Middle East.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.23/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.47/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment--South Asia.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.105/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment--South Pacific Ocean Region.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.49/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.88/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.89/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Environment--West Africa.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.50/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.51/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.72/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Pollution.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: Ocean Dumping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.48/1WGMP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.48/1WGMP.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GESAMP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.32/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.93/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.109/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Pollution--Mediterranean Sea.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.14/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.38/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.39/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marine Resources.**
See also: Living Marine Resources
ST/IESA/0RPA/OET/

**Marine Resources Conservation.**
See also: Resources Conservation
A/CONF.101/ |
A/CONF.133/C.3/ |
UNEP/G.8/ |

**Marine Sciences.**
GESAMP/ |

**Marine Surveys--Asia and the Pacific.**
CCOP/ |

**Marine Technology.**
ST/IESA/0RPA/OET/ |

**Marine Technology--Asia and the Pacific.**
< E/ESCAP/>IT/EGMAMST/ |

**Maritime Fraud.**
See also: Customs Offences
TD/B/C.4/AC.4/ |

**Maritime Law.**
See also: Law of the Sea
A/CN.9/WG.8/1 |
E/CONF.4/NP.3/ |
<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/LEG/ |

**Maritime Law--Asia and the Pacific.**
< E/ESCAP/>SPW/0GML/ |

**Maritime Liens and Mortgages.**
A/CONF.121/ |
JIG/ |
TD/B/C.4/AC.8/ |
TD/B/CN.4/GE.2/ |
TD/B/IG.1/ |

**Maritime Safety.**
See also: IMCO
E/CONF.4/NP.2/ |
E/CONF.59/G.1/ |

**Maritime Transport.**
See also: Transport
A/CONF.89/ |
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPC/ |
E/CONF.4/ |
E/CONF.A/1/ |
E/CONF.4/NP.1/ |
E/CONF.4/NP.2/ |
E/CONF.4/NP.3/ |
E/CONF.4/NP.4/ |
TD/B/C.4/ |
TD/B/C.4/AC.2/ |
TD/B/C.4/AC.3/ |
TD/B/C.4/AC.9/ |
TD/B/C.4/AC.10/ |
TD/B/C.4/DOC/ |
TD/B/C.4/SC/ |
TD/B/C.4/00/SC.1/ |
TD/B/C.4/00/SC.1/ |
TD/B/C.4/00/SC.1/ |
TD/B/C.4/00/SC.2/ |
TD/B/C.4/00/SC.2/ |
TD/B/C.4/00/SC.2/ |
MARITIME TRANSPORT--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRADE/MT/
E/CN.11/TRADE/RGSO/
E/CN.11/TRADE/SF/R
E/CN.11/TRANS/WTASD/

MARITIME TRANSPORT--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ECE > SPW/SUSSA/
< E/ECE > SPW/WESS(3)/

MARITIME TRANSPORT--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > TRANS/SEM.6/

MARITIME TRANSPORT--LATIN AMERICA.
CC/E/SC.3/GTM/II/

MARKET POTENTIAL.
E/ECE/COAL/CTSC/
TD/B/C.1/S/P/W/P/COPPER/AC/

MARKET POTENTIAL--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > STEEL/WP.1/

MARKET RESEARCH.
< E/ECE > STEEL/WP.4/
TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.2/

MARKET RESEARCH--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AGRI/AC.1/
< E/ECE > CHEM/CONF/

MARKETING.
ID/WG.124/
ID/WG.173/
TD/B/C.1/AC/

MARKETING--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/A&HR/CIWP.5/
E/CN.11/A&HR/CIWP.8/
E/CN.11/A&HR/CIWP.2/
E/CN.11/A&HR/CIWP.3/
ECAFE&IT/CIWP.4/

MARKETING--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > TIM/SEM.12/

MARKETS.
< E/ECE > ENGIN/AC.1/

MARKETS--EUROPE.
BAR/SYMP/GAS/

MARKETS--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/C.1/AVG.2/

MASS MEDIA.
See also: RADIO PROGRAMMES
< A/CONF.84/1 > WCUNDW/SEM.1/
E/CONF.6/C.1/
< E/ECE > S/P/SHA/W/EGM/

MASS MEDIA--AFRICA.
< UN/ECE > ID/WG.459/

MASSACRES.
See also: HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
WAR CRIMES
A/AC.165/

MATERIALS RESEARCH--EUROPE.
See also: NEW MATERIALS
< E/ECE > ENG/AT/AC.16/
< E/ECE > ENG/AT/SEM.10/

MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS.
MATHECO 1969/
ST/ECE/MATHECO/

MATHEMATICS.
MATHECO 1970/S-1/VAR/

MEAT.
TD/B/IPC/MEAT/

MEAT INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.212/

MEAT INDUSTRY--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > AGR/APP/
EA:FAO/ECE/MLE/68/

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING--EUROPE.
See also: ENGINEERING
< E/ECE > AUTOMAT/SEM.4/

MECHANIZATION.
< E/ECE > TIM/ECW/P.1/GE.3/
ID/WG.21/
LOG/VP.2/
LOG/VP.7/

MEDICAL POLICY.
See: HEALTH POLICY

MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
See also: NORTH AFRICA
SOUTHERN EUROPE
UNEPI/G.10/
UNEPI/WG.104/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION--ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING.
UNEPI/WG.11/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION--ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
UNEPI/WG.5/
UNEPI/WG.11/
UNEPI/WG.20/
UNEPI/WG.2/
UNEPI/WG.3/
UNEPI/WG.4/
UNEPI/WG.118/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION--HEALTH STATISTICS.
EGYTP/MAHL/RA/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION--MARINE AREAS.
UNEPI/WG.6/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION--NAVAL ARCHITECTURE.
ID/WG.285/
MEDITERRANEAN REGION–NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES.
UNEP/WG.20/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION–POLLUTION CONTROL.
UNEP/WG.11/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION–REGIONAL COOPERATION.
UNEP/WG.62/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION–SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
UNEP/WG.62/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION–SHIPBUILDING.
ID/WG.285/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION–STATISTICS.
<CE/ECE/SEM.32/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION–TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
UNEP/WG.115/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION–TRANSPORT PLANNING.
<CE/ECE/AC.14/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION–VITAL STATISTICS.
EGYPT/UN/WHO/BA/

MEDITERRANEAN REGION–WETLANDS.
UNEP/WG.6/

MEDITERRANEAN SEA.
UNEP/WG.19/
UNEP/WG.53/
UNEP/WG.103/

MEDITERRANEAN SEA–AQUACULTURE.
UNEP/WG.15/

MEDITERRANEAN SEA–ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING.
UNEP/WG.46/

MEDITERRANEAN SEA–ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
UNEP/CONF.1/
UNEP/WG.9/
UNEP/WG.13/
UNEP/WG.23/
UNEP/WG.25/
UNEP/WG.29/
UNEP/WG.100/

MEDITERRANEAN SEA–MARINE ENVIRONMENT.
UNEP/WG.25/
UNEP/WG.29/
UNEP/WG.100/

MEDITERRANEAN SEA–MARINE POLLUTION.
UNEP/AG.14/
UNEP/AG.35/
UNEP/WG.36/

MEDITERRANEAN SEA–OCEAN DUMPING.
UNEP/WG.28/

MEDITERRANEAN SEA–POLLUTION.
UNEP/AG.43/
UNEP/WG.43/
UNEP/WG.81/

MEDITERRANEAN SEA–POLLUTION CONTROL.
UNEP/AG.19/

MEDIUM-TERM PLAN.
See also: PROGRAMME PLANNING
TD/B(WP/1
TD/B(XVI)/WP/

MEKONG RIVER–INTERNATIONAL RIVERS.
<ESC/>MKG/

MEKONG RIVER–RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT.
<ST/ESCAP>MKG/

MEKONG RIVER–RIVER BASINS.
E/CN.11/WRD/MKG/
E/ESCAP/WRD/MKG/
RP/PHMC/

MEMBERS.
A/AC.64/
A/AC.75/
A/AC.247/
A/C.28/SC.1/

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES.
E/CN.4/1990/WG.8/

MENTALLY ILL PERSONS.
E/CN.4/1990/WG.8/
<ST/SEOA/SEM.63/

MEMBERS.
E/CN.11/WRD/MKG/
E/ESCAP/WRD/MKG/
RP/PHMC/

MEMBERS.
<CE/ECE/SEM.1/

METALLURGY.
See also: POWDER METALLURGY
ID/WG.110/
ID/WG.441/

METALLURGY–ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
ID/WG.361/

METALLURGY–IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.
See also: IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
ID/WG.250/
ID/WG.441/

METALLURGY.
See also: POWDER METALLURGY
ID/WG.110/
ID/WG.441/

METALLURGY–ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
ID/WG.361/

METALS.
E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.2/
E/CN.14/MIN
<CE/ECE/SEM.1/

METALWORKING INDUSTRY.
See also: WELDING
ID/WG.10/

METALWORKING INDUSTRY–AFRICA.
ID/WG.263/

METALWORKING INDUSTRY–AFRICA.
ID/WG.263/

METALWORKING INDUSTRY–EUROPE.
<CE/ECE/SEM.3/
<CE/ECE/SEM.3/AC/
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METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
See also: BALLOONS
E/CN.11/FLOOD/HS.2/

METHANE--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>NR/URBS/

METROLOGY.
ID/WG.98/

METROPOLITAN AREAS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/ANR/PURD/

MEXICO--PATENT LAW.
ID/WG.194/

MICROBIOLOGY.
ID/WG.300/

MICROCOMPUTERS.
ID/WG.288/

MICROCOMPUTERS--EUROPE.
<A/ECE/>AUTOMAT/AC.1/

MICRO-ELECTRONICS.
ID/WG.437/
ID/WG.440/

MICRO-ELECTRONICS--CARIBBEAN REGION.
ID/WG.372/

MICRO-ELECTRONICS--LATIN AMERICA.
ID/WG.372/

MIDDLE EAST.
See also: ARAB COUNTRIES
WESTERN ASIA

MIDDLE EAST--DRUG CONTROL.
GEN/NAR.65/CONF.1/

MIDDLE EAST--DRUG TRAFFIC.
E/CN.7/AC.10/
E/CN.7/SUB.1/

MIDDLE EAST--ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
E/AC.28/

MIDDLE EAST--ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION.
UNEP/WG.88/

MIDDLE EAST--FERTILIZER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.219/

MIDDLE EAST--FOOD INDUSTRY.
E/ECWA/ID/WG.3/
ID/WG.201/

MIDDLE EAST--FOOD PROCESSING.
E/ECWA/ID/WG.3/
ID/WG.201/

MIDDLE EAST--HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS.
E/CN.4/AC.26/

MIDDLE EAST--INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/ECWA/ID/WG.1/
ID/WG.188/

MIDDLE EAST--INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
ID/WG.121/

MIDDLE EAST--INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION.
ID/WG.87/

MIDDLE EAST--INDUSTRIAL SERVICES.
ID/WG.87/

MIDDLE EAST--LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS.
GEN/NAR.65/CONF.1/

MIDDLE EAST--LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
ID/WG.174/

MIDDLE EAST--LEATHER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.157/

MIDDLE EAST--LICENCES.
ID/WG.219/

MIDDLE EAST--MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.87/

MIDDLE EAST--PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.219/

MIDDLE EAST--PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS.
ID/WG.122/

MIDDLE EAST--SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.17/
ID/WG.174/

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION.
See also: ISRAEL
LEBANON SITUATION
PALESTINE QUESTION
PCME/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>GA/PAL/

MIGRANT WORKERS.
A/C.3/42/WG.1/
A/C.3/43/WG.1/
A/C.3/44/WG.1/
A/C.3/45/WG.1/
<ST/>MR/ATHENS/1989/SEM.2/
UN/SCOA/SEM/89/

MIGRANT WORKERS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>DP/RILM/

MIGRATION.
See also: BRAIN DRAIN
INTERNAL MIGRATION
<ST/>16SAP/RCP.1984/EG.1/
ST/SCOA/SER.G/
TW/GM/
<UNU/>GIHM/

MIGRATION--AFRICA.
E/ECA/PHSD/ODM/
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Migration—Asia and the Pacific.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Migration—Latin America.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Migration Statistics.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Migration Statistics—Europe.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Migratory Species.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Budgets.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Expenditures.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Occupation—Mack.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Occupation—Kuwait.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.12/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Personnel.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining—Africa.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.14/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining—Europe.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Industry.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.16/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Industry—Asia and the Far East.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.17/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Resources.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.18/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Resources—Africa.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.19/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Resources—Asia and the Far East.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.20/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Resources—South Pacific Ocean.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.21/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Resources Development.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.22/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Resources Development—Africa.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.23/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mining Resources Development—Asia and the Far East.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.24/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Occupations.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.25/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Occupations—Kuwait.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.26/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Personal.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.27/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Clearance.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.28/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mines and Minerals.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.29/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mines and Minerals—Africa.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.30/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mines and Minerals—Europe.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.31/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mines and Minerals—Asia and the Far East.</strong></td>
<td>E/CN.11/CCOP/Tag.32/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<UNU/>EM/

MINORITIES—BAKLAN REGION.
A/AC.16/SC.3/

MISSING PERSONS.
See: DISAPPEARANCE OF PERSONS

MODEL RULES.
E/CN.4/AC.27/

MODULAR COORDINATION.
E/CN.11/&R&SSMC/
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.4.II/GTCM/
< E/ECE/>HOU/SMC/

MONEY POLICY.
See also: INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM
<TD/>UNCTAD/GID/G24/
<TD/>UNCTAD/MFD/
<TD/>UNCTAD/MFD/TA/

MONEY POLICY—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/WP.2/
E/ECA/TRADE/

MONEY POLICY—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRADE/RTMC/

MONEY POLICY—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP >/TRADE/TG/SG.5/

MONEY POLICY—LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA.
A/AC.32/MON/

MONTREAL PROTOCOL ON SUBSTANCES THAT DEPLETE THE OZONE LAYER (1987).
UNEP/DOL-Pro.WG.5/   UNEP/DOL-Pro.WG.6/   UNEP/DOL-Pro.WG.7/   UNEP/DOL-Pro.WG.8/
MORTALITY.
E/CN.9/AC.8/
ESOB-WHO EMR/MORT/
MORTALITY STATISTICS.
<ST>/IESA/P/AC.17/

MOTHERS.
UN/SOA/SEM/31/

MOTOR VEHICLE EMISSIONS.
See also: AIR POLLUTANTS
UNEP/WG.5/

MOTOR VEHICLE EMISSIONS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/AIR POLL/CESUL/SEM/   < E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPA/

MOTOR VEHICLE EQUIPMENT.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.29/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.29/GRPE/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.29/GRSP/

MOTOR VEHICLE EQUIPMENT—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPE/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSP/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSP/

MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY.
See also: AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSG/

MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/STEEL/SEM.1/
< E/ECE >/STEEL/SEM.1/AC/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.28/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.29/GRSP/

MOTOR VEHICLES.
See also: BUSES
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
VEHICLES
E/CN.2/CONF.2/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.28/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.29/GRB/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.29/GRSG/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.29/GRSP/
UNEP/WG.5/

MOTOR VEHICLES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.28/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.2/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRB/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRF/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSE/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSP/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSP/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSP/

MOTOR VEHICLES—UNITED STATES.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.28/AC.1/

MOUNTAIN AREAS.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.1/

LOG/SYMP<OSIUM>5/
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MOUNTAIN AREAS-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TIM/ECF/WP.1/SEM.20/

Mozambique Situation.
A/AC.165/

MULTILATERAL AID.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE
TD/B/AC.7/

MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS.
< TD/> UNCTAD/MTN/

MULTILATERAL TREATIES.
See also: TREATIES
A/C.6/57/WG.1/

MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT.
See also: TRANSPORT
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SE/S.10/
TD/B/AC.15/
TD/B/AC.20/
TD/B/AC.5/
TD/B/AC.10/
TD/B/AC.11/
TD/MT/CONF/
< TD/> UNCTAD/SDD/MT/

MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.24/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.24/

MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS.
See: TRANSGNATIONAL CORPORATIONS

MUNOSYST.
< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.7/

A/AC.218/WG.1/

NAMIBIA.
< A/AC.131/INST/> ST/OCN/
< ST/SPO/CDT/OCN/>

NAMIBIA - ELECTIONS.
< UNTAG/>

NAMIBIA - NATURAL RESOURCES.
A/AC.131/GSY/

NAMIBIA - POVERTY MITIGATION.
TG/P/

NAMIBIA - TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS.
E/AC.69/
E/C.10/AC.4/

NAMIBIA QUESTION.
A/AC.49/
A/AC.73/
A/AC.108/SC.2/
A/AC.110/
A/AC.120/

A/AC.131/
A/AC.131/SUL/
A/AC.131/SMS/
A/AC.151/
A/C.4/AC.1/
A/C.4/Sub.2/
A/CONF.82/
A/CONF.82/PC/
A/CONF.120/
A/CONF.133/
S/AC.17/
S/AC.18/

NARCOTIC DRUGS.
See also: CANNABIS
COCA LEAF
DRUG ABUSE
DRUGS OF ABUSE
OPPUM
PAPAVER BRACTEATUM
PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES
E/AC.12/
E/CN.7/
E/CN.7/AC.3/
E/CN.7/AC.7/
E/CONF.34/
E/CONF.34/C.1/
E/CONF.34/C.2/
E/CONF.34/C.3/
E/CONF.34/C.4/
E/CONF.34/C.5/
E/CONF.34/C.6/
E/CONF.34/C.7/
E/CONF.34/C.8/
E/CONF.34/C.9/
E/CONF.34/C.10/
E/CONF.34/C.11/
E/CONF.34/C.12/
E/CONF.34/C.13/
E/CONF.63/
E/CONF.63/C.1/
E/CONF.63/C.2/
E/CONF.63/C.3/
E/CS.7/
E/INCB/
E/INCB/SCE/
EAT/
ENA/
ENF/
ENR/
ENT/
GEN/NAR.67/CONF.2/
< ST/DP/PR> SOC/NAR/
ST/WCS/
< ST/> NAR.3/
< ST/> NAR/
ST/NAR/INF/LETT./
ST/NAR/INF/
UNDCP/

NARCOTIC DRUGS-FAR EAST.
E/CN.7/AC.11/

NARCOTIC DRUGS-MIDDLE EAST.
E/CN.7/AC.10/
E/CN.7/AC.81/
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NATIONAL ACCOUNTS.
See also: GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
SYSTEM OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS (UN)
E/CN.14/CAS.5/NAC/
< E/ECE>/CES/AC.6B/
< E/ECE>/GES/AC.6B/
< ST>/ECA/STAT/AC.2/
ST/ECA/STAT/SER.F/CD/
ST/ECA/STAT/SER.O/
ST/ECA/STAT/SER.X/
ST/STAT/SER.O/

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS-AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/NAC/
E/CN.14/NAC/
< E>/ECA/STAT/TC.NAC/

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ASTAT/NA.4/PSA/
ASTAT/NA.SPSA/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.2/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.3/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA.4/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA/
NA.6/PA/

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP>/STAT/SRDNA/

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS-EUROPE.
< E/ECE>/CES/WP.22/
< E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.15/
< E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/
< E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.22/GR.1/
< ST>/ECA/STAT/AC.15/

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS-LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/SEM.6/
ST/ECLA/CONF.22/
ST/ECLA/CONF.28/
ST/STAT/CONF.7/

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS-WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/STAT/SER.N/

NATIONAL BANKS.
See: CENTRAL BANKS

NATIONAL INCOME.
ST/STAT/SER.E/
ST/STAT/SER.F/

NATURAL DISASTERS.
See also: DROUGHT
EARTHQUAKES
VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS
< ST/DPI/PRESS/>ND/
UNEP/WG.33/

NATURAL GAS.
See also: LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
< E/ECE>/COAL/SEM.2/
< E/ECE>/ENERGY/WP.2/AC.4/
< E/ECE>/ENERGY/WP.3/
< E/ECE>/ENERGY/WP.3/AC.6/
< E/ECE>/ENERGY/WP.3/AC.11/
< E/ECE>/ENERGY/WP.3/AC.12/
< E/ECE>/ENERGY/WP.3/AC.11/
< E/ECE>/ENERGY/WP.3/AC.11/

NATURAL GAS-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/S&NG/

NATURAL GAS-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP>/NR/EGMNG/

NATURAL GAS-BELARUS.
< E/ECE>/ENERGY/WP.3/AC.10/

NATURAL GAS-EUROPE.
BAR/SYM/PGAS/
BUC/SYM/PGAS<1968>/
BUC/SYM/PGAS<1972>/
BUD/SYM/PGAS/
< E>/ECE/PGAS/
< E/ECE>/GA/AC.1/
< E/ECE>/GA/AC.2/
< E/ECE>/GA/GE.1/
< E/ECE>/GA/GE.3/
< E/ECE>/GA/GE.4/
< E/ECE>/GA/GE.6/
< E/ECE>/GA/GE.7/
< E/ECE>/GA/SEM.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE>/GA/SEM.4/
< E/ECE>/GA/SEM.4/AC/
< E/ECE>/GA/SEM.6/
< E/ECE>/GA/SEM.7/AC/
< E/ECE>/GA/WP.1/
< E/ECE>/GA/WP.2/
< E/ECE>/GA/WP.3/
< E/ECE>/GA/WP.5/
< E/ECE>/GA/WP.6/
GRO/SYM/PGAS/
ST/ECE/PGAS/

NATURAL GAS-RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
< E/ECE>/ENERGY/WP.3/AC.10/

NATURAL PRODUCTS.
ID/WG.188/

NATURAL RESOURCES.
See also: AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES
ENERGY RESOURCES
FOREST RESOURCES
GENETIC RESOURCES
MARINE RESOURCES
MINERAL RESOURCES
NON-RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES
RESOURCES CONSERVATION
SHARED NATURAL RESOURCES
SOIL RESOURCES
WATER RESOURCES
A/CONF.48/C.2/
DP/GC/LES.S/1NR/
DP/NG/RE/PROJECTS/
DP/NG/RE/PROJECTS/REC/
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E/C.7/AC.1/
E/CONF.60/AC.2/
E/CONF.60/SYM.III/
<ST/TCD/RED/>/
<ST/TCD/RED/>/

NATURAL RESOURCES—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/INR/
E/ECA/INR/
<ST/ECA/NRD/>/

NATURAL RESOURCES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&NR/

NATURAL RESOURCES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/INR.1/WRD/
E/CN.11/INR.2/ERD/
E/CN.11/INR.3/MRD/
E/CN.11/INR/
E/ESCAP/INR/
<ST/ESCAP/INR/>/

NATURAL RESOURCES—EUROPE.
<ST/ECE/> INR.

NATURAL RESOURCES—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/AC.65/

NATURAL RESOURCES—NAMIBIA.
A/AC.131/5SY/

NATURAL RESOURCES—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/NR/
E/ESCAP/INR/

NATURAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
E/AC.55/
E/ESCAP/INR/1992/WG.1/

NATURAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&NR/NG/

NATURAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/NR/
E/ESCAP/NR/

NATURAL RESOURCES POLICY.
E/C.7/
<UNU/>NRTS/

NATURAL RESOURCES SURVEYS.
E/AC.55/
E/ESCAP/INR/UM/RSSS/

NATURE CONSERVATION.
See also: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PLANT PROTECTION
RESOURCES CONSERVATION
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
A/CONF.48/WGC.3/

NAURU.
T/CONF.9/

NAURU—PETITIONS.
T/OBS.9/
T/PET.9/

NAURU—TRUST TERRITORIES.
A/C.4/SC.1/

NAURU—TRUSTEESHIP AGREEMENTS.
A/C.4/SC.1/

NAUTICAL CHARTS—WESTERN ASIA.
See also: AERONAUTICAL CHARTS
E/ESCWA/TCD/1994/WG.1/

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE—MEDITERRANEAN REGION.

NAVIGATION—EUROPE.
<ST/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SO.3/

NAVIGATION SATELLITES.
A/AC.105/WG.2/

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.
A/CN.9/WG.IV/

NEPAL—SAVINGS MOBILIZATION.
<ST/ECE/> DP/WMDSN/

NEW GUINEA.
T/COM.8/
T/OBS.8/
T/PET.8/

NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER.
A/AC.166/
A/AC.168/
A/AC.191/
A/AC.9/WG.V /
<ST/UN/UNCTAD/OSS/TA/
UNITAR/CCESTEM/WFUNA/
UNITAR/THD/

NEW MATERIALS.
See also: MATERIALS RESEARCH
<ST/ECE/> ENG/AT/S/SEM.10/

NEW TECHNOLOGIES.
See also: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
<ST/ECE/> ENG/AT/S/SEM.10/
ID/WG.3/
ID/WG.205/
ID/WG.394/
ID/WG.398/
ID/WG.401/
<ST/UN/INTECH/

NEW TECHNOLOGIES—EUROPE.
<ST/ECE/> STEEL/SYM.1963/

NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES—EUROPE.
<ST/ECE/> ENG/CONF/

NEWSLETTERS.
See also: SERIAL PUBLICATIONS
E/CN.14/STC/FTN/
ID/SER.8/

NICKEL.
TD/NICKEL/
TD/NICKEL/PM/
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NITROGEN OXIDES.
See also: AIR POLLUTANTS
< E/ECE/ > EB.AIR/WG.3/

NOISE CONTROL.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/WP.29/GRB/

NOISE POLLUTION-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRB/

NON-ALIGNED COUNTRIES.
UNU/TWWD/

NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES.
See also: BIOGAS
BIOMASS ENERGY
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
HYDROELECTRIC POWER
SOLAR ENERGY
WIND POWER
A/AC.215/
A/AC.218/
A/AC.218/WG.1/
A/CONF.100/
< A/CONF.100/ > BP/
A/CONF.100/C.1/
A/CONF.100/C.2/
< A/CONF.100/ > FP/
< A/CONF.100/ > GP/
< A/CONF.100/ > HP/
A/CONF.100/PC/
A/CONF.100/PRE-CONF/
< A/CONF.100/ > UP/
E/CONF.35/
< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/AC.14/
< E/ECE/ > ENERGY/AC.15/
ST/TC/EB/
TD/B/C.6/AC.10/

NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/ > IH/MA/EARN/
< E/ESCAP/ > NR/FR/NRSE/
< E/ESCAP/ > NR/FR/NRSE/

NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES--EUROPE.
< E/ > ECE/AC.8/
< E/ > ECE/AC.11/
< E/ > ECE/AC.12/
< E/ > ECE/AC.13/
< E/ > ENERGY/AC.5/
< E/ > ENERGY/AC.6/
< E/ > SC.TECH./SEM.7/AC/

NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/Conf.73/

NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES--MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
UNEPI/WG.20/

NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/NN/WG.1/

NON-FERROUS METALS INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.436/

NON-GOVERNMENTAL LIAISON SERVICES.
ST/GENEVA/NGO/
< ST/NGO/ >
< TD/ > UNCTAD/NGLS/

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS.
< A/CONF.147/ > UNCLDC/II/NGO/
E/C.2/
E/CN.11/AC.16/
E/CJ.2/
E/NGO/CONF.1/
E/NGO/CONF.2/
ID/WG.249/
ID/WG.444/
SG/CRO/
ST/DPI/CONF.4/
< ST/ > DPI/NGO/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/ > NGO/
< ST/GENEVA/ > NGO/
ST/GENEVA/NGO/
TD/R/NGO/IST/

NON-METALLIC MINERAL RESOURCES.
ID/WG.370/

NON-NUCLEAR-WEAPON STATES.
See also: INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
A/CONF.35/
A/CONF.35/C.1/
A/CONF.35/C.2/
A/CONF.35/CB/
A/CONF.35/CG/
A/CONF.35/PC/
CD/SA/

NON-PROFIT CORPORATIONS--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > H/S/PHOUSER/SEM.1/

NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCES--EUROPE.
See also: FOSSIL FUELS
NATURAL RESOURCES
< E/ECE/ > SC.TECH./SEM.13/

NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES.
See also: CAMERONS UNDER BRITISH ADMINISTRATION
CAMERONS UNDER FRENCH ADMINISTRATION
DECOLONIZATION
SOMALIA UNDER ITALIAN ADMINISTRATION
TOGOLAND UNDER BRITISH ADMINISTRATION
TOGOLAND UNDER FRENCH ADMINISTRATION
TRUST TERRITORIES
VISITING MISSIONS
A/AC.9/
A/AC.17/
A/AC.28/
A/AC.35/
A/AC.35/S.C.1/
A/AC.35/S.C.2/
A/AC.35/S.C.3/
A/AC.35/S.C.4/
A/AC.35/S.C.5/
A/AC.35/S.C.6/
A/AC.35/S.C.7/
A/AC.35/S.C.8/
A/AC.35/S.C.9/
A/AC.35/S.C.10/
A/AC.35/S.C.11/
A/AC.35/S.C.12/
A/AC.57/
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A/AC.58/
A/AC.67/
A/AC.100/
A/AC.108/
A/C.4/SC.9/
ST/TRI/
ST/TRI/B/
ST/TRI/SER.A/
T/AC.14/
T/C.1/

NON-TARIFF BARRIERS.
See also: EXPORT RESTRICTIONS
RESTRICTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES
TD/B/C.2(V)/SC.1/
TD/B/C.2(VI)/SC/
TD/B/C.2(VII)/SC/

NORDIC COUNTRIES--SOCIAL PLANNING.
UN/SC/SOA/SEM/47/

NORTH AFRICA.
See also: ARAB COUNTRIES
MEDITERRANEAN REGION

NORTH AFRICA--CENTRAL BANKS.
E/CN.14/AMA/Ana/

NORTH AFRICA--ECONOMIC COOPERATION.
E/CN.14/NA/ECOP/

NORTH AFRICA--ECONOMIES IN TRANSITION.
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.5/

NORTH AFRICA--FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT.
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.5/

NORTH AFRICA--GAS INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.5/

NORTH AFRICA--INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION.
ID/WG.96/

NORTH AFRICA--INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
ID/WG.121/

NORTH AFRICA--SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.95/

NORTH AFRICA--STATISTICS.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/SRC/
E/CN.14/NA/STAT/

NORTH AMERICA.
See also: UN, ECE

NORTH AMERICA--AGE DISTRIBUTION.
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.28/

NORTH AMERICA--AUTOMATION.
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.17/

NORTH AMERICA--CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.17/
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.18/

NORTH AMERICA--CHEMICALS.
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/AC.8/

NORTH AMERICA--ELECTRIC POWER.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.17/
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.11/
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.12/
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.12/AC/

NORTH AMERICA--ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS.
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.13/
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.13/AC/

NORTH AMERICA--ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES.
< E/ECE/> ENG/AUT/AC.17/

NORTH AMERICA--ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.
< E/> ECE/CEP/
< E/> ECE/ENVWA/

NORTH AMERICA--ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.19/
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/AC.7/

NORTH AMERICA--ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.65/

NORTH AMERICA--FORESTRY INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> T/L/MEPC1/

NORTH AMERICA--GAS INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.12/

NORTH AMERICA--GEOTHERMAL ENERGY.
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.14/

NORTH AMERICA--POPULATION COMPOSITION.
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.28/

NORTH AMERICA--POWER INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.11/

NORTH AMERICA--ROAD TRANSPORT FACILITATION.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.7/

NORTH AMERICA--STATISTICAL SERVICES.
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.29/

NORTH AMERICA--TOXIC SUBSTANCES.
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/AC.8/

NORTH AMERICA--WATER MANAGEMENT.
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.5/

NORTH-SOUTH RELATIONS.
ID/WG.59/

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT.
CD/HT3/

NUCLEAR ENERGY.
See also: IAEA
A/AC.50/
A/AC.105/C.1/WG.5/
A/AC.105/C.1/WG.V/
A/C.1/SC.16/
A/CONF.8/
A/CONF.19/
A/CONF.28/
A/CONF.38/C.2/
A/CONF.49/
A/CONF.108/
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NUCLEAR MATERIALS.
AEC/C.2/SUB.1/
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION.
CTBT/MSS/
CTBT/PC/
NPT/CNF.1995/CC/
NPT/CNF.1995/D.C/
NPT/CNF.1995/MC.I/
NPT/CNF.1995/MC.II/
NPT/CNF.1995/MC.III/
NPT/CNF.1995/PC/
NPT/CNF.II/
NPT/CNF.III/C.I/
NPT/CNF.III/C.II/
NPT/CNF.III/PC/
NPT/CNF.IV/
NPT/CNF.IV/CC/
NPT/CNF.IV/DC/
NPT/CNF.IV/MC.I/
NPT/CNF.IV/MC.II/
NPT/CNF.IV/MC.III/
NPT/CNF.IV/PC/
NPT/CNF/PC/
NPT/AC.4/
NURSING.
A/A/CN.11/TA/UNDAT/
OCEANIA.
A/A/CN.11/TA/UNDAT/
OCEANIA-DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
E/ESC/PREP/
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OCEANIA-Population policy.
FPA/SPC/

OCEANOGRAPHY.
E/CONF.36/C.5/
UNEP/WG.65/

OCEANOGRAPHY--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CONF.52/C.5/
E/CONF.57/C.5/

OECD.
UNITAR/EUR.72/STUD.1/

OFFENDERS.
See also: Juvenile Offenders
A/CONF.6/
A/CONF.6/C.3/
A/CONF.171/
A/CONF.261/
A/CONF.43/
A/CONF.56/
A/CONF.67/
A/CONF.87/
A/CONF.87/BP/
A/CONF.87/C.1/
A/CONF.87/C.2/
A/CONF.87/C.2/SC/
A/CONF.121/
A/CONF.121/PM/
A/CONF.144/
A/CONF.144/PM/
A/CONF.144/RPM/
A/CONF.169/
A/CONF.169/PM/
E/CN.5/AC.4/
E/CN.5/AC.7/
E/CN.5/AC.8/
E/CN.5/AC.9/
E/CN.5/AC.10/
E/CN.5/AC.11/
E/CN.5/C.1/
E/CN.5/C.2/
E/CN.5/C.3/
E/CN.5/C.4/
E/CN.5/C.5/
E/CN.5/C.6/
E/CN.5/C.7/
E/CN.5/C.8/
E/CN.5/C.9/
E/CN.5/HR.1/
E/CN.5/HR.2/
E/CN.5/HR.3/
E/CN.5/HR.4/
E/CN.5/HR.5/
E/CN.5/HR.6/
E/CN.5/HR.7/
E/CN.5/HR.8/
E/CN.5/HR.9/
E/CN.5/EU/
E/CN.5/EU.1/
E/CN.5/EU.2/
E/CN.5/EU.3/
E/CN.5/EU.4/
E/CN.5/EU.5/
E/CN.5/EU.6/
E/CN.5/EU.7/
E/CN.5/EU.8/
E/CN.5/EU.9/
E/CN.5/GEN/
E/CN.5/GEN.1/
E/CN.5/GEN.2/
E/CN.5/GEN.3/
E/CN.5/GEN.4/
E/CN.5/GEN.5/
E/CN.5/GEN.6/
E/CN.5/GEN.7/
E/CN.5/GEN.8/
E/CN.5/GEN.9/
E/CN.5/LA/
E/CN.5/LA.1/
E/CN.5/LA.2/
E/CN.5/LA.3/
E/CN.5/LA.4/
E/CN.5/LA.5/
E/CN.5/LA.6/
E/CN.5/LA.7/
E/CN.5/LA.8/
E/CN.5/LA.9/
E/CN.5/HR.1/
E/CN.5/HR.2/
E/CN.5/HR.3/
E/CN.5/HR.4/
E/CN.5/HR.5/
E/CN.5/HR.6/
E/CN.5/HR.7/
E/CN.5/HR.8/
E/CN.5/HR.9/
E/CN.5/EU/
E/CN.5/EU.1/
E/CN.5/EU.2/
E/CN.5/EU.3/
E/CN.5/EU.4/
E/CN.5/EU.5/
E/CN.5/EU.6/
E/CN.5/EU.7/
E/CN.5/EU.8/
E/CN.5/EU.9/
E/CN.5/GEN/
E/CN.5/GEN.1/
E/CN.5/GEN.2/
E/CN.5/GEN.3/
E/CN.5/GEN.4/
E/CN.5/GEN.5/
E/CN.5/GEN.6/
E/CN.5/GEN.7/
E/CN.5/GEN.8/
E/CN.5/GEN.9/
E/CN.5/LA/
E/CN.5/LA.1/
E/CN.5/LA.2/
E/CN.5/LA.3/
E/CN.5/LA.4/
E/CN.5/LA.5/
E/CN.5/LA.6/
E/CN.5/LA.7/
E/CN.5/LA.8/
E/CN.5/LA.9/

OFFENDERS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
UNAEP/

OFFICE BUILDINGS.
E/CN.12/AC.39/

OFFSHORE GAS FIELDS--EUROPE.
See: Flags of convenience
< E/ECE > GAS/SEM.7/AC/
< E/ECE > GAS/SEM.9/

OFFSHORE OIL DRILLING--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/15/NR/PL/

OIL EMBARGO--SOUTH AFRICA.
See also: sanctions
A/AC.234/
A/AC.236/

OIL INDUSTRIES.
ID/WG.120/

OIL PALM--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
RPH/CNP/

OIL POLLUTION.
< E/ECE > WATER/OIL POLL/

OILS AND FATS.
See also: vegetable oils
ID/WG.260/
TD/B/C.1/CONS.5/

OIL SEEDS.
ID/WG.120/
TD/B/C.1/CONS.5/
TD/B/CNP/OILS/
TD/B/CNP/OILS/AC/

OLYMPIC'S--EUROPE.
< E/ECE > CHIS/IND/Oil Symp/

OLIVE OIL.
E/CONF.19/
E/CONF.19/C.1/
E/CONF.19/C.2/
E/CONF.19/C.3/
E/CONF.19/EX/
E/CONF.19/AC/
E/CONF.19/OOC/
E/CONF.19/S/
E/CONF.45/
E/CONF.45/CW/
E/CONF.45/ECO/
E/CONF.45/LD/
E/CONF.45/PCU/
E/CONF.45/TEC/
TD/OIL/OIL.3/
TD/OIL/OIL.3/EX/
TD/OIL/OIL.4/
TD/OIL/OIL.4/EX/
TD/OIL/OIL.5/
TD/OIL/OIL.5/EX/
TD/OIL/OIL.6/
TD/OIL/OIL.6/Prep/
TD/OIL/OIL.7/
TD/OIL/OIL.8/
TD/OIL/OIL.9/

OPEN REGISTRY FLEETS.
See: Flags of convenience

OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
See also: technical cooperation
DP/OPAS/Agreement/
DP/OPAS/Agreement/
E/1979/C.3/
E/1980/C.3/
E/1981/C.3/
E/1982/C.3/
E/1983/C.3/
E/1984/C.3/
E/1985/C.3/
E/1986/C.3/
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E/1987/C.3/
E/1988/C.3/
E/1989/C.3/
E/1990/C.3/
E/1991/C.3/
E/CONF.12/C.1/
ID/WG.144/
ID/WG.168/
ID/WG.225/
SF/OP/
<ST/ADM/GS/FOD/>/
<ST/OGS/FOD/>/

OPERATIONS RESEARCH.
VAR/SYM/EP/

ORGANIC CHEMICALS.
<EECE/>EB.AIR/WG.7/
<EECE/>ENV/SEM.9/PM/

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE.
See also: ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM
A/AC.179/
A/CONF.90/DC/
A/CONF.90/NC/

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE.
E/AC.34/
<EEC/>PMD/CSC/
TD/B/AC.30/

ORGANIZED CRIME.
E/CONF.88/

OUTER SPACE.
See also: SPACE EXPLORATION
A/AAC.89/
A/AAC.98/C.1/
A/AAC.98/C.2/
A/AAC.98/LEG/
A/AAC.105/
A/AAC.105/C.1/
A/AAC.105/C.1/WG.4/
A/AAC.105/C.1/WG.5/
A/AAC.105/C.1/WG.6/
A/AAC.105/C.1/WG.7/
A/AAC.105/C.1/WG.8/
A/AAC.105/C.2/
A/AAC.105/C.2/WG/089/
<AA/AC.105/C.2/>WG/RS/
A/AAC.105/WG.1/
A/AAC.105/WG.2/
A/AAC.105/WG.3/
A/CONF.34/
A/CONF.34/PC/
A/CONF.101/
A/CONF.101/PC/
A/CONF.101/PRE-CONF/
<AA/>COPUOS/

CD/OS/
PUOS/
ST/PSCA/OS/
ST/S6/SER.E/

<EECE/>EC.AD./AC.3/

OVERHEAD COSTS.
See: SUPPORT COSTS

OZONE LAYER.
UNEP/OzL.Conv/
UNEP/OzL.Fin/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.Asmt/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.Bur/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.I/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.II/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.III/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.IV/
UNEP/OzL.Pro/
UNEP/OzL.Pro/WG.1/
UNEP/OzL.Pro/WG.2/
UNEP/OzL.Pro/WG.3/
UNEP/WG.7/
UNEP/WG.69/
UNEP/WG.78/
UNEP/WG.94/
UNEP/WG.97/
UNEP/WG.98/
UNEP/WG.110/
UNEP/WG.151/
UNEP/WG.167/
UNEP/WG.172/

PACIFIC ISLANDS (TRUST TERRITORY) QUESTION.
See also: TRUST TERRITORIES
A/AAC.109/SC.3/
T/COM.10/
T/OBS.10/
T/PET.10/

PACIFIC OCEAN REGION.
See also: ASIA AND THE PACIFIC OCEAN
SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN
WESTERN PACIFIC OCEAN REGION

PACIFIC OCEAN REGION–ENERGY RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
<EE/ESCAP/>NR/W/GMESP/

PACIFIC OCEAN REGION–ENERGY STATISTICS.
<EE/ESCAP/>STAT/PSWES/

PACKAGING.
<EECE/>TIM/PACK/
GRPDG/
ID/WG.104/
ID/WG.105/
ID/WG.172/
ID/WG.180/

PACKAGING–ARAB COUNTRIES.
ID/WG.149/
ID/WG.255/
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PADIS.
ST/ECA/PADIS/
ST/ECA/PADIS/DAE/
ST/ECA/PADIS-DEV/

PAKISTAN–SHOE INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.162/

PALESTINE QUESTION.
See also: MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
A/AC.13/
A/AC.13/SC.1/
A/AC.13/SC.2/
A/AC.13/SC.3/
A/AC.13/SC.4/
A/AC.14/
A/AC.21/
A/AC.25/
A/AC.27/
A/AC.37/
A/AC.183/
A/C.1/SC.9/
A/C.1/SC.10/
A/CONF.114/
A/CONF.114/PC/
ST/DPA/DPR/
<ST/DPA/DPR/> CFR/NGO/
<ST/DPA/PRESS/>GA/PAL/
<ST/SP/OPG3/>/
<ST/SP/PGAA/>
ST/SG/SER.F/
<UNTSO/>

PALESTINE REFUGEES.
See also: UNRWA
A/AC.27/
A/AC.37/
A/AC.41/
A/AC.112/
A/AC.116/
A/AC.120/
A/AC.122/
A/AC.127/
A/AC.132/
A/AC.133/
A/AC.136/
A/AC.142/
A/AC.147/
A/AC.153/
A/AC.158/
A/AC.163/
A/AC.171/
A/AC.178/
A/AC.188/
A/AC.190/
A/C.3/SC.2/
<UNRWA/>

PALESTINIANS.
TD/B/42(1)/SC/
<TD/>UNCTAD/DSD/SEU/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/SEU/
<TD/>UNCTAD/RDP/SEU/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/SEU/

PANAMA–HOUSING CONSTRUCTION.
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.6/

PANAMA–INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.8/

PANAMA–ROAD TRANSPORT.
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.5/

PANAMA–WATER RESOURCES.
<ORNH/STP/>

PAPAYA BRACTEATUM.
ST/SG/SER.J/

PAPER INDUSTRY.
See: PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY

PARTICLE BOARD.
<E/ECE/>TIM/BOARD/
<E/ECE/>TIM/SECOND/2/

PASSENGER TRANSPORT.
See also: TRANSPORT

PASSENGER TRANSPORT–ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
TRANS/W/8/UTT/

PASSENGER TRANSPORT–EUROPE.
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.3/
<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.28/

PASSENGER TRANSPORT–LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.7/

PASSPORTS.
E/CONF/PASS/PC/

PATENT LAW–MEXICO.
ID/WG.194/

PATENTS.
<E/ECA/WIPO/III/
ID/WG.228/
TD/B/C.6/AC.2/
TD/B/WG.3/

PAYMENTS–ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: INTERNATIONAL PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS/

PAYMENTS ARRANGEMENTS.
TD/B/AC.7/

PAYMENTS ARRANGEMENTS–ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
TRADE/LTP/

PAYMENTS ARRANGEMENTS–EASTERN EUROPE.
TD/B/AC.22/

PAYMENTS UNIONS–AFRICA.
E/CN.14/STC/5/
E/CN.14/STC/5/

PEACE.
See also: UNIVERSITY OF PEACE
A/CONF.128/
A/CONF.134/
PEACE RESEARCH.
See also: DISARMAMENT RESEARCH
<UNIVPAZ/>
<UNIVPAZ>/Council/
<UNU>/PGT/
<UNU>/PRS/

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS.
See also: TRUCE SUPERVISION
A/AC.83/
A/AC.121/
A/AC.121/WG/
A/AC.121/WG/A/
A/AC.121/WG/B/
<A>/WGAP/
<ST/DPKO/EAD/>
UNFP/

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS--ANGOLA.
UNAVEM/

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS--CROATIA.
<ST/DPKO/UNTAES/>

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS--CYPRUS.
<ST/DPKO/UNFICYP/>

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS--EL SALVADOR.
<ST/DPKO/ONUSAL/>

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS--LEBANON.
<UNIFIL/>

PEACEMAKING.
See also: DISPUTE SETTLEMENT
GOOD OFFICES
<A>/WGAP/

PENSION SCHEMES.
SBC/AC/

PENSIONS.
A/CN.8/
JSPB/
JSPB/G/
SPC/

PEPPER.
RP/PC/

PEPPER--ASIA.
RP/RCP/

PEPPER--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ECE>/TRADE/PCMP/LPP/

PERIODIC REPORTS.
DPITA/(country)/
E/CN.4/AC.17/
E/CN.4/AC.18/
E/CN.4/AC.20/
T/JAC.21/

PERIODICAL ARTICLES.
ST/LIB/SER.C/

PERIODICALS.
See also: NEWSLETTERS
SERIAL PUBLICATIONS
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.A/
<ID>/UNIDO/LIB/SER.A/

PERISHABLE FOOD--EUROPE.
See also: FOOD PRESERVATION
<A/ECE>/AGRI/EGGS/
<A/ECE>/AGRI/POTATOES/
<A/ECE>/AGRI/WP.11/
<A/ECE>/AGRI/WP.1/EUR.STAN/
<A/ECE>/TRANS/GE.11/
<A/ECE>/TRANS/WP.11/

PERMANENT MISSIONS.
ST/GENEVA/SER.A/
ST/SG/SER.A/
ST/SG/SER.D/

PERMANENT SOVEREIGNTY.
A/AC.97/

PERSONAL COMPUTERS.
See: MICROCOMPUTERS

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.
See also: ADMINISTRATION
JOB CLASSIFICATION
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
RECRUITMENT
SALARIES AND ALLOWANCES
STAFF REPRESENTATION
STAFFING
UN--PERSONNEL QUESTIONS
A/C.5/
A/C.5/(sess.)/
A/CN.5/Decisions/Case...
ACC/1982/PER/
ACC/1983/PER/
ACC/1984/PER/
ACC/1985/PER/SCJC/
AT/
AT/DEC/
Geneva/P.M./
IC/
IC/GENEVA/
ID/ST/IC/
<ID>/UNIDO/ASD/PS/
ST/ADM/HRM/
ST/DAM/HRM/
ST/GENEVA/CCISUA/
ST/TAJ/CONF.1/
UNDP/ADM/PER/

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/UPAC/AC.3/

PESTICIDES.
E/A/38/
<E/ECE>/FOA/ECE/CES:FP/
<E/ECE>/IM/WP.7/
ID/WG.164/
UNEP/WG.96/
UNEP/WG.165/

PESTICIDES--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ECE>/AD/RCAPPA/
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PESTICIDES - EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.8/

PESTICIDES INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.127/

PESTICIDES INDUSTRY - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ID/WG.223/

PESTICIDES INDUSTRY - LATIN AMERICA.
ID/WG.80/

PETITIONS.
See also: HEARINGS
A/AC.109/SC.1/
T/AC.5/
T/AC.6/
T/AC.20/
T/AC.24/
T/AC.34/
T/AC.41/
T/AC.43/
T/C.2/
T/OBS.3/
T/OBS.46&65/
T/OBS.47/
T/OBS.5/
T/OBS.66&7/
T/OBS.8/
T/OBS.7/
T/OBS.8/
T/OBS.10/
T/OBS.11/
T/OBS.GENERAL/
T/PET.3/
T/PET.46&5/
T/PET.6/
T/PET.5/
T/PET.6&2/
T/PET.6/
T/PET.7/
T/PET.8/
T/PET.11/
T/PET.GENERAL/

PETITIONS - MAURITIUS.
T/OBS.9/
T/PET.9/

PETITIONS - SAMOA.
T/OBS.1/
T/PET.1/

PETITIONS - TANGANYIKA.
T/AC.4/
T/OBS.2/
T/PET.2/

PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
ID/G/ER/1/
ID/WG.34/
ID/WG.291/
ID/WG.316/
ID/WG.336/
ID/WG.396/
ID/WG.466/
ID/WG.446/

PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY - ARAB COUNTRIES.
ID/WG.219/

PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY - EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.11/
<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.11/AC/

PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY - MIDDLE EAST.
ID/WG.219/

PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY - WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECW/ID/WG.3/
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PIPELINES-EUROPE.
<E/ECE>/GAS/SEM.2/
<E/ECE>/GAS/SEM.2/AC.1/
<E/ECE>/GAS/SEM.7/AC/

PLAN OF ACTION TO COMBAT DESERTIFICATION (1977).
<E/ECE>/ECU/PACD/

PLANT PROTECTION.
<E/ECE>/ENV/AC.6/

PLANT PROTECTION-EUROPE.
<E/ECE>/ENV/AC.13/
<E/ECE>/EN/WA/AC.1/
<E/ECE>/TIM/SEM.9/

PLASTIC PRODUCTS.
ID/WG.327/
ID/WG.430/

PLASTICS.
<E/ECE>/CHEM/AC.2/
ID/WG.96/
ID/WG.159/

PLASTICS INDUSTRY.
See also: POLYMER AND PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY
ID/WG.27/
ID/WG.392/

PLASTICS INDUSTRY-EUROPE.
<E/ECE>/CHEM/AC.23/
<E/ECE>/CHEM/AC.24/
<E/ECE>/CHEM/SEM.13/

PLASTICS INDUSTRY-LATIN AMERICA.
ID/WG.137/
ID/WG.184/

PLATE TECTONICS-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/CSTM/

PLEDGING CONFERENCES.
See also: BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS
A/AC.90/
A/AC.95/
A/AC.99/
A/AC.101/
A/CONF.128/
A/CONF.134/
A/CONF.179/

POLAND-FORESTRY INDUSTRY.
<E/ECE>/TIM/AC.7/

POLICY-MAKING.
E/AC.24/
<E/ECE>/ECON/ADVISERS/SOCIAL SEM/
UN/SCOA/SEM/44/

POLITICAL ASPECTS.
A/AC.24/
A/AC.31/
A/AC.38/
A/AC.53/
A/AC.81/
A/AC.72/
A/AC.78/
A/AC.80/
A/AC.37/
A/AC.1/
A/AC.1/(sess.)/
A/SPC/
A/SPC/(sess.)/
<ST/DPI/PRESS>/GA/PS/

POLITICAL CONDITIONS.
See also: INTERIM GOVERNMENTS
SELF-RULE
A/AC.1/SC.1/
<ST/PATHD/>
ST/PSCA/
<ST/SG/OPGS/>
<ST/SG/PGAA/>
ST/SPC/CDT/

POLITICAL CONDITIONS-BALKAN REGION.
A/AC.16/SC.2/

POLITICAL COOPERATION.
See also: FRIENDLY RELATIONS AMONG STATES
A/AC.12/SC.6/
A/AC.12/SC.9/
A/AC.1/SC.13/

POLITICAL PRISONERS.
See also: DETAINED PERSONS
PRISONER TREATMENT
TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL TREATMENT
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.4/

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.
See: POLITICAL CONDITIONS

POLLUTION.
See also: AIR POLLUTION
INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION
MARINE POLLUTION
NOISE POLLUTION
WATER POLLUTION
E/AC.24/
E/AC.24/ENG.AUT/SEM.9/AC/
E/AC.24/WATER POLL/Policy/

POLLUTION-EUROPE.
E/AC.24/
E/AC.24/ENG.AUT/SEM.9/AC/
E/AC.24/WATER POLL/Policy/

POLLUTION CONTROL.
See also: ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
A/AC.89/
A/AC.90/
A/AC.95/
A/AC.99/
A/AC.101/
A/CONF.128/
A/CONF.134/
A/CONF.179/

POLLUTION CONTROL-EUROPE.
A/AC.89/
A/AC.90/
A/AC.95/
A/AC.99/
A/AC.101/
A/CONF.128/
A/CONF.134/
A/CONF.179/

POLLUTION CONTROL-MEDITERRANEAN SEA.
UNEP/WS.45/
UNEP/WG.45/
UNEP/WG.81/

POLLUTION CONTROL-MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
UNEP/WS.11/
POLLUTION CONTROL—Mediterranean Sea.
UNEP/IG.19/

POLLUTION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY—Europe.
See also: Environmental Engineering
Environmentally Sound Technology
Low Waste Technology

<P/ECE/>EB.AIR/SEM.2/
<P/ECE/>EB.AIR/SEM.3/
<P/ECE/>ENGH/AC.2/

POLLUTION SOURCES.
<P/ECE/>WATER/SEM.3/
UNEP/IG.9/
UNEP/WG.13/

POLYMER AND PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY.
See also: Plastics Industry

ID/WG.78/
ID/WG.94/
ID/WG.135/
ID/WG.158/
ID/WG.166/
ID/WG.215/
ID/WG.369/

POLYMER AND PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY—Europe.

<P/ECE/>CHEM/AC.15/
<P/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.6/
<P/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.6/AC/

POLYMER PRODUCTS.
See: Plastic Products

POPULAR PARTICIPATION.
See also: Community Participation
Women's Advancement

<P/ECE/>CDP/AC.3/
T/AC.45/
UN/SAO/SEM/42/

POPULATION.
See also: Demography

UNFPA
A/CONF.171/
A/CONF.171/PC/
E/CN.9/
E/CN.9/AC.5/
E/CN.9/AC.9/
E/CN.9/AC.13/
E/CN.9/AC.1/
E/CN.9/C.1/
E/CN.9/Conf.4/
E/CN.9/Conf.4/A/
E/CN.9/Conf.13/
E/Conf.13/P/
E/Conf.13/P/C/
E/Conf.41/
E/Conf.41/P/
E/Conf.60/
E/Conf.60/C.2/
E/Conf.60/C.3/
E/Conf.60/P/C/
E/Conf.60/SYM.1/
E/Conf.60/SYM.11/
E/Conf.60/SYM.12/
E/Conf.60/SYM.13/
E/Conf.60/SYM.14/
E/Conf.60/WG/
E/Conf.76/
E/Conf.76/P/C/
E/Conf.76/P/PC/WG/
E/CONF.34/
E/CONF.84/PC/
<P/E/ESCAP/>POP/1/
ESOB/DM/
PAA/CPD/
POP/Inf.Ag.2/
POP/Inf.Ag.3/
POP/Inf.PMP/
<ST>/DEB/PA/POP/
<ST>/EA/POP/
<ST>/EA/POP/AC.5/
<ST>/EA/POP/AC.9/
ST/ESA/SEP.A/
ST/ESA/SEP.N/
ST/ESA/SEP.A/
<ST>/ESA/POP/AC.28/
<ST>/ESA/POP/IN/
ST/SOA/SEP.N/
ST/TCD/SEP.E/

POPULATION—Africa.
E/CN.9/CONF.3/
E/CN.14/POP/
E/CA/POP/
<ST>/ECA/POP/TP/
E/CA/POP/
<ST>/ECA/POP/PMP/
<ST>/ECA/POP/POST-WPC/
<ST>/ECA/POP/PRE-WPC/
<ST>/ESCAP/POP/

POPULATION—Asia and the Far East.
APC/
PMP/Inf.1/
PMP/Inf.PASD/

POPULATION—Asia and the Pacific.
E/ESCAP/POP/
<P/E/ESCAP/>POP/APP/C/
E/ESCAP/POP/INF/PCH/
<ST>/ESCAP/POP/POST-WPC/
<ST>/ESCAP/POP/PRE-WPC/

POPULATION—Europe.
<ST>/ECE/AC.9/

POPULATION—Latin America.
ST/CEPAL/Conf.48/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.64/
ST/ECLA/Conf.48/

POPULATION—Western Asia.
<ST>/ECWA/POP/CONF.1/
E/ECA/POP/CONF.2/
E/ECA/POP/CONF.3/
E/ECA/POP/WG.12/
<ST>/ECWA/REG.CONS.MEET./
E/ECWA/SDP/
E/ESCWA/POP/
E/ESCWA/SDP/

POPULATION CENSUSES.
See also: Censuses
E/CN.8/CONF.6/
<ST>/ESA/STAT/AC.6/
ST/STAT/P/
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POPULATION CENSUSES—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/CPH/
E/CN.14/CAS.5/CPH/
E/CN.14/CPH/
E/ECA/CPH/

POPULATION CENSUSES—ARAB COUNTRIES.
E/ECA/POP/WG.13/

POPULATION CENSUSES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/ECWA/POP/ACN.12/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/CPH/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SPHC/

POPULATION CENSUSES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/STAT/WG/CPH/
< E/ESCAP/> STAT/WG/PHCP/

POPULATION CENSUSES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.8/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.21/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.26/
< E/ECE/> HBP/AC.7/

POPULATION CENSUSES—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.9/CONF.1/
ST/ECLA/Conf.32/
ST/ECLA/Conf.43/

POPULATION CENSUSES—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/POP/ACN.12/

POPULATION COMPOSITION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.28/

POPULATION COMPOSITION—NORTH AMERICA.
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.28/

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION.
< ST/> ESA/FCP.1984/EG.11/

POPULATION DYNAMICS.
E/CONF.60/C.1/

POPULATION EDUCATION.
See also: EDUCATION
< E/ESCAP/> POP/TPM/

POPULATION GROWTH—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
POP/Sem.ERUP/

POPULATION INFORMATION NETWORK.
< ST/> ESA/POP/INN/

POPULATION POLICY.
DP/FPA/
DP/FPA/CP/
DP/FPA/PROJECTS/
DP/FPA/PROJECTS/REC/
E/CONF.76/
FPA/
<ST>/DP/PRESS/> POP/

POPULATION POLICY—ARAB COUNTRIES.
E/ESCWA/POP/1983/APC/
E/ESCWA/POP/1983/MA/PPC/
E/ESCWA/POP/1983/SAPC/

POPULATION POLICY—ASIA.
POP/APC.2/
POP/APC/REC.1/
POP/APC/REC.2/

POPULATION POLICY—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> POP/MEAP/

POPULATION POLICY—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/CEGAN/POP/

POPULATION POLICY—OCEANIA.
FPA/SPC/

POPULATION PROGRAMMES.
E/CN.9/AC.1/
E/CN.9/AC.3/
E/CN.9/AC.6/

POPULATION PROGRAMMES—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/STAT/FSE/

POPULATION PROGRAMMES—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.46/

POPULATION PROJECTIONS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
POP/PPSN/

POPULATION PROJECTIONS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.26/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.35/

POPULATION RESEARCH.
See: DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH

POPULATION STATISTICS.
See: DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS

POPULATION SURVEYS.
E/CN.9/CONF.5/

POPULATION TRENDS.
E/CN.9/AC.4/
E/CN.9/AC.7/
E/CN.9/AC.8/
E/CN.9/AC.10/
E/CN.9/AC.11/
< ST/> ESA/P/AC.6/
< ST/> ESA/P/AC.8/

PORNOGRAPHY.
See also: CHILD PORNOGRAPHY
E/TOP/

PORT MANAGEMENT.
TD/B/CN.4/GI.1/
< TD/> UNCTAD/SD/PORT/

PORT MANAGEMENT—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/CENPA/
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/CEPA/
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/JCEAPAC/
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/JCESSP/

PORT MANAGEMENT—LATIN AMERICA.
CCE/SC.3/UGTMM/
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PORTS.
See also: TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
TD/B/C.4/AC.7/
TD/B/C.4/AC.9/
TD/B/C.4/AC.10/
TD/B/C.4/SC/
TD/B/CN.4/GE.1/
< TD/> UNCTAD/SDD/PORT/

PORTS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
TRANS/RPS/
TRANS/SUB.3/IPWP/

PORTS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/CNPA/
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/CPEA/
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/CEMGPTS/
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/CESSP/
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/STIPW/

PORTS--CHINA.
< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/STIPW/

PORTS--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SG.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SEM.6/

PORTS--LATIN AMERICA.
CCE/SC.3/GTMIII/

POST ADJUSTMENT.
See also: SALARIES AND ALLOWANCES
ICSC/ACPAQ/
ICSC/CPA/

POSTAL SERVICES.
E/CONF/POST/FC/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> UPU/

POSTAL SERVICES--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/TRANS/IPWP/PE/

POTATOES--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> AGR/WP.1/GE.6/
< E/ECE/> AGR/WP.1/GE.6/
< E/ECE/> AGR/WP.6/

POULTRY--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> AGR/WP.1/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> AGR/WP.1/GE.10/

POVERTY.
See: RURAL POVERTY
URBAN POVERTY

POVERTY MITIGATION.
TD/B/CN.2/
TD/B/CN.2/GE.1/
< TD/> UNCTAD/ECDC/PA/
< TD/> UNCTAD/PA/

POVERTY MITIGATION--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/SD/MWSSD/

POVERTY MITIGATION--NAMIBIA.
TG/P/

POWDER METALLURGY--EUROPE.
See also: METALLURGY
< E/ECE/> ENGLAUT/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> ENGLAUT/SEM.4/AC/

POWER INDUSTRY.
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/UP.2/SEM.1/

POWER INDUSTRY--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.11/

POWER INDUSTRY--NORTH AMERICA.
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.11/

POWER PLANTS.
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/UP.2/AC.6/

PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS.
ID/WG.211/

PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS--AFRICA.
ID/WG.122/

PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS--EUROPE.
ANK/SYM/EP/

PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS--LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.27/

PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS--MIDDLE EAST.
ID/WG.122/

PRE-INVESTMENT STUDIES.
See also: FEASIBILITY STUDIES
ID/WG.236/

PRESS RELEASES.
See also: INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
PUBLIC INFORMATION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> UNIDO/CPE/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> AFG/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> AG/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> ANV/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> BIO/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> CAM/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> CT/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> CYP/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> DC/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> DCP/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> DEV/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> EC/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECA/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECLAC/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> ECOSOC/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> ENV/DEV/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/AB/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/AF/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/COL/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/DIS/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/PAL/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> GA/PES/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> H/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> HAB/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> HE/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> HI/
< ST/DPI/PRESS/> HR/
PRICE STABILIZATION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
  E/CN.11/AGRI/APIS/

PRICES.
See also: COMMODITY PRICES
  COST OF LIVING
  ENERGY PRICES
  WATER PRICES
  WHOLESALE PRICES

PRICES—AFRICA.
  <E/ECA/>SPS/

PRICES—EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>CES/AC.49/

PRINCIPLES.
A/CONF.70/C.1/WG.1/

PRISONER TREATMENT.
See also: DETAINED PERSONS
  POLITICAL PRISONERS
  TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL TREATMENT
A/CONF.6/C.1/

PRISONER TREATMENT—SOUTH AFRICA.
E/CN.4/AC.22/

PRISONERS OF WAR.
A/AC.48/
  S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.IV/

PRISONS.
See also: IMPRISONMENT
  A/CONF.6/C.1/
  A/CONF.6/C.2/
  E/CN.5/AC.8/

PRIVATIZATION.
See also: ECONOMIC REFORM
  ECONOMIES IN TRANSITION
  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.2/AC.8/
  TD/B/WG.3/

PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES.
See also: DIPLOMATIC PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES
  STAFF SECURITY
A/C.6/SC.4/
  A/C.6/Sub.2/

PROCUREMENT.
See: PURCHASING

PRODUCER-CONSUMER GROUPS.
ICSG/

PRODUCERS ASSOCIATIONS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
  <E/ESCAP/>TRADE/MRCCA/

PRODUCT SAFETY—EUROPE.
See also: CONSUMER PROTECTION
  SAFETY DEVICES
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRR/

PRODUCT TESTING.
See also: QUALITY CONTROL
  <E/ECE/>STAND/SEM.1/
  <E/ECE/>TRADE/SEM.6/
PRODUCTION.
E/CONF.42/WP.4/

PRODUCTION CONTROL.
E/CONF.29/C.1/
<E/ECE/>COAL/GE.1/
ID/WG.438/

PRODUCTION CONTROL-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>COAL/WP.2/
<E/ECE/>TIM/SEM.12/

PRODUCTIVITY-EUROPE.
See also: LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY
<E/ECE/>COAL/PROD/

PRODUCTIVITY STATISTICS-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CES/AC21/
ID/WG.21/
<E/ECE/>STAT/WP.1/

PROGRAMME BUDGETING.
See also: BUDGETING
A/AC.173/
ST/SGB/PPBMERules/

PROGRAMME EVALUATION.
E/C.8/
E/CEPAL/AC.69/
E/CEPAL/AC.70/
E/CN.11/POP/ESEP/
E/CN.14/STAT/PSE/
E/TAC/GC.1/
EGPE.2/
UNDP/MIS/PAS/

PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION.
ST/ELAC/Conf.30/
ST/TA/G/

PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
DP/1982/ICW/
DP/1983/ICW/
E/CNF/1984/P/
E/CNF/1985/P/
E/CNF/1986/P/
E/CNF/1987/P/
E/CNF/1988/P/
E/CNF/1989/P/
E/CNF/1990/P/
E/CNF/1991/P/
E/CNF/1992/P/
E/CNF/1993/P/
E/CNF/1994/P/
E/CNF/1995/P/
E/CNF/1996/P/
E/CNF/C.3/
E/CNF/P/
E/CNF/PC/
ID/B/WGPC/
UNDP/PROG/

TD/B/39(2)/SSC/

PROGRAMME OF ACTION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER (1974).
A/AC.168/

PROGRAMME PLANNING.
See also: MEDIUM-TERM PLAN
DP/TA/CAT.I-II/
E/CN.5/AC.2/
E/CN.12/AC.33/
EGPT.5/
EGPT.8/
EGPT.9/
E/CN.14/ATRCW/
ID/WG.141/
ST/SGB/PPBMERules/
UNDP/PP/API/

PROGRAMME PLANNING-EUROPE.
UN/SOA/SEM/37/

PROGRAMMES OF ACTION.
E/CN.6/WG.1/
E/CN.14/ATRCW/
ID/B/LDC/GR/
UNEP/WG.64/
UNEP/WG.74/
UNEP/WG.76/

PROJECT ACTIVITIES.
DP/5/REPORTS/SERIES A/
DP/5/REPORTS/SERIES B/
ID/WG.38/
<ST/TC/TC/>
<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/
<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/ADM/
UNDP/MIS/Series B/

PROJECT APPRAISAL.
E/C.9/

PROJECT EVALUATION.
CID/PE/TW/
ID/SER.H/
ID/WG.31/

PROJECT EXPENDITURES.
UNDP/MIS/Series C/

PROJECT FINANCE.
DP/GO/GC/
<E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.3/AC.3/
<E/ECE/>HBP/AC.12/

PROJECT FORMULATION.
ID/SER.H/
ID/WG.31/

PROJECT FORMULATION-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>EC.ADJ/SEM.7/

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION.
ID/WG.39/
ID/WG.67/
ID/WG.114/
SP/EX/Agreement/

PROJECT MANAGEMENT.
DP/FP/CP/
DP/FP/PROJECTS/
DP/FP/PROJECTS/REC/
DP/SLC/
DP/G/LC/FINAL REPORT/
DP/ID/SER.B/
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION--AFRICA.
AAPAM/
E/CN.14/IAP/
E/CN.14/IAP/C.1/
E/CN.14/IAP/C.4/
E/CECA/PAMM/
E/CECA/PHUS/

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/PA/MAP/
PA/AIAS/
PA/MEA/
PA/Sem.DSA/

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION--EUROPE.
UN/SA/SEM/45/

PUBLIC ENTERPRISES.
See also: STATE TRADING ENTERPRISES

PUBLIC ENTERPRISES--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/ECOP/
<CECA/>PAMM/PA/

PUBLIC ENTERPRISES--CARIBBEAN REGION.
ST/ECLA/Conf.35/

PUBLIC ENTERPRISES--LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.35/
ST/ECLA/Conf.45/

PUBLIC FINANCE.
See also: FINANCE
ST/ECA/SER.B/
ST/SG/AC.5/

PUBLIC FINANCE--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/IAP/C.2/

PUBLIC INFORMATION.
See also: INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
PRESS RELEASES
A/AC.94/
A/AC.138/
AC.5/SC.8/
CCP/
E/CONF.45/PC/
<CECA/>ECE/INFO/
<ID/>UNIDO/CPE/
JUNIC/
<ST>/DPI/
<ST>/DPI/NGO/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>Notn/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>Pt/
ST/DPI/SER.A/
ST/DPI/SER.B/
ST/DPI/SER.C/
<ST>/DPI/
ST/OPI/SER.C/
<ST>/UNCTAD/EDM/ERC/
UNDP/CERI/

PUBLIC INVESTMENT.
RP/PPS/

PUBLIC INVESTMENT--EUROPE.
<CECA/>TRANS/SEM.6/

PUBLIC LAW.
A/CONF.176/
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PUBLIC OPINION.
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.2/AC.7/

PUBLIC RELATIONS.
< ID/> UNIDO/CPE/

PUBLIC SECTOR.
ID/WG.43/
ID/WG.298/

PUBLIC SECTOR-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ASTAT/NA.4/PASA/

PUBLIC SECTOR STATISTICS- EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.47/
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.20/

PUBLIC SERVICES-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> DP/PSRP/
< E/ESCAP/> IRD/GDLIG/
< E/ESCAP/> IRD/WDLIG/

PUBLIC SERVICES-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.41/

PUBLIC WORKS-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.5/AC/

PUBLICATIONS.
See also: BOOKS
REFERENCE MATERIALS
SERIAL PUBLICATIONS
< E/CONF.40/C.4/
< E/ESCAP/PUBLICATIONS/
< E/ICEF/PUBLICATIONS/
< ID/SER.G/
< ST/CS/SER.J/
< ST/CSS/> PUBL/
< ST/DPI/SER.F/
< ST/> HR/PUB/HCHR/
< ST/> DPI/SER.F/
< ST/> P/
< ST/> SIA/SER.H/
< TD/> UNCTAD/EDM/ERP/
< TD/> UNCTAD/SP/
< UNEP/PUBLICATIONS/
< UNU/> EP/

PUBLISHING.
< ST/> P/

PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.102/
ID/WG.362/

PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ECAFE/BTAO/FAO CONF/

PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY-LATIN AMERICA.
ECCLA/BTAO/FAO/
ST/ECLA/CONF.3/

PUMPED STORAGE PLANTS-EUROPE.
ATH/SYM/P/EP/

PURCHASING.
See also: INDUSTRIAL PROCUREMENT
UNITAR/EUR/PTP/

PURCHASING-AFRICA.
EC/CH.14/APS;
EC/CH.14/APSC/

QUALITY CONTROL.
See also: PRODUCT TESTING
ID/WG.58/
ID/WG.180/
ID/WG.346/

QUALITY CONTROL-AFRICA.
ID/WG.100/

QUALITY CONTROL-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.6/AC/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.2/

QUALITY OF LIFE.
See also: LIVING CONDITIONS
STANDARD OF LIVING
UNEF/WG.42/

QUALITY OF LIFE-AFRICA.
< E/ECA/> SAP/

QUALITY OF LIFE-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/SD/WS/

QUALITY OF LIFE-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.19/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.21/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/GE.1/AC.1/

QUESTIONNAIRES.
See also: DATA COLLECTION
< E/CN.2/WP.1/
< E/CN.4/AC.10/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.7/
T/AC.2/
T/AC.32/
T/AC.47/

RACE RELATIONS-SOUTH AFRICA.
A/AC.56/
A/AC.70/

RACIAL DISCRIMINATION.
See also: APARTHEID
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
A/CONF.32/
A/CONF.119/
A/CONF.119/C.1/
A/CONF.119/C.2/
A/CONF.119/CC/
CERD/
CERD/C/
CERD/SP/
E/AC.65/
E/AC.56/
E/NGO/CONF.1/
E/NGO/CONF.2/
< ST/> DPI/PRESS/> GA/AP/
< ST/> DPI/PRESS/> RD/
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RADIATION EFFECTS.
A/AC.82/

RADIO EQUIPMENT.
ID/WG.15/

RADIO PROGRAMMES--AFRICA.
E/ESC/ID/G/1

RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS.
See also: NUCLEAR WEAPONS
CD/RW/

RAILWAY ENGINEERING.
See also: ENGINEERING
ST/ECLA/CONF.5/

RAILWAY ENGINEERING--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ECAFE/TRANS/SUB.1/RSWP/

RAILWAY MANAGEMENT--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
EEE/ESC/TRANS/SC.2/AC.2/

RAILWAY NETWORKS--ASIA.
TRANS/SUB.1/AR/

RAILWAY NETWORKS--EUROPE.
< E/ECE>/ TRANS/SC.2/AC.2/
< E/ECE>/ TRANS/NP.25/

RAILWAY TRANSPORT.
See also: TRANSPORT

RAILWAY TRANSPORT--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.1/

RAILWAY TRANSPORT--EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ TRANS/SC.2/AC.2/
< E/ECE>/ TRANS/SC.2/GE.1/
< E/ECE>/ TRANS/SC.2/G/1/
< E/ECE>/ TRANS/SC/2/GREN/
< E/ECE>/ TRANS/NP.4/1/

RAILWAY TRANSPORT FACILITATION.
< E/ECE >/ TRANS/SC.2/AC.1/

RAILWAYS.
See also: TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

RAILWAYS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPTAR/
ST/ECAFE/SELK/
TRANS/NP/

RAILWAYS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP >/ TRANS/IRGM/
< E/ESCAP >/ TRANS/MM/IR/
< E/ESCAP >/ TRANS/IRGM/

RAILWAYS--LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.13/

RAW MATERIALS.
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/SEM.20/
< E/ECE >/ STEEL/SEM.11/

RAW MATERIALS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/INS/RF/

RAW MATERIALS--EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.3/
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.13/
< E/ECE >/ ENGIN/AC.3/
E/ECE/MU/
< E/ECE >/ SC.TECH./SEM.13/AC/
< E/ECE >/ STEEL/AC.1/1948/

REAL PROPERTY.
See also: LAND REGISTRATION
< E/ECE >/ HBG/SEM.50/

REAL PROPERTY--EUROPE.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
E/AC.31/
E/CN.11/AC.14/
< ST >/ ESA/STAT/AC.6/

RECONSTRUCTION.
See also: ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE
INTERNATIONAL RELIEF
A/AC.47/
A/AC.47/AD/
E/AC.35/
E/CN.1/SUB.1/C.1/
E/DEV/
E/EMP/SUB.1/

RECONSTRUCTION--AFRICA.
E/EMP/SUB.1/AC.3/

RECONSTRUCTION--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AC.3/

RECONSTRUCTION--EASTERN EUROPE.
E/EMP/SUB.1/NWFE/

RECONSTRUCTION--REPUBLIC OF KOREA.
UN/RK/RA/AG/

RECONSTRUCTION--SOUTHERN EUROPE.
E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.3/

RECONSTRUCTION--WESTERN EUROPE.
E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.1/

RECREATION AREAS--EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ HOUR/RECREATION SEM/

RECRUTMENT.
E/CN.14/CSRT/

RECYCLING.
See also: LOW WASTE TECHNOLOGY
SCRAP METALS
WASTE UTILIZATION
< ST >/ ESA/S&T/AC.5/

RECYCLING--EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.16/
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.16/
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/SEM.8/
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/SEM.8/AC/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/AC.2/
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REFERENCE MATERIALS.  
See also: ATLASSES  
BIBLIOGRAPHIES  
DICTIONARIES  
DIRECTORIES  
INDEXES  
MAPS  
THESauri  
ST/CGS/SER.A/  
ST/GENEVA/LIB/SER.B/  
ST/OGS/SER.A/  
REFERENCE MATERIALS - LATIN AMERICA.  
E/CEPAL/LIB/  
E/CN.12/LIB/  
REFORESTATION - EUROPE.  
See also: DEFORESTATION  
<E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.9/  
REFRACTORY MATERIALS.  
See also: BUILDING MATERIALS  
E/ECE/M/M/WP.2/  
ID/WG.179/  
REFRIGERATION.  
ID/WG.28/  
REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.  
See also: EMERGENCY RELIEF  
FOOD AID  
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE  
INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION  
UN HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES  
UNRRA  
A/AC.37/  
A/AC.79/  
A/AC.79/WP.1/  
A/AC.86/  
A/AC.106/  
A/AC.3/SC.2/  
E/AC.15/  
E/REF/UN/  
HCR/  
<ST/HCR/>  
REFUGEE ASSISTANCE - AFRICA.  
A/CONF.106/  
A/CONF.128/  
AFR/REF/CONF.1987/  
REFUGEE CAMPS.  
A/AC.13/SC.3/  
REFUGEE LAW.  
See also: TERRITORIAL ASYLUM  
A/CONF.2/  
REFUGEE PROTECTION.  
<A/AC.96/> EC/SCP/  
HCR/  
REFUGEE PROTECTION - AFRICA.  
AFR/REF/CONF.1987/  
REFUGEE STATUS.  
A/CONF.2/  
REFUGEES.  
See also: AFRICAN REFUGEES  
CENTRAL AMERICAN REFUGEES  
DISPLACED PERSONS  
INDO-CHINESE REFUGEES  
PALESTINE REFUGEES  
REPATRIATION  
A/AC.36/  
A/AC.79/WP.1/  
<A/AC.96/> EC/SC.2/  
A/AC.112/  
A/AC.116/  
A/AC.120/  
A/AC.122/  
A/AC.128/  
A/AC.133/  
A/AC.137/  
A/AC.143/  
A/AC.145/  
A/AC.152/  
A/AC.157/  
A/AC.162/  
A/AC.170/  
A/AC.177/  
A/AC.185/  
A/AC.189/  
A/AC.213/  
A/CONF.148/  
E/AC.8/  
E/AC.13/  
E/REF/  
E/REF/FACT-FINDING/  
E/REF/ORG/UN/  
< HCR/CDR/>  
HCR/D/  
HCR/I/  
HCR/R/  
<ST/DP/PRESS/>REF/  
REFUGEES - BALKAN REGION.  
A/AC.16/SC.3/  
REFUSE DERIVED FUELS - EUROPE.  
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.2/  
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.3/  
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.4/  
REGIONAL COMMISSIONS.  
See also: UN. CEPAL  
UN. ECA  
UN. ECFA  
UN. ECE  
UN. ECLAC  
UN. ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR THE MIDDLE EAST (PROPOSED)  
UN. ECWA  
UN. ESCAP  
UN. ESCWA  
E/CN.4/AC.23/  
<E/> ECWA/ST/  
<E/> ECE/RCTE/PC/  
REGIONAL COOPERATION.  
See also: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION  
<E/> ECWA/ST/  
ESOB/PP/  
ID/WG.111/  
UNEP/IG.48/
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REGIONAL COOPERATION - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
A/DC/CC.2/SSRC/
E/CN.11/RPH/
ID/WG.223/
PAPE/

REGIONAL COOPERATION - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/SMMP/
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/TG/
< E/ESCAP > TRADE/TG/SG.5/

REGIONAL COOPERATION - EUROPE.
< E/ECE > WATER/SEM.11/
UN/SOA/SEM/43/

REGIONAL COOPERATION - MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
UNEP/WG.62/

REGIONAL COOPERATION - WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/DPD/WG.15/

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
See also: DEVELOPMENT
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
ID/WG.8/
ST/ESA/OTC/CRD/
TD/B/AC.4/
UNCRD/

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT - AFRICA.
E/CA/MRAG/

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
&NR/RDP/

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP > DP/SORDS/
OTC/CRD/UIPD/

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT - LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/CONF.34/

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT - WESTERN ASIA.
ST/ESA/BEIRUT/
ST/UNESO/

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUNDS.
< ST/DP/PRESS > IFAD/

REGIONAL DISARMAMENT.
See also: DISARMAMENT.
A/CN.10/1983/NG.11/

REGIONAL INTEGRATION.
See: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

REGIONAL ECONOMICS - LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/C.1/WG.2/

REGIONAL NETWORK FOR SMALL HYDROPOWER.
ID/WG.433/

REGIONAL PLAN FOR ACTION FOR THE INTEGRATION
OF WOMEN INTO LATIN AMERICAN ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (1977).
E/CEPAL/CRM/R.1/

REGIONAL PLANNING.
See also: RURAL PLANNING
SETTLEMENT PLANNING
URBAN PLANNING

REGIONAL PLANNING - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/RP/
E/CONF.57/C.2/
&NR/RRP/
&NR/RDP/

REGIONAL PLANNING - EUROPE.
< E/ECE > HBP/CONF.II/URB.RESEARCH/
< E/ECE > HBP/SEM.7/
< E/ECE > HBP/SEM.7/PM/
< E/ECE > HBP/SEM.11/
< E/ECE > HBP/SEM.33/
< E/ECE > HBP/WP.3/GE.1/
< E/ECE > HOU/CONF.URB.RESEARCH/

REGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
DP/INT/GLO/
DP/RAB/
EAH/RA/
E/RA/SUS./1/

REGIONAL PROGRAMMES - AFRICA.
DP/RAP/

REGIONAL PROGRAMMES - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
DP/RAP/

REGIONAL PROGRAMMES - CARIBBEAN REGION.
DP/RLA/

REGIONAL PROGRAMMES - LATIN AMERICA.
DP/RLA/

REGIONAL SECURITY.
< UNU > PERS/

REGULATIONS.
See: LAWS AND REGULATIONS
RULES AND REGULATIONS

REGULATIONS AND RULES OF THE UNITED NATIONS JOINT
STAFF PENSION FUND.
JSPB/G/

REHABILITATION.
ST/SOA/CONF.1/
ST/SOA/CONF.2/
ST/SOA/CONF.3/
ST/SOA/SSP.1/

REHABILITATION - EUROPE.
UN/SOA/SEM/52/
UN/SOA/SEM/58/

REINSURANCE.
See also: INSURANCE
TD/B/C.3/AC.2/
TD/B/C.3/AC.6/
TD/B/C.3/SC.4/
TD/B/C.3(V)/SC/
TD/B/C.3(VI)/SC/
< TD > UNCTAD/RS/SR/
RELIGIOUS PLACES.
A/AC.13/SC.4/

RELIGIOUS PLACES—ISRAEL.
A/AC.31/SC.1/

RELIGIOUS PLACES—JORDAN.
A/AC.31/SC.1/

REMITTANCES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>DP/RILM/

REMOTE SENSING.
A/AC.105/C.1/WG.4/
<E/AC.105/C.2/>WG/RS/
E/ESCAP/NR/MMRSSS/

REMOTE SENSING—AFRICA.
E/ECA/NIRD/REMS/
ST/ECA/NIRD/REMS/

REMOTE SENSING—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>Tim/EFC/WF.2/Sem.1/

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES.
See: NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES

REPATRIATION—GREECE.
A/AC.45/

UNEP/GC/NPC/

REPORT PREPARATION.
E/CH.11/AC.18/
E/CONF.53/C.1/
E/ECON/DC/
E/SO/E/SOBI/
T/AC.21/

REPORT PREPARATION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>NVUNDBS/

REPRESENTATIVES’ CREDENTIALS.
See also: STATE REPRESENTATION
A/CRI/
E/CONF.2/C.71/
E/CONF.26/C.81/
E/CONF.46/CRD/
TD/III/CRD/

REPUBLIC OF KOREA—RECONSTRUCTION.
UNKRA/AG/

RESEARCH.
See also: AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
BUILDING RESEARCH
DEMOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH
ECONOMIC RESEARCH
FUEL RESEARCH
GAS RESEARCH
HOUSING RESEARCH
HYDROLOGICAL RESEARCH
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
MARKET RESEARCH
MATERIALS RESEARCH
MINING RESEARCH
NUCLEAR RESEARCH
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
PEACE RESEARCH
RESEARCH CENTRES
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
SOCIAL RESEARCH
SOIL RESEARCH
TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
URBAN RESEARCH

RESEARCH—AFRICA.
<E/ECA/>ACARTSOD/

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.
See also: DEVELOPMENT
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
ID/WG.181/
ID/WG.340/
ID/WG.376/
TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.1/
<TD/>UN/TO/AG/OSG/RF/
<TD/>HSDR/RF/

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT—AFRICA.
<E/ECA/>JIPAAS/

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/TCG/RDS/
ID/WG.361/

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.16/
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.19/
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.20/
E/ESCAP/SC.TECH./SEM.14/
E/ESCAP/SC.TECH./SEM.17/

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT—SOUTHEAST ASIA.
I&NR/TC/

RESEARCH CENTRES.
ID/WG.233/
UNEP/EU/

RESERVOIRS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CH.11/FLOOD/DR/

RESIDENT COORDINATORS.
See also: COORDINATION WITHIN UN SYSTEM
FIELD OFFICES
INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION
DP/(country)/
DP/TA/(country)/
UNDP/MEETINGS/

RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS.
E/AC.29/
ST/LIB/SER.H/
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RESOURCES CONSERVATION.
See also: ENERGY CONSERVATION
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
MARINE RESOURCES CONSERVATION
NATURE CONSERVATION
SOIL CONSERVATION
E/CONF.7/
E/CONF.7/PC/
<ST/>ESA/S&T/AC5/

RESOURCES EXPLORATION.
DP/GC(sess.)/NR/
DP/NRE/PROJECTS/
DP/NRE/PROJECTS/REC/
E/C.7/AC.1/

RESOURCES EXPLORATION--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/NRT/

RESOURCES MOBILIZATION--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: SAVINGS MOBILIZATION
E/CN.11/TWP.11/
E/CN.11/TWP.21/

RESTRICTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES.
See also: EXPORT RESTRICTIONS
NON-TARIFF BARRIERS
E/AC.37/
E/CONF.2/C.4/
E/CONF.2/C.4/A/
E/PC/T/11/
TD/B/C.2/AC.4/
TD/B/C.2/AC.5/
TD/B/C.2/AC.6/
TD/B/RBP/
TD/RBP/CONF.2/
TD/RBP/CONF.3/
TD/RBP/CONF.4/
TD/RBP/CONF/
TD/RBP/CONF/CONS/
<TD/>UNCTAD/RBP/TA/

RESTRUCTURING.
See: ADMINISTRATIVE REFORM
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO THE
CONVENTION ON THE PROHIBITION OF MILITARY OR ANY
OTHER HOSTILE USE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFICATION
ENMOD/CONF./PC/

REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO THE
CONVENTION ON THE PROHIBITION OF MILITARY OR ANY
OTHER HOSTILE USE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MODIFICATION
ENMOD/CONF./CC/

REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO THE
SBT/PC.1/

REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO THE
SBT/CONF.I/PC/

REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO THE
TREATY ON THE NON-PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS (1ST :
1975 : GENEVA).
NPT/PC/

REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO THE TREATY
ON THE NON-PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS (2ND :
NPT/CONF.I/PC/

REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO THE TREATY
ON THE NON-PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS (3RD :
1985 : GENEVA).
NPT/CONF.1995/PC/

REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE STATES PARTIES TO THE
CONVENTION ON PROHIBITIONS OR RESTRICTIONS ON THE
USE OF CERTAIN CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS (1995-1996:
VIENNA AND GENEVA).
CCW/CONF./GE/

RHINE RIVER--WATER POLLUTION.
<E/ECE/> WATER POLL/SEM/

RICE.
AGR/RTF/
E/CN.11/AGR/RHNP/EG/
<E/ESCAP/> AD/RCR/ARTF/
ID/WG.89/
TD/B/C.1/CONS.2/

RICE--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/RPH/

RIGHT TO DEVELOPMENT.
See also: DEVELOPMENT
E/CN.4/AC.34/
E/CN.4/AC.39/
E/CN.4/AC.42/

RIGHTS OF THE CHILD.
See also: CHILD WELFARE
CRC/C/
CRC/SP/
E/CN.4/1982/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1983/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1984/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1985/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1986/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1987/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1988/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1989/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1990/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1991/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1992/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1993/WG.1/
E/CN.4/1994/WG.13/
E/CN.4/1994/WG.14/
E/CN.4/1995/WG.13/
E/CN.4/1996/WG.13/
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E/CN.4/1996/WG.14/  
E/CN.4/1997/WG.13/  
E/CN.4/WG.1/  

RIPARIAN RIGHTS.  
RP/PHMC/  

RISK MANAGEMENT.  
TD/B/CN.1/GE.1/  

RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT.  
See also: WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT  
MAD/SYMP/EP/  

RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT-MEKONG RIVER.  
<ST/ESCAP/MKG/>  

RIVER BASINS.  
See also: SEDIMENTARY BASINS  
ZAMBEZI RIVER BASIN  
<E/ECE/> WATER/R.B.SEM/  

RIVER BASINS-MEKONG RIVER.  
E/CN.11/WRD/MKG/  
E/ESCAP/WRD/MKG/  
RP/PHMC/  

RIVERS—EUROPE.  
See also: INLAND WATERS  
INTERNATIONAL RIVERS  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/GE.33/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SG.1/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.33/  

ROAD CONSTRUCTION.  
See also: CONSTRUCTION  
<TIM/EFC/NP.WP.1/SEM.43/>  
LOG/SYMP/<OSIUM>/6/  

ROAD CONSTRUCTION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.  
TRANS/SUB.2/LCR/  

ROAD CONSTRUCTION—EUROPE.  
<E/ECE/> TEM/  

ROAD NETWORKS—EUROPE.  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.2/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.5/  

ROAD SIGNS AND SIGNALS.  
E/CN.2/CONF.1/  
E/CONF.58/C.2/  

ROAD SIGNS AND SIGNALS—EUROPE.  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/GE.5/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.6/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.13/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.31/SG.1/  

ROAD TRAFFIC.  
See also: TRAFFIC CONTROL  
E/CONF.8/C.11/  
E/CONF.58/  
E/CONF.58/C.1/  
E/CONF.58/C.2/  
E/CONF.58/C.3/  
E/CONF.58/C.4/  
E/CONF.58/DC/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/GE.20/  
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.17/  

ROAD TRAFFIC—EUROPE.  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.2/  
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.13/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.6/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/GE.20/  
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.17/  

ROAD TRANSPORT.  
See also: TRANSPORT  
<E/CONF.8/  
E/CONF.8/C.1/  
E/CONF.8/C.5/  
E/CONF.8/C.3/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/GE.20/  
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.17/  

ROAD TRANSPORT—CENTRAL AMERICA.  
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.8/  

ROAD TRANSPORT—EUROPE.  
E/ECE/TRANS/RD/LT/  
E/ECE/TRANS/RD/ST/  
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.1/  
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.2/  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.9/1  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.28/  

ROAD TRANSPORT—PANAMA.  
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.5/  

ROAD TRANSPORT FACILITATION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.  
E/CN.11/TRANS/AHIRT/  

ROAD TRANSPORT FACILITATION—EUROPE.  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.7/  

ROAD TRANSPORT FACILITATION—NORTH AMERICA.  
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.7/  

ROBOTICS.  
See also: AUTOMATION  
INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS  
<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.19/  
<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/GE.1/  
<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/GE.2/  

ROOT CROPS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.  
<E/ESCAP/> AD/CPR/RT/  
<E/ESCAP/> AD/CPR/RT/GB/  
<E/ESCAP/> AD/SD/CPR/RT/  

RUANDA-URUNDI.  
T/COM.3/  
T/OBS.3/  
T/PET.3/  

RUBBER.  
<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.16/  
ID/WG.11/8/  
INRC/  
RP/VEG.4/  
TD/BIPC/RUBBER/  
TD/BIPC/RUBBER/AC/  
TD/BIPC/RUBBER/T/  
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TD/RUBBER.2/
TD/RUBBER.2/EX/
TD/RUBBER.2/EX/C.3/
TD/RUBBER.3/
TD/RUBBER.3/EX/
TD/RUBBER/EM/
TD/RUBBER/EWP/
TD/RUBBER/PG/

RUBBER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.158/

RULES AND REGULATIONS.
See also: LAWS AND REGULATIONS
ID/SP/G/
ST/GB/UN/O
ST/GB/PBMERules/
ST/GB/StaffRegulations/
ST/GB/StaffRules/
ST/GB/UNEP/
ST/GB/UNICYP/

RULES OF ORIGIN.
TD/B/AC.5/WG.1/
TD/B/C.5/ORIGIN/
TD/B/C.5/WG.1/
TD/B/SCP/AC.1/

RULES OF PROCEDURE.
See also: INTERGOVERNMENTAL BODIES
A/AC.13/SC.1/
A/AC.13/SC.5/
A/AC.13/SC.8/
A/C.6/SC.6/
AEC/C.5/
AEC/CPR/
E/AC.2/
E/AC.28/
E/AC.41/
E/AC.53/
E/CE/4/AC.27/
E/CE/4/AC.27/
E/P/4/C.1/MPRO/
E/PROCEDURE/
ID/B/C.1/GR/
S/C.1/
S/PROCEDURE/
TD/B/C.1/WP.1/
TD/B/C.2/WP.2/
TD/B/C.3/SC.1/
TD/B/A/WP.1/
TD/B/WP.1/
TD/B/VIII/WP/
UNEP/WG.82/

RURAL AREAS—AFRICA.
<E/>ECA/KAF/

RURAL AREAS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>AD/STLPRD/
<E/ESCAP/>IR/AD/FRB/
<E/ESCAP/>IR/AD/FRB/
<E/ESCAP/>IR/AD/FRB/
<E/ESCAP/>IR/AD/FRB/

RURAL COOPERATIVES.
<COPAC/>

RURAL DEVELOPMENT.
See also: AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

E/CN.14/SODE/
ID/WG.287/
T/AC.36/
<UNU/>HSDR/RD/

RURAL DEVELOPMENT—AFRICA.
E/ECE/SDA/RD/

RURAL DEVELOPMENT—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT—EUROPE.
E/ECE/EP/GE.1/

RURAL HOUSING.
ST/ECE/HBP/AC.19/

RURAL HOUSING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/HBP/ESH/
E/CN.11/HBP/RH/

RURAL PLANNING—EUROPE.

RURAL POVERTY—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
See also: URBAN POVERTY
E/ESCAP/DP/PSRP/

RUSSIAN FEDERATION—NATURAL GAS.
E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.9/AC.10/

RWANDA—ARMS EMBARGO.
S/AC.32/

SAFETY DEVICES.
See also: ACCIDENT PREVENTION
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRSP/
ID/WG.221/

SAFETY DEVICES—EUROPE.
E/ECE/TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRC/

SAFETY REGULATIONS.
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRSA/

RURAL AREAS—AFRICA.

RURAL AREAS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.

RURAL COOPERATIVES.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT.
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/AND/ASTD/
I&NR/ASTD/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/INTL/PR/CTSD/
E/E/ESCAP/IHT/PRE-MMST/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY—EUROPE.
E/ECE/EC.AD./SEM.8/
E/ECE/EC.AD./SEM.B/AC/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./AC.20/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./SEM.10/AC/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./SEM.17/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/CEPAL/CONF.53/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY—MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
UNEP/WG.62/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/AND/UNR/
E/ECWA/UNR/
E/ECWA/UNR/85/N/AC.1/
E/ECWA/UNR/ACAST/
E/ECWA/UNR/CONF.2/
E/ESCWA/UNR/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FINANCING.
A/AC.214/
A/CONF.103/
A/CONF.112/
A/CONF.136/
DP/STD/PROJECTS/REC/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FORECASTING.
E/ECE/SC.TECH./AC.8/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./B-1/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FORECASTING—EUROPE.
E/ECE/SC.TECH./AC.12/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PLANNING—AFRICA.
E/CH.14/ACTT/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PLANNING—EUROPE.
E/ECE/SC.TECH./SEM.18/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./SEM.18/AC/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY—ARAB COUNTRIES.
E/ECWA/IR/SEM.3/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY—EUROPE.
E/ECE/SC.TECH./

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/IR/SEM.3/

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STATISTICS—EUROPE.
E/ECE/CS/AC.33/
E/ECE/CS/SEAC.7/
E/ECE/Conf.Eur.State/WG.33/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./AC.17/

SCIENCE EDUCATION—AFRICA.
E/CH.14/INT/

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION.
E/AC.48/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./SEM.1/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./SEM.INF./PREP/
ID/WG.294/

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS—EUROPE.
E/ECE/SC.TECH./AC.1/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./AC.3/

SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION.
ST/GOA/MEM/1/
E/ECE/SC.TECH./AC.12/

SEAFARER TRAINING—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/WP/SS/7/

SEAMAN TRAINING—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/WP/SS/7/

SECURITY AND SAFETY STAFF.
E/AC.29/
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SECURITY ASSURANCES.
A/CONF.35/
A/CONF.35/C.1/
A/CONF.35/C.R./
A/CONF.35/GC/
A/CONF.35/PC/
CD/SA/

SEDIMENTARY BASINS - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/NR/MRS/SC(1)/

SEDIMENTARY BASINS - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/NR/MRS/SC(2)/
E/ESCAP/NR/W1RS/SC/

SELF-RELIANCE.
ID/VVG.301/

SELF-RULE.
A/AC.36/SC.3/

SEM-CLOSED SEAS.
< E/ECE/> WATER/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.9/PM/

< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.7/PM/

SEMINAR ON ANTI-CORROSION MEASURES IN ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES (1975: GENEVA).
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.2/AC/

SEMINAR ON AUTOMATED INTEGRATED PRODUCTION SYSTEMS IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (1978: PRAGUE).
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.4/AC/

SEMINAR ON AUTOMATION OF ASSEMBLY IN ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES (1981: GENEVA).
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.8/AC/

SEMINAR ON AUTOMATION OF WELDING (1980: KIEV).
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.7/AC/

SEMINAR ON BUILDING RESEARCH POLICIES (1977: BAVIERE, GERMANY).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.10/PM/

SEMINAR ON CHEMICALS FROM SYNTHESIS GAS (1983: GENEVA).
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.12/AC/

SEMINAR ON COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN SYSTEMS AS AN INTEGRATED PART OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION (1978: GENEVA).
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.6/AC/

SEMINAR ON CONSTRUCTION IN SEISMIC REGIONS AND IN REGIONS WITH DIFFICULT GROUND CONDITIONS (1974: BUCHAREST).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.6/PM/

SEMINAR ON DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF POWDER METALLURGY IN ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES (1985: KRINSK).
< E/ECE/> ENGL/SEM.4/AC/

SEMINAR ON DEVELOPMENT OF USE OF INDUSTRIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT (1979: SOFIA).
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.8/AC/

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.6/

SEMINAR ON ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING (1975: ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS).
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.2/PM/

SEMINAR ON ECONOMIC INSTRUMENTS FOR RATIONAL UTILIZATION OF WATER RESOURCES (1980: VELDHOVEN, NETHERLANDS).
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.7/PM/

< E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.5/PM/

SEMINAR ON ENERGY MODELLING STUDIES AND THEIR CONCLUSIONS ON ENERGY CONSERVATION AND ITS IMPACT ON THE ECONOMY (1980: WASHINGTON, D.C.).
< E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.3/AC/

SEMINAR ON ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT FOR FOUNDRIES AND ADVANCED METHODS FOR PRODUCING SUCH EQUIPMENT (1977: GENEVA).
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.3/AC/

< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.4/PM/

< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.3/AC/

SEMINAR ON FORECASTING, PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY (1978: WARSAW).
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.8/AC/

SEMINAR ON HOUSING POLICY (1977: TURku, FINLAND).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.15/PM/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.2/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.4/

SEMINAR ON INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND USE OF WOOD-BASED PRODUCTS IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY (1975: SANDEFJORD, NORWAY).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.8/AC/

SEMINAR ON INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS AND PROGRAMMABLE LOGICAL CONTROLLERS (1977: COPENHAGEN).
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.5/AC/
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SEMINAR ON INNOVATION IN BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT (1983 : BUDAPEST).
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.2/AC/

< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.6/AC/

SEMINAR ON LAND USE POLICIES (1976 : STOCKHOLM).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.18/PM/

SEMINAR ON LONG-TERM PLANNING OF WATER MANAGEMENT (1976 : ZLATNI PIASATZI, BULGARIA).
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.4/PM/

SEMINAR ON LONG-TERM PROSPECTS AND POLICIES IN THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR (1976 : COPENHAGEN).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.10/PM/

SEMINAR ON NATIONAL AND REGIONAL PLANNING AS FRAMEWORKS FOR LOCAL PLANNING (1975 : HELSINKI).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.7/PM/

SEMINAR ON NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED MACHINE TOOLS (1973 : PRAGUE).
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/

SEMINAR ON PRESENT USE AND PROSPECTS FOR PRECISION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS IN ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES (1982 : DRESDEN, GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC).
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.1/AC/

SEMINAR ON PROBLEMS RELATING TO SEA PIPELINES FOR THE TRANSPORT OF GAS (1976 : FLORENCE, ITALY).
< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.2/AC/

SEMINAR ON PROGRAMMING OF HOUSING (1974 : MALAGA, SPAIN).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.4/PM/

SEMINAR ON RATIONAL UTILIZATION OF WATER (1979 : LEIPZIG, GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC).
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.6/PM/

SEMINAR ON RECYCLING OF HIGH-POLYMER WASTES (1978 : DRESDEN, GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC).
< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.6/AC/

SEMINAR ON SELECTED WATER PROBLEMS IN ISLANDS AND COASTAL AREAS WITH SPECIAL REGARD TO DESALINATION AND GROUNDWATER (1978 : MALTA).
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.5/PM/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.10/AC/

SEMINAR ON SPECIAL HOUSING NEEDS (1970 : HAGUE).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.13/PM/

SEMINAR ON STEEL TUBES AND THEIR RAW-MATERIAL QUALITY REQUIREMENTS (1985 : HELSINKI).
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.11/AC/

< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.3/AC/

< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.4/AC/

SEMINAR ON TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVICES FOR INNOVATION (1973 : BALATONFURD, HUNGARY).
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.INF/PREP/

SEMINAR ON TECHNOLOGIES RELATED TO NEW ENERGY SOURCES (1980 : JULICH, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY).
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.7/AC/

< E/ECE/> EC.AD./SEM.8/AC/

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.3/PM/

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.14/PM/

< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.VAC/

< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.3/PM/

< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.4/PM/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.4/AC/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.9/AC/

SEMINAR ON THE EFFECTIVE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN INDUSTRY (1972 : BUCHAREST).
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.POL/PREP/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.7/AC/

SEMINAR ON THE FINANCING OF HOUSING (1973 : GENEVA).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.2/PM/

SEMINAR ON THE IMPACT OF ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN SETTLEMENTS (1977 : OTTAWA).
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.17/PM/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.5/PM/

< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.6/PM/

SEMINAR ON THE PROTECTION OF COASTAL WATERS AGAINST POLLUTION FROM LAND-BASED SOURCES (1975: LISBON).
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.3/PM/

< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.11/AC/

SEMINAR ON THE RATIONAL USE OF ELECTRICITY (1990: IASSI, ROMANIA).
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.15/AC/

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.12/PM/

SEMINAR ON THE USE OF AUTOMATED PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS IN INDUSTRY (1976: MOSCOW).
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.3/AC/

< E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.2/AC/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.2/AC/

SEMINAR ON TRENDS IN DIFFERENT FORMS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRADE AND ECONOMIC COOPERATION (1982: WARSAW).
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.8/AC/

SENIOR CITIZENS.
See: AGEING PERSONS

SEEMAL PUBLICATIONS.
See also: NEWSLETTERS PERIODICALS PUBLICATIONS
E/CN.9/C.A/
E/CN.14/AGREB/
E/CN.14/AGRIF/
E/CN.14/ATC/
E/CN.14/BID/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.A/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.C/
E/CN.14/SEB/
E/ECWA/LIB/CUM.S/
ID/SER.A/
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.C/

SERVICE INDUSTRIES.
See also: CATERING INVISIBLES TOURISM

TRADE IN SERVICES
< E/ECE/> EB.AD./AC.7/
< E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.12/
TD/CH.4/
< TD/> UNCTAD/ADD/
< TD/> UNCTAD/ADD/SER/

SERVICE INDUSTRIES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.63/

SERVICE INDUSTRIES—WESTERN ASIA.
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.12/PM/

SETTLEMENT PLANNING.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.17/

SETTLEMENT PLANNING—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.17/PM/

SETTLEMENT POLICY—ISRAEL.
See also: TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL S/AC.21/

SEX DISCRIMINATION.
See also: GENDER EQUALITY WOMEN'S STATUS
CEDAW/
CEDAW/C/
CEDAW/PSWG/
CEDAW/SP/
ECN.6/AC.1/

SEYCHELLES—DISPUTES.
S/AC.23/

SHARED NATURAL RESOURCES.
See also: NATURAL RESOURCES UNESCO/2/
UNESCO/3/
UNESCO/7/
UNESCO/10/
UNESCO/12/

SHARED WATER RESOURCES—EUROPE.
See also: TRANSBOUNDARY WATER POLLUTION
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.11/

SHELTER—AFRIQUE.
ST/ESC/AC.4/

SHIP REGISTRATION.
See also: FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE TD/B/AC.34/
TD/B/C.4/AC.1/
TD/RS/CONF/
TD/RS/CONF/AC.1/
TD/RS/CONF/AC.2/
TD/RS/CONF/CONS/
TD/RS/CONF/PC/

SHIPBUILDING.
See also: NAVAL ARCHITECTURE

SHIPBUILDING—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> SPSW/DC/1/

ID/413/
SHIPBUILDING-EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.7/
<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.5/

SHIPBUILDING-LATIN AMERICA.
ID/WG.376/

SHIPBUILDING-MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
ID/WG.285/

SHIPOWNERS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/CESA/
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/JCEPACA/

SHIPPERS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/CENSO/
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/JCEPACA/
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/JCESSP/
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/WRGSC/

SHIPPING.
See: MARITIME TRANSPORT

SHIPPING ACT 1984 (UNITED STATES).
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/US/USA/

SHIPPING POLICY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/SSSP/LAS/

SHIPS--EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>TRANS/SC3/GE.1/
<E/ECE/>TRANS/SC3/GE.1/AC.1/
<E/ECE/>TRANS/SC3/WP1/

SHOE INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.169/

SHOE INDUSTRY--PAKISTAN.
ID/WG.182/

SHRIMPS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/SMSMP/

SIGNATURES, ACCESSIONS, RATIFICATIONS.
See also: TREATIES
ST/LEG/SER.D/

SILK--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/TCG/RDS/

SINGLE CONVENTION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS (1961).
E/CN.7/AC.3/
E/CONF.34/
E/CONF.34/C.1/
E/CONF.34/C.2/
E/CONF.34/C.3/
E/CONF.34/C.4/
E/CONF.34/C.5/
E/CONF.34/C.6/
E/CONF.34/C.7/
E/CONF.34/C.8/
E/CONF.34/C.9/
E/CONF.34/C.10/
E/CONF.34/C.11/
E/CONF.34/C.12/
E/CONF.34/C.13/
E/CONF.63/
E/CONF.63/C.1/
E/CONF.63/C.2/
E/CONF.63/C.3/

SISAL.
TD/IPC/HARD FIBRES(SH)/WG/

SITC.
<E/ECE/>CES/AC.59/
<STJ/>ESA/STAT/AC.14/

SLAVERY.
See also: HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
E/AC.33/
E/AC.36/
E/AC.43/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.2/
E/CONF.24/

SMALL ENTERPRISES.

SMALL FARMS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
See also: FARMS
E/ESCAP/AD/RPC/

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY.
See also: INDUSTRY
<COPAC/>

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY--ARAB COUNTRIES.
ID/WG.17/

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/I&NR/CW/P.5/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CW/P.6/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CW/P.8/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CW/P.9/
E/CN.11/I&NR/CW/P.10/
E/CN.11/I&TR/CW/P.2/
E/CN.11/I&TR/CW/P.3/
E/CN.11/I&TR/CW/P.4/
ECAFE/I&TR/CW/P.4/
ID/WG.92/
ID/WG.174/
I&NR/CW/P.7/
ST/ECAFE/SER.M/

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY--CARIBBEAN REGION.
ID/WG.167/

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY--CENTRAL AFRICA.
ID/WG.95/

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY--EAST AFRICA.
ID/WG.54/
ID/WG.207/

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY--LATIN AMERICA.
ID/WG.85/
ID/WG.159/
ST/ECLA/CONF.25/
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SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY - MIDDLE EAST.
ID/WG.17/
ID/WG.174/

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY - NORTH AFRICA.
ID/WG.35/

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY - WEST AFRICA.
ID/WG.53/

SMALL-SCALE MAPPING - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: CARTOGRAPHY
E/CONF.57/C.4/

SOCIAL ASPECTS.
ST/ECLAC/Conf.34/
<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.14/

SOCIAL CHANGE.
See also: WOMEN'S ADVANCEMENT
SA/SSC/
<UNU/>HDGC/

SOCIAL CONDITIONS.
E/AC.35/S/C.5/
A/AC.35/S/C.9/
E/AC.31/
<ST>/OSCEG/CS /

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.
See also: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
UN. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL
A/AC.35/S/C.12/
A/C.2&3/
A/C.3/
A/C.3/(sesse.)/
A/CONF.106/
A/CONF.168/PC/
E/
E/1979/C.2/
E/1980/C.2/
E/1981/C.2/
E/1982/C.2/
E/1983/C.2/
E/1984/C.2/
E/1985/C.2/
E/1986/C.2/
E/1997/C.2/
E/1998/C.2/
E/1989/C.2/
E/1990/C.2/
E/1991/C.2/
E/AC.7/
E/AC.19/
E/C.3/
E/C.4/
E/CN.5/
E/CN.5/AC.2/
E/CN.5/AC.3/
E/CN.5/AC.5/
E/CN.5/AC.14/
E/CN.5/AC.10/
E/FROG/
E/SSC/DC/
E/TSC/
E(year)/
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECA/SD/
E/ECA/SDHS/
E/ECA/SDP/
E/ESCWA/
E/ESCWA/POP/
E/ESCWA/SD/
E/ESCWA/SDP/

SOCIAL INFORMATION.
<ST/> DESIPA/
ST/ESA/

SOCIAL INTEGRATION—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/SDP/

SOCIAL PLANNING.
<ST/>SOA/EG.1/WP.4/
UN/SOA/SEM/44/

SOCIAL PLANNING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/SD/SWPPI/
E/CN.11/SD/WSPD/
SDP/

SOCIAL PLANNING—CARIBBEAN REGION.
E/CEPAL/ILPES/
E/CEPAL/ILPES/Conf.4/
<St/>LCIP/

SOCIAL PLANNING—EUROPE.
<St/>CES/SEM.3/
<St/>ECE/ECON.ADVISERS/SOCIAL SEM/
<St/>ECE/HBP/WP.3/AC.2/

SOCIAL PLANNING—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/ILPES/
E/CEPAL/ILPES/Conf.4/
E/CN.12/INST/
<St/>LCIP/

SOCIAL PLANNING—NORDIC COUNTRIES.
UN/SOA/SEM/47/

SOCIAL POLICY.
E/CN.5/AC.13/
E/CONF.80/
<ST/>DPCSD/>
<ST/>DPCSD/SPDD>/
UN/SOA/SEM/31/
<St/>SSS/

SOCIAL POLICY—EUROPE.
<ST/>SOA/SEM/40/

SOCIAL RESEARCH.
<ST/>JESA/DRPA>/PPS/QIR/
UNRISD/QIR/
UNRISD/QIR/

SOCIAL RESEARCH—AFRICA.
E/ECAR/SERP/

SOCIAL SECURITY.
<UNU>/SSS/

SOCIAL SECURITY—EUROPE.
UN/SOA/SEM/52/
UN/SOA/SEM/56/

SOCIAL SERVICES.
See also: HEALTH SERVICES
YOUTH SERVICES
ST/SSR/O/

SOCIAL SERVICES—EUROPE.
<ST/>SOA/SEM/85/
UN/SSR/SEM/54/
UN/SSR/SEM/59/

SOCIAL STATISTICS.
<ST/> ESA/STAT/AC.3/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.K/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.K/CD/
ST/STAT/SER.K/

SOCIAL STATISTICS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ASTAT/WGSS/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/BE/

SOCIAL STATISTICS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<St/>ESCAP> STAT/SSS/

SOCIAL STATISTICS—EUROPE.
<St/>ECE/CES/WP.34/
<St/>ECE/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.6/EG/
<St/>ECE/Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.34/

SOCIAL STATISTICS—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/CELA/Conf.44/

SOCIAL WELFARE.
See also: CHILD WELFARE
POVERTY MITIGATION
SOCIALLY-DISADVANTAGED PERSONS
WELFARE ECONOMICS
E/CN.5/AC.1/
E/CN.5/AC.12/
E/CONF.55/
E/CONF.55/PC/
E/CONF.50/
<ESCWPTR>/
<ST/>SOA/ESDP/SWR/
<ST/>SOA/ESWP/
<ST/>SOA/ESWP/SWR/
ST/SSR/SEM/F/
UN/SSR/SEM/32/
UN/SSR/SEM/33/
UN/SSR/SEM/54/
UN/SSR/SEM/50/

SOCIAL WELFARE—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/SW/
E/CN.14/SWCD/
E/CN.14/SWS/
E/CN.14/SWSA/

SOCIAL WELFARE—ASIA AND THE Far EAST.
E/CN.11/SD/SWPPI/

SOCIAL WELFARE—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<St/>ESCWP> SD/MCSWD/
<St/>ESCAP> SD/MCSWD/43/PM/
<St/>ESCAP> SD/MCSWD/44/
SD/SSW/WS/

SOCIAL WELFARE—EUROPE.
E/CONF.64/
SOCWEL/MONO/
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ST/TAO/SEM/
UN/SOA/SEM/37/
UN/SOA/SEM/49/
UN/SOA/SEM/56/
UN/SOA/SEM/57/
SOCIAL WORK.
E/CN.11/SD/Sem.SWT/
SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION.
See also: EDUCATION
SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION-AFRICA.
E/CN.14/SWTA/
SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
SD/DNP/
SOCIA LLY DISADVANTAGED PERSONS-EUROPE.
UN/SOA/SEM/35/
SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS.
ST/ESAF/STAT/AC.17/
SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS-AFRICA.
ST/ESAF/STAT/SEI/
SOIL CONSERVATION.
See also: RESOURCES CONSERVATION
UNEP/WG.40/
SOIL IMPROVEMENT.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.32/.
SOIL MANAGEMENT.
See also: AGRONOMY
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.32/
UNEP/WG.56/
UNEP/WG.75/
SOIL MANAGEMENT-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> AGR/SEM.21/
SOIL MECHANICS.
< E/ECE/> HBP/ST/SE.6/
< E/ECE/> HBP/ST/SE.6/PM/
SOIL RESEARCH.
UNEP/WG.66/
SOIL RESOURCES.
UNEP/WG.40/
SOILS.
A/CONF.48/WGS.1/
SOLAR ENERGY.
See also: NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES
< A/CONF.100/> UP/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.16/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.10/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.10/AC/
< UNS/EEDG/>.
< UNU/> NRAS/
SOLAR ENERGY-AFRICA.
E/ESCAL/AFRICA/ARCSE/
ST/ESCAL/RD/E/
SOLAR ENERGY-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAL/> INT/SSST/
SOLAR ENERGY-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.6/
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.6/AC/
SOLAR ENERGY-WESTERN ASIA.
E/ESCAL/AR/86/WG.1/
SOLID FUELS-EUROPE.
See also: COAL
FUELWOOD
< E/ECE/> COAL/Cond.Sales/
< E/ECE/> COAL/OE.3/
< E/ECE/> COAL/UI/
< E/ECE/> COAL/UI/AC/
< E/ECE/> COAL/WP/AC/
< E/ECE/> COAL/WP.4/
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT-EUROPE.
See also: WASTES
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.3/PM/
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.7/
SOMALIA--ARMS EMBARGO.
S/AC.28/
SOMALIA SITUATION.
< E/DP/> PRESS/> SOM/
SOMALILAND UNDER ITALIAN ADMINISTRATION.
A/AC.33/
T/AC.18/
T/COM.11/
T/OBS.11/
T/PET.11/
SOUND RECORDINGS.
ST/OGS/SELF/
SOUTH AFRICA.
See also: AFRICAN.S.
< A/AC.10/1986/WGS.11/
< ST/DP/PRESS/> SAF/
SOUTH AFRICA--DISPUTES.
S/AC.23/
SOUTH AFRICA--INDIANS.
A/AC.56/
SOUTH AFRICA--OIL EMBARGO.
A/AC.234/
A/AC.236/
SOUTH AFRICA--PRISONER TREATMENT.
E/CN.4/AC.22/
SOUTH AFRICA--RACE RELATIONS.
A/AC.56/
A/AC.70/
SOUTH AFRICA--SANCTIONS.
A/CONF.107/
A/CONF.137/
A/CONF.137/PC/
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SOUTH AFRICA--TRADE UNION RIGHTS.
E/CN.4/AC.22/

SOUTH AFRICA--TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS.
E/AC.69/
E/C.10/AC.4/

SOUTH AMERICA--BUDGETING.
E/CN.12/BRW.1/
E/CN.12/BRW.2/

SOUTH ASIA--MARINE ENVIRONMENT.
UNEP/NG.105/

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN.
See also: ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
            OCEANIA
            PACIFIC OCEAN REGION
            WESTERN PACIFIC OCEAN REGION

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN--MINERAL RESOURCES.
< E/ESCAP/> NR/CCOP/SO PAC/

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN REGION--COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT.
UNEP/PG.45/

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN REGION--ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.
UNEP/PG.32/
UNEP/PG.57/

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN REGION--MARINE ENVIRONMENT.
UNEP/PG.46/
UNEP/PG.88/
UNEP/PG.89/

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN REGION--WATER POLLUTION.
UNEP/PG.89/

SOUTH-SOUTH COOPERATION.
See: ECONOMIC COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
            TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

SOUTHEAST ASIA--ECONOMIC COOPERATION.
< E/ESCAP/> DP/ECAPEC/
< E/ESCAP/> JOP/ECAPEC/

SOUTHEAST ASIA--ENERGY CONSERVATION.
ID/WG.417/

SOUTHEAST ASIA--INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.417/

SOUTHEAST ASIA--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.
ISNR/TC/

SOUTHEAST ASIA--TIN INDUSTRY.
ISNR/TC/

SOUTHEAST ASIA--TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS.
< E/ESCAP/> CTC/ESCAP/WRCNTC/

SOUTHERN AFRICA--EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE.
UNETPSA/

SOUTHERN AFRICA--TRAINING PROGRAMMES.
UNETPSA/

SOUTHERN ASIA--MARINE ENVIRONMENT.

SOUTHERN EUROPE--AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
< E/> ECE/SE/AG/
GR/TP/AG/
IT/TP/AG/
SEC/TP/AG/
TU/TP/AG/

SOUTHERN EUROPE--DISASTER RELIEF.
E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.3/

SOUTHERN EUROPE--ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
< E/> ECE/SE/
< E/> ECE/SE/AG/
< E/> ECE/SE/TR/
GR/TP/
IT/TP/
SEC/TP/
TU/TP/

SOUTHERN EUROPE--HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.
< E/> ECE/GE.2/

SOUTHERN EUROPE--RECONSTRUCTION.
E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.3/

SOUTHERN EUROPE--TRANSPORT.
< E/> ECE/SE/TRA/

SOUTHERN EUROPE--WATER RESOURCES.
< E/> ECE/WATER/S.E.

SOUTHERN RHODESIA--DISPUTES.
S/AC.22/

SOUTHERN RHODESIA QUESTION.
S/AC.15/
S/AC.22/

SOY BEANS.
ID/WG.45/

SPACE EXPLORATION.
See also: OUTER SPACE
A/AC.105/C.1/WG.6/
A/CONF.34/
A/CONF.34/PC/
A/CONF.101/
A/CONF.101/PC/
A/CONF.101/PC/

SPACE LAW.
A/AC.99/
A/AC.99/C.2/
A/AC.99/LEG/
A/AC.105/C.2/

SPACE SCIENCES.
A/AC.105/C.1/

SPACE TECHNOLOGY.
A/AC.99/C.1/
A/AC.105/C.1/

SPACE TECHNOLOGY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/ENR/MCSA/
E/ESCAP/ENR/SOCSA/
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SPACECRAFT LAUNCHINGS.
ST/SG/SER.E/

SPAIN.
A/C.1/Sub.A/

SPAIN-ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION.
UNEP/IG.26/

SPAIN-FORESTRY INDUSTRY.
<ST/EE>/TIM/AC.5/

SPANISH QUESTION.
S/SCS/

SPECIAL MISSIONS.
A/C.6/SC.10/
ESOB/D/

SPECIAL MISSIONS-HAITI.
<ST/DPI/PRESS//HI/

SPECIAL UNITED NATIONS FUND FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
A/AC.83/

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES.
See also: FAO
IAEA
ILO
IMCO
INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
UN SYSTEM
UNIDO
WHO
A/AC.109/SC.6/
A/AC.124/
A/AC.124/DC/
A/AC.180/CG/
A/CONF.90/
E/AC.47/
E/CT.1/
E/NSA/
<ST/>UNIDO/CSA/
PC/EX/SA/
ST/DPI/SE/D/
ST/OPU/SE/D/
ST/SG/SA/

SPORTS.
A/AC.192/
CAAS/SP/

STAFF REGULATIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS.
ST/SG/StaffRegulations/

STAFF SECURITY.
A/A/AC.242/

STAFFING.
E/CONF.14/CSRT/
TD/B/IX/WP/

STANDARD OF LIVING-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: LIVING CONDITIONS
QUALITY OF LIFE
E/CONF.11/AC.12/

STANDARDIZATION.
E/CONF.53/
E/CONF.53/C.1/
E/CONF.53/C.2/
E/CONF.53/C.3/
E/CONF.53/C.4/
E/CONF.53/C.3/
E/CONF.61/
E/CONF.69/
E/CONF.74/
E/CONF.74/C.1/
E/CONF.74/C.2/
E/CONF.74/C.3/
E/CONF.74/C.4/
E/CONF.74/C.5/
E/CONF.78/
E/CONF.85/
<ST/>E/EC/STAND/
<ST/>E/EC/STAND/SEM.1/
<ST/>E/EC/STAND/SEM.6/
ID/G7.71/
ID/G7.87/
ID/G7.346/
TD/B/AC.20/

STANDARDIZATION-AFRICA.
<ST/>ECA/ARSO/Council/

STANDARDIZATION-EUROPE.
<ST/>ECA/AGRI/WP.1/AC.1/
<ST/>ECA/AGRI/WP.1/GE.8/
<ST/>ECA/AGRI/WP.1/GE.10/
<ST/>ECA/AGRI/WP.3/
<ST/>ECA/AGRI/WP.4/
<ST/>ECA/AGRI/WP.6/
<ST/>ECA/STAND/GE.1/
<ST/>ECA/STAND/GE.1/AC.1/
<ST/>ECA/STAND/GE/
<ST/>ECA/TIM/WP.3/AC.3/
<ST/>ECA/TRANS/SC3/GE.1/AC.1/

STANDARDS.
See also: QUALITY CONTROL
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/I/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/II/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/III/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/V/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VII/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VIII/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/X/
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/XII/
CCE/SC.5/GTAE/CRNE/II/
E/AC.10/AC.1/
E/AC.10/AC.3/
E/AC.11/STAT/WP.1/
E/AC.12/CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VI/
<ST/>E/EC/ENERGY/WP.A/AC.2/
<ST/>E/EC/STAND/SEM.3/
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I&N/R/WGS/
UN/SOA/SEM/44/
UN/SOA/SEM/64/

STANDARDS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>IT/MSIR/
<E/ESCAP/>IT/SHS/

STANDARDS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>AGRI WP.1/
ST/ICES/

STATE ENTERPRISES.
See: PUBLIC ENTERPRISES
STATE TRADING ENTERPRISES

STATE LIABILITY.
See also: LIABILITY
A/CONF.117/
A/CONF.117/C.1/

STATE REPRESENTATION.
See also: REPRESENTATIVES' CREDENTIALS
A/AC.38/SC.2/
A/CONF.67/
A/CONF.67/C.1/
A/CONF.67/DC/

STATE RESPONSIBILITY.
A/CN.4/SC.1/

STATE SUCCESSION.
A/CN.4/SC.2/
A/CONF.60/
A/CONF.80/C.1/
A/CONF.80/DC/
A/CONF.117/
A/CONF.117/C.1/

STATE TRADING ENTERPRISES.
See also: PUBLIC ENTERPRISES
<T/D/:UNCTAD/ECDC/TCDC/STO/

STATELESSNESS.
A/CONF.2/
A/CONF.8/
A/CONF.9/C.1/
E/AC.32/
E/CONF.17/

STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATIONS.
E/CN.3/C.1/
<E/ECE/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.13/GR/
<E/ECE/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.38/
<E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.13/
<E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.14/
<ST>/ESA/STAT/AC.14/
<ST>/ESA/STAT/AC.18/

STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATIONS—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CES/AC.58/

STATISTICAL DATA.
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.O/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.S/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.U/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.V/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.X/
TD/B/1/STAT/
TD/B/c.1/TUNGSTEN/STAT/
TD/B/1/TUNGSTEN/STAT/
TD/B/1/IPC/STAT/
TD/STAT/
TD/TIN/STAT/
TD/TUNGSTEN/STAT/
UN/MP/MS/PS/

STATISTICAL DATA—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/STAT/

STATISTICAL DATA—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>COAL/GE.2/
<E/ECE/>GAS/GE.1/

STATISTICAL DATA—WESTERN ASIA.
ST/ECWA/LAS/STAT/Ser.G/

STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY.
E/CN.3/SUB.1/
E/CN.9/AC.12/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SM/
<E/ECE/>CES/AC.41/
<E/ECE/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.26/
<E/ECE/>FAO/ECE/STp/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.P/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.FCD/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.LM/
ST/BOA/SER.B/
ST/STAT/SER.F/

STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CES/AC.48/
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.14/
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.29/
<E/ECE/>Conf.Eur.Stats/Consult/

STATISTICAL ORGANIZATIONS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>STAT/SSO/

STATISTICAL SERVICES.
ACC/SA/
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.8/
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.27/
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.33/
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.34/

STATISTICAL SERVICES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>STAT/SSO/

STATISTICAL SERVICES—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.20/
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.29/
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.23/
<E/ECE/>UN/MP/MS/PS/

STATISTICAL SERVICES—NORTH AMERICA.
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.28/
SUBJECT INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1936

STATISTICAL TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR AFRICA.
E/ECA/STPA/DM/

STATISTICS.
See also: AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS
CULTURAL STATISTICS
DEMOCRATIC STATISTICS
DISTRIBUTIVE AND SERVICE TRADE STATISTICS
ECONOMIC STATISTICS
EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS
ENERGY STATISTICS
ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTICS
FAMILY STATISTICS
FINANCIAL STATISTICS
FORESTRY STATISTICS
INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS
INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS
INSURANCE STATISTICS
HEALTH STATISTICS
HOUSING STATISTICS
LABOUR STATISTICS
MANPOWER STATISTICS
MIGRATION STATISTICS
MORTALITY STATISTICS
PRICE AND QUANTITY STATISTICS
PRODUCTIVITY STATISTICS
PUBLIC SECTOR STATISTICS
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STATISTICS
SOCIAL STATISTICS
TOURISM STATISTICS
TRADE STATISTICS
TRANSPORT STATISTICS
VITAL STATISTICS
WATER STATISTICS

E/CN.3/
E/CN.3/AC.1/
E/CN.3/AC.2/
E/CN.3/SUB.1/
E/CN.3/SUB.2/
E/ECE/CES/C.1/
E/ECE/CES/C.2/
E/ECE/CES/C.3/
E/ECE/CES/C.4/
E/ECE/CES/C.5/
E/ECE/CES/C.6/
E/ECE/CES/C.7/
E/ECE/CES/C.8/
E/ECE/CES/C.9/
E/ECA/PSD/
ST/ECA/STAT/

STATISTICS-AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.3/
E/CN.14/CAS.3/BP/
E/CN.14/CAS.4/
E/CN.14/CAS.4/DEV/
E/CN.14/CAS.4/DTC/
E/CN.14/CAS.5/
E/CN.14/CAS.6/
E/CN.14/CAS.7/
E/CN.14/CAS.8/
E/CN.14/CAS.9/
E/CN.14/CAS.10/
E/CN.14/PSD/
E/CN.14/SIB/
E/ECA/PSD/
E/ECA/SIB/
E/ECA/STAT/
E/ECA/STPA/DM/
E/CN.14/STAT/<1959-1961>/

STATISTICS-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ASTAT/JMP/
ASTAT/Pig/
ASTAT/RTC/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.1/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.2/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.3/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.4/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.5/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.6/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.7/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.8/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.9/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.10/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.11/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.12/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/Conf.1/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/Conf.2/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/Conf.3/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/Conf.4/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/WGCS/Conf.5/

ST/ECAFE/SER.A/

STATISTICS-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/STAT/
E/ESCAP/SHEA/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.1/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.2/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.3/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.4/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.5/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.6/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.7/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.8/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.9/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.10/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.11/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.12/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.13/
E/ESCAP/STAT/Conf.14/

STATISTICS-CENTRAL AMERICA.
E/CN.12/CC/ES/2/

STATISTICS-EAST AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/
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STATISTICS—EUROPE.
<EECE/ CES/
<EECE/ CES/AC.50/
<EECE/ CES/AC.52/
<EECE/ CES/AC.56/
<EEC/ CES/AC.57/
<EECE/ CES/AC.61/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.3/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.A/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.5/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.10/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.11/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.13/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.14/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.15/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.16/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.22/
<EECE/ CES/SEM.24/
<EECES/ CHEM/AC.6/
<EECE/ COALS/
<EECE/ COAL/WP.3/
<EECE/ Conf.Eur.Stats/
<EECE/ Conf.Eur.Stats/Consult/
<EECE/ Conf.Eur.Stats/Does/
<EECE/ Conf.Eur.Stats/SG.1/
<EECE/ Conf.Eur.Stats/SG.12/
<EECE/ Conf.Eur.Stats/SG.14/
<EECE/ Conf.Eur.Stats/SG.37/
<EECE/ ENG/AUT/AC.1/
<EECE/ ENG/AC.4/
<EECE/ FAO/EECE/CES/ESS/
<EECE/ FAO/EECE/ESS/
<EECE/ HBP/AC.6/
<EECE/ HBP/AC.8/
<EECE/STAT.2/
<EECE/STAT.3/
<EECE/STAT1/
<EECE/ STEEL/WP.3/
<EECE/ WATER/AC.5/
ST/ICES/
<ST>/ ECE/STAT/

STATISTICS—MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
<EECE/ CES/SEM.32/

STATISTICS—NORTH AFRICA.
ECN.14/CAS.A/SRC/
ECN.14/NA/STAT/

STATISTICS—WEST AFRICA.
ECN.14/CAS.A/STAT/

STATISTICS—WESTERN ASIA.
EECWA/STAT/
EECWA/STAT/

STATUTES.
See: TERMS OF REFERENCE

STEEL.
See also: IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.17/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.21/
<EECE/ STEEL/WP.3/
<EECE/ STEEL/WP.4/

STEEL—EUROPE.
<EECE/ STEEL/AC.6/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.1/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.1/AC/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.3/AC/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.5/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.5/AC/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.6/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.8/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.10/
<EECE/ STEEL/SEM.14/
<EECE/ STEEL/WP.1/
<EECE/ STEEL/WP.3/

STEEL—WEST AFRICA.
ECN.14/IS/

STORAGE STRUCTURES.
<EECE/ ENERGY/WP.3/GE.3/
<EECE/ GAS/SEM.13/

STRATIGRAPHIC SURVEYS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ECN.11/NR/MRS/(SC.1)/

STRATIGRAPHIC SURVEYS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
ECN.11/NR/MRS/(SC.2)/

STRIP MINING.
<EECE/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.7/
<EECE/ ENERGY/WP.1/GE.4/
<EECE/ ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.2/
<EECE/ ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.A/
IRK/SYMP/COAL/

STRIP MINING—EUROPE.
<EECE/ COAL/AC.1/
<EECE/ COAL/GE.5/
<EECE/ COAL/SEM.1/

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT.
See also: ECONOMIC REFORM
TD/B/SG.9/

STYLE MANUALS.
ST/CSS/SER.A/

SUBCONTRACTING.
See: INDUSTRIAL SUBCONTRACTING

SUBSIDIARY BODIES.
See also: FUNCTIONAL COMMISSIONS
REGIONAL COMMISSIONS
A/AC.32/
A/C.2&3/SC.1/
ECN.14/AC.27/
FCCC/5B/
TD/B/AC/DOC/

SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMES OF ACTION FOR THE 1980s
TD/B/CA.41/
TD/UNCTAD/ST/LOC/

SUBURBAN AREAS—EUROPE.
See also: URBAN AREAS
<EECE/ TRANS/GR.2/

SUDANO-SAHELIAN REGION—PROJECT MANAGEMENT.
DP/SG/PROJECTS/
SUGAR INDUSTRY—AFRICA.
ID/WG.247/

SULPHUR—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> ENV/IEB/AC.1/
<E/ECE/> ENV/IEB/WG.1/

SUPPLEMENTARY CONVENTION ON THE ABOLITION OF
SLAVERY, THE SLAVE TRADE, AND INSTITUTIONS
AND PRACTICES SIMILAR TO SLAVERY (1956).
E/AC.43/
E/CONF.24/

SUPPLY AND DEMAND.
<E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.7/
ID/WG.6/
<ST/> ESA/RT/AC.2/

SUPPORT COSTS.
DP/WGOC/

SURVEYS.
See also:
AERIAL SURVEYS
ECONOMIC SURVEYS
FERTILITY SURVEYS
GEODETIC SURVEYS
HOUSING SURVEYS
HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS
INDUSTRIAL SURVEYS
MARINE SURVEYS
NATURAL RESOURCES SURVEYS
POPULATION SURVEYS
SAMPLE SURVEYS
STRATIGRAPHIC SURVEYS
TRAFFIC SURVEYS
E/ESCAP/STAT/CDCS/

SURVEYS—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.3/FCS/

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.
See also:
DEVELOPMENT
A/CONF.167/
A/CONF.157/PC/
DP/GCF/
E/CN.17/
E/CONF.84/
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.4/
<E/ECE/> IND/AC.1/
E/ESCAP/ESD/
INSTRAW/ESR/D/
<ST/DP/SDS/>/SD/
<ST/> DP/SD/
TD/B/3912/SC.2/

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC,
E/ESCAP/ENR/MCSA/
E/ESCAP/ENR/OSA/

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT—EUROPE.
<E/ECE/> EC/AD/WG.1/
<E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.2/

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT—WESTERN ASIA.
E/ESCWA/SED/

SUGAR.
E/CONF.15/
E/CONF.15/C.1/
E/CONF.15/C.2/
E/CONF.15/C.3/
E/CONF.15/EX/
E/CONF.22/
E/CONF.22/BUR/
E/CONF.22/C.1/
E/CONF.22/C.2/
E/CONF.22/EX/
E/CONF.27/
E/CONF.27/C.1/
E/CONF.27/C.2/
E/CONF.27/EX/
E/CONF.37/
E/CONF.37/C.1/
E/CONF.37/C.2/
E/CONF.37/C.2/WP.1/
E/CONF.37/C.2/WP.2/
E/CONF.37/C.2/WP.3/
E/CONF.37/C.2/WP.4/
E/CONF.37/C.3/
E/CONF.37/EX/
E/CONF.48/
E/CONF.48/EX/
TD/SUGAR.6/
TD/SUGAR.6/CONS.C/
TD/SUGAR.6/CONS.C/PWG/
TD/SUGAR.6/EX/
TD/SUGAR.6/EX/C.1/
TD/SUGAR.6/EX/C.2/
TD/SUGAR.6/EX/C.3/
TD/SUGAR.6/PCC/
TD/SUGAR.6/STAT/
TD/SUGAR.7/
TD/SUGAR.7/C.1/
TD/SUGAR.7/C.1/WP.1/
TD/SUGAR.7/C.1/WP.2/
TD/SUGAR.7/C.2/
TD/SUGAR.7/EX/
TD/SUGAR.7/EX/WP.1/
TD/SUGAR.7/EX/WP.2/
TD/SUGAR.8/
TD/SUGAR.8/EX/
TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/
TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.1/
TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.2/
TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.3/
TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.4/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.2/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.3/
TD/SUGAR.9/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.1/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.2/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.3/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.4/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.5/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.2/
TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.3/
TD/SUGAR.10/
TD/SUGAR.11/
TD/SUGAR.12/
TD/SUGAR.12/CW/


SYMPOSIUM ON INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY (1977 : BUDAPEST).<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.4/AC/


SYMPOSIUM ON THE USE OF STEEL IN MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURE (1974 : GENEVA).<E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.1/AC/


SYNTHETIC DETERGENTS-EUROPE.<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.22/


TANGANYIKA.<T/COM.2/

TANGANYIKA-—PETITIONS.<T/AC.4/ T/OBS.2/ T/PET.2/

TAPIOCA—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.<E_ESCAP/> TRADE/TCG/TPEC/


TARIFF RECLASSIFICATION.<TD/SC.2/AC.3/

TARIFF RECLASSIFICATION—AFRICA.<E_CN.14/STC/WPCA/
TARIFFS.
See also: CUSTOMS VALUATION
E/PC/T/S/
E/PC/T/TAC/
E/PC/T/TRF/
TD/B/C.2/(V)/SC.1/
TD/B/C.4/(V)/SC.1/
TD/B/C.4/AC.5/
SD/B/C.4/AC.6/

TARIFFS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/EGMPTS/

TARIFFS—EUROPE.
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.16/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.25/

TAX ADMINISTRATION—AFRICA.
<E/ECA/>PAMM/BU/

TAX INCENTIVES—LATIN AMERICA.
CCE/GIP/

TAX REFORM.
ST/ESA/FF/AC.1/

TAX TREATIES.
See also: TREATIES
ST/ECA/SER.C/
ST/ESA/SER.C/
ST/SG/AC.8/

TAXATION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>DP/TPDP/

TEA.
TD/B/C.1/CONS.11/
TD/B/IPC/TEA/
TD/B/IPC/TEA/AC.2/
TD/B/IPC/TEA/AC.3/
TD/B/IPC/TEA/AC/

TEACHING EQUIPMENT.
EU/

TEACHING MATERIALS.
E/CN.11/SWTM/
ST/DP/SER.J/
ST/DP/SER.D/

TECHNICAL ASPECTS.
E/CONF.55/C.3/

TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
See also: ADVISORY SERVICES
AGRICULTURAL TECHNICAL COOPERATION
COUNTRY PROGRAMMES
ST/TAO/
ST/TAO/HR/
ST/TAO/K/<country>/
ST/TAO/SER.A/
ST/TAO/SER.C/
ST/TAO/SER.A/<country>/
ST/TAO/SER.C/<country>/

ADVISORY SERVICES
ST/TAO/RA/

REGIONAL PROGRAMMES
ST/TAO/SP/

UNDP
A/AC.117/
A/AC.123/
A/EC.2/SC.2/
A/CONF.3/
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE—ARAB COUNTRIES.
E/ESCWA/ID/1981/WG.3/

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > CHIN/AC.1/

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE—JAPAN.
< UNU > HSDR/JE/

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS.
< E/ECE > SC.TECH./SEM.1/
< E/ECE > SC.TECH./SEM.INF/PREP/
ID/WG.367/

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > SC.TECH./AC.2/
< E/ECE > SC.TECH./AC.5/

TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > ENG.AUT/AC.8/

TECHNOLOGY.
See also:
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
BIOTECHNOLOGY
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
MARINE TECHNOLOGY
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
POLYMER AND PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SPACE TECHNOLOGY
TRADITIONAL TECHNOLOGY
< E/ECE > EB.AIR/WG.6/
< E > ECE/IND/
E/ECWA/NR/CTT/
E/ESCAP/HIE/
E/ESCAP/HIE/MMIT/
E/ESCAP/HIE/PMMIT/
ID/WG.301/
ID/WG.326/
ID/WG.339/
ID/WG.350/
ID/WG.352/
ID/WG.364/
ID/WG.378/
ID/WG.419/
TD/B/COM.2/
< TD > UNCTAD/ITD/TEC/
UNEP/WG.43/

TECHNOLOGY—AFRICA.
< E/ECA > ARCT/EB/

TECHNOLOGY—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/HT/7/
E/ESCAP/HT/
< E/ESCAP > IHT/EGM/TAAP/
E/ESCAP/IHT/MMIT/
E/ESCAP/IHT/NOP/MMIT/
< E/ESCAP > IHT/TAGI/

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT.
ID/WG.412/

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT—EUROPE.
< E/ECE > EC.AD./SEM.8/
< E/ECE > EC.AD./SEM.8/AC/
< E/ECE > SC.TECH./SEM.10/
< E/ECE > SC.TECH./SEM.10/AC/

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.
See also:
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
KNOW-HOW
A/CONF.62/C.11/
E/CN.17/ISWG.1/
< E/ECE > CES/AC.33/
< E/ECE > SC.TECH./SEM.3/
E/ECWA/NR/CTT/
ID/WG.110/
ID/WG.123/
ID/WG.156/
ID/WG.228/
ID/WG.278/
ID/WG.308/
ID/WG.310/
ID/WG.326/
ID/WG.340/
ID/WG.349/
ID/WG.355/
ID/WG.393/
ID/WG.405/
ID/WG.410/
ID/WG.412/
ID/WG.429/
< ST > EEA/FF/AC.2/
TD/AC.1/
TD/B/AC.11/
TD/B/AC.35/
TD/B/C.6/
TD/B/C.8/AC.1/
TD/B/C.8/AC.2/
TD/B/C.8/AC.3/
TD/B/C.8/AC.4/
TD/B/C.8/AC.5/
TD/B/C.8/AC.6/
TD/B/C.8/AC.7/
TD/B/C.8/AC.8/
TD/B/C.8/AC.9/
TD/B/C.8/AC.10/
TD/B/C.8/VC/SC/
TD/B/TT/DOC5/
TD/B/WG.8/
TD/CODE TOT/
TD/CODE TOT/CONS/
TD/CODE TOT/C/
TD/CODE TOT/PN/
TD/II/WG.9/
TD/IWB/WG.6/
< TD > UNCTAD/ITD/TEC/
< TD > UNCTAD/TT/
< TD > UNCTAD/TT/AS/
< UNIDO > ID/WG.454/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.206/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&amp;NR/PM/ACTI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&amp;NR/STS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/APCTT/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCAP/IHT/M/ERCTT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;&lt;E/ESCAP/IHT/ICTT/WMTI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;&lt;E/ESCAP/IHT/WPSI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/IHT/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER—EUROPE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC.TECH./AC.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC.TECH./AC.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC.TECH./SEM.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;SC.TECH./SEM.14/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;E/SC.TECH./SEM.14/AC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;E/SC.TECH./SEM.TRANSFER/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER—JAPAN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;HSDR/JE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.18/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.245/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.218/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.245/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATION LINES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SUB.1/WPCL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATIONS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: REMOTE SENSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/OGS/SER.E/F/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATIONS—AFRICA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/TEL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECA/CMU/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATIONS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SUB.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SUB.1/WPTE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATIONS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SUB.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/SUB.1/WPTE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;&lt;E/ESCAP/IHT/ICTT/WMTI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;&lt;E/ESCAP/IHT/WPSI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELECOMMUNICATIONS—EUROPE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;E/ENG.AUTI/AC.11/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEPHONE SERVICES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/AFS/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/CGS/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/OGS/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEVISION EQUIPMENT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERMINOLOGY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: GLOSSARIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.2/C.5/A/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;EP/AC.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE/FLOOD/IHT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/EW/WR/WP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/CGS/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ST/CGS/&gt;GTS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/CGS/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ST/GENEVA/&gt;TERM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/STAT/CONF.12/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/CONF/TERM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERMINOLOGY BULLETINS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/CGS/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/CONF/TERM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERMS OF REFERENCE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/GC/(sess.)/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.12/AC.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAF/F/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRITORIAL ASYLUM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: REFUGEE LAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.174/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/C.6/SC.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/C.6/SC.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.78/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.78/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.78/D/C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRITORIAL SEA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: HIGH SEAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMI-ENCLOSED SEAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.13/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.62/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: LEBANON SITUATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALESTINE QUESTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.145/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/AC.21/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;TD/&gt;UNCTAD/DSD/SEU/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;TD/&gt;UNCTAD/ECON/SEU/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRITORIES UNDER PORTUGUESE ADMINISTRATION.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.108/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRORISM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: HOSTAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.160/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXTILE INDUSTRY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.88/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.83/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.128/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.205/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXTILE INDUSTRY—ARAB COUNTRIES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.82/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXTILE INDUSTRY—ASIA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/MPI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEMATIC MAPPING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: CARTOGRAPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.36/C.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.52/C.3/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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THERMAL ENGINEERING—EUROPE.
See also: ENGINEERING
BUC/SYM/EP/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.7/AC/ 

THERMAL POWER PLANTS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.7/
< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.7/AC/
< E/ECE/> EP/ WP.6/ 

THESAURUS.
< (D) > UNIDO/LIB/SER.C/

THESALONIKI (GREECE).
A/AC.16/SC.6/ 

THIRD WORLD AND WORLD DEVELOPMENT.
UNU/TWWD/ 

TIMBER.
See also: LOGGING
LUMBER
TROPICAL TIMBER
< E/>ECE/TIM/BULL/
< E/>ECE/TIM/DP/
< E/ECE/> TIM/ WP.1/
ID/WG.355/
ID/WG.447/
LOG/SYMPHOSIUM 2/
TD/B/C.2/AC.2/ 

TIMBER—ASIA.
RP/TP/ 

TIMBER—EUROPE.
< E/>ECE/TIM/
ST/ECE/TIM/ 

TIME (LAW).
A/CN.9/WG.1/ 

TIN.
E/CONF.12/
E/CONF.12/BUR/
E/CONF.12/ C.1/
E/CONF.12/EX/
E/CONF.32/
E/CONF.32/ C.1/
E/CONF.32/EX/
TD/TIN.3/
TD/TIN.3/C.1/
TD/TIN.3/C.2/
TD/TIN.3/EX/
TD/TIN.4/
TD/TIN.4/C.1/
TD/TIN.4/C.2/
TD/TIN.4/EX/
TD/TIN.5/
TD/TIN.5/EX/
TD/TIN.5/EX/C.1/
TD/TIN.5/EX/C.2/
TD/TIN.6/
TD/TIN.7/
TD/TIN/CONS/
TD/TIN/PM/
TD/TIN/STAT/ 

TIN INDUSTRY.
E/CONF.12/
E/CONF.12/BUR/
E/CONF.12/ C.1/
E/CONF.12/EX/
ID/WG.73/ 

TIN INDUSTRY—SOUTHEAST ASIA.
INR/TC/ 

TIN PLATE.
ID/WG.73/
ID/WG.139/ 

TIN PLATE—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
ID/WG.428/ 

TIRES.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/ WP.29/GRPN/ 

TOBACCO.
TD/B/C.1/ CONS.12/ 

TOGOLAND UNDER BRITISH ADMINISTRATION.
T/COM.6&7/
T/COM.6/ 
T/ OBS.6&7/ 
T/ OBS.6/ 
T/ PET.6&7/ 
T/ PET.6/ 

TOGOLAND UNDER FRENCH ADMINISTRATION.
T/COM.6&7/
T/ COM.7/ 
T/ OBS.6&7/ 
T/ OBS.7/ 
T/ PET.6&7/ 
T/ PET.7/ 

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
See also: CARTOGRAPHY
E/CONF.36/C.2/
E/CONF.52/C.2/ 

TOPOONYMY.
See: GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES 

TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEl TREATMENT.
See also: DETAINED PERSONS
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
PRISONER TREATMENT
WAR CRIMES
CAT/C/
CAT/SP/ 
E/CN.4/1982/WG.2/ 
E/CN.4/1983/WG.2/ 
E/CN.4/1984/WG.2/ 
E/CN.4/1985/WG.2/ 
E/CN.4/1982/WG.11/ 
E/CN.4/1984/WG.11/ 
E/CN.4/1996/WG.11/ 

TOURISM.
E/CN.11/TRANS/ SUB.5/
E/CONF.16/
E/CONF.16/AC.2/ 
GEITT/ 
TD/B/C.3/SC.4/ 
TD/B/C.3(V)/SC/ 
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TOURISM - AFRICA.
E/ECA/TCD/

TOURISM - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<STIESCAP/TCT/>

TOURISM - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > AGRN/SEM.17/

TOURISM - LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/AC.7/

TOURISM - WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/TCT/

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT.
See also: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
E/CONF.47/
E/CONF.47/C.1/
E/CONF.47/C.2/

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/IMTD/
< E/ESCAP/ > TRANS/IMTD/

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT - EUROPE.
< E/ > ECE/SEM.1/
< E/ > ECE/SEM.1/AC/

TOURISM STATISTICS - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > CES/AC.39/

TOXIC SUBSTANCES.
See also: DANGEROUS GOODS
< E/ECE/ > CEP/AC.1/
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/AC.10/
UNEP/HPTC/
UNEP/WG.1/
UNEP/WG.96/
UNEP/WG.56/
UNEP/WG.122/
UNEP/WG.155/

TOXIC SUBSTANCES - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > ENV/AC.8/
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/AC.8/

TOXIC SUBSTANCES - NORTH AMERICA.
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/AC.8/

TOXIC WASTE MANAGEMENT.
See also: WASTES
UNEP/BC/
UNEP/CHW/
UNEP/CHW/C.1/
UNEP/CHW/LSG/
UNEP/CHW/AC.4/
UNEP/BPC/
UNEP/WG.95/
UNEP/WG.111/
UNEP/WG.182/
UNEP/WG.159/

TOXIC WASTE MANAGEMENT - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > ENV/AC.2/
< E/ECE/ > ENV/AC.8/
< E/ECE/ > ENVWA/AC.2/

TRACTORS - EUROPE.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRT/

TRADE.
See: FOREIGN TRADE
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

TRADE AGREEMENTS.
See also: COMMODITY AGREEMENTS
TREATIES
E/CONF.26/C.3/
E/PC/T/TAC/

TRADE ANALYSIS INFORMATION SYSTEM.
< TD/ > UNCTAD/TRANS/

TRADE DATA INTERCHANGE.
< E/ > ECE/TRADE/TDED/
TD/B/TDED/

TRADE DOCUMENTS.
< E/ECE/ > TRADE/MTD/4/EG.11/
< E/ > ECE/TRADE/MTD/4/EG.2/
< E/ESCAP/ > TRADE/WLTD/
TD/B/ASTD/

TRADE EXPANSION.
E/CONF.46/
E/CONF.46/BUR/
E/CONF.46/C.3/
E/CONF.46/C.4/
E/CONF.46/PC/
E/CONF.46/PC/SC.4/
TD/B/AC.4/
TD/B/AC.10/
TD/B/AC.38/
TD/B/AC.45/
TD/B/AC.1/SC.2/
TD/B/WG.4/
TD/B/WG.8/
TD/A/AC.2/
TD/A/WG.11/
TD/A/WG.11/

TRADE EXPANSION - AFRICA.
E/ECA/TRAFWC/

TRADE EXPANSION - ARAB COUNTRIES.
TAD/EI/SEM.3/

TRADE EXPANSION - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRADE/GETE/
TRADE/TE/
TRADE/TLP/TEP/

TRADE FACILITATION.
See also: CUSTOMS FORMALITIES
E/CONF.46/AC.1/
E/CONF.46/C.1/
E/CONF.46/C.2/
E/CONF.46/C.5/SC.1/
E/CONF.46/C.5/
E/CONF.46/PC/SC.1/
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TRADE FACILITATION - AFRICA.
E/CN.14/STC/

TRADE FACILITATION - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/R/1

TRADE FACILITATION - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/ETSC/
E/ESCAP/TRADE/LIBERALIZATION/

TRADE FACILITATION - CENTRAL AMERICA.
ECE/71/Conf.
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.1/

TRADE FACILITATION - EUROPE.
E/ECE/TRADE/AC.17/
E/ECE/TRADE/WP.4/AC.1/

TRADE FACILITATION - LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/C.1/

TRADE FACILITATION - WEST AFRICA.
E/CN.14/WA/EC/ACT/

TRADE PAIRS.
E/ECE/TRADE/WP.2/
TD/WG.2/

TRADE FINANCING.
See also: COMPENSATORY FINANCING
E/CONF.46/PC/SC.2/
E/CONF.46/PC/SC.3/
E/CONF.46/PC/SC.4/
E/ECE/TRADE/FRM/
E/ECE/TRADE/TFN/
TD/B/ASTF/
TD/B/COM.3/

TRADE IN SERVICES.
See also: SERVICE INDUSTRIES
E/ECE/CEES/AC.67/
TD/B/CN.4/
TD/B/COM.1/
TD/>UNCTAD/SD/SER/

TRADE INFORMATION.
TD/>UNCTAD/TRAINS/

TRADE INFORMATION - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ECE/TRADE/AC.13/
E/ECE/TRADE/AC.15/

TRADE LAW.
See: COMMERCIAL LAW
INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW

TRADE LIBERALIZATION.
TD/B/C.1/SC.2/
TD/B/C.2/1(V)/SC.1/
TD/B/C.2/VII/SC/
TD/B/C.2(VII)/SC/

TRADE LIBERALIZATION - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/LIBERALIZATION/

TRADE NEGOTIATIONS.
See also: MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
E/PCT/1/
E/PCT/TrI/

TRADE NEGOTIATIONS - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/LIBERALIZATION/

TRADE POLICY.
E/CONF.2/AC.3/
E/PCT/1/1/PRO/
E/PCT/1/II/QR/
E/PCT/1/III/ST/
E/PCT/1/I/TECH/
ST/ECLA/CONF.13/
TD/B/39(1)/SC.1/
TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/PDC/

TRADE POLICY - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/DNT,

TRADE POLICY - EUROPE.
E/ECE/EC.A3.(XVI)/AC.2/

TRADE POLICY - LATIN AMERICA.
E/ECE/AC.60/

TRADE PREFERENCES.
See also: GENERAL SYSTEM OF TRADE PREFERENCES
E/ECE/AC.60/

TD/B/AC.1/
TD/B/AC.5/
TD/B/AC.5/II/SC.1/
TD/B/AC.5/II/SC.1/
TD/B/AC.5/II/SC.1/
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRADE PROJECTIONS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ECON. ADVISERS/WG.2/</td>
<td>MATHECO/EM.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE PROMOTION.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: EXPORT PROMOTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRADE MTG/CONS/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/PC/T/EC/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITC/SYM/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITC/IT/SMR/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/AC.23/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/AC.45/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/B/VG.4/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE PROMOTION—AFRICA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECOS/&gt;TRADE/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE PROMOTION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/CN.11/AC.7/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.11/SG.2/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.21/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/IP/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/TRADE/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECAF/SG.4/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR/STATE/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE PROMOTION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;TRADE/MNTPDA/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;TRADE/EGMCT/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;TRADE/TG/SG.1/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;TRADE/TG/SG.2/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;TRADE/TG/SG.6/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE PROMOTION—EUROPE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRADE/AC.5/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRADE/AC.17/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE REGULATION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECAF/SG.4/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE REGULATION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;DP/DSIT/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE RESTRICTIONS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: NCM-TARIFF BARRIERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROTECTIONISM TARIFFS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRADE/AC.2/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/PC/T/EC.2/QR/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE RESTRICTIONS—EUROPE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRADE/AC.20/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE STATISTICS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/CN.14/CAS.7/TRADE/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/CN.14/CAS.12/TRADE/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/STAT/CAP/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/STAT/SC/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/STAT/SC/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/STAT/SC/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/STAT/SC/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/STAT/CONF.1/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/STAT/CONF.13/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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TRAFFIC SAFETY—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.20/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.23/

TRAFFIC SURVEYS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.6/AC.2/

TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS.
See also: RESEARCH CENTRES
UNITAR
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
E/CN.9/AC.13/
<ST/>/ECE/JG/M/
UNITAR/DS/

TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS—AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/DTC/
E/CN.14/DEP/

TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/A&NR/9R/

TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP >/MTC/RTI/

TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS—LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/INST/

TRAINING PROGRAMMES.
See also: MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT
VOCATIONAL TRAINING
DP/ID/DES.C/
E/CN.8/CONF.4/
E/CN.11/AC.4/
E/CN.14/CSRT/
E/CN.14/SODE/
E/CN.14/STA/
ECAFE/PA/IFN/
ID/WG.116/
POP/TPP/
< TD >/UNITAD/OSG/RP/
< TD >/UNITAD/SD/TRAN/
UN/SDA/SEM/33/
UNITARI
UNITAR/B/ATC/
UNITAR/CH/
UNITAR/EUR.72/SC/
UNITAR/MAE/

TRAINING PROGRAMMES—AFRICA.
E/CA/PSD/TN/
EAL/SD/DM/

TRAINING PROGRAMMES—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ASTAT/RTC/
E/CN.11/SD/SWPP/
E/CN.11/TRADE/MT/
FCW/

TRAINING PROGRAMMES—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP >/SD/RMTP/
< E/ESCAP >/STAT/EGM/SET/

TRAINING PROGRAMMES—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC/GE.20/AC.1/
UN/SD/SEM/43/
UN/SD/SEM/49/

TRAINING PROGRAMMES—SOUTHERN AFRICA.
UNITAPSA/

TRANSBOUNDARY AIR POLLUTION.
See also: AIR POLLUTION
< E/ECE >/EB/AR/71/
< E/ECE >/EB/AR/81/

TRANSBOUNDARY AIR POLLUTION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/EB/AR/1/
< E/ECE >/EB/AR/2/
< E/ECE >/EB/AR/6/
< E/ECE >/EB/AR/91/
< E/ECE >/ENV/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ENV/EB/
< E/ECE >/ENV/EB/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ENV/EB/1/

TRANSBOUNDARY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT.
See also: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
< E/ECE >/CEP/4/

TRANSBOUNDARY POLLUTION.
< E/ECE >/ENVWA/31/

TRANSBOUNDARY POLLUTION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ENVWA/AC.3/
< E/ECE >/ENVWA/11/
< E/ECE >/ENVWA/41/

TRANSBOUNDARY WASTE DISPOSAL.
See also: WASTES
UNEP/BC/
UNEP/CHW.1/WG.1/
UNEP/CHW/
UNEP/CHW/C.1/
UNEP/CHW/SO/
UNEP/CHW/WG.1/
UNEP/CHW/WG.4/
UNEP/SCC/

TRANSBOUNDARY WATER POLLUTION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ENVWA/AC.4/
< E/ECE >/WATER/AC.4/
< E/ECE >/WATER/SEM.11/

TRANS-EUROPEAN NORTH-SOUTH MOTORWAY PROJECT.
< E/ECE >/TEM/
< E/ECE >/TEM/FCW/
< E/ECE >/TEM/DC/

TRANSIT.
See also: ACCESS TO THE SEA
LANDlocked DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.17/
TD/B/AC.38/
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TRANSIT - WEST AFRICA.
E/CN.14/STC/TTWA/

TRANSIT COUNTRIES.
TD/B/LLDC/AC.1/
TD/TRANSIT/
<TD/>UNCTAD/LLDC/SYMP/

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS.
E/C.10/
E/C.10/AC.2/
E/C.10/AC.3/
ID/WG.39B/
ST/CTC/
ST/CTC/SER.A/
ST/CTC/SER.B/
TD/B/ITNC/
TD/B/ITNC/AC.1/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ITNC/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/TA/

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS - AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CTNC/
E/CN.14/ECOP/
E/ECA/UNCTC/

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/> CTC/ESCAP/HPCTC/
<E/ESCAP/> CTC/ESCAP/IMTC/
<E/ESCAP/> CTC/ESCAP/PCE/
ST/ESCAP/CTC/

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS - EUROPE.
<E/ECE/UNCTC/>

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS - NAMIBIA.
E/C.10/AC.4/

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS - SOUTH AFRICA.
E/C.10/AC.4/

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS - SOUTHEAST ASIA.
<E/ESCAP/> CTC/ESCAP/WRNTEC/

TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS - WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/UNCTC/
E/ECWA/UNCTC/66/AG.1/
E/ESCWA/UNCTC/

TRANSPORT.
See also: AIR TRANSPORT
CONTAINER TRANSPORT
DANGEROUS GOODS TRANSPORT
FOOD TRANSPORT
GOODS TRANSPORT
INLAND TRANSPORT
INLAND WATER TRANSPORT
MARITIME TRANSPORT
MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT
PASSENGER TRANSPORT
RAILWAY TRANSPORT
ROAD TRANSPORT
URBAN TRANSPORT
E/CN.2/
E/CN.2/WP.1/
E/CN.11/AC.14/
E/ECE/UNCTC/
E/ECE/TRANS/PC/
E/TRANS/

TRANSPORT - AFRICA.
A/CONF.99/
E/CN.14/INIR/
E/CN.14/TRANS/
E/CN.14/WP.4/
E/ECA/INIR/
E/ECA/TC/
E/ECA/TRANS/

TRANSPORT - ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRANS/D/2/
ST/ECAFE/CTC/

TRANSPORT - ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/TRANS/
E/ESCAP/CTC/
E/ESCAP/STC/
<E/ESCAP/> TCT/AIMTCD/
<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/
ST/ESCAP/PE/
ST/ESCAP/TC/

TRANSPORT - CENTRAL AMERICA.
E/CILA/CONF.2/

TRANSPORT - EUROPE.

TRANSPORT - WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/TCT/
E/ESCWA/TCT/

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS DECADE FOR ASIA AND
E/ECA/TRANS/TC/

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS DECADE IN AFRICA
A/CONF.99/

TRANSPORT CORRIDORS - EUROPE.
E/ECE/TRANS/SE/

-509-
TRANSPORT COSTS—EUROPE.
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.26/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.35/

TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS.
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.27/

TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/WP1/

TRANSPORT ECONOMICS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.37/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.5/

TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT.
ST/ECLA/CONF.5/

TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.5/AC/
E/ECE/TRANS/GE/
E/ECE/TRANS/WAT/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.3/

TRANSPORT FACILITATION.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.5/
< E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/GE.2/

TRANSPORT FACILITATION—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPCT/
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPFT/

TRANSPORT FACILITATION—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> TRADE/TCD/SG.7/

TRANSPORT FACILITATION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SG.1/
< E/> E/ECE/TRANS/TIR/

TRANSPORT FACILITATION—UNITED STATES.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.28/AC.1/

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE.
See also: HIGHWAYS
PIPLINES
PORTS
RAILWAYS
TD/B/AC.14/

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/MCI/
E/ESCAP/SGO/MCI/

TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/AC.3/

TRANSPORT PLANNING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/DPW/W.6/

TRANSPORT PLANNING—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> TRANS/TNIC/

TRANSPORT PLANNING—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/AC.1/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.38/
E/ECE/TRANS/RD/LT/
E/ECE/TRANS/RD/ST/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.1/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.2/

TRANSPORT PLANNING—MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.5/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.12/

TRANSPORT PLANNING—WESTERN ASIA.
< E/ECWA/TRANS/

TRANSPORT REGULATIONS.
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.19/

TRANSPORT REGULATIONS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/SG.2/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.22/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.31/SG.1/

TRANSPORT STATISTICS.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.6/AC.1/

TRANSPORT STATISTICS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.62/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.6/
E/ECE/TRANS/GE.6/AC.3/
E/ECE/TRANS/WAT/
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.6/

TRANSPORT STATISTICS—LATIN AMERICA.
ST/ECLA/Conf.33/

TRANSPORT SYSTEMS—WESTERN ASIA.
See also: RAILWAY NETWORKS
ROAD NETWORKS
WATERWAY NETWORKS
E/ECWA/TRANS.2/

TRANSPORT TERMINALS.
See also: PORTS
A/CONF.152/
A/CONF.152/C.1/
A/CONF.152/C.2/

TRANSPORT TERMINALS—EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/SEM.1/

TRAVEL.
E/CONF.47/
E/CONF.47/C.1/
E/CONF.47/C.2/
GEITT/

TRAVEL—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ST/ECAA/CONF/SA.7/

TRAVEL—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/TRANS/TRA/
TRA/WG/

TREATIES.
See also: LAW OF TREATIES
MULTILATERAL TREATIES
TAX TREATIES
TRADE AGREEMENTS
TRUSTEESHIP AGREEMENTS
A/AC.183/
A/AC.207/
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A/CONF.95/WG/  
E/AC.43/  
E/CN.4/1982/WG.1/  
E/CN.4/1982/WG.2/  
E/CN.4/1983/WG.1/  
E/CN.4/1983/WG.2/  
E/CN.4/1984/WG.1/  
E/CN.4/1984/WG.2/  
E/CN.4/1985/WG.1/  
E/CN.4/1986/WG.1/  
E/CN.4/1986/WG.2/  
E/CN.4/1987/WG.1/  
E/CN.4/1988/WG.1/  
E/CN.4/1988/WG.2/  
E/CN.4/1989/WG.1/  
E/CN.4/AC.1/  
E/CN.4/AC.3/  
E/CN.4/WG.1/  
E/CN.7/AC.3/  
E/CN.7/AC.8/  
E/CN.7/AC.9/  
E/CONF.16/AC.2/  
ENT/  
<ST/DP/PRESS/>L/T/  
ST/LEG/SER.A/  
ST/LEG/SER.D/  
ST/LEG/SER.E/  
UNEP/WG.68/  
UNEP/WG.78/  
UNEP/WG.110/  
TREATY BANNING NUCLEAR WEAPON TESTS IN THE ATMOSPHERE, IN OUTER SPACE AND UNDER WATER (1963).  
PTBT/CONF/  
PTBT/CONF/M/  
TREATY ON THE NON-PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS (1968).  
NPT/CONF.1956/  
NPT/CONF.1957/CC/  
NPT/CONF.1958/DC/  
NPT/CONF.1959/MC.I/  
NPT/CONF.1959/MC.II/  
NPT/CONF.1959/MC.III/  
NPT/CONF.II/  
NPT/CONF.II/AC.1/  
NPT/CONF.II/AC.2/  
NPT/CONF.II/AC.3/  
NPT/CONF.III/  
NPT/CONF.III/AC.1/  
NPT/CONF.III/AC.2/  
NPT/CONF.III/AC.3/  
NPT/CONF.IV/  
NPT/CONF.IV/AC.1/  
NPT/CONF.IV/AC.2/  
NPT/CONF.IV/AC.3/  
NPT/CONF.IV/AC.4/  
NPT/CONF.IV/AC.5/  
NPT/CONF.IV/AC.6/  
NPT/CONF.IV/AC.7/  
NPT/CONF.IV/DC/  
NPT/CONF.IV/MC.I/  
NPT/CONF.IV/MC.II/  
NPT/CONF.IV/MC.III/  
NPT/CONF.V/  
NPT/CONF.V/AC.1/  
NPT/CONF.V/AC.2/  
SDT/CONF.II/  
SDT/CONF.III/DC/  
SDT/CONF.III/  
SDT/CONF/  
TREATY REGISTRATION.  
A/C.6/Sub.1/  
ST/CEPAL/Conf.56/  
TROOP WITHDRAWAL.  
A/AC.26/SC.4/  
TROPICAL FORESTS.  
See also: FORESTS  
UNEP/WG.35/  
UNEP/WG.73/  
TROPICAL FORESTS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.  
<E/ESCAP/>ECU/ESATD/  
TROPICAL FRUITS.  
ID/WG.88/  
TROPICAL TIMBER.  
See also: TIMBER  
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/ICFDTT/  
TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/  
TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.1/  
TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.2/  
TD/TIMBER.2/  
TD/TIMBER/  
TD/TIMBER/EX/  
<TD/UNCTAD/>ITTC/  
<TD/UNCTAD/>ITTC/PC/  
TROPICAL TIMBER--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.  
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/IMTPPC/  
TROPICAL TIMBER--EUROPE.  
<E/ECE/>TIM/SEM.9/  
TRUCE SUPERVISION.  
See also: PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS  
<UNTSO/>  
TRUST FUND FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA AGAINST POLLUTION.  
UNEP/WG.13/  
UNEP/WG.18/  
TRUST TERRITORIES.  
See also: DECOLONIZATION PACIFIC ISLANDS (TRUST TERRITORY) QUESTION  
UN. TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL VISITING MISSIONS  
A/AC.74/  
A/AC.4/  
A/C.4/AC.1/  
A/C.4/AC.2/  
A/C.4/SC.6/  
A/C.4/SC.8/  
A/C.4/SC.9/  
A/C.4/(sess.)/  
A/C.4/Sub.1/  
A/C.4/Sub.2/  
E/CN.4/AC.10/  
EBT/C.1/  
<ST/PATD/>  
ST/SQRCDTD/  
T/  
T/AC.4/  
T/AC.8/  
T/AC.16/  
T/AC.18/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/AC.20/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/AC.24/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/AC.34/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/AC.36/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/AC.41/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/AC.43/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/AC.45/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/C.2/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/COM.1/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/COM.2/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/COM.3/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/COM.8/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/COM.10/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/OBS.1/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/OBS.2/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/OBS.3/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/OBS.8/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/OBS.9/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/OBS.GENERAL/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/PET.1/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/PET.2/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/PET.3/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/PET.8/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/PET.9/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/PET.10/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/PET.GENERAL/</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRUST TERRITORIES-NAURU.</strong></td>
<td>A/C.4/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRUST TERRITORIES-WEST AFRICA.</strong></td>
<td>TC/VM.1949/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRUSTEESHIP AGREEMENTS.</strong></td>
<td>A/C.4/Sub.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRUSTEESHIP AGREEMENTS-NAURU.</strong></td>
<td>A/C.4/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>E/CONF.44/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/B.C.1/CONS.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/B.C.1/TUNGSTEN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/B.C.1/TUNGSTEN/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/B.C.1/TUNGSTEN/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/B.C.1/TUNGSTEN/WG/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/B.CN.1/TUNGSTEN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/B.CN.1/TUNGSTEN/AC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/B.CN.1/TUNGSTEN/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/B/TUNGSTEN/PWG/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/TUNGSTEN COM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/TUNGSTEN COM/BIR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/TUNGSTEN COM/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/TUNGSTEN COM/SWP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/TUNGSTEN.</strong></td>
<td>TD/TUNGSTEN COM/WG/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TUNISIA--INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.</strong></td>
<td>ID/WG.35/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TUNISIA--INVESTMENT PROMOTION.</strong></td>
<td>ID/WG.35/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNITED NATIONS (1979).</strong></td>
<td>A/AC.139/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNITED NATIONS (1979).</strong></td>
<td>A/AC.144/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNITED NATIONS (1979).</strong></td>
<td>A/AC.144/NWG/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TYPHOONS.**
See also: CYCLONES
WRD/TC.1/
WRD/TC.2/
WRD/TC.3/
WRD/TC.4/
WRD/TC.5/
WRD/TC.6/
WRD/TC.7/
WRD/TC.8/
WRD/TC.9/
WRD/TC.10/
WRD/1/TYP/

**TYPHOONS--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.**
E/CN.11/WRD/TYP/

**TYPHOONS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.**
<E/ESCAP/>WRD/TC/

**UN.**
See also: LEAGUE OF NATIONS
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES
UN SYSTEM
A/AC.28/
A/AC.84/
A/AC.139/
A/AC.144/
A/AC.144/NWG/
A/AC.146/
A/AC.154/
A/AC.154/NWG.1/
A/AC.181/
A/AC.184/
A/AC.202/
A/AC.222/
A/AC.240/
A/AC.240/1994/NWG/
A/C.1/Sub.4/
A/Executive Circular/
A/NC/
E/SCN.1/
PC/CDI/
PC/EX/
PC/EX/AD/
PC/EX/FI/
PC/EX/G/
PC/EX/ICJ/
PC/EX/PREL/
PC/EX/SA/
PC/3/
PCA/EG/
PC/ST/
ST/C/SEG.1/
ST/D/ASSD/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ANV/
ST/DPI/SER.1/
ST/DPI/SER.2/
ST/DPI/SER.3/
<ST/DPI/>UNIC/
ST/LIB/
ST/LIB/SER.1/
ST/LIB/SER.1/CUM.
ST/LIB/SER.1/F
ST/LIB/SER.1/J
ST/LIB/SER.1/LA.
ST/LIB/SER.1/LB.
ST/LIB/SER.1/CI
ST/LIB/SER.1/M.
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ST/OGS/SER.A/
<ST/>OPI/
ST/OPI/SER.C/
ST/OPI/SER.D/
ST/PR/
ST/SG/LQ/
ST/SG/SER.A/
ST/TRAINING/
UNITAR/EUR.72/STUD.I/
UNITAR/EUR:SEM.1/

UN--ADMINISTRATION.
A/AB/
A/AC.68/
A/AC.104/
A/AC.113/
A/Administrative Circular/
A/CN.1/
Administrative Circular/
AIC/
PC/AB/
SG/AD/
SGB/
<ST/<ADM/>/
ST/ADM/SER.P/
ST/AFM/GS/
ST/AFS/
ST/AFS/AI/
ST/AFS/SGB/
ST/AU/
ST/CJ/
ST/CP/
ST/OGS/
ST/IC/
ST/SB/
ST/SGB/

UN--BUDGET.
A/AB/
A/AC.104/
A/AC.113/
A/CN.1/
PC/AB/
SG/AD/

UN--BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
A/C.5/Sub.1/
A/CN.2/
ST/ADM/SER.B/
ST/AFS/SER.B/

UN--ESTABLISHMENT.
PC/

UN--FINANCING.
A/AC.124/
A/AC.124/DC/
A/AC.158/
</<A/>/WGFS/

UN--MEDIUM-TERM PLAN (1960-1963).
E/1979/AC.1/

UN--MEMBERS.
A/AC.11/
A/AC.28/SC.2/
A/AC.84/
A/AC.75/
S/AC.7/

S/AC.16/
S/C.2/
S/CNM/
ST/GENEVA/SER.A/

UN--PERSONNEL QUESTIONS.
See also: INTERNATIONAL CIVIL SERVICE
UN ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL
A/CN.5/Decisions/Case...
AT/
AT/DEC/
IC/
ICSC/
SG/AD/
ST/AFS/AI/
ST/IC/

UN--RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS.
ST/LIB/SER.H/

UN--WORK ORGANIZATION.
A/AC.69/
ST/DCS/

UN. ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE APPLICATION
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.14/6CT/

UN. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION.
See also: NUCLEAR ENERGY
AEC/
AEC/C.1/
AEC/C.1/Sub.2/
AEC/C.2/
AEC/C.2/Sub.1/
AEC/C.3/
AEC/C.4/
AEC/NWC/

UN. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION--RULES OF PROCEEDURE.
AEC/C.5/
AEC/CRP/

UN. CEPAL.
See also: CARIBBEAN REGION
LATIN AMERICA
REGIONAL COMMISSIONS
UN. ECLAC
E/CN.12/AC.3/
E/CN.12/AC.15/
E/CN.12/AC.1/;
UN. COMMISSION FOR CONVENTIONAL ARMAMENTS--WORK
PROGRAMME.
S/AC.3/SC.2/

UN. COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS--AGENDA.
E/CN.4/1993/WG.4/

UN. COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS--WORK ORGANIZATION.
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UN. COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS--WORK PROGRAMME.
E/CN.4/1982/WG.3/

UN. COMMISSION ON POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT.
E/CN.8/

UN. COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN (14TH SESS.
1960: BUENOS AIRES).
ST/BA/

UN. COMPENSATION FUND.
S/AC.26/
S/AC.26/1991/WG/

UN. DAG HAMMARSJÖLD LIBRARY.
ST/LIB/
ST/LIB/SER.K/

UN. ECA.
See also: AFRICA
REGIONAL COMMISSIONS
E/CN.14/DOC/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.F/
E/CE/DOC/
<ST/DPI/PRESS/>ECA/

UN. ECA--WORK PROGRAMME.
E/CN.14/P/
E/CN.14/PROG/

UN. ECA. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE--WORK ORGANIZATION.
E/CN.14/ECD/

UN. ECA, LIBRARY.
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.A/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.B/
E/ECA/LIB/SER.B/

UN. ECAFE.
See also: ASIA
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
EAC.
E/AC.18/
E/CN.11/AC.18/

UN. ECAFE--RECOMMENDATIONS.
E/CN.11/AC.14/

UN. ECAFE--WORK PROGRAMME.
E/CN.11/AC.13/
E/CA.11/AC.22/

UN. ECAFE--WORK PROGRAMME (1951-1952).
E/CN.11/AC.19/

UN. ECE.
See also: EUROPE
NORTH AMERICA
REGIONAL COMMISSIONS
E/AC.17/
E/AC.29/
E/ECE/
<E>/ECE/AC.19/
<E>/ECE/AC.20/

UN. ECE--CALENDAR OF MEETINGS.
<ST>/ECEPRO/

UN. ECE--WORK PROGRAMME.
<E>/ECE/AC.15/

UN. ECE. COMMITTEE ON ELECTRIC POWER.
<ST>/ECE/AC.15/

UN. ECE. INDUSTRY AND MATERIALS COMMITTEE--WORK PROGRAMME.
E/ECE/IM/PROG/

UN. ECE, SENIOR ECONOMIC ADVISERS TO ECE GOVERNMENTS.
<ST>/ECE/>EC.AD/AC/

UN. ECE. TIMBER COMMITTEE--WORK PROGRAMME.
<ST>/ECE/>TIM/AC2/

UN. ECLAC.
See also: CARIBBEAN REGION
LATIN AMERICA
REGIONAL COMMISSIONS
UN. ECLAC
<ST>/ECE/>AC.11/

UN. ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT COMMISSION--TERMS OF REFERENCE.
E/AC.11/

UN. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL.
See also: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICY
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
E/AC.21/
E/PROG/
E/SEC/
PC/ES/
PC/ES/
ST/LIB/SER.B/E.

UN. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL--MEMBERS.
A/C.26/S/SC.1/

UN. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL--ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE.
E/AC.34/

UN. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL--RULES OF PROCEDURE.
E/AC.41/
E/AC.53/
E/PRC/PRO/
UN. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL--WORK PROGRAMME.
E/1978/AC.1/
E/AC.51/

UN. ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR THE MIDDLE EAST
(PROPOSED).
E/AC.26/

UN. ECWA.
See also: REGIONAL COMMISSIONS
UN. ESCWA
WESTERN ASIA
E/ECWA/DOC/
E/ECWA/LIB/CUM/DOC/

UN. ECWA--MEDIUM-TERM PLAN.
E/ECWA/CMTTP/

UN. ECWA. LIBRARY.
E/ECWA/LIB/
E/ECWA/LIB/CUM/S/
E/ECWA/LIB/CUM/

UN. ESCAP.
See also: ASIA
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
FAR EAST
REGIONAL COMMISSIONS
UN. ECAFE
<E/ESCAP>/OES/  
<E/ESCAP>/OES/ACPR/  
<E/ESCAP>/PMD/CSC/  
ID/WG.225/  
<ST>/ESCAP/LIB/SER.F/

UN. ESCAP--RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS.
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.B/

UN. ESCAP. ASIA-PACIFIC TELECOMMUNITY.
E/CN.11/TRANS/APT/

UN. ESCAP. ASIA-PACIFIC TELECOMMUNITY--ACTIVITIES.
<E/ESCAP>/TRANS/APT/GA/  
<E/ESCAP>/TRANS/APT/AC/

UN. ESCAP. LIBRARY.
ST/ESCAP/LIB/  
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.C/  
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.E/

UN. ESCAP. REGIONAL ENERGY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME.
<E/ESCAP>/OES/REDP/SC/

UN. ESCAP. REGIONAL MINERAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT CENTRE.
E/ESCAP/NR/MU/RMRRDC/

UN. ESCWA.
See also: REGIONAL COMMISSIONS
UN. ECWA
WESTERN ASIA
E/ECWA/C.1/  
E/ECWA/DOC/  
ST/ESCWA/

UN. ECWA. LIBRARY.
E/ECWA/LIB/AEO/  
E/ECWA/LIB/DOC/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
See also: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
A/AC.16/  
A/AC.19/SC.1/  
A/AC.18/SC.4/  
A/AC.10/SC.5/  
A/AC.18/SC.7/  
A/AC.19/SC.8/  
A/AC.30/  
A/BUR/  
A/BUR/(sess.)/  
A/loess./  
ARSI/  
A/S-(sess.)/  
PC/EX/A/  
PC/GA/  
ST/LIB/SER.B/A/  
<ST/SG/CPGS/>  
<ST/SG/PGAA/>

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY--PARTICIPANTS.
ST/SG/SER.B/  
ST/SG/SER.C/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY--RULES OF PROCEDURE.
A/AC.6/SC.6/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY--WORK ORGANIZATION.
A/AC.111/  
A/AC.149/  
A/AC.149/DG.I/  
A/AC.149/DG.II/  
A/AC.149/DG.III/  
A/AC.149/WG.1/  
A/AC.149/WG.2/  

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY. COMMITTEE ON PROCEDURES AND ORGANIZATION.
A/AC.12/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY (1ST SESS. : 1946 : LONDON AND FLUSHING MEADOW, N.Y.).
A/Administrative Circular/  
A/Executive Circular/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY (7TH SPECIAL SESS. : 1975).
A/AC.62/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY (10TH SPECIAL SESS. : 1978).
A/AC.187/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY (12TH SPECIAL SESS. : 1982).
A/AC.208/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY (13TH SPECIAL SESS. : 1986).
A/AC.239/  
A/S-13/AC.1/  

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY (15TH SPECIAL SESS. : 1989).
A/AC.230/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY (17TH SPECIAL SESS. : 1990).
A/AC.235/

UN. GENERAL ASSEMBLY (18TH SPECIAL SESS. : 1990).
A/AC.233/

UN. INTERIM COMMITTEE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
A/AC.18/SC.7/  
A/AC.1/SC.1/
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UN. SECRETARIAT.
See also: UN OFFICE AT GENEVA
A/SEC/
E/CN.5/AC.6/
PC/EX/SER/C/
ST/APS/SER./A/
ST/APS/SER./E/
ST/CDS/SER./E/
ST/GE/SER./E/

UN. SECRETARIAT--ADMINISTRATION.
ST/ADM/SER./A/
ST/ADM/SER./C/
ST/APS/SER./E/

UN. SECRETARIAT--ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE.
A/AC.210/
ST/SG/Organization/

UN. SECRETARIAT--PERSONNEL QUESTIONS.
ST/ADM/SER./A/

UN. SECRETARY-GENERAL.
See also: HAMMARSKJOLD, DAG
A/AC.107/
ST/LEG/SER.D/
ST/LEG/SER.E/
ST/SG/

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL.
See also: INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
A/AC.18/SC.3/
A/AC.2/Sub.2/
PC/EX/SER./C/
PC/SC/
S/AC.19/
S/NC/
S/PST/

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL--MEMBERS.
A/AC.247/

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL--RULES OF PROCEDURE.
S/C.1/
S/PROCEDURE/

UN. SOCIAL COMMISSION--AGENDA.
E/CN.5/AC.3/
E/CN.5/AC.5/

UN. SPECIAL FUND FOR THE REPUBLIC OF SEYCHELLES--ESTABLISHMENT.
S/AC.24/

UN. STATISTICAL COMMISSION.
E/CN.3/

UN. SUBCOMMISSION ON PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND PROTECTION OF MINORITIES.

UN. SUBCOMMISSION ON PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND PROTECTION OF MINORITIES--WORK ORGANIZATION.

UN. TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL.
See also: TRUST TERRITORIES
PC/EX/T/6/
PC/T/6/
ST/LSB/SER.B./T.
UN CONFERENCE ON NEW AND RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY (1971 : MAJOR).  
< E/ESCAP/> NR/PRE-NRSE/ 

UN CONFERENCE ON OLIVE OIL (1978 : GENEVA).  
TD/Olive Oil.6/PREP/ 

UN CONFERENCE ON PROHIBITIONS OR RESTRICTIONS OF USE OF CERTAIN CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS WHICH MAY BE DEEMED TO BE EXCESSIVELY INJURIOUS OR TO HAVE INDISCRIMINATE EFFECTS (1979-1980 : GENEVA).  
A/CONF.95/PREP.CONF./ 

UN CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT (1979 : VIENNA).  
A/CONF.81/PC/ 
A/CONF.81/PRE-CONF/ 
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.9/ 
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.10/ 
E/ESCAP/HJT/PRE-CSTD/ 
< ST/> ESA/S&T/AC.4/ 

UN CONFERENCE ON TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (1976 : BUENOS AIRES).  
A/CONF.79/PC/ 

UN CONFERENCE ON THE EXPLORATION AND PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE (1ST : 1968 : VIENNA).  
A/CONF.34/PC/ 

UN CONFERENCE ON THE EXPLORATION AND PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE (2ND : 1982 : VIENNA).  
A/AC.105/C.1/WG.6/ 

UN CONFERENCE ON THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT (1972 : STOCKHOLM).  
A/CONF.48/PC/ 

UN CONFERENCE ON THE LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (1981 : PARIS).  
A/CONF.104/PC/ 

UN CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT (1947-1948 : HAVANA),  
E/PC/T/ 
E/PC/T/TA/ 
E/PC/T/B/ 
E/PC/T/C.1/ 
E/PC/T/C.5/ 
E/PC/T/C.11/ 
E/PC/T/C.11/PRO/ 
E/PC/T/C.11/QR/ 
E/PC/T/C.11/ST/ 
E/PC/T/C.11/TECH/ 
E/PC/T/C.11/I&/ 
E/PC/T/C.11/III/ 
E/PC/T/C.11/IV/D/ 
E/PC/T/C.11/IV/VP/ 
E/PC/T/C.5/V/ 
E/PC/T/C.5/V/ 
E/PC/T/DOL/ 
E/PC/T/EC/ 
E/PC/T/ST/ 
E/PC/T/TAC/ 
E/PC/T/TF/ 
E/PC/T/WP.1/ 
E/PC/T/WP.1/AC.1/ 

A/CONF.169/PPA/ 

UN CONVENTION AGAINST ILLICIT TRAFFIC IN NARCOTIC DRUGS AND PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES (1988).  
E/CONF.82/ 
E/CONF.82/C.1/ 
E/CONF.82/C.2/ 

UN CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT OF GOODS (1980).  
TD/8/AC.15/ 
TD/MT/CONF/ 

UN CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA (1982).  
SPLOS/ 

UN CRIME PREVENTION AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMME.  
A/AC.239/ 
A/CONF.156/ 

UN DAY (24 OCT.).  
< ST/2/PRESS/> UND/ 

A/CONF.84/ 
A/CONF.84/C.1/ 
A/CONF.84/C.2/ 
A/CONF.84/PC/ 
A/CONF.116/ 
A/CONF.116/PC/ 
E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.4/ 
< E/ESCAP/> PSA/RPWCDW/ 
< E/ESCAP/> SD/SPWCD/ 

< E/ESCAP/> SD/UNDDP/ 
E/ECWA/SD/1992/WG.1/ 

UN DECADE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (1990-1999).  
A/AC.52/WG/DECADE/ 

UN DECRAATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES (DRAFT).  
E/CONF.4/1996/WG.15/ 
E/CONF.4/1996/WG.15/ 

UN DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY TEAM FOR THE SOUTH PACIFIC.  
E/CONF.11/TA/UNDAT/ 

UN DEVELOPMENT DECADE (2ND : 1971-1980).  
A/AC.141/ 
E/AC.56/ 
E/GPE.2/ 
ESOB/CONF.1/ 
ID/WG.63/ 
TD/8/AC.6/ 
TD/RVIII/SC.2/ 

A/AC.219/ 
TD/9/AC.36/ 
UNITAR/TFID/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index - UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Disarmament Information Programme - Budget</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.170/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.177/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.185/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.189/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.18/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.21/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.22/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.23/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.27/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.29/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.30/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/AC.46/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Financing System for Science and Technology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for Development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.136/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Financing System for Science and Technology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for Development - Programme Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/STD/PROJECTS/REC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Force in the Congo.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/SG/B/ONUC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.237/NINC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCC/AG13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCC/AGBM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCC/CP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCC/IDR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCC/SB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCC/SBI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCCC/SBTA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Headquarters.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.22/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/HQC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/HQC/SC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/ICh/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/SITE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/SITE/Sub.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GEN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GEN/INF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GENEVA/DOCS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GENEVA/SER.EI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GENEVA/SER.H/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/UN.4/AC.21/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN High Commissioner for Refugees.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: Refugee Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.86/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.112/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.116/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.120/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.122/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.128/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.133/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.137/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.143/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.148/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.152/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.157/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.162/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.170/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Industrial Development Fund - Budget</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.84/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDO/GC/CONF.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Interim Force in Lebanon.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIFIL/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Interim Fund for Science and Technology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for Development - Budget Contributions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CONF.103/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Layout Key for Trade Documents.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;TRADE/WKTD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Negotiating Conference on a Common Fund Under</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/IPC/CF/CONF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN New Agenda for the Development of Africa in</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.251/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD/89/39(2)/SC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Office at Geneva.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also: UN Secretariat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GEN/INF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GENEVA/DOCS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GENEVA/SER.EI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GENEVA/SER.H/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Office at Geneva - Administration.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geneva/OI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC/GENEVA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Office at Geneva - Personnel Questions.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geneva/P.M./</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC/GENEVA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Office at Geneva - Library.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/GENEVA/SER.B/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/SG/B/UNFCYP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Programme in Public Administration and Finance.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/SG/AC.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Programme of Action for African Economic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.231/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/AC.238/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;TD&gt;/UNCTAD/AP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Revolving Fund for Natural Resources</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPGC/ISS/IINR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/C.7/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN Revolving Fund for Natural Resources</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration - Programme Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/NE/PROJECTS/REC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/NE/PROJECTS/REC/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UN SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON THE CONSERVATION AND UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES (1949: LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y.).
E/CONF.7/PC/

UN SPECIAL FUND.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE TECHNICAL COOPERATION
A/CONF.16/
A/CONF.18/
A/CONF.21/
A/CONF.22/
A/CONF.23/
A/CONF.27/
A/CONF.29/
A/CONF.30/
DP/SF/
DP/SF/Agreement/
DP/SF/CM/
DP/SF/DP/
DP/SF/PGL/
DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIES A/
DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIES B/
E/AC.46/

UN SPECIAL FUND—BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
DP/SF/CC/

UN SPECIAL FUND DESERT LOCUST PROJECT.
UNSF/DL/

UN SPECIAL FUND FOR LANDLOCKED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES—BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
A/CONF.98/

UN SUDANO-SAHELIAN OFFICE—PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
DP/SO/PROJECTS/

UN SYSTEM.
See also: SPECIALIZED AGENCIES
A/AC.175/
<A>/WGUNS/
ACC/SA/
<ACC/SCN>/
IAAMLADP/
JIU/
JIU/REP/
JSPB/
<JSPB>/
<ST/CS/>GTS/
UNITAR/EUR.3/
UNITAR/FSG/

UN SYSTEM—ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE.
ST/SGI/AC.9/

UN SYSTEM—PERSONNEL QUESTIONS.
ACC/1985/PER/SC/C/

UN TRANSITION ASSISTANCE GROUP.
<UNTAG>/

UN TRANSITIONAL AUTHORITY IN CAMBODIA.
<UNTAC>/

UN WAR CRIMES COMMISSION.
E/CN.4/AC.6/

UN WATER CONFERENCE (1977: MAR DEL PLATA, ARGENTINA).
E/CN.14/NRO/WP/
E/ESCAP/NR/RFM/WC/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.67/

UN WHEAT CONFERENCE (1971: GENEVA)—AGENDA.
TD/W/HEAT.5/C.1/WP.1/

UN/IMCO CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL CONTAINER TRAFFIC (1972: GENEVA).
E/CN.11/TRANS/WPC/
E/CONF.59/IPG/

UNCTAD.
See also: INTERNATIONAL TRADE
TD/
TD/B/
TD/B/39(2)/SC.1/
TD/B/40(1)/SC.1/
TD/B/40(1)/SC.2/
TD/B/C.7/AC.1/
TD/B/S-XVII/WG.1/
TD/B/S-XVII/WG.11/
TD/B/S-XVII/WG.12/
<TD>/UNCTAD/
<TD>/UNCTAD/ADM/
<TD>/UNCTAD/CA/
<TD>/UNCTAD/CA/OCS/
<TD>/UNCTAD/EDM/
<TD>/UNCTAD/EDM/JTC/
<TD>/UNCTAD/EDM/PDC/
<TD>/UNCTAD/SP/
<TD>/UNCTAD/LEG/
<TD>/UNCTAD/PSM/
<TD>/UNCTAD/PSM/ADM/
<TD>/UNCTAD/PSM/ADP/
<TD>/UNCTAD/PSM/TCP/
<TD>/UNCTAD/TAP/

UNCTAD—ACTIVITIES.
TD/B/AC.31/
<TD>/TAD/INF/PUB/

UNCTAD—ADMINISTRATION.
E/CONF.46/PC/SC.5/
<TD>/UNCTAD/EDM/SGO/

UNCTAD—BUDGET.
TD/B/WP/

TD/B/(XIV)/WP/

TD/B/(XVI)/WP/

TD/B/(XIX)/WP/

UNCTAD—MEDIUM-TERM PLAN.
TD/B/WP/

TD/B/(XV)/WP/

TD/B/(XVI)/WP/

UN SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON THE CONSERVATION AND UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES (1949: LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y.).
E/CONF.7/PC/

UN SPECIAL FUND.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE TECHNICAL COOPERATION
A/CONF.16/
A/CONF.18/
A/CONF.21/
A/CONF.22/
A/CONF.23/
A/CONF.27/
A/CONF.29/
A/CONF.30/
DP/SF/
DP/SF/Agreement/
DP/SF/CM/
DP/SF/DP/
DP/SF/PGL/
DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIES A/
DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIES B/
E/AC.46/

UN SPECIAL FUND—BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
DP/SF/CC/

UN SPECIAL FUND DESERT LOCUST PROJECT.
UNSF/DL/

UN SPECIAL FUND FOR LANDLOCKED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES—BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
A/CONF.98/

UN SUDANO-SAHELIAN OFFICE—PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
DP/SO/PROJECTS/

UN SYSTEM.
See also: SPECIALIZED AGENCIES
A/AC.175/
<A>/WGUNS/
ACC/SA/
<ACC/SCN>/
IAAMLADP/
JIU/
JIU/REP/
JSPB/
<JSPB>/
<ST/CS/>GTS/
UNITAR/EUR.3/
UNITAR/FSG/

UN SYSTEM—ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE.
ST/SGI/AC.9/

UN SYSTEM—PERSONNEL QUESTIONS.
ACC/1985/PER/SC/C/

UN TRANSITION ASSISTANCE GROUP.
<UNTAG>/

UN TRANSITIONAL AUTHORITY IN CAMBODIA.
<UNTAC>/

UN WAR CRIMES COMMISSION.
E/CN.4/AC.6/
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DP/1993/SCPM/
DP/DOC/
DP/GC/(sess.)/
ID/WG.1B/
ID/WG.5B/
UNDP/ADM/DOC/
UNDP/ADM/LEG/
UNDP/MIS/
UNDP/PP/MIS/

UNDP--ACTIVITIES.
DP/1982/ICW/
DP/1993/ICW/
DP/1987/ICW/
DP/1989/ICW/

UNDP--ACTIVITIES (1986).
DP/1986/ICW/

DP/1988/ICW/

UNDP--ADMINISTRATION.
DP/CM/
UNDP/ADM/
UNDP/ADM/C/

UNDP--BUDGET.
DP/1982/BFC/
DP/1983/BFC/
DP/1984/BFC/
DP/1985/BFC/
DP/1986/BFC/
DP/1987/BFC/
DP/1988/BFC/
DP/1989/BFC/
DP/1990/BFC/
DP/1991/BFC/
DP/1992/BFC/
DP/1993/BFC/
DP/BFC/
DP/GC/(sess.)/BFC/
DP/GC/(sess.)/C.1/

UNDP--BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
A/CONF.33/

UNDP--FINANCING.
DP/1982/BFC/
DP/1983/BFC/
DP/1984/BFC/
DP/1985/BFC/
DP/1986/BFC/
DP/1987/BFC/
DP/1988/BFC/
DP/1989/BFC/
DP/1990/BFC/
DP/1991/BFC/
DP/1992/BFC/
DP/1993/BFC/
DP/BFC/
DP/GC/(sess.)/BFC/
DP/GC/(sess.)/C.1/

UNDP--PERSONNEL QUESTIONS.
UNDP/ADM/PER/
UNDP/ADM/SMI/

UNDP--PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
DP/GLO/
DP/GLO/FINAL REPORT/
DP/ID/SER.B/
DP/ID/SER.C/
DP/PROJECTS/
DP/PROJECTS/REC/
DP/RP/
UNDP/MIS/Series A/
UNDP/Projects A/
DP/WG/C/

UNDP--TERMS OF REFERENCE.
DP/GC/(sess.)/C.2/

UNDP. ADVISORY PANEL ON PROGRAMME POLICY.
UNDP/PP/AP/

UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL--PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
DP/1982/ICW/
DP/1983/ICW/

UNEP.
ST/SGB/UNEP/

UNEF--FINANCING.
A/AC.33/

UNEP.
See also: ENVIRONMENT
UNEP/CONF/
UNEP/GC/
UNEP/LIB/SER.C/

UNEP--BUDGET.
UNEP/GC/11/SC.1/

UNEP--FINANCING.
<UNEP>/GC.10/SC.1/
UNEP/GC/10/SC.1I/
UNEP/GC/11/SC.1I/

UNEP--RULES OF PROCEDURE.
UNEP/WG.82/

UNEP--REGIONAL SEMINAR ON ALTERNATIVE PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT AND LIFESTYLES (1979 : LJUBLJANA, YUGOSLAVIA).
<EECE>/ENV/SEM.11/AC/

UNFPA.
See also: POPULATION
DP/FPA/

UNFPA--PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
DP/FPA/CP/
DP/FPA/PROJECTS/
DP/FPA/PROJECTS/REC/

UNHCR.
See also: REFUGEE ASSISTANCE
UN HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES
<UNHCR>/EC/SC.2/

UNHCR--BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
A/AC.194/
A/AC.200/
A/AC.204/
A/AC.212/
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UNIDO.
See also: INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
   A/AC.126/
   A/AC.156/
   A/AC.180/
   A/CONF.42/
   A/CONF.44/
   A/CONF.52/
   A/CONF.54/
   A/CONF.57/
   A/CONF.60/
   A/CONF.66/
   A/CONF.68/
   A/CONF.75/
   A/CONF.90/
   A/CONF.90/DG/
   A/CONF.90/NC/
   ID/B/
   ID/B/AC.1/
   ID/B/C.3/
   <ID>/PI/
   ID/SEL/G/
   <ID>/UNIDO/ASD/FS/
   <ID>/UNIDO/ASD/GS/
   <ID>/UNIDO/CSA/
   <ID>/UNIDO/CSP/
   <ID>/UNIDO/D/ED/
   ID/WG.18/
   ID/WG.25/
   ID/WG.44/
   ID/WG.168/
   ID/WG.225/
   ID/WG.238/
   ID/WG.248/
   ID/WG.251/
   <UNIDO/>
   <UNIDO>/ID/
   <UNIDO>/ID/SEL/G/
   UNIDO/IDB/
   <UNIDO>/PI/

UNIDO--ACTIVITIES.
   ID/CONF.4/
   UNIDO/AC/

UNIDO--ADMINISTRATION.
   ID/ST/IC/

UNIDO--BUDGET.
   UNIDO/PBC/

UNIDO--ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE.
   <ID>/UNIDO/CSA/

UNIDO--PERSONNEL QUESTIONS.
   ID/ST/IC/
   <ID>/UNIDO/ASD/PS/

UNIDO--PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
   DP/ID/SEB/B/
   DP/ID/SEB/C/
   ID/B/WGPC/

UNIDO--RULES OF PROCEDURE.
   ID/B/C.1/GR/
UNIDO—WORK ORGANIZATION.
  <ID/>UNIDO/PC/

  <E/ESCAP/>IHT/SPM-UNIDO/12)/

UNIDO. LIBRARY.
  <ID/>UNIDO/LIB/SER.A/
  <ID/>UNIDO/LIB/SER.E/

UNIDO TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION EXCHANGE NETWORK.
  1D/WG.382/

UNITAR.
  See also: TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
  UNITAR/DS/
  UNITAR/EUR/
  UNITAR/EX/

UNITAR, BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
  UNITARITY/

UNITED KINGDOM—FORESTRY INDUSTRY.
  <E/ECE/>TIM/AC.11/

UNITED STATES.
  A/NC/

UNITED STATES—FORESTRY INDUSTRY.
  <E/ECE/>TIM/AC.9/

UNITED STATES—MOTOR VEHICLES.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SCI.1/WP.29/AC.1/

UNITED STATES—TRANSPORT FACILITATION.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SCI/WP.3/AC.1/

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS (1948).
  A/C.3/SC.3/
  A/C.3/SC.A/
  E/AC.44/
  E/CHN/AC.2/
  ST/SG/AC.4/

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
  See also: TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
  A/AC.169/
  UNITAR/EUR.72/SC/

UNIVERSITY FOR PEACE.
  A/AC.203/

UNIVERSITY FOR PEACE—ACTIVITIES.
  <UNIVFAZ/>Council/

UNRRA.
  See also: INTERNATIONAL RELIEF
  REFUGEE ASSISTANCE
  A/C.3/Sub.1/
  A/CONF/REF/1
  A/UNRRA/

UNRRA—BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
  See also: PALESTINE REFUGEES
  A/AC.112/
  A/AC.116/
  A/AC.120/
  A/AC.122/
  A/AC.127/
  A/AC.132/
  A/AC.136/
  A/AC.142/
  A/AC.147/
  A/AC.153/
  A/AC.158/
  A/AC.163/
  A/AC.171/
  A/AC.178/
  A/AC.186/
  A/AC.190/
  A/AC.195/
  A/AC.201/
  A/AC.205/
  A/AC.211/
  A/AC.216/
  A/AC.220/
  A/AC.223/
  A/AC.227/

URBAN AREAS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
  See also: SUBURBAN AREAS
  E/ESCAP/NR/Sem/EDS/

URBAN DEVELOPMENT.
  See also: PHYSICAL PLANNING
  REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
  <ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.15/

URBAN DEVELOPMENT—AFRICA.
  E/CHN.14/URB/

URBAN DEVELOPMENT—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
  E/CHN.11&NR/FINHUD/
  E/CHN.11&NR/FURDJ/
  E/CHN.11&URD/
  ST/UR/5em.FHUD/

URBAN DEVELOPMENT—EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.1/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.12/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/TRANS/SCI/AC.4/
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SCI/AC.4/

URBAN HOUSING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
  E/CHN.11&NR/VIEW/
  E/CHN.11&NR/FINHUD/

URBAN PLANNING.
  See also: REGIONAL PLANNING
  ST/UR/6em.FHUD/

URBAN PLANNING—ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
  E/CONF.57/C.2/

URBAN PLANNING—EUROPE.
  <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.1/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.12/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/TRANS/SCI/PM/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/URDB/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/URD/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/NP.3/AC.3/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/URDB/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/URD/

URBAN POVERTY—EUROPE.
  See also: RURAL POVERTY
  UN/UR/SOAM/51/
  ST/UR/6em.FHUD/
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URBAN RENEWAL.
See also: HOUSING IMPROVEMENT
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.51/
URBAN RENEWAL/CONF/

URBAN RENEWAL-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.19/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.21/
< E/ECE/> HBP/URB. REN. SYM. /
< E/ECE/> HBP/URB/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> HOUS/US-GEN/
< E/ECE/> HOUS/WP/URB/

URBAN RESEARCH-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> HBP/CONF.II/URB.RESEARCH/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.11/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.25/
< E/ECE/> HBP/ WP.3/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> HOUS/CONF. URB.RESEARCH/

URBAN SETTLEMENTS-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> HOUS/URB.SETT.SEM/
< E/ECE/> HOUS/ URBAN SETTLEMENTS/

URBAN TrafFIC-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
TRANS/P3/UTT/

URBAN TRANSPORT-EUROPE.
See also: TRANSPORT
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.11/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.12/
< E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.12/FM/
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.34/
< E/ECE/> TRAN/GR.2/

URBANIZATION.
E/CN.9/AC.7/
ST/50A/SER.T/

URBANIZATION-AFRICA.
SEM/URB/AF/

URBANIZATION-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ECAFE/ URB/

URBANIZATION-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> MC/ 
< E/ESCAP/> POP/ACMU/
E/ESCAP/PSMCU/

URBANIZATION-LATIN AMERICA.
E/CN.12/URB/

URBANIZATION-WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/POP/WG.2/

USSR-COPPER INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.74/

USSR-COPPER MINES.
ID/WG.74/

USSR-LOGGING.
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.15/

VEGETABLE OIL INDUSTRY-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> HIT/CFV/OF/
< E/ESCAP/> HIT/OF/

VEGETABLE OILS.
See also: OLIVE OIL
TD/B/PC/OILS/
TD/B/PC/OILS/AC/

VEGETABLES.
ID/WG.88/

VEGETABLES-EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> AGRINORM/
< E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.1/

VEGETATION.
< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.5/

VEHICLES.
See also: COMMERCIALS VEHICLES
MOTOR VEHICLES
E/CONF.8/C.11/
E/CONF.16/
E/CONF.16/AC.1/

VERIFICATION.
See also: DISARMAMENT
LAW OF TREATIES
A/CN.10/1987/WG.I/
BWC/CONF.III/VEREX/
DC/C.2/

UNEP/OzL.Conv/
UNEP/OzL.Pro/WG.2/
UNEP/WG.78/
UNEP/WG.94/
UNEP/WG.110/

VIENNA CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF TREATIES BETWEEN STATES AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OR BETWEEN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (1986).
A/CONF.129/
A/CONF.129/C.1/
A/CONF.129/DC/

VIENNA PROGRAMME OF ACTION ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT (1979).
E/ECWA/NR/86/WG.3.3/

VISITING MISSIONS.
See also: NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES

VISITING MISSIONS-SAMOA.
T/AC.3/

VISITING MISSIONS-WEST AFRICA.
TC/VM.1949/

VITAL STATISTICS.
ST/STAT/SER.A/

VITAL STATISTICS-AFRICA.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/VS/

VITAL STATISTICS-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ASTAT/CRVS/
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VITAL STATISTICS—ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP >/ STAT/ASCRVS/

VITAL STATISTICS—MEDITERRANEAN REGION.
EGYPT/UN/WHO/BA/

VITAL STATISTICS—WESTERN ASIA.
WAW/CRVS/

VITAL STATISTICS—WESTERN PACIFIC OCEAN REGION.
ST/STAT/CONF.3/

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
See also: EDUCATION
LOG/TC.2/

VOCATIONAL TRAINING.
See also: TECHNICAL TRAINING
TD/B/AC.40/

VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS—COLOMBIA.
< ST >/ S/SM.1/

VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS.
See: BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS

VOLUNTARY FUND FOR THE UNITED NATIONS
DECADE FOR WOMEN—BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
A/CONF.6/3/

VOLUNTARY SERVICE.
See also: INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES
DP/UNV/CM/
< DP >/ UNV/SYM /
POP/VCOFFY/

VOTING.
See also: ELECTIONS
A/AC.18/SC.3/
A/C.1/Sub.2/

WAGE PAYMENT SYSTEMS.
E/AC.20/

WAR CRIMES.
See also: CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURTS
A/C.3/Sub/SC.1/
ECAH/AC.6/

WAR DAMAGE COMPENSATION.
S/AC.28/
S/AC.28/1981/WG/

WAR PRISONERS.
See: PRISONERS OF WAR

WAR PROPAGANDA.
E/CONF.6/C.1/A/

WASTE DISPOSAL.
See also: TRANSBOUNDARY WASTE DISPOSAL
UNEP/WG.122/

WASTE DISPOSAL—LATIN AMERICA.
UNEP/WG.116/

WASTE DISPOSAL—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.7/
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.17/
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.6/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/AC.10/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/WP.2/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/WP.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/WP.2/
< E/ECE >/ STEEL/SEM.2/
< E/ECE >/ STEEL/SEM.2/AC/

WASTE MANAGEMENT.
See also: SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.1/AC.19/
< E/ECE >/ ENERGY/WP.2/AC.9/
< E/ECE >/ STEEL/SEM.21/

WASTE UTILIZATION.
See also: RECYCLING
< E/ECE >/ TIM/SEM.5/

WASTE UTILIZATION—EUROPE.
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.7/
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.17/
< E/ECE >/ COAL/SEM.6/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/AC.10/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/WP.2/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/WP.2/AC.1/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/WP.2/
< E/ECE >/ STEEL/SEM.2/
< E/ECE >/ STEEL/SEM.2/AC/

WASTES.
See:
AGRICULTURAL WASTES
INDUSTRIAL WASTES
LOW WASTE TECHNOLOGY
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
TOXIC WASTE MANAGEMENT
TRANSBOUNDARY WASTE DISPOSAL

WATER.
See also: DRINKING WATER
FRESH WATER
GROUNDWATER
SALINE WATERS
WRD/WG/WC/

WATER BALANCE.
< E/ECE >/ WATER/BAL SEM/

WATER CONSUMPTION.
< E/ECE >/ WATER/SEM.6/PM/
< E/ECE >/ WATER/SEM.7/PM/

WATER MANAGEMENT.
See also: FLOOD CONTROL
< E/ECE >/ CEP/WP.1/
< E/ECE >/ WATER/BAL SEM/
< E/ECE >/ WATER/SEM.2/
< E/ECE >/ WATER/SEM.2/PM/
< E/ECE >/ WATER/SEM.4/
< E/ECE >/ WATER/SEM.4/PM/
UNEP/WG.16/
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WATER MANAGEMENT--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
WRD/SWRM/

WATER MANAGEMENT--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.4/
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> WATER/GE.1/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.10/

WATER MANAGEMENT--NORTH AMERICA.
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.6/

WATER POLLUTION.
See also: TRANSBOUNDARY WATER POLLUTION
< E/ECE/> CEP/WP.1/
< E/ECE/> WATER/OIL POLL/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.3/PM/

WATER POLLUTION--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> AGR/SEM.14/
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.6/
< E/ECE/> WATER POLL/CONF/
< E/ECE/> WATER POLL/Econ/
< E/ECE/> WATER POLL/GEN/
< E/ECE/> WATER POLL/Policy/
< E/ECE/> Water pollution/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.8/

WATER POLLUTION--RHINE RIVER.
< E/ECE/> WATER POLL/SEM/

WATER POLLUTION--SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN REGION.
UNEP/WG.89/

WATER POWER.
< A/CONF.100/> HP/

WATER PRICES--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> NR/WP/

WATER QUALITY--EUROPE.
See also: DESALINATION
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.56/
< E/ECE/> WATER/AC.5/

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> WATER/GE.1/

WATER RESOURCES.
See also: DROUGHT
RESERVOIRS
SHARED WATER RESOURCES
E/CONF.70/
E/CONF.70/C.1/
E/CONF.70/C.2/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.2/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.5/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.5/PM/
< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.5/PM/
< E/ECE/> WATER/UTIL METH/
E/ESCAP/SER.C/
ST/ECAFE/SER.C/
ST/ECAFE/SER.F/
ST/ESCAP/SER.C/

WATER RESOURCES--AFRICA.
E/CH.14/NRD/WR/

WATER RESOURCES--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/NR/WPM/WC/
E/ESCAP/NR/WRD/
ST/ESCAP/SER.F/

WATER RESOURCES--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> WATER/UTIL/
ST/ECE/WATER/

WATER RESOURCES--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/CCE/EC.5/

WATER RESOURCES--PANAMA.
GRPH(EJP)

WATER RESOURCES--SOUTHERN EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> WATER/S.E.Sem/

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
See also: RIVER BASIN DEVELOPMENT
< E/ECE/> WATER/UTIL METH/
< E/ESCAP/> NR/SWRD/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.57/

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT--AFRICA.
< E/> ECA/NRD/WR/

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT--ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
E/CN.11/L/CONF/WS/
E/CN.11/NRD/Conf.3/
E/CN.11/NRD/Conf.4/
E/CN.11/NRD/Conf.5/
E/CN.11/NRD/Conf.7/
E/CN.11/NRD/Conf.8/
E/CN.11/NRD/Conf.9/
E/CN.11/NRD/Conf.10/
E/CEPA/LOGO/WRD/
WRD/WGW RP/

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CN.11/NR.1/WRD/
< E/ESCAP/> NR/ITFW/
< E/ESCAP/> NR/NR/WRD/

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT--CENTRAL AMERICA.
E/CN.12/CCE/EC.5/

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT--EUROPE.
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/WP.3/
< E/> ECE/WATER/

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/SEM.8/

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT--MINOR ASIA.
E/ECW/ANR/CONF.3/

WATER STATISTICS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/NR/WRD/

WATER STATISTICS--SOUTHERN ASIA.
E/ECW/ANR/CONF.3/

WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECW/ANR/CONF.3/

WATER STATISTICS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> NR/ITFW/

WATER SUPPLY--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
< E/ESCAP/> NR/ITFW/

WATER SUPPLY--AFRICA.
E/ECW/ANR/CONF.3/

WATER SUPPLY--LATIN AMERICA.
E/ECW/ANR/CONF.3/

WATERSHEDS (BASINS).
See: RIVER BASINS
WATERWAY NETWORKS.
< E/ECE/ > TRANS/ SC.3/WP.3/AC.1/

WEATHER MODIFICATION.
See also: CLIMATE CHANGE
ENVIRONMENTAL WARFARE
UNEP/WG.28/

WELDING.
See also: METALWORKING INDUSTRY
< E/ECE/ > STEEL/ SEM.17/
< E/ECE/ > AUTOMAT/ SEM.7/
< E/ECE/ > AUTOMAT/ SEM.7/AC/

WELFARE ECONOMICS.
< ST/ > ESA/ STAT/ AC.4/

WEST AFRICA--CENTRAL BANKS.
E/CN.14/AMA/WA/

WEST AFRICA--ECONOMIC COOPERATION.
E/CN.14/WA/EC/
E/CN.14/WA/ECOP/

WEST AFRICA--ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.
UNEP/WG.27/
UNEP/WG.71/

WEST AFRICA--ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
UNEP/WG.45/
UNEP/WG.55/

WEST AFRICA--INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION.
ID/WG.53/

WEST AFRICA--INTERIM GOVERNMENTS.
E/CN.14/WA/EC/

WEST AFRICA--IRON.
E/CN.14/IS/

WEST AFRICA--MARINE ENVIRONMENT.
UNEP/G.80/
UNEP/G.51/
UNEP/WG.72/

WEST AFRICA--SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.53/

WEST AFRICA--STATISTICS.
E/CN.14/CAS.4/STAT/

WEST AFRICA--STEEL.
E/CN.14/IS/

WEST AFRICA--TRADE FACILITATION.
E/CN.14/WA/EC/ACT/

WEST AFRICA--TRANSIT.
E/CN.14/STC/TWA/

WEST AFRICA--TRUST TERRITORIES.
TC/VM.1949/

WEST AFRICA--VISITING MISSIONS.
TC/VM.1949/

WESTERN ASIA.
See also: ARAB COUNTRIES
ASIA
MIDDLE EAST
UN. ECWA
UN. ESCWA

WESTERN ASIA--AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.12/

WESTERN ASIA--AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.12/
E/ECWA/AGRI/
E/ECWA/ND/WG.11/

WESTERN ASIA--AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.12/

WESTERN ASIA--AGRICULTURAL PLANNING.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.16/
E/ECWA/AGRI/

WESTERN ASIA--AGRICULTURE.
E/ECWA/AGRI/
E/ECWA/AGREB/
E/ESCWA/AGRI/
E/ESCWA/AGREB/
E/ESCWA/FAO/84/WG.1/

WESTERN ASIA--ARABIC LANGUAGE.
E/ECWA/IND/84/WG.10/

WESTERN ASIA--BIBLIOGRAPHIES.
E/ESCWA/LIB/BIB/

WESTERN ASIA--BUILDING RESEARCH.
E/ECWA/SDHS/AC.1/

WESTERN ASIA--CAPITAL GOODS.
E/ECWA/ID/WG.4/

WESTERN ASIA--CENSUSES.
E/ECWA/POP/WG.13/

WESTERN ASIA--CIVIL REGISTRATION.
WAW/CRVS/

WESTERN ASIA--COMMUNICATIONS.
E/ECWA/TCD/
E/ESCWA/TCD/
E/ESCWA/TCT/

WESTERN ASIA--DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS.
E/ECWA/POP/CONF.3/

WESTERN ASIA--DATA COLLECTION.
E/ESCWA/FAO/84/WG.1/

WESTERN ASIA--DATA PROCESSING.
E/ECWA/IND/84/WG.10/

WESTERN ASIA--DESMONIC STATISTICS.
E/ECWA/POP/CONF.3/

WESTERN ASIA--DESERIFICATION.
UNEP/WG.106/
WESTERN ASIA—DEVELOPMENT.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.15/
E/ECWA/ARCES/
E/ECWA/NR/WG.15/
E/ESCWA/AGREB/
E/ESCWA/ARCAST/
E/ESCWA/NR/CONF.2/
E/ESCWA/ARCES/
ST/ECWA/

WESTERN ASIA—DEVELOPMENT PLANNING.
E/ECWA/DPD/
E/ECWA/DPD/WG.14/
E/ESCWA/DPD/

WESTERN ASIA—DOCUMENTATION.
E/ECWA/ARCES/

WESTERN ASIA—ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
. E/ECWA/
E/ESCWA/ED/
E/ESCWA/SED/

WESTERN ASIA—ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.
E/ECWA/DPD/WG.15/

WESTERN ASIA—ENERGY POLICY.
E/ESCWA/NR/85/NRG.7/

WESTERN ASIA—ENERGY RESOURCES.
E/ESCWA/ENR/

WESTERN ASIA—ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES.
E/ECWA/ID/WG.4/

WESTERN ASIA—ENVIRONMENT.
E/ESCWA/ENV/

WESTERN ASIA—ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION.
UNEP/WG.106/

WESTERN ASIA—ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.
E/ECWA/ECU/
E/ECWA/ENV/
E/ESCWA/ECU/

WESTERN ASIA—FOOD SECURITY.
E/ECWA/AGR/WG.15/

WESTERN ASIA—FOREIGN TRADE.
E/ESCWA/DPD/83/WG.1/

WESTERN ASIA—HUMAN SETTLEMENTS.
E/ECWA/HS/
E/ECWA/SD/
E/ECWA/SDHS/
E/ESCWA/HPRT/FFCHS/
E/ESCWA/ENV/
E/ECWA/HS/
E/ESCWA/POP/
E/ESCWA/SD/

WESTERN ASIA—HUMAN SETTLEMENTS FINANCE.
E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.3/

WESTERN ASIA—HUMAN SETTLEMENTS MANAGEMENT.
E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.3/

WESTERN ASIA—HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS.
E/ESCWA/TCO/1994/WG.1/

WESTERN ASIA—IMPORTS.
E/ECWA/NR/WG.2/

WESTERN ASIA—INCOME DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS.
E/ECWA/STAT/WG.4/

WESTERN ASIA—INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.
E/ECWA/UNIDO/

WESTERN ASIA—INDUSTRIAL PLANNING.
E/ECWA/ID/
E/ESCWA/ID/

WESTERN ASIA—INDUSTRIAL POLICY.
E/ECWA/ID/
E/ESCWA/ID/

WESTERN ASIA—INDUSTRIAL SECTOR.
E/ESCWA/ID/WG.1/

WESTERN ASIA—INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS.
E/ECWA/STAT/WG.3/

WESTERN ASIA—INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY.
E/ECWA/NR/WG.2/

WESTERN ASIA—INTERNAL MIGRATION.
E/ECWA/POP/WG.2/

WESTERN ASIA—INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION.
E/ECWA/POP/CONF.4/

WESTERN ASIA—IRRIGATION.
E/ECWA/ID/WG.11/

WESTERN ASIA—LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/MLDC/
E/ESCAP/TRADE/MLDC/MSO/

WESTERN ASIA—LIBRARY COLLECTIONS.
E/ECWA/LIB/

WESTERN ASIA—NATIONAL ACCOUNTS.
E/ECWA/STAT/Ser.N/

WESTERN ASIA—NATIONAL RESOURCES.
E/ECWA/ID/NR/
E/ESCWA/ENR/

WESTERN ASIA—NATURAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
E/ECWA/NR/
E/ESCWA/NR/

WESTERN ASIA—NAUTICAL CHARTS.
E/ESCWA/TCD/1994/WG.1/

WESTERN ASIA—NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES.
E/ECWA/NR/WG.1/

WESTERN ASIA—PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY.
E/ECWA/ID/WG.5/

WESTERN ASIA—POPULATION.
E/ECWA/POP/CONF.1/
E/ECWA/POP/CONF.2/
E/ECWA/POP/CONF.3/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Western Asia Topic</th>
<th>Document Series Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population Censuses</td>
<td>E/ECWA/POP/WG.12/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Cooperation</td>
<td>E/ECWA/POP/WG.13/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Development</td>
<td>E/ECWA/POP/WG.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science and Technology</td>
<td>E/ECWA/ID/NE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Industries</td>
<td>E/ESCWA/DOS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Development</td>
<td>E/ECWA/SD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>E/ECWA/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Development</td>
<td>E/ESCWA/SD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries</td>
<td>DP/TCDC/RWA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>E/ESCWA/TECH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>E/ECWA/TCT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Statistics</td>
<td>E/ECWA/STAT/WG.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transnational Corporations</td>
<td>E/ECWA/UNCTC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>E/ECWA/TCT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Planning</td>
<td>E/ESCWA/TCT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Systems</td>
<td>E/ESCWA/TCT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanization</td>
<td>E/ECWA/POP/WG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital Statistics</td>
<td>WAW/CRVS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Supply</td>
<td>E/ECWA/NR/CONF.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>E/ESCWA/AGR/95/WG.17/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Power</td>
<td>E/ESCWA/NR/86/WG.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>E/ECWA/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women in Development</td>
<td>E/ECWA/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Status</td>
<td>E/ECWA/NR/CONF.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>E/ECWA/SDF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe-Disaster Relief</td>
<td>E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe-Reconstruction</td>
<td>E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Ocean Region-Health Statistics</td>
<td>ST/STAT/CONF.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Ocean Region-Vital Statistics</td>
<td>ST/STAT/CONF.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoa</td>
<td>See: Samoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Far East</td>
<td>ID/WG.14/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Region</td>
<td>UNEP/WG.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>E/CONF.20/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CONF.20/EX/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CONF.30/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E/CONF.30/EX/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E/CONF.38/  WOMEN--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/CONF.38/C.1/  <E/ESCAP/> PSA/RPW/CDW/
E/CONF.38/C.2/  <E/ESCAP/> SD/RPMWC/
E/CONF.38/C.3/  <E/ESCAP/> SD/RWINS/
E/CONF.38/EX/  <E/ESCAP/> SD/RWWA/
TD/WHEAT.4/  WOMEN--EUROPE.
TD/WHEAT.5/  <E/> ECE/SEM.6/
TD/WHEAT.5/C.1/  WOMEN--WESTERN ASIA.
TD/WHEAT.5/C.1/TSC/  E/ECWA/84/Conf.2/
TD/WHEAT.5/C.2/  E/ECWA/SDP/84/WG.4/
TD/WHEAT.5/EX/  WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
TD/WHEAT.6/  <E/ESCAP/> AD/WPDC/
TD/WHEAT.6/IC/  WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT.
WHEAT--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ESCAP/AGR/85/WG.17/
WHO.
See also: HEALTH
E/HDC/
WHO--TERMS OF REFERENCE.
E/HVI/
WHOLESALE PRICES--EUROPE.
<W/ECE/> CES/AC.46/
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION.
See also: NATURE CONSERVATION
UNEP/CMS/
WIND POWER--WESTERN ASIA.
See also: NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES
E/ESCAP/NA/66/WG.1/
WOMEN.
See also: MOTHERS
A/CONF.94/
A/CONF.94/C.1/
A/CONF.94/C.2/
A/CONF.94/PC/
<A/CONF.94/> WCUNDW/SEM.1/
A/CONF.116/
A/CONF.116/PC/
A/CONF.177/
CEDAW/
CEDAW/C/
CEDAW/SP/
E/CN.4/AC.42/
E/CN.6/AC.1/
<E/ECE/> CES/AC.60/
E/TWC/
ID/WG.233/
<INSTRRAW/>
INSTRRAW/AC.2/
INSTRRAW/AC.4/
INSTRRAW/SER.A/
INSTRRAW/SER.B/
<ST/> ESA/STAT/AC.17/
<ST/> ESA/SDHA/5/
<ST/> ESA/SDHA/12/
<TD/> UNCTAD/LDC/GE.1/
<UNIFEM/>
WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT--AFRICA.
E/CN.14/URB/
E/ECA/ACW/
E/ECA/ATRCW/
E/ECA/ATRCW/ARCC/
ID/WG.422/
ST/ECA/ATRCW/
WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT--ASIA.
ID/WG.424/
WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT--CARIBBEAN REGION.
E/CEPAL/CRM.3/
E/CEPAL/MIDIA/
ID/WG.423/
WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT--LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/CRM.2/
E/CEPAL/CRM.3/
E/CEPAL/CRM.1/
E/CEPAL/MIDIA/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.81/
WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT--WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.2/
E/ECWA/SDP/84/SEM.1/
WOMEN IN POLITICS.
<ST/> ESA/SDHA/AC.12/
WOMEN WORKERS.
ID/WG.351/
UN/SA/31/
WOMEN WORKERS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
E/ESCAP/> SD/MWP/WH/
WOMEN'S ADVANCEMENT.
See also: POPULAR PARTICIPATION
A/CONF.177/
<ACC/> IACWGE/
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E/CN.6/WG.1/  
E/CONF.68/  
E/CONF.69/C.1/  
E/CONF.69/CC/  
E/ECE/RW/HLM/  
ST/6/A/  
<ST/DP/PRESS/>WOM/  
<UNIFEM/>  

WOMEN'S ADVANCEMENT--AFRICA.  
E/ECA/ACW/  
E/ECA/RLS/OAU/  

WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS.  
UNWG/  

WOMEN'S RIGHTS.  
See also: GENDER EQUALITY  
CEDAW/  
CEDAW/C/  
CEDAW/C/1994/WG.II/  
CEDAW/C/1994/WG.III/  
CEDAW/C/1995/WG.I/  
CEDAW/C/1997/WG.I/  
CEDAW/P6WG/  
CEDAW/SF/  
<ST/DP/PRESS/>WOM/  

WOMEN'S STATUS.  
See also: SEX DISCRIMINATION  
E/CN.6/  
E/CN.6/WG/  
E/CONF.68/C.2/  
EMR(ST)/  
ST/esa/ser.B/  
ST/AA/HR/  

WOMEN'S STATUS--ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.  
<ST/ESCAP/>SD/SPWCD/  

WOMEN'S STATUS--WESTERN ASIA.  
E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.4/  

WOOD.  
See also: FUELWOOD  
TIMBER  
E/CN.11/1&NP/SUB.1/Wpcl/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/SEM.5/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/SM/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/SYMP.1/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/SYMP.1/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/UT/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/UT/GR.1/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/WP.MRuw/  

WOOD PROCESSING.  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/PRD/  
ID/WG.202/  
ID/WG.206/  
ID/WG.246/  
ID/WG.390/  
ID/WG.395/  
ID/WG.436/  
LOG/SYMPOSIUM 2/  

WOOD PRODUCTS.  
See also: FOREST PRODUCTS  
LUMBER  
PARTICLE BOARD  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/SEM.6/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/WP.3/AC.1/  

WOOD PRODUCTS--AFRICA.  
ID/WG.373/  

WOOD PRODUCTS--ASIA.  
ID/WG.371/  

WOOD PRODUCTS--EUROPE.  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/SEM.1/1/  

WOOD-USING INDUSTRY.  
See also: FURNITURE INDUSTRY  
SAWMILLS  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/SEM.2/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/SP.3/AC.4/  
ID/WG.105/  
ID/WG.296/  
ID/WG.338/  
ID/WG.387/  
ID/WG.390/  

WOOD-USING INDUSTRY--AFRICA.  
ID/WG.373/  

WOOD-USING INDUSTRY--ASIA.  
ID/WG.371/  

WOOD-USING INDUSTRY--EUROPE.  
<ST/ECowan/>HBP/SEM.3/  
<ST/ECowan/>HBP/SEM.3/AC/  
<ST/ECowan/>TIM/INDUSTRIES/  

WOOD-USING INDUSTRY--LATIN AMERICA.  
ID/WG.380/  

WOODBORING MACHINERY.  
ID/WG.151/  
ID/WG.226/  
ID/WG.277/  
ID/WG.320/  
ID/WG.338/  
ID/WG.369/  
ID/WG.432/  

WORK ORGANIZATION.  
See also: AGENDA  
A/AC.69/  
A/AC.111/  
A/AC.149/  
A/AC.149/DG.1/  
A/AC.149/DG.1/1/  
A/AC.149/DG.1/III/  
A/AC.149/DG.1/II/  
A/AC.149/DG.1/II/  
<A/>WGUSG/  
E/AC.61/  
E/AC.62/  
E/CN.9/AC.3/  
E/CN.11/AC.3/  
E/CN.14/ECO/  
<ST/>E/EC/AC.20/  
E/OR/  
E/REF/ORG/FIN/  
TD/B/AC.30/
WORK PROGRAMME.
DP/PWG/WP.1/
E/AC.51/GR/
E/CN.9/AC.5/
E/CN.11/AC.13/
E/CN.11/AC.19/
E/CN.11/AC.22/
E/CN.14/P/
E/CN.14/PROG/
< E/ECE >/ ENV/AC.1/
E/ECE/IMP/WP.3/
< E/ECE >/ TIM/AC.2/
ESOB/D/
S/C.3/SC.2/
TD/B/C.1/WP.3/
TD/B/C.2/WP.1/
TD/B/SC.2/
TD/B/IX/WP/
TD/B/XI/WP/

WORKERS' PARTICIPATION.
See: STAFF REPRESENTATION
TRADE UNIONS

WORKING GROUPS.
E/CN.4/AC.23/
E/CN.4/AC.31/

WORKING WOMEN.
See: WOMEN WORKERS

WORLD ASSEMBLY ON AGEING (1982: VIENNA).
A/AC.208/
E/CEPAL/Conf.74/
< E/ESCAP >/ SD/RPMWAA/

WORLD ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL AND
TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS.
ID/WG.75/

WORLD CLIMATE IMPACT STUDIES PROGRAMME.
UNEP/WG.51/
UNEP/WG.83/

WORLD CONFERENCE ON HUMAN RIGHTS (1963: VIENNA).
A/CONF.157/ASRM/
A/CONF.157/CC/
A/CONF.157/LACRM/
A/CONF.157/MC/
A/CONF.157/PC/

WORLD CONFERENCE ON SANCTIONS AGAINST RACIST
SOUTH AFRICA (1966: PARIS).
A/CONF.137/PC/

WORLD CONFERENCE ON SANCTIONS AGAINST RACIST
SOUTH AFRICA (1966: PARIS).
A/CONF.137/PC/

WORLD CONFERENCE TO COMBAT RACISM AND RACIAL
DISCRIMINATION (1ST : 1975: GENEVA).
E/AC.68/

WORLD CONFERENCE TO REVIEW AND APPRAISE THE
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR
WOMEN : EQUALITY, DEVELOPMENT AND PEACE (1985:
Nairobi).
A/CONF.116/PC/
E/CEAC/RW/D/CAU/
E/CECA/84/Conf.1.2/
< E/ESCAP >/ SD/RPMWAC/

WORLD DISARMAMENT CAMPAIGN—BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
A/CONF.123/
A/CONF.127/
A/CONF.131/
A/CONF.139/
A/CONF.142/
A/CONF.146/
A/CONF.149/
A/CONF.155/
A/CONF.159/
A/CONF.161/
A/CONF.170/
A/CONF.174/

WORLD DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE (PROPOSED).
A/AC.161/
A/AC.167/

WORLD CONGRESS OF NATIONS CONFERENCES.
UNITAR/CESTEM/WFUNA/

E/CONF.86/PREP/

WORLD FOOD COUNCIL—RULES OF PROCEDURE.
WFC/WG.1/

WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME—BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
See also: FOOD AID
A/CONF.24/
A/CONF.31/
A/CONF.38/
A/CONF.47/
A/CONF.55/
A/CONF.61/
A/CONF.72/
A/CONF.83/
A/CONF.102/
A/CONF.111/
A/CONF.124/
A/CONF.135/
A/CONF.143/
A/CONF.163/
A/CONF.175/
A/CONF.181/

WORLD MAPS.
E/CONF.36/C.4/
E/CONF.40/
E/CONF.40/C.1/
E/CONF.40/C.2/
E/CONF.40/C.3/
E/CONF.40/C.4/
ST/ECOSR/ER/D/
ST/ESA/ER/D/

WORLD PLAN OF ACTION FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR
(1975).
E/CONF.68/C.1/

WORLD POPULATION CONFERENCE (1ST : 1954: ROME).
E/CONF.13/PC/

WORLD POPULATION CONFERENCE (2ND : 1965:
BELGRADE).
E/CONF.41/PC/
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E/CN.9/AC.9/
E/CONF.60/PC/
E/ECWA/POP/CONF.2/
<E/ECE/>ECWA/REG.CONS.MEET.1/
<E/ESCAP/>POP/POST-WPC/
<E/ESCAP/>POP/PRE-WPC/
ST/CEPAL/Conf.48/
ST/ECLAC/Conf.48/

WORLD POPULATION PLAN OF ACTION (1974).
E/CONF.60/WG/
<E/ECE/>EC/AC.9/
<ST>/ESA/P/AC.9/

A/CONF.166/PC/

WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS.
CD/TACO/
E/CN.4/CCCR/
E/CN.4/GRI/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/AC.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.1/
SG/CRO/

YEARBOOK ON HUMAN RIGHTS.
E/CN.4/AC.6/
E/CN.4/AC.8/
E/CN.4/AC.12/

YOUTH.
See also: JUVENILE OFFENDERS
A/AC.209/
<E/ECE/>TRANS/SEM.11/
<E/ECE/PUBLICATIONS/>
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/>ICEF/
<ST>/ESA/OTC/SEM/74/
<ST>/SOA/SEM/48/
<ST>/SOA/SEM/56/
<ST>/SOA/SEM/93/
<ST>/SOA/SEM/73/

YOUTH-ASIA AND THE FAR EAST.
ACCY/
ASTAT/USC/
ASTAT/WCY/
E/CN.11/SD/RYND/
E/ICEF/ACCY/

YOUTH-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>SD/EGM/PYRD/
<E/ESCAP/>ED/INYDR/

YOUTH-EUROPE.
<ST>/SOA/SEM/41/

YOUTH-LATIN AMERICA.
E/CEPAL/Conf.75/
E/ICEF/LATAM/
ST/ECLAC/CONF.20/

YOUTH-WESTERN ASIA.
E/ECWA/DPD/CONF.11/

YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC.
<E/ESCAP/>ED/WPCAY/

YOUTH SERVICES.
<ST>/SOA/SEM/72/

YUGOSLAVIA.
See also: FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/AC.27/

ZAMBEZI RIVER BASIN—ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT.
UNEP/WG.147/

ZAMIBIA—DISPUTES.
S/AC.22/

ZIMBABWE.
A/CONF.82/
A/CONF.82/PC/

ZINC.
E/CONF.29/
E/CONF.29/C.1/
E/CONF.31/
E/CONF.31/AC.1/
E/CONF.31/EX/
LZ/
LZ/EC/
LZ/SC/
LZ/STAT/
LZ/GWG/

ZINC INDUSTRY.
ID/WG.33/

ZONES OF PEACE—INDIAN OCEAN REGION.
A/AC.159/

-533-
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< E/ECE/> HBWP/3GE.1/AC.1/ 

UNEP/WG.85/ 

Ad Hoc Expert Group Meeting on Cooperation among Universities, Industrial Research Organizations and Industries and the Role of UNIDO in this Cooperation (1976 : Vienna).  
ID/WG.236/ 

Ad Hoc Expert Group Meeting on Coordination of Building Research (1964 : Beirut).  
E/ECWA/SDNS/AC.1/ 

< ST/> ESA/HBP/AC.19/ 

ID/WG.196/ 

E/ESCWA/TCD/1994/WG.1/ 

E/ECWA/NR/85/WG.3/ 

Ad Hoc Expert Group Meeting on the Research and Development of a Small-scale, Low-cost Rice Bran Stabilizing Unit (1976 : Vienna).  
ID/WG.240/ 

Ad Hoc Group of Experts on End-Use Statistics.  
< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/STATS/END-USE/ 

Ad Hoc Informal Meeting of the Economic Commission for Europe.  
< E/> ECE/AC.20/ 

Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Group Meeting on Legislative Arrangements on Shipping (1976 : Bangkok).  
E/ESCAP/SSSP/LAS/ 

< E/ESCAP/> SPIW/IGML/ 

< E/ESCAP/> TCT/AMTCD/ 

Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Meeting on Strategies for the 1980s (1979 : Bangkok).  
< E/ESCAP/> DP/IMS/ 

Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Meeting on Transnational Corporations.  
< E/ESCAP/> CTC/ESCAP/IMTC/ 

< E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/FOP/ 

Ad Hoc Meeting concerning Evaluation Techniques for Transport Infrastructure Investments.  
< E/ECE/> TRANS/AC.3/ 

< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.18/ 

Ad Hoc Meeting for Elaborating a Programme of Studies on the Protection of Coastal Areas and Closed Seas against Pollution (1973 : Athens).  
< E/ECE/> WATER/AC.1/ 

< E/ECE/> TRANS/AC.1/ 

Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study of Recycling of Used Tyres and Rubber Wastes.  
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.16/ 

< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.15/ 

< E/ECE/> ENGNI/AC.5/ 

Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Economic Efficiency of Automation in Different Industrial Branches.  
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.1/ 

< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.23/
Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Food-Processing Machinery, including Packaging Techniques.  
< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.13/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.8/

Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Low- and Non-Waste Technologies in the Production of Organics.  
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.12/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.15/

< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.24/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.4/

Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Membrane Technology in the Chemical Industry.  
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.18/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.5/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.11/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.12/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.8/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.7/

Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Structural Changes in International Steel Trade.  
< E/ECE >/ STEEL/AC.8/

< E/ECE >/ STEEL/GE.3/AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Substitutes for Tripolyphosphates in Detergents.  
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.22/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.10/

< E/ECE >/ ENG.AUT/AC.17/

< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.10/

< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.18/

Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on the Role and Place of the Chemical Industry in the Economies of ECE Member Countries.  
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.14/

Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on the Use and Disposal of Wastes from Phosphoric Acid and Titanium Dioxide Production.  
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.17/

< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.11/

Ad Hoc Meeting for the Study on Trends in Feedstocks for Organics.  
< E/ECE >/ CHEM/AC.13/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Consultants on Post Adjustment (1975 : Rome).  
ICSC/CPA/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Directors of Institutes and Organizations Engaged in Research in the Field of Electric Power (1975 : Geneva).  
< E/ECE >/ EP/AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts for Examining Methods of Evaluating the Impact of Man's Activities on the Environment.  
< E/ECE >/ ENV/AC.3/

< E/ECE >/ WATER POLL/Econ/
Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts for the Study on Conservation of Energy in the Chemical Industry.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.6/

< E/ECE/> ENGIN/AC.3/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts for the Study on Questions of Energy in the Chemical Industry.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.4/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts for the Study on Technical Progress.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts for the Study on Utilization and Elimination of Wastes in and by the Chemical Industry.
< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.7/

< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.4/

< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.3/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on a Study of Techno-economic Aspects of the International Division of Labour in the Automotive Industry.
< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.2/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Administrative Restriction (1975 : Geneva).
< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/AC.5/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Classification of Inland Waterways.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/AC.3/

< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.4/

< E/ECE/> ECE/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> ECE/AC.3/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.12/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Export Promotion (1973 : Bangkok).
< E/CN.11/TRADE/Exp.Pro/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.7/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TIM/ECF/ WP.2/AC.2/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Increasing Use of Continuous Processes in the Iron and Steel Industry.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.3/

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.2/

< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.5/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Intensified Cooperation on Selected R and D Projects in the Field of Coal Gasification, Liquefaction and Treatment (1977 : Geneva).
< E/ECE/> COAL/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> AGRI/LDC/

MATHECO/EM.2/

< E/ECE/> ENGAUT/AC.18/
Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Plastic Materials.  
<E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.2/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.4/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/BPP/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.14/

ID/WG.3/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Scrap Problems in the Iron and Steel Industry.  
<E/ECE/>STEEL/AC.3/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on Technological Forecasting (1977 : Geneva).  
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.8/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on the Availability of Raw Material for the Chemical Industry.  
<E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.3/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on the Concept of the Establishment of an ECE Coordinating Centre on Coal Gasification and Liquefaction (1979 : Geneva).  
<E/ECE/>COAL/AC.4/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.6/

<E/ECE/>EP/AC.2/

TRANS/SUB.1/AR/

<E/ECE/>CHEM/AC.8/

<E/ECE/>EP/AC.4/

<E/ECE/>TIM/AC.2/

<E/ECE/>EP/GE.2/AC.1/

<E/ECE/>EP/AC.3/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts to Examine ECE Timber Committee's Long-term Programme of Work in the Field of Woodworking Industries (1969 : Geneva).  
<E/ECE/>TIM/INDUSTRIES/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Governmental Experts on Market Trends and Prospects in Engineering Industries.  
<E/ECE/>ENGIN/AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Governmental Experts on the Production of Engineering Equipment for Preventing Pollution.  
<E/ECE/>ENGIN/AC.2/

<E/ECE/>WATER/UTIL/

Ad Hoc Meeting of In-Plant Group Training Directors (1967 : Vienna).  
ID/WG.7/

<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.1/AC/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Rapporteurs on Automation.  
<E/ECE/>AUTOMATION RAP/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.6/AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting of Representatives of the Latin American and Caribbean States and Spain on Environmental Education and Training (1980 : Montevideo).  
UNEP/13.25/


Ad Hoc Meeting on Chemical Statistics.


Ad Hoc Meeting on Failitation of Border Crossing in International Rail Transport.


Ad Hoc Meeting on Financing of EMEP.


Ad Hoc Meeting on Flora and Fauna (1990 : Antalya, Turkey).


Ad Hoc Meeting on Implementation of the European Agreement on Main International Traffic Arteries (AGR).
< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.14/  

< E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.15/  

< E/ECE/> TRADE/IRTP/  

Ad Hoc Meeting on Inland Waterways Problems.  
< E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.31/  

Ad Hoc Meeting on Integrated Physical, Socio-Economic and Environmental Planning (1977: Geneva).  
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.2/  

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.8/  

Ad Hoc Meeting on International Trade and Structural Changes.  
< E/ECE/> EC.ADI/AC.8/  

Ad Hoc Meeting on Investments in the Gas Industry and Their Financing Possibilities.  
< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.3/  

Ad Hoc Meeting on Land-Use Policies.  
< E/ECE/> HBP/AP.3/  

Ad Hoc Meeting on Liquefied Gases (1979: Geneva).  
< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.8/  

< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.7/  

< E/> ECE/EC.ADI.(XVII)/AC.2/  

< E/> ECE/EC.ADI.(XVII)/AC.1/  

< E/> ECE/EC.ADI.(XVII)/AC.1/  

< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.5/  

< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.20/  

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SCI/GE.20/AC.1/  

< E/ECE/> EP/GE.1/AC.1/  

< E/ECE/> WATER/AC.4/  

Ad Hoc Meeting on Natural Gas Resources.  
< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.2/  

< E/> ECE/AC.8/  

< E/> ECE/AC.11/  

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.4/  
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SCI/AC.4/  

< E/> ECE/AC.5/  

< E/ECE/> COAL/AC.1/  

< E/ECE/> EB.ADI/AC.7/  

Ad Hoc Meeting on Planning and Programming of Housing Activities (1973: Geneva).  
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.1/AC.1/  

< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.14/  

< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.6/  

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.5/
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> ENGIN/AC.4/

Ad Hoc Meeting on Questions of Statistics concerning Engineering Industries and Automation.
< E/> ECE/CES/AC.57/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/AC8/

Ad Hoc Meeting on Requirements for Construction in Seismic Regions (1978 : Belgrade).
< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.7/

Ad Hoc Meeting on Road Traffic Censuses.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.6/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.16/

< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.19/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.5/

Ad Hoc Meeting on South European Countries' Prospects and Policies in the Forestry and Forest Industry Sector (1979 : Lisbon).
< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/AC1/

Ad Hoc Meeting on Standardization and Modular Coordination (1959 : Geneva).
< E/ECE/> HOU/SMC/

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.3/

Ad Hoc Meeting on Technological Forecasting (1979 : Geneva).
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.12/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.8/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Code of Conduct on Accidental Pollution in Transboundary Inland Waters.
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/AC.4/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Coordination of Work of the Group of Experts on the Construction of Vehicles.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.2/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> ENV/AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Development of an International Regime of Civil Liability for Damage Caused during the Inland Transport of Dangerous Goods.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/AC.5/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Development of the International Road Network in South-East Europe.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/AC.2/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the ECE Layout Key (1975 : Geneva).
< E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.4/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.10/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Evolution of the Specific Consumption of Steel.
< E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.6/

< E/ECE/> GAS/AC.5/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Harmonization of Procedures for the Approval of Power-driven Vehicles between Europe and the United States of America.
< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/AC.1/

< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/AC.2/

< E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.9/
<E/ECE/> CEP/AC.1/1
<E/ECE/> ENV/WA/AC.10/

<E/ECE/> SC.TECH./AC.15/

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.3/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Methods of Forecasting Gas Demand.
<E/ECE/> GAS/AC.1/
<E/ECE/> GAS/WP.3/

<E/ECE/> CEP/AC.2/

<E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.5/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Preparation of a New ECE Classification of Coals.
<E/ECE/> COAL/AC.5/

<E/> ECE/AC.4/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/AC.8/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.7/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Relationship between Housing and the National Economy (1979: Geneva).
<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.1/AC.4/

Ad Hoc Meeting on the Road Traffic Census.
<E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.8/AC.2/

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.3/AC.3/

<E/ECE/> STEEL/AC.7/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.10/

<E/ECE/> HBP/WP.2/AC.1/

TD/B/NC.1/TUNGSTEN/AC/

Ad Hoc Meeting on Updating of 1968 Conventions on Road Traffic and Road Signs and Signals.
<E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/AC.6/

<E/ECE/> AGRI/AC.1/

<E/ECE/> ENV/AC.14/

<E/ECE/> ENV/AC.13/

Ad Hoc Meeting to Discuss the Inventory of All Kinds of Obstacles to the Development of Trade (1981: Geneva).
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.17/

Ad Hoc Meeting to Discuss the Multilateral Notification System (MUNOSYST) (1977: Geneva).
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.7/

<E/ECE/> TRANS/AC.2/

<E/ECE/> ENV/WA/AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting to Finalize a Declaration on the Protection of Flora, Fauna and Their Habitats (1980: Geneva).
<E/ECE/> ENV/WA/AC.1/

Ad Hoc Meeting to Improve the Collection and Dissemination of Forest and Forest Products Statistics (1993: Geneva).
<E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.4/

<E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.2/AC.3/

Ad Hoc Meeting to Prepare for the Eleventh Session of Senior Economic Advisers to ECE Governments (1975: Geneva).
<E/ECE/> EC.AD/AC/

Ad Hoc Meeting to Review the Draft Study of European Timber Trends and Prospects (ETTS V)
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Ad Hoc Meeting with Interagency and Non-Governmental Organizations Concerned with Youth Development in the Region (1980 : Bangkok).

Ad Hoc Review Meeting on Bauxite. TD/B/CN.1/RM/BAUXITE/.


Ad Hoc Review Meeting on Copper. TD/B/C.1/RM/COPPER/.


Administrative Committee on Coordination.

Executive Committee on Coordination.

Advisory Committee for the Coordination of Information Systems.

Administrative Committee on Coordination.

Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions.

Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions (Financial and Budgetary Questions).

Administrative Committee on Coordination.

Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions (Personnel and General Administrative Questions).

Administrative Committee on Coordination. Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions (Personnel and General Administrative Questions). Subcommittee on Job Classification.

Administrative Committee on Coordination. Consultative Committee on Substantive Questions (Operational Activities).

Administrative Committee on Coordination. Organizational Committee.

Administrative Committee on Coordination. Subcommittee on Nutrition.

Administrative Committee on Coordination. Subcommittee on Statistical Activities.

Administrative Committee on Coordination. Technical Working Group on Migration.


Africa Regional Coordinating Committee for the Integration of Women in Development.
Africa Trade Centre.
E/CN.14/ATC/

African Association for Public Administration and Management.
AAPAM/

African Centre for Applied Research and Training in Social Development.
<E/ECA/>ACARTSOD/

African Centre for Women.
E/ECA/ACW/

E/CN.14/IDEP/

<E/ECA/>PAHAM/AIHTTR/GC/

E/CN.14/STC/CS/

E/CN.14/NRSTD/E/

E/CN.14/UNCTAD III/PM/

E/ECA/POP/

African Purchasing and Supplies Organization.
E/CN.14/AFPSO/

African Regional Centre for Solar Energy.
E/ECA/NRD/ARCES/

ST/ECA/NRD/E/

African Regional Centre for Technology. Executive Board.
<E/ECA/>ARCT/EB/

E/ECA/ATRCW/RC/WD/

E/CN.14/CTNC/

E/CN.14/UNCTADIII/PM/

E/CN.14/NRD/WR/

<E/ECA/>ARSO/Council/

ID/WG.422/

E/ECA/AFRICOFS/ REMSC/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/LS/

E/CN.14/CAS.5/LS/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/VS/

African Training and Research Centre for Women.
E/ECA/ATRCW/

ID/WG.172/

<UNIDO/>ID/WG.457/

<ESCAP/>AD/RCAPPA/

PTBT/CONF/

ID/WG.68/

E/ESCWA/POP/1993/APC/

Arab Regional Centre for the Transfer and Development of Technology.
E/ESCWA/NR/CTT/
Arab Regional Documentation Centre for Economic and Social Development.
E/ECWAJ/ARDCES/

A/CONF.169/RPM/

Asian and Pacific Centre for Transfer of Technology.
E/ESCAP/APCTT/

Asian and Pacific Development Centre.
E/ESCAP/APDC/

E/ESCAP/SD/SOWSSD/

E/ESCAP/SD/MCSD/

E/ESCAP/SD/MCSD/(3)/PM/

E/ESCAP/SD/MCSD/(4)/

E/ESCAP/POP/APPC/

ACC/69/

ACC/II/

ACC/III/

Asian Conference on Children and Youth in National Planning and Development (1966 : Bangkok).
ACCY/

E/CN.11/IR&NR/Ind.Conf./

E/CN.11/IR&NR/Ind.Conf.2/

E/ESCAP/IR/APC.

Asian Highway Motor Rally Committee (1969 : Bangkok).
AH/MR/

Asian Industrial Development Council.
AIDC/

AIDC/AG./

AIDC/CC.2/ISRC/

Asian Industrial Development Council (1st sess. : 1965 : Bangkok).
IR&NR/AIDC.1/

IR&NR/AIDC.2/

AI/GC.1/

AI/GC.2/

APC/

APC.2/

ID/WG.424/

E/ESCAP/STAT/ASCRVS/

Asian Seminar on Planning and Administration of National Community Development Programmes (1961 : Bangkok).
SCD/
FCW/

Asian Seminar on Urban Community Development (1962 : Singapore).
E/CN.11/UCD/

Association of African Central Banks.
E/CN.14/AMA/

E/CN.14/AMA/CA/

E/CN.14/AMA/EA/

E/CN.14/AMA/NA/

E/CN.14/AMA/WA/

Association of African Tax Administrators.
< E/ECA/> PAMM/BUD/

Association of Former International Civil Servants (New York).
< ST/> STAFF/AFICS/

Bahrain Regional Meeting of Legal Experts on the Protection of the Marine Environment (1977 : Bahrain).
UNEP/WG.9/

UNEP/BC/

Brazilian Congress of the Plastics Industry (1st : 1983 : Sao Paulo, Brazil).
ID/WG.392/

Cairo Demographic Centre.
CDC/

ID/WG.423/

Central African Mineral Resources Development Centre.
< E/> ECA/NRD/MRU/

Centre on Policies to Support and Stabilize Agricultural Prices and Incomes in Asia and the Far East.
E/CN.11/AGRI/APIS/

Colloquium on Housing for the Elderly (1965 : Brussels).
< E/ECE/> HOU.ELDERLY COLL./

< E/ECE/> TIM/BOARD/

Committee for the Promotion of Aid to Co-operatives.
< COPAC/> 

Committee of International Development Institutions on the Environment.
UNEP/WG.50/

Common Fund for Commodities. Governing Council.
CF/GC/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.30/AC.1/

E/CN.14/CAD.1/

E/CN.14/CAD.2/

E/CN.14/CAD.3/

TCDC/AF/

Conference of African Ministers of Industry.
E/ECA/CAMI/

Conference of African Ministers Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development and Utilization.
E/ECA/HRP/MC/
E/ECA/PHSD/HRP/
E/ECA/PHSD/TIN/

E/ECA/HRP/MFC/

E/CN.14/AMSA/I1/

Conference of African Planners.
E/CN.14/CAP/
E/CN.14/CAP.2/

E/CN.14/CAP.3/

E/CN.14/CAP.4/

E/CN.14/CAP.5/

E/CN.14/CAP.6/

Conference of African Statisticians.
E/CN.14/STAT/<1959-1961>

E/CN.14/CAS.3/

E/CN.14/CAS.3/TRAD/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/DEV/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/CPH/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/NAC/

E/CN.14/CAS.5/NAC/

E/CN.14/CAS.6/

E/CN.14/CAS.7/

E/CN.14/CAS.8/

E/CN.14/CAS.9/

E/CN.14/CAS.10/

E/CN.11/CAEP.1/

E/CN.11/CAEP.2/

E/CN.11/CAEP.3/

E/CN.11/CAEP.4/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.1/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.2/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.3/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.4/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.5/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.6/
E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.7/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.8/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.9/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.10/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.11/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/Conf.12/

Conference of European Statisticians.

Conference of European Statisticians. Group of Rapporteurs on Housing Units, Rooms and Kitchens.

Conference of European Statisticians. Group of Rapporteurs on National Accounts and Balances in Constant Prices.

Conference of European Statisticians. Group of Rapporteurs on Public Sector Statistics.

Conference of European Statisticians. Group of Rapporteurs on Sampling in Conjunction with Censuses and Interennial Sample Enquiries.

Conference of European Statisticians. Group of Rapporteurs on SNA/MPS Links.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/ WG.22/GR.1/ 

Conference of European Statisticians. Group of Rapporteurs on Standard Tabulations.

Conference of European Statisticians. Group of Rapporteurs on Statistics of Buildings.

Conference of European Statisticians. Group of Rapporteurs on the Classification by Tenure Status and Ownership and the Classification by Single or Shared Occupancy.

Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on Agricultural Censuses and Surveys.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/ WG.8/ 

Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on Family Budget Enquiries.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/ WG.17/ 

Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on General Economic Censuses.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/ WG.10/ 


Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on Housing Censuses.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/ WG.30/ 

Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on Indicators of Short-term Economic Changes.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/ WG.7/
Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on Industrial Statistics.  
< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 13/

< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 19/

< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 2/


< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 21/

Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on Public Sector Statistics.  
< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 20/

Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on Statistical Activities of ECE Committees.  
< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 14/

Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on Statistics and Indices of Prices and Quanta.  
< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 31/


Conference of European Statisticians. Working Group on Statistics of Education.  


< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 27/


< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 1/


< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 34/

< E/ECE/> CES/WP. 9/

Conference of European Statisticians. Working Party on National Accounts and Balances.  
< E/ECE/> CES/WP. 22/

Conference of European Statisticians. Working Party on Statistics of Science and Technology.  
< E/ECE/> Conf. Eur. Stats/WG. 33/

< E/ECE/> CES/WP. 34/

E/CN.14/FMAB/

E/CN.14/WP. 2/

ST/DPI/CONF. 4/

E/CEPAL/ILPES/Conf. 4/

Conference of Ministers of African Least Developed Countries.  
E/ECA/LDCs/

ST/ECA/LDCs/

Conference of Plenipotentiaries of the Coastal States of the Mediterranean Region for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution from Land-based Sources (1980 : Athens).  
UNEP/IG. 19/

Conference of Plenipotentiaries of the Coastal States of the Mediterranean Region on the
UNEP/CONF.1/

UNEP/IG.39/

<E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.15/CD/

S/AC.7/

Conference of the Parties to the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal.
UNEP/CHW/

UNEP/CMS/

Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.
FCCC/
  FCCC/CP/
  FCCC/SB/

FCCC/AG13/

FCCC/AGBM/

FCCC/SBI/

FCCC/SBSTA/

Conference of the Parties to the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer.
UNEP/OZL.Conv/

Conference of the Special Committee of the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia with the Representatives of the Committee of Good Offices to Implement the Security Council's Resolution of 1 Nov. 1947.
S/AC.10/CONF.1/

E/ECE/HOU/SBD/
  <E/ECE/> HOU/SBD/WP.1/

E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/WP.1/

E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/WP.2/

E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/WP.3/

E/ECE/IM/HOU/BR/WP.4/

Conference on Children and Youth in National Planning and Development in Asia (1969 : Bangkok).
E/ICEF/ACCY/

Conference on Commercial Arbitration.
E/CN.11/TRADE/CCA/

ST/ECLA/CONF.10/

ST/STAT/CONF.1/

CPF-DB/

E/ECWA/POP/CONF.4/

<E/ECE/> ENV/CONF/

<E/ECE/> ENV/PG/

ECFA/FAO/FAO CONF/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.2/SEM.2/
  <ST/>SG/CONF.2/

  <E/>ECA/WIPO/I/

  <E/>ECA/WIPO/II/

  AFR/REF/CONF.1967/

Conference on Trade Promotion (1st : 1951 : Singapore).
  TR/STATE/

Conference on Trade Promotion (2nd : 1953 : Manila).
  E/CN.11/TP/

  <E/ECE/>HOU/CONF. URB.RESEARCH/

  <E/ECE/>HBP/CONF.II/URB.RESEARCH/

  <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.11/

  <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.25/

Conference on Urban and Regional Research (5th : 1984 : Lisbon).
  <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.33/

  <E/ECE/>WATER POLL/CONF/

  S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.2/

Conference with the Delegations of the Governments of the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. Social and Administrative Committee.
  S/AC.10/CONF.2/C.A/

  S/AC.10/CONF.2/BUR/

Consultation among Jute Producing Countries on ILO and Related Matters.
  <E/ESCAP/>TRADE/JPCRM/

  ID/WG.216/

  ID/WG.199/

  ID/WG.242/

  ID/WG.260/

  <E/ECE/>TIM/UT/GR.1/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.5/AC/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.2/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.3/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.4/
< E/ECE/> TIM/HARD/G 1/1/}

Consultation on a Correspondence Key Between the
SITC and CMEA Classification of Foreign Trade
(1972 : Geneva).
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG. 38/

Consultation on Basic Products and Energy (1973 :
Stockholm).
< E/ECE/> EC AD/AC .2 /

Consultation on Classifications of Goods and
Services.
< E/ECE/> CES/AC.41/

Consultation on Definition and Identification of
Prices of Agricultural Products and Their Uses
(1956 : Geneva).
< E/ECE/> AGRIPRICES/

Consultation on Factors and Conditions
< E/ECE/> EC.AD/AC.LT GROWTH/

Consultation on Health Statistics.
< E/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.36/

Consultation on Industrial Financing (1st : 1982
: Madrid).
ID/WG.377/

Consultation on Preparations for an Ad Hoc
Meeting on Trade (1951 : Geneva).
E/ECE/TRADE MTG/CONS/

Consultation on the Agricultural Machinery
Industry (1st : 1979 : Stresa, Italy).
ID/WG.307/

Consultation on the Agricultural Machinery
ID/WG.400/

Consultation on the Building Materials Industry
(1st : 1985 : Athens).
ID/WG.434/

Consultation on the Capital Goods Industry (1st :
ID/WG.342/

Consultation on the Capital Goods Industry (2nd :
ID/WG.442/

Consultation on the Development of the Footwear
Manufacturing Industries in Pakistan (1973 :
Lahore, Pakistan).
ID/WG.162/

Consultation on the Fertilizer Industry (1st :
1980 : Sao Paulo, Brazil).
ID/WG.318/

Consultation on the Fertilizer Industry (4th :
ID/WG.406/

Consultation on the Food Processing Industry (2nd :
1984 : Copenhagen).
ID/WG.427/

Consultation on the Food-Processing Industry (1st :
ID/WG.345/

Consultation on the Iron and Steel Industry (1st :
1977 : Vienna).
ID/WG.243/

Consultation on the Iron and Steel Industry (1st :
1977 : Vienna). Expert Group on Training
Problems (1978 : Vienna).
ID/WG.276/

Consultation on the Iron and Steel Industry (2nd :
1979 : New Delhi).
ID/WG.285/

Consultation on the Iron and Steel Industry (3rd :
1982 : Caracas).
ID/WG.374/

Consultation on the Iron and Steel Industry (4th :
1986 : Vienna).
< UNIDO/> ID/WG.458/

Consultation on the Leather and Leather Products
Industry.
ID/WG.319/

Consultation on the Leather and Leather Products
ID/WG.268/

Consultation on the Leather and Leather Products
ID/WG.411/

Consultation on the Petrochemical Industry (1st :
1979 : Mexico City).
ID/WG.291/

Consultation on the Petrochemical Industry (2nd :
ID/WG.336/

Consultation on the Petrochemical Industry (3rd :
1985 : Vienna).
ID/WG.448/

Consultation on the Pharmaceutical Industry (1st :
ID/WG.331/
     ID/WG.393/

     <E/ECE/>HBP/AC.1/

     ID/WG.381/

     ID/WG.395/

     ID/WG.218/

     ID/WG.230/

     ID/WG.288/

     TD/CODE TOT/CONS/

Consultation with Experts on Water Pollution in Europe (1957 : Geneva).
     E/ECE/Water pollution/

     TD/RBP/CONF/CONS/

Consultations on Tin (1966 : Geneva).
     TD/TIN/CONS/

Consultative Committee on Public Information.
     CCP/

     E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.9/CGTM/

     <E/ESCAP/>IRD/GDLIG/

Consultative Meeting of Regional Commodity Communities and Associations.
     <E/ESCAP/>TRADE/CMRCCA/

Consultative Meeting of Selected Bilateral and Multilateral Financial and Technical Assistance Institutions with Representatives of Least Developed Countries (1977 : Vienna).
     ID/WG.262/

     E/CN.14/SCT/

Consultative Meeting on Volunteer Service and Development.
     DP/UNV/CM/

     UNEP/CBD/

     CEDAW/

Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction (1972).
     BWC/

Coordinating Committee for International Staff Unions and Associations of the United Nations System.
     ST/GENEVA/CCISUA/

Council of Ministers for Asian Economic Cooperation.
     CMEC/

     E/ESCWA/SD/1992/WG.1/

     ID/WG.202/

     <TD/>UNCTAD/GID/DMFAS/

Demonstration Exercise on the Use of Management Techniques in Public Administration (1972 : Seoul).
     PA/DEMT/

Demonstration Workshop on Laboratory and Pilot Scale Bauxite Processing (1985 : Kingston).
     ID/WG.446/
ID/WG.15/

DEVSIS-Africa.  
<E/ECA/> PADIS/DEVISIS-AFRICA/

ID/WG.419/

E/CN.14/EA/EC/

ID/WG.52/

ST/ECA/ATC/

ECA/AAU Conference of Vice-Chancellors, Presidents and Rectors of Institutions of Higher Learning in Africa.  
E/ECA/AAU/ED/

ECA/KAF Joint Workshop on the Problems of the Effective Use of Radio Forums/Clubs in Rural Africa.  
<E/> ECA/KAF/

E/CN.14/UNCTAD II/PM/

ECAFE Conference on Social Development (2nd : 1972 : Bangkok).  
E/CN.11/Conf./SD/

E/CN.11/I&NR/DE/

E/CN.11/TRADE/JJP/

ECAFE/AGR/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SUB.1/WPCL/

ECAFE/TRANS/SUB.1/RSWP/

POP/IPMP/

E/CN.11/SD/Sem.SWT/

ECAFE/WMO Interregional Seminar on Field Methods and Equipment Used in Hydrology and Hydrometeorology (1961 : Bangkok).  
E/CN.11/FLOOD/Hs.2/

ECAFE/WMO Interregional Seminar on Hydrologic Networks and Methods (1959 : Bangkok).  
E/CN.11/FLOOD/Hs.1/

ECAFE/FLOOD/HT/

<E/> ECE/AC.1/

<E/> ECE/TRADE/SEM.8/

ECE/FAO Group of Experts on Statistics of Chemical Fertilizers and Pesticides.  
<E/> ECE/FAO/ECE/CES:FP/

Economic Community of West African States.  
Interim Council of Ministers (1967 : Dakar).  
E/CN.14/WA/EC/

E/ECWA/IND/84/WG.10/

ESCAP Meeting of Ministers of Industry (1977 : Bangkok).  
E/ESCAP/IHT/MI/

ESCAP Preparatory Meeting of Ministers of Industry for the Third General Conference of UNIDO (1979 : Bangkok).  
E/ESCAP/IHT/PMI-UNIDO(3)/

<E/ESCAP/> PMD/CSC/
<E/ESCAP/NR/RPMWCI/>

ESCAP Regional Workshop to Consider Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification (1981 : Jodhpur, India).
<E/ESCAP/>ECU/IPACD/

E/ESCAP/AD/RPC/

<E/ESCAP/>NR/EGMFC/

<E/ESCAP/>STAT/WES/

<E/ESCAP/>NR/EPWP/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/RMTC/

ESCAP/Pepper Community Meeting of Specialists on a Socio-Economic Study on Production and Productivity of Pepper Holdings in the International Pepper Community Member Countries.
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/PCMSPP/

ESCAP/Pepper Community Meeting of Specialists on Determination of Remunerative Price Levels of Pepper Products.
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/PCMSPP/

<E/ESCAP/>STAT/EGMSET/

<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/MELDC/

ESCAP/UNCTAD Regional Meeting of Experts on Customs Administration (1980 : Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/RMECA/

<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/AFASM/

<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/ETSCT/

<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/ETSC/

<E/ESCAP/>AD/WAAIRU/

<E/ESCAP/>IHT/RFCFVOF/

ESCAP/UNIDO Seminar for Promoting Economic and Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries in Asia and the Pacific in the Field of Manufacture and Popularization of Agricultural Machinery, Tools and Equipment (1984 : Beijing, etc.).
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/SAMTE/

<E/ESCAP/>IHT/RCTT/WMTI/

European Centre for Social Welfare Policy and Research.
<ECSWTR/>

European Forestry Commission.
<E/ECE/TIM/EFC/>E/ECE/TIM/F:EC/

ST/SDA/SDI/GEN/

ST/SDA/SDI/EUR/

European Seminar on Family Planning and Social Policy (1971 : Kiljava, Finland).
<ST/>SOA/SEM/40/

European Seminar on Integrated Approaches to Social Service Provision at the Local Level (1976 : Frankfurt am Main, Federal Republic of Germany).
<ST/>SOA/SEM/66/

UN/SDA/SEM/42/

European Seminar on New Approaches to the Treatment of Young Offenders (1977 : Lillehammer, Norway).
<ST/>SOA/SEM/67/
European Seminar on Nordic Approaches to Social Planning.
UN/SoA/SEM/47/

European Seminar on Problems of Policy, Administration and Coordination in the Financing of Social Services (1975 : Killarney, Ireland).
UN/SoA/SEM/59/

European Seminar on Rural Community Development (1968 : Madrid).
UN/SoA/SEM/29/

UN/SoA/SEM/56/

European Seminar on Socially Deprived Families (1970 : Macolin near Bienne, Switzerland).
UN/SoA/SEM/36/

UN/SoA/SEM/52/

UN/SoA/SEM/37/

European Seminar on the Role of Youth in the Dynamics of Social Development (1971 : Bucharest).
<ST>/SoA/SEM/41/

European Seminar on Youth and Responsible Parenthood (1974 : Lillehammer, Norway).
<ST>/SoA/SEM/65/

European Social Development Programme.
UN/SoA/ESDP/PC/

UN/SoA/SEM/51/

UN/SoA/SEM/45/

UN/SoA/SEM/34/

European Study Group on the Role of Cooperatives in the Creation and Development of Micro-Regions (1972 : Warsaw and Wroclaw, Poland).
UN/SoA/SEM/46/

UNEP/WG.15/

<EC/EC/JSFA/LS/

<EC/EC/AGRI/Conditions/

<EC/EC/AGRI/Conditions/

UNEP/WG.114/

<EC/EC/ESCAP/HT/EGM/HSA/

UNEP/WG.114/

<EC/EC/ESCAP/HT/EGM/AMST/

<EC/EC/ESCAP/AD/ADPP/

Expert Group Meeting on Agricultural Machinery Industry in Developing Countries (1969 : Vienna).
ID/WG.40/

ID/WG.181/

UNEP/WG.38/

<EC/EC/ESCAP/AD/CSPRT/

ACC.1/EG/
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ID/WG.441/

E/ECWA/AGR/WG.15/

E/ESCAP/TRADE/EGMCT/

E/ESCWA/AGR/85/WG.17/

Expert Group Meeting on Demographic Aspects of Urbanization and Internal Migration (1974 : Beirut).
E/ECWA/POP/WG.2/

Expert Group Meeting on Demographic Transition and Socio-Economic Development (1977 : Istanbul, Turkey).
<ST/>ESA/P/AC.8/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/DCIWC/

Expert Group Meeting on Design, Manufacture and Utilization of Dies and Jigs in Developing Countries (1985 : Vienna).
ID/WG.24/

Expert Group Meeting on Domestic Marketing of Small Industry Products in Developing Countries (1972 : Dublin).
ID/WG.124/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/ISIWT/

E/ESCW/DGD/87/WG.1/

ID/WG.289/

Expert Group Meeting on Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Industrial Estates in Developing Countries (1976 : Vienna).
ID/WG.231/

Expert Group Meeting on Feasible Forms of Economic Cooperation and Integration in Western Asia (1981 : Beirut).
E/ECWA/DGD/WG.15/

ESOB/PP-Conf.1/

<TD/>UNCTAD/LDC/GE.2/

E/ECWA/STAT/WG.3/

E/ECWA/POP/WG.2/

Expert Group Meeting on Housing and Human Settlements Management (1979 : Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/HSM/

<E/ESCAP/>IHT/EGMHRD/

<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.15/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/ISIWT/

E/ECWA/STAT/WG.4/

<ST/>ESA/HBP/AC.15/

Expert Group Meeting on Industrial Cooperation between Developed and Developing Countries for Exports (1970 : Bucharest).
ID/WG.47/
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ID/WG.25/

ID/WG.108/

ID/WG.257/

ID/WG.4/

ID/WG.114/

Expert Group Meeting on Industrial Reorganization and Mergers (1972: Vienna).
ID/WG.138/

ID/WG.109/

ID/WG.257/

ID/WG.181/

ID/WG.280/

E/ESCWA/NR/88/WG.7/

E/ESCAP/DP/TPDP/

E/CN.11/AGR/RHNP/EG/


ID/WG.33/

ID/WG.84/

ID/WG.131/

Expert Group Meeting on Man's Activities that May Cause, or Influence the Severity of, Natural Disasters (1980: Nairobi).
UNEP/WG.33/

Expert Group Meeting on Manufactures of Low-cost Vehicles in Developing Countries (1979: Melbourne, Australia).
ID/WG.224/

ID/WG.173/

ID/WG.404/

E/ESCAP/NR/MIPIP/

ID/WG.175/

Expert Group Meeting on More Effective Utilization of Industrial Research in Developing Countries (1971: Copenhagen).
ID/WG.91/

ESOB-WHO EMR/MORT/

E/ESCAP/NR/EGMNG/

ID/WG.206/

ID/WG.128/
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Expert Group Meeting on Project Planning and Implementation Information Systems and Related Machinery (1972: Vienna).

Expert Group Meeting on Projections of Industrial Development (1973: Vienna).


Expert Group Meeting on Regional Industrial Cooperation (1971: Vienna).

Expert Group Meeting on Remittances from International Labour Migration (1985: Bangkok).


Expert Group Meeting on Role of Industrial Consultancy in Developing Countries (1978: Ljubljana, Yugoslavia).


Expert Group Meeting on Scientific Approaches to the Problems of Preservation and Refrigeration of Food in Developing Countries (1969: Vienna).


Expert Group Meeting on Socio-economic Returns of Family Planning Programmes (1972: Bangkok).

Expert Group Meeting on Soybean Processing and Use (1969: Peoria, Ill.).


Expert Group Meeting on Technological Development and Self-reliance in Developing Countries (1979: Vienna).


E/ESCAP/ID/WG.1/
Expert Group Meeting on the Analysis of the Experience Gained by the Pilot Activities of the Industrial and Technological Information Bank (1979 : Vienna).
ID/WG.294/

ID/WG.142/

UNEP/WG.66/

ID/WG.56/

ID/WG.449/

<ESCAP>/SD/EGM/PYRD/

Expert Group Meeting on the Development of Small-scale Industries in Arab Countries of the Middle East (1968 : Beirut).
ID/WG.17/

Expert Group Meeting on the Development of the Plastics Industry in Developing Countries (1968 : Vienna).
ID/WG.27/

ID/WG.158/

<ESCAP>/ECU/ESATD/

ID/WG.6/

ID/WG.417/

<ST>/IESA/EGM/

ID/WG.387/

ID/WG.84/

Expert Group Meeting on the Manufacture of Electronic Components in Developing Countries (1971 : San Francisco, Calif.).
ID/WG.107/

ID/WG.164/

ID/WG.42/

Expert Group Meeting on the Organization of a Regional Information and Advisory Service on Chemical Fertilizer (1977 : Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP>/AD/RIASCF/

Expert Group Meeting on the Preparations for the Meeting of Ministers of Trade (1986 : Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP>/TRADE/PMMT/

ID/WG.116/

Expert Group Meeting on the Production of Fish Protein Concentrate (1969 : Rabat).
ID/WG.48/

ID/WG.436/

ID/WG.41/

Expert Group Meeting on the Role of the Public Sector in the Industrialization of the Developing Countries (1979 : Vienna).
ID/WG.298/

ID/WG.191/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert Group Meeting</th>
<th>Document Series Symbol</th>
<th>Year/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>on the Selection of Textile Machinery (1967 : Vienna).</td>
<td>ID/WG.8/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on the Study of Synthetic versus Natural Products (1974 : Vienna).</td>
<td>ID/WG.188/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on the Training of Industrial Manpower (1981 : Vienna).</td>
<td>ID/WG.341/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on the Utilization of National Technological Institutions in the Developing Countries for Industrial Development (1977 : Port of Spain).</td>
<td>ID/WG.246/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on the Utilization of Non-Ferrous Scrap Metal in Developing Countries (1969 : Vienna).</td>
<td>ID/WG.46/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Transfer of Know-How on the Production and Use of Catalysts (1972 : Bucharest).</td>
<td>ID/WG.123/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on UNIDO Model Forms of Contract for Fertilizer Plants (1979 : Vienna).</td>
<td>ID/WG.306/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Uses of National Investment Criteria for Industrial Project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Women and the Media (1981 : Vienna).</td>
<td>&lt;ST/&gt;ESA/STAT/AC.14/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Agro-Industries (1985 : Vienna).</td>
<td>&lt;UNIDO&gt;/ID/WG.452/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on a Development Information System for the ESCAP Region (1975 : Bangkok).</td>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP&gt;/STAT/DIS/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Drugs in Modern Society : Community Reactions to Drug Use by Young People (1972 : Geneva).</td>
<td>&lt;ST/&gt;SOA/SEM/48/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Methods of Determining Norms and Standards for Planning and Policy-making in the Social Sectors (1972 : Alghero, Italy).</td>
<td>UN/SCA/SEM/44/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Social Policies and Programmes to Meet the Needs of Working Mothers (1968 : Liblice, Czechoslovakia).</td>
<td>UN/SCA/SEM/31/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UN/SOA/Sem/54/


ESOB/DEM.DATA/


UN/Soa/SEM/50/


UN/Soa/SEM/53/


UN/Soa/SEM/60/

Expert Meeting on Competition Law and Policy.

TD/B/COM.2/Em/


E/Ece/env/ac.11/

Expert Meeting on Interaction between Climate and Biosphere and Impact of CO2-induced Climate Change in Natural and Managed Ecosystems (1982 : Geneva).

UNEP/WG.79/


E/ECWA/AGR/WG.12/


R/P/Phmc/


UNEP/WG.106/


UNEP/WG.10/


UNEP/WG.40/


UNEP/WG.75/


ID/WG.384/


E/CN.14/STC/TTWA/


ID/WG.261/


ID/WG.44/

Expert Working Group Meeting on Modernization and Mechanization of the Salt industries, based on Sea Water, in the Developing Countries (1968 : Rome).

ID/WG.21/


ID/WG.37/


ID/WG.36/


ID/WG.50/


ID/WG.83/


E/ESCAP/NR/WGONGM(3)/


ID/WG.63/


E/ESCAP/NR/WRDS/

Expert Working Group Meeting on Water-Use Data (1979 : Bangkok).

E/ESCAP/NR/WUD/


ST/ECLA/CONF.6/
UNEP/WG.1/

UNEP/WG.6/

ID/WG.407/

E/ECWA/ID/WG.4/

UNEP/WG.56/

UNEP/WG.36/

UNEP/WG.73/

E/ECWA/SDP/84/SEM.1/

E/CONF.23/

Exploratory Meeting on Maghreb in Statistics (1964 : Tangier, Morocco).
E/CN.14/NA/STAT/

Exploratory Meeting on Rubber (1967 : Geneva).
TD/RUBBER/EM/

UNEP/IG.36/

UNEP/IG.35/

UNEP/IG.49/

< E/ESCAP > AD/LOCM/

EA:FAO/ECE/MLE/68/

WM/FAO-ECE-CES/ASA/

< E/ECE > FAO/ECE/STP/

< E/ECE > TIM/CS/

FAO/ECE Team of Experts on Farm Prices.
FARM PRICES/

FAO/ECE Working Party on Agrarian Structure and Farm Rationalization.
< E/ECE > FAO/ECE/AGRI/WP.3/

< E/ECE > FAO/ECE/AGRI/WP.2/

E/ESCWA/AGRI/WG.18/

FAO/UNICEF Joint Policy Committee.
< E/ECE > FAO/UNICEF/J.P. /

Food-Energy Nexus Programme.
< UNU > FEN/

< ID > UNIDO/CSA/

< UNIDO > ID/WG.459/

A/CONF.167/
Global Environment Monitoring System.
  <UNEP/GEMS/>

Global Impact of Human Migration.
  <UNU/>GIHM/

Global Preparatory Meeting for a Consultation on the Food-Processing Industry (1979 : Vienna).
  ID/WG.295/

Global Preparatory Meeting for Consultation on the Agricultural Machinery Industry (1979 : Vienna).
  ID/WG.297/

  ID/WG.317/

  ID/WG.334/

  ID/WG.425/

  ID/WG.324/

  ID/WG.387/

  ID/WG.354/

Government Consultation among Jute Producing Countries.
  <E/ESCAP/>TRADE/GCJPC/

  UNEP/WG.68/

Government Nominated Experts Meeting on Regional and Subregional Programmes for the Environment in Latin America and the Caribbean.
  UNEP/IG.40/

  ID/WG.346/


  GEITT/

  <TD/UNCTAD/>AS/MM/77/

Group of 77. GSTP Negotiating Committee.
  <TD/UNCTAD/>GSTP/NC/

Group of 77. GSTP Negotiating Committee. Working Group on Basic Rules.
  <TD/UNCTAD/>GSTP/NC/WGB/

Group of 77. Ministerial Meeting.
  <TD/UNCTAD/>77/MM/

  <TD/UNCTAD/>PC/77/(VI)/

  ID/WG.207/

  A/CONF.70/WG/

  A/CONF.70/

  A/CONF.70/C.1/

  A/CONF.70/C.1/WG.2/

  A/CONF.70/C.1/WG.1/

  A/CONF.70/C.2/
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Heads of National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies (HONLEA), Africa Region. UNDCP/HONLAF/

Heads of National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies (HONLEA), Asia and the Pacific Region. UNDCP/HONLAP/

Heads of National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies (HONLEA), European Region. UNDCP/HONEURO/

Heads of National Drug Law Enforcement Agencies (HONLEA), Latin America and Caribbean Region. UNDCP/HONLAC/


High-level Policy Meeting of ASEAN on the Regulation of Technology Transfer (1981 : Vienna and Lisbon). ID/WG.349/


High-level Regional Preparatory Meeting for the Fourth World Conference on Women (1994 : Vienna). E/ECE/RW/HL/M/

ID/WG.253/

UNEP/ODL/Fin/

TRADE/TLP/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.58/

ID/WG.358/

<E/ECE/>CES/AC.42/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.2/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.4/

<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.13/AC/

INFOTERRA.
UNEP/INFOTERRA/

UNEP/IG.34/

In-Plant Training Workshop on the Production of Refractories (1974 : Pilsen, Czechoslovakia).
ID/WG.179/

Institut de formation et de recherche démographiques (Yaoundé).
IFORD/

Inter-Agency Committee on Women and Gender Equality.
<ACC/>IACWGE/

UNEP/WG.58/

UNEP/WG.37/

Inter-Agency Meeting on Language Arrangements, Documentation and Publications.
IAMLADP/

Inter-Agency Meeting on Regional Coordination in the Field of Population (2nd : 1970 : Bangkok).
POP/Int.Ag.2/

Inter-Agency Meeting on Regional Coordination in the Field of Population (3rd : 1971 : Bangkok).
POP/Int.Ag.3/

Inter-Agency Meeting on Social Development (13th : 1981 : Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP/>SD/RIMSD/

Inter-American Development Bank/ECLA Research Programme in Science and Technology.
BID/CEPAL/BA/

Interamerican Seminar on Civil Registration (2nd : 1964 : Lima).
ST/ECLA/CONF.19/

Intergovernmental Consultation concerning a Draft Protocol for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution from Land-based Sources (2nd : 1977 : Venice, Italy).
UNEP/IG.9/

Intergovernmental Consultation on the Establishment of a Regional Oil-combating Centre for the Mediterranean Region (1975 : San Anton, Malta).
UNEP/WG.4/

Intergovernmental Consultations on Regional Cooperation in Pepper in Asia (1st sess. : 1972 : Bangkok).
RP/RCP/

Intergovernmental Consultations on Regional Cooperation in Rice in Asia (1970 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/RPH/

RP/TTP/

Intergovernmental Consultative Forum of Developing Tropical Timber Producing/Exporting Countries.
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/ACFDTT/

UNEP/IG.15/


Intergovernmental Meeting for Adoption of the West African Action Plan. UNEP/IG.22/

Intergovernmental Meeting for the Establishment of the Regional Centre for Agricultural Machinery (1975 : Bangkok). <E/ESCAP/>IHT/IMAM/

Intergovernmental Meeting of African Experts on Aspects of Technology Development in Africa (1977 : Arusha, United Republic of Tanzania). E/CN.14/ACTT/


Intergovernmental Meeting of Experts on the Development of Mechanisms and Procedures for Environmental Assessments. UNEP/WG.16/


Intergovernmental Meeting of Highway Experts. <E/ESCAP/>TRADE/IMHE/

Intergovernmental Meeting of Mediterranean Coastal States (1980 : Barcelona, Spain). UNEP/IG.18/

Intergovernmental Meeting of Tropical Timber Producing Countries. <E/ESCAP/>TRADE/IMTTCP/

Intergovernmental Meeting on a Regional Network of Research and Training Centres on Desertification Control (1986 : Bangkok). <E/ESCAP/>ECU/RNRTCDC/


Intergovernmental Meeting on Health and Development. <E/ESCAP/>SD/IMHD/


Intergovernmental Meeting on Mediterranean Specially Protected Areas (1980 : Athens). UNEP/IG.20/

Intergovernmental Meeting on Monitoring (1974 : Nairobi). UNEP/IG.1/


Intergovernmental Meeting on Regional Economic Cooperation in Asia and the Pacific (1991 : Beijing). <E/ESCAP/>DP/IMREC/

UNEP/IG.42/

UNEP/CEPAL/IG.24/
UNEP/IG.27/

E/ECWA/TRANS.2/

AGR/RTF/

Intergovernmental Meeting on the Establishment of the Regional Centre for Technology Transfer (1977 : Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/IHT/IM/ERCTT/

E/CN.11/NR/CONF(1).ICEC/

E/ESCAP/NR/RM/RMRDC/

UNEP/IG.26/

Intergovernmental Meeting on the Protection and Development of the Marine Environment and Coastal Areas of the East Asia Region (1981 : Singapore).
UNEP/IG.31/

UNEP/WG.2/

E/ESCAP/TRANS/MTD/

Intergovernmental Meeting on Tourism Development (1990 : Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/MTD/

Intergovernmental Meeting on Trade in Services and Development in the ESCWA Region (1989 : Baghdad).
E/ESCWA/DPD/89/IG.1/

Intergovernmental Meeting to Identify Specific Areas of Cooperation in the Field of Agro- and Allied Industries (1976 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/IHT/AAI/

UNEP/IG.32/

Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee for a Framework Convention on Climate Change.
A/AC.237/
A/AC.237/NC/

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
UNEP/IPCC/

Intergovernmental Railway Group Meeting.
E/ESCAP/TRANS/IRGM/

UNEP/IG.51/

Intergovernmental Review Meeting of Mediterranean Coastal States and 1st Meeting of the Contracting Parties to the Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution and its Related Protocols (1979 : Geneva).
UNEP/IG.14/


E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCG/TPEC/

A/CONF.48/IWGC.I/

A/CONF.46/IWGM.P/I/

A/CONF.48/IWGM.P/I/

A/CONF.48/IWGM.I/
A/CONF.48/IV/WG./

E/CN.14/ICME/

International Child Development Centre.
E/ICEF/ICDC/

International Civil Service Advisory Board.
ICSAB/

International Civil Service Commission.
ICSC/

International Civil Service Commission. Advisory Committee on Post Adjustment Questions.
ICSC/ACPAQ/

TD/COCOA/AC/WG.1/

A/CONF.138/

International Conference in Support of the Peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia (1977 : Maputo).
A/CONF.82/

International Conference in Support of the Peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia (1977 : Maputo). Organizing Committee.
A/CONF.82/PC/

A/CONF.120/

E/CONF.55/

<EC> ECA/CERAD/

A/CONF.106/

A/CONF.125/

International Conference on Carbon Fibre Applications (1983 : Sao José dos Campos, Brazil).
ID/WG.416/

International Conference on Central American Refugees (1989 : Guatemala City).
C/REFCA/

A/CONF.133/

A/CONF.32/

A/CONF.32/CRED/

A/CONF.32/C.1/

A/CONF.32/C.2/

A/CONF.148/

ST/STAT/CONF.10/

ID/WG.365/

A/CONF.171/
E/CONF.84/
FPA/CPD/

E/CONF.76/

A/CONF.107/

International Conference on Synthetic Fibres (1985 : Beijing).
ID/WG.445/

A/CONF.114/
A/CONF.130/

A/CONF.130/CW/

A/CONF.130/CC/

ID/WG.327/

ID/WG.171/

<ST/>HR/AIDS/

CERD/

International Copper Study Group.
ICSG/

E/ECE/IM/HOU/CIB/

LOG/TC.7/

E/CONF.31/AC.1/

ID/WG.352/

ID/WG.382/

<ST/>ES/SD/N/AC.5/

International Fund for Agricultural Development.
<IFAD/>/

E/H/F/

E/H/AF/

E/H/L/

E/H/REL/

E/H/RA/

E/H/RA/SUB.1/

E/H/DC/

E/H/G/

International Institute for Population Studies.
IIIPS/

International Institute on Aging.
<INIA/>/

International Lead and Zinc Study Group.
E/CONF.31/AC.1/

International Lead and Zinc Study Group. Economic Committee.
LZ/EC/

LZ/SWG/

International Lead and Zinc Study Group. Standing Committee.
LZ/SC/

International Lead and Zinc Study Group. Statistical Committee.
LZ/STAT/

International Meeting of the Follow-up Committee of the International Conference on Central American Refugees.
CIREFCA/CS/
<ST/>SG/CONF.7/

International Narcotics Control Board.
E/INCB/
E/IT/

International Narcotics Control Board. Secretariat.
ST/INCB/

International Narcotics Control Board. Standing Committee on Estimates.
E/INCB/SCE/

International Natural Rubber Council.
INRC/

International Olive Oil Council (1959 : Madrid).
E/CONF.19/OGC/

International Organization for Migration.
E/ECA/PHSD/10M/

PCME/

International Pepper Community.
RP/PC/

International Register of Potentially Toxic Chemicals.
UNEP/IRPTC/

International Seabed Authority.
ISBA/

International Seabed Authority. Assembly.
ISBA/A/

International Seabed Authority. Council.
ISBA/C/

<ST/>HR/ATHENS/1989/SEM.2/

LOG/TC.8/

UNITARI/EUR/SEM.1/

ID/CONF.1/

A/CONF.10/

International Trade Centre UNCTAD/GATT.
ITC/SMR/
ITC/TD/SMR/
ITC/TDS/

International Trade Centre UNCTAD/GATT. Documentation Service.
ITC/DTS/DS/

International Trade Centre UNCTAD/WTO.
<ITC/>

International Training Centre on Vital Statistics and Health Statistics for Western Pacific (1952 : Tokyo).
ST/STAT/CONF.3/

LOG/TC.5/

LOG/TC.4/

LOG/TC.1/

International Training Course on Vocational Education in Forestry (1961 : Sweden).
LOG/TC.2/

International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991.
<ITY/>
E/CONF.80/

Interregional Consultation on Exchange of Experience between Developing Countries: Formulation and Application of the Mexican Law on Licences and Patents and Comparable Experience in other Developing Countries (1974: Mexico City).
ID/WG.194/

ID/WG.254/

Interregional Expert Group Meeting on Transnational Corporations in Primary Export Commodities (1979: Bangkok).
ID/WG.292/

ID/WG.43/

ISNR/Sem.FHUD/

ID/WG.30/

Interregional Seminar on Industrial Location and Regional Development (1968: Minsk).
ID/WG.3/

TD/UNCTAD/IRSIR/

ID/WG.147/

ST/ESA/OTC/SEM/74/

ST/ESA/RT/AC.4/

ID/WG.86/

ST/ESA/RT/AC.3/

ID/WG.16/

ID/WG.99/

ID/WG.128/

TAD/INT/SEM.1/

ST/ESA/STAT/AC.2/

ST/ESA/HBP/AC.14/
Interregional Symposium on Gas Development and Market Prospects by the Year 2000 and Beyond (1992 : Damascus).
E/ESCWA/ENR/1992/WG.1/

ID/CONF.2/

E/C/E/STEEL/SYMP.1963/

ID/WG.14/

ID/WG.146/

ID/WG.39/

ID/WG.213/

ID/WG.67/

Interregional Workshop on Programmes of Training in the Field of Population (1967 : Elsinore, Denmark).
E/CN.3/CONF.4/

Interregional Workshop on the Negotiation and Drafting of Mining Development Agreements (1973 : Buenos Aires).
<ST/>ESA/RT/AC.7/

Interregional Workshop on the Promotion of Welding Technology in Developing Countries (1984 : Tiruchirappalli, India).
ID/WG.420/

Interregional Workshop on the Role of Women in Environmentally Sound and Sustainable Development (1992 : Beijing). INSTRAW/SER.D/

Investment Promotion Meeting and Technological Consultations for Chemical Industries of Developing Countries (1974 : Bucharest).
ID/WG.197/

ID/WG.35/

Joint Ad Hoc Meeting on Chemical Statistics.

Joint Committee on Forest Working Techniques and Training of Forest Workers.
<E/C/E/>FAO/ECE/LOG/LOG/

Joint Committee on Forest Working Techniques and Training of Forest Workers. Meeting of Office-Bearers (1963 : Geneva).
LOG/WP.5/

Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and Demographers.
E/CN.14/PSD/
E/CEA/PSD/
ST/ECA/PSD/

Joint Consultation on Prefabrication for Industrial Construction (1975 : Warsaw).
ID/WG.211/

Joint Consultation on the Promotion of Industrial Management Clinics for the Least Developed Countries of Africa (1975 : Kampala).
ID/WG.222/

Joint Consultation on the Promotion of Industrial Research and Services in Africa (1975 : Lagos).
ID/WG.204/

Joint Consultation on the Stimulation of Industrial Research Activities in Latin America (1971 : Bogotá).
ID/WG.90/

Joint Consultations with Fair Directors of Developing Countries Held on the Occasion of the 50th Milano International Trade Fair (1972 : Milan, Italy).
ID/WG.126/

Joint ECE/Codex Alimentarius Group of Experts on Standardization of Fruit Juices.
<E/C/E/>AGR/P.1/GE.4/

Joint ECE/Codex Alimentarius Group of Experts on Standardization of Quick Frozen Foods.
<E/C/E/>AGR/P.1/GE.3/

Joint ECE/ILO Meeting on Consumer Price Indices.
<E/C/E/>CES/AC.49/

Joint ECE/ILO Meeting on Labour Force Statistics.
< E/C/E/>CES/AC.51/

< E/C/E/>ILO/CES/AC.51/
Joint ECE/INSTRAW Meeting on Statistics and Indicators on the Role and Situation of Women.

Joint ECE/INSTRAW Meeting on Statistics and Indicators on the Role and Situation of Women (1st : 1985 : Geneva).


Joint ECE/OECD Meeting on National Accounts.


Joint ECE/UNESCO Meeting on Cultural Statistics.

Joint ECE/WHO Meeting on Health Statistics.

Joint ECWA/FAO Agriculture Division.


Joint ECWA/UNIDO Industry Division.

Joint ESCWA/FAO Agriculture Division.

Joint ESCWA/UNIDO Industry and Technology Division.


Joint FAO/ECE/ILLO Committee on Forest Technology, Management and Training.

Joint FAO/ECE/ILLO Committee on Forest Technology, Management and Training. Steering Committee.

Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution.

Joint Meeting of Chief Executives of National Shippers' Organizations, Shipowners' Associations and Port Authorities (1st : 1980 : Bangkok).


Joint Meeting of Planners and Statisticians (1972 : Alma-Ata, USSR).

Joint Meeting of Statistical and Customs Experts (1964 : Paris).

Joint Meeting of the Consultative Committee on Substantive Questions (Operational Activities) and the Consultative Committee on Substantive Questions (Programme Matters) (1980 : Geneva).


Joint Meeting of the RID Safety Committee and the Group of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods.


Joint Meeting of the Special Committee on Apartheid, the Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples and the United Nations Council for Namibia.
Joint Meeting on Housing Statistics.
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.55/

<E/ECE>/HBP/AC.9/

Joint Meeting on Human Settlements Statistics.
<E/ECE>/HBP/AC.6/

<E/ECE>/HBP/AC.6/

Joint Meeting on Statistics of Education.
<UNESCO:CES/AC.23/>

Joint Meeting on the Development of Science and Technology Statistics.
<E/ECE>/CES/AC.33/

<E/ECE>/SC.TECH/AC.17/

Joint Meeting with FAO on Food Consumption Surveys.
<E/ECE>/Conf.Eur.StatsWG.16/

ID/WG.332/

<E/ECE>/TRADE/AC.13/

ID/WG.149/

E/CN.13/JS/

Joint UN/UNESCO Seminar on Urbanization in the ECAFE Region (1966 : Bangkok).
ECAFE/URB/

Joint UNCTAD/FAO Working Party on Forest and Timber Products.
TD/B/C.2/AC.2/

Joint UNCTAD/IMO Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Maritime Liens and Mortgages and Related Subjects.
JIGS/
TD/B/C.4/AC.8/
TD/B/CN.4/GE.2/
TD/B/IGE.1/

ID/WG.376/

ID/WG.247/

Joint UNICEF/WHO Committee on Health Policy.
JC/UNICEF-WHO/
JCHP/UNICEF-WHO/

Joint United Nations Information Committee.
JUNIC/

E/CN.14/FCW/

Joint United Nations Participation Committee.

Joint United Nations Participation Committee.

Latin American and Caribbean Institute for Economic and Social Planning.
<E>/LC/PI/

Latin American Centre for Economic and Social Documentation.
E/CEPAL/CLADES/
<E/LC>/CL/

Latin American Conference on Children and Youth in National Development (1956 : Santiago).
ST/ECLA/CONF.20/

Latin American Conference on Children and Youth in National Development (1956 : Santiago).
ST/ECLA/CONF.20/

Latin American Conference on Human Settlements (1979 : Mexico City).
E/CEPAL/Conf.70/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.51/

Latin American Conference on Industrialization (2nd : 1979 : Cali, Colombia).
E/CEPAL/Conf.69/

Latin American Coordination Meeting at Ministerial Level prior to UNCTAD VII (1987 : San José).
<TD/UNCTAD/>LA/MM/77/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Name Index - UN Document Series Symbol, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Demographic Centre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CEPAL/CELADE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt;LC/DEM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt;LC/DEM/CR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/CONF.7/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Institute for Economic and Social Planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CEPAL/ILPES/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.12/INST/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Meeting of Experts on Steel Making and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming Industries (1956: Sao Paulo, Brazil).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/CONF.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Meeting of Experts on the Pulp and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/CONF.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/CEPAL/Conf.64/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Preparatory Meeting for the World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/Conf.48/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Regional Conference on Human Settlements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1976: Mexico City).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/CEPAL/Conf.58/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Regional Preparatory Meeting for the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Youth Year (1983: San José).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CEPAL/Conf.76/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Regional Preparatory Meeting for the World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly on Ageing (1982: San José).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CEPAL/Conf.74/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Regional Seminar on Problems of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Environment and Development (1971: Mexico City).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/Conf.40/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Regional Seminar on the Role of Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development in the Acceleration of Economic and Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development (1964: Santiago).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/CONF.18/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Seminar on Housing Statistics and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmes (1962: Copenhagen).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/CONF.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Seminar on Industrial Statistics (1966:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quito).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/CONF.24/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Seminar on Prefabrication of Houses (1967:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copenhagen).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/Conf.27/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Symposium on Industrial Development (1966:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santiago).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID/SYMP.C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECLA/CONF.23/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American Technical Meeting on Industrialization (1984:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santiago).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CEPAL/Conf.76/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CONF.31/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League of Nations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LON/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Experts Meeting to Review Proposed Regional Legal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreements on the Action Plan for the Caribbean Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.64/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Experts Meeting to Review Proposed Regional Legal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreements on the Action Plan for the Caribbean Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.74/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Experts Meeting to Review Proposed Regional Legal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreements on the Action Plan for the Caribbean Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programme (3rd: 1982: Dominican Republic).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/WG.76/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.72/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture of Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under International Control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ST/&gt;NAR.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Development Clinic on Animal Drawn Implements,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Operated Machines and Simple Power Agricultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment in the Least Developed and other Developing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.193/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Intergovernmental Meetings on Blue Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/G.5/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting and Study Tour on the Role of Small-scale Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Industrial Decentralization in Latin American Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1973: Mexico).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/WG.158/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting Concerning the Establishment of a Tin Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Development Centre for Southeast Asia (1971: Bangkok).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&amp;NR/TC/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Meeting Enabling the Developing Countries Participating in the Negotiations on a Global System of Trade Preferences among Developing Countries to Continue the Necessary Work Towards the Establishment of the System (1984 : Geneva).
TD/B/C.7/AC.2/

TD/B/C.7/AC.1/

Meeting for Identification and Development of Fertilizer and Pesticide Industries in the Developing Countries (1972 : Bucharest).
ID/WG.127/

Meeting for the Improvement of Industrial Administration (1972 : Krems, Austria).
ID/WG.129/

PA/MEA/

Meeting of Administrators and Specialists in Development Administration in Asia (1972 : Bangkok).
PA/MAS/

E/CN.14/APSA/

Meeting of Chairpersons of Human Rights Treaty Bodies.
H/8/MC/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/MCECA/

Meeting of Chief Executives of National Freight Forwarders Associations (1986 : Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/CENFFA/

<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/CENPA/

Meeting of Chief Executives of National Shipowners' Associations.
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/CESA/

Meeting of Chief Executives of National Shippers' Organizations.
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/CENO/

Meeting of Chief Executives of Port Authorities.
<E/ESCAP/>SPIW/CEPA/

Meeting of Consultants on Administration of Public Enterprises (1972 : Santiago).
ST/ECLA/Conf.45/

Meeting of Directors of Building Research Institutes and Development Organizations in the ECAFE Region (1971 : Melbourne, Australia).
E/CN.11/C&NR/BR/

Meeting of Directors of Centres Participating in the Statistical Training Programme for Africa (STPA).
E/ECA/STPA/DMA/

Meeting of Directors of Middle Level Statistical Training Centres (1965 : Addis Ababa).
E/CN.14/CAS.4/DTC/

Meeting of Directors of National Trade Development and Promotion Agencies.
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/DNTDPA/

Meeting of Directors of Research Institutes or Centres of the Gas Industry.
<E/ECE/>GAS/AC.4/

<TD/>UNCTAD/LDC/EP/

Meeting of Eminent Persons Preparatory to the ESCAP Meeting of Ministers of Industry (1977 : Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/IHT/PRE-Mi/

Meeting of Engineering Experts from ECE Countries in the Process of Industrialization.
<E/ECE/>ENG/CONF/

ST/ECLA/Conf.47/

UNEP/WG.30/

Meeting of Experts for Census of Floating Equipment.
E/ECE/TRANS/WAT/

Meeting of Experts from Governments and the Scientific Community within the African Region to Develop a Programme of Action for Environmental Education and Training (1993 : Nairobi).
UNEP/WG.87/

Meeting of Experts from Tea-exporting Countries on Minimum Export Standards.
TD/B/IPC/TEA/AC.2/

Meeting of Experts from the Central American Countries, Mexico and Panama on Trade and International Transport Facilitation (1980 : Guatemala City).
E/CEPAL/Conf.71/
Meeting of Experts in Maritime Training among
COORDCOM Member States (1974 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/TRADE/MT/1

Meeting of Experts on Administration of Public
Enterprises in Latin America and the Caribbean
ST/ECLA/Conf.35/

Meeting of Experts on Administrative Capability
ST/ECLA/Conf.38/

Meeting of Experts on Bases for Electricity Rates
in Latin America (1962 : Santiago).
E/WP./WP.2/

Meeting of Experts on Cadastre and Land
Registration Systems.
E/ECE/HBP/AC.11/

Meeting of Experts on Capital Formation in
Forestry.
E/ECE/FAO/ECE/STATS/FI/

Meeting of Experts on Clean Coal Technologies.
E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.1/GE.3/

Meeting of Experts on Coal Trade, Statistics and
Transport.
E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.1/GE.2/

Meeting of Experts on Coordination of
Standardization of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables.
E/ECE/AGRI/WP.1/GE.1/

Meeting of Experts on East-West Joint Ventures
(1989 : Genoa, Italy).
E/ECE/TRADE/AC.23/

Meeting of Experts on Electric Power Generation
and the Environment.
E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.2/GE.1/

Meeting of Experts on Electricity Statistics and
E/WP./WP.1/

Meeting of Experts on Ergonomics Applied to Power
E/ECE/THM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/SEM.2/

Meeting of Experts on Forest Fire Statistics.
E/ECE/FAO/ECE/STATS/FPC/

Meeting of Experts on Housing Problems in Africa
E/CN.14/HOU/PA/

Meeting of Experts on Human Settlements Problems
in Southern Europe.
E/ECE/HBP/GE.2/

Meeting of Experts on Industrial Cooperation
(1972 : Geneva).
E/ECE/COOP.IND/

Meeting of Experts on Inland Water Transport
(1986 : Bangkok).
E/ECE/HBP/AC.11/

Meeting of Experts on Iron and Steel in West
Africa (1959 : Monrovia).
E/CN.14/AS/

Meeting of Experts on Libyan Monetary, Financial
and Development Problems.
A/AC.32/54/MON/

Meeting of Experts on Marine Emergency Mutual Aid
Centre (1979 : Bahrain).
UNEP/WG.32/

Meeting of Experts on Mediterranean Long-term
UNEP/WG.46/

Meeting of Experts on Natural Gas Resources.
E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.3/GE.1/

Meeting of Experts on Opencast Mines.
E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.1/GE.4/

Meeting of Experts on Pollutants from Land-based
Sources (1977 : Geneva).
UNEP/WG.13/

Meeting of Experts on Problems of Planning and
Execution of Programmes of Economic Development
in Less Developed Countries (1950 : San Juan,
Puerto Rico).
ST/ECA/CONF.1/

Meeting of Experts on Research, Management and
Transition in the Coal Industry.
E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.1/GE.1/

Meeting of Experts on Robotics.
E/ECE/ENG.AUT/GE.1/

Meeting of Experts on the Cooperative Programme
of the Kuwait Action Plan.
UNEP/WG.23/

Meeting of Experts on the Development of Trade
and Cooperation between Developing Countries of the
ESCAP Region and Socialist Countries of
E/E/ESCAP/DP/MEDTC/

Meeting of Experts on the Formulation and
Implementation of Strategies for Exports of
ST/ECLA/Conf.37/

Meeting of Experts on the Insurance of
Consequential Losses Incurred by Fertilizer
Plants (1978 : Visnava).
ID/WG.284/
E/CN.14/SDP/

UNEP/WG.13/
UNEP/WG.19/

Meeting of Experts on the Protocol for the Prevention of Pollution of the Mediterranean Sea by Dumping from Ships and Aircrafts.
UNEP/WG.28/

˂E/ECE˃/CHEM.CONF/

Meeting of Experts on the Transport and Storage of Gas.
˂E/ECE˃/ENERGY/WP.3/GE.3/

ST/SG/AC.6/
ST/SG/AC.7/

Meeting of Experts on the Use and Distribution of Gas.
˂E/ECE˃/ENERGY/WP.3/GE.2/

Meeting of Experts on Typhoons (1967: Bangkok).
WRD/TYPM/

˂E/ECE˃/IND/AC.1/

UNEP/WG.41/
UNEP/WG.52/

UNEP/WG.27/

UNEP/WG.83/

UNEP/WG.117/

Meeting of Experts to Review the Progress of KAP Projects (1980: Kuwait).
UNEP/WG.47/

ID/WG.187/

E/CN.11/TRADE/RTMC/

E/ECWA/DPD/WG.14/

UNEP/WG.20/

Meeting of Government Experts in Economic Integration (1965: Santiago).
ST/ECLA/CONF.21/

UNEP/WG.67/

˂E/ECE˃/ENV/AC.12/

˂E/ECE˃/ENERGY/Mod.Build/

UNEP/WG.63/

Meeting of Government Experts on Regulatory Functions in Transfer of Technology (1978: Vienna).
ID/WG.275/

E/CN.11/TRADE/GETE/

UNEP/WG.53/

UNEP/CEPAL/WG.49/

˂E/ECE˃/HBP/WP.2/AC.4/
*STAND/GE.1/AC.1/

*STAND/GE/

Meeting of Governmental Experts from Landlocked and Transit Developing Countries and Representatives of Donor Countries and Financial and Development Institutions.
TD/B/LDC/AC.1/

Meeting of Governmental Experts of Developing Countries on Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries (1982 : Geneva).
*UNCTAD/ECDC/AC.1/
*UNCTAD/ST/ECDC/AC.1/

TD/B/AC.41/

*A/CONF.147/DR/

Meeting of Governmental Experts of Island Developing Countries and Donor Countries and Organizations (1990 : New York).
TD/S/AC.46/

TD/2/AC.40/

TD/B/AC.25/

*SC.TECH.1969/

*SC.TECH.1971/

*MATECO 1969/

Meeting of Governmental Experts on the Reverse Transfer of Technology.
TD/B/AC.35/

TD/B/C.6/AC.7/

TD/B/C.6/AC.8/

Meeting of Governmental Experts to Examine the Possibility of Drawing up an ECE Declaration of Policy on Water Pollution Control (1965 : Geneva).
*WATER POLL/Policy/

Meeting of Governmental Trade Experts pursuant to Commission Res. 2 (XXII).
*TRADE/EXPERTS/

Meeting of Governments of Developing Countries and Executing Agencies of the United Nations Development System on Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries.
TCDC/WP/

Meeting of Group of Experts to Finalize the Manual on Regional Planning (1971 : Bangkok).
*I&NR/MRP/

Meeting of Heads of Secretariats of Economic Cooperation and Integration Groupings of Developing Countries.
TD/B/C.7/AC.3/

Meeting of Heads of Technology Transfer Registries and Similar Institutions (1979 : Lisbon).
*ID/WG.310/

*ID/WG.325/

*ID/WG.366/
| ID/WG.383/ |
| ID/WG.405/ |
| Meeting of Heads of Technology Transfer Registries (9th : 1984 : Beijing). |
| ID/WG.429/ |
| Meeting of Heads of Technology Transfer Registries (10th : 1985 : Cairo). |
| <UNIDO/> ID/WG.454/ |
| Meeting of High-level Experts Designated by Governments to Review Regional Environmental Programmes in Latin America and the Caribbean (1984 : Lima). |
| UNEP/IG.47/ |
| ID/WG.439/ |
| <E/ESCAP/> NR/MGNEP/ |
| Meeting of In-Plant Group Training Directors (1972 : Vienna). |
| ID/WG.117/ |
| Meeting of In-Plant Group Training Directors (1974 : Vienna). |
| ID/WG.186/ |
| Meeting of In-Plant Group Training Directors (1976 : Markaryd, Sweden). |
| ID/WG.232/ |
| ST/ECLA/CONF.13/ |
| UNEP/WG.17/ |
| Meeting of Ministers of Industry and Technology (1988 : Bangkok). |
| E/ESCAP/IHT/MMIT/ |
| Meeting of Ministers of Industry and Technology (1992 : Tehran). |
| E/ESCAP/IHE/MMIT/ |
| E/ESCAP/IHE/MMMIT/ |
| E/ESCWA/POP/1993/MAPC/ |
| Meeting of Ministers of Trade (1986 : Bangkok). |
| E/ESCAP/TRADE/MMIT/ |
| Meeting of Ministers Responsible for Railways (1983 : Bangkok). |
| <E/ESCAP/> TRANS/MMRR/ |
| Meeting of Multilateral and Bilateral Financial and Technical Assistance Institutions with Representatives of the Least Developed Countries. |
| TD/B/A.C.21/ |
| UNEP/WG.71/ |
| <E/ESCAP/> IRD/MNLO/ |
| ST/TA/A/CONF.2/ |
| Meeting of Officials in charge of National Emergency Relief Services. |
| UNDRO/NER/S/ |
| <E/ESCAPE/> PAMM/AIHTTR/PLEN/ |
| UNEP/G.46/ |
| Meeting of Plenipotentiaries on the African Regional Centre for Engineering Design and Manufacturing and of the Council of the Centre (1979 : Cotonou, Benin). |
| <E/> ECA/INR/PLP/ |
| Meeting of Postal Experts (1946 : Lake Success, N.Y.). |
| E/CONF/POST/IPC/ |
| Meeting of Project Managers and Directors of Selected UNIDO/UNDP/SF Projects (1969 : Vienna). |
| ID/WG.38/ |
| <E/> ECE/AC.12/ |
Meeting of Rapporteurs on Common Methodological
Guidelines to Assess the Comparative Merits and
Prospects of Various New and Renewable Sources of
<E/>ECE/AC.13/

Meeting of Rapporteurs on Common Methodological
Guidelines to Assess the Comparative Merits and
Prospects of Various New and Renewable Sources of
<E/>ECE/ENERGY/AC.6/

Meeting of Rapporteur on the Allocation of Land
<E/>ECE/HOULAND/

Meeting of Rapporteurs on the Organization and
Management of International Cooperative Research
<E/>ECE/SC.TECH./AC.3/

Meeting of Representatives of Country
Coordinating Agencies for the Study on
Remunerative Price Levels for Jute Fibre (1983 :
Bangkok).
<E/>ESCAP/TRADE/RPLJF/

Meeting of Representatives of Governments and
E/CN.11/TRADE/RGSO/

Meeting of Representatives of Some Developing
UNEP/WG.59/

Meeting of Representatives of the Principal
E/CONF.11/

Meeting of Selected Heads of Research Institutes
(1976 : Vienna).
ID/WG.233/

Meeting of Selected National Committees for UNIDO
(1977 : Sofia).
ID/WG.261/

Meeting of Senior Experts on Industrial
Cooperation between Developing and Socialist
Countries (1979 : Sofia).
ID/WG.299/

Meeting of Senior Experts on Least Developed
<A/CONF.147/>UNCLDC/II/SE/

Meeting of Senior Experts Preparatory to the
Fourteenth Session of the Committee on Natural
<E/>ESCAP/NR/MSEP/

Meeting of Senior Government Officials in
Preparation for the Ministerial Conference on
Infrastructure in Asia and the Pacific (1986 :
New Delhi).
E/ESCAP/SGO/MCI/

Meeting of Senior Officials and Experts of the
E/ESCAP/POP/1993/SAPC/

Meeting of Senior Officials for the Review and
Appraisal of Development Progress (1975 :
Bangkok).
DP/RADP/

Meeting of Senior Officials of Governments and
Central Banks for the Establishment of an Asian
Clearing Union (1973 : Bangkok).
TRADE/ACU/MOGCB/

Meeting of Senior Officials on the Least
Developed Countries of the ESCAP and ECWA Regions
<E/>ESCAP/TRADE/MLDC/MSO/

Meeting of Senior Officials on the Regional
Development Strategy for the 1980s (1980 :
Bangkok).
<E/>ESCAP/DP/SORDS/

Meeting of Senior Officials Preceding the Meeting
of Ministers of Industry and Technology (1988 :
Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/IHT/SOPM/MMT/

Meeting of Senior Officials Preparatory to the
ESCAP Meeting of Ministers of Science and
<E/>ESCAP/IHT/PRE-MMST/

Meeting of Senior Trade Officials preceding the
Meeting of Ministers of Trade (1986 : Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/TRADE/TOPM/MT/

Meeting of States Parties to the International
Convention against Apartheid in Sports.
CAAS/SP/

Meeting of States Parties to the United Nations
SPLOS/

Meeting of States Signatories of the Comprehensive
CTBT/MSS/

Meeting of Tea-exporting Countries on Quote
Allocation and Minimum Export Standards (1984 :
Geneva).
TD/B/IPC/TEA/AC.3/

Meeting of Technical Experts on Preliminary Draft
Protocol concerning Land-based Sources of
Pollution (1978 : Geneva).
UNEP/WG.18/
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Meeting of the Blue Plan National Focal Points
UNEP/WG.25/

Meeting of the Blue Plan National Focal Points
(2nd : 1979 : Cannes, France).
UNEP/WG.29/

Meeting of the Blue Plan National Focal Points
UNEP/WG.100/

ECA/ATC/

ECEPAL/AC.69/

ECEPAL/AC.70/

UNEP/1983/

ECEWA/ST/

ECN.33/

ECN.14/CAS.4/SRC/

ECE/Energy/WP.2/AC.4/
ECE/Energy/WP.3/AC.5/

ECE/ICF/AC.2/

A/AC.199/

Meeting of Transport Experts (1947 : Geneva).
ECE/TRA/
Meeting of West African Statisticians (1964 : Niamey).
   E/CN.14/CAS.4/STAT/

   TD/B/IPC/COCOA/

   <E/ECE/>CES/AC.65/

   E/CN.14/CP/

   ID/WG.134/

Meeting on Cooperation among Industrial Development Financing Institutions (4th : 1973 : Berlin (West)).
   ID/WG.156/

   ID/WG.182/

   ID/WG.208/

   ID/WG.59/

   UNEP/WG.104/

   <E/ECE/>ENV/EIB/AC.1/

   <E/ECE/>Conf.Eur.Stats/WG.35/

Meeting on Disparities in Foreign Trade Statistics (1990 : Geneva).
   <E/ECE/>CES/AC.45/
   <E/ECE/>TRADE/AC.25/

   <E/ECE/>CES/AC.59/

   <E/ECE/>CES/AC.63/

   ID/WG.330/

Meeting on Fertility Surveys.
   <E/ECE/>CES/AC.43/

   ID/WG.66/

Meeting on Frameworks for Environmental Statistics.
   <E/ECE/>CES/AC.40/

Meeting on General Energy Statistics.
   <E/ECE/>CES/AC.32/

Meeting on Housing Censuses.
   <E/ECE/>CES/AC.30/

Meeting on Humanitarian Assistance and Relief to the Kampuchean People (1980 : Geneva).
   E/CONF.73/

   ID/WG.165/

   ID/WG.176/

Meeting on Industrial Investment Promotion Services (1968 : Vienna).
   ID/WG.22/

   ID/WG.344/

   ID/WG.229/

   <E/ECE/>WATER/AC3/

   E/ECE/PROD/CONF/


Meeting on Participatory Action Research to Promote Organization among Women Piece-Rate Workers (1986 : Pattaya, Thailand).<E/ESCAP/>SD/MWPRW/

Meeting on Population and Housing Censuses.<E/ECE/>CES/AC.6/


Meeting on Population of the CEPAL Committee of High-level Government Experts.E/CEPAL/CEGAN/POB/

Meeting on Prefabrication in Africa and the Middle East (1972 : Budapest and Bucharest).ID/WG.122/


Meeting on Public Sector Statistics.<E/ECE/>CES/AC.47/

Meeting on Questions of Statistics concerning Engineering Industries and Automation.<E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/AC.1/


Meeting on Selected Branches of the Food Processing Industry in the Middle East (1976 : Beirut).E/ECWA/ID/WG.3/ID/WG.201/

Meeting on Self-help Programmes for Small-scale Industries in Developing Countries (1975 : Vienna).ID/WG.210/

Meeting on Special Problems and Requirements of Industrial Development in Selected Countries of the Middle East (1974 : Beirut).E/ECWA/ID/WG.1/ID/WG.198/

Meeting on Statistical Methodology.<E/ECE/>CES/AC.46/


Meeting on Statistics of Producer (Wholesale) Prices.<E/ECE/>CES/AC.46/


Meeting on Statistics of Tourism.<E/ECE/>CES/AC.39/


Meeting on Statistics of Water Use and Quality.<E/ECE/>WATER/AC.5/


Meeting on the Coordination of Demographic Statistics within the FSDS (1980 : Geneva).<E/ECE/>CES/AC.54/
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UNEP/WG.7/

Meeting on the Problems of Regional Integration of the Economically Relatively Less Developed Countries (1967 : Guatemala City).
ST/ECLA/Conf.23/

ID/WG.75/

Meeting on the Role of Industrial Cooperation in the Industrialization of Developing Countries (1979 : Sofia).
ID/WG.311/

Meeting on the Role of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in the Development of the Least Developed Countries (1989 : Kathmandu).
< A/CONF.147 >/ UNCLDC/II/NGO/

< E/ECE >/ CES/AC.66/

Meeting on Timber Stress Grading and Strength Grouping (1981 : Vienna).
ID/WG.359/

Meeting on Transfer of Technology to Developing Countries through Subcontracting and Licensing Agreements, with special reference to the Automotive Industry (1972 : Paris).
ID/WG.136/

< E >/ ECE/AC.14/

Meeting on Water Quality Statistics.
< E/ECE >/ CES/AC.66/

Meeting on Exchange Experience on Interdisciplinary Industrial Development Projects in Latin America (1977 : Santiago).
ID/WG.252/

ID/WG.66/

Meeting with Non-Governmental Organizations having Consultative Status with UNIDO on Cooperation between these Organizations and UNIDO (1977 : Vienna).
ID/WG.249/

Mid-term Review Meeting on the Coordinated Mediterranean Pollution Monitoring and Research Programme (1977 : Monaco).
UNEP/WG.11/

MCEC.III/

E/ESCAP/MCED/

E/ESCAP/50/MCED/

E/ESCAP/MCI/

E/ESCAP/ENR/MCSA/

E/ESCAP/ENR/SOSA/

E/ESCAP/PSMCU/

E/ESCAP/SD/MWSSD/

A/CONF.155/

Ministerial Meeting on the Global System of Trade Preferences among Developing Countries.
< TD/UNCTAD >/ GSTP/MM/

Ministerial Meeting on the Least Developed Countries of the ESCAP and ECWA Regions (1991 : Bangkok).
< E/ESCAP >/ TRADE/ILDC/

ID/WG.397/

UNEP/WG.102/
ID/WG.228/

UNEP/WG.105/

ID/WG.437/

ID/WG.340/

ID/WG.410/

Nordic Association of Former International Civil Servants.
<ST/>STAFF/AFICS/NAFICS/

Office of the Executive Delegate of the Secretary-General for the United Nations Inter-Agency Humanitarian Programme for Iraq, Kuwait and the Iraq/Turkey and Iraq/Iran Border Areas.
<UNOED/>

ST/OCN/
<ST>/SG/OCN/ST>

Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator.
<ST/>DHA/UNDRO/UNDRO/

Office of the United Nations Special Coordinator in the Occupied Territories.
SCO/7/

UNEP/WG.43/

UNITAR/FSG/

<ESCAP/>STAT/PSWES/

PADIS. TCDC-Africa-Unit.
E/SCA/PADIS/TCDC/

A/CONF.34/PC/

<ST/>ESA/S&T/AC.1/

<ST/>ESA/S&T/AC.4/

Parties to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. Bureau.
UNEP/OzL.Pro.Bur/

Parties to the Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer. Meeting.
UNEP/OzL.Pro/

ID/WG.368/

Petrochemical and Polymer Consultation Week (1984 : Riyadh, etc.).
ID/WG.430/

Pharmaceutical Meeting on the Production of Essential Drugs in Developing Countries (1979 : Budapest).
ID/WG.304/

UNEP/WG.84/

<ST/>SG/CONF.1/

A/CONF.128/

A/CONF.134/

A/CONF.112/

A/CONF.136/
A/CONF.37/

A/CONF.41/

A/CONF.45/

A/CONF.44/

A/CONF.50/

A/CONF.53/

A/CONF.58/

A/CONF.59/

A/CONF.60/

A/CONF.61/

A/CONF.65/

A/CONF.66/

A/CONF.68/

A/CONF.69/

A/CONF.57/

A/CONF.58/

A/CONF.60/

A/CONF.61/

A/CONF.62/

A/CONF.63/

A/CONF.64/

A/CONF.65/

A/CONF.66/

A/CONF.67/

A/CONF.68/

A/CONF.69/

A/CONF.70/

A/CONF.71/

A/CONF.72/

A/CONF.73/

A/CONF.74/

A/CONF.75/

A/CONF.76/

A/CONF.77/

A/CONF.78/

A/CONF.79/

A/CONF.80/

A/CONF.81/

A/CONF.82/

A/CONF.83/

A/CONF.84/

A/CONF.85/

A/CONF.86/

A/CONF.87/

A/CONF.88/

A/CONF.89/

A/CONF.90/

A/CONF.91/

A/CONF.92/

A/CONF.93/

A/CONF.94/

A/CONF.95/

A/CONF.96/

A/CONF.97/

A/CONF.98/

A/CONF.99/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>Plenipotentiary Meeting on the Establishment of the International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>Policy Workshop on International Migration in Asia and the Pacific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Geneva</td>
<td>Post-World Population Conference Consultation among Countries of the ECE Region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Doha</td>
<td>Post-World Population Conference Consultation for the ECWA Region.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A/CONF.81/PRE-CONF/

A/CONF.113/PRE-CONF/

TD/RS/CONF/CONS/

A/Executive Circular/
Administrative Circular/
PC/

A/Administrative Circular/

PC/SA/

PC/SC/

PC/ES/

PC/TC/

PC/LEG/

PC/AB/

PC/LN/

PC/G/

PC/CD/

PC/EX/
PC/EX/AD/
PC/EX/PREL/

PC/EX/A/

PC/EX/SC/

PC/EX/ES/

PC/EX/TC/

PC/EX/ICJ/

PC/EX/SEC/

PC/EX/RI/

PC/EX/SA/

PC/EX/LN/

PC/EX/G/

PC/ICH/


Preparatory Consultations for the Seminar on the Effective Application of Science and Technology in Industry. <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.POL/REP/.

Preparatory Expert Group Meeting for the 2nd Asian Conference of Ministers Responsible for Social Development (1979: Bangkok).


Preparatory Meeting for the ECE Region for the World Assembly on Ageing (1982: Vienna).

Preparatory Meeting for the Establishment of an Asian Centre for Technology Transfer and Investment (1972: Bangkok).


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Air Pollution Problems from Specific Branches of the Organic Chemical Industry. <E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.7/P.


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Anti-corrosion Measures in Engineering Industries. <E/ECE/>ENG/SEM.2/AC.


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Building Research Policies. <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.16/P.


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Construction in Seismic Regions and in Regions with Difficult Ground Conditions. <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.6/P.


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on East-West Trade Promotion, Marketing and Business Contacts.
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.1/
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.8/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Ecological Aspects of Economic Development Planning.
  <E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.2/PM/

  <E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.7/PM/

  <E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.5/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Engineering Equipment for Foundries and Advanced Methods for Producing Such Equipment.
  <E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.3/AC/

  <E/ECE/> EP/SEM.2/AC.1/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Environmental Impact Assessment.
  <E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.10/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Factors of Growth and Investment Policies.
  <E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.4/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Fine Particulates.
  <E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.8/PM/

  <E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.3/AC/

  <E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.11/AC/

  <E/ECE/> EP/SEM.10/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Housing Policy.
  <E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.16/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Industrial Production and Use of Wood-based Products in the Building Industry.
  <E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.8/AC/

  <E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.5/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Industrial Robots and Programmable Logical Controllers.
  <E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.5/AC/

  <E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.2/AC/

  <E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.6/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Land-Use Policies.
  <E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.18/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Long-term Planning of Water Management.
  <E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.4/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Long-term Prospects and Policies in the Construction Sector.
  <E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.10/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on National and Regional Planning as Frameworks for Local Planning.
  <E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.7/PM/

  <E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.7/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Numerically Controlled Machine Tools.
  <E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1/AC/

  <E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.7/AC/

  <E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.19/AC/

  <E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.3/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Problems relating to Sea Pipelines for the Transport of Gas.
  <E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.2/AC.1/
Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Programming of Housing.
(E/ECE/)HBP/SEM.4/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Rational Utilization of Water.
(E/ECE/)WATER/SEM.6/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Recycling of High-Polymer Wastes.
(E/ECE/)CHEM/SEM.6/AC/

(E/ECE/)EP/SEM.11/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Selected Water Problems in Islands and Coastal Areas with special regard to Desalination and Groundwater.
(E/ECE/)WATER/SEM.5/PM/

(E/ECE/)ENERGY/SEM.10/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Special Housing Needs.
(E/ECE/)HBP/SEM.13/PM/

(E/ECE/)ENG.AUT/SEM.14/

(E/ECE/)STEEL/SEM.11/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Steel Use in Public Works, Infrastructure and Construction.
(E/ECE/)STEEL/SEM.5/AC/

(E/ECE/)CHEM/SEM.8/AC/

(E/ECE/)CHEM/SEM.3/AC/

(E/ECE/)AUTOMAT/SEM.4/AC/

(E/ECE/)ENGIN/SEM.7/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Techno-economic Trends in Airborne Equipment for Agriculture and Other Selected Areas of the National Economy.
(E/ECE/)ENGIN/SEM.4/AC/

(E/ECE/)SC.TECH./SEM.6/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on Technological Information Systems and Services for Innovation.
(E/ECE/)SC.TECH./SEM.INF/PREP/

(E/ECE/)EC.AD./SEM.8/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Building Industry.
(E/ECE/)HBP/SEM.3/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Collection, Disposal, Treatment and Recycling of Solid Wastes.
(E/ECE/)ENV/SEM.3/PM/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Combined Production of Electric Power and Heat.
(E/ECE/)ECE/SEM.2/AC/

(E/ECE/)ENV/SEM.4/PM/

(E/ECE/)STEEL/SEM.4/AC/

(E/ECE/)STEEL/SEM.9/AC/

(E/ECE/)EP/SEM.13/AC/

(E/ECE/)STEEL/SEM.7/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Financing of Housing.


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Importance of Technology Transfer in ECE Member Countries (1985 : Geneva).


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Planning and Development of Rural Areas.


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Principles and Creation of Non-Waste Technology and Production.

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Protection of Coastal Waters against Pollution from Land-based Sources.


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Role of Transportation in Urban Planning, Development and Environment.


Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Use of Steel in Motor Vehicles Manufacture.

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Use of Systems of Models in Planning.

Preparatory Meeting for the Seminar on the Utilization of Pre-Reduced Materials in Iron and Steel Making.


Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on Economic and Technical Developments in the Furniture Industry.

Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on Efficiency in Energy Use in Forestry and the Woodworking Industries.


< E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.3/


< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.3/AC.1/


< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.12/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on the Economic Aspects of the Modernization of Forest Industries.

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.2/

Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on the Effects of Pollution on Vegetation.

< E/ECE/> TIM/WP.3/AC.5/

Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on the Gas Industry and Environment.

< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.3/AC.1/

Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on the Gas Situation in the ECE Region around the Years 1990-2000.

< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.4/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on the Gasification and Liquefaction of Coal.

< E/ECE/> COAL/SEM.6/AC/


< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.12/AC/


< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.3/AC/


< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.7/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on the Planning and Development of the Tourist Industry in the ECE Region.

< E/> ECE/SEM.1/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on the Role of Electric Power in Meeting Future Energy Needs and on International Cooperation in This Field.

< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.3/AC.1/


< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.2/PM/


< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.13/AC/

Preparatory Meeting for the Symposium on Ways of Carrying Out Investment Projects in the Chemical Industry.

< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.2/AC/


TD/CODE TOT/PM/


TD/OLIVE OIL/6/PREP/


ID/WG.362/


TD/CODE.2/PM/


E/CN.11/TRADE/ADB/


TD/B/IPC/BANANAS/


TD/B/IPC/BAUXITE/

Preparatory Meeting on Copper.

TD/B/IPC/COPPER/


TD/B/C.1/PM/COPPER/

Preparatory Meeting on Cotton.

TD/B/IPC/COTTON/

Preparatory Meeting on Hard Fibres.

TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES/

Preparatory Meeting on Iron Ore.

TD/B/IPC/IRON ORE/

Preparatory Meeting on Jute and Jute Products.

TD/B/IPC/JUTE/

Preparatory Meeting on Manganese.

TD/B/IPC/MANGANESE/
Preparatory Meeting on Meat.
TD/B/IPC/MEAT/

TD/NICKEL/PM/

TD/B/IPC/PHOSPHATES/

TD/B/IPC/RUBBER/

Preparatory Meeting on Tea.
TD/B/IPC/TEA/

Preparatory Meeting on the Role of Women in Industrialization in Developing Countries (1978 : Vienna).
ID/WG.283/

<E/ECE/>EP/SEM.6/AC/

TD/TIN/PM/

Preparatory Meeting on Tropical Timber.
TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/

Preparatory Meeting on Vegetable Oils and Oilseeds.
TD/B/IPC/OILS/

Public Hearings on the Activities of Transnational Corporations in South Africa and Namibia.
E/C.10/AC.4/

Railway Group Meeting (1976 : Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/TRANS/RGM/

E/CEPAL/CLADES/SEM.1/

E/ECWA/POP/FGW.13/

Regional Conference of Statisticians (ECAFE) (1st : 1951 : Rangoon).
E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.1/

Regional Conference of Statisticians (ECAFE) (2nd : 1952 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.2/

E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.3/

E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.4/

Regional Conference of Statisticians (ECAFE) (5th : 1957 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/STAT/Conf.5/

E/CN.11/MRD/Conf.3/

E/ESCAP/IHT/RCHS/

E/ECWA/NRD/SRCDUMRA/

E/CN.14/ATRCW/

E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.2/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.61/

Regional Conference on the Integration of Women into the Economic and Social Development of Latin America and the Caribbean. Presiding Officers (5th meeting : 1983 : Mexico City).
E/CEPAL/MDM/

Regional Conference on the Integration of Women into the Economic and Social Development of Latin America and the Caribbean (3rd : 1993 : Mexico City).
E/CEPAL/CRM.3/

Regional Conference on the Integration of Women into the Economic and Social Development of Latin America (2nd : 1979 : Maracaibo, Venezuela).
E/CEPAL/CRM.2/

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.5/

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.7/
E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.8/

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.9/

E/CN.11/WRD/Conf.10/

E/ECSAP/TRANS/RCOMT/

Regional Consultation for the Arab Countries of the Middle East and North Africa on Licensing of Technology with reference to the Petrochemical and Fertilizer Industry (1975 : Tripoli).
ID/WG.219/

E/ECWA/REG.CONS.MEET./

Regional Consultation on Computerized Fertilizer Information Handling (1985 : Bangkok).
E/ECSAP/AD/RFCFIH/

E/ECSAP/TRADE/RCCP/

ID/WG.365/

E/ECSAP/POP/PRE-WPC/

E/ECSAP/SD/UNDDP/

ID/WG.185/

E/ECWA/UNCTC/85/IG.1/

Regional Intergovernmental Meeting on the Environment in Latin America and the Caribbean (1st : 1952 : Mexico City).
UNEP/IG.33/

UNEP/IG.43/

E/ECSAP/SD/RPMWAA/

E/ECA/RCIWD/OAU/

E/ECSAP/SD/RPMWEC/

A/CONF.157/AFRM/

Regional Meeting for Asia of the World Conference on Human Rights.
A/CONF.157/ASRM/

Regional Meeting for Latin America and the Caribbean for the World Conference on Human Rights (1993 : San José).
A/CONF.157/LACRM/

Regional Meeting for Latin America in Preparation of the First Consultation on the Wood and Wood Products Industry (1982 : Sao Paulo, Brazil).
ID/WG.380/

Regional Meeting for the Initiation of a Regional Network for Microelectronics in the ECLAC Region (REMLAC) (1986 : Caracas).
ID/WG.440/

Regional Meeting of Arab National Packaging Committees (3rd : 1977 : Casablanca, Morocco).
ID/WG.265/

Regional Meeting of European Statisticians (1st : 1949 : Geneva).
E/ECE/STAT/

E/ECE/STAT/WP.1/
Regional Meeting of European Statisticians (1st: 1949 : Geneva), Working Party II.
  <E/ECE/>STAT/ WP.2/
Regional Meeting of European Statisticians (2nd: 1951 : Geneva).
  E/ECE/STAT.2/
Regional Meeting of European Statisticians (3rd : 1953 : Geneva).
  E/ECE/STAT.3/
  UNEP/IG.41/
  UNEP/WG.115/
Regional Meeting on Human Settlements Finance and Management (1979 : Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates).
  E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.3/
  <E/>ECE/AC.9/
Regional Meeting on Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries (1976 : Bangkok).
  E/ESCAP/TCDC/
  <E/ESCAP/>ECU/PMERE/
  ID/WG.432/
  <E/>ECWA/POP/CON.1/
Regional Population Conference (2nd : 1979 : Damascus).
  E/ECWA/POP/CONF.2/
Regional Port Seminar (1968 : Singapore).
  TRANS/RPS/
Regional Post-World Population Conference Consultation (1975 : Bangkok).
  <E/ESCAP/>POP/POST-WPC/
Regional Preparatory Conference for Latin America on Human Settlements (1975 : Caracas).
  ST/CEPAL/Conf.59/
  <E/ESCAP/>PSA/RPWC/DW/
Regional Preparatory Conference on Human Settlements for Asia, the Pacific and Western Asia (1975 : Tehran).
  E/ESCAP/IHT/RPCHS/
  E/ECWA/NR/WG.1/
  ID/WG.373/
  ID/WG.371/
  ST/CEPAL/Conf.66/
  <E/ECE/>HBP/AC.10/
  <E/ESCAP/>NR/PRE-NRSE/
  E/CEPAL/Conf.72/
  E/ECWA/NR/CONF.2/
  E/ESCAP/IHT/PRE-CSTD/
  E/ECWA/SDHS/CONF.4/
  ST/CEPAL/Conf.57/
  ID/WG.170/
E/CEPAL/SEM.5/

Regional Seminar of Managers of Chambers of Industry in Latin America (1972 : San Salvador).
ID/WG.140/

Regional Seminar on an Interlinked Country Model System.
<E/ESCAP/> DP/RICMS/

POP/Sem.ERUP/

I&NR/SUB.1/ER/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/EDRS/

Regional Seminar on Know-how about Licensing Arrangements (1974 : Manila).
ID/WG.178/

ID/WG.113/

Regional Seminar on Promotion of Machine Tool Industry in Developing Countries of Europe and the Middle East (1971 : Varna, Bulgaria).
ID/WG.87/

<E/ECA/> PAMM/PA/

E/CN.11/TA/Sem.TP/

TA/Sem.TP/

<E/ESCAP/> ECU/RATEP/


E/CN.11/FLOOD/GWS/

<E/ESCAP/> SD/RNTPD/

ID/WG.300/

Regional Seminar on the Participation of Women in Political, Economic and Social Development (1977 : Kathmandu).
<ST>/ ESA/SDHA/AC12/

POP/Sem.PASD/

E/CN.11/SD/RYND/


Regional Symposium on Dams and Reservoirs (1961 : Tokyo).
E/CN.11/FLOOD/DR/

Regional Symposium on Flood Control, Reclamation, Utilization and Development of Deltaic Areas (1st : 1963 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/WRD/DA/

Regional Symposium on Industrial Development in Asia (1965 : Manila).
CID/SYMP.A/

E/ESCAP/NR/RSDDA/

ID/WG.396/

ECAF/E/FLOOD/WRD/

E/UN.11/WRD/Conf.3/

E/UN.11/WRD/Conf.4/

E/CEPAL/Conf.72/

E/ECWA/NR/CONF.3/

UNEP/WG.116/

ID/WG.81/

E/ESCAP/IHT/RSM/I/

SD/LSW/WAS/

Regional Workshop on Technology Acquisition through Licensing Agreements by Exchange of Experience between Selected Developing Countries in Asia and the Far East (1975 : Kuala Lumpur).
ID/WG.206/

E/ESCAP/STAT/CDCS/

E/ESCAP/IRD/WDLG/

ID/WG.51/

E/ESCAP/SD/RW/WA/

Regional Workshops on the Organization and Administration of Industrial Services in Asia and the Far East, Latin America and the Caribbean.
ID/WG.19/

E/ECE/SC.TECH./AC.13/

ID/WG.357/

Reunión de Funcionarios Centroamericanos de Electrificación (1967 : San José).
E/UN.12/CCE/AC.4/

ID/WG.214/

Reunión sobre Problemas de Vivienda, Industrias de Edificación y de Materiales de Construcción en Centroamérica y Panamá (1957 : San José).
E/UN.12/CCE/AC.6/

ENMOD/CONF.I/

ENMOD/CONF.II/

BWC/CONF.I/

BWC/CONF.II/
Review Conference of the Parties to the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their
BWC/CONF.III/

Review Conference of the Parties to the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their
Destruction (4th : 1996 : Geneva). Committee of
the Whole.
BWC/CONF.IV/COW/

Review Conference of the Parties to the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their
Destruction (4th : 1996 : Geneva). Committee of
the Whole.
BWC/CONF.IV/COW/

Review Conference of the Parties to the
SBT/CONF/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Seabed
SBT/CONF.II/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Seabed
SBT/CONF.II/DC/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Seabed
SBT/CONF.III/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (1st:
NPT/CONF/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (2nd:
NPT/CONF.II/C.I/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (2nd:
1980 : Geneva). Committee II.
NPT/CONF.II/C.II/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (3rd:
NPT/CONF.III/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (3rd:
1985 : Geneva). Main Committee I.
NPT/CONF.III/C.I/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (3rd:
1985 : Geneva). Main Committee II.
NPT/CONF.III/C.II/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (4th:
NPT/CONF.IV/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (4th:
NPT/CONF.IV/CC/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (4th:
NPT/CONF.IV/DC/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (4th:
1990 : Geneva). Main Committee I.
NPT/CONF.IV/CM.I/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (4th:
1990 : Geneva). Main Committee II.
NPT/CONF.IV/CM.II/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (4th:
1990 : Geneva). Main Committee III.
NPT/CONF.IV/CM.III/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (6th:
NPT/CONF.1995/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (6th:
NPT/CONF.1995/CC/

Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (6th:
NPT/CONF.1995/DC/
NPT/CONF.1995/MC.I/

NPT/CONF.1995/MC.II/

NPT/CONF.1995/MC.III/

CCW/CONF.I/CC/

CCW/CONF.I/C.1/

TD/CODE.2/

TD/CODE.2/C.1/

TD/CODE.2/C.2/

ECLA/BTAO/FAO/

E/CN.11/TA/UNDAT/

Round Table Discussion of an Advisory Group of INTIB Users (1985 : Vienna).
<UNIDO/>ID/WG.450/

Round Table Ministerial Meeting on Agro-Industry Development (1981 : Baghdad).
ID/WG.328/

Round Table Ministerial Meeting on Industrialization of Agriculture (1976 : Varna, Bulgaria).
ID/WG.227/

Round Table Ministerial Meeting on the Promotion of Industrial Cooperation among Developing Countries (1979 : Istanbul).
ID/WG.308/

Round Table of Developing Countries : Industrial Development and Cooperation among Developing Countries from Small-scale Industry to the Transnational Corporations (10th : 1982 : Zagreb, Yugoslavia).
ID/WG.398/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.2/AC.1/

Round-Table Conference on Planning for the Needs of Children in Developing Countries (1964 : Bellagio, Italy).
<E/ICEF/>CC/

Round-Table Discussions on the Development of Phosphates and Phosphate Fertilizer Industry in Developing Countries (1985 : Gafsa, Tunisia).
<UNIDO/>ID/WG.453/

Round-Table Meeting on Insurance Education in Asia (1979 : Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP/>TRADE/RMIEAP/

Roving Seminar on Standardization and Modular Coordination in the Building Industry in Asia and the Far East (1972 : Bandung, Indonesia, etc.).
E/CN.11/I&H/RSSMC/

UNEP/SBC/

UN/DOA/SEM/58/

Seminar and Study Tour on Electricity Distribution Systems in Urban Areas and Their Integration with Transmission Systems (1977 : Tokyo, etc.).
E/ESCAP/RE/SA/EDS/

<E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.5/

<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.32/
Seminar for the Stimulation of Industrial 
Research in Developing Countries (1972 : 
Singapore),  
ID/WG.122/  

Seminar on Accidents in Forestry Operations (1978 
: Sekocin, Poland).  
<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.8/  

Seminar on Administrative Aspects of Plan 
ST/ECLA/Conf.30/  

Seminar on Afforestation and Reforestation 
<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.9/  

Seminar on Air and Water Pollution Arising in the 
<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.Poll/  

Seminar on Air Pollution Problems from Specific 
Branches of the Organic Chemical Industry (1978 : 
Szczecin, Poland).  
<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.7/  

Seminar on Air Pollution Problems of the 
<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.7/  

Seminar on Alternative Patterns of Development 
and Life Styles for the African Region (1978 : 
Addis Ababa).  
<E/EA/>SAP/  

Seminar on Anti-corrosion Measures in Engineering 
<E/ECE/>ENGIN/SEM.2/  

Seminar on Asian Experience in Development 
Planning (1988 : Beijing, etc.).  
<E/ESCAP/>DP/SAEDP/  

Seminar on Automated Industrial Production, Its 
Social and Economic Consequences (1974 : Lyon, 
France).  
<E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.2/  

Seminar on Automated Integrated Production 
<E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.4/  

Seminar on Automation Means in Preventive 
<E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.6/  

Seminar on Automation of Assembly in Engineering 
<E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.8/  

<E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.7/  

Seminar on Basic Statistics for Economic and 
E/CN.11/ASTAT/BS/  

Seminar on Behaviour of Wood Products in Fire 
<E/ECE/>TIM/SEM.6/  

Seminar on Biological, Economic and Social 
Aspects of Afforestation on Agricultural Land 
<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.40/  

Seminar on Building Pathology and Prevention of 
<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.48/  

Seminar on Building Research Policies (1977 : 
Göteborg, Sweden).  
<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.16/  

Seminar on Censuses and Sample Surveys of 
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SDT/  

Seminar on Changes in Quality Requirements of 
Steel Demand (1982 : Turin, Italy).  
<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.8/  

Seminar on Chemicals from Synthesis Gas (1983 : 
Geneva).  
:E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.12/  

Seminar on Citizen Participation in the Planning, 
Implementation and Management of Human 
<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.26/  

Seminar on Civil Registration and Vital 
ASTAT/CRVS/  

Seminar on Clothing and Safety Equipment in 
Forestry (1994 : Kuopio, Finland).  
<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.39/  

Seminar on Comparison of Models of Planning and 
<E/ECE/>EP/SEM.12/  

Seminar on Computer Aided Design Systems as an 
Integrated Part of Industrial Production (1978 : 
Geneva).  
<E/ECE/>AUTOMAT/SEM.6/  

Seminar on Computer Application in Education 
E/ESCWA/ID/67/WG.1/  

Seminar on Computer-integrated Manufacturing 
<E/ECE/>ENG.AUT/SEM.8/
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.21/

E/CN.14/CAS.7/TRAD/

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.6/

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.28/

ID/WG.244/

< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.11/

Seminar on Cooperative Technological Forecasting: Solar Energy (1979: Canary Islands, Spain).
< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.6/

Seminar on Copper Production and Group Study Tour of Copper Plants in the USSR (1970: Tashkent, USSR).
ID/WG.74/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SEM.5/

Seminar on Dam Safety (1988: Rovaniemi, Finland).
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.1/

Seminar on Demographic and Economic Consequences and Implications of Changing Population Age Structures (1990: Ottawa).
< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.28/

< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.26/

< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.4/

Seminar on Development of Senior Administrators (1969: Bangkok).
PA/Sem.DSA/

Seminar on Development of Use of Industrial Handling Equipment (1979: Scifa).
< E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.5/

< E/ECE/> STEEL/Sem.Dir.Red/

Seminar on Documentation of the United Nations System.
UNITAR/EUR.3/

< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.9/

< E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.MARKETING/

< E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.1/

< E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.2/

< E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.9/

< E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.3/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.3/
< E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.2/

< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.22/

ID/WG.338/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.3/

< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.7/

< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.5/

< E/ECE/> EB.AIR/SEM.2/
- E/ECE/>-E.AIR/SEM.3/-

- E/ECE/>-EC.AD/SEM.5/-

- E/ECE/>-HBP/SEM.30/-

- E/ECE/>-TIM/SEM.13/-

- E/ECE/>-TIM/SEM.13/-

Seminar on Energy Efficiency Standards and Labelling Systems.
- E/ECE/>-STAND/SEM.5/-

- E/ECE/>-SEM.3/-

- E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/HS/-

- E/ECE/>-ENGIN/SEM.3/-

- E/ECE/>-ENV/SEM.1/-

- UNEP/WG.80/-

- E/ECE/>-EP/SEM.2/-

- E/ECE/>-ENV/SEM.10/-

- E/ECE/>-CES/SEM.12/-
- E/ECE/>-ENV/SEM.14/-

- E/ECE/>-TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.43/-

- E/ECE/>-TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/SEM.1/-

Seminar on Essential Services in Relation to Urban and Rural Housing (1962 : New Delhi).
- E/CN.11/I&NR/ESH/-

- E/ECE/>-SC.TECH./SEM.17/-

- E/CN.11/POP/ESFP/-

- PA/Sem.ARD/-

- ST/CEPAL/Conf.59/-

- E/CN.14/CAS.2/TRAD/-

- E/ECE/>-STEEL/SEM.PROD/-

- E/ECE/>-EC.AD/SEM.4/-

- TRADE/TE/-

Seminar on Financial Assistance and Extension Services for the Promotion of Small-scale Industries in the Caribbean Area (1973 : Bridgetown).
- ID/WG.167/-

Seminar on Financing of Housing (1986 : Copenhagen).
- E/ECE/>-HBP/SEM.35/-

- ID/WG.92/-

- E/ECE/>-ENG.AUT/SEM.3/-
Corporation Name Index - Un Document Series Symbol, 1946-1996

Seminar on Food Processing and Packaging (1973 : Guatemala City).

ID/WG.152/


< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.8/


< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.44/


< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.10/

Seminar on Forms and Impacts of Redeployment of Industries to Developing Countries (1979 : Vienna).

< E/ECE/> EC.ADC./SEM.6/


< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.11/

Seminar on Furniture and Joinery Industries (1972 : Lahti, Finland).

ID/WG.133/


ID/WG.183/

Seminar on Furniture and Joinery Industries (1975 : Lahti, Finland).

ID/WG.209/

Seminar on Furniture and Joinery Industries (1977 : Lahti, Finland).

ID/WG.266/

Seminar on Furniture and Joinery Industries (1979 : Lahti, Finland).

ID/WG.302/

Seminar on Furniture and Joinery Industries (1980 : Lahti, Finland).

ID/WG.323/

Seminar on Furniture and Joinery Industries (1981 : Lahti, Finland).

ID/WG.348/


ID/WG.378/


ID/WG.428/


ID/WG.106/

Seminar on Furniture Industry (1973 : Lahti, Finland).

ID/WG.163/


< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.11/


< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/AC.11/


< E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.10/


< E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.41/


< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.10/


< E/ESCAP/> STAT/SHS/


ST/ECA/SM/

Seminar on Housing Forecasting and Programming at Regional and Local Levels (1992 : Strasbourg, France).

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.48/

Seminar on Housing Policy (1977 : Turku, Finland).

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.16/

Seminar on Housing Statistics and Programmes for Asia and the Far East (1953 : Copenhagen).

E/CN.11/ASTAT/HSP/

Seminar on Housing Tomorrow (1975 : Athens).

< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.9/


< E/ECE/> SEM.4/

Seminar on Incentives to, and Obstacles arising in, the Transfer of Technology among ECE Countries (1972 : Madrid).

< E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.TRANSFER/
<E/ECE/> TRADE/SEM.5/

E/CN.14/II/IE/

Seminar on Industrial Information for ECA Region Countries (1972: Addis Ababa).
ID/WG.119/

Seminar on Industrial Information for Latin American Countries (1971: Lima).
ID/WG.103/

Seminar on Industrial Information (for the ECAFE and ECA Region) (1970: Tehran).
ID/WG.77/

Seminar on Industrial Information for the French-speaking Countries of the ECA Region (1973: Rabat).
ID/WG.143/

<E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.8/

Seminar on Industrial Programming (1963: Sao Paulo, Brazil).
ST/ECLA/CONF.11/

<E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.6/

<E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.5/

ST/STAT/CONF.9/

ST/STAT/CONF.8/

E/CN.14/CAS.2/ENQ/<1962>

E/CN.11/ASTAT/I8/

<E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.2/

<E/ECE/> ENGIN/SEM.6/

<E/ECE/> ENV/SEM.12/
<E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.23/

<E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.31/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.10/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.15/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.16/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.24/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.27/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.33/

<E/ECE/> CES/SEM.34/

ST/<1HR/SEM.1/

<E/ESCAP/> STAT/SLPS/
- E/ECE/HBP/SEM.18/

- A/AC.131/S LI/1

- E/ECE/WATER/SEM.4/

- E/ECE/HBP/SEM.10/

- TRANS/SUB.2/LCR/

- E/ECE/ENVWA/SEM.6/

- E/ECE/ENV/SEM.15/

- E/ECE/TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.16/

- E/ECE/TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.4/

- E/ECE/CH EM/ SEM.9/

- E/ECE/HOU/MMM/

- E/ECWA/ILO/WG.4/

- MATHECO 1970/S-1/VAR/

- E/ECE/TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.7/

- E/ECE/HBP/SEM.22/

Seminar on Methodological Questions relating to Farm Bookkeeping Data (1986 : Voorburg, Netherlands).
- E/ECE/FAO/ECE/CES/ESS/(85)/SEM.1/

- E/ECE/WATER/BAL SEM./

- E/ESCWA/FAO/54/WG.1/

- SA/SSC/

- E/ECE/ECON.ADVISERS/SOCIAL/SEM/

Seminar on Mining Legislation and Administration (1959 : Manila).
- I&NR/ML.1/

- E/ECE/HBP/SEM.36/

Seminar on National Accounts for Latin America (1959 : Rio de Janeiro, Brazil).
- ST/STAT/CONF.7/

- E/CN.11/ASTAT/NA/

Seminar on National and Regional Planning as Frameworks for Local Planning (1975 : Helsinki).
- E/ECE/HBP/SEM.7/

Seminar on National Coordination of Technical Assistance (1966 : Bangkok).
- ECAFE/TECH/SEMINAR/

- E/ECE/ENG.AUT/SEM.13/

- E/ECE/STEEL/SEM.14/

- E/ECE/EP/SEM.14/

- E/ECE/ENG.AUT/SEM.10/

- E/CN.14/MIN/

- E/ECE/HBP/HOU/SEM.1/
< E/ECE/> AUTOMAT/SEM.1 /

Seminar on Occupational Health and Rehabilitation of Forest Workers (1985 : Kuopio, Finland).
< E/ECE/> TIM/EC/WP.1/SEM.19/

< E/ECE/> TIM/EC/WP.1/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> CES/SEM.35/

< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.18/

< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.10/

< E/ECE/> EC.AD/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> ST/ECLA/CONF.28/

< E/ECE/> CN.11/I&NR/PL/

< E/ECE/> CN.11/I&NR/PURD/

< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.13/

< E/ECE/> ID/WG.153/

< E/ECE/> EWCA/POP/WG.12/

< E/ECE/> CN.9/CONF.3/

< E/ECE/> POP/COMP/

< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.1/

< E/ECA/> SPS/

< E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/SEM.2/

< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.2/

< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.10/

< E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.10/

Seminar on Production and Use of Power Alcohol (1952 : Lucknow, India).
< E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.17/

< E/ECE/> ID/WG.153/

< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.2/
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/HT/

E/CN.11/RP/Sem.DPT/

E/ECE/>EC.AD./SEM.7/

Seminar on Recycling of High-Polymer Wastes (1978 : Dresden, German Democratic Republic).
E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.6/

E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.16/

E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.50/

Seminar on Regional Cooperative Measures on Shrimps/Marine Products (1980 : Cochin, India).
E/ESCAP/>TRADE/SMSMP/

E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.50/

E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.51/

E/ECE/>EP/SEM.11/

E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.32/

E/ESCAP/>STAT/ORDINA/

E/ECE/>WATER/R.B./SEM/

E/ECE/>TRANS/SEM.9/

E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.5/

Seminar on "Safety and Health in Forestry Are Feasible" (1996 : Emmental, Switzerland).
E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.46/

Seminar on Safety of Young Drivers (1993 : Tel Aviv).
E/ECE/>TRANS/SEM.11/

Seminar on Sampling Methods (1965 : Tokyo).
E/CN.11/ASTAT/SM/

Seminar on Selected Water Problems in Islands and Coastal Areas with special regard to Desalination and Groundwater (1978 : Malta).
E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.5/

E/ECE/>WATER/S.E.Sem/

Seminar on Silvicultural, Technological, Economic and Other Problems Connected with the Mechanization of Thinning Operations (1983 : Eberswalde, German Democratic Republic).
E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.17/

Seminar on Small-scale Industry in Latin America (1966 : Quito).
ST/ESCAP/CONF.2B/

E/ESCWA/RR/86/WC.1/

E/ESCAP/>STAT/SSRS/

ST/ESCAP/Conf.3A/

Seminar on Social Work Training in Africa.
E/CN.14/SWTA/

E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.10/

E/CN.11/INR/NI/

E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.13/

E/ECE/>SC.TECH/SEM.19/
  <E/ECE/>CES/SEM.14/

  <E/ECE/>CES/SEM.23/

  <E/ESCAP/>STAT/SSO/

  <E/ECE/>CES/SEM.8/

  ST/ECLA/Conf.33/

  ASTAT/Pplg/

  ASTAT/ISO/

Seminar on Statistics of Prices and Quanta (1972: Beirut).
  ESOB/ST/

  <E/ECE/>CES/SEM.7/

Seminar on Steel Tubes and Their Raw-Material Quality Requirements (1985: Helsinki).
  <E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.11/

Seminar on Strategies and Instruments to Promote the Development of Capital Goods Industries in Developing Countries (1979: Algiers).
  ID/WG.314/

  E/CEPAL/PROY.2/

  <E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.3/

  <E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.18/

Seminar on Techno-economic Trends in Airborne Equipment for Agriculture and Other Selected Areas of the National Economy (1978: Warsaw).
  <E/ECE/>ENGIN/SEM.4/

Seminar on Technological Forecasting (1970: Warsaw).
  <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./B-1/

Seminar on Technological Information Systems and Services for Innovation (1973: Balatonfüred, Hungary).
  <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.1/

  <E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.4/

  <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.7/

  E/ECWA/NR/SEM.3/

  <E/ECE/>STAND/SEM.1/
  <E/ECE/>TRADE/SEM.6/

  <ST/>SOA/SEM/72/
  <ST/>SOA/SEM/73/

  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SEM.8/

  <E/ECE/>AUTOMATION/SEM.MAN/

  <E/ECE/>TIM/EDP/

  <E/ECE/>SC.ADO./SEM.8/
  <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.10/

Seminar on the Building Industry.
  <E/ECE/>HOU.INDUSTRY/

  <E/ECE/>HBP/BUILD/SEM.3/

  <E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.3/
<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.14/

<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.3/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.3/

<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.20/

Seminar on the Control of Emissions from Non-Ferrous Metallurgical Industries (1973 : Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia).  
<E/ECE/>AIR POLL/NFM SEM/

Seminar on the Control of Sulphur and Nitrogen Oxides from Stationary Sources (4th : 1986 : Graz, Austria).  
<E/ECE/>AIR POLL/DESUL.SEM/

<E/ECE/>AIR POLL/DESUL.SEM/

<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.4/

<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.13/

E/CN.11/8&NR/H3/

E/CN.11/8&NR/CHI/

E/CN.11/8&NR/BM/

<E/ESCAP/>AD/SD/CGPRT/

ID/WG.169/

ST/ECLA/CONF.15/

ID/WG.79/

E/CN.11/8&NR/MFI/

Seminar on the Distribution of Costs and Benefits in Regional Economic Schemes among Developing Countries (1973 : Guatemala City).  
TAD/EEI/SEM.2/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.4/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.10/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.13/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.9/

<E/>ECE/SEM.6/

Seminar on the Effective Application of Science and Technology in Industry (1972 : Bucharest).  
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.POLICY/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.7/

ID/WG.13/

<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.17/
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.9/

<E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.6/

<E/ECE/>EP/SEM.7/

<E/ECE/>EC.AD/SEM.1/

E/CN.11/I&NR/FINHUD/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.2/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.27/

<E/ECE/>HOU/URB.SETT.SEM/

<E/ECE/>HOU/URBAN SETTLEMENTS/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>EP/SEM.13/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.17/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/SEM.7/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/SEM.10/

Seminar on the Importance of Technology Transfer in ECE Member Countries (1986 : Warsaw).
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.14/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.24/

E/CN.11/I&NR/RH/

I&NR/IH/

TAD/EI/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.9/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.11/

<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.11/

<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.13/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.3/

<E/ECE/>EP/SEM.8/

Seminar on the Military Situation in and relating to Namibia (1982 : Vienna).
A/AC.131/SMS/

ID/WG.61/

ID/WG.1/

ID/WG.101/
ST/ECLA/Conf.32/

E/CN.11/ASTAT/SFHC/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.2/

<E/ECE/>HOU/RECREATION SEM/

<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.6/

<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.14/

Seminar on the Pollution of Waters by Agriculture and Forest (1973: Vienna).
<E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.2/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.16/

ST/ECLA/Conf.43/

<E/ECE/>CEP/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>ENV/SEM.8/

Seminar on the Problems That Arise in the Preparation of Housing Surveys and the Drawing up of Housing Programmes, with special reference to Countries in the Course of Industrialization (1961: Zagreb, Yugoslavia).
<E/ECE/>HOUSING SEMINAR/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.21/

Seminar on the Production and Use of Tinplate Containers (1972: Alicante, Spain).
IDWG.139/

Seminar on the Protection of Coastal Waters against Pollution from Land-based Sources (1975: Lisbon).
<E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.3/

Seminar on the Protection of Ground and Surface Waters against Pollution by Oil and Oil Products (1969: Geneva).
<E/ECE/>WATER/OIL POLL/

<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.29/

<E/ECE/>CHEM/SEM.11/

<E/ECE/>WATER/SEM.12/

Seminar on the Relationship between Housing and the National Economy (1962: Prague).
<E/ECE/>HBP/SEM.29/

SD/DNP/

<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.25/

Seminar on the Requirements of Steel Industries in ECE Countries Developing from the Economic Point of View (1986: İzmir, Turkey).
<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.12/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.18/

<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.20/

Seminar on the Role of Long-term Forecasting in the Formulation of Science and Technology Policies (1990: Prague).
<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.18/
<CESECE>TRANS/SEM.6/1

<CESECE>CHEM/SEM.18/

<CESECE>HBP/SEM.1/

<CESECE>HBP/SEM.12/

ID/WG.36/

<ST>SOA/SEM/63/

<CESECE>HOU.LAND/SEM/1

<CESECE>STEEL/SEM.16/

<CESECE>TEM/SEM.20/

Seminar on the Transfer of Technology in a Developing Country (1973 : Tel Aviv).
<ST>ECAD/SEM.2/

Seminar on the Travel Problems of Urban and Suburban Populations.
<CESECE>TRANS/GR.2/

<ESCAP>SPFW/SUSSA/

<CESECE>AUTOMAT/SEM.3/

ST/ECLA/Conf.41/

<CESECE>CHEM/SEM.17/

<CESECE>TEM/SEM.38/

<CESECE>TEM/SEM.37/

Seminar on the Use of Steel in Shipbuilding (1980 : Katowice, Poland).
<CESECE>STEEL/SEM.6/

<CESECE>ECAD/SEM.2/

<CESECE>STEEL/SEM.2/

Seminar on the Utilization of Tropical Hardwoods (1979 : Amsterdam).
<CESECE>TEM/SEM.8/

ID/WG.73/

ECE/tran/PA/TN/

<CESECE>TEM/SEM/

Seminar on Transport Corridors (1986 : Cracow, Poland).
<CESECE>TRANS/SEM.4/

Seminar on Transportation in Central America (1953 : San José).
ST/ECLA/CONF.2/

<CESECE>CHEM/SEM.14/

<CESECE>SC.TECH./SEM.8/
Seminar on Tropical Hardwoods (1977 : Pattaya, Thailand).
E/ESCAP/DP/STH/3

ID/WG.158/

Seminar on Urbanization Problems in Latin America (1959 : Santiago).
E/CN.12/URB/

E/CN.14/UAP/C.1/

E/CN.14/UAP/C.2/

E/CN.14/UAP/C.3/

E/CN.14/UAP/C.4/

E/ECE/EP/SEM.8/

E/ECE/TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.8/

E/ECE/ENV/WWA/SEM.4/

E/ECE/AGRI/SEM.14/
E/ECE/WATER/SEM.8/

WRD/SWARM/

A/CONF.94/WCUNDW/SEM.1/

ID/WG.335/

Seminar on Wood Processing Industries (1979 : Cologne and Hanover, Federal Republic of Germany).
ID/WG.286/

E/ECE/ENG.AUT/SEM.7/

E/ESCAP/NR/SDSBL/

ID/WG.412/

Seminar/cum-Study Tour on Inland Ports and Waterways (1981 : China).
E/ESCAP/SPIW/STIPW/

Seminar Latino-americano sobre la Prevención del Delito y Tratamiento del Delincuente (1953 : Rio de Janeiro, Brazil).
ST/STOA/ED/LA/

ST/CEPAL/Conf.60/

Seminars on the Analysis and Appraisal of the International Development Strategy: Organizational Problems in the Latin American Countries (1975 : Buenos Aires, etc.).
ST/CEPAL/Conf.49/

Seminar-Workshop on the Exchange of Experiences and Technology Transfer on Mini Hydro Electric Generation Units (1979 : Kathmandu).
ID/WG.305/

ID/WG.329/

Senior Officials Meeting Preceding the ESCAP Meeting of Ministers of Industry (1977 : Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/IHT/PMMU/

Senior Officials Meeting Preceding the ESCAP Preparatory Meeting of Ministers of Industry for the Third General Conference of UNIDO (1979 : Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/IHT/SPMI-UNIDO(3)/

E/ECE/STAT/SHEA/

E/ECE/ENG.AUT/AC.20/
South Pacific Commission.
FPA/SPC/

South Pacific Regional Environment Programme.
<UNEP/SPREP/>

Special Ad Hoc Experts' Meeting on the
Application of Cost-Benefit Analysis to
UNEP/WG.39/

Special Conference of the States Parties to the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their
BWC/SPCONF/

Special Conference of the States Parties to the
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their
BWC/SPCONF/DC/

Special Experts' Meeting on Compensation Trade
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.19/

Special Experts' Meeting on Obstacles to Trade
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.20/

Special Meeting : Children in Latin America and
the Caribbean, with particular reference to Their
Situation and Development in Rural and Urban
Marginal Areas (1979 : Mexico City).
E/ICEF/LATAM-79/

Special Meeting of Experts on Industrial
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.21/

Special Meeting of Experts on Prospects for
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.22/

Special Meeting of Experts on the Impact of
East-West Compensation Trade on Small- and
Medium-sized Enterprises in the ECE Region (1990
: Geneva).
<E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.24/

Special Meeting on Assistance to Bangladesh (1988
<ST/> SG/CONF.4/

Special Meeting on International Relief to
<ST/> SG/SM.1/

Special Meeting on Needs of African Children,
under the Auspices of the Executive Board of the
Ababa).
E/ICEF/AFM/

Special Meeting on the Organization and
<E/ECE/> TRADE/SM/

Special Meeting on the Situation of Children and
Youth in Latin America (1969 : Santiago).
E/ICEF/LATAM/

Special Meeting on the Situation of Children in
Asia with Emphasis on Basic Services, under the
Auspices of the Executive Board of the United
E/ICEF/ASIA/

Special Meeting on the Utilization of Small-Sized
<E/ECE/> TIM/SM/

Special Preparatory Meeting for the Second
<E/ESCAP/> IHT/SPM-UNIDO(2)/

Statistical Institute for Asia and the Pacific.
<E/ESCAP/> SIAP/
<ST/ESCAP/> SIAP/

Study Conference on the Sensitivity of Ecosystems
and Society to Climate Change : Possible Impacts
of CO2 in the Atmosphere (1993 ; Villach,
Austria).
UNEP/WG.98/

Study Group on the Role of the Cooperative
Movement in the Development of Human Resources
UN/SOA/SEM/35/

Study Tour and Workshop on Organization and
Functions of National Housing Agencies for the
Implementation of Housing Programmes (1964 :
Copenhagen).
ST/ECLA/CONF.16/

Study Tour and Workshop on Organization and
Functions of National Housing Agencies in Asia
and the Far East (1966 : Oslo, etc.).
E/CN.11/I&NR/NHA/

Study Tour in Australia by a Group of Lignite
Experts from Asia and the Far East (1953).
I&T/LE/

Study Tour on Comprehensive Regional Development
I&NR/RDP/

Study Tour on Local-Level Planning for Rural
Development (1979 : India).
E/ESCAP/> AD/STLPRD/
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E/ECE/ TIM/SEM.2/

ID/WG.180/

E/ESCAP/IRD/STICIRD/

Subregional Consultations on Regional Plan Harmonization : Coconut, Coconut Products and Oil Palms (1968 : Bangkok).
RPH/CCP/

E/ESCAP/SD/SPWCD/

UNIDO/ID/WG.455/

UNIDO/ID/WG.456/

Subregional Meeting on Economic Cooperation in Central Africa.
E/CN.14/CA/ECOP/

E/CN.14/LU/ECOP/

E/CN.14/NA/ECOP/

E/CN.14/WA/ECOP/

ID/WG.409/

ID/WG.414/

ID/WG.415/

Subregional Training Workshop(s) on Social Welfare Planning and Plan Implementation (1971 : Singapore and Islamabad).
E/CN.11/SD/SWPI/

Subregional Workshop on Shipbuilding, Shiprepair and Design for Mediterranean Countries (1979 : Valletta).
ID/WG.285/

TD/UNCTAD/LLDC/SYMP/

Symposium on Agriculture and Tourism (1982 : Mariehamn, Finland).
E/ECE/AGRI/SEM.17/

Symposium on Application of Metal and Non-Metal Materials in Engineering (1973 : Varna, Bulgaria).
E/ECE/ENGIN/SEM.1/

E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.2/SEM.1/

Symposium on Coordination between Forestry and the Wood-Using Industries (1972 : Helsinki).
E/ECE/TIM/SYMP.2/

WRD/SDA/

E/ECE/GAS/SEM.1/

E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.3/SEM.1/

E/ECE/GAS/SEM.13/
< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.10/

< E/ECE/> AGRI/SYMPOSIUM.1/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.12/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.13/

< E/ECE/> ENERGY/SEM.9/

Symposium on Environmental Problems Arising from Coal Industry Activities (1976 : Katowice, Poland).  
< E/ECE/> COAL/SEM.5/

Symposium on Forests and Woods : Their Role in the Environment (1975 : Interlaken, Switzerland).  
< E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.4/

Symposium on Forms of Horizontal and Vertical Integration in Agriculture (1975 : Budapest).  
< E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.8/

Symposium on Frozen and Quick Frozen Food (1977 : Budapest).  
< E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.11/

Symposium on Human Settlements Planning and Development in the Arctic (1979 : Greenland, Denmark).  
< E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.20/

ATH/SYMP/EP/

< E/ECE/> AGRI/SEM.26/  
< E/ECE/> ENVWA/SEM.2/

Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa (1966 : Cairo).  
CID/SYMP.B/  
E/CN.14/AS/

< E/ECE/> TIM/INTEGRATION/

< E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.4/

< E/ECE/> EP/SEM.5/

< E/ECE/> EC.AD./SEM.11/

STO/SYMP/EP/

ID/WG.62/
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Symposium on Maintenance Planning and Organization in Developing Countries (1973: Tokyo).
  ID/WG.145/

  <E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.15/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.1/

Symposium on Mechanical Barking of Timber (1965: Helsinki).
  LOG/SYMPOSIUM 2/

Symposium on Multi-Purpose Logging Machinery (1975: Sweden).
  <E/ECE/>EFC/WP.1/SEM.2/

  <E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.9/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.1/

  <E/ECE/>AGRI/SYMPOSIUM.3/

Symposium on Olefines Production (1972: Bratislava, Czechoslovakia).
  <E/ECE/>CHEM.IND/Olef Symp/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.2/

  <E/ECE/>AGRI/SYMPOSIUM.19/

  E/CONF.60/SYM.1/

  E/CONF.60/SYM.14/

  E/CONF.60/SYM.11/

  E/CONF.60/SYM.13/

  ID/WG.130/

  MAD/SYMP/EP/

  PRA/SYMP/

Symposium on Problems relating to Public Distribution of Natural Gas (1972: Groningen, Netherlands).
  GRO/SYMP/GAS/

  DUB/SYMP/EP/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.3/

Symposium on Recent Developments in the Use of New Sources of Protein, Essential Amino Acids and Non-Protein Nitrogen with special reference to Ruminants (1977: Geneva).
  <E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.7/

  <E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.16/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.3/

  <E/ESCAP/>NR/SWRD/

  <E/ESCAP/>IHT/SSST/

  <E/ECE/>EFC/WP.1/SEM.1/

  <E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.5/
HAR/SYMP/COAL/

Symposium on Sudden Outbursts of Coal and Gas (1974: Donetsk, Ukrainian SSR).
<E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.2/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.1/SEM.4/

IRK/SYMP/COAL/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.16/

<E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.12/

VAR/SYMP/EP/

PAR/SYMP/EP/

FOR/SYMP/COAL/

PAR/SYMP/GAS/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.2/

Symposium on the Determination of Dimensions of Large Building Components.
<E/ECE/>HOU/GR.1/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.1/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.2/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.3/

E/CN.11/I&NR/PR.4/

ID/WG.137/

ID/WG.184/

<E/ECE/>TIM/SAW/

LDG/SYMP/3/

BUD/SYMP/GAS/

Symposium on the Effects of Airborne Pollution on Vegetation (1979: Warsaw).
<E/ECE/>TIM/SEM.3/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.4/

<E/ECE/>EP/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.11/

WAR/SYMP/GAS/

VAR/SYMP/COAL/

<E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.3/
<E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.11/

Symposium on the Gas Situation in the ECE Region around the Year 1980 (1978 : Evian, France).
<E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.4/

<E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.3/

Symposium on the Gasification and Liquefaction of Coal (1979 : Katowice, Poland).
<E/ECE/>COAL/SEM.6/

<E/ECE/>TIM/EFC/WP.1/SEM.3/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.12/

ID/WG.431/

<E/ECE/>TIM/HARDWOODS/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/SEM.3/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.5/

<E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.8/

<E/ECE/>GAS/SEM.10/

BUC/SYMP/COAL/

ESS/SYMP/COAL/P/

<E/ECE/>TIM/SEM.3/

BUC/SYMP/GAS <1972>/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.7/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/SEM.5/

Symposium on the Planning and Development of the Tourist Industry in the ECE Region (1975 : Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia).
<E/>ECE/SEM.1/

LOG/SYMP/SYM/1/

BUC/SYMP/EP/

BAR/SYMP/GAS/

<E/ECE/>TIM/EUCALYPTUS/

ID/WG.212/

<E/ECE/>EP/SEM.6/

<E/ECE/>EP/SEM.3/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/SEM.6/

<E/ECE/>SC.TECH./SEM.15/
MOS/SYMP/GAS/

ANK/SYMP/EP/

Symposium on the Use of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) as Fuels for Internal Combustion Engines (1991 : Kiev).
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/SEM.15/
<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.15/

<E/ECE/> WATER/SEM.2/

<E/ECE/> GAS/SEM.14/

LON/SYMP/COAL/

BUC/SYMP/GAS<1968>/

Symposium on the Use of Heavy Duty Equipment in Opencast Mines (1978 : Cottbus, German Democratic Republic).
<E/ECE/> COAL/SEM.7/

<E/ECE/> STEEL/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/> AGR/SEM.21/

<E/ECE/> COAL/SEM.8/

Symposium on Trade, Technical and Economic Cooperation between the Least Developed Countries and the Countries of Eastern Europe (1980 : Moscow).
<A/CONF.147/> UNCLDC/II/TR/

<E/ECE/> COAL/SEM.1/

<E/ECE/> SC.TECH./SEM.13/

Symposium on Urban Renewal and the Quality of Life (3rd : 1978 : Geneva).
<E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.19/

<E/ECE/> HBP/SEM.21/

URBAN RENEWAL/CONF/

<E/ECE/> HBP/URB.REN.SYM./

<E/ECE/> CHEM/SEM.2/

<E/ECE/> TIM/SYMP.1/

<E/ECE/> TIM/SEM.11/

Technical Assistance Board.
TAB/

ID/WG.364/

E/CN.11/FLOOD/

Technical Congress Held in conjunction with the Third International Fair "Technology for the People" (1983 : Manille).
ID/WG.418/

ID/WG.303/

Technical Consultations among Developing Countries on Large-scale Biogas Technology in China (1980 : Beijing).
ID/WG.321/

DP/TCDC/RAP/

Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries : Regional Meeting (1976 : Bangkok).
DP/TCDC/RAP/
Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries:
Regional Meeting (1976: Kuwait).
DP/TCDC/RWA/

Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries:
Regional Meeting (1976: Lima).
DP/TCDC/RBLA/

Technical Course on Criteria for the Selection of
Woodworking Machinery (1978: Milan, Italy).
ID/WG.277/

Technical Course on Criteria for the Selection of
Woodworking Machinery (1980: Milan, Italy).
ID/WG.320/

Technical Course on Criteria for the Selection of
Woodworking Machinery (1982: Milan, Italy).
ID/WG.369/

Technical Course on Criteria for the Selection of
Woodworking Machinery (1984: Milan, Italy).
ID/WG.432/

Technical Course on Criteria for the Selection of
Woodworking Machinery (1976: Milan, Italy).
ID/WG.226/

Technical Meeting and Regional Seminar on the
Objectives and Plan of Action for the
< E/ESCAP/> SD/PAIYDP/

Technical Meeting of Experts in Management
ST/ECLA/CONF.14/

Technical Meeting on Ageing for the Asian and
< E/ESCAP/> SD/AAFR/

Technical Meeting on Balance of Payments
E/CN.14/CAS.3/BP/

Technical Meeting on Food Consumption Surveys
(1963: Rabat).
E/CN.14/CAS.3/FCS/

Technical Meeting on Methods of Analysing
Fertility Data for Developing Countries (1971: Budapest).
E/CN.9/AC.12/

Technical Meeting on the Construction Industry in
Developing Countries (1973: Vienna).
ID/WG.148/

Technical Meeting on the International Decade of
E/CN.4/1995/TMIP/

Technical Meeting on the International Year and
the International Decade of the World’s

Technical Meeting on the International Year of

Technical Meeting on the International Year of

Technical Meeting on the Selection of Woodworking
Machinery (1973: Vienna).
ID/WG.151/

Technical Preparatory Committee for the
E/H/PC/

Technical Preparatory Committee Meeting of the
Second Conference of Ministers Responsible for
Human Resources Planning, Development and
Utilization (1984: Cairo).
E/ECA/HRP/TC/

TD/COCOA.2/TPM/

TD/COCOA.2/TPM/WP/

Technical Seminar on Contracting Methods and
Insurance Schemes for Fertilizer and Chemical
ID/WG.259/

Technical Symposium on Latin America and the
ST/CEPAL/Conf.50/

ID/WG.82/

Training Centre on Vital Statistics and Health
EGYPT/UN/WHO/BA/

Training Course in Rural Extension and Community
E/CN.14/SODE/

Training Course in the Use of Computers on
POP/TC/UCFR/

< E/> ECA/STAT/TC.NAC/
| Training Programme in Plastics Technology for Developing Countries (2nd : 1971 : Vienna). | ID/WG.84/ |
| Training Programme in Plastics Technology for Developing Countries (5th : 1974 : Vienna). | ID/WG.199/ |
| Training Workshop and Study Tour on Small-scale Industry in the Least Developed Countries of Asia, the Far East and the Middle East (1974 : Nepal and India). | ID/WG.174/ |
| Training Workshop for Public Industrial Administrators of Arab Countries of the Middle East and North Africa (1972 : Kuwait). | ID/WG.121/ |
| Training Workshop in Industrial Free Zones as Incentives to Promote Export-Oriented Industries (1972 : Ireland). | ID/WG.112/ |
| Training Workshop in Methods of Industrial Surveys (1971 : Dakar). | ID/WG.105/ |
| Training Workshop in Methods of Industrial Surveys (1973 : Buenos Aires). | ID/WG.166/ |
| Training Workshop in Quality Control for African Countries (1972 : Cairo). | ID/WG.100/ |
| Training Workshop on Metrology (1971 : Nagoya, Japan). | ID/WG.98/ |
| Trans-European North-South Motorway Project. TEM/ | |
| Trans-European North-South Motorway Project. Steering Committee. <E/ECE/>TEM/ | |
| Trans-European North-South Motorway Project. Working Group on Technical Coordination. <E/ECE/>TEM/TC/ | |
| Travelling Seminar on Water Pollution on the Rhine. <E/ECE/>WATER POLL/SEM/ | |
E/CN.5/AC.7/  
E/CN.5/AC.9/  
E/CN.5/AC.10/  
E/CN.5/AC.11/  

UN. Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on Relief to Palestine Refugees.  
A/AC.27/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Prisoners of War.  
A/AC.46/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee for South West Africa.  
A/AC.129/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee for the Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.  
A/AC.194/  
A/AC.200/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee for the Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the 1981 Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.  
A/AC.204/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee for the Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the 1982 Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.  
A/AC.212/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee for the Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the 1983 Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.  
A/AC.217/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee for the Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the 1984 Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.  
A/AC.221/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee for the Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the 1985 Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.  
A/AC.224/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee for the Announcement of Voluntary Contributions to the 1986 Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.  
A/AC.228/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Iron Ore Resources.  
E/AC.49/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Long-range Programme of Work in the Field of Population.  
E/CN.9/AC.5/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Methods of Revising United Nations Model Life Tables.  
E/CN.9/AC.14/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Programmes in Demographic Aspects of Economic Development.  
E/CN.9/AC.11/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Programmes in Demographic Aspects of Social Development.  
E/CN.9/AC.10/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Programmes in Demographic Aspects of Urbanization.  
E/CN.9/AC.7/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Programmes in Fertility.  
E/CN.9/AC.6/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Questions of Holding a Third World Population Conference.  
E/CN.9/AC.9/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies.  
A/AC.124/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of Experts to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies. Drafting Committee.  
A/AC.124/DC/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of the International Conference on Kampuchea.  
A/CONF.109/  
A/CONF.109/AC.1/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of the Principal Opium-Producing Countries.  
E/CN.7/AC.1/  

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of the Special Session of the General Assembly on the Critical Economic Situation in Africa.  
A/S-13/AC.1/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee of the Whole to Review the Implementation of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. A/AC.226/


UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Coordination of Technical Assistance Activities. E/AC.49/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Declaration of Death of Missing Persons. E/AC.30/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Factors (Non-Self-Governing Territories). A/AC.68/ A/AC.67/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Forced Labour. E/AC.36/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide. E/AC.25/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Headquarters. A/AC.15/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Human Settlements. E/AC.66/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Implementation of Recommendations on Economic and Social Matters. E/AC.31/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on International Terrorism. A/AC.180/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Proposed Economic Commission for Latin America. E/AC.21/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Restrictive Business Practices. E/AC.37/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Slavery. E/AC.33/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on South West Africa. A/AC.49/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Statelessness and Related Problems. E/AC.32/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on Subsidiary Organs. A/AC.202/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Charter of the United Nations. A/AC.175/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Demographic Yearbook. E/CN.9/C.4/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Drafting of an International Convention against Apartheid in Sports. A/AC.192/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Drafting of an International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries. A/AC.207/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Drafting of an International Convention against the Taking of Hostages. A/AC.186/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East. E/AC.18/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Economic Commission for Europe. E/AC.17/


UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court. A/AC.244/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Improvement of Methods of Work of the General Assembly. A/AC.111/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean. A/AC.159/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Palestinian Question. A/AC.14/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. A/AC.98/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Legal Committee. A/AC.98/C.2/
UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Legal Subcommittee.
A/AC.98/LEG/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Technical Committee.
A/AC.98/C.1/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Preparations for the Public Hearings on the Activities of Transnational Corporations in South Africa and Namibia.
E/AC.89/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Proposed Economic Commission for the Middle East.
E/AC.26/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Question of the Establishment of a Special United Nations Fund for Economic Development.
A/AC.33/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Restructuring of the Economic and Social Sectors of the United Nations System.
A/AC.179/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Survey Programme for the Development of Natural Resources.
E/AC.56/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the Transmission of Information under Article 73e of the Charter.
A/AC.9/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the United Nations Organization for Industrial Development.
A/AC.126/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference.
A/AC.187/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction.
A/AC.135/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. Legal Working Group.
A/AC.135/WG.1/

UN. Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. Technical and Economic Working Group.
A/AC.135/WG.2/

ST/STAT/CONF.12/

<ST/>ESA/P/AC.6/

ST/SG/AC.3/

<ST/>ESA/P/AC.9/

UN. Ad Hoc Group of Governmental Experts to Identify and Examine Potential Verification Measures from a Scientific and Technical Standpoint.
BWC/CONF.III/VEREX/

A/AC.214/

UN. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Working Group of Experts Established pursuant to General Assembly Resolution 48/218.
A/AC.243/

E/AC.64/

UN. Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group of the General Assembly on an Agenda for Development.
A/AC.250/

<ST/>ESA/RT/AC.2/

ST/SGA/CONF.1/

ST/SGA/CONF.2/

ST/SGA/CONF.3/
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UN. Ad Hoc Working Group Established under Economic and Social Council Resolution 798 (XXX).
E/AC.47/

ST/STAT/CONF.11/

<ST/>ESA/S&T/AC.5/

UN. Ad Hoc Working Group on Social Welfare.
E/CN.5/AC.12/

FWG/

UN. Additional Measures Committee.
A/AC.52/

UN. Advisory Committee for the International Year of Disabled Persons.
A/AC.197/

UN. Advisory Committee for the International Youth Year.
A/AC.209/

UN. Advisory Committee for the World Assembly on Ageing.
A/AC.208/

E/CN.5/C.1/

E/CN.5/C.2/

E/CN.5/C.3/

E/CN.5/C.4/

E/CN.5/C.5/

UN. Advisory Committee on a United Nations Memorial Cemetery in Korea.
A/AC.85/

UN. Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions.
A/AB/
A/CN.1/

UN. Advisory Committee on Science and Technology for Development.
A/CN.11/AC.1/

UN. Advisory Committee on Technical Assistance to Promote the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and Wider Appreciation of International Law.
A/AC.123/

UN. Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development.
E/AC.52/
E/ECWA/NR/ACAST/

UN. Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development. Regional Group for Asia.
E/CN.11/8&NR/ASTD/
I&NR/ASTD/

UN. Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development (10th sess. : 1968 : Vienna).
ID/WG.28/

UN. Advisory Council for the Trust Territory of Somaliland under Italian Administration.
A/AC.33/

UN. Advisory Group of Experts on Administrative, Personnel and Budgetary Questions.
SG/AD/

UN. Atomic Energy Commission.
AEC/

AEC/C.6/
AEC/CRP/

AEC/C.2/

UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Drafting Subcommittee of Committee I.
AEC/C.1/SUB.2/

UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Legal Advisory Committee.
AEC/C.4/

AEC/C.3/

UN. Atomic Energy Commission. Subcommittee I.
AEC/C.1/SUB.1/
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AEC/C.2/SUB.1/

AEC/C.1/
AEC/WC/

UN. Balkan Subcommission.
A/CN.7/SC.1/

UN. Board of Auditors.
A/CN.3/

UN. Caribbean Development and Cooperation Committee.
E/CEPAL/CDCC/
<E/>LC/CAR/

UN. Cartographic Unit.
<ST/DAM/OCS/Publishing/Cart/>
<ST/DCS/Publishing/Cart/>
<ST/DPI/Publishing/Cart/>

UN. Central American Economic Cooperation Committee.
E/CEPAL/CCE/
E/CN.12/CCE/

UN. Central American Economic Cooperation Committee, Central American Electric Power and Water Resources Subcommittee.
E/CEPAL/CCE/SC.5/
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/IDT/

CCE/SC.5/GTAE/CRNE/II/

UN. Central American Economic Cooperation Committee, Regional Committee on Electrical Standards (3rd sess. : 1968 : Guatemala City).
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/III/

CCE/SC.5/CRNE/IV/

CCE/SC.5/CRNE/V/

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VI/

UN. Central American Economic Cooperation Committee, Regional Committee on Electrical Standards (7th sess. : 1971 : Panama City).
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VII/

UN. Central American Economic Cooperation Committee, Regional Committee on Electrical Standards (8th sess. : 1972 : Guatemala City).
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/VIII/

CCE/SC.5/CRNE/IX/

UN. Central American Economic Cooperation Committee, Regional Committee on Electrical Standards (10th sess. : 1974 : San José).
CCE/SC.5/CRNE/X/

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/GTAEI/GRIE/I/

E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/GTAE/GRIE/II/

CCE/SC.5/GTAE/GRIE/III/

CCE/SC.5/GTAE/GREI/I/

UN. Central American Economic Cooperation Committee, Regional Group on Electricity Rates (2nd sess. : 1972 : Panama City).
CCE/SC.5/GREI/II/

CCE/SC.5/GREI/III/

UN. Centre against Apartheid.
<ST/PSCA/CAA/>
ST/PSCA/SER.A/

UN. Centre for Disarmament Affairs.
<ST/DDA/><ST/DPA/CDA/>

UN. Centre for Economic and Social Information.
<ST/OPI/CESI/>

UN. Centre for Human Rights.
ST/HR/SER.A/

UN. Centre for Industrial Development.
CID/PE/TW/
CID/Ref/
CID/SYMP./
ST/CID/
UN. Centre for Natural Resources, Energy and Transport.
<ST/TCD/NRET/>

UN. Centre for Science and Technology for Development.
<ST/STD/>

UN. Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs.
ST/CSDHA/
<ST/>ESA/SDHA/
<ST/>IESA/SDHA/>

UN. CEPAL.
E/CEPAL/
<E/>CEPAL/BORRADOR/
E/CN.12/
POS/INT/
ST/CEPAL/ALALC/

UN. CEPAL. Autoridades de Tránsito de Centroamérica y Panamá.
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.5/

UN. CEPAL. Buenos Aires Office.
<E/>CEPAL/BA/
<E/>CEPAL/BA/D./

UN. CEPAL. Central American Agricultural Development Subcommittee.
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.6/

UN. CEPAL. Central American Housing, Building and Planning Subcommittee.
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.4/

UN. CEPAL. Central American Statistical Coordination Subcommittee.
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.2/

UN. CEPAL. Central American Trade Subcommittee.
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.1/

UN. CEPAL. Central American Transport Subcommittee.
E/CN.12/CCE/SC.3/

UN. CEPAL. Central Banks Working Group.
E/CN.12/C.1/WG.1/

UN. CEPAL. Comisión Ad Hoc para el Proyecto de Tratado Multilateral de Libre Comercio e Integración Económica Centroamericana (1956 : Mexico City).
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.1/

UN. CEPAL. Comisión Centroamericana de Iniciativas Industriales.
E/CN.12/CCE/AC.2/

UN. CEPAL. Committee of High-level Government Experts.
E/CEPAL/CEGAN/

UN. CEPAL. Committee of Ministers of Economy on Economic Cooperation in Central American Countries.
E/CN.12/AC.17/

UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole.
E/CEPAL/5/
E/CEPAL/PLEN/

UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (1st sess. : 1952 : Santiago).
E/CN.12/AC.16/

UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (2nd sess. : 1954 : Santiago).
E/CN.12/AC.24/

E/CN.12/AC.48/

E/CN.12/AC.25/

E/CN.12/AC.51/

E/CN.12/AC.26/

E/CN.12/AC.62/

E/CN.12/AC.34/

E/CN.12/AC.63/

E/CN.12/AC.40/

E/CN.12/AC.64/

UN. CEPAL. Committee of the Whole (7th sess. : 1960 : Santiago).
E/CN.12/AC.45/

E/CN.12/AC.66/

E/CN.12/AC.50/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Working Group/Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1946-1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CORPORATE NAME INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOL, 1946-1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UN. CEPAL (4th sess. : 1951 : Mexico City). Ad Hoc Committee on Coordination and General Questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UN. CEPAL (5th sess. : 1953 : Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). Committee I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UN. CEPAL (5th sess. : 1953 : Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). Committee II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UN. CEPAL (5th sess. : 1953 : Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). Committee III.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UN. CEPAL (5th sess. : 1953 : Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). Committee IV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UN. CEPAL (5th sess. : 1953 : Rio de Janeiro, Brazil). Committee V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UN. CEPAL (6th sess. : 1955 : Bogotá). Committee II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UN. CEPAL (6th sess. : 1955 : Bogotá). Committee V.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UN. CEPAL (6th sess. : 1955 : Bogotá). Committee VI.
E/CN.12/AC.32/

UN. CEPAL (6th sess. : 1955 : Bogotá). Joint Meeting of Committees II and IV.
E/CN.12/AC.33/

UN. CEPAL (7th sess. : 1957 : La Paz). Ad Hoc Committee on a Building for ECLA.
E/CN.12/AC.39/

UN. CEPAL (7th sess. : 1957 : La Paz). Committee I.
E/CN.12/AC.36/

UN. CEPAL (7th sess. : 1957 : La Paz). Committee II.
E/CN.12/AC.36/

UN. CEPAL (7th sess. : 1957 : La Paz). Committee III.
E/CN.12/AC.37/

UN. CEPAL (7th sess. : 1957 : La Paz). Committee IV.
E/CN.12/AC.38/

UN. CEPAL (8th sess. : 1959 : Panama City). Committee I.
E/CN.12/AC.42/

UN. CEPAL (8th sess. : 1959 : Panama City). Committee II.
E/CN.12/AC.43/

UN. CEPAL (8th sess. : 1959 : Panama City). Committee III.
E/CN.12/AC.44/

UN. CEPAL (9th sess. : 1961 : Santiago). Committee I.
E/CN.12/AC.47/

UN. CEPAL (9th sess. : 1961 : Santiago). Committee II.
E/CN.12/AC.48/

UN. CEPAL (9th sess. : 1961 : Santiago). Committee III.
E/CN.12/AC.49/

E/CN.12/AC.53/

E/CN.12/AC.56/

E/CN.12/AC.55/
UN. Commission of Investigation concerning Greek Frontier Incidents. Subsidiary Group <Yannina area>.
S/AC.4/SG.1/

UN. Commission of Investigation concerning Greek Frontier Incidents. Team B.
S/AC.4/SC.3/

UN. Commission of Investigation concerning Greek Frontier Incidents. Team C.
S/AC.4/SC.7/

UN. Commission of Investigation concerning Greek Frontier Incidents. Team D.
S/AC.4/SC.4/

UN. Commission of Investigation concerning Greek Frontier Incidents. Team E.
S/AC.4/SC.8/

UN. Commission of Investigation concerning Greek Frontier Incidents. Team F.
S/AC.4/SC.9/

UN. Commission of Investigation into the Conditions and Circumstances resulting in the Tragic Death of Mr. Dag Hammarskjöld and of Members of the Party Accompanying Him.
A/AC.107/

UN. Commission of Investigation on Reported Massacres in Mozambique.
A/AC.165/

UN. Commission on Human Rights.
E/CN.4/
E/CN.4/CCHR/
E/CN.4/GHR/
E/HR/

UN. Commission on Human Rights. Ad Hoc Committee on Communications.
E/CN.4/AC.5/

E/CN.4/AC.18/
E/CN.4/AC.20/

E/CN.4/AC.11/

UN. Commission on Human Rights. Ad Hoc Committee on the Tenth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
E/AC.44/

UN. Commission on Human Rights. Ad Hoc Committee on the Yearbook.
E/CN.4/AC.12/

E/CN.4/AC.23/

E/CN.4/AC.24/

E/CN.4/AC.22/

UN. Commission on Human Rights. Ad Hoc Working Group to Inquire into the Situation of Human Rights in Chile.
E/CN.4/AC.29/

UN. Commission on Human Rights. Committee on Communications.
E/CN.4/AC.9/
E/CN.4/AC.13/
E/CN.4/AC.16/

E/CN.4/AC.17/

ST/SG/AC.5/

E/CN.4/AC.7/

UN. Commission on Human Rights. Committee on the Right of Everyone to be Free from Arbitrary Arrest, Detention and Exile.
E/CN.4/AC.25/

E/CN.4/AC.8/

UN. Commission on Human Rights. Committee on Trusteeship Questionnaire.
E/CN.4/AC.10/

UN. Commission on Human Rights. Drafting Committee.
E/CN.4/AC.1/

E/CN.4/AC.33/


UN. Commission on Human Rights. Working Group on a Draft Declaration on the Right and
Responsibility to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
E/CN.4/1986/WG.6/

E/CN.4/1987/WG.6/


E/CN.4/1990/WG.6/


E/CN.4/1993/WG.6/


E/CN.4/1996/WG.6/

E/CN.4/1997/WG.6/

E/CN.4/1994/WG.13/

E/CN.4/1996/WG.13/

E/CN.4/1997/WG.13/

E/CN.4/1994/WG.14/

E/CN.4/1996/WG.14/

E/CN.4/1997/WG.14/

E/CN.4/1984/WG.5/


E/CN.4/1986/WG.5/
E/CN.4/1986/WG.5/

E/CN.4/1987/WG.5/


E/CN.4/1990/WG.5/


E/CN.4/AC.14/

E/CN.4/1982/WG.3/

E/CN.4/AC.15/

E/CN.4/AC.27/

E/CN.4/AC.41/

E/CN.4/AC.2/


E/CN.4/1993/WG.11/


E/CN.4/1996/WG.11/

E/CN.4/AC.40/

E/CN.4/1984/WG.12/


UN. Commission on Human Rights. Working Group on the Question of Persons Detained on Grounds of Mental Ill-Health or Suffering from Mental Disorder.
E/CN.4/1990/WG.8/

E/CN.4/AC.42/

E/CN.4/AC.21/
| UN. Commission on Human Settlements (2nd sess. : 1979 ; Nairobi). Committee I. | HS/C/2/SC.1/ |
| UN. Commission on International Commodity Trade. | E/CN.13/ |
| UN. Commission on International Commodity Trade. Working Party No. 2. | E/CN.13/WP.2/ |
| UN. Commission on Investigation of Charges of Use by United Nations Force in Korea of Bacteriological Warfare. | A/AC.71/ |
| UN. Commission on Narcotic Drugs. | E/CN.7/ |
| UN. Commission on Narcotic Drugs. Committee on Seizures. | E/CN.7/AC.5/ |
| UN. Commission on Narcotic Drugs. Committee on Substances Not under International Control. | E/CN.7/AC.6/ |
| UN. Commission on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources. | A/AC.97/ |
| UN. Commission on Population and Development. | E/CN.8/ |
| UN. Commission on Science and Technology for Development. | E/CN.16/ |
| UN. Commission on Sustainable Development. | E/CN.17/ |
| UN. Commission on Sustainable Development. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Panel on Forests. | E/CN.17/IPF/ |
| UN. Commission on Sustainable Development. Inter-sessional Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Finance. | E/CN.17/ISWG.I/ |
| UN. Commission on Sustainable Development. Inter-sessional Ad Hoc Open-ended Working Group on Technology Transfer and Cooperation. | E/CN.17/ISWG.II/ |
| UN. Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf. | SPLOS/CLCS/ |
| UN. Commission on the Racial Situation in the Union of South Africa. | A/AC.70/ |
| UN. Commission on the Status of Women. | E/CN.6/ |
E/CN.6/AC.1/1

E/CN.6/WG.1/

UN. Commission on the University for Peace.
A/AC.203/

UN. Commission on Transnational Corporations.
E/C.10/

E/C.10/AC.2/

UN. Commission to Investigate Conditions for Free Elections in Germany.
A/AC.56/

UN. Commissioner in Eritrea.
A/AC.44/

UN. Commissioner in Eritrea. Subcommittee I.
A/AC.44/SC.1/

UN. Committee against Torture.
CAT/C/

UN. Committee for Development Planning.
E/AC.54/

UN. Committee for Industrial Development.
E/C.5/

UN. Committee for Industrial Development. Working Group I.
E/C.5/WG.1/

UN. Committee for Industrial Development. Working Group II.
E/C.5/WG.2/

UN. Committee for Programme and Coordination.
E/AC.51/

UN. Committee for the International Cooperation Year.
A/AC.119/

UN. Committee for the Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the United Nations.
A/AC.144/

A/AC.144/WG/

UN. Committee of Experts Established by the Security Council at its 1506th Meeting.
S/AC.16/

UN. Committee of Experts on Cartography.
E/CART/

UN. Committee of Experts on Licensing of Motor Vehicle Drivers.
E/CN.2/CONF.2/

UN. Committee of Experts on Long-term Economic Projections.
EPPCL/TEP/

UN. Committee of Experts on the Recognition and Enforcement Abroad of Maintenance Obligations.
E/AC.39/

UN. Committee of Experts on the Revision of "The Determinants and Consequences of Population Trends".
E/CN.9/AC.4/

UN. Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods.
CETDG/
E/CN.2/CONF.5/
ST/SG/AC.10/

GEE/
ST/SG/AC.10/C.1/

ST/SG/AC.10/C.2/

GRPDG/

E/CN.2/CONF.3/

E/CN.2/CONF.4/

UN. Committee of Experts to Review the United Nations Salary, Allowance and Benefits System.
A/AC.34/

UN. Committee of Governmental Experts to Evaluate the Present Structure of the Secretariat in the Administrative, Finance and Personnel Areas.
A/AC.210/

E/CONF.9/PC/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committee Name</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee of the Whole Established under General Assembly Resolution 32/174</td>
<td>A/AC.191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee of Twelve Established by General Assembly Resolution 496 (V)</td>
<td>A/AC.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on a Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs</td>
<td>E/CN.7/AC.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on a United Nations Capital Development Fund</td>
<td>A/AC.102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on an International Agreement on Illicit Payments</td>
<td>E/AC.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Applications for Review of Administrative Tribunal Judgments</td>
<td>A/AC.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Arrangements for a Conference for the Purpose of Reviewing the Charter</td>
<td>A/AC.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Arrangements for a Conference for the Purpose of Reviewing the Charter</td>
<td>A/AC.81/SC.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Arrangements for Consultation with Non-Governmental Organizations</td>
<td>E/CT.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Conferences</td>
<td>A/AC.130/A/AC.172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Contributions</td>
<td>A/CN.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Crime Prevention and Control</td>
<td>E/AC.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights</td>
<td>E/C.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Finances of the International Refugee Organization</td>
<td>E/AC.15/E/REF/REN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Information</td>
<td>A/AC.198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories</td>
<td>A/AC.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. Standard Form Subcommittee.</td>
<td>A/AC.35/SC.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. Committee on Economic Conditions.</td>
<td>A/AC.35/SC.2/A/AC.35/SC.6/A/AC.35/SC.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. Committee on Education.</td>
<td>A/AC.35/SC.4/A/AC.35/SC.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. Committee on Educational Conditions.</td>
<td>A/AC.35/SC.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. Committee on Factors Indicative of Degree of Self-Government.</td>
<td>A/AC.35/SC.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. Committee on Social Advancement.</td>
<td>A/AC.35/SC.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories. Committee on Social Conditions.</td>
<td>A/AC.35/SC.5/A/AC.35/SC.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on International Criminal Jurisdiction.</td>
<td>A/AC.48/A/AC.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on League of Nations Assets.</td>
<td>A/LA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Natural Resources</td>
<td>E/C.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Committee on Negotiations with Intergovernmental Agencies</td>
<td>E/C.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UN. Committee on Negotiations with Specialized Agencies.  
E/CT.1/  
E/NSA/

UN. Committee on New and Renewable Sources of Energy and on Energy for Development.  
E/C.13/

UN. Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations.  
E/C.2/

UN. Committee on Relations with the Host Country.  
A/AC.154/

UN. Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women.  
CEDAW/C/

UN. Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. Working Group I.  
CEDAW/C/1997/WG.1/

UN. Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. Working Group II.  
CEDAW/C/1994/WG.1/

CEDAW/C/1994/WG.III/

CEDAW/C/1995/WG.I/

CEDAW/PSWG/

UN. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.  
CERD/C/

UN. Committee on the Enforcement of International Arbitration Awards.  
E/AC.42/

UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People.  
A/AC.183/

UN. Committee on the Financing of UNEF (as Appointed under General Assembly Resolution 1089 (XII)).  
A/AC.89/

UN. Committee on the Formulation of a Provisional Programme on Relief and Rehabilitation Needs of Korea.  
E/AC.35/

UN. Committee on the One Day's Pay Proposal.  
E/AC.20/

UN. Committee on the Organization of the Economic and Social Council.  
E/ORG/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.  
A/AC.105/  
< A/> COPUOS/  
PUOS/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Legal Subcommittee.  
A/AC.105/C.2/
UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Legal Subcommittee. Working Group on Agenda Item 3 (Legal Implications of Remote Sensing of the Earth from Space).
A/AC.105/C.2/WG/RS/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Legal Subcommittee. Working Group on Agenda Item 4 (Matters relating to Geostationary Orbit).
A/AC.105/C.2/WG/DEF-GSO/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Legal Subcommittee. Working Group on Agenda Item 6 (Legal Aspects of the Principle That Outer Space Should Be for the Benefit of All States).
A/AC.105/C.2/WG/OSS/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Scientific and Technical Subcommittee.
A/AC.105/C.1/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Scientific and Technical Subcommittee. Working Group of the Whole to Evaluate the Implementation of the Recommendations of UNISPACE 82.
A/AC.105/C.1/WG.6/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Scientific and Technical Subcommittee. Working Group on the Use of Nuclear Power Sources in Outer Space.
A/AC.105/C.1/WG.5/
A/AC.105/C.1/WG.V/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Working Group of the Whole.
A/AC.105/WG.1/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. Working Group on Direct Broadcast Satellites.
A/AC.105/WG.3/

A/AC.105/WG.2/

A/AC.105/C.1/WG.4/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. Legal Subcommittee.
A/AC.133/SC.1/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. Subcommittee I.
A/AC.138/SC.I/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. Subcommittee I. Working Group on the International Regime and Machinery.
A/AC.138/SC.I/WG.1/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. Subcommittee II.
A/AC.138/SC.II/

UN. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. Subcommittee III.
A/AC.138/SC.III/

UN. Committee on the Progressive Development of International Law and its Codification.
A/AC.10/

UN. Committee on the Questions relating to the Special Fund and the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance.
E/AC.48/

A/AC.219/

UN. Committee on the Rights of the Child.
CRC/C/

UN. Committee on UNRRA.
A/UNRRA/

UN. Committee to Assist the Secretary-General in Negotiations with the United States Government regarding the Arrangements Necessary as a result of the Establishment of the Seat of the United Nations in the United States of America.
A/NC/

S/AC.26/

S/AC.26/1991/WG/

UN. Conference of the Committee on Disarmament.
CCD/
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UN. Conference on Disarmament.
   CD/
   CD/NGC/

UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on a Nuclear Test Ban.
   CD/NTB/

UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons.
   CD/CW/

UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on Effective International Arrangements to Assure Non-Nuclear-Weapon States against the Use or Threat of Use of Nuclear Weapons.
   CD/SA/

UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space.
   CD/OS/

UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons.
   CD/RW/

UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committee on the Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament.
   CD/CPD/

UN. Conference on Disarmament. Ad Hoc Committees on Transparency in Armaments.
   CD/TIA/

   CD/CW/CTC/

   ST/SG/AC.3/

UN. Consultative Group on industrial Estates and Industrial Areas.
   CD/IE.I/

   A/AC.182/WG/

   ST/SDA/SD/CG.1/

   ST/SDA/SD/CG.2/

UN. Dag Hammarskjöld Library.
   ST/LIB/
   ST/LIB/SER.A /
   ST/LIB/SER.8/
   ST/LIB/SER.8/A.
   ST/LIB/SER.8/E.
   ST/LIB/SER.8/T.
   ST/LIB/SER.C.
   ST/LIB/SER.E.
   ST/LIB/SER.E/CUM.
   ST/LIB/SER.G.
   ST/LIB/SER.H.
   ST/LIB/SER.I.
   ST/LIB/SER.I/A.
   ST/LIB/SER.I/B.
   ST/LIB/SER.I/C.
   ST/LIB/SER.I/J.
   ST/LIB/SER.K.
   ST/LIB/SER.L.
   ST/LIB/SER.M.

UN. Department for Development Support and Management Services.
   <ST/DDSMS/>
   ST/TCD/SER.E/
   <ST/TCD/TC/>

UN. Department for Development Support and Management Services. Energy Branch.
   ST/TCD/EB/

UN. Department for Disarmament Affairs.
   ST/DDA/SER.A/

UN. Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis.
   <ST/>DESIPA/
   ST/ESA/
   ST/ESA/SER.A/
   ST/ESA/SER.C/
   ST/ESA/SER.M/
   ST/ESA/SER.N/
   ST/ESA/SER.R/

UN. Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development.
   <ST/DPCSD/>
   <ST/DPCSD/IYF/>

UN. Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development: Division for Social Policy and Development.
   <ST/DPCSD/SPDD/>

UN. Department for Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development: Division for Sustainable Development.
   <ST/DPCSD/DSD/>

UN. Department for Special Political Questions, Regional Cooperation, Decolonization and Trusteeship.
   ST/SPQRCDT/

UN. Department of Administration and Management.
   <ST/ADM/>
UN. Department of Administrative and Financial Services.
ST/AFS/
ST/AFS/AI/
ST/AFS/SER.A/
ST/AFS/SER.B/
ST/AFS/SER.E/
ST/AFS/SER.P/
ST/AFS/SGB/

UN. Department of Conference Services.
ST/CGS/
ST/CGS/SER.A/
ST/CGS/SER.B/
ST/CGS/SER.C/
ST/CGS/SER.D/
ST/CGS/SER.E/
ST/CGS/SER.F/
ST/CGS/SER.H/
ST/CGS/SER.D/
ST/DCS/

UN. Department of Economic Affairs.
ST/ECA/SER.B/
ST/ECA/SER.C/
ST/ECA/SER.D/

UN. Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
ST/ESA/SER.B/
<ST>/SOA/ESDP/
<ST>/SOA/ESDP/FS/
<ST>/SOA/ESDP/SWR/
<ST>/SOA/ESWP/
<ST>/SOA/ESWP/SWR/
ST/SGA/SD/
ST/SGA/SER.A/
ST/SGA/SER.C/
ST/SGA/SER.D/
ST/SGA/SER.H/
ST/SGA/SER.K/
ST/SGA/SER.L/
ST/SGA/SER.M/
ST/SGA/SER.N/
ST/SGA/SER.O/
ST/SGA/SER.Q/
ST/SGA/SER.R/
ST/SGA/SER.T/
ST/SGA/SER.X/

UN. Department of Economic and Social Development.
<ST>/DESD/>

UN. Department of Humanitarian Affairs.
<ST>/DHA/
<ST>/DHA/IDNDR/

UN. Department of Humanitarian Affairs.
<ST>/DHA/
<ST>/DHA/IDNDR/

UN. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs.
ST/IESA/DRPA/OET/
ST/IESA/DRPA/PPS/QIR/
<ST>/IESA/DRPA/>PPS/QIR/
ST/IESA/DRPA/PPS/QIR/

UN. Department of Peace-keeping Operations.
<ST>/DPKO/>

UN. Department of Peace-keeping Operations.
<ST>/DPKO/>

UN. Department of Political Affairs.
<ST>/PATD/>

UN. Department of Political and Security Council Affairs.
ST/PSCA/

UN. Department of Political and Security Council Affairs. Unit on Apartheid.
ST/PSCA/SER.B/

UN. Department of Public Information.
<ST>/DPI/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/AFG/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/AG/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/ANV/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/BIO/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/CA/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/CAM/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/CT/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/CYP/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/DC/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/DCF/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/DEV/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/EC/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/ECA/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/ECLAC/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/ECOSOC/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/ENV/DEV/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/ROA/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/GA/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/GA/AB/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/GA/AP/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/GA/CO/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/GA/DIG/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/GA/PAL/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/GA/PS/
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/H/I
<ST>/DPI/PRESS/HAB/

UN. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs. Ocean Economics and Technology Branch.
ST/IESA/DRPA/OET/

UN. Department of International Economic and Social Affairs. Office for Development Research and Policy Analysis.
<ST>/IESA/DRPA/>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST/DPI/PRESS/HE/</th>
<th>ST/TAO/M/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/II/</td>
<td>ST/-&gt; TCD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/IQ/</td>
<td>ST/-&gt; TCD/SEM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/HR/</td>
<td>UN. Department of Trusteeship and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/HRD/</td>
<td>Non-Self-Governing Territories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/IAEA/</td>
<td>ST/TRI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/ICAO/</td>
<td>ST/TRI/B/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/ICEF/</td>
<td>ST/TRI/SER.A/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/ICJ/</td>
<td>UN. Disarmament Commission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/IFAD/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/IHL/</td>
<td>DC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/IR/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1985/CW/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/LEB/</td>
<td>DC/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/Note/</td>
<td>DC/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/P1/</td>
<td>UN. Disarmament Commission. Subcommittee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/PKO/</td>
<td>DC/SC.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/RD/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1983/WG.I/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/SAF/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1983/WG.III/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/SEA/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1983/WG.IV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/SM/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1984/WG.I/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/SOC/CAP/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1984/WG.III/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/SM/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1984/WG.IV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/UND/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1986/WG.I/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/PRESS/UFU/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1986/WG.III/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ST/&gt; DIP/SD/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1986/WG.IV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/SER.B/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1987/WG.I/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/SER/D/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1987/WG.IV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPI/SER.P/</td>
<td>A/CN.10/1989/WG.I/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UN. Department of Public Information, Division for Economic and Social Information,

<ST/DPI/> DÉS/|

UN. Department of Public Information, NGO and Institutional Relations Section.

<ST/> DIP/NGO/|

UN. Department of Social Affairs.

ST/SAO/SER.B/|
ST/SAO/SER.E/|
ST/SAO/SER.F/|
ST/SAO/SER.G/|
ST/SAO/SER.P/|

UN. Department of Technical Cooperation for Development.

ST/ESA/SER.E/|
ST/ESA/SER.L/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Name Index - UN Document Series Symbol, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. Disarmament Commission (1953, substantive sess. : New York), Working Group II.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/CN.10/1993/WG.II/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ST/LEG/&gt; LOS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea Library.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS/LIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. Division for Palestinian Rights.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/DPA/DPR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. Division of Narcotic Drugs.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/NAR/INF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. Drafting Committee on a Resolution on the Annual Report of the Economic Commission for Europe.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/AC.29/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. Drafting Subcommittees on Devastated Areas.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/AC.16/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. Drug Supervisory Body.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/DSB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/AGREB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/AGRI/P/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/BUD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/CART/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/CPH/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/DOC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/ECOP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/EP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/ERS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/FISC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/HCO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/HUS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/INR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/INAC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/NRD/HENV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/NRT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/POP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/REIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/SIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/STC/FTN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/SW/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/SWCD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/SWSA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/TEL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/TRANS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/UAP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/UNCTAD II/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/UNCTAD III/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/UNCTAD IV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/WP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/WP.6/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Advisory Committee on Trade in West Africa (1967 : Dakar).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/WA/EC/ACT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Centre for Economic Cooperation.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/CEC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Committee I (Economic).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Committee II (Social).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Committee of Nine on the Preparatory Work for the African Development Bank.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/ADB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Committee on Programme of Work and Priorities.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/P/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/PR0G/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Committee on Staff Recruitment and Training (1969 : Addis Ababa).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/CSR/T/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Conference of Ministers.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/EA/CM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECA/ECM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Environment Coordination Office.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/ECO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Executive Committee.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/ECO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Expert Group on the African Payments Union (1964 : Tangier, Morocco).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/APU/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/STC/APU/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and Technology Development.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt; ECA/NRD/CESTD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECA. Intergovernmental Committee of Experts of African Least Developed Countries.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECA/LDCs/B/EXP/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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UN. ECA. Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements and Environment.
E/ECA/HUS/
E/ECA/GRC/HS/

UN. ECA. Library.
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.A/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.B/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.C/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.D/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.E/
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.F/
E/ECA/LIB/
E/ECA/LIB/SER.B/
E/ECA/LIB/SER.E/

UN. ECA. Multidisciplinary Regional Advisory Group.
E/ECA/MRAG/

UN. ECA. Multinational Programming and Operational Centres.
E/ECA/MULPOC/(country)/

UN. ECA. Natural Resources Division.
E/ECA/NRD/E/
E/ECA/NRD/ERU/OIL/
ST/ECA/NRD/STSD/

UN. ECA. Population Division.
E/ECA/POP/TP/
ST/ECA/POP/

UN. ECA. Public Administration, Human Resources and Social Development Division.
E/ECA/PHSD/

UN. ECA. Public Administration, Management and Manpower Division.
E/ECA/PAMM/
E/ECA/PAMM/HRP/

UN. ECA. Secretariat.
ST/ECA/PADIS/
ST/ECA/PADIS/DAE/
ST/ECA/PADIS/DEV/
ST/ECA/PADIS-MAN/
ST/ECA/SER.A/
ST/ECA/WP.1/

UN. ECA. Socio-Economic Research and Planning Division.
E/ECA/SERP/

UN. ECA. Standing Committee on Trade.
E/CN.14/STC/

UN. ECA. Statistics Division.
E/CN.14/STAT/Ser.A/
E/CN.14/STAT/Ser.B/

UN. ECA. Study Group on Tariff Classification and Interpretation (1966 : Addis Ababa).
E/CN.14/STC/WPCA/

UN. ECA. Technical Committee of Experts.
E/CN.14/TECO/

UN. ECA. Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole.
E/CN.14/TPCW/
E/ECA/TPCW/

UN. ECA. Transport, Communications and Tourism Division.
E/ECA/TCD/

E/CN.14/CAS.2/ENQ/1961>

E/CN.14/STAT/<1969>

E/CN.14/STAT/FSE/

E/CN.14/SM/

E/CN.14/CAS.4/CF/

E/ECA/CPH/

E/CN.14/ESD/

UN. ECA. Working Party on Trade Expansion and Regional Economic Integration among Developing Countries.
E/ECA/TFRTWC/

UN. ECA. Working Party on Transport in Africa.
E/CN.14/WP.4/
TRADE/C/WP.1/

UN. ECAFE. Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Travel (1949 : Singapore).
E/CN.11/TRAV/

TRANS/SUB.3/IPWP/

UN. ECAFE. Asian Highway Coordinating Committee.
TRANS/AH/
TRANS/SUB.2/AH/

UN. ECAFE. Centre for Commercial Arbitration.
TRADE/CA/News/

UN. ECAFE. Committee for Coordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong Basin.
E/CN.11/WRD/MKG/

UN. ECAFE. Committee for Coordination of Joint Prospecting for Mineral Resources in Asian Offshore Areas.
CCOP/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.2/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.3/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.4/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.5/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.6/

E/CN.11/CCOP/TAG.7/

NR/CCOP/SOPAC(1)/

NR/CCOP/SOPAC(2)/

UN. ECAFE. Committee on Economic Planning.
E/CN.11/DP/

UN. ECAFE. Committee on Industry and Natural Resources.
E/CN.11/I&NR/

UN. ECAFE. Committee on Industry and Trade.
E/CN.11/I&T/

UN. ECAFE. Committee on Trade.
E/CN.11/TRADE/

EGPE.2/

RP/EG.R/

SD/EGSD/

ASTAT/ERCC/
POP/VOFP/

I&H/RIAM/

SD/Dem/AFPM/

EGPT.5/

EGPT.6/

EGPT/WP/

EGPT.8/

EGPT.9/

UN. ECAFE. Group of Experts on Social Development and Planning (1963 : Bangkok).
SDP/

UN. ECAFE. Highways and Highway Transport Subcommittee.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.2/

E/CN.11/ID/

UN. ECAFE. Intergovernmental Committee on the Establishment of an Asian Reserve Bank (1st sess. : 1972 : Bangkok).
TRADE/TLP/ARB/

UN. ECAFE. Intergovernmental Committee on Trade Expansion Programme.
TRADE/TLP/TEP/

E/CN.11/I&T/HBWP/

ECAFE/I&T/HBWP.2/

E/CN.11/I&NR/SGMRD/

UN. ECAFE. Meeting of Railway Experts (1960 : Bangkok).
TRANS/WPR/

UN. ECAFE. Panel of Experts on Regional Centre for Development Administration (1969 : Bangkok).
PAG/PE/

UN. ECAFE. Policy Assessment Group.
OES/PAG/

POP/PRC/1/

POP/PRC/2/

UN. ECAFE. Railway Subcommittee.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.1/

UN. ECAFE. Regional Statistical Training Centre for the Organizers of National Training Centres (1964 : Bangkok).
ASTAT/RTC/

UN. ECAFE. Special Body on Landlocked Countries.
E/CN.11/TRADE/LLC/

UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Electric Power.
E/CN.11/EP/
E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.1/

UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Energy Resources and Electric Power.
E/CN.11/ERD/Sub.1/
E/CN.11/I&NR/Sub.1/

UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Housing, Building and Planning.
E/CN.11/I&NR/Sub.4/

UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Iron and Steel.
E/CN.11/I&S/
E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.2/

UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Metals and Engineering.
E/CN.11/I&NR/Sub.2/

UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Minerals Resources Development.
E/CN.11/I&NR/Sub.3/
E/CN.11/I&T/SUB.3/

UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Tourism and Facilitation of International Traffic.
E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.5/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| UN. ECAFE. Subcommittee on Trade | E/CN.11/IT/SUB.4/
| UN. ECAFE. Telecommunications Subcommittee | E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.4/
| UN. ECAFE. Typhoon Committee (1st sess. : 1968 : Bangkok) | WRD/TC.1/
| UN. ECAFE. Typhoon Committee (2nd sess. : 1969 : Manila) | WRD/TC.2/
| UN. ECAFE. Typhoon Committee (3rd sess. : 1970 : Bangkok) | WRD/TC.3/
| UN. ECAFE. Typhoon Committee (4th sess. : 1971 : Bangkok) | WRD/TC.4/
| UN. ECAFE. Typhoon Committee (5th sess. : 1972 : Bangkok) | WRD/TC.5/
| UN. ECAFE. Typhoon Committee (6th sess. : 1973 : Bangkok) | WRD/TC.6/
| UN. ECAFE. Water Transport Subcommittee | E/CN.11/TRANS/SUB.3/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Customs Valuation (1968 : Bangkok) | TRADE/GECV/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Water Codes (1967 : Bangkok) | WRD/WGWC/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Water Resources Planning (1968 : Bangkok) | WRD/WGWRP/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Planning Experts on Regional Harmonization of Development Plans (1st sess. : 1986 : Bangkok) | RP/WRH.1/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group on Communication Aspects of Family Planning Programmes (1968 : Singapore) | SD/Dem/CAFP/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (1st sess. : 1954 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (2nd sess. : 1957 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (3rd sess. : 1959 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (4th sess. : 1961 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (5th sess. : 1963 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (6th sess. : 1964 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (7th sess. : 1965 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (8th sess. : 1966 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (9th sess. : 1967 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (10th sess. : 1968 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (11th sess. : 1969 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (12th sess. : 1970 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (13th sess. : 1971 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (14th sess. : 1972 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (15th sess. : 1973 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (16th sess. : 1974 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (17th sess. : 1975 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (18th sess. : 1976 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (19th sess. : 1977 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (20th sess. : 1978 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (21st sess. : 1979 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (22nd sess. : 1980 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (23rd sess. : 1981 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (24th sess. : 1982 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (25th sess. : 1983 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (26th sess. : 1984 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (27th sess. : 1985 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (28th sess. : 1986 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (29th sess. : 1987 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (30th sess. : 1988 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (31st sess. : 1989 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (32nd sess. : 1990 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (33rd sess. : 1991 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (34th sess. : 1992 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (35th sess. : 1993 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (36th sess. : 1994 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (37th sess. : 1995 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
| UN. ECAFE. Working Group of Experts on Payments Problems of the ECAFE Region (38th sess. : 1996 : Bangkok) | PAYMENTS/P/
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<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.7/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.8/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Economic Development and Planning (9th sess. : 1965 : Bangkok).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.9/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/DPWP.10/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Facilitation of International Traffic.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/TRANS/WPFIT/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE/I&amp;T/FED/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE/I&amp;T/FED.2/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE/I&amp;T/FED.3/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE/I&amp;T/FED.4/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE/I&amp;T/FED.5/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE/I&amp;T/FED.6/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE/I&amp;T/FED.7/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE/I&amp;T/FED.8/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Small-scale Industries and Handicraft Marketing (3rd sess. : 1953 : Bangkok).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;T/CIWP.3/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Small-scale Industries and Handicraft Marketing (4th sess. : 1955 : Bangkok).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;T/CIWP.4/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Small-scale Industries and Handicraft Marketing (5th sess. : 1957 : Madras, India).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.5/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Small-scale Industries and Handicraft Marketing (6th sess. : 1958 : Bangkok).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.6/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Small-scale Industries and Handicraft Marketing (7th sess. : 1960 : Singapore).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.7/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Small-scale Industries and Handicraft Marketing (8th sess. : 1962 : Manilla).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.8/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Small-scale Industries and Handicraft Marketing (9th sess. : 1963 : Bangkok).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.9/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Small-scale Industries and Handicraft Marketing (10th sess. : 1966 : Manilla).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/I&amp;NR/CIWP.10/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Working Party on Social Development Planning (1970 : Bangkok).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/SD/WPSD/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE. Workshop on Urban Traffic and Transportation (1970 : Bangkok).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANS/WS/UTT/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE (1st sess. : 1947 : Shanghai, China). Ad Hoc Committee.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.3/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE (1st sess. : 1947 : Shanghai, China). Committee.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.2/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. ECAFE (1st sess. : 1947 : Shanghai, China). Committee of the Whole.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.11/AC.1/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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E/CN.11/AC.4/

UN. ECAFE (3rd sess. : 1948 : Ootacamund, India).
Committee I on Industrial Development.
E/CN.11/AC.5/

UN. ECAFE (3rd sess. : 1948 : Ootacamund, India).
Committee II on Technical Training and Use of Expert Assistance.
E/CN.11/AC.6/

UN. ECAFE (3rd sess. : 1948 : Ootacamund, India).
Committee III on Trade Promotion.
E/CN.11/AC.7/

UN. ECAFE (3rd sess. : 1948 : Ootacamund, India).
Committee IV.
E/CN.11/AC.8/

UN. ECAFE (3rd sess. : 1948 : Ootacamund, India).
Committee V.
E/CN.11/AC.9/

E/CN.11/AC.11/

E/CN.11/AC.11/SUB.1/

E/CN.11/AC.11/SUB.2/

Committee (on economic development, employment, standards of living and ECAFE and its relation to the specialized agencies of the United Nations).
E/CN.11/AC.12/

Committee V.
E/CN.11/AC.10/

E/CN.11/AC.14/

E/CN.11/AC.13/

UN. ECAFE (7th sess. : 1951 : Lahore, Pakistan).
Ad Hoc Committee on Supply of Capital Goods.
E/CN.11/AC.20/

UN. ECAFE (7th sess. : 1951 : Lahore, Pakistan).
Ad Hoc Committee on Work Programmes and Priorities for 1951 and 1952.
E/CN.11/AC.19/

UN. ECAFE (7th sess. : 1951 : Lahore, Pakistan).
Ad Hoc Drafting Committee on the Annual Report of the Commission.
E/CN.11/AC.18/

UN. ECAFE (7th sess. : 1951 : Lahore, Pakistan).
Committee on the Report of the Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Inland Transport.
E/CN.11/AC.15/

UN. ECAFE (7th sess. : 1951 : Lahore, Pakistan).
Committee to Consider Consultative Relations between the Commission and Non-Governmental Organizations.
E/CN.11/AC.16/

E/CN.11/AC.22/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Committee for Reviewing Transport Development Trends.
E/CN.10/TRANS/AC.1/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Committee on Industrial Development and Trade.
E/CN.11/IDT/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Energy Efficiency Standards and Labels.
< E/ECE/ENERGY/WP.4/AC.2/> E/CN.11/IDT/

< E/ECE/ECON.ADVISERS/WG.2/> E/CN.11/IDT/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Inland Waterways Infrastructure.
<E/ECE/>TIM/PACK/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Standardization of Cut Flowers.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.1/AC.1/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Group of Experts on the Use of Petroleum Products by the Gas Industry.
<E/ECE/>GAS/WP.4/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Wood Utilization.
<E/ECE/>TIM/UT/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Group of Experts to Draft General Conditions for the Import and Export of Solid Fuels.
<E/ECE/>COAL/Cond.Sales/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Group of Experts to Study the Covering of Peak Loads.
<E/ECE/>EP/WP.5/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Group of Experts to Study the Methods and Criteria Used in Solving Problems of Investment in the Construction and Operation of Electric Power Plants and in the Transmission of the Electric Power so Produced.
<E/ECE/>EP/WP.7/

<E/ECE/>AC15/

<E/ECE/>TRADE/AD HOC GROUP 1/

<E/ECE/>TRADE/AD HOC GROUP 2/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Meeting of Experts on the Overall Economic Perspective.
<E/ECE/>EC,AD(sess.)/AC.1/

<E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.13/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Study Group on the Compilation of a Machine Tool Glossary.
E/ECE/IM/WP.6/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/AC.6/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Working Group on (Commercial) Arbitration.
<E/ECE/>TRADE/WP.1/

<E/ECE/>ENV/AC.8/

<E/ECE/>ENVWA/AC.3/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Working Party on Agricultural Machinery.
E/ECE/IM/WP.8/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Working Party on Ceramic Insulators.
E/ECE/IM/WP.4/

E/ECE/IM/WP.5/

<E/ECE/>STEEL/WP.2/

<E/ECE/>TRADE/WP.3/

E/ECE/IM/WP.2/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Working Party on Regional Agreements for Road Signs and Signals and Rules of the Road.
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.13/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Working Party on Standardization of Conditions of Sale for Cereals.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.4/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Working Party on Standardization of Conditions of Sale for Citrus Fruit.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.3/

<E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.5/

<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.6/

UN. ECE. Ad Hoc Working Party on the Standardization of General Conditions of Sale for Potatoes.
<E/ECE/>AGRI/WP.6/
UN. ECE Ad Hoc Working Party on the Supply and Distribution of Chlorinated-Hydrocarbon Insecticides (BHC, DDT etc.).
  <E/ECE/>IM/WP.7/

UN. ECE Administrative Committee for the Coordination of Work of the Working Party on the Construction of Vehicles
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC 1/WP.29/AC 2/

UN. ECE Administrative Committee for the International Convention on the Harmonization of Frontier Controls of Goods 1982
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.30/AC.3/
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP 30/AC 3/

UN. ECE. Administrative Committee for the TIR Convention 1975
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/GE.30/AC.2/
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP 30/AC 2/

UN. ECE. Centre for Facilitation of Procedures and Practices for Administration, Commerce and Transport.
  <E/ECE/>TRADE/WP.4/

UN ECE. Chemical Industry Committee
  <E/ECE/CH2M.IND/>
  <E/ECHEM/1

UN. ECE. Coal Committee
  <E/>ECE/COAL/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Ad Hoc Statistical Working Party
  E/ECE/COAL/SWP/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Allocations Subcommittee.
  E/ECE/COAL/ASW/

  E/ECE/COAL/AWP/

  E/ECE/COAL/BPWP/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Classification Working Party.
  E/ECE/COAL/CWP/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee, Coal Trade Subcommittee.
  E/ECE/COAL/CTC/SC/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Group of Experts on Productivity.
  <E/ECE/>COAL/PROD/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Group of Experts on the Utilization of Ash.
  <E/ECE/>COAL/U/AC/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee Group of Rapporteurs on the Utilization of Ash
  <E/ECE/>COAL/UWP/AC/

UN ECE. Coal Committee. Mining Equipment Working Party.
  E/ECE/COAL/EQWP/

UN. ECE Coal Committee. Pitwood Working Party
  E/ECE/COAL/PWP/

UN ECE. Coal Committee Production Subcommittees
  E/ECE/COAL/PSC/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Subcommittee on Economic and Technical Problems
  E/ECE/COAL/ETP/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Subcommittee on Economic and Technical Problems. Production Working Party
  E/ECE/COAL/PWP/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Subcommittees on Mining Problems.
  <E/ECE/>COAL/PM/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Subcommittee on Solid Fuel Utilization.
  <E/ECE/>COAL/SU/

UN. ECE. Coal Committee. Utilization Working Party
  E/ECE/COAL/UWP/

UN ECE. Coal Committee Working Party on Coal Statistics
  E/ECE/COAL/CSWP/

UN. ECE. Committee for Trade, Industry and Enterprise Development
  <E/>ECE/TRADE/

UN. ECE. Committee on Agricultural Problems
  <E/>ECE/AGRI/
  <E/ECE/>AGRI/VTI/
  <E/ECE/>FAO/ECE/AGRI/WP.5/

UN. ECE. Committee on Agricultural Problems Fertilizer Subcommittee
  E/ECE/FER/

UN. ECE. Committee on Electric Power
  <E/>ECE/EP/

UN ECE. Committee on Electric Power. Liaison Group (1949 : Geneva)
  <E/ECE/>EP/LG/

UN. ECE. Committee on Electric Power Subcommittees on Development of Power Resources.
  E/ECE/EP/SC.1/

UN. ECE. Committee on Energy. Working Party on Coal.
  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.1/
  <E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.2/

UN. ECE. Committee on Energy. Working Party on Gas.
  <E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/

UN. ECE. Committee on Environmental Policy.
  <E/>ECE/CEP/

UN. ECE. Committee on Gas.
  <E/>ECE/GAS/

UN. ECE. Committee on Housing, Building and Planning.
  E/ECE/HOU/

UN. ECE. Committee on Human Settlements.
  <E/>ECE/HBP/

UN. ECE. Committee on Sustainable Energy.
  <E/>ECE/ENERGY/

UN. ECE. Committee on the Development of Trade.
  <E/>ECE/TRADE/TDED/

  <E/ECE/> TRADE/AC.5/

UN. ECE. Committee on Water Problems.
  <E/>ECE/WATER/

  <E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/AC.2/

UN. ECE. Consultation of Financial Experts.
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/FIN.EXP/

UN. ECE. Division for Economic Analysis and Projections.
  <E/>ECE/DEAP/

UN. ECE. Environment and Human Settlements Division.
  <E/>ECE/ENHS/

UN. ECE. Executive Body for the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution. Group of Economic Experts on Air Pollution.
  <E/ECE/> EB.AIR/GE.2/

  <E/ECE/> EB.AIR/WG.6/

  <E/ECE/> EB.AIR/WG.1/

  <E/ECE/> EB.AIR/WG.3/

  <E/ECE/> EB.AIR/WG.2/

  <E/ECE/> EB.AIR/WG.5/

  <E/ECE/> EB.AIR/WG.4/

UN. ECE. Executive Secretary.
  <E/>ECE/OES/

  <E/>ECE/SE/
  GR/WP/
  IT/WP/
  TU/WP/
  YU/WP/

  <E/>ECE/SE/AG/
  GR/WP/AG/
  IT/WP/AG/
  SEC/WP/AG/
  TU/WP/AG/
  YU/WP/AG/

  <E/>ECE/SE/FIN/

  <E/>ECE/SE/TR/
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UN. ECE. Gas Centre.
< E/ECE >/ENERGY/WP.3/GE.4/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts for the Study of Hydroelectric Resources in Europe and Their Utilization.
< E/ECE >/EP/WP.2/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts for the Study of Legal Questions.
< E/ECE >/EP/WP.1/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts for the Study on Structural Changes in the Iron and Steel Industry.
< E/ECE >/STEEL/GE.3/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Aspects of Water Quality and Quantity.
< E/ECE >/WATER/GE.1/

< E/ECE >/STEEL/GE.1/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Coal Statistics.
< E/ECE >/COAL/GE.2/
< E/ECE >/COAL/GS/
< E/ECE >/COAL/WP.3/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Combined Transport.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/GE.24/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Customs Questions Affecting Transport.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/GE.30/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Distribution and Rural Electrification.
< E/ECE >/EP/GE.1/

< E/ECE >/TIM/PROD/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Electric Power Stations.
< E/ECE >/EP/GE.3/
< E/ECE >/EP/WP.9/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Environmental Impact Assessment.
< E/ECE >/ENV/GE.1/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Farm Rationalization.
< E/ECE >/AGRI/RA/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Gas Statistics.
< E/ECE >/GAS/WP.1/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Gas Statistics and Forecasting Problems.
< E/ECE >/GAS/GE.1/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Housing, Building and Planning Statistics.
< E/ECE >/CONF/EUR/STATS/WG.18/
< E/ECE >/HBP/GE.1/

< E/ECE >/TRADE/GE.1/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on International Trade Practices relating to Agricultural Products.
< E/ECE >/AGRI/WP.1/GCS/
< E/ECE >/AGRI/GE.7/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Management, Maintenance and Modernization of Buildings.
< E/ECE >/HBP/GE.3/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Natural Gas Resources.
< E/ECE >/GAS/GE.4/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Opencast Mines.
< E/ECE >/COAL/GE.5/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Planning of Economic Development.
< E/ECE >/APP/EDP/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Problems of Planning and Operating Large Power Systems.
< E/ECE >/EP/GE.2/
< E/ECE >/EP/WP.8/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Productivity and Management Problems in the Coal Industry.
< E/ECE >/COAL/GE.1/
< E/ECE >/COAL/WP.2/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on River Law.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.3/GE.33/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.33/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Road Traffic Safety.
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/GE.20/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/SC.1/GE.20/
< E/ECE >/TRANS/WP.20/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Standardization of Cut Flowers.
< E/ECE >/AGRI/WP.1/GE.9/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Standardization of Dry and Dried Produce (Fruits).
< E/ECE >/AGRI/WP.1/GE.2/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Standardization of Early and Ware Potatoes (7th sess. : 1986: Geneva).
< E/ECE >/AGRI/WP.1/GE.8/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Standardization of Egg Products.
< E/ECE >/AGRI/WP.1/GE.8/
UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Standardization of Poultry Meat.
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.10/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Standardization of Seed Potatoes.
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/GE.6/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Construction of Vehicles. Group of Rapporteurs on Air Pollution.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPA/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRF/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Construction of Vehicles. Group of Rapporteurs on Crashworthiness.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRCS/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRPN/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRDP/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRP/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Construction of Vehicles. Group of Rapporteurs on Safety Belts.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRC/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRSA/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Construction of Vehicles. Group of Rapporteurs on Track Costs. Group of Rapporteurs on Tractors and Agricultural Machines (GRT).
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC1/WP29/GRT/

  <E/ECE/> CHEM/GE.1/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Prospects of Exporting Electric Power from Yugoslavia.
  <E/ECE/> EP/"YOUGELEXP0RT"/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Relationship between Electricity and the Environment.
  <E/ECE/> EP/ENV/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Simplification of Frontier Formalities.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.18/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Standardization of Rules of the Road and Signs and Signals in Inland Navigation.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.3/GE.2/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Technical Requirements for Vessels and of Ships' Papers.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC3/GE.1/AC.1/

  <E/ECE/> WATER/UTIL METH/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Transport and Storage of Gas.
  <E/ECE/> GAS/GE.3/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.15/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Transport of Perishable Foodstuffs.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.11/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Use and Distribution of Gas.
  <E/ECE/> GAS/GE.2/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on the Utilization and Preparation of Solid Fuels.
  <E/ECE/> COAL/GE.3/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Track Costs.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/GR.1/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Transport Economics.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.37/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Transport Statistics.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.6/

UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Transport Trends and Policy.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.36/
<table>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Experts on Urban and Regional Research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ECE/IND/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Experts to Study Certain Technical Railway Questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; AGRI/PROJECTIONS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Experts to Study Handling Operations in River Ports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/SC.3/SG.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Rapporteurs for the Economic Study of the Danube-Oder (Elbe) Connection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/SC3/AC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Rapporteurs on Container Transport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/GE.24/GRCT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Rapporteurs on Customs Questions concerning Containers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/GE.30/GRCC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Rapporteurs on Housing Demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; HOU/DEMAND/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Rapporteurs on the Development of a European Railway Network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/SC2/GEN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Group of Rapporteurs on the Economic Aspects of the Danube/Aegean Sea Waterway Link.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/SC3/AC.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; HOU.ELDERLY/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Groupe d'experts chargé de l'unification des réglementations de police et de la signalisation en navigation intérieure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/ WP.31/SG.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Groupe d'experts chargé de réviser le texte de règlement annexé à la Convention Internationale réglementant le transport des liquides combustibles sur les voies de navigation intérieure (La Haye, 1939).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/ WP.15/SG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Industry and Technology Division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; IND/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Informal Consultations of Experts on Problems of Methodology of Agricultural Production Projections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; AGRI/PROJECTIONS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Information Unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt; ECE/INFO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Inland Transport Committee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/SC.3/SG.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Interim Executive Body for the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt; ECE/ENV/IEB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENV/IEB/WG.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Joint Group of Rapporteurs on Benchmark Statistics relating to Transport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Joint Working Group on Environment and Economics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; CEP/WG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENVWA/WG.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Joint Working Party on Safety at Level-Crossings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; TRANS/ WP.23/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Manpower Subcommittee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; MAN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Meeting of Directors of National Mining Research Institutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; COAL/GE.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. ECE. Meeting of Experts on Environmental Impact Assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt; ENVWA/GE.1/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UN. ECE. Meeting of Experts on Standardization Policies.
  <E/>ECE/STAND/GE.1/

UN. ECE. Meeting of Experts on the Development of a European Railway Network.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.2/GE.1/

UN. ECE. Preparatory Committee of the Regional Conference on Transport and the Environment.
  <E/>ECE/PRC/TRA/GEN/AC.4/

UN. ECE. Principal Working Party on Inland Water Transport.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.3/
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.3/AC.4/

UN. ECE. Principal Working Party on Rail Transport.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.2/

UN. ECE. Principal Working Party on Road Transport.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC.1/

UN. ECE. Provisional Group of Experts on the Woodworking Industries.
  <E/ECE/>TIM/AC.3/

UN. ECE. Regional Advisory Services Programme.
  <E/ECE/>IND/AC.3/

UN. ECE. Secretariat.
  <E/ECE/>AGRI/GE.2/
  <E/ECE/>AGRI/MECH/
  <E/ECE/>WATER POLL/GEN/
  SEC/MP/
  <ST/>ECE/
  ST/ECE/AGRI/
  ST/ECE/AIR POLL/
  ST/ECE/CHEM/IND/
  ST/ECE/DUR/
  ST/ECE/ENERGY/
  ST/ECE/ENV/
  ST/ECE/EP/
  ST/ECE/GAS/
  ST/ECE/HBP/
  ST/ECE/HOU/
  ST/ECE/MATHECO/
  ST/ECE/STEEL/
  ST/ECE/TIM/
  ST/ECE/TRANS/
  ST/ECE/WATER/

UN. ECE. Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Environmental and Water Problems.
  <E/>ECE/ENVWA/

UN. ECE. Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Environmental Problems.
  <E/>ECE/ENV/

UN. ECE. Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Science and Technology.
  <E/ECE/>SC.TECH/

UN. ECE. Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Science and Technology. Special Session to Prepare Regional Activities in connexion with UNCSTD (1977 : Geneva).
  <E/ECE/>SC.TECH./AC.10/

UN. ECE. Senior Economic Advisers to ECE Governments.
  <E/ECE/>EC.AD./
  <E/ECE/>EC.AD/
  E/ECE/ECN.ADJERS/

UN. ECE. Special Committee of the European Convention on International Commercial Arbitration.
  <E/ECE/>TRADE/ARB/<ECE>

UN. ECE. Special Group on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution.
  <E/ECE/>ENV/AC.9/

UN. ECE. Special Working Group on Activities of the Economic Commission for Europe.
  <E/>ECE/AC.19/

UN. ECE. Statistical Division.
  <ST/>ECE/STAT/

  <E/ECE/>STEEL/GE.2/

UN. ECE. Steering Body to the Cooperative Programme for Monitoring and Evaluation of the Long-range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe (EMEP).
  <E/ECE/>EB.AIR/GE.1/
  <E/ECE/>ENV/AC.11/

UN. ECE. Steering Committee of the Energy Efficiency 2000 Project.
  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/AC.11/
  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.4/

  <E/ECE/>ENERGY/WP.4/AC.3/

UN. ECE. Study Group on a Multilingual Glossary of Forest Work Science.
  LOG/WP.5/
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UN. ECE. Study Group on Demand for Agricultural Products.
   <E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.7/

UN. ECE. Study Group on Food and Agricultural Statistics in Europe.
   <E/ECE/> CES/AC.61/
   <E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/CES/ESS/
   <E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/CES/AGS/
   <E/ECE/> FAO/ECE/ESS/

UN. ECE. Study Group on Forest Machinery Development.
   LOG/WP.3/

   LOG/WP.2/

UN. ECE. Study Group on Mechanization of Forest Work.
   <E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.3/
   LOG/WP.7/

UN. ECE. Study Group on Methods and Organization of Forest Work.
   <E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.1/
   LOG/WP.1/

UN. ECE. Study Group on Vocational Training and Prevention of Accidents in Forest Work.
   <E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.2/
   LOG/WP.4/

UN. ECE. Subcommittee on Alkalis.
   E/ECE/ALK/

UN. ECE. Subcommittee on Housing.
   <E/ECE/> HOU/SUB-C/HOU/

UN. ECE. Subcommittee on the Building Industry.
   <E/ECE/> HOU/BUILD/

UN. ECE. Subcommittee on Urban Renewal and Planning.
   <E/ECE/> HOU/SUB-C/URB/

UN. ECE. Task Force on the Elaboration of an International Codification for Lignite and Sub-bituminous Coal Utilization.
   <E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.22/

UN. ECE. Task Force to Review the Commodity Classification for Transport Statistics in Europe.
   <E/ECE/> TRANS/GE.6/AC.3/

UN. ECE. Technical Assistance Office.
   TAO/REP/

UN. ECE. Technical Assistance Office. Fellowships Supervising Agency.
   TAO/FSG/

UN. ECE. Timber Committee.
   <E/> ECE/TIM/

UN. ECE. Timber Committee. Study Tour in Australia (1975).
   <E/ECE/> TIM/AC.4/

UN. ECE. Timber Committee. Study Tour in Canada (1974).
   <E/ECE/> TIM/AC.3/

UN. ECE. Timber Committee. Study Tour in Czechoslovakia (1973).
   <E/ECE/> TIM/AC.1/

UN. ECE. Timber Committee. Study Tour in Czechoslovakia (1982).
   <E/ECE/> TIM/AC.10/

UN. ECE. Timber Committee. Study Tour in Italy (1977).
   <E/ECE/> TIM/AC.6/

UN. ECE. Timber Committee. Study Tour in Poland (1977).
   <E/ECE/> TIM/AC.7/

UN. ECE. Timber Committee. Study Tour in Spain (1978).
   <E/ECE/> TIM/AC.5/

UN. ECE. Timber Committee. Study Tour in the United Kingdom (1983).
   <E/ECE/> TIM/AC.11/

   <E/ECE/> TIM/AC.9/

UN. ECE. Trade Division. Timber Section.
   <E/> ECE/TIM/DP/
   <E/> ECE/TIM/SP/

UN. ECE. Working Group for the Preparation of a Draft Convention on Access to Environmental Information and Public Participation in Environmental Decision-making.
   <E/ECE/> CEP/AC.3/

UN. ECE. Working Group of Senior Governmental Officials "Environment for Europe".
   <E/ECE/> CEP/WG.1/
   <E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.6/

   <E/ECE/> AGRI/NORM/

UN. ECE. Working Group on Environment for Europe.
   <E/ECE/> ENVWA/WG.5/

   <E/ECE/> TIM/EFC/WP.1/GE.1/SEM.1/
**UN. ECE. Working Group to Elaborate a Draft Convention on the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents.**
- E/ECE/ENVWA/WG.1/
- E/ECE/EP/WP.3/
- E/ECE/TIM/WP.MRUW/

**UN. ECE. Working Party for the Study of Rural Electrification.**
- E/ECE/ENVWA/WP.1/

**UN. ECE. Working Party of Experts on More Rational Utilization of Wood.**
- E/ECE/TIM/WP.MRUW/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Air Pollution Problems.**
- E/ECE/AIR POLL/
- E/ECE/ENV/WP.1/
- E/ECE/ENVWA/WP.1/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Automation.**
- E/ECE/AUTOMAT/
- E/ECE/AUTOMATION/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Ball-Bearings.**
- E/ECE/IM/WP.1/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Building.**
- E/ECE/HBP/WP.2/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Coal Trade and Coal Statistics.**
- E/ECE/COAL/WP.1/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Combined Transport.**
- E/ECE/TRANS/WP.24/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Conveyor Belts.**
- E/ECE/IM/WP.3/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Coordination of Transport.**
- E/ECE/TRANS/WP.12/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Cost of Building.**
- E/ECE/HBP/HOU/WP.2/
- E/ECE/IM/HOU/WP.2/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Currency Problems.**
- E/ECE/TRANS/WP.19/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Customs Formalities.**
- E/ECE/TRANS/WP.8/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Customs Questions Affecting Transport.**
- E/ECE/TRANS/WP.30/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Development of Housing Policies.**
- E/ECE/HOU/WP.1/
- E/ECE/IM/HOU/WP.1/

- E/ECE/EP/WP.4/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Electric Power Statistics.**
- E/ECE/EP/WP.4/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Engineering Industries and Automation.**
- E/ECE/ENG.AUT/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Facilitation of International Trade Procedures.**
- E/ECE/TRADE/WP.4/FRM/
- E/ECE/TRADE/WP.4/TFN/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Facilitation of International Trade Procedures. Group of Experts on Automatic Data Processing and Coding.**
- E/ECE/TRADE/WP.4/EG.1/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Facilitation of International Trade Procedures. Group of Experts on Data Requirements and Documentation.**
- E/ECE/TRADE/WP.4/EG.1/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Facilitation of International Trade Procedures. Meeting of Experts on Data Elements and Automatic Data Interchange.**
- E/ECE/TRADE/WP.4/GE.1/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Facilitation of International Trade Procedures. Meeting of Experts on Procedures and Documentation.**
- E/ECE/TRADE/WP.4/GE.2/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Highways.**
- E/ECE/TRANS/WP.7/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Housing.**
- E/ECE/HBP/HOU/
- E/ECE/HBP/WP.1/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Housing. Group of Experts on Housing Needs.**
- E/ECE/HBP/WP.1/GE.1/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Housing and Building Statistics.**
- E/ECE/HOU/WP.3/
- E/ECE/IM/HOU/WP.3/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Housing Development, Modernization and Management.**
- E/ECE/HBP/WP.6/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on (Inland Transport) Tariffs.**
- E/ECE/TRANS/WP.25/

**UN. ECE. Working Party on Inland Water Transport. Group of Rapporteurs to Study Problems of the Measurement of Inland Navigation Vessels.**
- E/ECE/TRANS/SC.3/SG.2/
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  <E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.5/

UN. ECE. Working Party on International Fairs.
  <E/ECE/> TRADE/WP.2/

UN. ECE. Working Party on International Passenger Transport Services by Road.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.28/

  <E/ECE/> ENV/AC.10/
  <E/ECE/> ENV/WP.2/
  <E/ECE/> ENV/WA/WP.2/

  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.17/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Mechanization of Agriculture.
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.2/

  <E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.1/ (1948)

  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.22/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Road Traffic Conditions.
  E/ECE/TRANS/RO/TTC/
  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.10/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Road Traffic Safety.
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.1/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Road Transport.
  E/ECE/TRANS/RD/LT/
  E/ECE/TRANS/RD/ST/
  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.1/
  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.2/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Standardization of Perishable Foodstuffs.
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/EUR.STAN/

  <E/ECE/> AGRI/POTATOES/

  <E/ECE/> AGRI/EGGS/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Standardization of Perishable Produce and Quality Development.
  <E/ECE/> AGRI/WP.1/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Steel.
  <E/> ECE/STEEL/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Steel Statistics.
  <E/ECE/> STEEL/WP.3/

  <E/ECE/> HBP/WP.5/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Tariffs.
  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.16/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Technical Harmonization and Standardization Policies.
  <E/> ECE/STAND/

UN. ECE. Working Party on the Building Industry.
  <E/ECE/> HBP/BUILD/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRRF/
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/GRRF/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSG/
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/GRSG/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRE/
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/GRE/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRB/
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/GRB/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRSP/
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/G1SP/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/SC.1/WP.29/GRPE/
  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.29/GRPE/

  <E/ECE/> TRANS/WP.34/
UN. ECE. Working Party on the International Road Transport Regime.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.14/

UN. ECE. Working Party on the Standardization of General Conditions of Sale for Timber.
  <E/ECE/>TIM/WP.1/

  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC3/WP2/

  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC3/WP.3/

UN. ECE. Working Party on the Standardization of Technical Requirements for Vessels and of Ships' Papers.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/SC3/WP1/

  <E/ECE/>STEEL/WP.1/
  <E/ECE/>STEEL/WP.4/

  <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.15/

  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.21/

UN. ECE. Working Party on the Transport of Perishable Foodstuffs.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.11/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Thermal Power Stations.
  <E/ECE/>EP/WP.6/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Track Costs.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.35/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Transport by Rail.
  E/ECE/TRANS/R5/
  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.4/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Transport Costs.
  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.26/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Transport Equipment.
  E/ECE/TRANS/EO/
  E/ECE/TRANS/WP.3/

  <E/ECE/>CEP/AC.62/
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.6/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Transport Trends and Economics.
  <E/ECE/>TRANS/WP.5/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Urban and Regional Planning.
  <E/ECE/>HBP/WP.3/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Urban Renewal and Planning.
  <E/ECE/>HBP/URB/
  <E/ECE/>HOU/URB/

UN. ECE. Working Party on Water Problems.
  <E/ECE/>CEP/WP.1/
  <E/ECE/>ENVWA/WP.3/

  E/ECE/C.I/

UN. ECE (1st sess. : 1947 : Geneva). Committee II.
  E/ECE/C.II/

UN. ECLAC.
  <E/>LC/

UN. ECLAC. Library.
  <E/>LC/BIB/

UN. ECLAC. Secretariat.
  ST/ECLAC/

UN. ECLAC. Subregional Headquarters for the Caribbean.
  E/CEPAL/CARIB/

UN. ECLAC. Subregional Office in Mexico.
  <E/>LC/MEX/

UN. ECLAC. Washington Office.
  <E/>LC/WAS/

UN. Economic and Employment Commission.
  E/EMP/

UN. Economic and Social Council.
  E/
  E/COMMISSIONS/
  E/NS/
  E/PROG/
  E/TOP/
  E/TWC/
  E/(year)/

  E/AC.53/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Ad Hoc Committee on Organization and Operation of the Council and Its Commissions.
  E/AC.34/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Ad Hoc Committee on Rationalization.
  E/AC.60/
E/AC.48/

E/AC.50/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Advisory Committee on Planning and Coordination.
E/CN.5/AC.2/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Agenda Committee.
E/C.3/

E/AC.45/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee of the Whole.
E/AC.19/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee of the Whole on Devastated Areas.
E/AC.14/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee of the Whole on Refugees.
E/AC.8/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee on Candidatures for Election to the International Narcotics Control Board.
E/AC.59/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee on Housing, Building and Planning.
E/C.6/

E/AC.2/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee on Procedure.
E/AC.28/

E/PROCEDURE/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee on Specialized Agencies.
E/SA/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Committee on the Secretariat.
E/SEC/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Council Committee on Matters relating to Coordination.
E/AC.23/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Drafting Committee on Narcotic Drugs.
E/AC.12/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Drafting Committee on Reports of the Commissions in the Economic Field.
E/ECON/DC/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Drafting Committee on Reports of the Commissions in the Social Field.
E/SOC/DC/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Economic Committee.
E/AC.6/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Enlarged Committee for Programme and Coordination.
E/AC.51/GR/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Interim Committee on Programme of Conferences.
E/C.4/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Policy and Programme Coordination Committee.
E/AC.24/

E/AC.62/

E/1984/WG.1/

E/1982/WG.1/

E/1983/WG.1/

E/1985/WG.1/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Sessional Working Group of Governmental Experts on the
E/1986/WG.1/

E/1979/WG.1/

E/1980/WG.1/

E/1981/WG.1/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Social Committee. E/AC.7/


UN. Economic and Social Council. Special Committee on Refugees and Displaced Persons (1946 : London). E/REF/


UN. Economic and Social Council. Special Intersessional Committee. E/AC.81/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Subcommittee on Refugees. E/AC.13/

UN. Economic and Social Council. Technical Assistance Committee. E/TAC/


UN. Economic and Social Council. Working Group on Rationalization. E/AC.59/


E/1986/C.1/
E/1987/C.1/
E/1988/C.1/
E/1989/C.1/
E/1990/C.1/
E/1991/C.1/
E/(year)/C.1/

E/1986/C.2/
E/1987/C.2/
E/1988/C.2/
E/1989/C.2/
E/1990/C.2/
E/(year)/C.2/

E/1986/C.3/
E/1987/C.3/
E/1988/C.3/
E/1989/C.3/
E/1990/C.3/
E/(year)/C.3/


E/81/C.1/

E/81/C.2/

E/81/C.3/

E/82/C.1/

E/82/C.2/

E/82/C.3/

E/83/C.1/

E/83/C.2/

E/83/C.3/

E/84/C.1/

E/84/C.2/

E/84/C.3/

E/91/C.2/

E/92/SHLM/

UN. Economic, Employment and Development Commission.
E/CN.1/

UN. ECWA.
E/ECWA/
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UN. Electronic Data Processing and Information Systems Division.
ST/ADM/EDPISD/

UN. Emergency Economic Committee for Europe.
EECE/

UN. ESCAP.
E/ESCAP/

E/ESCAP/IHT/MI/AG/

E/ESCAP/ECU/WGEE/

UN. ESCAP. Advisory Committee of Permanent Representatives and Other Representatives Designated by Members of the Commission.
E/ESCAP/ACPR/

UN. ESCAP. Advisory Committee on Migration and Urbanization.
E/ESCAP/POP/ACMU/

UN. ESCAP. Asia-Pacific Telecommunity. General Assembly.
E/ESCAP/TRANS/APT/GA/

UN. ESCAP. Asia-Pacific Telecommunity. Management Committee.
E/ESCAP/TRANS/APT/MC/

UN. ESCAP. Committee for Coordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong Basin.
E/ESCAP/WRD/MKG/

UN. ESCAP. Committee for Coordination of Joint Prospecting for Mineral Resources in Asian Offshore Areas.
E/ESCAP/CCOP/

UN. ESCAP. Committee for Coordination of Joint Prospecting for Mineral Resources in South Pacific Offshore Areas.
E/ESCAP/NR/CCOP/SOPAC/

E/ESCAP/NR/CCOP/SOPAC(3)/

E/ESCAP/NR/CCOP/SOPAC(4)/

E/ESCAP/NR/CCOP/SOPAC(5)/

E/ESCAP/NR/CCOP/SOPAC(6)/

UN. ESCAP. Committee for Regional Economic Cooperation.
E/ESCAP/REC/

UN. ESCAP. Committee for Regional Economic Cooperation, Steering Group.
E/ESCAP/SREC/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Agricultural Development.
E/CN.11/AD/ E/ESCAP/AD/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Development Planning.
E/ESCAP/DP/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Environment and Sustainable Development.
E/ESCAP/ESD/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Industry, Housing and Technology.
E/CN.11/IHT/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Industry, Technology and Human Settlements.
E/ESCAP/IHE/

E/ESCAP/IHT/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Natural Resources.
E/CN.11/NR/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Natural Resources and Energy.
E/ESCAP/NR/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Natural Resources (1st sess. : 1974 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/NR.1/WRD/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Natural Resources (2nd sess. : 1975 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/NR.2/ERD/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Natural Resources (3rd sess. : 1975 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/NR.3/MRD/
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UN. ESCAP. Committee on Population.
E/ESCAP/POP/

E/ESCAP/POP/1/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Poverty Alleviation through Economic Growth and Social Development.
E/ESCAP/CPA/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Shipping, and Transport and Communications.
E/ESCAP/STC/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Social Development.
E/CN.11/SD/
E/ESCAP/SD/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Statistics.
E/CN.11/STAT/
E/ESCAP/STAT/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Trade.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/

UN. ESCAP. Committee on Transport and Communications.
E/ESCAP/CTC/
E/ESCAP/TRANS/

UN. ESCAP. Environmental Coordinating Unit.
E/ESCAP/ECU/MCEA/

UN. ESCAP. Executive Secretary.
E/ESCAP/OES/

E/ESCAP/EGAPEC/
E/ESCAP/EGAPEC/

E/ESCAP/EFRT/

UN. ESCAP. Governing Body of the Regional Network for Agricultural Machinery.
E/ESCAP/RNAM/GB/

UN. ESCAP. Intergovernmental Working Group on Regional Cooperation in Rice and on Operational Problems of the Asian Rice Trade Fund (1977 : Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/RCR/ARTF/

E/CN.11/TRANS/APT/

E/CN.11/TRANS/IWP/PE/

E/CN.11/TRANS/IWPTE/

E/CN.11/TRANS/IWPTE/

UN. ESCAP. Interim Committee for Coordination of Investigations of the Lower Mekong Basin.
E/ESCAP/MKG/
E/ESCAP/MKG/

UN. ESCAP. Library.
ST/ESCAP/LIB/
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.A/
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.B/
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.C/
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.E/
E/ESCAP/LIB/SER.F/

UN. ESCAP. Natural Resources Division.
ST/ESCAP/NR/

UN. ESCAP. Population Division.
E/ESCAP/POP/

UN. ESCAP. Preparatory Committee for Follow-up of the Yokohama Congress (2nd : 1987 : Yokohama, Japan).
E/ESCAP/IHT/PCFYC/

UN. ESCAP. Regional Centre for Technology Transfer.
E/ESCAP/RCTT/

UN. ESCAP. Regional Coordination Centre for Research and Development of Coarse Grains, Pulses, Roots and Tuber Crops in the Humid Tropics of Asia and the Pacific. Governing Board.
E/ESCAP/AD/CGPRT/GB/

UN. ESCAP. Regional Training and Research Institutions. Governing Council.
E/ESCAP/MTCP/RTRI/

UN. ESCAP. Regional Working Group on the 1990 World Population and Housing Census Programme.
E/ESCAP/STAT/WPHCP/

UN. ESCAP. Special Body on Landlocked Countries.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/LLC/

UN. ESCAP. Special Body on Least Developed and Landlocked Developing Countries.
E/ESCAP/SB/LDC/

UN. ESCAP. Study Group on the Coordination of Government Information Systems.
E/ESCAP/ADM/CGIS/

UN. ESCAP. Technical Advisory Group on Industry and Technology.
E/ESCAP/IHT/TAGIT/

UN. ESCAP. Trade Cooperation Group.
E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCG/
UN. ESCAP. Trade Cooperation Group. Subgroup for a Network of Trade Promotion Centres.
E/E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCG/SG.1/

UN. ESCAP. Trade Cooperation Group. Subgroup for Commodities.
E/E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCG/SG.4/

UN. ESCAP. Trade Cooperation Group. Subgroup for Encouragement and Liberalization of Trade within the Region.
E/E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCG/SG.6/

E/E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCG/SG.7/

E/E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCG/SG.3/

UN. ESCAP. Trade Cooperation Group. Subgroup for Monetary and Credit Cooperation.
E/E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCG/SG.5/

E/E/ESCAP/TRADE/TCG/SG.2/

UN. ESCAP. Trade Information Service.
ST/ESCAP/TIS/

UN. ESCAP. Trade Negotiations Group.
E/E/ESCAP/TRADE/TNG/

E/CN.11/TRANS/

UN. ESCAP. Transport, Communications and Tourism Division.
ST/ESCAP/TCT/

UN. ESCAP. Typhoon Committee.
E/E/ESCAP/WRD/TC/

UN. ESCAP. Typhoon Committee (7th sess. : 1974 : Bangkok).
WRD/TC.7/

UN. ESCAP. Typhoon Committee (8th sess. : 1975 : Bangkok).
WRD/TC.8/

UN. ESCAP. Typhoon Committee (9th sess. : 1976 : Manila).
WRD/TC.9/

UN. ESCAP. Typhoon Committee (10th sess. : 1977 : Tokyo).
WRD/TC.10/

UN. ESCAP. Working Group of Statistical Experts.
E/E/ESCAP/STAT/WGSE/

E/E/ESCAP/STAT/WGSE.1/

E/E/ESCAP/STAT/WGSE.2/

E/E/ESCAP/STAT/WGCD/

UN. ESCAP. Working Group on Regional Shippers' Cooperation.
E/E/ESCAP/SPIW/GRSC/

E/E/ESCAP/STAT/WGPH/

E/E/ESCAP/STAT/WGCPS/

E/E/ESCAP/DP/PSR/

UN. ESCWA.
E/E/ESCW/
E/E/ESCW/AGREB/
E/E/ESCW/DPD/

UN. ESCWA. Conference Services Section.
E/E/ESCW/CSS/

UN. ESCWA. Development Planning Division.
E/E/ESCW/DPD/

UN. ESCWA. Economic Development Issues and Policies Division.
E/E/ESCW/ED/

UN. ESCWA. Environment and Human Settlements Division.
E/E/ESCW/ENV/
E/E/ESCW/HST/

UN. ESCWA. Environment Coordination Unit.
E/E/ESCW/ECU/

UN. ESCWA. Library.
E/E/ESCW/LIB/ACQ/
E/E/ESCW/LIB/ACQ/
E/E/ESCW/LIB/DOC/

UN. ESCWA. Natural Resources Division.
E/E/ESCW/NR/

UN. ESCWA. Natural Resources, Science and Technology Division.
E/E/ESCW/NSTR/
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UN. ESCWA, Secretariat.
ST/ESCWA/

UN. ESCWA, Sectoral Issues and Policy Division.
Technology Section.
E/ESCWA/TECH/

UN. ESCWA, Social Development and Population Division.
E/ESCWA/SDP/

UN. ESCWA, Social Development Issues and Policies Division.
E/ESCWA/SD/

UN. ESCWA, Social Development, Population and Human Settlements Division.
E/ESCWA/POP/

UN. ESCWA, Statistics Division.
E/ESCWA/STAT/

UN. ESCWA, Sustainable Economic Development Division.
E/ESCWA/SED/

UN. ESCWA, Technical Committee.
E/ESCWA/C.1/

UN. ESCWA, Transport and Communications Division.
E/ESCWA/TCD/
E/ESCWA/TCT/

UN. Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme.
A/AC.96/

UN. Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme.
Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Auditing Questions.
A/AC.96/SUB.1/

UN. Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme.
Subcommittee of the Whole on International Protection.
<A/AC.96>/EC/SCP/

UN. Executive Committee of the UNHCR Programme.
Subcommittee on Administrative and Financial Matters.
<A/AC.96>/EC/SC.2/

UN. Executive Office of the Secretary-General.
ST/SG/
ST/SG/REP/
ST/SG/SA/
ST/SG/SER.B/
ST/SG/SER.E/

UN. Expert Committee on United Nations Public Information.
A/AC.94/

<ST>/ESA/STAT/AC.5/

<ST>/ESA/STAT/AC.11/

<ST>/ESA/STAT/AC.8/

<ST>/ESA/STAT/AC.10/

<ST>/ESA/STAT/AC.3/

<ST>/ESA/FF/AC.1/

ST/STAT/CONF.13/

E/CN.9/AC.13/

UN. Field Operations Division.
<ST>/ADM/GS/FOD/>
ST/OGS/FOD/

UN. Fiscal Commission.
E/CN.8/

UN. General Assembly.
A/
A/(sess.)/
A/SP/
A/S-(sess.)/

A/AC.238/

A/AC.231/

A/AC.181/
UN. General Assembly, Ad Hoc Committee on the Special Programme.
A/AC.158/

UN. General Assembly, Committee of Good Offices on Admission of New Members.
A/AC.75/

UN. General Assembly, Committee on Procedures for the Admission of New Members.
A/AC.11/

UN. General Assembly, Committee on Procedures and Organization.
A/AC.12/

UN. General Assembly, Credentials Committee.
A/GL/43/

UN. General Assembly, General Committee.
A/43/

UN. General Assembly, Informal Open-ended Working Group on an Agenda for Peace.
A/WGAP/

UN. General Assembly, Intergovernmental Committee of the Whole to Draw Up a Constitution for UNIDO as a Specialized Agency.
A/AC.170/CG/

UN. General Assembly, Joint Subcommittee of the 5th and 6th Committees.
A/C.5&6/Sub.1/

UN. General Assembly, Joint Working Group <of the> 3rd and 6th Committees on the Draft Convention concerning the Non-applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity.
A/C.3&6/SC.1/

UN. General Assembly, Joint 1st and 6th Committee.
A/C.1&6/

UN. General Assembly, Joint 2nd and 3rd Committee.
A/C.2&3/

UN. General Assembly, Joint 2nd and 3rd Committee. Subcommittee 1 on Distribution of Membership in Subsidiary Organs of ECOSOC.
A/C.2&3/SC.1/

A/WGUNS/

A/AC.247/

UN. General Assembly, Preparatory Committee of the Whole for the Seventeenth Special Session.
A/AC.235/

UN. General Assembly, Special Committee on Admission of New Members.
A/AC.64/

UN. General Assembly, Special Political and Decolonization Committee (4th Committee).
A/C.4/

UN. General Assembly, Special Political Committee.
A/SPC/
A/SPC/(sess.)/

UN. General Assembly, Standing Committee on the Repatriation of Greek Children.
A/AC.45/

UN. General Assembly, Subcommittee on the Questionnaire relating to Trust Territories.
A/AC.74/

UN. General Assembly, Subcommittee on the Situation in Angola.
A/AC.103/

UN. General Assembly, 1st Committee.
A/C.1/
A/C.1/(sess.)/

UN. General Assembly, 1st Committee. Subcommittee I.
A/C.1/SC.1/

UN. General Assembly, 1st Committee. Subcommittee on Relations between Spain and the United Nations.
A/C.1/Sub.4/

A/C.1/Sub.2/

UN. General Assembly, 1st Committee. Subcommittee 3.
A/C.1/Sub.3/

UN. General Assembly, 1st Committee. Subcommittee 9.
A/C.1/SC.9/

UN. General Assembly, 1st Committee. Subcommittee 10.
A/C.1/SC.10/

UN. General Assembly, 1st Committee. Subcommittee 12.
A/C.1/SC.12/
A/C.1/SC.13/

UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee. Subcommittee 14.
A/C.1/SC.14/

UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee. Subcommittee 16.
A/C.1/SC.16/

UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee. Subcommittee 17.
A/C.1/SC.17/

UN. General Assembly. 1st Committee. Subcommittee 18.
A/C.1/SC.18/

UN. General Assembly. 2nd Committee.
A/C.2/
A/C.2/(sess.)/

UN. General Assembly. 2nd Committee. Subcommittee 1 on Economic Development of Under-Developed Countries.
A/C.2/SC.1/

UN. General Assembly. 2nd Committee. Subcommittee 2 on Technical Assistance for Economic Development.
A/C.2/SC.2/

UN. General Assembly. 3rd Committee.
A/C.3/
A/C.3/(sess.)/

UN. General Assembly. 3rd Committee. Subcommittee 1.
A/C.3/Sub.1/

UN. General Assembly. 3rd Committee. Subcommittee 2.
A/C.3/SC.2/

UN. General Assembly. 3rd Committee. Subcommittee 3.
A/C.3/SC.3/

UN. General Assembly. 3rd Committee. Subcommittee 4.
A/C.3/SC.4/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee.
A/C.4/(sess.)/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 1 <on South West Africa>.
A/C.4/AC.1/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 1 <on Nauru agreement>.
A/C.4/SC.1/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 1 <on Trusteeship Agreements>.
A/C.4/Sub.1/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 2.
A/C.4/Sub.2/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 6.
A/C.4/SC.6/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 8.
A/C.4/SC.8/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 9.
A/C.4/SC.9/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 1 <on Nauru agreement>.
A/C.4/Sub.1/

UN. General Assembly. 4th Committee. Subcommittee 1 on Trusteeship Agreements.
A/C.4/Sub.1/

UN. General Assembly. 5th Committee.
A/C.5/
A/C.5/(sess.)/

A/C.5/SC.7/

UN. General Assembly. 5th Committee. Subcommittee 1 <on Trusteeship Agreements>.
A/C.5/Sub.1/

UN. General Assembly. 5th Committee. Subcommittee 2.
A/C.5/Sub.2/

UN. General Assembly. 5th Committee. Subcommittee 8 on Public Information.
A/C.5/SC.8/

UN. General Assembly. 5th Committee. Subcommittee 9.
A/C.5/SC.9/

UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee.
A/C.6/
A/C.6/(sess.)/

UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Drafting Committee <on draft convention on the prevention and punishment of crimes against diplomatic agents and other internationally protected persons>.
A/C.6/SC.12/

UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Drafting Committee <on the draft convention on special missions>.
A/C.6/SC.10/

UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Subcommittee 1.
A/C.6/Sub.1/

UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Subcommittee 1 on Privileges and Immunities.
A/C.6/SC.4/

UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Subcommittee 2.
A/C.6/Sub.2/
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A/C.6/SC.5/

UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Subcommittee 3.
A/C.6/Sub.3/

A/C.6/SC.6/

UN. General Assembly. 6th Committee. Working Group on Legal Publications.
A/C.6/SC.11/

A/C.6/SC.9/

A/C.6/SC.7/
A/C.6/SC.8/

A/AC.24/

A/AC.31/

A/AC.31/SC.1/

A/AC.38/

A/AC.38/SC.1/

A/AC.38/SC.2/

A/AC.53/

UN. General Assembly (6th special sess. : 1974).
Ad Hoc Committee.
A/AC.165/

A/AC.51/

UN. General Assembly (7th special sess. : 1975).
Ad Hoc Committee.
A/AC.176/

A/AC.72/

A/AC.76/

A/AC.80/

A/AC.87/

A/AC.90/

A/AC.99/

A/AC.101/

A/S-12/AC.1/WG.II/

A/S-12/AC.1/WG.III/

A/AC.55/

A/AC.59/

A/AC.101/

A/S-15/AC.1/
A/S-15/AC.1/WG.I/

A/S-15/AC.1/WG.II/

A/AC. 106/

UN. General Assembly (16th special sess. : 1989).
A/S-16/AC.1/

A/AC.112/

UN. General Assembly (17th special sess. : 1990).
A/S-17/AC.1/

A/AC.116/

UN. General Assembly (18th special sess. : 1990).
A/S-18/AC.1/

A/AC.120/

A/AC.122/

A/AC.128/

A/AC.127/

A/AC.133/

A/AC.132/

A/AC.137/

A/AC.136/

A/AC.143/

A/AC.142/

A/AC.148/

UN. General Assembly (25th sess. : 1970). Ad Hoc Committee of the General Assembly for the
A/AC.147/

A/AC.152/

A/AC.153/

A/AC.157/

A/AC.158/

A/AC.162/

A/AC.170/

A/AC.177/

A/AC.185/

A/AC.186/

A/AC.189/

A/AC.190/

A/SPC/37/WG.1/

A/AC.251/

A/C.6/51/NUW/
A/C.6/51/NUW/WG/

A/C.6/52/WG/DECADE/

UN. Good Offices Commission (on the Question of the Treatment of People of Indian Origin in the Union of South Africa).
A/AC.56/
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UN. Group of Experts on International Standards of Accounting and Reporting.
E/C.10/AC.1/1

UN. Group of Experts on Road Signs and Signals.
E/CN.2/CONF.1/

UN. Group of Experts on Social Policy and the Distribution of Income in the Nation.
E/CN.8/AC.13/

A/AC.174/

<ST/>ESA/S&T/AC.3/

<ST/>SOA/EG.1/ WP.4/

ST/SG/AC.9/

UN. Group of Experts on the Review of Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries.
TCDC/8/WG/

TCDC/8/WG.1/

<ST/>WGFS/

UN. Human Rights Committee.
CCPR/
CCPR/C/
CCPR/C/OP/
E/AC.27/
M/CCPR/C/

UN. Informal Joint Committee on Host Country Relations.
A/AC.146/

UN. Inter-Agency Task Force on Water for Asia and the Pacific.
<ST/>ESCAP/ NR/ITFW/

UN. Intercountry Project on International Cooperative Research on Low-Calorie Coal Technology. Steering Committee.
<ST/>ECE/UNDP/LCT/

UN. Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technology for Development.
A/CN.11/

A/AC.218/WG.1/

<ST/>ESA/S&T/AC.2/

UN. Intergovernmental Group to Monitor the Supply and Shipping of Oil and Petroleum Products to South Africa.
A/AC.236/

UN. Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee for the Elaboration of an International Convention to Combat Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, particularly in Africa.
A/AC.241/

UN. Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee for the Elaboration of an International Convention to Combat Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, particularly in Africa. Working Group I.
A/AC.241/WG.1/
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UN. Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee for the Elaboration of an International Convention to Combat Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, particularly in Africa. Working Group II.
A/AC.241/WG.II/

E/CONF.59/IPG/

UN. Intergovernmental Working Group of Experts on International Standards of Accounting and Reporting.
E/C.10/AC.3/

UN. Intergovernmental Working Group on the Creation of an Effective International Crime and Justice Programme.
A/AC.239/

E/C.7/AC.1/

UN. Interim Committee for the Selection of a Definite Site for the Permanent Headquarters of the United Nations.
A/IICH/

UN. Interim Committee of the General Assembly.
A/AC.18/

UN. Interim Committee of the General Assembly, Subcommittee on International Cooperation in the Political Field.
A/AC.18/SC.9/

UN. Interim Committee of the General Assembly, Subcommittee on Rules of Procedure.
A/AC.18/SC.1/

UN. Interim Committee of the General Assembly, Subcommittee 2.
A/AC.18/SC.2/

UN. Interim Committee of the General Assembly, Subcommittee 3.
A/AC.18/SC.3/

UN. Interim Committee of the General Assembly, Subcommittee 4.
A/AC.18/SC.4/

UN. Interim Committee of the General Assembly, Subcommittee 5.
A/AC.18/SC.5/

A/AC.18/SC.6/

UN. Interim Committees of the General Assembly, Subcommittee 7.
A/AC.18/SC.7/

UN. Interim Committee of the General Assembly, Subcommittee 8.
A/AC.18/SC.8/

UN. Interim Committee on New and Renewable Sources of Energy.
A/AC.215/

UN. Interim Coordinating Committee for International Commodity Arrangements.
E/CA/

E/CN.5/AC.4/

UN. International Law Commission.
A/CN.4/
A/CN.4/SER.A/

UN. International Law Commission, Subcommittee on State Responsibility.
A/CN.4/SC.1/

UN. International Law Commission, Subcommittee on Succession of States and Governments.
A/CN.4/SC.2/

A/C.6/37/WG.1/

UN. International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women.
<INSTRAW/>

UN. Inter-Secretariat Working Group on Water Resources in Latin America.
E/CEPAL/SEM.6/

UN. Investments Committee.
A/CN.8/

ITC/AG/TC.1/

UN. Joint Advisory Group on the International Trade Centre UNCTAD/WTO.
ITC/AG/

UN. Joint Committee of the Economic and Social Council on Composition of the Commissions.
E/JC/
| UN. Joint Committee of the Principal Opium-Producing Countries and the Principal Drug-Manufacturing Countries. | E/CN.7/AC.4/ |
| UN. Joint Committee of the Trusteeship Council and the Economic and Social Council. | E&T/C.1/ |
| UN. Joint ECA/UNCTC Unit on Transnational Corporations. | E/ECA/UNCTC/ |
| UN. Joint ECWA/UNCTC Unit on Transnational Corporations. | E/ECWA/UNCTC/ |
| UN. Joint ESCAP/UNCTC Unit on Transnational Corporations. | ST/ESCAP/CTC/ |
| UN. Joint ESCWA/UNCTC Unit on Transnational Corporations. | E/ESCWA/UNCTC/ |
| UN. League of Nations Committee. | A/LN/ |
| UN. Military Staff Committee. | MS/ |
| UN. Negotiating Committee for Extra-Budgetary Funds. | A/AC.54/ A/AC.62/ |
| UN. Negotiating Committee on Contributions to Programmes of Relief and Rehabilitation in Korea and Relief and Reintegration of Palestine Refugees. | A/AC.41/ |
| UN. Negotiating Committee on League of Nations Assets. | A/NLA/ |
| UN. Non-Governmental Liaison Service. | ST/GENEVA/NGO/ ST/UNCTAD/NGLS/ |
| UN. Office for Disarmament Affairs. | ST/DPA/DDA/ |
| UN. Office for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea. | LOS/ |
| UN. Office for Outer Space Affairs. | ST/PSCA/OS/ |
| UN. Office for Political and General Assembly Affairs and Secretariat Services. | ST/SG/OGS/ |
| UN. Office for Political and General Assembly Affairs and Secretariat Services. Office of the Under-Secretary-General. | ST/SG/PGAA/ |
| UN. Office for Science and Technology. | ST/ESA/S&T/ |
| UN. Office of Conference and General Services. | ST/C&GS/ |
| UN. Office of Conference Services. | ST/CS/SER.E/ |
| UN. Office of General Services. | ST/ADM/HRM/ ST/DAM/OHRM/ |
| UN. Office of Legal Affairs. Codification Division. | ST/OLA/COD/ |

-682-
UN. Office of Secretariat Services for Economic and Social Matters.
<ST/SG/OSSECS/>

UN. Office of Technical Cooperation.
<ST/ESA/OTC/>
<ST/>ESA/O/TC/SEM/
<ST/>TAO/
<ST/>TAO/H/<country>/
<ST/>TAO/SE/<country>/
<ST/>TAO/SE/<country>/

<ST/>HR/
<ST/>HR/<country>/
<ST/>HR/<country>/

UN. Open-ended Working Group on the Review of Arrangements for Consultations with Non-Governmental Organizations.
<ST/>AC70/

UN. Peace Observation Commission.
<ST/>ACN7/

UN. Permanent Central Narcotics Board.
<ST/>ACOB/

UN. Permanent Headquarters Committee.
<ST/>ACSITE/

UN. Permanent Headquarters Committee.
<ST/>ACSITE/Sub.1/

UN. Permanent Headquarters Committee.
<ST/>ACSITE/Sub.2/

UN. Population Commission. Committee on Technical Assistance.
<ST/>ACN3/AC1/

<ST/>IESAP/AC17/

<ST/>ACN3/AC1/

UN. Population Division.
<ST/>DESI/P/POP/
<ST/>ESA/P/

UN. Preparatory Body for the International Conference on Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking.
<ST/>ACCONF133/PC/

<ST/>ACCONF116/PC/

UN. Preparatory Commission for the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty Organization.
<ST/>ACCTBT/PC/

UN. Preparatory Commission for the International Seabed Authority and for the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea.
<ST/>ACLOS/PCN/

<ST/>ACLOS/PCN/SCN1/

<ST/>ACLOS/PCN/SCN2/

<ST/>ACLOS/PCN/SCN3/

<ST/>ACLOS/PCN/SCN4/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States.
<ST/>ACCONF39/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Fifth Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
<ST/>ACNPT/CONF1995/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations.
<ST/>ACAC240/
UN. Preparatory Committee for the Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations. Drafting Group.

UN. Preparatory Committee for the First Review Conference of the Parties to the Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques.
ENMOD/CONF./PC/

SBT/PC.1/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the First Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
NPT/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the First Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to Disarmament.
A/AC.187/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the First World Population Conference.
E/CONF.13/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Fortieth Anniversary of the United Nations.
A/AC.222/

BWC/CONF.IV/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Fourth Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
NPT/CONF.IV/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Global Conference on the Sustainable Development of Small Island Developing States.
A/CONF.167/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the International Conference of Ministers Responsible for Social Welfare.
E/CONF.55/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the International Conference on Human Rights.
A/CONF.32/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the International Conference on Population and Development.
A/CONF.171/PC/ E/CONF.94/PC/

E/CONF.76/PC/

E/CONF.76/PC/WG/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the International Conference on the Question of Palestine.
A/CONF.114/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the International Conference on the Relationship between Disarmament and Development.
A/CONF.130/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the New International Development Strategy.
A/AC.196/

BWC/CONF.II/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Second Review Conference of the Parties to the Seabed Treaty.
SBT/CONF.II/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Second Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
NPT/CONF.II/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Second Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to Disarmament.
A/AC.206/

A/CONF.101/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Second United Nations Development Decade.
A/AC.141/ E/AC.55/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Second World Population Conference.
E/CONF.41/PC/

BWC/SPC/PC/
UN. Preparatory Committee for the Special Fund. A/AC.93/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Tenth Anniversary of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples. A/AC.140/


UN. Preparatory Committee for the Third Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. NPT/CONF.III/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Third Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to Disarmament. A/AC.230/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the Third World Population Conference. E/CONF.60/PC/


UN. Preparatory Committee for the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development. A/CONF.81/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the United Nations Conference on Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries. A/CONF.79/PC/


UN. Preparatory Committee for the United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries. A/CONF.104/PC/


UN. Preparatory Committee for the World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women. A/CONF.94/PC/

A/CONF.172/PC/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the World Conference on Sanctions against South Africa.  
A/CONF.137/PC/

E/CONF.65/PREP/

UN. Preparatory Committee for the World Summit for Social Development.  
A/CONF.186/PC/

E/PC/T/  
E/PC/T/TPREP/  
E/PC/T/DE/  

E/PC/T/DEL/

E/PC/T/IA/  

E/PC/T/IB/

E/PC/T/C.1/

E/PC/T/C.2/  
E/PC/T/C.2/ST/

E/PC/T/C.2/PRO/

E/PC/T/C.2/ST/

E/PC/T/C.2/QR/  

E/PC/T/C.2/TECH/  

E/PC/T/C.3/  

E/PC/T/C.4/  

E/PC/T/C.5/  

E/PC/T/C.6/  

E/PC/T/EC/

E/PC/T/C.1&II/  

E/PC/T/C.1&II/D/

E/PC/T/C.1&II/PP/

E/PC/T/TAC/

E/PC/T/S/

E/PC/T/WP.1/
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E/PC/T/WP.1/AC.1/

UN. Preparatory Committee of the Whole for the Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to International Economic Cooperation.
A/AC.233/

UN. Preparatory Committee of the Whole for the Special Session of the General Assembly on the Critical Economic Situation in Africa.
A/AC.229/

UN. Preparatory Committee on the Establishment of an International Criminal Court.
A/AC.249/

UN. Preparatory Committee on the International Cooperation Year.
A/AC.114/

UN. Preparatory Subcommittee for the First World Conference to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination.
E/AC.65/

UN. Preparatory Subcommittee for the Second World Conference to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination.
E/AC.68/

UN. Programme on Transnational Corporations.
ST/CTC/SER.B/

UN. Protocol and Liaison Section.
ST/SG/SER.D/

UN. Protocol and Liaison Service.
ST/SG/SER.A/
ST/SG/SER.C/

UN. Publications Board.
ST/PB/

UN. Publishing Division. Sales Section.
ST/DCS/SS/

UN. Regional Centre for Research on Human Settlements (Bandung, Indonesia).
E/ESCAP/IHS/RCHHS/

UN. Science, Technology, Energy, Environment and Natural Resources Division.
<ST/TCD/ANRED/>

UN. Secretariat.
A/SEC/
AI/
IC/
IC/DOCS/
ST/ST/
ST/BA/

ST/IC/
ST/IC/P/
ST/P/IC/
ST/SG/LOC/
ST/SGB/
ST/SGB/FinancialRules/
ST/SGB/ONUC/
ST/SGB/Organization/
ST/SGB/PBME/PRules/
ST/SGB/StaffRegulations/
ST/SGB/StaffRules/
ST/SGB/UNEF/
ST/SGB/UNRCYP/

UN. Secretary-General.
SG/CRO/
SGB/

UN. Security Council.
S/
S/NC/
S/PRST/

S/AC.17/

UN. Security Council, Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Namibia.
S/AC.16/

UN. Security Council, Committee of Experts.
S/C.1/
S/PROCEDURE/

UN. Security Council, Committee of Good Offices.
S/AC.10/HQ/

UN. Security Council, Committee on Council Meetings Away from Headquarters.
S/AC.19/

UN. Security Council, Committee on the Admission of New Members.
S/C.2/
S/CNM/

S/AC.14/

S/AC.13/

UN. Security Council, Subcommittee on the Greek Question.
S/AC.8/
S/AC.22/

S/AC.24/

UN. Security Council Commission Established under Resolution 446 (1979) concerning Israeli Settlements in Occupied Territories.
S/AC.21/

UN. Security Council Committee Established by Resolution 421 (1977) concerning the Question of South Africa.
S/AC.20/

UN. Security Council Committee Established by Resolution 661 (1990) concerning the Situation between Iraq and Kuwait.
S/AC.25/

UN. Security Council Committee Established in pursuance of Resolution 263 (1968) concerning the Question of Southern Rhodesia.
S/AC.15/

S/AC.27/

UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 748 (1992) concerning the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya.
S/AC.28/

S/AC.29/

UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 841 (1993) concerning Haiti.
S/AC.30/

UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 964 (1993) concerning the Situation in Angola.
S/AC.31/

UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 918 (1994) concerning Rwanda.
S/AC.32/

S/AC.33/

UN. Security Council Subcommittee on the Spanish Question.
S/SCS/

E/CN.5/AC.1/

E/CN.5/AC.3/

E/CN.5/AC.5/

UN. Special Commission on the In-Depth Study of the United Nations Intergovernmental Structure and Functions in the Economic and Social Fields.
E/SCN.1/

UN. Special Committee against Apartheid.
A/AC.115/

UN. Special Committee for the Consideration of the Methods and Procedures of the General Assembly for Dealing with Legal and Drafting Questions.
A/AC.60/

UN. Special Committee for the Review of the United Nations Salary System.
A/AC.150/

UN. Special Committee of Six on the Transmission of Information under Article 73e of the Charter.
A/AC.100/

UN. Special Committee of 24.
A/AC.109/

UN. Special Committee of 24. Subcommittee I.
A/AC.109/SC.2/

UN. Special Committee of 24. Subcommittee II.
A/AC.109/SC.3/

UN. Special Committee of 24. Subcommittee III.
A/AC.109/SC.4/

UN. Special Committee of 24. Subcommittee IV, Subcommittee on Aden.
A/AC.109/SC.5/

UN. Special Committee of 24. Subcommittee on Petitions and Information.
A/AC.109/SC.1/

and People's Relevant Resolutions of the
United Nations.
A/AC.109/SC.6/

UN. Special Committee on a United Nations Guard.
A/AC.29/

UN. Special Committee on Enhancing the
Effectiveness of the Principle of Non-Use of
Forces in International Relations.
A/AC.193/

UN. Special Committee on Information Transmitted
under Article 73e of the Charter.
A/AC.17/
A/AC.28/

UN. Special Committee on Measures to Limit the
Duration of Regular Sessions of the General
Assembly.
A/AC.69/

UN. Special Committee on Methods and Procedures
of the General Assembly.
A/AC.36/

UN. Special Committee on Peace-keeping Operations.
A/AC.121/

UN. Special Committee on Peace-keeping
Operations. Working Group A.
A/AC.121/WG/A/

UN. Special Committee on Peace-keeping
Operations. Working Group B.
A/AC.121/WG/B/

UN. Special Committee on Peace-keeping
Operations. Working Group of the Whole.
A/AC.121/WG/

UN. Special Committee on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Cooperation among States.
A/AC.119/
A/AC.125/

UN. Special Committee on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Cooperation among States. Drafting Committee.
A/AC.125/DC/

UN. Special Committee on Programme of Conferences.
A/AC.63/

UN. Special Committee on Refugees and Displaced
Persons (1946 : London). Subcommittee on
Organization and Finance.
E/REF/ORG/FIN/

UN. Special Committee on Review of Administrative
Tribunal Judgements.
A/AC.78/

UN. Special Committee on Technical Assistance to
Promote the Teaching, Study, Dissemination and
Wider Appreciation of International Law.
A/AC.117/

UN. Special Committee on Territories under
Portuguese Administration.
A/AC.108/

UN. Special Committee on the Charter of the
United Nations and on the Strengthening of the
Role of the Organization.
A/AC.182/

UN. Special Committee on the Financial Situation
of the United Nations.
A/AC.185/

UN. Special Committee on the Problem of Hungary.
A/AC.88/

UN. Special Committee on the Question of Defining
Aggression <established by General Assembly
resolution 688 (VII)>.
A/AC.66/

UN. Special Committee on the Question of Defining
Aggression <established by General Assembly
resolution 895 (IX)>.
A/AC.77/

UN. Special Committee on the Question of Defining
Aggression <established by General Assembly
resolution 1181 (XII)>.
A/AC.91/

UN. Special Committee on the Question of Defining
Aggression <established by General Assembly
resolution 2330 (XXII)>.
A/AC.134/

UN. Special Committee on the Rationalization of
the Procedures and Organization of the General
Assembly.
A/AC.149/

UN. Special Committee on the Rationalization of
the Procedures and Organization of the General
Assembly. Second Working Group.
A/AC.149/WG.II/

UN. Special Committee on the Rationalization of
the Procedures and Organization of the General
Assembly. Working Group I.
A/AC.149/WG.I/

UN. Special Committee on the Rationalization of
the Procedures and Organization of the General
Assembly. 1st Drafting Group.
A/AC.149/DG.I/

UN. Special Committee on the Rationalization of
the Procedures and Organization of the General
Assembly. 2nd Drafting Group.
A/AC.149/DG.II/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Committee/Office</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN. Special Committee on the Rationalization of the Procedures and Organization of the General Assembly, 3rd Drafting Group.</td>
<td>A/AC.149/DG.III/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Special Committee on the World Disarmament Conference.</td>
<td>A/AC.161/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Palestinian People and Other Arabs of the Occupied Territories.</td>
<td>A/AC.145/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Special Committee to Prepare Plans for the Celebration of the Fifteenth Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.</td>
<td>ST/SG/AC.4/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Special Economic Committee.</td>
<td>E/AC.63/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Special Sahelian Office.</td>
<td>ST/SSO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Special Technical Committee on Relief Needs after the Termination of UNRRA.</td>
<td>A/CONF/RELIEF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Staff Benefit Committee.</td>
<td>SBC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Statistical Commission.</td>
<td>E/CN.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Statistical Computing Project.</td>
<td>&lt;E/&gt;ECE/UNDP/SCP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Statistical Computing Project, Phase 2.</td>
<td>&lt;E/&gt;ECE/UNDP/SCP-2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Statistical Division.</td>
<td>ST/ESA/STAT/SER.A/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Statistical Office.</td>
<td>&lt;ST/&gt;ESA/STAT/AC.16/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Statistics Division.</td>
<td>ST/ESA/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Subcommission on Economic Development.</td>
<td>E/CN.1/SUB.3/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Subcommission on Freedom of Information and of the Press.</td>
<td>E/CN.4/Sub.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. Subcommission on Illicit Drug Traffic and Related Matters in the Near and Middle East.</td>
<td>E/CN.7/SUB.1/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/WG.2/

UN. Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities. Sessional Working Group on the Question of Persons Detained on the Grounds of Mental Ill-Health or Suffering from Mental Disorder.


E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/AC.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.2/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1987/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/1987/WG.1/
E/CN.4/Sub.2/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1988/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1989/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1990/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1991/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1992/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1993/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.5/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1995/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1996/WG.1/

E/CN.4/Sub.2/1997/WG.1/


UN. Subcommission on the Status of Women.
E/HR/ST/

ST/SG/AC.10/C.3/

UN. Technical Advisory Committee on Information. Subcommittee.
A/INF/W/
UN. Technical Assistance Administration. Division of Reports and Implementation.
ST/TAA/G/

UN. Technical Assistance Mission to Libya.
A/AC.32/TA/

UN. Technical Assistance Recruitment and Fellowships Office.
<ST/TCD/>MTAO/

UN. Temporary Social Commission.
E/TSC/

UN. Temporary Subcommission on Economic Reconstruction of Devastated Areas.
E/DEV/
E/EMP/SUB.1/

UN. Temporary Subcommission on Economic Reconstruction of Devastated Areas. Drafting Subcommittees.
E/CN.1/SUB.1/C.1/

UN. Temporary Subcommission on Economic Reconstruction of Devastated Areas. Subcommittees I.
E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.1/

UN. Temporary Subcommission on Economic Reconstruction of Devastated Areas. Subcommittees II.
E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.2/

UN. Temporary Subcommission on Economic Reconstruction of Devastated Areas. Subcommittees III.
E/EMP/SUB.1/SC.3/

E/CN.1/SUB.1/C.2/
E/EMP/SUB.1/WGFE/

UN. Temporary Transport and Communications Commission.
E/TRC/

UN. Training and Examinations Service.
ST/TRAINING/

UN. Translation and Editorial Division.
Documentation, Reference and Terminology Section.
ST/CS/SER.B/
ST/CS/SER.F/

UN. Translation Division. German Section.
<ST/CS/>GTS/

UN. Transport and Communications Commission.
E/CN.2/

E/CN.2/NP.1/

UN. Trusteeship Council.
T/
T/Agreement/
T/COM.1/
T/COM.2/
T/COM.3/
T/COM.4&5/
T/COM.5/
T/COM.6&7/
T/COM.6/
T/COM.7/
T/COM.8/
T/COM.9/
T/COM.10/
T/COM.11/
T/OBS.1/
T/OBS.2/
T/OBS.3/
T/OBS.4&5/
T/OBS.4/
T/OBS.5/
T/OBS.6&7/
T/OBS.6/
T/OBS.7/
T/OBS.8/
T/OBS.9/
T/OBS.10/
T/OBS.11/
T/OBS.GENERAL/
T/PET.1/
T/PET.2/
T/PET.3/
T/PET.4&5/
T/PET.4/
T/PET.5/
T/PET.6&7/
T/PET.6/
T/PET.7/
T/PET.8/
T/PET.9/
T/PET.10/
T/PET.11/
T/PET.GENERAL/

UN. Trusteeship Council. Ad Hoc Committee on Petitions concerning Tanganyika.
T/AC.4/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Trusteeship Council, Ad Hoc Committee on the Basic Questionnaire. T/AC.47/</th>
<th>UN. Trusteeship Council (6th sess. : 1950 : Geneva). Drafting Committee on Annual Reports. T/AC.21/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN. Trusteeship Council. Drafting Committee on Rules of Procedure. T/AC.1/</td>
<td>UN. Working Group on Social Demography. UN/SOA/WG/2/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UN, Working Party on Insecticides DDT and BHC.
E/AC.38/

UN Administrative Tribunal.
A/CN.5/
A/CN.5/Decisions/Case...
AT/
AT/DEC/

UNAFRI/

UN Angola Verification Mission.
UNAVEM/

UNAFEI/

UN Capital Development Fund.
UNCDF/

UN Centre for Disarmament.
<ST>/PSCA/UNCDF/

UN Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat).
HS/

UN Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat). Documentation Service.
<HS>/UNCHS/LIB/

UN Centre for Regional Development.
OTC/CRD/UIPD/
ST/ESA/OTC/CRD/
UNCRD/

UN Cocoa Conference (1963 : Geneva).
E/CONF.49/

E/CONF.49/C.2/

E/CONF.49/C.1/

E/CONF.49/EX/

TD/COCOA.1/

TD/COCOA.1/C.2/

TD/COCOA.1/CONS/

TD/COCOA.1/C.1/

TD/COCOA.1/EX/

TD/COCOA.1/TWG/

TD/COCOA.1/WP.1/

TD/COCOA.1/WP.2/

TD/COCOA.2/

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.2/

TD/COCOA.2/CONS/

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/SC.1/

TD/COCOA.2/EX/C.1/SC.2/

TD/COCOA.2/EX/

UN Cocoa Conference (1972 : Geneva).
TD/COCOA.3/

TD/COCOA.3/EX/

TD/COCOA.3/EX/C.1/

UN Cocoa Conference (1972 : Geneva). Executive Committee. Committee II.
TD/COCOA.3/EX/C.2/

TD/COCOA.3/NEG/
UN Cocoa Conference (1975 : Geneva).
TD/COCOA.4/

UN Cocoa Conference (1975 : Geneva).
Administrative and Legal Committee.
TD/COCOA.4/EX/C.2/

TD/COCOA.4/EX/C.1/

TD/COCOA.4/EX/LDG/

UN Cocoa Conference (1979 : Geneva).
TD/COCOA.5/

TD/COCOA.6/

TD/COCOA.7/

TD/COCOA.7/EX/

TD/COCOA.8/

TD/COCOA.8/EX/C.1/

TD/COCOA.8/EX/

E/CONF.42/

E/CONF.42/C.2/

E/CONF.42/WP.1/

E/CONF.42/WP.3/

E/CONF.42/WP.4/

E/CONF.42/C.1/
Delegations of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. Central Joint Board.
Local Joint Committee 3 <Bukit Tinggi>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.3/

Local Joint Committee 4 <Palembang, Sumatra>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.4/

Local Joint Committee 5 <Serang>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.5/

Local Joint Committee 6 <Bandung>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.6/

Local Joint Committee 7 <Poerwokarto>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.7/

Local Joint Committee 8 <Semarang>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.8/

Local Joint Committee 9 <Magelang>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.9/

Local Joint Committee 10 <Solo>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.10/

Local Joint Committee 11 <Kadiri>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.11/

Local Joint Committee 12 <Bodjonegoro>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.12/

Local Joint Committee 13 <Surabaya>.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/B/C.13/

UN Commission for Indonesia. Discussions under the Auspices of the Commission between the Delegations of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. Subcommittee I.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.I/

UN Commission for Indonesia. Discussions under the Auspices of the Commission between the Delegations of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. Subcommittee II.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.II/

UN Commission for Indonesia. Discussions under the Auspices of the Commission between the Delegations of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. Subcommittee III.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.III/

UN Commission for Indonesia. Discussions under the Auspices of the Commission between the Delegations of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. Subcommittee IV.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.IV/

UN Commission for Indonesia. Discussions under the Auspices of the Commission between the Delegations of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Republic of Indonesia. Subcommittee V.
S/AC.10/CONF.3/SC.V/

UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea.
A/AC.39/

UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea. Committee I.
A/AC.39/C.1/

UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea. Committee of UNCURK.
A/AC.39/C/

UN Commission for the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea. Interim Committee.
A/AC.39/PC/

UN Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice.
E/CN.15/

UN Commission on International Trade Law.
A/CN.9/
A/CN.9/SER.A/
A/CN.9/SER.B/


UN Conference of Plenipotentiaries on a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences (1973-1974 : Geneva), Main Committee I.  
TD/CODE/C.1/  

UN Conference of Plenipotentiaries on a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences (1973-1974 : Geneva), Main Committee II.  
TD/CODE/C.2/  

UN Conference of Plenipotentiaries on a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences (1973-1974 : Geneva), Main Committee II. Drafting Group I.  
TD/CODE/C.2/DG.I/  

UN Conference of Plenipotentiaries on a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences (1973-1974 : Geneva), Main Committee II. Drafting Group II.  
TD/CODE/C.2/DG.II/  

UN Conference of Plenipotentiaries on a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences (1973-1974 : Geneva), Main Committee III.  
TD/CCDE/C.3/  

TD/CCDE/C.3/WG/  

UN Conference of Plenipotentiaries on a Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery (1956 : Geneva).  
E/CONF.24/  

A/CONF.2/  

TD/MT/CONF/  

TD/CODE TOT/  

TD/CODE TOT/C/  

TD/RS/CONF/  

TD/RS/CONF/C.1/  

TD/RS/CONF/C.2/  

UN Conference on Consular Relations (1963 : Vienna).  
A/CONF.25/  

A/CONF.97/  

A/CONF.97/C.1/  

A/CONF.97/C.2/  

TD/COPPER/  

E/CONF.16/AC.1/  

UN Conference on Customs Formalities for Temporary Importation of Private Vehicles and for Tourism (1954 : New York), Working Party II.  
E/CONF.16/AC.2/  

E/CONF.16/  

UN Conference on Declaration of Death of Missing Persons (1950 : Lake Success, N.Y.).  
A/CONF.1/  

UN Conference on Desertification (1977 : Nairobi).  
A/CONF.74/  

UN Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities (1961 : Vienna).  
A/CONF.20/  

A/CONF.151/  

E/CONF.6/  

E/CONF.6/C.1/  

E/CONF.6/C.2/
E/CONF.19/C.3/

E/CONF.19/C.2/

E/CONF.19/EX/

E/CONF.19/IC/

E/CONF.19/S/

E/CONF.19/C.1/

UN Conference on Olive Oil (1953 : Geneva).
E/CONF.45/

E/CONF.45/CW/

E/CONF.45/ECO/

UN Conference on Olive Oil (1963 : Geneva). Legal and Drafting Committee.
E/CONF.45/LD/

E/CONF.45/PC/

E/CONF.45/TEC/

UN Conference on Olive Oil (1967 : Geneva).
TD/OLIVE OIL.3/

TD/OLIVE OIL.3/EX/

TD/OLIVE OIL.4/

TD/OLIVE OIL.4/EX/

UN Conference on Olive Oil (1973 : Geneva).
TD/OLIVE OIL.5/

TD/OLIVE OIL.5/EX/

UN Conference on Olive Oil (1978 : Geneva).
TD/OLIVE OIL.6/

UN Conference on Olive Oil (1979 : Geneva).
TD/OLIVE OIL.7/

TD/OLIVE OIL.8/

A/CONF.63/

A/CONF.63/DC/

A/CONF.63/C.1/

A/CONF.63/C.2/

A/CONF.95/

A/CONF.95/CW/

A/CONF.95/WG/

A/CONF.95/CW/WG.2/

A/CONF.95/CW/WG.1/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Year(s)</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Road and Motor Transport</td>
<td>E/CONF.8/</td>
<td>1949: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Road and Motor Transport (Committee 1)</td>
<td>E/CONF.8/C.I/</td>
<td>1949: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Road and Motor Transport (Committee 2)</td>
<td>E/CONF.8/C.II/</td>
<td>1949: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Road and Motor Transport (Committee 3)</td>
<td>E/CONF.8/C.III/</td>
<td>1949: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Road Traffic (Drafting Committee)</td>
<td>E/CONF.56/DC/</td>
<td>1968: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Road Traffic (Committee 1)</td>
<td>E/CONF.56/C.1/</td>
<td>1968: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Road Traffic (Committee 2)</td>
<td>E/CONF.56/C.2/</td>
<td>1968: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Road Traffic (Committee 3)</td>
<td>E/CONF.56/C.3/</td>
<td>1968: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Road Traffic (Committee 4)</td>
<td>E/CONF.56/C.4/</td>
<td>1968: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Science and Technology for Development</td>
<td>A/CONF.81/</td>
<td>1979: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Science and Technology for Development (Committee 1)</td>
<td>A/CONF.81/C.1/</td>
<td>1979: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Science and Technology for Development (Committee 2)</td>
<td>A/CONF.81/C.2/</td>
<td>1979: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks</td>
<td>A/CONF.164/</td>
<td>1993-1995: New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Succession of States in respect of State Property, Archives and Debts</td>
<td>A/CONF.117/</td>
<td>1983: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Succession of States in respect of Treaties</td>
<td>A/CONF.80/</td>
<td>1977-1978: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Succession of States in respect of Treaties (Committee 1)</td>
<td>A/CONF.80/C.1/</td>
<td>1977-1978: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Succession of States in respect of Treaties (Drafting Committee)</td>
<td>A/CONF.80/DC/</td>
<td>1977-1978: Vienna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries</td>
<td>A/CONF.79/</td>
<td>1978: Buenos Aires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Territorial Asylum</td>
<td>A/CONF.78/</td>
<td>1977: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Territorial Asylum (Committee of the Whole)</td>
<td>A/CONF.78/C.1/</td>
<td>1977: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on Territorial Asylum (Drafting Committee)</td>
<td>A/CONF.78/DC/</td>
<td>1977: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on the Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas</td>
<td>E/CONF.30/</td>
<td>1963: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on the Elimination or Reduction of Future Statelessness</td>
<td>A/CONF.9/</td>
<td>1959: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Conference on the Elimination or Reduction of Future Statelessness (Committee of the Whole)</td>
<td>A/CONF.9/C.1/</td>
<td>1959: Geneva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A/CONF.90/DC/

A/CONF.90/NC/

A/CONF.34/

A/CONF.101/

A/CONF.48/

A/CONF.48/C.1/

A/CONF.48/C.2/

A/CONF.48/C.3/

A/CONF.13/

A/CONF.13/BUR/

A/CONF.13/C.1/

A/CONF.13/C.2/

A/CONF.13/C.3/

A/CONF.13/C.4/

A/CONF.13/C.5/

A/CONF.19/

A/CONF.19/C.1/

A/CONF.62/

A/CONF.62/DC/

A/CONF.62/BUR/

A/CONF.62/NG6/

A/CONF.62/C.1/
A/CONF.62/C.I/

A/CONF.62/C.2/
A/CONF.62/C.II/

A/CONF.62/C.3/
A/CONF.62/C.III/

A/CONF.62/C.IV/

A/CONF.62/C.V/

A/CONF.62/C.VI/

UN Conference on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organizations or between International Organizations (1986 : Vienna).
A/CONF.129/

A/CONF.129/C.1/

UN Conference on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organizations or between International Organizations (1986 : Vienna). Drafting Committee.
A/CONF.129/DC/

A/CONF.39/

A/CONF.39/C.1/
A/CONF.39/DC/

A/CONF.147/
<a>A/CONF.147/</a> UNCLDC/II/

A/CONF.104/
A/CONF.104/SP/

A/CONF.152/
A/CONF.152/C.1/
A/CONF.152/C.2/

UN Conference on the Representation of States in Their Relations with International Organizations (1975: Vienna), Committee of the Whole.
A/CONF.67/C.1/

UN Conference on the Representation of States in Their Relations with International Organizations (1975: Vienna), Drafting Committee.
A/CONF.67/DC/

E/CONF.53/

E/CONF.53/C.1/

E/CONF.53/C.2/

E/CONF.53/C.3/

E/CONF.53/C.4/

E/CONF.61/

E/CONF.65/

E/CONF.74/

E/CONF.74/C.1/

E/CONF.74/C.2/

E/CONF.74/C.3/

E/CONF.74/C.4/

E/CONF.74/C.5/

UN Conference on the Standardization of Geographical Names (5th: 1987: Montréal, Canada).
E/CONF.79/

E/CONF.85/

E/CONF.17/

E/CONF.2/

E/CONF.2/BUR/

E/CONF.2/C.2&6/A/

E/CONF.2/C.5&6/
E/CONF.2/C.28.3/A/

E/CONF.2/C.1/

E/CONF.2/C.28.3/A/

E/CONF.2/C.1/A/

E/CONF.2/C.1/B/

E/CONF.2/C.1/C/

E/CONF.2/C.2/

E/CONF.2/C.2/A/

E/CONF.2/C.2/B/

E/CONF.2/C.2/C/

E/CONF.2/C.2/D/

E/CONF.2/C.3/

E/CONF.2/C.3/A/

E/CONF.2/C.3/B/

E/CONF.2/C.3/C/

E/CONF.2/C.3/D/

E/CONF.2/C.3/E/

E/CONF.2/C.3/F/

E/CONF.2/C.3/G/

E/CONF.2/C.3/H/

E/CONF.2/C.3/J/

E/CONF.2/C.4/

E/CONF.2/C.4/A/

E/CONF.2/C.5/

E/CONF.2/C.5/A/

E/CONF.2/C.6/

E/CONF.2/C.8/

TD/TRANSIT/

TD/TIMBER/

E/CONF.63/

E/CONF.63/C.1/

E/CONF.63/C.2/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference/Committee</th>
<th>Document Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN Convention to Combat Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, particularly in Africa (1994). &lt;UNEP/&gt;CCD/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Council for Libya.</td>
<td>A/AC.32/COUNCIL/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Council for Namibia.</td>
<td>A/AC.131/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Development Advisory Team for the South Pacific.</td>
<td>E/ESCAP/UNDAT/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UN Development Fund for Women.
<UNIFEM/>

UN Economic and Social Office in Beirut.
ESOB/D/
ESOB/DM/
ESOB/HR/
ESOB/IT/
ESOB/PP/

UN Economic and Social Office in Beirut.
Industrial Development Unit.
ESOB/ID/

UN Educational and Training Programme for Southern Africa.
UNETPSA/

UN Emergency Operation.
ST/UNEO/
ST/UNEO/C/

UN European Seminar on Demographic Statistics (1971: Ankara).
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.5/

UN European Seminar on Regional Statistics (1969: Warsaw).
<E/ECE/>CES/SEM.4/

<ST/>IESA/P/AC28/

UN Exploratory Meeting on Copper (1958: London).
E/CONF.28/

UN Exploratory Meeting on Lead and Zinc (1958: London).
E/CONF.29/

UN Exploratory Meeting on Lead and Zinc (1988: London). Committee I.
E/CONF.29/C.1/

UN Exploratory Meeting on Tungsten (1963: New York).
E/CONF.44/

FCCC/IDR/
FCCC/NC/

UN Fund for the Congo.
ST/SGB/CONGO FUND/

UN Group of Experts on Geographical Names.
GEGN/

UN Headquarters Library.
ST/LIB/SER.D/
ST/LIB/SER.P/

UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.
<ST/>HR/PUB/HCHR/

UN High Commissioner for Refugees.
<ST/HCR/>

UN High Commissioner's Advisory Committee on Refugees.
A/AC.36/

UN Information Centre.
<ST/DPI/>UNIC/

UN Information Service (Geneva).
<ST/GEN/>INF/

UN Institute for Disarmament Research.
UNIDIR/

UN Institute for Namibia.
<A/AC.131/INST/>

UN Interim Force in Lebanon.
<UNIFIL/>

A/CONF.8/

A/CONF.15/

A/CONF.28/

A/CONF.49/

UN International Drug Control Programme.
<ST/>NAR.3/
<ST/>NAR/ST/NAR/INF.LETT./UNDCP/

<ST/DPA/DPR/>CPR/NGO/

UN International School.
<UNIS/>

UN International Symposium on Trade Efficiency (1994: Columbus, Ohio).
TD/SYMP.TE/
<TD/>UNCTAD/SYMP.TE/

UN Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institutes.
<UNICRI/>

UN Interregional Seminar on Narcotics Control for Law Enforcement Officers in the Near and Middle East (1968: Beirut).
GEN/NAR.69/CONF.1/
UN Interregional Seminar on Statistical Organization (1973 : Ottawa).
<ST>/ESA/STAT/AC.1/

UN Joint Staff Pension Board.
JSPB/
JSPB/G/

UN Joint Staff Pension Board. Standing Committee.
JSPB/C/

UN Joint Staff Pension Scheme. Commission of Consulting Actuaries.
SBC/AC/

UN Korean Reconstruction Agency.
A/AC.47/

UN Korean Reconstruction Agency. Advisory Committee.
A/AC.47/AD/

UNKRA/AG/

ILANUD/

UN Maritime Conference (1948 : Geneva).
E/CONF.4/

UN Maritime Conference (1948 : Geneva). Drafting Committee.
E/CONF.4/C.1/

E/CONF.4/WP.3/

E/CONF.4/WP.2/

E/CONF.4/WP.4/

E/CONF.4/WP.1/

UN Meeting of Experts on Passports and Frontier Formalities (1947 : Geneva).
E/CONF/PASS/PC/

UN Meeting on Cooperation among Developing Countries in Petroleum (1976 : Geneva).
<ST>/ESA/NRET/AC.10/

UN Meeting on Cooperation among Developing Countries in Petroleum (1981 : Hague).
<ST>/TCD/NRED/PES/>
UN Palestine Commission.
A/AC.21/

UN Peace Forces/UN Protection Force.
UNPF/

UN Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus.
<ST/DPKO/UNFICYP/>

UN Permanent Staff Committee.
PSC/

A/CONF.92/

A/CONF.98/

A/CONF.105/

A/CONF.110/

A/CONF.115/

A/CONF.122/

A/CONF.126/

A/CONF.132/

A/CONF.140/

A/CONF.154/

A/CONF.154/

A/CONF.158/

A/CONF.160/

A/CONF.168/

A/CONF.173/

A/CONF.176/

A/CONF.180/

A/CONF.103/

A/CONF.99/

A/CONF.170/

A/CONF.174/

A/CONF.179/

A/CONF.123/

A/CONF.127/

A/CONF.131/

A/CONF.139/

A/CONF.142/
   A/CONF.148/

   A/CONF.149/

   A/CONF.150/

   A/CONF.151/

   A/CONF.152/

   A/CONF.168/

   A/CONF.178/

   A/CONF.188/

   A/CONF.198/

   A/CONF.208/

   A/CONF.218/

   A/CONF.228/

   A/CONF.238/

   A/CONF.77/

   A/CONF.86/

UN Refugee Fund. Executive Committee.
   A/AC.79/

   A/AC.79/WP.1/

UN Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa.
   <E/>ECA/CART/

UN Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and the Far East (1st : 1955 : Mussoorie, India).
   E/CONF.18/

   E/CONF.25/

   E/CONF.36/

   E/CONF.36/C.1/

   E/CONF.36/C.2/

   E/CONF.36/C.3/

   E/CONF.36/C.4/

   E/CONF.36/C.5/

   E/CONF.50/

UN Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and the Far East (5th : 1967 : Canberra).
   E/CONF.52/

   E/CONF.52/C.1/
UN Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and the Pacific (10th: 1983: Bangkok). E/CONF.75/
UN Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and the Pacific (14th: 1997: Bangkok). E/CONF.89/
UN Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas (1st: 1976: Panama City). E/CONF.67/
UN Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas (2nd: 1979: Mexico City). E/CONF.71/
UN Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas (2nd: 1979: Mexico City). Committee II. E/CONF.71/C.2/
UN Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas (2nd: 1979: Mexico City). Committee III. E/CONF.71/C.3/
UN Regional Seminar on Statistical Requirements for Planning Economic and Social Development (1967: Prague). <E/ECE/>CES/SEM.3/
UN Regional Training and Consultative Mission on Narcotics Control to Africa. MNAR/
UN Research Institute for Social Development. UNRISD/
UNRISD/BP/
UNRISD/OP/
UN Scientific Advisory Committee. ST/SG/AC.1/
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UN Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation.
A/AC.82/

E/CONF.7/

UN Seminar for Narcotics Control Enforcement Officers (1965 : Lagos).
GEN/NAR.65/CONF.2/

UN Seminar on Aerial Survey Methods and Equipment (1960 : Bangkok).
I&NR/AS/

E/CN.9/CONF.2/

E/CN.9/CONF.1/

UN Seminar on Industrial Statistics (1957 : Athens).
ST/STAT/CONF.5/

GEN/NAR.67/CONF.1/

UN Seminar on Narcotics Control for Enforcement Officers (1965 : Manila).
GEN/NAR.65/CONF.1/

UN Seminar on Narcotics Control for Enforcement Officers (1966 : Tehran).
GEN/NAR.66/CONF.1/

ST/TAA/CONF.1/

UN Seminar on Regional Planning (1958 : Tokyo).
E/CN.11/RP/

UN Social Defence Research Institute.<UNSDRI/>

UN Solar Energy Group on Environment and Development.<UNSEGED/>

UN Special Committee for South West Africa.
A/AC.110/

UN Special Committee on Palestine.
A/AC.13/

UN Special Committee on Palestine. Subcommittee 1.
A/AC.13/SC.1/

UN Special Committee on Palestine. Subcommittee 2.
A/AC.13/SC.2/

UN Special Committee on Palestine. Subcommittee 3.
A/AC.13/SC.3/

UN Special Committee on Palestine. Subcommittee 4.
A/AC.13/SC.4/

UN Special Committee on the Balkans.
A/AC.16/

UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Advisory Committee 4.
A/AC.16/SC.4/

UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Drafting Committee.
A/AC.16/SC.7/

UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Geneva Drafting Committee.
A/AC.16/SC.5/

UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Salonica Ad Hoc Committee.
A/AC.16/SC.6/

UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Subcommitte 1.
A/AC.16/SC.1/

UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Subcommitte 2.
A/AC.16/SC.2/

UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Subcommitte 3.
A/AC.16/SC.3/

UN Special Committee on the Balkans. Subsidiary Committee.
A/AC.16/SC.8/

UN Special Fund. Board of Governors.
UNSF/

UN Special Fund. Governing Council.
SF/
SF/Agreement/
SF/EX/Agreement/
SF/IP/
SF/PGL/

UN Special Fund Desert Locust Project.
UNSF/DL/

A/CONF.64/

UN Staff College [Proposed].
UNITAR/EUR.72/SC/
UN Staff Committee.
SCB/
SCC/
<ST/STAFF/>
<ST/STAFF>/ SCB/

UN Staff Pension Committee.
A/CN.6/
SPC/

UN Staff Recreation Council.
RC/

UN Staff Union. Polling Officers.
PO/

UN Sudano-Sahelian Office.
ST/UNSO/

UN Sugar Conference (1953 : London).
E/CONF.15/

E/CONF.15/C.3/

E/CONF.15/C.2/

E/CONF.15/EX/

E/CONF.15/C.1/

E/CONF.22/

E/CONF.22/C.2/

E/CONF.22/EX/

E/CONF.22/C.1/

E/CONF.22/BUR/

UN Sugar Conference (1958 : Geneva).
E/CONF.27/

E/CONF.27/C.1/

E/CONF.27/C.2/

E/CONF.27/EX/

UN Sugar Conference (1961 : Geneva).
E/CONF.37/

UN Sugar Conference (1961 : Geneva), Economic and Administrative Committee.
E/CONF.37/C.2/

E/CONF.37/C.2/WP.1/

E/CONF.37/C.2/WP.2/

E/CONF.37/C.2/WP.3/

E/CONF.37/C.2/WP.4/

UN Sugar Conference (1961 : Geneva). Legal and Drafting Committee.
E/CONF.37/C.3/

UN Sugar Conference (1963 : London).
E/CONF.48/

E/CONF.48/EX/

UN Sugar Conference (1965 : Geneva).
TD/SUGAR.6/

TD/SUGAR.6/EX/C.3/

UN Sugar Conference (1965 : Geneva). Committee on Prices and Quotas.
TD/SUGAR.6/EX/C.1/

TD/SUGAR.6/EX/C.2/
TD/SUGAR.6/EX/

TD/SUGAR.6/STAT/

TD/SUGAR.6/CONS.C/

UN Sugar Conference (1965 : Geneva).
TD/SUGAR.7/

UN Sugar Conference (1968 : Geneva).
Administrative and Legal Committee.
TD/SUGAR.7/C.2/

TD/SUGAR.7/C.1/

TD/SUGAR.7/EX/WP.1/

TD/SUGAR.7/EX/WP.2/

TD/SUGAR.6/PCC/

UN Sugar Conference (1973 : Geneva).
TD/SUGAR.8/

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.2/

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.1/

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.2/

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.3/

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.1/WG.4/

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/

TD/SUGAR.8/EX/C.3/

UN Sugar Conference (1977 : Geneva).
TD/SUGAR.9/

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.1/

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.2/

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.3/

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.4/

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.1/WG.5/

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/

TD/SUGAR.9/EX/C.3/

TD/SUGAR.10/

TD/SUGAR.11/
UN Sugar Conference (1992 : Geneva).
TD/SUGAR.12/

TD/SUGAR.12/CW/

UN/SOA/SEM/32/

UN Symposium on World Coal Prospects (1979 : Katowice, Poland).
<ST/>TCD/NRET/AC12/

E/CONF.10/

A/CONF.3/

A/CONF.4/

A/CONF.5/

A/CONF.7/

A/CONF.11/

A/CONF.12/

A/CONF.14/

E/CONF.40/C.1/

E/CONF.40/C.2/

E/CONF.40/C.3/

E/CONF.40/C.4/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea.
A/AC.19/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Drafting Committee.
A/AC.19/DC/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Main Committee.
A/AC.19/SC.4/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Observation Group 1.
A/AC.19/SC.5/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Observation Group 2.
A/AC.19/SC.6/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Observation Group 3.
A/AC.19/SC.7/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Observation Group 4.
A/AC.19/SC.8/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Observation Group 5.
A/AC.19/SC.9/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Observation Group 6.
A/AC.19/SC.10/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Observation Group 7.
A/AC.19/SC.11/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Observation Group 8.
A/AC.19/SC.12/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Observation Group 9.
A/AC.19/SC.13/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Subcommittee 1.
A/AC.19/SC.1/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Subcommittee 2.
A/AC.19/SC.2/

UN Temporary Commission on Korea. Subcommittee 3.
A/AC.19/SC.3/

UN Theme Group on Poverty (Namibia).
TG/P/

E/CONF.12/
Committee I.
E/CONF.12/C.1/

Executive Committee.
E/CONF.12/EX/

Steering Committee.
E/CONF.12/BUR/

E/CONF.32/

Administrative Committee.
E/CONF.32/C.1/

Economic Committee.
E/CONF.32/C.2/

Executive Committee.
E/CONF.32/EX/

TD/TIN.3/

Administrative Committee.
TD/TIN.3/EX/

TD/TIN.3/C.1/

TD/TIN.3/C.2/

TD/TIN.4/

Administrative Committee.
TD/TIN.4/C.2/

TD/TIN.4/C.1/

Executive Committee.
TD/TIN.4/EX/

Economic Committee.
TD/TIN.5/EX/C.1/

Executive Committee.
TD/TIN.5/EX/

TD/TIN.6/

TD/TIN.7/

UN Transition Assistance Group.
<UNTAG/>

UN Transitional Administrator for Eastern Slavonia, Baranja and Western Sirmium.
<ST/DPKO/UNTAES/>

UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia.
<UNTAC/>

UN Tribunal in Eritrea.
A/AC.59/

UN Tribunal in Libya.
A/AC.32/TRIB/
A/AC.51/

UN Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine.
<UNTSO/>

UN University.
UNU/
 <UNU/>AFP/
 UNU/ASP/
 <UNU/>DSDB/
 <UNU/>EM/
 <UNU>/EP/
 UNU/EUP/
 <UNU>/HGA/
 <UNU>/HRSID/
 <UNU>/HRSTD/
 <UNU>/HSDB/
 <UNU>/LAP/
 <UNU>/NRAS/
 <UNU>/PGT/
 <UNU>/PRS/
 <UNU>/SSS/
 UNU/TWWD/
 <UNU>/UNUP/

UN University. Council.
A/AC.169/

UN University. Global Learning Division.
<UNU/>GLDB/

UN University. Human and Social Development Programme.
<UNU>/HSDR/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN University, Human Dimensions of Global Change Programme.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;HDGC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, Institute for New Technologies.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/INTECH/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, Institute of Advanced Studies.</td>
<td>UNU/IAS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, Programme on the Use and Management of Natural Resources.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;NRTS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, Project on Goals, Processes and Indicators of Development.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;HSDR/GPID/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, Project on Research and Development Systems in Rural Settings.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;HSDR/RD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, Project on Sharing of Traditional Technology.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;HSDR/STT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, Project on Sociocultural Development Alternatives in a Changing World.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;HSDR/SCA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, Project on Technology Transfer, Transformation, and Development: the Japanese Experience.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;HSDR/JE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, World Hunger Programme.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;WHFNW/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN University, World Hunger Programme.</td>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;WHTR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Visiting Mission to Trust Territories in West Africa, 1949.</td>
<td>TC/VM.1949/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Volunteers.</td>
<td>DP/UNV/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Water Conference (1977: Mar del Plata, Argentina).</td>
<td>E/CONF.70/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Women's Guild.</td>
<td>UNWG/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E/CONF.59/

E/CONF.59/C.1/

E/CONF.59/BUR/

E/CONF.59/C.1 and 2/

E/CONF.59/C.2/

E/CONF.59/C.3/

<ST/>ESA/STAT/AC.17/

A/CONF.162/

E/CN.9/AC.8/

UNCHS/ESCAP Expert Group Meeting on Integration of Physical Planning with Economic and Social Planning in Asia and the Pacific (1980 : Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP/>IHT/IPESP/

UNCTAD.
TD/
TD/DOCS/
TD/GSP/DOCS/
TD/STAT/
TD/TIN/STAT/
<TD/>UNCTAD/
<TD/>UNCTAD/AP/
<TD/>UNCTAD/LEG/
<TD/>UNCTAD/MFD/
<TD/>UNCTAD/MFD/TA/
<TD/>UNCTAD/RMT/
<TD/>UNCTAD/STAT/PB/
<TD/>UNCTAD/TDR/
<TD/>UNCTAD/TRAINDS/
<TD/>UNCTAD/TT/

TD/B/AC.4/

TD/B/C.2/AC.6/

TD/B/C.2/AC.6/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Risk Management in Commodity Trade.
TD/B/CN.1/GE.1/

TD/B/CN.1/GE.2/

TD/B/AC.29/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Trade and Economic Cooperation among Countries Having Different Economic and Social Systems.
TD/B/AC.44/

TD/B/AC.38/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Group of Experts to Study Ways and Means of Improving Transit-Transport Infrastructures and Services for Landlocked Developing Countries.
TD/B/AC.39/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Group of Governmental Experts on the Debt Problems of Developing Countries.
TD/B/C.3/AC.8/

TAD/EL/MI/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Committee for the Integrated Programme for Commodities.
TD/B/IPC/AC/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Committee on the Rationalization of UNCTAD's Machinery.
TD/B/AC.30/

TD/B/C.1/TUNGSTEN/AC.1/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Group of Port Experts.
TD/B/C.4/AC.7/
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UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Group of Senior Officials on Cooperation among Developing Countries in the Area of Shipping, Ports and Multimodal Transport.
 TD/B/C.4/AC.9/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Group on Container Standards for International Multimodal Transport.
 TD/B/AC.20/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Group to Consider Means of Combating All Aspects of Maritime Fraud, including Piracy.
 TD/B/C.4/AC.4/

 TD/B/AC.32/

 TD/B/C.4/AC.1/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Working Group on Comparative Experiences with Privatization.
 TD/B/WG.3/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Working Group on Expansion of Trading Opportunities for Developing Countries.
 TD/B/WG.4/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Working Group on Interrelationship between Investment and Technology Transfer.
 TD/B/WG.5/

 TD/B/WG.1/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Working Group on the Role of Enterprises in Development.
 TD/B/WG.7/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Working Group on Trade Efficiency.
 TD/B/WG.2/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Working Group on Trade, Environment and Development.
 TD/B/WG.6/

 TD/B/WG.8/

UNCTAD. Ad Hoc Working Group to Explore the Issue of Structural Adjustment for the Transition to Disarmament.
 TD/B/WG.8/

 TD/B/AC.2/

UNCTAD. Administrative Service.
 <TD/>UNCTAD/ADM/
 <TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/ADM/

UNCTAD. Advisory Committee to the Board and to the Committee on Commodities.
 TD/ACBCC/

UNCTAD. Advisory Service on Transfer of Technology.
 <TD/>UNCTAD/TT/AS/

UNCTAD. Advisory Services on Trade Documentation.
 TD/B/ASTD/

UNCTAD. Advisory Services on Trade Facilitation.
 TD/B/ASTF/

UNCTAD. Commission on Enterprise, Business Facilitation and Development.
 TD/B/COM.3/

UNCTAD. Commission on International Investment and Transnational Corporations.
 TD/B/ITNC/

UNCTAD. Commission on Investment, Technology and Related Financial Issues.
 TD/B/COM.2/

UNCTAD. Commission on Trade in Goods and Services, and Commodities.
 TD/B/COM.1/

UNCTAD. Committee on Commodities.
 TD/B/C.1/
 TD/B/C.1/CPB/
 TD/B/C.1/DOCS/
 TD/B/C.1/STAT/

 TD/B/C.1/PSC/WP/

 TD/B/C.1/WP.1/

 TD/B/C.1/WP.2/

 TD/B/C.1/WP.3/

 TD/B/C.1/SC.1/
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TD/B/C.1/SC.2/

TD/B/C.1/VI/SC.1/

TD/B/C.1/SC.1/VIII/

TD/B/C.1/(XI)/SC/

UNCTAD. Committee on Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries.
TD/B/C.7/

UNCTAD. Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to Trade.
TD/B/C.3/
TD/B/C.3/DOCS/

TD/B/C.3/SC.1/

TD/B/C.3/SC.2/

TD/B/C.3/SC.3/

TD/B/C.3/SC.4/

TD/B/C.3/SC.5/

TD/B/C.3(V)/SC/

TD/B/C.3(VII)/SC/

TD/B/C.3(VIII)/SC/

TD/B/C.3/(XI)/SC/

UNCTAD. Committee on Manufactures.
TD/B/C.2/
TD/B/C.2/DOCS/

UNCTAD. Committee on Manufactures. Group on Preferences.
TD/B/C.2/AC.1/

TD/B/C.2/WP.1/

TD/B/C.2/WP.2/

TD/B/C.2(IV)/SC.1/

TD/B/C.2(V)/SC.1/

TD/B/C.2(VII)/SC/

TD/B/C.2(VIII)/SC/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping.
TD/B/C.4/
TD/B/C.4/DOCS/

TD/B/C.4/WP.1/

TD/B/C.4/SC/

TD/B/C.4(VII)/SC/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (10th sess. : 1982 : Geneva). Sessional Committee I.
TD/B/C.4/(X)/SC.I/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (10th sess. : 1982 : Geneva). Sessional Committee II.
TD/B/C.4/(X)/SC.II/
UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (11th sess. : 1984 : Geneva). Sessional Committee I.
TD/B/C.4/(XI)/SC.1/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (11th sess. : 1984 : Geneva). Sessional Committee II.
TD/B/C.4/(XI)/SC.2/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (12th sess. : 1986 : Geneva). Sessional Committee I.
TD/B/C.4/(XII)/SC.1/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (12th sess. : 1986 : Geneva). Sessional Committee II.
TD/B/C.4/(XII)/SC.2/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (13th sess. : 1988 : Geneva). Sessional Committee I.
TD/B/C.4/(XIII)/SC.1/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (13th sess. : 1988 : Geneva). Sessional Committee II.
TD/B/C.4/(XIII)/SC.2/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (14th sess. : 1990 : Geneva). Sessional Committee I.
TD/B/C.4/(XIV)/SC.1/

UNCTAD. Committee on Shipping (14th sess. : 1990 : Geneva). Sessional Committee II.
TD/B/C.4/(XIV)/SC.2/

UNCTAD. Committee on Transfer of Technology.
TD/B/C.6/

TD/B/C.6/SC/

UNCTAD. Committee on Tungsten.
TD/B/C.1/TUNGSTEN/
TD/B/C.1/TUNGSTEN/STAT/
TD/TUNGSTEN COM/
TD/TUNGSTEN COM/BIB/
TD/TUNGSTEN COM/STAT/

TD/TUNGSTEN COM/SWP/

UNCTAD. Committee on Tungsten. Working Group.
TD/B/C.1/TUNGSTEN/WG/
TD/TUNGSTEN COM/WG/

UNCTAD. Commodities Division.
<TD/>UNCTAD/CD/
<TD/>UNCTAD/CD/CPB/
<TD/>UNCTAD/COM/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/CD/

UNCTAD. Conference Affairs Service.
<TD/>UNCTAD/CA/
<TD/>UNCTAD/CA/DOCS/
<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/CAS/

UNCTAD. Consultations on Copper (1976 : Geneva).
TD/B/C.1/COPPER/CONS/

TD/B/C.1/IRON ORE/CONS/

UNCTAD. Consultations on Manganese Ore (1972 : Geneva).
TD/B/C.1/MANG.ORE/CONS/

TD/B/C.1/PHOS/CONS/

UNCTAD. Data Management Service.
<TD/>UNCTAD/DMS/
<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/DMS/

UNCTAD. Debt Management Section.
<TD/>UNCTAD/GID/DMS/

UNCTAD. Debt Monitoring Section.
<TD/>UNCTAD/RDP/DFP/DMS/

UNCTAD. Development Finance Programme.
<TD/>UNCTAD/GID/DF/
<TD/>UNCTAD/RDP/DFP/

UNCTAD. Development Strategies Division.
<TD/>UNCTAD/DSD/

UNCTAD. Development Strategies Division. Poverty Alleviation Section.
<TD/>UNCTAD/PA/

UNCTAD. Division for Data Management.
<TD/>UNCTAD/DDM/

UNCTAD. Division for Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries.
<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/TA/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/TCDC/STO/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/ECDC/

UNCTAD. Division for Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries and Special Programmes.
Poverty Alleviation Unit.
<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/PA/

UNCTAD. Division for Least Developed, Landlocked and Island Developing Countries.
<TD/>UNCTAD/LDC/

UNCTAD. Division for Programme Support and Management Services.
<TD/>UNCTAD/PSM/

UNCTAD. Division for Programme Support and Management Services. Joint Technical Cooperation Unit.
<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/JTC/

UNCTAD. Division for Programme Support and Management Services. Technical Cooperation Policy
UNCTAD. Division for Science and Technology. ST/STD/ATAS/<TD/>UNCTAD/DST/<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/TCS/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Division for Trade with Socialist Countries. <TD/>UNCTAD/ST/TSC/<TD/>UNCTAD/TSC/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Division for Transnational Corporations and Investment. ST/CTC/ <TD/>UNCTAD/DTCI/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Division on Globalization and Development Strategies. <TD/>UNCTAD/GDS/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Division on International Trade in Goods and Services, and Commodities. <TD/>UNCTAD/ITCD/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Executive Direction and Management. <TD/>UNCTAD/EDIW/<TD/>UNCTAD/EDIW/ERCP/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Executive Direction and Management. External Relations, Communications and Publications Service. <TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/ERCP/<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/PDC/<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/RPS/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Executive Direction and Management. Research Policy and Support Unit. <TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/RPS/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Executive Direction and Management. UN-PFAAERD Task Force Unit. <TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/ATF/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Expert Group on Export Credit as a Means of Promoting Exports from Developing Countries (1975 : Geneva). TD/B/AC.16/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Expert Group on Transport Infrastructure for Landlocked Developing Countries (1973 : Geneva). TD/B/AC.14/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Global Interdependence Division. <TD/>UNCTAD/GID/<TD/>UNCTAD/GID/G24/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Group of Experts on Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries in Shipping, Ports and Multimodal Transport. TD/B/C.4/AC.10/<TD/>
UNCTAD. Group of Experts on Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries (1978 : Geneva). TD/B/AC.19/<TD/>
   TD/B/C.3/AC.4/

UNCTAD. Group of Experts on International Sea Transport of Liquid Hydrocarbons in Bulk.
   TD/B/C.4/AC.3/

UNCTAD. Group of Experts on Model Rules for Multimodal Container Tariffs.
   TD/B/C.4/AC.5/

   TD/B/AC.7/

UNCTAD. Group of Experts on Multimodal Transport and Containerization.
   TD/B/C.4/AC.11/

UNCTAD. Group of Experts on Problems Faced by the Developing Countries in the Carriage of Bulk Cargoes.
   TD/B/C.4/AC.2/

UNCTAD. Group of Experts on Special Measures in Favour of the Least Developed among the Developing Countries.
   TD/B/AC.9/

UNCTAD. Group of Experts to Develop and Recommend Model Rules for Multimodal Container Tariffs.
   TD/B/C.4/AC.6/

UNCTAD. Group of Governmental Experts on Reverse Transfer of Technology.
   TD/B/C.5/AC.4/

UNCTAD. Group of Governmental Experts on the Concepts of the Present Aid and Flow Targets.
   TD/B/C.3/AC.7/

UNCTAD. Group of Governmental Experts on the Economic, Commercial and Developmental Aspects of Industrial Property in the Transfer of Technology to Developing Countries.
   TD/B/C.6/AC.5/

UNCTAD. Group of Governmental Experts on the Role of the Industrial Property System in the Transfer of Technology.
   TD/B/C.5/AC.3/

   TD/B/C.6/AC.2/

   TD/B/C.6/AC.6/

UNCTAD. Group of High-level Experts on Finance for Development.
   TD/B/AC.27/

   TD/B/AC.26/

   TD/B/AC.36/

   TD/B/AC.31/

UNCTAD. Information Unit.
   <TD/> TAD/INF/PUB/

UNCTAD. Insurance Programme.
   <TD/> UNCTAD/RDP/INS/
   <TD/> UNCTAD/SDD/INS/

UNCTAD. Integrated Programme for Commodities.
   TD/B/IPC/STAT/

   TD/B/C.1/CONS.10/

   TD/B/C.1/CONS.3/

   TD/B/C.1/CONS.14/

   TD/B/C.1/CONS.13/

   TD/B/C.1/CONS.9/

   TD/B/C.1/CONS.6/
TD/B/C.1/CONS.4/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.7/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.5/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.8/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.2/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.11/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.12/

TD/B/C.1/CONS.1/

TD/B/C.6/AC.1/

TD/AC.1/

TD/B/IPC/BANANAS/AC/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Copper. 
TD/B/IPC/COPPER/AC.2/ 
TD/B/IPC/COPPER/AC/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Debt and Development Problems of Developing Countries. 
TD/B/AC.28/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Definitions and Methodology Employed in the UNCTAD Data Base on Trade Measures. 
TD/B/AC.42/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries. 
TD/B/CN.3/GE.1/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Further Promotion of Inter-Systems Trade. 
TD/B/AC.45/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Improvement of Market Intelligence for Tropical Timber. 
TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.2/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Iron Ore. 
TD/B/C.1/IRON ORE/ 
TD/B/CN.1/IRON ORE/ 
TD/B/IPC/IRON ORE/AC.1/ 
TD/B/IPC/IRON ORE/AC/

TD/B/IPC/MANGANESE/AC/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Market Development for Copper. 
TD/B/C.1/COPPER/AC/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Ports. 
TD/B/CN.4/GE.1/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Poverty Alleviation. 
TD/B/CN.2/GE.1/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Research and Development for Tropical Timber. 
TD/B/IPC/TIMBER/AC.1/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Restrictive Business Practices. 
TD/B/RBP/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Rules of Origin. 
TD/B/SCP/AC.1/

TD/B/C.2/AC.3/

TD/B/AC.43/
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UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on the Establishment of an Export Credit Guarantee Facility.
TD/B/AC.33/

TD/AC.2/

TD/B/C.6/AC.8/

TD/B/C.6/AC.10/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Trade Opportunities resulting from Multilateral Schemes of Countries Members of CMEA (1977 : Geneva).
TD/B/AC.23/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Tungsten.
TD/B/CN.1/TUNGSTEN/
TD/B/CN.1/TUNGSTEN/STAT/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group of Experts to Study a Multilateral System of Payments between Socialist Countries of Eastern Europe and Developing Countries (1977 : Geneva).
TD/B/AC.22/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group on Supplementary Financing.
TD/B/C.3/AC.3/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group on the Least Developed Countries.
TD/B/AC.17/

A/CONF.147/PC/

TD/B/AC.6/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Group on the Transfer of Technology.
TD/B/AC.11/

TD/B/AC.10/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Preparatory Group on a Convention on International Multimodal Transport.
TD/B/AC.15/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Preparatory Group on Conditions for Registration of Ships.
TD/B/AC.34/

TD/B/IPC/RUBBER/TF/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Working Group of Experts on International Standards of Accounting and Reporting.
TD/B/ITNC/AC.1/

UNCTAD. Intergovernmental Working Group on Jute and Jute Products.
TD/B/IPC/JUTE/WG/

TD/B/IPC/RUBBER/AC/

UNCTAD. International Trade Division.
TD/>UNCTAD/ITD/

UNCTAD. International Trade Division. Generalized System of Preferences Section.
TD/>UNCTAD/ITD/GSP/

UNCTAD. International Trade Programmes.
TD/>UNCTAD/ITP/

UNCTAD. International Trade Programmes. Technology Programme.
TD/>UNCTAD/ITD/TEC/
TD/>UNCTAD/ITP/TEC/

UNCTAD. Manufactures Division.
TD/>UNCTAD/MD/
TD/>UNCTAD/ST/MD/

UNCTAD. Money, Finance and Development Division.
TD/>UNCTAD/ST/MFD/

UNCTAD. Multimodal Transport and Technological Development Section.
TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/MT/

UNCTAD. Office of the Secretary-General.
TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/
TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/DP/
TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/RS/
TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/STUDY/
TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/TA/
TD/>UNCTAD/SGO/

UNCTAD. Panel of Experts on Developing Island Countries.
TD/B/AC.13/

TD/B/IPC/OILS/AC/
UNCTAD. Permanent Group on Synthetics and Substitutes.
TD/B/C.1/SYN/

UNCTAD. Permanent Subcommittee on Commodities.
TD/B/C.1/PSC/

UNCTAD. Preparatory Commission for the Common Fund for Commodities.
<TD/IPC/>CF/PCI/

<TD/IPC/>CF/PCI/WP.I/

<TD/IPC/>CF/PCI/WP.II/

UNCTAD. Preparatory Committee for the International Tropical Timber Council.
<TD/UNCTAD/>ITTC/PC/

TD/CODE/PC/

TD/CODE/PC/WG.I/

TD/CODE/PC/WG.II/

TD/CODE/PC/WG.III/

UNCTAD. Preparatory Committee for the United Nations Conference on Conditions for Registration of Ships.
TD/RS/CONF/IPC/

UNCTAD. Preparatory Committee for the United Nations International Symposium on Trade Efficiency.
TD/SYMP.TE/PC/

UNCTAD. Preparatory Group for the United Nations Conference on Natural Rubber.
TD/RUBBER/PG/

UNCTAD. Preparatory Working Group on Tungsten.
TD/B/TUNGSTEN/PWG/

UNCTAD. Programme for Trade with Socialist Countries.
<TD/>UNCTAD/ITP/TSC/

UNCTAD. Programme on Transnational Corporations.
ST/CTC/SER.A/

UNCTAD. Reference Service.
<TD/>UNCTAD/GP/

UNCTAD. Research and Training Programme.
<TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/RP/

UNCTAD. Research Division.
<TD/>UNCTAD/RD/

UNCTAD. Resources for Development Programmes.
<TD/>UNCTAD/RDP/

UNCTAD. Secretariat.
TAD/CD/PHOSPHATES/
<TD/UNCTAD>/GSTP/
<TD/>UNCTAD/INV/
<TD/>UNCTAD/RM/
<TD/>UNCTAD/TE/

UNCTAD. Secretary-General's Office.
<TD/>UNCTAD/EDM/SGO/

UNCTAD. Services Development Division.
<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/

UNCTAD. Services Development Division. Legal Policy and Maritime Legislation Section.
<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/LEG/

UNCTAD. Services Development Division. Ports Section.
<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/PORT/

UNCTAD. Services Development Division. Services in General Section.
<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/SER/

UNCTAD. Services Development Division. Shipping Section.
<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/SHIP/

UNCTAD. Services Development Division. Technical Cooperation and Training Section.
<TD/>UNCTAD/SDD/TRN/

UNCTAD. Shipping Division.
<TD/>UNCTAD/SHIP/
<TD/>UNCTAD/ST/SHIP/

UNCTAD. Special Committee on Preferences.
TD/B/AC.1/
TD/B/AC.5/
TD/B/C.5/
TD/B/C.5/ORIGIN/
TD/H/SCP/
TD/B/AC.5/(IV)/WG.I/

TD/B/AC.5/(IV)/WG.II/

TD/B/C.5/(XVI)/SC/

TD/B/C.5/(XIX)/SC/

UNCTAD. Special Economic Unit (Palestinian People).
<TD/> UNCTAD/DSD/SEU/
<TD/> UNCTAD/ECDC/SEU/
<TD/> UNCTAD/RDP/SEU/
<TD/> UNCTAD/ST/SEU/

UNCTAD. Special Programme for Least Developed, Landlocked and Island Developing Countries.
<TD/> UNCTAD/RDP/LDC/
TD/UNCTAD/ST/LDC/

UNCTAD. Special Programme for Trade Efficiency.
<TD/> UNCTAD/SPTE/

UNCTAD. Special Programme on Insurance.
<TD/> UNCTAD/INS/

UNCTAD. Special Programme on Trade Facilitation.
TD/B/FAL/
TD/B/FAL/TFN/
TD/B/SP1/
<TD/> UNCTAD/FALPRO/

UNCTAD. Standing Committee on Commodities.
TD/B/CN.1/
TD/B/CN.1/CPB/
TD/B/CN.1/STAT/

UNCTAD. Standing Committee on Developing Services Sectors : Fostering Competitive Services Sectors in Developing Countries.
TD/B/CN.4/

UNCTAD. Standing Committee on Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries.
TD/B/CN.3/

UNCTAD. Standing Committee on Poverty Alleviation.
TD/B/CN.2/

UNCTAD. Technical Cooperation Programme on the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) and on Other Trade Laws and Regulations Directly Affecting Exports of Developing Countries.
<TD/> UNCTAD/TAP/

UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board.
TD/B/

TD/B/BUR/

TD/B/SC.1/

TD/B/SC.2/

TD/B/WP.1/

TD/B/SC.3/

TD/B/SC.4/

TD/B/SC.5/

TD/B/SC.6/

TD/B/SC.7/

TD/B/SC.8/

TD/B(VIII)/SC/

TD/B(VIII)/SC.2/
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TD/B(IX)/SC.I/

TD/B(IX)/SC.II/

TD/B(IX)/WP/

TD/B(X)/SC.I/

TD/B(X)/SC.II/

TD/B(X)/WP/

TD/B(XI)/SC.I/

TD/B(XI)/SC.II/

TD/B(XII)/WP/

TD/B(XIII)/SC.I/

TD/B(XIII)/SC.II/

TD/B(XIV)/SC.I/

TD/B(XIV)/SC.II/

TD/B(XIV)/WP/

TD/B(XV)/SC/

TD/B(XVI)/SC.I/

TD/B(XVI)/SC.II/

TD/B(XVII)/SC.I/

TD/B(XVII)/SC.II/

TD/B/(S-XVII)/WG.I/

TD/B/(S-XVII)/WG.II/

TD/B/(XXIII)/SC.I/

TD/B/(XXIV)/SC.I/

TD/B/(XXIV)/SC.II/

TD/B/(XXV)/SC.I/

TD/B/(XXV)/SC.II/

TD/B/(XXVI)/SC.I/

TD/B/(XXVI)/SC.II/

TD/B/(XXVII)/SC.I/
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TD/B/(XXVIII)/SC.II/
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<td>UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board (32nd sess., 1986: Geneva), Sessional Committee I.</td>
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<td>TD/B/(XXXIII)/SC.I/</td>
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<tr>
<td>UNCTAD. Trade and Development Board (32nd sess., 1986: Geneva), Sessional Committee II.</td>
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UNCTAD. Working Group on Abaca.
TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES(A)/WG/
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TD/B/AC.5/WG.1 /
TD/B/C.5/WG/

TD/B/IPC/HARD FIBRES(SH)/WG/

TD/B/AC.12/

UNCTAD. Working Party on Diversification, Processing, Marketing and Distribution, including Transportation.
TD/B/C.1/AC/

UNCTAD. Working Party on the Medium-term Plan and the Programme Budget.
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   DP/RF/TA/

   DP/WGAFM/

UNDP. Working Group on Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries.
   DP/WGTC/

UNDP/UNFPA Executive Board.
   DP/
   DP/CCF/
   DP/CP/
   DP/RAB/

   ID/WG.18/

   ID/WG.69/

UNEP.
   UNEP Report/
   UNEP/
   UNEP/CEP/
   UNEP/GRID/
   UNEP/IG.6/
   UNEP/PUBLICATIONS/

UNEP. Ad Hoc Group on the Reporting of Data.
   UNEP/OzL.Pro/WG.2/

   UNEP/WG.96/
   UNEP/WG.155/

UNEP. Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts on Biological Diversity.
   UNEP/Bio.Div/

   UNEP/WG.95/
   UNEP/WG.122/

UNEP. Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts on Environmentally Sound Management of Hazardous
CORPORATE NAME INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOL, 1946-1996

UNEP/WG.111/

UNEP/PIC/WG.2/

UNEP/PIC/WG.3/

UNEP. Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts on the Protection of the Marine Environment against Pollution from Land-based Sources.
UNEP/WG.82/
UNEP/WG.109/

UNEP/WG.69/

UNEP/WG.78/

UNEP/WG.94/

UNEP/WG.110/

UNEP/WG.191/

UNEP/WG.167/

UNEP/WG.172/

UNEP. Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts on Biological Diversity.
UNEP/Bio.Div/WG.2/

UNEP. Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts to Consider and Develop a Draft Protocol on Liability and Compensation for Damage resulting from Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal.
UNEP/CHW.1/WG.1/

UNEP/WG.182/

UNEP/WG.189/

UNEP. Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal Experts on Non-Compliance with the Montreal Protocol.
UNEP/OZL.Pro/WG.3/

UNEP/WG.90/

UNEP/WG.108/

UNEP/WG.82/

UNEP. Conference, Language and Documents Section.
UNEP/CONF/
UNEP/CONF/TERM/

UNEP. Consultative Group on Desertification Control.
<UNEP/>DESCON/

UNEP. Consultative Subgroup of Legal and Technical Experts.
UNEP/CHW/LSG/

UNEP. Coordinating Body for the Seas of East Asia (1st : 1982 : Bangkok).
UNEP/IG.37/

UNEP. Coordinating Body for the Seas of East Asia (2nd : 1983 : Indonesia).
UNEP/IG.44/

UNEP. Environment Coordination Board.
UNEP/ECB/
CORPORATE NAME INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOL, 1946-1996

UNEP. Governing Council.
UNEP/GC/

UNEP. Governing Council (10th sess. : 1982 : Nairobi), Sessional Committee I.
<UNEP/>GC.10/SC.I/

UNEP. Governing Council (10th sess. : 1982 : Nairobi), Sessional Committee II.
UNEP/GC/10/SC.II/

UNEP. Governing Council (11th sess. : 1983 : Nairobi), Sessional Committee I.
UNEP/GC/11/SC.I/

UNEP. Governing Council (11th sess. : 1983 : Nairobi), Sessional Committee II.
UNEP/GC/11/SC.II/

UNEP. Group of Experts of the INFOTERRA Advisory Committee (1st : 1983 : Athens).
UNEP/WG.99/

UNEP. Group of Experts on Liability and Responsibility for Pollution and Other Environmental Damage (1977 : Nairobi).
UNEP/WG.8/

UNEP/WG.88/

UNEP. Industry and Environment.
UNEP/IE/

UNEP. Industry and Environment Programme Activity Centre.
UNEP/IE/PAC/

UNEP/IG.82/

UNEP. Intergovernmental Inter-sessional Preparatory Committee on the Environmental Perspective to the Year 2000 and Beyond.
UNEP/GC/IIPC/

UNEP. Intergovernmental Working Group of Experts on Natural Resources Shared by Two or More States (3rd sess. : 1977 : Nairobi).
UNEP/IG.7/

UNEP/IG.10/

UNEP. International Environmental Technology Centre.
UNEP/ETC/

UNEP. Library and Documentation Centre.
<UNEP/LIB/>SER.A/
<UNEP/LIB/>SER.B/
<UNEP/LIB/>SER.C/

UNEP. Meeting of Legal Experts on a Regional Convention for West Africa.
UNEP/WG.46/

UNEP/WG.55/

UNEP/IG.30/

UNEP/IG.33/

UNEP/IG.46/

UNEP/CHW/C.1/

UNEP. Open-ended Working Group of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol.
UNEP/OzL.Pro.Asmt/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.I/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.II/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.III/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.IV/
UNEP/OzL.Pro.WG.V/

UNEP. Preparatory Committee for the Ad Hoc Meeting of Senior Government Officials Expert in Environmental Law.
UNEP/WG.80/

UNEP. Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean.
<UNEP/ROLAC/>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Name Index Un Document Series Symbol, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNEP. Steering Committee on Marine Environment in West and Central Africa (1984 : Geneva). UNEP/G.60/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP. Steering Committee on Marine Environment of West and Central Africa (1982 : Geneva). UNEP/WG.72/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP. Steering Committee on Marine Environment (1981 : Abidjan). UNEP/WG.61/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP. Task Team on Baseline Studies. UNEP/WG.66/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP. Task Team on Oceanoigraphy (1981 : Kuwait). UNEP/WG.65/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP. Working Group of Experts on Environmental Law. UNEP/WG.14/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP. Working Group of Experts on the Zambezi River System. UNEP/WG.147/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP. Working Group on Scientific and Technical Cooperation of Mediterranean Coastal States. UNEP/WG.62/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP/CEFIGRE Meeting on Fresh Water Resources Management. UNEP/WG.16/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA. PFA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR. HCR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF. E/ICEF/INDEX/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF. Ad Hoc Board Policy Committee. E/ICEF/AC.1/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E/ICEF/1987/AB/

E/ICEF/1988/AB/

E/ICEF/1995/AB/

E/ICEF/1996/AB/

E/ICEF/1997/AB/

UNICEF. Committee on Administrative Budget.
E/ICEF/ADM/

UNICEF. Executive Board.
E/ICEF/

UNICEF. Information Resources Management.
E/ICEF/IRM/

UNICEF. Programme Committee.
E/ICEF/1984/P/
E/ICEF/1985/P/
E/ICEF/1986/P/
E/ICEF/1987/P/
E/ICEF/1988/P/
E/ICEF/1989/P/
E/ICEF/1990/P/
E/ICEF/1991/P/
E/ICEF/1992/P/
E/ICEF/1993/P/
E/ICEF/1994/P/
E/ICEF/1995/P/
E/ICEF/1996/P/
E/ICEF/PC/
E/ICEF/PC/

UNIDO.
ID/
<ID/>/UNIDO/IO/
<UNIDO/>
<UNIDO/>/ID/SER.G/
<UNIDO/>/PI/

UNIDO. Ad Hoc Committee on Cooperation among Developing Countries in the Fertilizer Industry.
ID/WG.322/

UNIDO. Ad Hoc Committee on Long-range Strategy for UNIDO.
ID/B/AC.1/

ID/WG.385/

ID/WG.264/

ID/WG.278/

UNIDO. Consultative Group on Appropriate Industrial Technology (3rd : 1979 : Vienna).
ID/WG.309/

UNIDO. Division for Industrial Studies.
<UNIDO/IP>/
UNIDO/IP/

UNIDO. Division of Conference Services, Public Information and External Relations.
<UNIDO/>/UNIDO/CFP/
UNIDO/CFP/

UNIDO. Division of Industrial Operations.
<UNIDO/>/UNIDO/IDD/
UNIDO/IDD/

UNIDO. Division of Policy Coordination.
<UNIDO/>/UNIDO/PC/
UNIDO/PC/

ID/WG.11/

ID/WG.12/

ID/WG.10/

UNIDO. Financial Services Section.
<UNIDO/>/UNIDO/ASDF/S/
UNIDO/ASDF/S/

UNIDO. General Conference.
UNIDO/GC/

ID/CDNF.3/
ID/CONF.4/

ID/CONF.5/

UNIDO. General Services Section.
ID/UNIDO/ASD/GS/

UNIDO. Industrial Development Board.
ID/B/
ID/UNIDO/IDB/

UNIDO. Industrial Development Board. Committee I.
ID/B/C.1/

UNIDO. Industrial Development Board. Committee II.
ID/B/C.2/

UNIDO. Industrial Development Board. Permanent Committee.
ID/B/C.3/

UNIDO. Industrial Development Board. Working Group on Programme and Coordination.
ID/B/WGPC/

ID/B/C.1/SR/

UNIDO. Industrial Policies and Programming Division.
ID/UNIDO/IPPD/

UNIDO. Industrial Sector and Environment Division.
ID/UNIDO/ISED/

UNIDO. Industrial Services and Institutions Division.
ID/UNIDO/ISID/

UNIDO. Industrial Technology Division.
ID/UNIDO/ITD/
ID/UNIDO/ITD/SF/

UNIDO. Internal Centre for Industrial Studies.
ID/UNIDO/ICIS/

ID/WG.290/

ID/WG.312/

ID/WG.353/

ID/WG.386/

UNIDO. Library.
ID/UNIDO/LIB/SER.A/
ID/UNIDO/LIB/SER.B/
ID/UNIDO/LIB/SER.C/
ID/UNIDO/LIB/SER.D/
ID/UNIDO/LIB/SER.E/

UNIDO. Office of the Executive Director.
ID/UNIDO/EX/
ID/UNIDO/OED/

UNIDO. Personnel Services Section.
ID/UNIDO/ASD/PS/

UNIDO. Programme and Budget Committee.
ID/UNIDO/PBC/

UNIDO. Secretariat.
ID/UNIDO/CS/SER.A/
ID/UNIDO/CS/SER.B/
ID/UNIDO/CS/SER.C/
ID/UNIDO/CS/SER.D/
ID/UNIDO/CS/SER.E/

UNIDO. Special International Conference (1971 : Vienna).
ID/SCU/

UNIDO. Study Group on Production Techniques for the Use of Wood in Housing under Conditions Prevailing in Developing Countries (1969 : Vienna).
ID/WG.49/

UNIDO. Technical Cooperation Division.
ID/UNIDO/TCD/
ID/UNIDO/TCD/SF/

ID/WG.55/

ID/WG.196/

ID/WG.451/

UNIDO. Expert Group Meeting on the Changing Role and Function of the Public Industrial Sector in Development (1981 : Vienna).
ID/WG.343/

UNIDO Meeting on the Development of Fertilizer and Pesticide Industries in Latin America (1970 :
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil).
ID/WG.80/

ID/WG.316/

UNIDO/ECA Workshop on Technical Cooperation among the Developing Countries of Africa in the Field of Metalworking Industries (1977: Addis Ababa).
ID/WG.263/

ID/WG.372/

<ESCAP/> IHT/APSID/

UNIDO/FAJ Interregional Meeting on Safety in the Design and Operation of Ammonia Plants.
ID/WG.221/

UNIDO/LES Joint Meeting on Problems of Licensing into Developing Countries (1982: Vienna).
ID/WG.388/

UNITAR.
UNITAR/CEESTEM/WFUNA/
UNITAR/CR/
UNITAR/EUR.72/STUD.I/
UNITAR/EUR.75/SEM.4/
UNITAR/FS/
UNITAR/LS/
UNITAR/MAN/
UNITAR/PS/
UNITAR/RR/
UNITAR/RS/
UNITAR/ST/

UNITAR. Board of Trustees.
UNITAR/TPID/

UNITAR/EUR:SEM.2/

UNITAR/SIDA Regional Seminar on International Procurement.
UNITAR/EUR:PTP/

University for Peace.
UNIVPAZ/

University for Peace. Council.
<UNIVPAZ/> Council/

UNRWA.
A/AC.37/
<UNRWA/>

<ESCAP/> STAT/AWES/

Vienna International Centre.
ST/VIC/

Western Asia Regional Preparatory Meeting for the International Youth Year (1983: Baghdad).
E/ECWA/SDP/CONF.1/

WAW/CRVS/

WMO/ECAFE Panel on Tropical Cyclones (1st sess.: 1973: Bangkok).
WRD/PTC.1/

WRD/PTC.2/

UNEP/WG.26/

ID/WG.78/

<ESCAP/> NR/ECUE/

<ESCAP/> NR/WGMESP/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Title</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workshop for Managers of Industrial Research Institutes in Developing Countries (1967: Athens).</td>
<td>ID/WG.2/</td>
<td>Athens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Achievement and Future Development of Cogeneration and District Heating.</td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/WP.2/AC.5/</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Budgetary Reclassification and Management in Central America and Panama (1963: San Jose).</td>
<td>E/CN.12/BRW.3/</td>
<td>San Jose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Case Studies of Aluminium Smelter Construction in Developing Countries (1977: Vienna).</td>
<td>ID/WG.250/</td>
<td>Vienna.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Development of Environmental Regulations in Open-cast Coal Mining under Market Conditions (1993: Most, Czech Republic).</td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/WP.1/AC.7/</td>
<td>Most, Czech Republic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Distortions in Tariffs: Should Tariffs Reflect Costs or Bow to Political Aims? Special Case in Countries in Transition (1992: Lausanne, Switzerland).</td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/WP.1/AC.2/</td>
<td>Lausanne, Switzerland.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
<E/ESCAP/> SPIW/WESS(3)/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.2/AC.3/

UNEP/WG.21/

Workshop on Environmental Problems of the East Africa Region (1982 : Seychelles).
UNEP/WG.77/

<E/ESCAP/> TRADE/WCPFGP/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.3/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.8/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.12/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/WMDSM/

<E/ESCAP/> DP/WMDSN/

Workshop on Occupational Safety and Environmental Protection in the Underground Coal Mining Industry (1994 : Szczyrk, Poland).
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.9/

E/CN.14/SWS/

ID/WG.20/

Workshop on Pesticides (1973 : Vienna).
ID/WG.154/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.2/AC.6/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.2/AC.7/

E/CN.14/BRW.1/

Workshop on Problems of Budget Reclassification and Management in South America (1962 : Santiago).
E/CN.12/BRW.2/

Workshop on Problems of Budget Reclassification and Management (2nd : 1957 : Bangkok).
E/CN.11/BRW.2/
E/CN.11/BRW.3/

E/CN.11/BRW.4/

Workshop on Problems of Technology Transfer for Promotion of the Sponge Iron Industry in the Countries of the ESCAP Region (1979: Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP/> IHT/WPSI/

Workshop on Production Management in Public Sector Mechanical Wood Processing Industries (1985: Ljubljana, Yugoslavia).
ID/WG.438/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.10/

Workshop on Recovery of Coal-bed Methane (1992: Katowice, Poland).
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.2/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.5/

Workshop on Regulating and Negotiating with Transnational Corporations in the ASEAN Countries (1981: Bangkok).
<E/ESCAP/> CTC/ESCAP/WRNTC/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/AC.12/

Workshop on Rehabilitation Engineering.
<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.14/

Workshop on Rehabilitation, Enhancement and Future Developments of the Natural Gas Transportation Systems in Belarus and Russia (1993: Minsk).
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.3/AC.10/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/AC.15/

Workshop on Research towards a Methodology for Defining the Transport Needs of Isolated Communities (1980: Kuching, Malaysia).
<E/ESCAP/> TRANS/TNIC/

ID/WG.370/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.2/AC.8/

Workshop on Restructuring of Coal Industries in Central and Eastern Europe: Policy, Investment and Social Aspects (1983: Katowice, Poland).
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.4/

<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.20/

<E/ECE/> ENG.AUT/AC.19/

Workshop on Safety in Coal Mines (1996: Calimanesti, Romania).
<E/ECE/> ENERGY/WP.1/AC.21/

Workshop on Selection of Technology for Assembly of Electronic and Electrical Products in Developing Countries (1991: Utrecht, Netherlands).
ID/WG.339/

ID/WG.403/

<E/ECE/> CHEM/AC.32/

Workshop on Standardization of Methods for Pollution Monitoring in the South-East Pacific (1983: Callao, Peru).
UNEP/WG.89/

ID/WG.390/

UNEP/WG.43/

Workshop on the Commercialization of Industrial Research Results (1975: Republic of Korea and Japan).
ID/WG.203/

<E/ESCAP/> TRADE/WFAP/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Symbol/Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on the Role of Local Leadership in Community Development</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>SA/LCD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on the Role of Youth Organizations in the Prevention of Crime among Youth</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>ID/WG.428/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on the Use and Application of the United Nations Layout Key for Trade Documents</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;TRADE/WLKTLD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on the Use of Solar Energy</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Tel Aviv</td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/AC.16/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Tinplate Production in the Asia and the Pacific Region</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Jamshedpur, India</td>
<td>ID/WG.428/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Urban Problems: the Role of Women in Urban Development</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Lagos</td>
<td>E/CN.14/URB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Urbanization in Africa</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Addis Ababa</td>
<td>SEM/URB/AF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Waste Management in Coal Mining and the Coal-Fired Thermal Power Sector</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Szobyrk, Poland</td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/WP.1/AC.19/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Waste Management in Coal Mining and the Coal-Fired Thermal Power Sector</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Szobyrk, Poland</td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;ENERGY/WP.2/AC.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Women's Participation in Dairy Cooperatives in India</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Anand, India</td>
<td>&lt;E/ESCAP/&gt;AD/WPDC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop on Wood Processing for Developing Countries</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>ID/WG.200/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop under the Auspices of the Non-Governmental Organizations Committee on UNICEF: Reaching the Growing Child in Africa</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Addis Ababa</td>
<td>E/ICEF/NGO/WS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Assembly on Ageing</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.113/MC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Assembly on Ageing</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.113/MC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Assembly on Ageing</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.113/MC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Climate Impact Studies Programme, Scientific Advisory Committee</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>UNEP/WG.83/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Climate Impact Studies Programme, Scientific Advisory Committee</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Nairobi</td>
<td>UNEP/WG.51/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Commission on Culture and Development.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WCCD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference for Action against Apartheid</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Lagos</td>
<td>A/CONF.91/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference of the International Women’s Year</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>E/CONF.66/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference of the International Women’s Year</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>E/CONF.66/CC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference of the International Women’s Year</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>E/CONF.66/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference of the International Women’s Year</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>E/CONF.66/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>A/CONF.84/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>A/CONF.94/C.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>A/CONF.94/C.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference on Human Rights</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.167/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference on Human Rights</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.167/DC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference on Human Rights</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.167/MC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference on Human Rights</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.167/NI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference on Human Rights</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.167/NI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference on Human Rights</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.167/NI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference on Human Rights</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.167/NI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference on Human Rights</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.167/NI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Conference on Human Rights</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Vienna</td>
<td>A/CONF.167/NI/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regional Human Rights Treaty-based Bodies.
A/CONF.167/TBB/

World Conference on Natural Disaster Reduction (1994 : Yokohama, Japan).
A/CONF.172/

A/CONF.137/

A/CONF.177/

A/CONF.92/

A/CONF.119/

A/CONF.119/CC/

A/CONF.119/C.1/

A/CONF.119/C.2/

A/CONF.116/

E/CONF.65/

E/CONF.65/C.1/

E/CONF.65/C.2/

E/CONF.65/C.3/

World Food Council.
WFC/

WFC/WG.1/

World Food Programme.
WFP/

WFP/TWGFH/

World Food Programme. Committee on Food Aid Policies and Programmes.
WFP/CFA/

World Food Programme. Committee on Food Aid Policies and Programmes. Subcommittee on Projects.
WFP/SCP/

World Food Programme. Executive Board.
WFP/EB/

World Food Programme. UN/FAO Intergovernmental Committee.
WFP/IGC/

World Institute for Development Economics Research.
UNU/WIDER/

E/CONF.13/

World Population Conference (2nd : 1965 : Belgrade).
E/CONF.41/

E/CONF.60/

E/CONF.60/C.1/

E/CONF.60/C.2/

E/CONF.60/C.3/

E/CONF.60/WG/

E/CN.3/WSC/

A/CONF.166/

Zonal Experts Meeting on International Road Transport (1975 : Bangkok).
E/ESCAP/TRANS/744-
Series Title Index
| Abstracts of selected solar energy technology.          | Agricultural economics bulletin for Africa (ECA/FAO).  |
| Ad Hoc Bodies of the Trade and Development Board: Cumulative list of documents. | E/CN.14/AGREB/ |
| Administrative circular.                              | <Agricultural series of ECA>.  |
| Administrative Circular/                               | E/CN.14/AGRIP/ |
| <Administrative information>. DP/CM/                   | Agriculture and development in Western Asia. E/ECWA/AGREB/ |
| <Administrative instructions>. DP/TA/CM/               | E/ESCWA/AGREB/ |
| <Administrative instructions, policies>. DP/SF/CM/     | Annual railway statistics bulletin (ECAFE). ST/ECAFE/SER.K/ |
| Administrative papers.                                 | Annual subject compilation of acquired books, documents and periodicals in ECWA Library. E/ECWA/LIB/CUM/ |
| <Advance releases of prepared speeches to be delivered in plenary meetings of the General Assembly>. A/SP/ | Anzmn Protocol for Land-Based Sources (1977 : Athens). UNEP/IG.6/ |
| Africa index: selected articles on socio-economic development. E/CN.14/LIB/SER.E/ | <Asian perspectives>. UNU/ASP/ |
| E/ECA/LIB/SER.E/                                      | Asian travelways (ECAFE). ST/ECAFE/SER.G/ |
| <Africa Trade Centre series>. E/CN.14/ATC/            | ATAS bulletin. ST/STD/ATAS/ |
| African perspectives. <UNU/>AFP/                      | <Background papers>. ST/DPI/SER.A/ |
| <Agreements between the United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund) and Governments concerning assistance from the United Nations Development Programme (Special Fund)> . DP/SF/Agreement/ | <Basic agreements between Governments and the UNDP concerning assistance by the UNDP to governments>. UNDP/ADM/LEG/SBA/ |
| <Agreements between the United Nations Special Fund and Governments concerning assistance from the Special Fund>. SF/Agreement/ | Bibliographical series (ECA). E/CN.14/LIB/SER.C/ |
| <Agreements between the United Nations Special Fund and the Specialized Agencies concerning the execution of Special Fund projects>. SF/EX/Agreement/ | Bibliographical series (UN. Dag Hammarskjöld Library). ST/LIB/SER.B/ |
|                                                      | BiDAC Conferences. E/ECE/TRANS/BIDAC/ |
|                                                      | Biennial report on family, child and youth welfare. ST/SOA/SER.D/ |
SERIES TITLE INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996

Briefing paper series.
UNRISD/BP/

<Budgetary and financial series of ECA>.
E/CN.14/BUD/

Bulletin (UN, Technical Assistance Administration).
ST/TAA/SER.B/

Bulletin (UNHCR).
HCR/DC/

<Catalogue of sound recordings in the custody of the sound recording unit of the Telecommunications Section of the United Nations>.
ST/OGS/SER.F/

<Checklist of internal studies and reports>.
UNIDO/CS/SER.A/

ST/LIB/SER.F/

<Circulars and calendars of meetings>.
C&GS/

<Circulars emanating from the Management Information Service, BCPP on reports, information, etc.>.
UNDP/PP/MIS/

<Circulars for giving information and/or requesting action on ad hoc programme/project matters not covered by UNDP/OFM series>.
UNDP/PROG/

<Circulars giving general administrative information or instructions and/or requesting action>.
UNDP/ADM/

<Circulars issued by Development Support Information Service>.
UNDP/DSIS/

<Circulars on legal questions>.
UNDP/ADM/LEG/

Commodity imports.
ST/STAT/SER.L/

Commodity trade statistics.
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.D/
ST/STAT/SER.D/

<Communications concerning Nauru under the joint administration of Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom>.
T/COM.9/

<Communications concerning New Guinea under Australian administration>.
T/COM.8/

<Communications concerning Ruanda-Urundi under Belgian administration>.
T/COM.3/

<Communications concerning Somaliland under Italian administration>.
T/COM.11/

<Communications concerning Tanganyika under British administration>.
T/COM.2/

<Communications concerning the Cameroons under British administration>.
T/COM.4/

<Communications concerning the Cameroons under British administration and the Cameroons under French administration>.
T/COM.4&5/

<Communications concerning the Cameroons under French administration>.
T/COM.5/

Communications concerning the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

<Communications concerning Togoland under British administration>.
T/COM.6/

<Communications concerning Togoland under British and Togoland under French administration>.
T/COM.6&7/

<Communications concerning Togoland under French administration>.
T/COM.7/

<Communications concerning Western Samoa under New Zealand administration>.
T/COM.1/

Communications received from private individuals and non-governmental bodies relating to matters of which the Security Council is seized.
S/NC/

Compendium of approved projects (UNDP).
<DP/>UNDP/MIS/Series A/
<DP/>UNDP/SeriesA/

Compendium of housing statistics.
ST/STAT/SER.N/

Compendium of human settlements statistics.
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.N/

Compendium of social statistics.
ST/STAT/SER.K/
<Conference and seminar series>.
ST/TAO/SER.C/
ST/TAO/SER.C/

Conference reports (UNITAR).
UNITAR/CR/

<Conference room papers, working papers, and drafts reproduced in Geneva>.
PUOS/

<Conferences, meetings and seminars on cartographic matters>.
E/CN.14/CART/

<Conferences, meetings and seminars on transport in Africa>.
E/CN.14/TRANS/

<Conferences, meetings, seminars and documents on social welfare in Africa>.
E/CN.14/SW/

<Conferences, seminars and documents on national accounts in Africa>.
E/CN.14/NAC/

<Conferences, seminars and documents on social welfare and community development in Africa>.
E/CN.14/SWCD/

<Conferences, seminars and meetings on manpower and training in Africa>.
E/CN.14/WP.6/

<Conferences, seminars and studies on human settlements in Africa>.
E/CN.14/HUS/

<Conferences, seminars, meetings and documents on population matters in Africa>.
E/CN.14/POP/

<Conferences, seminars, workshops and training programmes on promotion of equality of men and women>.
ST/ESA/SER.B/

<Confidential list of communications concerning human rights>.
E/CN.4/CCR/

Construction statistics yearbook.
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.U/

<Consultations on international statistical coordination in Europe>.
< E/ECE > Conf.Eur.Stats/Consult/

Country and intercountry programmes and projects.
DP/CP/

<Country and inter-country programming and projects>.
DP/GC/(country)/R/
DP/GC/(country)/RECOMMENDATION/

Country programme.
DP/TA/P/

Country programmes and related matters.
DP/CCE/

Cours de documentation internationale.
UNITAR/CR/75/SEM.4/

Cumulative list of documents.
TD/B/DOCS/
TD/DOCS/

Cumulative list of documents. Commodities.
TD/B/C.1/DOCS/

Cumulative list of documents. Generalized system of preferences.
TD/GSP/DOCS/

Cumulative list of documents. Invisibles and financing related to trade.
TD/B/C.3/DOCS/

Cumulative list of documents. Manufactures.
TD/B/C.2/DOCS/

Cumulative list of documents. Shipping.
TD/B/C.4/DOCS/

Cumulative list of documents. Transfer of technology.
TD/B/TT/DOCS/

Current bibliographical information.
ST/LIB/SER.K/

Current issues: a selected bibliography on subjects of concern to the United Nations (UN. Dag Hammarskjöld Library).
ST/LIB/SER.G/

Daily list of documents distributed at Headquarters.
IC/DOCS/
ST/CGS/SER.D/
ST/CS/SER.D/

Delegations to the General Assembly of the United Nations.
ST/SG/SER.B/

Demographic handbook for Africa.
< E >/ECA/POP/TP/

Demographic yearbook.
E/CN.9/C.4/
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.R/
ST/STAT/SER.R/

<Department of Conference Services: Information for Delegations>.
ST/CGS/
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<Development of telecommunications in Africa>. E/CN.14/TEL/

Development Studies Division book.
<UNU/>DSDB/

DHA news.
<ST/>DHA/UNDRO/

Direction of international trade.
ST/STAT/SER.T/

<Directories, handbooks, guides, etc. in the UNECA Library>. E/CN.14/LIB/SER.D/

ST/ECA/PADIS/DAE/

Discussion papers.
<E/>ECE/TIM/DP/

Discussion papers (UNCTAD).
<TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/DP/

<Documents (UNDP)>. DP/DOC/
UNDP/OERI/

<Documents concerning cartography in Africa>. E/ECA/NRD/CART/

Documents index notes (UN Headquarters Library).
ST/LIB/SER.D/

<Documents of the UN Centre for Regional Development on regional development in Asia and the Pacific>. OTC/CRD/UIPD/

<Documents on agriculture prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/AGRI/

<Documents on air pollution prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/AIR POLL/

<Documents on chemical industry in Europe prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/CHEM.IND/

<Documents on coal prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/COAL/

<Documents on development finance and international monetary issues>. TD/>UNCTAD/MFD/

<Documents on economic cooperation between developing countries>. TD/>UNCTAD/TE/

<Documents on electric power prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/EPE/

<Documents on energy resources prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/ENERGY/

<Documents on engineering prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/ENG/

<Documents on environmental problems prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/ENV/

<Documents on establishment of multinational enterprises>. TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/TA/

<Documents on gas prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/GAS/

<Documents on housing, building and planning prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/HBP/

<Documents on housing prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/HOU/

<Documents on Human Resources Planning>. E/ECA/PAMM/HRP/

<Documents on hydrocarbons>. E/ECA/NRD/ERU/OIL/

<Documents on industrial development>. TD/>UNIDO/IO/

<Documents on industrialization prepared by the Reference and Documentation Unit>. CID/Ref/

<Documents on industrialization prepared for regional symposia>. CID/SYMP/

<Documents on international trade and economic development>. TD/>UNCTAD/RD/
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<Documents on invisibles related to trade and shipping>.<TD/>UNCTAD/INV/

<Documents on major issues relating to trade and development within the context of the new international economic order>.<TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/TA/

<Documents on steel prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/STEEL/

<Documents on the development of intra-African trade and monetary and financial co-operation>. E/ECA/TRADE/

<Documents on the electric power in Central America>. E/CN.12/CCE/SC.5/I/DT/

<Documents on timber prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/TIM/

<Documents on transport prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/TRANS/

<Documents on UNCTAD and the UN Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development>.<TD/>UNCTAD/AP/

<Documents on UNDP activities>. UNDP/MIS/

<Documents on water pollution control in Europe prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>.<E/ECE/>WATER POLL/GEN/

<Documents on water problems prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/WATER/

<Documents prepared by the Latin American Free-Trade Association (LAFTA)>. ST/CEPAL/ALALC/

<Documents prepared by the Secretariat of the Economic Commission for Europe>. ST/ECE/MATHECO/

<Draft papers (CEPAL)>.<E/>CEPAL/BORRADOR/

East Asian development : lessons for a new global environment.<TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/STUDY/

<ECA documents on environmental topics>.<E/ECA/>ECU/ E/ECA/ENV/

<ECA documents on telecommunications in Africa>. E/ECA/CMU/

ECA index: Bibliography of selected ECA documents. E/CN.14/LIB/SER.F/

ECAFE Centre for Commercial Arbitration: News bulletin. TRADE/CA/News/

ECE today. <E/>ECE/GEN/

Economic and Social Council Programme. E/PROG/

Economic studies (ECAFE). ECONSTUDIES/

Economic Survey of Europe. <E/>ECE(sess.)/

ECWA documents list. E/ECWA/LIB/CUM/DOC/

<ECWA documents on human settlements>. E/ECWA/HS/

Editorial directive (UN. Secretariat). ST/CS/SER.A/

Electric power bulletin (ECAFE). ST/ECAFE/SER.L/

Energy balances and electricity profiles. ST/ESA/STAT/SER.W/

Energy statistics yearbook. ST/ESA/STAT/SER.J/

Environmental literature update. <UNEP/LIB/>SER.B/

ESCAP documents and publications. <ST/>ESCAP/LIB/SER.F/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Title Index - UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt; ESCWA documents on human settlements &gt;.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ESCWA/HS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic minorities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;EM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European perspectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNU/EUP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt; European seminars on social welfare &gt;.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/TAA/SEM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/TAO/SEM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>&lt; European standards recommended by the Working Party on Standardization of Perishable Foodstuffs &gt;.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AGRI/WP.1/EUR.STAN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Committee meetings (UN. ECA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14/ECO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ST&gt;/ESA/STAT/AC.15/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended publication (UN University).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNU/&gt;EP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitation reference manuals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| <E/ECE/>TRADE/WP.4/FRM/ | <Guidance and instructions to experts>.
| TD/B/FAL/FRM/ | ST/TAA/H/ |
| Fertilizer industry series.                            |
| ID/SER.F/ | Guide to UNCTAD publications. |
|            | <TD>/UNCTAD/GP/ |
|            | TD/STAT/ |
| E/ICEF/FINANCIALRULES/ | <Heads of Delegations>.
|            | E/PC/T/DEL/ |
| **< Fiscal series (ECA) >.**                          |
| E/CN.14/FISC/ | Housing, building and planning. |
|            | ST/SOA/SER.C/ |
| Food and nutrition bulletin.                           |
| <UNU/>WHFNB/ | Human and social development book. |
|            | <UNU>/HSDB/ |
| Food and nutrition bulletin. Supplement.               |
| <UNU/>WHTR/ | Human Rights and Scientific and Technological Development. |
|            | <UNU>/HRSTD/ |
| Food industry studies.                                 |
| ID/SER.I/ | <Human rights seminars and symposia>.
<p>|            | ST/HR/SER.A/ |
| Foreign trade newsletter.                              |
| E/CN.14/STC/FTN/ | ICPD news. |
|            | FPA/ICPD/ |
| E/CN.14/STAT/Ser.A/ | Index to resolutions of the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific. |
|            | ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.B/ |
| Foreign trade statistics for Africa. Series A, Direction of trade. |
| E/ECA/STAT/SER.A/ | Index to UNICEF Documents. |
|            | E/ICEF/INDEX/ |
|            | Index to UNIDO documents and publications. |
|            | ID/SER.G/ |
|            | &lt;UNIDO&gt;/ID/SER.G/ |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Title Index - UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indexes to proceedings of the Economic and Social Council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.B/E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexes to proceedings of the General Assembly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.B/A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexes to proceedings of the Trusteeship Council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.B/T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexes to proceedings &lt;selected United Nations documents in Arabic&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.L/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.J/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexes to resolutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.H/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial commodity statistics yearbook.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESA/STAT/SER.P/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial development abstracts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ID/&gt;UNIDO/LIB/SER.B/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial implementation systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.L/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial planning and programming series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial research and development news.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.B/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.A/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry and development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/SER.M/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Industry, natural resources and transport series&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/CN.14./INR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry, natural resources and transport series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECA/INR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Industry, natural resources and transport series of ECA&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/&gt;ECA/INR/PLP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Information circular (UNIDO)&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID/ST/IC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ID/&gt;UNIDO/ASD/PS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ID/&gt;UNIDO/ASD/GS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ID/&gt;UNIDO/ASD/PS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information circular (UN, Secretariat).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/IC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information circulars (UN Office at Geneva).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC/GENEVA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Information circulars on appointments and staff changes&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP/ADM/PER/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information for Delegations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/CS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Information for rural development&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECA/SDA/IRD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information furnished in conformity with the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer Space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/SG/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information letter (Division of Narcotic Drugs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/NAR/INF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information letter (UN International Drug Control Programme).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/NAR/INF.LETT./</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Information on illicit traffic in narcotic drugs extracted from annual reports of Governments&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/IT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information papers (ECAFE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECAFE/SER.B/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Instruction circular (UNDP)&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP/ADM/IC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interagency procurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/PWG/WP.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International human rights instruments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI/CORE/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International map of the world on the millionth scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECA/SER.D/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESA/SER.D/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International review of criminal policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESA/SER.M/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/SOA/SER.M/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International social development review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/SOA/SER.X/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International social service review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/SOA/SER.Q/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International tax agreements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ECA/SER.C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESA/SER.C/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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International tin statistics.
TD/TIN/STAT/

<International Trade Documentation>. ITC/DTS/DS/

International trade documentation: annotated list of publications received by the International Trade Centre.
ITC/TDS/

International trade statistics yearbook.
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.G/

Joint Inspection Unit: reports.
JIU/REP/

Judgements of the United Nations Administrative Tribunal.
A/CN.5/Decisions/Case...
AT/DEC/

Large-scale projects approved for Governments.
DP/PROJECTS/

Latin American perspectives series.
<UNU/>LAP/

Laws and regulations promulgated to give effect to the provisions of the international treaties on narcotic drugs.
E/NL/

<Legislative and administrative series:
Publications on social defence and on child, youth and family welfare>. ST/SQA/SER.E/

Library bulletin (UNEP).
UNEP/LIB/SER.A/

List of acquisitions (UN. ESCAP. Library).
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.E/

<List of activities (ECE)>.
TAO/REP/

<List of communications from non-governmental organizations>.
SG/CRO/

List of communications from non-governmental organizations and persons.
CD/NGC/

List of documents (ECE).
<CE/ECE/> Conf.Eur.Stats/Docs/

List of documents issued by the Conference of European Statisticians.
<CE/ECE/> CES/Docs/

List of ECA documents issued.
E/CN.14/DOC/
E/ECA/DOC/

List of ECE documents distributed.
E/ECE/DOCS/

List of English and Arabic documents (UN. ECWA).
E/ECWA/DOC/

List of English and Arabic documents (UN. ESCWA).
E/ESCWA/DOC/

List of Library acquisitions (UN. ESCWA. Library).
E/ESCWA/LIB/ACQ/

List of merchant seafarers and members of civil air crews convicted of narcotic offences.
E/NM/

List of non-governmental organizations participating in the activities of UNCTAD.
TD/B/NGO/LIST/

List of official addresses, (UN. Secretariat)
ST/CGS/SER.H/

List of official addresses <Geneva>.
ST/GENEVA/SER.H/

List of officials of the United Nations.
ST/SG/LO/

List of periodicals currently received by the UNIDO Library.
<ID/> UNIDO/LIB/SER.A/

List of selected articles (UN. Dag Hammarskjöld Library).
ST/LIB/SER.C/

List of serials at ECWA Library.
E/ECWA/LIB/CUM.S/

<Listing and changes concerning exchange rates>. UNDP/PROG/XR/

<Listing and changes of fellowship stipend rates>. UNDP/ADM/STI/

<List of documents and files (UNCTAD)>.
<TD/> UNCTAD/ADM/

<List of periodicals, annuals and serials received in the UNECA Library and books on Africa in its collection>.
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.A/

Long-term problems.
E/ECE/TRANS/RD/LT/
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.1/

Major ESCWA documents deposited in the Library.
E/ESCWA/LIB/DOC/

Manufacture of narcotic drugs.
E/NF/
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<Meeting reports> (International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women).
INSTRAW/SER.A/

<Meetings and seminars on environment in Africa>.
E/CN.14/NRD/HENV/

<Meetings of ECA and OAU on African trade>.
E/ECA/OAU/TRADE/

<Meetings of national correspondents for social welfare research>.
<ST/>SOA/ESDP/SWR/
<ST/>SOA/ESWP/SWR/

Meetings of the Secretaries of Delegations.
ST/SG/SER.D/

<Meetings on electric power and energy resources matters in Africa>.
E/CN.14/EP/

<Meetings on energy planning>.
E/ECA/NRD/E/

<Meetings, seminars and documents on economic surveys and data required for projections>.
E/CN.14/ERS/

<Meetings, seminars and documents on housing problems in Africa>.
E/CN.14/HOU/

<Memoranda, draft statements, etc.>.
<TD/>UNCTAD/OSG/

<Memoranda from polling officers to staff members>.
PO/

Migration digest.
ST/SOA/SER.G/

<Military Advisor's papers>.
S/AC.12/MA/

<Miscellaneous publications on housing and town and country planning organizations>.
ST/SOA/SER.H/

Miscellaneous statistical papers.
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.M/
ST/STAT/SER.M/

Missions permanentes auprès des Nations Unies à Genève.
ST/GENEVA/SER.A/

<Monographs on social welfare in Europe>.
SOCWEL/MONO/

<Monographs on the rehabilitation of physically handicapped persons>.
ST/SOA/SER.P/

Monographs on trade channels.
ITC/SMR/
ITC/TD/SMR/

Monthly bibliography (UN Office at Geneva, Library).
ST/GVA/LIB/SER.B/

Monthly bulletin of statistics (UN. Secretariat). 
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.Q/
ST/STAT/SER.Q/

Monthly calendar of international conferences.
ST/CGS/SER.C/

Monthly commodity price bulletin.
TD/B/C.1/CPB/
TD/B/CN.1/CPB/
<TD/>UNCTAD/CD/CPB/

<Monthly list of UNDP documents>.
UNDP/ADM/DOC/

Multilateral treaties deposited with the Secretary-General.
ST/LEG/SER.E/

Multilateral treaties in respect of which the Secretary-General performs depositary functions. List of signatures, ratifications, accessions, etc.
ST/LEG/SER.D/

Multinational Public Enterprises.
E/CN.14/ECOP/

National accounts statistics.
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.X/

National accounts studies : bulletin.
E/ECWA/STAT/Ser.N/

National authorities empowered to issue certificates and authorization for the import and export of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.
E/NA/

<National income studies>.
ST/STAT/SER.E/

National reports submitted by governments.
A/CONF.70/NR/

New acquisitions in the UNECA Library.
E/CN.14/LIB/SER.B/
E/ECA/LIB/SER.B/

New books in the UNIDO and IAEA libraries.
<ID/>UNIDO/LIB/SER.E/
New publications in the Dag Hammarskjöld Library.
ST/LIB/SER.A/

<Non-Self-Governing Territories: Summaries of information transmitted to the Secretary-General.>
ST/TRI/B/

<Non-Self-Governing Territories: Summaries of information transmitted to the Secretary-General including special studies and progress reports.>
ST/TRI/SER.A/

<Notes and documents (Unit on Apartheid).>
ST/PSCA/SER.B/

<Observations of the Administering Authorities concerning petitions in general from the Trust Territories.>
T/OBS.GENERAL/

<Observations on petitions concerning Nauru under the Joint administration of Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom.>
T/OBS.9/

<Observations on petitions concerning New Guinea under Australian administration.>
T/OBS.8/

<Observations on petitions concerning Ruanda-Urundi under Belgian administration.>
T/OBS.3/

<Observations on petitions concerning Somaliland under Italian administration.>
T/OBS.11/

<Observations on petitions concerning Tanganyika under British administration.>
T/OBS.2/

<Observations on petitions concerning the Cameroons under British administration.>
T/OBS.4/

<Observations on petitions concerning the Cameroons under British and under French administration.>
T/OBS.4&5/

<Observations on petitions concerning the Cameroons under French administration.>
T/OBS.5/

Observations on petitions concerning the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
T/OBS.10/

<Observations on petitions concerning Togoland under British administration.>
T/OBS.6/

<Observations on petitions concerning Togoland under British and French administration.>
T/OBS.6&7/

<Observations on petitions concerning Togoland under French administration.>
T/OBS.7/

<Observations on petitions concerning Western Samoa under New Zealand administration.>
T/OBS.1/

Occasional paper (UN Research Institute for Social Development).
UNRISD/OP/

Office instructions (UN Office at Geneva).
Geneva/OI/

Official records of the Human Rights Committee.
CCPR/

Operational and financial manual (UNDP).
UNDP/OFM/

<Operational rates of exchange for UN programmes.>
DP/XR/

Order of the day (UN. Department of Conference Services).
ST/CGS/SER.B/

Organization manual (UN. Secretariat).
ST/SGB/Organization/

PADIS manual for document analysis.
ST/ECA/PADIS-MAN/

E/CN.14/UNCTAD II/

E/CN.14/UNCTAD III/

TAD/CD/PHOSPHATES/

<Papers on the 4th session of UNCTAD.>
E/CN.14/UNCTAD IV/

<Papers prepared for Advisory Panel for Programme Policy.>
UNDP/PP/AP/

<Papers prepared on behalf of the Technical Assistance Administration for the use of Governments and of officials and experts of the United Nations and specialized agencies.>
ST/TAA/NS/

Peace and global transformation.
<UNU/>PGT/
SERIES TITLE INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996

< Peaceful settlement study >.
UNITAR/PS/

< Periodic reports by resident representatives of UNDP on technical assistance activities in their area >.
DP/TA/(country)/

Permanent missions to the United Nations.
ST/SJ/SER.A/

Personnel manual (UN Office at Geneva).
Geneva/P.M.1/

Petitions concerning Nauru under the joint administration of Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom.
T/PET.9/

Petitions concerning New Guinea under Australian administration.
T/PET.8/

Petitions concerning Ruanda-Urundi under Belgian administration.
T/PET.3/

Petitions concerning Somaliland under Italian administration.
T/PET.11/

Petitions concerning Tanganyika under British administration.
T/PET.2/

Petitions concerning the Cameroons under British administration.
T/PET.4/

Petitions concerning the Cameroons under British administration and the Cameroons under French administration.
T/PET.4&5/

Petitions concerning the Cameroons under French administration.
T/PET.5/

Petitions concerning the Trust Territories in general.
T/PET.GENERAL/

Petitions concerning the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
T/PET.10/

Petitions concerning Togoland under British administration.
T/PET.6/

Petitions concerning Togoland under French administration.
T/PET.7/

< Petitions concerning Western Samoa under New Zealand administration >.
T/PET.1/

Petrochemical series.
ID/SER.J/

Plan of operations (UNDP).
DP/SF/OP/
SF/OP/

Planning conferences.
UN/FR/SER.O/

< Policy statements issued by Bureau for Programme Coordination and Policy Planning >.
UNDP/PS/

Population and vital statistics report.
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.A/
ST/STAT/SER.A/

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.N/
ST/SOA/SER.N/

Population census programmes.
ST/STAT/P/

Population policy paper.
ST/ESA/STAT/R/

Population studies (UN Economic and Social Office in Beirut).
ESOB/DM/

Population studies (ECA).
ST/ESA/SER.A/

Population studies (UN. Secretariat)
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.A/
ST/SOA/STAT/SER.A/

Preliminary papers.
PC/PREL/

Programme analytical statistics (UNDP).
UNDP/MIS/PAS/

Project formulation and evaluation series (UNIDO).
ID/SER.H/

Project guidelines (UNDP).
DP/SF/PGL/
SF/PGL/

Project personnel circular (UN. Secretariat).
T/CP/
ST/PC/

Project recommendation of the Administrator (UNDP).
DP/PROJECTS/REC/
SERIES TITLE INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996

<Projects in the Special Fund component>.  
DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIES/B/

Provisional list of delegations to the ...  
session of the General Assembly.  
ST/SG/SER.C/

Provisional programmes of meetings (ECE).  
< E > ECE/PRO/

Public administration studies and seminars.  
ST/TAO/M/  
ST/TAO/M/

<Public finance surveys>.  
ST/ECA/SER.B/

<Public information series>.  
<ID>/PI/  
<UNIDO>/PI/

<Publications>.  
<E/ICEF/PUBLICATIONS/>  
ST/HR/PUB/  
<UNU>/UNUP/

<Publications on technical co-operation aspects of population and public administration>.  
ST/TCD/SER.E/

Publications (UNCTAD. Information Unit).  
<TD>/TAD/INF/PUB/

Publications (UNDP).  
<DP/PUBLICATIONS/>

Recent commodity developments.  
E/CN.13/SER.A/

Reference lists < bibliographies, lists of seminars, etc > (UN Office at Geneva. Library).  
ST/GENEVA/LIB/SER.B/

< Regional meetings of UNDP resident representatives >.  
UNDP/MEETINGS/

Regional programme for the Arab States.  
DP/RAB/

Register of serials : ESCAP Library.  
ST/ESCAP/LIB/SER.C/

Regular Programme (UNDP).  
<DP/RP/>

Regulations and procedures concerning the conduct of international trade in the countries of Asia and the Far East.  
ST/ECFA/SER.T/

Regulations and Rules Governing Programme Planning, the Programme Aspect of the Budget, the Monitoring of Implementation and the Methods of Evaluation.  
ST/SGB/PPBMERules/

ST/SGB/UNEF/

Regulations for the United Nations Force in Cyprus.  
ST/SGB/UNIFICYP/

Regulations for the United Nations Force in the Congo.  
ST/SGB/ONUC/

Regulations of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund.  
JSPB/G/

< Replies received from Governments relating to communications concerning human rights transmitted to them >.  
E/CN.4/GR/

< Report by the Secretary-General to the Security Council on detention of nationals of the Republic of Guinea and the Ivory Coast >.  
ST/SG/REP/

Report of the evaluation mission (UNDP).  
DP/ID/SER.C/

A/CONF.121/IPM/

Report series (UNHCR).  
HCR/RS/

< Reports and studies of seminars on human rights, including status of women >.  
ST/TAO/HR/

< Reports and studies on public administration and finance >.  
ST/ESA/SER.E/

< Reports concerning assistance rendered to Governments by United Nations technical assistance experts >.  
ST/TAO/SER.A/

Reports from workshops on industrial development in Africa.  
< E/UNIDO > ACA/TR/WIDD/

< Reports of conferences, meetings, seminars and study groups >.  
<ST>/SOA/ESWP/

< Reports of experts submitted to Governments in receipt of expert advice under the Technical Assistance Programme >.  
ST/TAO/< country >/
<Reports of experts to Governments, except reports on public administration>.  
ST/TAA/K/<country> /  
ST/TAO/K/<country> /  

<Reports of experts to Governments on technical assistance>.  
ST/TAA/F/ 

<Reports of meetings on urbanization and social development>.  
ST/SOA/SER.T/ 

<Reports of the resident representatives>.  
DP/(country)/ 

<Reports of the United Nations delegations to various conferences of the specialized agencies>.  
ST/SG/SA/ 

<Reports on living conditions in various countries>.  
DP/POST/(country)/  
UNDP/ADM/POST/(country)/  
UNDP/RR/POST/(country)/ 

A/CONF.144/IPM/ 

Reprint series (UNCTAD).  
<TD/> UNCTAD/OSG/RS/ 

Research and statistics series (ECAFE).  
ST/ECAFE/SER.A/ 

<Research memoranda (UNCTAD)>.  
<TD/> UNCTAD/RM/ 

Research paper series. (UN. International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women).  
INSTRAW/SER.B/ 

Research papers for the Group of Twenty-Four.  
<TD/> UNCTAD/GID/G24/ 

Rules of Origin (UNCTAD).  
TD/B/C.5/ORIGIN/ 

Sample surveys of current interest.  
ST/ESA/STAT/SER.C/  
ST/STAT/SER.C/ 

<Scheme for study visits>.  
<ST/> SOA/ESDP/FS/ 

<Science and technical education and exploitation of natural resources in Africa>.  
E/CN.14/NRT/ 

Scientific research on cannabis.  
ST/SOA/SER.S/ 

Scientific research on papaver species as sources of codeine, morphine and thebaine.  
ST/SOA/SER.J/ 

<Secretariat circulars issued by the Administrative Secretary of the Preparatory Commission of the United Nations during the first part of the first session of the General Assembly, London>.  
A/Administrative Circular/ 

<Secretariat circulars issued by the Executive Secretary of the Preparatory Commission of the United Nations during the first part of the first session of the General Assembly, London>.  
A/Executive Circular/ 

<Secretariat circulars issued by the Secretary-General, the Executive Secretary and the Assistant Secretary-General for the Conference and General Services during the interim period 2 Feb.-2 Mar. 1946>.  
A/SEC/ 

Secretary-General’s bulletin (UN. Secretariat).  
SGB/  
ST/AFS/SGB/  
ST/SGB/ 

<Secretaries>.  
<ST/> E/OSG/SEM/  
<ST/> TCD/SEM/ 

<Seminars and meetings on population and housing censuses in Africa>.  
E/CN.14/CPH/ 

<Seminars, meetings and conferences concerning urgent administrative problems of African Governments>.  
E/CN.14/UAP/ 

<Series common to the Nuclear Functional Commissions>.  
E/COMMISSIONS/ 

Short-term problems.  
E/ECE/TRANS/RD/ST/  
E/ECE/TRANS/WP.2/ 

Small hydropower series.  
ID/SER.N/ 

Small industry bulletin for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE).  
ST/ECAFE/SER.M/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Title</th>
<th>Index Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small industry bulletin for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
<td>ST/ESCAP/SER.M/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-scale manufacturing series.</td>
<td>ID/SER.K/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social defence series.</td>
<td>ST/SOA/SD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Social welfare information series on current national literature and conferences&gt;.</td>
<td>ST/SOA/SER.F/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Social welfare services in Africa&gt;.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/SWSA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special bibliography series (UN. ESCWA. Library).</td>
<td>E/ESCWA/LIB/BIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Special Fund activities&gt;.</td>
<td>UNIDO/ITD/SF/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;UNIDO/TCD/SF/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Committee bulletin.</td>
<td>SCB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Staff Committee circulars.</td>
<td>SCC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Staff movements&gt;.</td>
<td>UNDP/ADM/SM/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Regulations of the United Nations.</td>
<td>ST/SGB/StaffRegulations/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Rules of the United Nations.</td>
<td>ST/SGB/StaffRules/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Standard agreement(s) on operational assistance&gt;.</td>
<td>DP/OPAS/Agreement/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement of international treaties and agreements registered or filed and recorded with the Secretariat.</td>
<td>ST/LEG/SER.A/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Statements of contributions&gt;.</td>
<td>DP/SF/C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Statements of contributions pledged and paid or outstanding&gt;.</td>
<td>DP/C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP/TA/C/</td>
<td>UNDP/CONTRIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical and Economic Information Bulletin for Africa.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/SEIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical indicators of the Arab world.</td>
<td>ST/ECWA/LAS/STAT/Ser.G/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical information bulletin for Africa.</td>
<td>E/CN.14/SIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/ECA/SIB/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical notes.</td>
<td>ST/STAT/SER.B/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical papers. Series I, Social statistics and indicators.</td>
<td>ST/ESA/STAT/SER.K/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical standards and studies.</td>
<td>ST/CES/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical yearbook.</td>
<td>ST/ESA/STAT/SER.S/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics of international trade in commodities covered by the International Programme for Commodities.</td>
<td>TD/B/IPC/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics of national income and expenditures.</td>
<td>ST/STAT/SER.H/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics on special population groups.</td>
<td>ST/ESA/STAT/SER.Y/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Status of approved projects in the Special Fund component&gt;.</td>
<td>DP/SF/REPORTS/SERIESA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies in economics of industry.</td>
<td>ID/SER.C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Studies in international trade&gt;.</td>
<td>ESOB/IT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies in methods.</td>
<td>ST/ESA/STAT/SER.F/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST/ESA/STAT/SER.F/CD/</td>
<td>ST/STAT/SER.F/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Studies in the field of human rights and development&gt;.</td>
<td>ESOB/HR/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies of census methods.</td>
<td>ST/SOA/SER.B/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies on international monetary and financial issues for the developing countries.</td>
<td>&lt;TD/&gt;UNCTAD/MFD/TA/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Studies on international trade and finance for African development&gt;.</td>
<td>ST/ECA/WP.1/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Studies on mechanization of agriculture&gt;.</td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AGRI/GE.2/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;AGRI/MECH/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SERIES TITLE INDEX - UN DOCUMENT SERIES SYMBOLS, 1946-1996

<Studies on Palestine>.  
ST/SG/SER.F/

Studies on peace and regional security.  
<UNU/>PRS/

<Studies on population questions>.  
ST/SOA/SER.R/

<Studies on regional cooperation and coordination in the field of industrial development>.  
ESOB/PP/

Study sessions (ECE).  
<E/ECE/>AGRI/VITI/

Substantive reports (UNDP).  
DP/PWG/WP.1/

Summaries of judgements, advisory opinions and orders of the International Court of Justice.  
ST/LEG/SER.F/

Summaries of the country presentations (UN Conference on the Least Developed Countries (1981: Paris)).  
A/CONF.104/SP/

Summary of annual reports of governments relating to narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances.  
E/NR/

<Summary of approved projects>.  
UNDP/MIS/Series B/

<Summary of projects expenditures>.  
UNDP/MIS/Series C/

Summary of reports of significant seizures of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances received by the Secretary-General.  
E/NS/

Tariff Negotiations.  
E/PC/T/TRF/

TCMD advisory studies. Series B.  
ST/CTC/SER.B/

TCMD current studies. Series A.  
ST/CTC/SER.A/

Teaching about the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies.  
ST/DPI/SER.D/

<Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries. Information Referral System (INRES)>.  
UNDP/TCDC/INRES/

Technical co-operation among State trading organizations of developing countries (Series).  
<TD/>UNCTAD/ECDC/TCDC/STO/

<Technical cooperation project reports>.  
<ST/TCD/TC/>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series Title Index</th>
<th>UN Document Series Symbols, 1946-1996</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic in Obscene Publications: Summaries of annual reports 1946-1948</td>
<td>E/TOP/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic in Women and Children: Summaries of annual reports 1946-1950</td>
<td>E/TWC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training for industry series.</td>
<td>ID/SER.D/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training manuals</td>
<td>UNITAR/MAN/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training workshops on industrial project formulation and evaluation</td>
<td>CID/IPE/TW/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and communication bulletin (ECAFE).</td>
<td>ST/ECAFE/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and communications bulletin for Asia and the Pacific.</td>
<td>ST/ESCAP/SER.E/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport information (ECE).</td>
<td>&lt;E/ECE/&gt;TRANS/INFO/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treaties, conventions, protocols and agreements on narcotic drugs</td>
<td>E/NT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusteeship agreements.</td>
<td>T/Agreement/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten bibliography.</td>
<td>TD/TUNGSTEN COM/BIB/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten statistics.</td>
<td>TD/B/C.1/TUNGSTEN/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten Statistics: Quarterly bulletin of the Committee on Tungsten.</td>
<td>TD/TUNGSTEN COM/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Financing System for Science and Technology for Development: project recommendation of the Administrator.</td>
<td>DP/STD/PROJECTS/REC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Permanent Staff Committee: circulars.</td>
<td>PSC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration: recommendation of the Administrator.</td>
<td>DP/NRE/PROJECTS/REC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration: report.</td>
<td>DP/NRE/PROJECTS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Sudano-Sahelian Office projects.</td>
<td>DP/SO/PROJECTS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCITRAL legal guides.</td>
<td>A/CN.9/SER.B/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD : status of documentation.</td>
<td>&lt;TD/&gt;UNCTAD/CA/DOCS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD commodity yearbook.</td>
<td>TD/B/C.1/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD commodity yearbook.</td>
<td>TD/B/CN.1/STAT/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEX. United Nations documents index.</td>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.I/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEX. United Nations documents index: Country index.</td>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.I/B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEX. United Nations documents index: List of documents issued.</td>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.I/C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEX. United Nations documents index: Subject index.</td>
<td>ST/LIB/SER.I/A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP: amendments to the programme.</td>
<td>DP/TA/CAT.I-II/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP field directory.</td>
<td>UNDP/ADM/FD/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP documents, Series C.</td>
<td>&lt;UNEP/LIB/&gt;SER.C/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA projects approved by the Executive Director.</td>
<td>DP/FPA/PROJECTS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA proposed projects and programmes: recommendation by the Executive Director.</td>
<td>DP/FPA/PROJECTS/REC/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIDO guides to information sources.</td>
<td>&lt;ID/&gt;UNIDO/LIB/SER.D/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITAR futures studies.</td>
<td>UNITAR/FS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITAR lecture series.</td>
<td>UNITAR/LS/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITAR Panel: Studies on relations between the United Nations and the Council of Europe, EEC, OECD.</td>
<td>UNITAR/EUR.72/STUD.I/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITAR regional studies.</td>
<td>UNITAR/RS/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNITAR research reports.
UNITAR/RR/

UNITAR studies.
UNITAR/ST/

UNITAR/CEESTEM/WFUNA international survey of decision-makers and experts concerning the new international economic order.
UNITAR/CEESTEM/WFUNA/

<United Nations Archives: reference guides and lists>,
ST/CGS/SER.A/
ST/OGS/SER.A/

United Nations chronology.
ST/DPI/SER.B/

A/CN.9/SER.A/

United Nations documents index (UN. Dag Hammarskjöld Library).
ST/LIB/SER.E/

ST/LIB/SER.E/CUM.

<United Nations Emergency Operation: Meetings of Contributors>.
ST/UNEO/C/

United Nations fact series.
ST/DPI/SER.C/
ST/OPI/SER.C/

United Nations juridical yearbook.
ST/LEG/SER.C/

United Nations legislative series.
ST/LEG/SER.B/

United Nations Population Fund: proposed projects and programmes: recommendation by the Executive Director.
DP/PPA/CP/

<United Nations printed publications catalogues>.
ST/CSSER.J/
ST/DPI/SER.F/
ST/OPI/SER.F/

ST/AFS/Al/
ST/Al/

ST/BA/

ST/ADM/SER.A/
ST/AFS/SER.A/

<United Nations Secretariat: Information circulars to Delegations>.
ST/ADM/SER.C/
ST/AFS/SER.F/

<United Nations Secretariat: Project personnel circulars>.
ST/ADM/SER.P/

ST/ADM/SER.B/
ST/AFS/SER.B/

United Nations series on community development.
ST/SOA/SER.O/

United Nations Staff Development Programme.
ST/TRAINING/

ST/ESA/STAT/SER.S/CD/

United Nations System of organizations: Members of the United Nations, the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency, and contracting parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and directory of senior officials.
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